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Introduction

Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) 2008 is a new product whose 
 purpose is to dramatically simplify the configuration and administration of 

a medium-size business network. A multi-server product, Windows EBS is installed 
on three servers in Standard Edition and four in Premium Edition. Included in 
the package are many components—Windows Server 2008, Microsoft Exchange 
Server 2007, and Microsoft System Center Essentials 2007, to name a few—which 
as part of Windows EBS are discounted 30 percent relative to the sum of their 
individual costs. 

Windows EBS, however, is not just bundled software—far from it. First of all, 
the Windows EBS components are not installed separately but in a unified and 
integrated manner. This unified installation process shares information among 
all its parts and enables most features to be autoconfigured. Second, beyond 
installing its individual components, Windows EBS adds a central administration 
console from which you can perform most of the tasks you’ll need in your job as 
a network administrator. In fact, about 80 percent of your daily administration 
can take place in the Windows EBS Administration Console, and for most of the 
remainder, the console provides a link to the required tool. A third added feature 
of Windows EBS is that all of its components are not merely installed; they are 
in fact automatically integrated and configured in a secure manner according 
to Best Practices. For example, after installation, features such as Remote Web 
Workplace and Microsoft Office Outlook Web Access are completely configured 
on the server side, with associated firewall rules created to allow minimal external 
exposure. Fourth, Windows EBS adds to its component technologies many soft-
ware routines that work across those components. For example, by using the New 
User Account Wizard, a new tool you can open from the Windows EBS Adminis-
tration Console, you can perform diverse tasks such as redirecting the new user’s 
documents to a preconfigured network share, adding the user to selected groups, 
limiting the user’s mailbox size in Exchange, and assigning the user a client license. 
Finally, Windows EBS provides a unified licensing scheme for all of its components. 
Instead of having to worry about separate licenses for System Center Essentials or 
Exchange, you now need just one license for everything in Windows EBS, and you 
can easily keep track of this licensing in the Windows EBS Administration Console.
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What’s in This Book

Writing a book on Windows EBS presents a particular set of challenges . Windows 
EBS is a huge product made up of many components . Realistically, for each 
component such as Exchange or System Center Essentials, a full book is needed 
to cover the topic in detail . Given the enormous scale of Windows EBS,  writing 
just one book that covers every aspect of its administration would simply be 
 impossible . 

To meet this challenge, we decided to focus first on the aspects of Windows EBS 
that are unique to the product, aspects such as planning for your Windows EBS 
network and using the Windows EBS Administration Console . In the remaining 
chapters, we provide an overview of the Windows EBS component technologies so 
that you can get started administering your network . For more in-depth informa-
tion about any component technology, we encourage you to look at  resources 
that are dedicated to the topic . For example, for more information about  
administering Windows Server 2008, we recommend the Windows Server 2008 
 Administrator’s Companion by Charlie Russel and Sharon Crawford . (To learn more 
about this book and where to purchase it, visit the Microsoft Web site at http://
www.microsoft.com/learning/en/us/Books/11840.aspx .) If you need in-depth infor-
mation about administering Exchange 2007, we recommend Microsoft Exchange 
Server 2007 Administrator’s Companion, Second Edition, by Walter Glenn, Scott 
Lowe, and Joshua Maher . (To learn more about this book and where to purchase 
it, visit http://www.microsoft.com/learning/en/us/Books/12754.aspx .) 

Chapter 1, “Introducing Windows Essential Business Server,” presents an over-
view of the Windows EBS servers, which services are installed on each server, and 
how these servers fit into your environment .

Chapter 2, “Preparing and Planning for Windows EBS Deployment,” describes 
procedures for running the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard, the Windows EBS 
Planning Wizard, and other preparatory steps you must take before installing 
Windows EBS .

Chapter 3, “Installing the Windows EBS Servers,” describes the data structures 
used to install the three Windows EBS servers and then provides step-by-step 
instructions for running the Windows EBS installation wizards .

Chapter 4, “Performing Post-Installation Tasks,” provides guidance for complet-
ing many required procedures (such as migrating DNS) after installation . 

Chapter 5, “Managing Windows EBS with the Windows EBS Administration 
Console,” introduces the central administration tool in Windows EBS and explains 
the administrative tasks you can perform in it .

http://www.microsoft.com/learning/en/us/Books/11840.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/learning/en/us/Books/11840.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/learning/en/us/Books/12754.aspx
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Chapter 6, “Configuring Remote Web Workplace,” explains how to use Remote 
Web Workplace, how to configure it for client access, and how to customize it for 
your needs .

Chapter 7, “Managing and Migrating User Settings,” presents an overview of 
the various ways that user settings are applied in a Windows EBS environment, 
including Group Policy, user profiles, Folder Redirection, and scripts . The chap-
ter also provides instructions for migrating user settings to your Windows EBS 
 environment .

Chapter 8, “Backing Up and Recovering Windows EBS Servers,” describes the 
two tools native to Windows EBS that you can use to back up and restore your 
Windows EBS servers, as well as the limitations of using these native tools .

Chapter 9, “Managing Updates and Software Deployment with System  Center 
 Essentials 2007,” introduces the System Center Essentials console and then 
 provides detailed instructions on how to use this tool to push updates and other 
software to client computers .

Chapter 10, “Managing Servers Running Windows Server 2008,” gives a primer 
for Windows Server 2003 administrators on the most important new administra-
tion concepts in Windows Server 2008 . These concepts include roles, role services, 
and features; Server Manager; Network and Sharing Center; and User Account 
Control .

Chapter 11, “Managing Exchange Server 2007,” provides an overview of the 
most important aspects of Exchange Server 2007 administration, including 
mailbox management, and introduces the Microsoft Exchange Shell, a Windows 
PowerShell command-line interface that gives you a powerful and flexible way to 
manage all aspects of Microsoft Exchange that can be easily scripted .

Chapter 12, “Using Forefront Security for Exchange Server,” introduces Fore-
front Security for Exchange, a new application that is used to protect Exchange 
environments from malicious software .

Chapter 13, “Configuring Forefront Threat Management Gateway,” introduces 
the latest version of the application formerly named Internet Security and Admin-
istration Server . The chapter focuses on basic firewall policy concepts and configu-
ration . It also introduces HTTP malicious software inspection, a new feature used 
to detect malicious software as it enters the network .

Chapter 14, “Windows EBS Premium Edition,” describes the installation and 
configuration of the fourth server and Microsoft SQL Server that are included in 
Windows EBS Premium Edition . It includes coverage of virtualization using the 
fourth server as a Hyper-V host, installation of SQL Server 2008, and the configu-
ration and deployment of Terminal Services, including TS RemoteApps .
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Chapter 15, “Monitoring and Reporting,” explains how you can use the moni-
toring and reporting features in Windows EBS and System Center Essentials to 
discover and address technical problems that appear on your network .

How to Use This Book

Look for book elements such as these:

Under the hood

S idebars titled “Under the hood” describe the technical operations 

being performed by the wizard. these sidebars also include  

methodological information to help you understand Windows EBS.

real World

Everyone can benefit from the experiences of others. “Real World” 

sidebars contain elaboration on a particular theme, or background 

information based on the experiences of other users of Windows EBS.

note Notes include tips as well as information that needs to be highlighted 

or alternate ways to perform a task.

Important Boxes marked “Important” shouldn’t be skipped. (that’s why 

they’re called “Important.”) here you’ll find security notes, cautions, and warn-

ings to keep you and your network out of trouble.

more Info We use these boxes to point you to a recommended resource for 

additional information on key topics.
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on the CompanIon medIa these notes refer to scripts and other 

information found on the CD included as part of the book.

System Requirements

This book includes a CD that contains an e-book version of the text . To read the 
e-book, you need:

n CD-ROM drive

n Internet connection

n Display monitor capable of 1024 × 768 resolution

n Microsoft mouse or compatible pointing device

n Adobe Reader for viewing the ebook (Adobe Reader is available as a 
 download at http://www.adobe.com.)

Find Additional Content Online

As new or updated material that complements this book becomes available, it 
will be published online to the Microsoft Learning Web site . This includes mate-
rial such as updates to book content, articles, links to companion content, errata, 
 sample chapters, and more . This Web site is available at http://www.microsoft.com
/learning/en/us/Books/9581.aspx.

Support for This Book

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this book and companion 
content . Microsoft Press provides corrections for books through the Web at the 
following address:

http://www.microsoft.com/mspress/support/search.aspx

To connect directly to Microsoft Help and Support to enter a query regarding a 
question or issue you may have, go to the following address:

http://support.microsoft.com

http://www.adobe.com
http://www.microsoft.com
http://www.microsoft.com/mspress/support/search.aspx
http://support.microsoft.com
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If you have comments, questions, or ideas regarding the book or companion 
content, or if you have questions that are not answered by querying the Knowl-
edge Base, please send them to Microsoft Press using either of the following 
methods:

E-mail:

mspinput@microsoft.com

Postal mail:

Microsoft Press  
Attn: Windows Essential Business Server 2008 Administrator’s Companion Editor
One Microsoft Way 
Redmond, WA 98052-6399

Please note that product support is not offered through the preceding mail 
addresses . For support information, please visit the Microsoft Product Support 
Web site at http://support.microsoft.com .

mailto:mspinput@microsoft.com
http://support.microsoft.com
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Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) 2008 is a new server suite whose purpose 
is to provide, in one integrated installation, all the essential networking services 

needed to run a medium-size business . (A medium-size business is defined as one with 
approximately 50 to 300 computers .) These core networking services include a central-
ized management platform, an Active Directory domain with two domain controllers, 
e-mail and e-mail security, a firewall, an update infrastructure, Domain Name System 
(DNS), Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), remote administration, monitoring, 
and many other features .

The Windows EBS suite includes the following component product technologies from 
Microsoft:

n Windows Server 2008 All Windows EBS servers run on Windows Server 2008 
Standard Edition .

n Exchange Server 2007 Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Standard Edition 
provides advanced e-mail and calendar functionality to Windows EBS networks .

n Forefront Security for Exchange Microsoft Forefront Security for Exchange 
Server helps protect the Windows EBS environment from viruses, worms, and 
spam . Forefront Security for Exchange uses multiple antivirus engines to provide 
layered protection against e-mail–based threats .
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n Forefront Threat Management Gateway (Formerly Internet Security and 
 Acceleration [ISA] Server), Medium Business Edition Forefront Threat 
 Management  Gateway (TMG) is an integrated edge security gateway that helps protect 
the Windows EBS network against Internet-based threats . In addition, through Web 
caching functionality, this product also provides users fast and secure remote  access to 
applications and data .

n System Center Essentials 2007 System Center Essentials is a management product 
designed to help IT professionals manage their networks with greatly increased ease 
and efficiency .

n SQL Server 2008 (Windows EBS Premium Edition only), Standard 
 Edition Microsoft SQL Server 2008 is a robust database server as well as a compre-
hensive data management and analysis software solution .

Why a Server for Medium-Size Businesses?

Medium-size businesses have traditionally faced a unique set of IT challenges, even starting 
with software and hardware pricing deals available to them . Businesses of this size typically miss 
out on the discounts given to smaller firms but are also unable to earn the savings available to 
larger enterprises through volume licensing . Because of these higher costs and because these 
are the smallest businesses that require the expense of full-time IT personnel, the budget for 
new IT purchases in these companies tends to be unusually small relative to their needs . Older 
technologies and operating systems thus are often kept in place longer than they should be . 
When new technologies are acquired, they are purchased piecemeal, with new hardware 
typically hosting each new service . Inefficient hardware usage exhausts the already-strapped 
IT budget, adds to higher energy costs, and magnifies management complexity .

These problems of small budget, outdated software, and server sprawl affect network 
health in very practical ways . If you are an IT support specialist in a medium-size business, you 
know how the day is filled mainly with putting out fires . Often, you are the only full-time IT 
staff, and you spend most of your hours solving emergency help desk–type problems: removing 
spyware from users’ machines, fixing printers when paper gets jammed, and applying updates 
to computers on a case-by-case basis . To fix server errors, you probably have time to do little 
more than reboot and cross your fingers . 

Consolidating your servers and upgrading to the newest software could allow you to rise 
above firefighting and focus instead on higher-level administration tasks that improve ef-
ficiency and prevent errors . For example, you could have updates roll out automatically . You 
could prevent unauthorized software installations on client computers . You could block most 
malware from entering the network . You could spend more of your time proactively improving 
the health of the network and helping to meet business goals .

However, consolidating and upgrading across the board is not a realistic option for 
most midsize businesses . Even if the purchase of a completely new spate of software 
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were approved, a network administrator for a medium-size business wouldn’t likely have 
the time to read through the hundreds of pages required to understand the best practices 
 associated with all these technologies, much less the time needed to test and deploy them . 
The deployment phase alone could take an entire week, and it’s unlikely that the overworked 
admin could even squeeze in such a project .

What medium-size businesses have thus lacked to this point is an affordable multiserver 
solution that is robust, that is optimally consolidated, that is automatically configured, and 
that provides overburdened IT staff with a unified management tool for the core technologies 
needed to run the business .

Making the Case for Windows EBS

This book’s purpose is to assist you in implementing and using Windows EBS . However, if you 
are assessing Windows EBS as a potential solution, it’s also important for you to know how 
Windows EBS attempts to address the IT challenges you are likely facing as an IT  administrator 
in a medium-size business .

First, Windows EBS reduces IT costs . To address midsize business pricing woes, Windows 
EBS as a suite includes the full versions of component product technologies at a price that 
is discounted approximately 30 percent relative to the sum of the costs of the stand-alone 
 versions . Windows EBS also helps to optimize hardware expenditures and energy costs, 
because the full set of these technologies is consolidated into just three servers . Whereas 
most servers use only 10 to 20 percent of capacity, the Windows EBS servers typically achieve 
between 40 and 60 percent utilization .

Second, Windows EBS greatly simplifies the installation process . For instance, Windows 
EBS setup includes a set of preparation and planning tools that prevent installation errors by 
verifying before deployment the proper configuration of about 150 services and settings . 
Furthermore, the integrated nature of the multiserver setup allows information pooling that 
significantly shortens the installation procedure and prevents installation errors . Whereas 
installing each product separately would require approximately 130 setup screens, with 
Windows EBS, the installation for the entire suite is accomplished in about only 30 . Licensing, 
too, is integrated and simplified . 

Next, Windows EBS reduces administrative complexity by offering out-of-the-box func-
tionality for its services . The integrated setup automatically configures many features that 
normally require complicated configuration and testing after installation is complete . For 
example, when you install Windows EBS, features and components such as Microsoft  Office 
Outlook Web Access, Terminal Services Gateway, an Active Directory domain (with two 
domain controllers), Microsoft Exchange mailboxes, e-mail malware filtering, monitoring, 
Remote Web Workplace (RWW), DNS, DHCP, and a firewall are automatically configured and 
functional . Once installed, Windows EBS further reduces management complexity through a 
centralized administration console . The Windows EBS Administration Console allows you to 
perform the most important checks on the health of your system and to manage the various 
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component technologies in one location . The Windows EBS Administration Console is also 
extensible, so even third-party applications can provide add-ins and be managed from this 
same console .

note although the name of the console appears in the UI as Windows Essential Business 

Server administration Console, in this book, we’ll refer to the tool simply as the Windows 

EBS administration Console.

Finally, and most significantly, Windows EBS offers administrators the confidence that all 
of the services included in the Windows EBS suite are fully functioning and integrated in a 
secure manner according to best practices . 

Taking a Tour of Windows EBS Servers

Windows EBS Standard Edition is installed on three physical servers . Each of these three EBS 
servers is named after its primary role in the network:

n Management Server Centralizes the management of your Windows Essential 
Business Server network . Enables and manages key network services .

n Security Server Helps manage security, Internet access, and remote access . This 
server includes two network cards and typically is connected directly to the Internet .

n Messaging Server Provides messaging capabilities and manages additional net-
work services .

These three servers are illustrated in Figure 1-1 .

Corporate
Network

Security
Server

Management Server
Messaging Server

Internet

FIGURE 1-1 The Windows EBS servers
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the Management Server 
The Management Server is the first server installed during deployment and is the most 
important Windows EBS server for administration and core infrastructure . 

For administration, the Management Server hosts the Windows EBS Administration Console, 
which is the main tool used for most Windows EBS administration tasks, and System Center 
Essentials, which is the software used to manage updates, deploy software, and monitor the 
health of computers on the network . 

On top of its management functions, the Management Server also provides the majority of 
the core infrastructure services for Windows EBS, including Active Directory Domain Services 
(AD DS), Active Directory Certificate Services (AD CS), DNS, and DHCP .

In Windows EBS, the Management Server is represented by an icon with a wrench and 
screwdriver, as shown in Figure 1-2 .

FIGURE 1-2 The Windows EBS Management Server icon includes a wrench and screwdriver .

Windows Essential Business Server administration Console 
The Windows EBS Administration Console, found only on the Management Server, is the 
central administration interface that consolidates many of the monitoring and administrative 
functions from Windows EBS component technologies . As a result, from the Windows EBS 
Administration Console interface you can perform diverse functions such as monitoring system 
health, viewing security and licensing compliance status, restarting computers, managing 
updates, checking and acting upon critical alert notifications, and creating and managing 
user accounts . 

Another advantage of the console is that it is integrated with the tools native to each 
component technology . Common administrative functions, such as managing updates or 
creating server publishing rules, are available through menus in the Windows EBS Adminis-
tration Console but, once selected, link to specific pages within native tools such as System 
Center Essentials console or the Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG) console .

A final advantage of the Windows EBS Administration Console is that it provides links 
to native component tools such the Exchange Management Console, the Forefront Threat 
 Management Gateway console, and the Active Directory Users And Computers console . These 
direct links enable you to easily access the full range of administrative functions in each 
 component technology . 

The Windows EBS Administration Console is shown in Figure 1-3 .
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FIGURE 1-3 The Windows EBS Administration Console

System Center Essentials 
System Center Essentials is a monitoring, troubleshooting, and asset-tracking application . 
One of the key functions it fulfills in Windows EBS is to automate data collection (such as 
status and performance) from Windows EBS components and then present that data in 
the  Windows EBS Administration Console . You can also access the System Center Essentials 
console directly to package and deploy software updates, create Group Policy objects, and 
perform troubleshooting for servers or end-user client computers . Finally, System Center 
 Essentials enables the monitoring of many Microsoft and third-party applications on your 
network through the use of individual management packs . Management packs in System 
Center  Essentials are essentially sets of filtering rules that allow you to monitor specific 
 applications on managed clients . 

Licensing Windows Essential Business Server Licensing Service 
Through the Windows Essential Business Server licensing service, the licensing  requirements 
are consolidated for Windows Server 2008, Exchange Server, System Center Essentials, 
Forefront TMG, and other Windows EBS technologies . Rather than installing and managing 
separate sets of licenses for each technology, you install packages of several client access 
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licenses (CALs) for users or devices, and then assign a single CAL for each Windows EBS user 
or managed device . Each user or device CAL enables access to Windows EBS components . 
Standard CALs enable access to standard network services, and Premium CALs enable access 
to the Premium Technologies that are available in the Windows Essential Business Server 
Premium Edition . 

The licensing service is managed through the Windows EBS Administration Console, which 
enables you to install CAL packs, manage your licenses, and check on license compliance . The 
service notifies you when the license limits are being reached and provides a temporary buf-
fer to enable your business to keep working if the license needs unexpectedly change .

Other Features and Services
The Management Server also provides the following important components:

n AD DS The Windows EBS Management Server is a domain controller that hosts 
AD DS . AD DS provides central authentication and authorization services . The 
 Management Server holds most AD operations master roles .

n AD CS As an Active Directory–integrated certification authority, AD CS in Windows 
EBS manages X .509 certificates for protocols such as S/MIME and Secure Sockets Layer 
(SSL) .

n DNS Provides the foundation for AD DS and translates host names to IP addresses 
for network access .

n DHCP Used to automatically provide computers on the network with IP addresses 
and other parameters, such as the default gateway, subnet mask, and the addresses of 
DNS servers .

n Print Services Provides sharing and management for printing and imaging devices .

n SQL Server Express Data repository for Systems Center Essentials .

n Remote Desktop for Administration Allows administrators to remotely access 
the server . Also note that the Terminal Services Licensing component is also installed 
on the Management Server .

n Web Services (Internet Information Services) Web server providing services for 
System Center Essentials reporting and Windows Update Services .

A view of the Windows Server 2008 server roles installed by default on the Management 
Server is shown in Figure 1-4 .
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FIGURE 1-4 The server roles installed on the Windows EBS Management Server

the Security Server
The Security Server includes two network interfaces and is designed to function as an edge 
server and firewall for the company network . The second server installed during Windows 
EBS deployment, the Security Server offers stateful and stateless firewall protection, higher-
layer protocol filtering on all traffic, and spam and malware protection for e-mail . For general 
malware protection outside of e-mail, the Security Server relies on Microsoft Antigen and 
integrated antivirus subscription services .

The Security Server is a member server in the same domain as the Management Server 
domain controller . Being joined to the domain enables management and monitoring of the 
Security Server from the Windows EBS Administration Console on the Management Server . 
Being a member server also enables Forefront TMG to work as a secure bridge to the trusted 
environment . 

In Windows EBS, the Security Server is represented by an icon with a green shield marked 
with a check, a grayscale version of which is shown in Figure 1-5 .

FIGURE 1-5 The Windows EBS Security Server icon includes a green shield with a check mark .
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The Security Server includes the following services:

n Exchange Server 2007 Edge Transport Role Performs multiple messaging func-
tions including anti-spam and message hygiene, in addition to receiving all incoming 
 e-mail and forwarding all outgoing e-mail

n Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG), Medium Business 
Edition Forefront TMG is the next generation of ISA Server . This application provides 
firewall services such as traffic filtering, and Web antivirus protection for the Windows 
EBS network .

n Web Services (Internet Information Services) Web server providing services for 
Forefront TMG reporting .

Windows EBS also provides highly secure remote connectivity out of the box, and the 
Security Server is responsible for brokering this remote connectivity . The remote connectivity 
features for Windows EBS include: 

n Remote Web Workplace (RWW) From any computer connected to the Internet, 
an employee can connect to the RWW Web site and access e-mail, files and folders on 
the network, and desktop PCs enabled for Remote Desktop . (Although the Security 
Server handles incoming requests for RWW, the RWW Web site itself is hosted on the 
Messaging Server .)

n Remote e-mail access Windows EBS automatically enables secure publishing for 
Outlook Web Access, Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync, and Outlook Anywhere (formerly 
known as RPC/HTTPS) . Microsoft Exchange is hosted on the Messaging Server .

n Preconfigured Management Access Windows EBS automatically enables secure 
 remote access through the Security Server to the Management Server . This function-
ality is provided by the Terminal Services Gateway, itself installed on the Messaging 
Server .

A view of the Windows Server 2008 server roles installed by default on the Security Server 
is shown in Figure 1-6 .

FIGURE 1-6 The server roles installed on the Windows EBS Security Server
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the Messaging Server
The Messaging Server is the third server installed in Windows EBS deployment . Its main 
function is to provide messaging and collaboration for the Windows EBS network . For 
network infrastructure redundancy, the Messaging Server also acts as an additional domain 
controller and DNS server for the domain .

In Windows EBS, the Messaging Server is represented by an icon with an envelope, as 
shown in Figure 1-7 .

FIGURE 1-7 The Windows EBS Messaging Server icon includes an envelope .

The Messaging Server provides the following services:

n Active Directory Domain Services Like the Management Server, the Messaging 
Server is a domain controller in the Active Directory domain . Active Directory domains 
provide central authentication and authorization services for the network . 

n DNS The Messaging Server acts as a secondary DNS server on the Windows EBS 
network . (The Management Server functions as the primary DNS server .)

n Exchange Server 2007 Client Access Role Handles all Exchange client connec-
tions, regardless of whether they come from an application (such as a mobile device, 
Web browser, Outlook 2003, or Outlook 2007) or any other MAPI, POP3, or IMAP4 
client .

n Exchange Server 2007 Hub Transport Role Responsible for all internal Exchange 
Server 2007 mail flow . Forwards external e-mail to the Security Server’s Edge Transport 
role for processing .

n Exchange Server 2007 Mailbox Role Primarily responsible for maintaining all 
 Exchange Server 2007 databases .

n Forefront Security for Exchange Server Helps provide comprehensive layered 
 protection against viruses, worms, and spam for the Exchange Server messaging 
 environment .

n Network Policy and Access Services Defines and enforces policies for network 
access authentication, authorization, and client health .

n Terminal Services Gateway Allows authorized remote users to connect to resources 
on an internal corporate or private network from virtually any Internet-connected 
device .

n Web Services (Internet Information Services) Web server providing services for 
Outlook Web Access, Outlook Anywhere, RWW, and Unified Messaging .
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Figure 1-8 shows a view of the Windows Server 2008 server roles installed by default on 
the Messaging Server .

FIGURE 1-8 The server roles installed on the Windows EBS Messaging Server

SQL Server 2005 and 2008 (Windows EBS 
premium Edition)
Beyond the servers and technologies included in Windows EBS Standard Edition, Windows EBS 
Premium Edition also includes the product discs for both SQL Server 2005 Standard Edition 
and SQL Server 2008 Standard, either of which you can use as a home for line-of-business 
(LOB) applications . For example, you can use SQL Server 2008 to host customer databases 
and the applications that require these databases . 

Besides SQL Server, Windows EBS Premium Edition includes an additional copy of Windows 
Server 2008 Standard Edition . You can use this copy of Windows Server 2008 to host SQL 
Server .

Finally, it is important to understand that these additional components of Windows EBS 
Premium Edition do not form a single, unified product with the rest of Windows EBS . For 
example, the installation of neither Windows Server 2008 nor SQL Server is integrated into 
Windows EBS installation . If as recommended you use the additional copy of Windows Server 
2008 to install SQL Server on a fourth server in the Windows EBS network, you must perform 
these installations manually . In addition, Windows EBS by default does not provide any  
management tools that integrate SQL Server into the Windows EBS Administration Console 
or into the Guided Configuration and Migration Tasks window that appears after installa-
tion . Given this absence of built-in integration, you can think of Windows EBS Premium as a 
 version of Windows EBS Standard Edition that is bundled with highly discounted versions of 
SQL Server and Windows Server 2008 .
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note though Windows EBS and SQL Server are not integrated out of the box, you can 

download and install a SQL Server management add-in for the Windows EBS administra-

tion Console. add-ins extend the administration capabilities of the Windows EBS admin-

istration Console and are available for many non–Windows EBS technologies, including 

Microsoft Dynamics, Windows Sharepoint Services, and System Center Data protection 

Manager. For more information about add-ins, visit the Microsoft Web site at http://www.

microsoft.com/ebs/en/us/add-ins.aspx.

Minimum Hardware Requirements

Windows EBS has a fairly strict set of hardware requirements . To begin with, Windows EBS 
is only available as a 64-bit operating system; your server hardware must have a 64-bit 
processor to install and use Windows EBS . In addition, all server hardware should meet the 
requirements established for the Windows Server 2008 Logo Program for Systems . (You can 
learn more about these requirements by visiting http://www.microsoft.com/whdc/winlogo/
hwrequirements.mspx .) 

The following sections provide specific information about the CPU, memory, and hard disk 
requirements for the Windows EBS servers .

processor Requirements
Note the following minimum CPU requirements for Windows EBS:

n Systems with a single-core CPU x64 processor with a 2 .5-GHz minimum clock 
speed

n Systems with a multi-core CPU x64 processor with a 1 .5-GHz minimum clock 
speed

n Systems with multiple physical CPUs x64 processor with a 1 .5-GHz minimum 
clock speed

RaM Requirements
The following figures represent the minimum RAM requirements for the Windows EBS  servers: 

n Management Server 4 GB of RAM

n Security Server 2 GB of RAM

n Messaging Server 4 GB of RAM

http://www.microsoft.com/whdc/winlogo/hwrequirements.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/whdc/winlogo/hwrequirements.mspx
http://www
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Volume and hard Disk Configuration
Note the following volume requirements for each of the three Windows EBS servers:

n Management Server

• System volume: Minimum of 50 GB of free disk space

• Data volume: Minimum of 30 GB of free disk space

n Security Server

• System volume: Minimum of 50 GB of free disk space

• Data volume: Minimum of 10 GB of free disk space

n Messaging Server

• System volume: Minimum of 50 GB of free disk space

• Data volume: Minimum of 20 GB of free disk space

plannIng the minimum hard disk requirements for Windows EBS are useful only to 

know the conditions under which Windows EBS will successfully install. In a production 

environment, you should provide more space to each data volume especially. When 

determining the appropriate disk space for your data volumes, you should consider all 

aspects of storage needs, including the Exchange Server 2007 databases, the redirec-

tion of a user’s Documents folders, and other application data. also see Figure 1-9 for a 

sample hard disk drive configuration.

The following represents the recommended hard disk configuration for the Windows EBS 
servers:

n Eight hard disk drive bays (provides for in-server storage expansion)

n Operating system stored on RAID 1 volumes 

n Application data stored on RAID 5 volumes (RAID 10 for improved I/O)

Figure 1-9 illustrates the hard disk drive configuration recommendations for all Windows 
EBS servers .
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Physical Drives RAID Type

C: - System

Disk Volume

2

4

RAID 1
Volume

RAID 5
Volume

with
Dedicated
Hot Spare E: - Data

FIGURE 1-9 The recommended hard disk configuration for Windows EBS servers

Other Requirements
Windows EBS requires the following additional hardware:

n DVD-ROM Must be bootable from the system BIOS or a peripheral connection such 
as a USB port .

n Network Interface Card (NIC) For the Management, Messaging, and Database 
 Servers, one network adapter is required that supports at least a 10 megabits per 
 second (Mbps) or greater link speed . For the Security Server, two such network adap-
ters are required .

Other Recommendations
For production environments, you should follow these additional hardware 
 recommendations:

n Dedicated hot swap hard disk drive configured for RAID volume failover

n Redundant power supply for each server

n Hard disk speeds 15K RPM or greater

n One or more additional network adapters per server at 100 Mbps or greater
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Virtualized Windows EBS Hardware Requirements

You can choose to host any or all Windows EBS servers in a virtual environment by using 
the Hyper-V server role in Windows Server 2008 . The Hyper-V role in Windows Server 2008 
requires a 64-bit (x64) processor, hardware-assisted virtualization, and hardware data execution 
protection . Beyond meeting these basic hardware requirements to run Hyper-V on a host 
server, you then need to meet the hardware requirements to support each Windows EBS 
server in a virtual environment on the host . 

The following sections describe three different Windows EBS virtualization configurations 
and the scenarios in which they can be used .

Virtual Configuration #1: Fully Virtualized Windows EBS
In this configuration, all three Windows EBS servers are virtualized on a single physical server . 
In selecting the host operating system for the parent partition, you can use Windows EBS 
Premium Edition’s fourth server, or you can download the free Microsoft Hyper-V Server 
from the Microsoft Web site at the following address: http://www.microsoft.com/servers
/hyper-v-server/default.mspx . The fully-virtualized configuration is a good solution for test or 
low-load environments (up to 25 clients) and provides the option to migrate Windows EBS 
servers from virtual to physical at a later date . 

Figure 1-10 illustrates a Windows EBS configuration that is virtualized on a single physical 
server .

Windows EBS 2008
Management Server

Applications

Parent Partition Child Partition

Windows
Server 2008 Windows EBS 2008

Messaging Server

Applications

Windows EBS 2008
Security Server

Applications

Child Partition

Windows Hypervisor

Virtual Machines

Physical
Server

Windows
EBS 2008
Premium “Designed for Windows”—Physical Hardware

Child Partition

FIGURE 1-10 Virtualizing the Windows EBS servers on a single physical server

plannIng this scenario virtualizes the Security Server and its firewall. Microsoft supports 

the fully virtualized configuration of Windows EBS with its virtualized firewall. however, this 

arrangement exposes the hyper-V hypervisor code to the public network, which creates a 

slightly larger attack surface for the Security Server. there are no known vulnerabilities of the 

hyper-V hypervisor, but if you want to minimize risk exposure you might consider deploying 

an additional firewall in your network external to the Security Server. 

http://www.microsoft.com/servers
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Table 1-1 lists the minimum hardware requirements you’ll need for a single physical 
server to run the parent operating system and all Windows EBS servers as virtual machines . 
To increase performance, availability, and redundancy for your servers, you should consider 
implementing the recommendations . 

TABLE 1-1 Windows EBS minimum hardware requirements for virtualization

HARDWARE MINIMUM REQUIREMENT

Processor 64-bit (x64) quad-core or dual dual-core, hardware-virtualization 
enabled (dual quad-core recommended)

System memory Standard Edition: 12 GB (16 GB or more recommended)

Premium Edition: 16 GB (20 GB or more recommended) 

Storage capacity Four disk drives (five for Premium Edition): 

n One for the host operating system (50 GB minimum)

n One for each of the three Windows Essential Business Server 
virtual machines (80 GB minimum)

Note that it is strongly recommended that you use different physical 
hard drives for the virtual hard drives for each Windows EBS virtual 
machine . Disk partitions should be sized according to the Windows 
EBS minimum hardware requirements . A RAID should be used for 
redundancy in the host system and in each Windows EBS virtual 
machine .

Network adapters n One to connect each Windows EBS virtual machine to an 
internal network

n One to connect the Security Server virtual machine to an 
external network

n One to manage the Hyper-V host system remotely (recom-
mended)

Note that if you are evaluating Windows EBS and you plan to connect it 
only to virtual machines that are hosted on the same physical server, 
and you do not need to manage the server remotely, only a single 
network adapter is required .

Virtual Configuration #2: hosting the Domain Controllers 
on Separate physical Servers
In this configuration, all three Windows EBS servers are still virtualized, but they are hosted on 
two physical servers: the Management Server and Security Server on one physical server, and 
the Messaging Server on a second physical server . This configuration is illustrated in Figure 1-11 .
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FIGURE 1-11 Hosting the Management and Messaging Servers on separate physical servers

The advantage of this virtual configuration is that the Management Server and 
 Messaging Servers, which are both domain controllers, are kept separate . Separating the 
domain controllers in this way enables users to log on to the domain even if one of the 
physical servers fails .

Virtual Configuration #3: hosting the Security Server 
on Its Own physical Server
In this configuration, two physical servers are used: the Management and Messaging Servers 
are virtualized on the first physical server, and the Security Server is hosted on the second . 
This virtual configuration is illustrated in Figure 1-12 .
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FIGURE 1-12 Virtually hosting the Security Server on its own physical server

The advantage of this scenario is that it separates the security services from the other services, 
and it thus helps minimize attack exposure . As with the other virtualized configurations, 
however, this configuration relies on a virtualized firewall .

real World Considerations for Virtualizing Windows EBS 

There are many important considerations to keep in mind before, during, and after 

installation when you virtualize Windows EBS servers in a production environment. 

First, before installation, there are important considerations when you create the 

virtual hard disks for your virtual machines. Before creating the virtual hard disks in 

hyper-V, be sure to defragment the physical hard disk. then, for production environ-

ments, create only fixed-size hard disks instead of dynamically expanding ones. al-

though dynamically expanding hard disks function well enough for testing purposes, 

they tend to become fragmented far more easily than fixed-size one do, which slows 

performance. In addition, because dynamically expanding disks do not immediately 

claim all the space you have configured for the disk, it is possible for you to run out 

of space on the physical disk before this space ever gets allocated to the dynamically 

expanding disk. these space conflicts are best avoided in a production environment.
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Next, virtualizing Windows EBS has an important requirement for Windows EBS 

Setup: Before beginning installation, you must set the time zone to pacific time 

(GMt-08:00) on the physical server both in the BIOS and in the parent partition 

operating system (Windows Server 2008). By default, the virtual servers are set to 

pacific time, and the time zone of the parent must match that time setting.

after installation, the most important consideration is that you must not use 

hyper-V snapshotting with domain controllers (in this case, the Management and 

Messaging Servers). Reverting to snapshots (or saved states) can break active Direc-

tory. another post-installation consideration is that you should not run a backup 

or restore process in the parent partition and in a child partition at the same time. 

Doing so causes a conflict.

Finally, I offer a more general planning recommendation: If I were building a system 

for a production environment, I would implement Windows EBS in a physical envi-

ronment as opposed to a virtual one. My experience has been that Windows EBS is 

more reliable on physical servers both during and after installation.

additional technologies to assist in Virtualized Windows 
EBS Environments
If you decide to deploy Windows EBS in a virtual environment, be sure to consider using the 
following additional technologies to assist you in managing that environment:

n Microsoft System Center Data Protection Manager (DPM) 2007 System 
Center DPM 2007 is a backup product that helps you back up both physical and virtual 
hosts . DPM can protect virtual machines without hibernation downtime . For more 
information about DPM, visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=125031 .

n System Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) 2008 System Center VMM 
2008 provides centralized administration and management of your virtual environ-
ment, enables you to move virtual machines to different physical servers, helps 
increase physical server utilization, and enables rapid provisioning of new virtual 
 machines . VMM also facilitates physical-to-virtual (P2V) conversion, a procedure 
that creates virtual machines from physical servers . For more information, visit  
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=123533 .

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=125031
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Network Environmental Requirements 

If you are installing Windows EBS in an existing network, the existing environment must 
meet several requirements for you to complete the installation successfully and to ensure 
compatibility with Windows EBS . The Windows Essential Business Server Preparation Wizard 
checks for these requirements, alerts you if they are missing, and assists you in making the 
necessary updates or changes . The Installation Wizard also confirms that critical requirements 
are met before installing the Windows Essential Business Server software . 

The primary requirements to install Windows EBS in an existing network include the 
 following: 

n At least one domain controller in the domain must be running Windows Server 2003 
with Service Pack 1 or Service Pack 2, or Windows Server 2008 . 

n Other existing domain controllers must be running Windows 2000 Server with Service 
Pack 4, Windows Server 2003 with Service Pack 1 or Service Pack 2, or Windows Server 
2008 . Windows Essential Business Server is not compatible with domain controllers 
that are running the Windows NT operating system . These servers must be removed 
from the network . 

n The functional level for your existing domain must be configured to Windows 2000 
Server native mode or Windows Server 2003 . 

n The Active Directory schema level for your existing domain must be set to Windows 
Server 2008 . Your existing schema is updated to this level during installation . 

n The schema master must be running Windows Server 2003 with Service Pack 1 or 
 Service Pack 2, or Windows Server 2008 . 

n At least one global catalog must be running on Windows Server 2003 with Service 
Pack 1 or Service Pack 2, or Windows Server 2008 . 

n The installation tools perform additional checks to ensure that key components of your 
environment are functioning properly before installing Windows Essential Business 
Server . 
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Supported Network Topologies 

Windows EBS supports the network topologies that are most likely to be implemented in a 
typical midsize business . These supported topologies include the following: 

n Networks that contain one subnet at a single location (single-subnet networks) 

n Networks that contain more than one subnet at one or more locations (routed 
 networks) 

n Networks that span more than one location, with site-to-site virtual private networks 
(VPNs) connecting them, and one or more subnets (VPN networks) 

Single-Subnet Networks 
You can deploy Windows Essential Business Server in an existing network that contains one 
or more existing servers operating within a single subnet . In this topology, the recommended 
installation is to replace your existing firewall device with the Windows EBS Security Server . 
Replacing your existing firewall simplifies the installation by allowing you to maintain all of 
your servers, client computers, and other network devices on the same subnet . 

The following examples show how this topology can be implemented . Figure 1-13 
illustrates an existing network before deploying Windows Essential Business Server . It uses a 
dedicated firewall device or a router with firewall capabilities to help protect your network . 

Existing
firewall device

Pre-EBS network

Internet

FIGURE 1-13 Single-subnet network with firewall before Windows EBS deployment

Windows EBS replaces the existing firewall or takes over the firewall role from your existing 
router . Figure 1-14 shows the topology after Windows Essential Business Server is deployed . 

Security Server
Messaging Server

Management Server

Internet

FIGURE 1-14 After Windows EBS deployment, the single-subnet network uses the Windows EBS Security 
Server as the firewall .
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With Windows EBS, you also have the option of keeping your existing firewall and 
 deploying the Security Server behind it . This configuration adds complexity in the deployment 
phase, but it also improves the reliability of the network . This scenario is discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 2, “Preparing and Planning for Windows EBS Deployment,” and  Chapter 3, 
“Installing the Windows EBS Servers .”

Routed Networks 
You can install Windows EBS in a network that contains more than one subnet and use it to 
manage each of those subnets . There are many variations for this type of topology, although 
most environments fit into the first two categories that follow: 

n The network is situated at one location, but it may have more than one subnet to 
service different business departments . 

n The servers are situated primarily at one location, which contains most of the users and 
the network servers . Additional branch locations with subnets are connected to the 
primary location through leased or dedicated lines, and the entire network is managed 
from the primary location . 

n The network connects several locations through leased or dedicated lines, and each of 
these locations can have several subnets . Domain controllers exist at branch locations, 
and the subnets are managed locally . 

Windows EBS can integrate with your existing routers to manage the entire network from 
your primary location or to enable you to locally manage selected subnets . 

Figure 1-15 illustrates a network that uses a router to manage subnets at a single location 
before Windows EBS deployment . 

Internet

FIGURE 1-15 Multiple-subnet network with firewall before Windows EBS deployment
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In Figure 1-16, Windows EBS replaces your existing firewall role with the Windows EBS 
Security Server . The remaining Windows EBS servers can be located in either or both subnets . 

Internet

FIGURE 1-16 After Windows EBS deployment, the multiple-subnet network uses the Windows EBS 
Security Server as the firewall .

Routed Networks with Virtual private Networking 
You can install Windows EBS in a network that uses site-to-site virtual private network (VPN) 
connections between branch locations and the primary location . These networks can be 
arranged in a variety of topologies, with varying levels of complexity . In most installations, 
depending on compatibility, Windows EBS should replace the firewall at the primary location 
and be used to remotely manage the network at the site-to-site VPN-connected branch location . 
Figure 1-17 illustrates a typical site-to-site VPN topology before deploying Windows EBS . 

Internet

FIGURE 1-17 A site-to-site VPN network before Windows EBS deployment
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After deploying Windows EBS, you can manage both office networks from a central location . 
The Windows EBS Security Server replaces the firewall at your main office, and you retain the 
network devices at the branch location, as shown in Figure 1-18 . 

Internet

FIGURE 1-18 In a site-to-site VPN network, the Windows EBS Security Server replaces the firewall at the 
main office .

Summary

Windows EBS is a new Microsoft product whose purpose is to simplify the installation, 
 configuration, and management of the core services needed to run a business network of 50 
to 300 computers . Unusually, Windows EBS is a multiserver product: Windows EBS Standard 
Edition is installed on three physical or virtual servers, and Windows EBS Premium Edition is 
installed on four . Across these multiple servers, Windows EBS hosts many component  product 
technologies, including e-mail (Microsoft Exchange 2007), a firewall (Microsoft Forefront Threat 
Management Gateway), network management software (System Center Essentials), and infra-
structure services (Active Directory, DNS, and DHCP) . Windows EBS automatically  configures 
these and other features in a simplified setup program, and once installed, it  provides a single 
management interface—the Windows EBS Administration Console—from which to manage all 
of these essential components .
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Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) 2008 is designed to support specifically 
medium-size businesses . 

This fact impacts the nature of Windows EBS deployment because businesses rarely 
start out at a medium size . The typical medium-size business, in fact, has grown to its 
current dimensions only after many years and has acquired an IT infrastructure bit by bit 
over time . With this history, the network infrastructure for such a company most likely 
already includes features such as a Windows domain, a mail server, and a firewall . 

Because Windows EBS will almost always be added to a network with some essen-
tial servers already in place, Windows EBS installation is designed with this preexisting 
environment in mind . Windows EBS includes preinstallation tools that help survey the old 
network and prepare for Windows EBS integration . And unlike a typical software instal-
lation scenario, in which preparation and planning is merely recommended or assumed, 
these two phases in Windows EBS are in fact mandatory steps in the deployment process . 

How can preparation and planning be required for an installation? Simple: In 
 Windows EBS you must complete two wizards—the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard 
and the Windows EBS Planning Wizard—before beginning installation . You can’t install 
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Windows EBS without these tools because the Windows EBS installation programs require 
 information gathered by the Planning Wizard, and you cannot run the Planning Wizard 
 without first completing the Preparation Wizard .

This requirement to run the Preparation and Planning Wizards performs two main func-
tions . First, the Preparation Wizard detects errors to fix in the existing network to help ensure 
that Windows EBS has a strong foundation and that the network will run more smoothly with 
Windows EBS . Second, the Planning Wizard gathers necessary information about the existing 
and future network that is then passed on to the Windows EBS installation programs .

How Is Planning Data Supplied to Windows EBS?

Only the Planning Wizard data is retrieved by the Windows EBS installation programs, even 
though you must run both the Preparation and Planning Wizards before beginning Windows 
EBS installation . To best understand the function of this Planning Wizard data, you need to 
understand how this data is supplied to the Windows EBS installation wizards .

If during the Planning Wizard you select the option to install Windows EBS in an exist-
ing Active Directory domain, the planning data is automatically stored in the selected Active 
Directory database in an area called the EBS Configuration Store . If later during Management 
Server installation you again select the option to install Windows EBS in an existing Active 
Directory domain, the Management Server installation program automatically retrieves the 
saved planning data from the same specified Active Directory database . This process is illus-
trated in Figure 2-1 .

EBS Management Server
(to be joined to Cpandl.com)

Member Server
Cpandl.com

Save (automatic) Retrieve (automatic)

EBS Configuration Store

Cpandl.com
database

Management Server
Installation Wizard

EBS Planning Wizard

FIGURE 2-1 Windows EBS planning data storage in a shared Active Directory environment

However, if during the Planning Wizard you select the option to install Windows EBS in a 
new Active Directory forest, you are prompted to save the planning data manually to an  .xml 
file . If later during the Management Server Installation Wizard you specify the same  option to 
install Windows EBS in a new Active Directory forest, the wizard then prompts you to provide 
this Planning Wizard Data  .xml file . This alternate process is illustrated in  Figure 2-2 .
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EBS Management Server
(first domain controller of new domain)Workgroup Server

Save (manual) Supply (manual)

XML file

Management Server
Installation Wizard

EBS Planning Wizard

Figure 2-2 Windows EBS planning data storage without a shared Active Directory domain

Real WoRld What if i Just Want to evaluate Windows eBS?

If you want to evaluate Windows EBS in a test environment, you can generate a plan-

ning data .xml file by running the Preparation and Planning Wizards on any com-

puter. In the Preparation Wizard, be sure to specify that you will be installing Windows 

EBS in a new Active Directory domain and forest. If you have already run the Prepara-

tion Wizard and have failed to specify that option, you can launch the Planning Wizard 

with the No Save option by typing PlanningWizard.exe /NoSave at the command 

prompt. This option saves the planning data to a local file instead of to the local Active 

Directory domain database. This option is only suitable for testing environments.

As a second option, you can skip running the Preparation and Planning Wizards 

and simply begin Windows EBS Management Server installation. When you are 

prompted to supply the planning data manually, you can supply the file named 

PlanningDataGeneric.xml, which is provided on the companion media with this 

book. However, you will first need to change the date that is specified twice in this 

.xml file to another recent date—preferably the current one. This .xml file provides 

no specific planning data and is thus suitable for testing environments. You can also 

create such a generic planning data .xml file yourself by entering the following text 

in a document, replacing both instances of yyyy-mm-dd with the current date, and 

then saving the document as an .xml file:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<InfoXml> 

     <section name="PlanningSummary"> 

              <property name="PrepCompletionDate" serializedAs="Xml" 

type="System.String,  

mscorlib, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKey 

Token=b77a5c561934e089"> 

                      <string>yyyy-mm-dd</string>

              </property> 

              <property name="PrepVersion" serializedAs="Xml" type="System.
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String, mscorlib, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,  

PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089">

                      <string>06.00.5496</string> 

              </property> 

              <property name="PlanCompletionDate" serializedAs="Xml" 

type="System.String,  

mscorlib, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKey 

Token=b77a5c561934e089"> 

                      <string>yyyy-mm-dd</string>

              </property> 

              <property name="PlanVersion" serializedAs="Xml" type="System.

String,  

mscorlib, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKey 

Token=b77a5c561934e089"> 

                      <string>06.00.5700.0</string> 

              </property> 

     </section> 

</InfoXml>

Finally, if you are evaluating Windows EBS in a virtual environment, you will need 

to find a way to supply the .xml file to the new virtual machines. hyper-V does 

not virtualize USB ports, so a USB drive on its own will not help. probably the best 

way to supply the .xml file to the new virtual machines is to store the .xml file in a 

virtual floppy disk (.vfd file) and then attach the virtual floppy disk to the Manage-

ment Server virtual machine before beginning the Management Server Installation 

Wizard. there are many utilities available online (such as WinImage) that enable 

you to create and edit such virtual floppies. another option is available if you have 

connected your Management Server virtual machine to an internal virtual network 

as opposed to a private virtual network in hyper-V. Internal virtual networks  enable 

connections between the parent and children operating systems in hyper-V, so 

if your Management Server virtual machine is connected to such a network, you 

can store the planning data .xml file on the parent operating system and reach it 

through the network from within Management Server Installation Wizard. You can 

then retrieve the file by using Remote Desktop or by specifying a UNC path to a 

share containing the file. to perform either of these tasks, first open a command 

prompt in the Management Server Installation Wizard by pressing the keystroke 

Shift+F10. then, at the command prompt, launch Remote Desktop Connection by 

typing mstsc.exe. to instead specify a UNC path such as \\server1\share to connect 

to the file, type explorer at the command prompt to open Windows  Explorer, and 

then specify the appropriate path in the Windows Explorer  address box.
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When to Prepare and Plan for Deployment

Preparing and planning for a deployment of Windows EBS can take several days to complete, 
depending on the complexity of your environment . You should start this process at least 
three weeks before your planned installation date . 

The deployment tools for Windows EBS make sure that you are using current information 
about your network in each step of the deployment process: 

n You must run the Planning Wizard within 14 days of completing the Preparation 
 Wizard .

n You must begin the Windows EBS Management Server Installation Wizard within 30 
days of completing the Planning Wizard .

If the Planning Wizard or the Installation Wizard detects that information about your 
environment is not up to date, you are notified to run the Preparation Wizard and the Plan-
ning Wizard again . You may run the Preparation Wizard and the Planning Wizard as often as 
necessary .

Windows EBS 2008 Installation Discs and Tools

The tools and wizards that you use to prepare, plan, and deploy EBS are provided in the EBS 
installation software package . The Windows EBS installation software package includes four 
discs for Standard Edition and five additional discs for Premium Edition, as shown in Table 2-1 .

TABLE 2-1 Windows Essential Business Server discs

DISC PURPOSE

Disc 1: Prerequisite Planning Tools Use to install the Preparation Wizard and Planning 
Wizard and to run the Schema Upgrade Tool .

Disc 2: Management Server Installation Use to install the Management Server software . 

Disc 3: Security Server Installation Use to install the Security Server software . 

Disc 4: Messaging Server Installation Use to install the Messaging Server software .

Additional discs for Windows Server 
2008 Standard Edition x86 and x64 
installation, Microsoft SQL Server 2005 
Standard Edition x86 and x64 instal-
lation, and SQL Server 2008 Standard 
Edition x86 and x64 installation .

(Premium Edition only)

For Windows EBS Premium Edition, five additional 
discs are bundled with the Windows EBS discs . 
These discs enable you to install Windows Server 
2008 and SQL Server 2005 or 2008 on a fourth 
server . Note that the installation of Windows 
Server 2008 or SQL Server on this fourth server is 
not integrated with the installation of the  Windows 
EBS servers .
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The Windows EBS deployment tools available through these discs are shown in Table 2-2 .

TABLE 2-2 Windows Essential Business Server deployment tools 

TOOL OR WIzARD PURPOSE

Preparation Wizard Available on Disc 1 . Checks your existing environ-
ment for compatibility, health, and readiness to 
work together with Windows EBS .

Planning Wizard Available on Disc 1 . Guides you through the 
 planning process for deploying Windows EBS into 
your existing networking environment . 

Installation Wizard for the 
Management Server

Available on Disc 2 . Guides you through the 
 installation of the Management Server . 

Installation Wizard for the Security 
Server

Available on Disc 3 . Guides you through the 
 installation of the Security Server . 

Installation Wizard for the Messaging 
Server

Available on Disc 4 . Guides you through the 
 installation of the Messaging Server .

Guided Configuration and Migration 
Tasks page

Installed on the Management Server . Steps you 
through the key configuration and migration tasks 
needed to start using Windows EBS .

Planning the Deployment Steps 

To begin readying your network for any major software installation or upgrade, you should 
map out an overall plan of the deployment . Knowing how each deployment phase fits into 
the complete picture enables to you to manage the process much more effectively . 

For Windows EBS, you can divide the deployment process into the following six steps . (It is 
assumed in this deployment overview that you are installing Windows EBS Standard Edition . 
In Windows EBS Premium Edition, SQL Server 2005 or 2008 can be installed at any point after 
the Windows EBS servers .)

Step 1: prepare Your Environment  
n Time: 3 to 8 weeks before deployment 

n Duration: 8 hours 

n Tool: Preparation Wizard

n Disc: Windows EBS Installation Disc 1 
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The first step in deploying Windows EBS is to make sure that the existing services  running 
in your environment are functioning cleanly . If your network environment is improperly 
 configured or is malfunctioning, you must resolve these issues at this point . 

To perform this step, use the Preparation Wizard . The Preparation Wizard assists you in 
analyzing your current environment and recommends changes that improve its readiness for 
Windows EBS deployment . 

For more information on running the Preparation Wizard, see “Running the Windows EBS 
Preparation Wizard” later in this chapter .

note You must complete the preparation Wizard before beginning the planning Wizard.

Step 2: plan Your Deployment
n Time: 1 to 3 weeks before deployment 

n Duration: 8 hours 

n Tool: Planning Wizard 

n Disc: Windows EBS Installation Disc 1 

The next deployment step is to plan how to integrate Windows EBS into your environment . 
In this step, you determine how you will deploy Windows EBS and collect information that will 
be used when you later install Windows EBS . For example, during this phase you can decide 
whether to replace your existing firewall with the Security Server or instead to use your exist-
ing firewall in addition to the Security Server . 

To perform this step, use the Planning Wizard . The Planning Wizard guides you through 
the process of identifying your current network topology, deciding how to implement net-
work security, and assigning network addresses for the computers that will run Windows EBS . 

Note the following time restrictions related to the Planning Wizard:

n You must run the Planning Wizard within 14 days of completing the Preparation 
 Wizard .

n You must begin the EBS Management Server Installation Wizard within 30 days of 
completing the Planning Wizard .

If the Planning Wizard or the Installation Wizard detects that information about your 
 environment is not up to date, you are notified to run both the Preparation Wizard and the 
Planning Wizard again . You may run the Preparation Wizard and the Planning Wizard as 
often as necessary .
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Best praCtICes Run the preparation Wizard and the planning Wizard twice—during 

initial preparation and planning, and again within one week before you install Windows 

EBS software. You should then maintain your network settings until you install Windows 

EBS. Completing these wizards again on a date close to the installation date helps to detect 

any changes in your environment that may interfere with a successful deployment of 

 Windows EBS.

For information on how to install and run the Planning Wizard, see “Running the Windows 
EBS Planning Wizard” later in the chapter .

Steps 3, 4, and 5: Install the Software  
n Duration: 2 to 3 days

n Tool: Installation wizards

n Disc: Windows EBS installation discs 2, 3, and 4 

In these steps, you run the Installation Wizard on each computer in succession: first the 
Management Server, then the Security Server, and finally the Messaging Server . Allow at least 
two days for installing all three servers . 

For detailed information on running the Windows EBS installation wizards, see Chapter 3, 
“Installing the Windows EBS Servers .”

Important You can perform all of the deployment steps except for the Security Server 

installation during normal business hours. Internet connectivity is temporarily disrupted 

during the Security Server installation when network connections are changed. plan the 

Security Server installation during the least critical time for Internet availability.

Step 6: Complete the Configuration and Migration tasks  
n Time: After installation 

n Duration: 12 hours 

n Tool: Guided Configuration and Migration Tasks page

n Disc: None . Appears on Management Server after Windows EBS installation is 
 complete

After installation is finished, Windows EBS is operational but not fully functional . To  finish 
your deployment, you must complete several configuration and migration tasks . The Guided 
Configuration and Migration Tasks page is an integrated checklist that appears on the 
 Management Server after installation and that leads you through the work items required to 
make the Windows EBS technologies fully functional . 
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When the Management Server desktop appears for the first time, the Guided Configura-
tion and Migration Tasks page opens with a list of tasks to finish, along with guidance for how 
to perform them . As you finish each task, you mark it as complete . Some tasks are dependent 
on others, so you should complete them in the order in which they are shown on the page . 
The time it takes to complete each task varies . Some tasks will take only a few minutes, such 
as activating the servers . Other tasks can take several hours, such as migrating user logon 
scripts and profiles . Windows EBS deployment is complete when all the tasks are finished . 
You can then begin using the full functionality of Windows EBS to manage and maintain your 
network environment .

For more information on performing these migration tasks, see Chapter 4, “Performing 
Post-Installation Tasks .”  

Installing the Preparation and Planning Wizards 

The first disc in the Windows EBS product disc set is the Windows Essential Business Server 
Preparation and Planning Disc 1, also called the Prerequisite Planning Tools CD . When you 
insert the CD, AutoPlay displays the Preparation And Planning window, shown in Figure 2-3 .

FIGURE 2-3 The AutoPlay window of the Prerequisite Planning Tools CD

As shown in Figure 2-3, when you start Disc 1, it displays one button to install the Prepara-
tion and Planning Wizards and another to run a Schema Upgrade Tool . (You only need to run 
the Schema Upgrade Tool if the EBS Installation Wizard later tells you to do so .)

You can install the Preparation and Planning Wizards on any of the following operating 
systems:

n Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2

n Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 2
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n Windows Small Business Server (SBS) 2003

n Windows Vista Service Pack 1

n Windows Server 2008 

When choosing a computer on which to install these tools, you should choose a computer 
in your network’s Active Directory domain, if applicable . Note also that if you choose a 
 computer running Windows Server 2003 or Windows XP Professional, you will first need 
to  install the following prerequisites before you install the Windows EBS Preparation and 
Planning Wizards:

 1. .NET Framework 2.0 You can find this component on http://download.microsoft.
com by searching for “ .NET Framework 2 .0 Redistributable Package .”

 2. IIS Common Files / Common HTTP Features This component is a prerequisite 
for the next component, Microsoft Exchange Best Practices Analyzer . To install this 
component in Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP, use Add or Remove Programs 
from the Control Panel to add the IIS Common Files subcomponent of the Internet 
Information Services (IIS) Windows component .

After you install the wizards, shortcuts for the Windows Essential Business Server Prepara-
tion Wizard (Windows EBS Preparation Wizard) and the Windows Essential Business Server 
Planning Wizard (Windows EBS Planning Wizard) appear on the desktop . 

Running the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard

The main purpose of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard is to perform a health scan . This 
feature scans your network environment and identifies issues that you need to correct to be 
able to deploy Windows EBS . If Windows EBS requires changes or updates in your environ-
ment, the wizard identifies the issue, and it guides you to Microsoft Knowledge Base articles 
for more information and procedures . 

Two kinds of issues are reported by the Preparation Wizard:

n Errors Issues that must be corrected to complete the Preparation Wizard and to 
 continue with the deployment of Windows EBS . In most cases, an error would prevent 
the successful installation of Windows EBS . For example, an existing domain controller 
may be unable to replicate data .

n Warnings Issues that may interfere with the configuration or operation of Windows 
EBS . You are not required to correct these issues . However, it is recommended that you 
investigate and correct them .

If the Preparation Wizard finds an error when it scans your environment, you must correct 
it and then rescan your environment to complete the wizard . You can keep the wizard open 
while you correct an issue .

http://download.microsoft
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note the preparation Wizard does not change any system or network settings. It 

 analyzes your current environment and recommends actions that you should take to 

 resolve issues it has found.

To start the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard, double-click the Windows Essential Business 
Server Preparation Wizard shortcut on the desktop .

The Before You Begin page is shown in Figure 2-4 . This page provides a summary of the 
function of the wizard . Read the text, and then click Next .

FIGURE 2-4 The Before You Begin page of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard

The Install Updates page appears next, shown in Figure 2-5 . This page allows you to 
download and install any updates to the wizard . To download and apply the updates, click the 
Update button . Otherwise, clear the Install All Available Updates (Recommended) check box, 
and then click Next .
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FIGURE 2-5 The Install Updates page of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard

The next page of the Preparation Wizard is the Choose A Domain page . On this page, 
shown in Figure 2-6, you decide whether your Windows EBS installation will join an existing 
Active Directory domain or whether you will create a new domain . Your choice determines 
the checks that are included in the health scan . 

FIGURE 2-6 The Choose A Domain page of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard
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Specifically, the following two options are available:

n I Plan To Join The Windows EBS Computers To An Existing Active Directory 
 Domain If your current environment includes the Active Directory directory service, 
in most cases you will join Windows EBS to the existing domain . When you run the 
Windows EBS Installation Wizard, your Active Directory environment is upgraded, and 
then the Management Server and the Messaging Server join your domain as domain 
controllers . Network services in your current environment that depend on Active 
 Directory migrate automatically to Windows EBS during installation .

If you choose this option, the wizard scans your Active Directory infrastructure and 
related network components to verify that they are functioning properly . 

n I Plan To Create A New Active Directory Domain When I Install Windows 
EBS When you install Windows EBS, the Management Server and the Messaging 
Server become domain controllers in the root domain of the new forest . Select this 
option if you are not currently using Active Directory in your environment, if you are 
planning to create a new domain, or if you merely want to install Windows EBS for 
evaluation purposes .

When you select this option, Windows EBS migration is less automated than it is if you 
join an existing domain . You will need to manually move server roles (such as the DNS 
Server service and the DHCP Server service) and redirect mail flow from your existing 
environment . 

note If you choose this second option, the preparation Wizard verifies only that basic 

network services are working in your existing environment.

real World Installing Windows EBS in an Existing Domain

As a general rule, you should plan to join the Windows EBS computers to an 

 existing active Directory domain if this is an option in your environment. 

adding Windows EBS to an existing domain greatly reduces the complexity of the 

migration by allowing you to preserve existing settings. For example, by using an 

existing domain, you can keep your existing users, groups, and all their assigned 

permissions and user rights. 

however, there are occasions when creating a new active Directory domain for the 

Windows EBS installation is suitable. For example, you might want to replace your 

existing active Directory domain when your organization is changing its name and 

you would like the active Directory domain name to reflect this new name. another 

scenario in which you should consider creating a new domain is when you  
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are not satisfied with the reliability of the network. By starting with a fresh active 

 Directory domain, you can eliminate unknown variables and ensure that reliability is 

 optimized along with security and performance.

Finally, you must choose the option to create a new active Directory domain when 

no preexisting active Directory domain exists in your current environment. this 

could be the case if you have no domain controllers at all (workgroup environment) 

or if your domain controllers are all running Windows Nt Server.

The next page of the Preparation Wizard is the Add The Firewall IP Address page . On this 
page, shown in Figure 2-7, you type the address of your current firewall . This information is 
used for the health scan, for the Planning Wizard, and to prepare for data migration during 
installation .

note this information about the default gateway (your current firewall’s Ip address) is 

stored in the NetConfig.xml file under C:\Windows Essential Business Server\Wizards\Data.

here is an example NetConfig.xml file:

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes" ?>

<NetConfig> 

        <Topology> 

                 <IsGreenField>false</IsGreenField> 

                 <FirewallIp>192.168.170.1</FirewallIp> 

 

        </Topology> 

        <Subnet> 

                 <NetMask>255.255.255.0</NetMask> 

                 <Gateway>192.168.16.1</Gateway> 

                 <IsVpn>false</IsVpn> 

                 <IsSlowLink>false</IsSlowLink> 

        </Subnet> 

</NetConfig>
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FIGURE 2-7 The Add The Firewall IP Address page of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard

The subsequent page in the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard is the Add Subnets page, 
shown in Figure 2-8 . For each subnet in your organization, you should enter its default gate-
way and subnet mask . The information you type on this page enables the application to scan 
your complete network to locate important servers .  

FIGURE 2-8 The Add Subnets page of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard

In some cases, a network administrator might inherit a network in which he or she isn’t 
certain how many subnets exist . Most medium-size businesses with a single office location 
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will have only one subnet in their network, although there are some exceptions . For example, 
if a medium-size company operates on different floors of a high-rise building, the network 
could include a different subnet for each floor . Or, if your company has more than one office 
connected by a virtual private network (VPN), each office will have at least one subnet, and 
you will need to enter this subnet information for each office network .

What Is a Subnet?

A subnet is a segment of a local network in which computers can communicate 

with each other without needing to forward information through a router. 

 although computers on a subnet don’t use a router to communicate with each 

other, they do all use the same router (default gateway) to communicate with 

 computers on other subnets. 

a subnet has a physical aspect and a logical aspect. physically, a subnet is made 

up of computers separated only by cables, hubs, and switches. another term for 

a physical subnet is a broadcast domain. Logically, a subnet consists of a set of 

Ip  addresses that share the same network ID and a default gateway address. For 

example, the network range 192.168.3.0–192.168.3.255 with a subnet mask of 

255.255.255.0 and a default gateway of 192.168.3.1 makes up a single logical subnet 

whose network ID is 192.168.3. Because all the computers on the subnet share the 

same network ID, computers on the subnet do not forward data to the router when 

communicating with each other. Such a subnet is illustrated in Figure 2-9.

DHCP Server

Other
networks

Switch

Hub

Range of network
broadcasts

Router
(default gateway)

Other
networks

FIGURE 2-9 A subnet consists of the computers in a single broadcast domain that share a network ID .
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The next page of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard is the Start Health Scan page, 
shown in Figure 2-10 .

FIGURE 2-10 The Start Health Scan page of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard

Before performing the scan, ensure that the Windows Management Instrumentation 
(WMI) service is started on all the servers in your environment . If necessary, you should also 
configure Windows Firewall on all servers to allow traffic through TCP ports 135 (for Remote 
Procedure Call [RPC]) and 445 (for WMI) . To begin the health scan, click the Scan button . 

the preparation Wizard health Scan
The health scan is the main feature of the Preparation Wizard . During the health scan, the 
Preparation Wizard runs checks on network components such as Active Directory Domain 
Services, the DHCP Server service, the DNS Server service, Microsoft Exchange Server,  network 
adapters, domain controllers, and other network services . Depending on the configuration 
of your environment, the wizard can perform more than 100 tests within a few minutes . The 
results of the scan are reported in the wizard . You can save or print a report for later reference . 

A key feature of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard is that when the health scan finds an 
error in your environment, you have to fix the error before you can complete the wizard and 
proceed to run the Windows EBS Planning Wizard .
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note to perform the health scan, the preparation Wizard uses remote WMI to connect 

to all machines on the network running a Windows Server operating system. If the prepara-

tion Wizard is unable to connect to a Windows Server operating system using remote WMI, 

the tool will halt and notify the user with a detailed report about the machine to which it 

cannot connect. You can use the WBEMtESt utility to verify whether remote WMI is work-

ing. For more information, visit http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc785775.aspx.

Resolving Issues Found by the preparation Wizard
If the Preparation Wizard finds an issue that requires attention, the wizard describes the 
problem, indicates the severity, and links you to guidance at the Microsoft Web site (such as a 
Knowledge Base article) to help you resolve the issue . 

Two kinds of issues are reported by the Preparation Wizard:

n Errors Errors are issues that must be corrected to complete the Preparation Wizard 
and to continue with the deployment of Windows EBS . In most cases, an error would 
prevent the successful installation of Windows EBS . For example, an existing domain 
controller may be unable to replicate data .

n Warnings Warnings are issues that may interfere with the configuration or opera-
tion of Windows EBS . You are not required to correct these issues before continuing 
with the deployment of Windows EBS . However, it is recommended that you do inves-
tigate and correct them .

After you make changes to correct issues, scan your environment again with the Prepara-
tion Wizard to verify the corrections . You may need to scan your environment several times 
to correct all potential issues that are found by the Preparation Wizard . After you resolve all 
the issues that require attention and complete a scan that verifies the health of your environment, 
you have completed the Preparation Wizard .

Table 2-3 presents many of the health checks that are performed on your network during 
the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard health scan . Note that this list will likely be modified as 
future versions of the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard are released .

note You can find the file EmptyScananalysis.xml located under C:\Windows Essential 

Business Server\Wizards\Data after the preparation and planning tools are installed. this 

file contains the list of checks the preparation Wizard executes.

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc785775.aspx
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TABLE 2-3 Windows EBS Preparation Wizard health scan checks

NETWORk COMPONENT HEALTH CHECk

Network Connectivity 

Notes:

If your network firewall prevents the 
Preparation Wizard from collecting 
data, you may need to stop your 
firewall for the duration of the health 
scan .

If the health scan reports the error 
“The name or security ID (SID) of the 
domain specified is inconsistent with 
the trust information for the domain,” 
you must change the SID on the 
computer that is running the Prepa-
ration Wizard . To do this, first remove 
the computer from the  domain and 
then run the NewSID tool . After 
the  NewSID tool finishes, join the 
 domain, and run the Preparation 
Wizard to complete the health scan . 
For download instructions and more 
information about NewSID, visit the 
following address: http://go.microsoft.
com/fwlink/?LinkId=123295 . 

• Server names resolve correctly .

• Active Directory is connected to all  domain 
controllers .

• Remote WMI access is enabled on  servers .

• Servers can be queried using Domain Name 
System (DNS) .

• Time service is running on all domain 
 controllers .

• Exchange service is installed .

• DSAccess is configured correctly .

• Netlogon service is running on all  domain 
 controllers .

http://go.microsoft
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TABLE 2-3 Windows EBS Preparation Wizard health scan checks

NETWORk COMPONENT HEALTH CHECk

Active Directory Site Configuration

For more information about trou-
bleshooting issues in your Active 
 Directory environment, visit the 
 following site: http://go.microsoft.
com/fwlink/?LinkId=123023 .

• Inter site topology generation is  enabled for 
the Knowledge Consistency Checker .

• Intra site topology generation in  enabled for 
the Knowledge Consistency Checker .

• Local Active Directory site contains only local 
subnets .

• Universal group membership is cached .

• Domain controllers are holding roles .

• Active Directory site is contained in a site link .

• Connection translation is enabled and a global 
catalog exists .

• Interval for tombstone lifetime is set  correctly .

• Inbound replication is enabled .

• Outbound replication is enabled (for  writable 
domain controllers only) .

• Infrastructure master is not a global catalog 
server .

Active Directory Subnet Configuration • Subnets are associated to Active  Directory sites .

• Subnets are defined in Active Directory .

• Subnet definitions are consistent in  Active 
Directory .

• Active Directory site contains a subnet 
 definition .

Active Directory Replication • Domain controller replicates within the 
 time-out threshold .

• Allow Replication With Divergent And  Corrupt 
Partner is disabled .

• Domain, Schema, and Configuration  naming 
contexts are defined .

• Naming context replicated successfully .

http://go.microsoft
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TABLE 2-3 Windows EBS Preparation Wizard health scan checks

NETWORk COMPONENT HEALTH CHECk

File Replication and SYSVOL 
 Administration

• The File Replication Service and the DFS 
 Replication services are running .

• Domain controller replicates within the 
 time-out threshold .

• Sufficient free space exists on the  SYSVOL 
 partition .

• Sufficient free space exists for the  SYSVOL 
 staging folder .

• Domain controllers do not have  morphed 
 folders .

• SYSVOL staging area has sufficient free space .

• SYSVOL local path can be read from the 
 registry .

DNS Verification

Notes:

Changes to the configuration 
of DNS or Active Directory may 
take  several hours to propagate 
 completely through your network . 
You need to wait before you rescan 
your  environment to confirm your 
 corrections .

One test performed by the Prepara-
tion Wizard detects whether domain 
controllers are associated to a DNS 
zone . This association indicates that 
DNS is integrated with your  Active 
Directory environment . If DNS is not 
integrated with your Active Directory 
environment, you need to perform 
additional steps to  configure and 
migrate DNS settings after you 
install Windows EBS . Guidance for 
performing these steps is avail-
able at http://go.microsoft.com/
fwlink/?LinkId=95814 .

• Start of Authority resource record was found .

• Glue records can be resolved .

• GUID CNAME records can be resolved .

• DNS delegation is functioning .

• Domain controllers are not hosting the root 
DNS zone .

• Domain controllers are using static IP 
 addresses .

• Domain controllers are associated to a domain 
zone .

• DNS records can be resolved .

• Forwarders are configured and root hints are 
enabled .

• Scavenging interval is set correctly for a zone .

http://go.microsoft.com/
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TABLE 2-3 Windows EBS Preparation Wizard health scan checks

NETWORk COMPONENT HEALTH CHECk

Network Adapter Configuration • Domain controllers are not listening on 
 multiple addresses .

• DNS servers are not listening on multiple 
 addresses .

• Orphaned network interface objects do not 
exist .

• Domain controllers reference a valid DNS 
server .

• Binding order is set correctly .

• Automatic Private Internet Protocol  Addressing 
(APIPA) addresses are not used .

• Dynamic registration is configured  correctly .

• Gateway address is in the same network as the 
IP address and subnet mask .

Domain Controller Health • Volume that contains the operating system has 
greater than 1 gigabyte (GB) of free space .

• Volume that contains the operating system has 
greater than 100 megabytes (MB) of free space .

Network Time Protocol Configuration • Clock offset for domain controllers is within five 
minutes of the PDC Emulator (PDCE) .

• Domain controllers that are configured to use 
Network Time Protocol (NTP) have NTP servers 
defined .

• PDCE of the root domain is configured to syn-
chronize with a reliable time source .

• Domain controllers are configured to allow 
time corrections that are less than two days .

• Time sources are defined correctly for  domain 
controllers .
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TABLE 2-3 Windows EBS Preparation Wizard health scan checks

NETWORk COMPONENT HEALTH CHECk

Exchange Server Configuration

Notes:

Tests of your Exchange Server 
environment include a scan by the 
Exchange Best Practices Analyzer . 

If you have Exchange 2003 in the 
existing organization and more 
than one routing group, you need 
to configure your Exchange server 
to suppress the link state informa-
tion . Configuring this parameter 
is essential if you plan to create 
multiple  connectors to the dedicated 
Exchange 2007 routing group . For 
more information, visit http://technet.
microsoft.com and search for the 
article “How to Suppress Link State 
Updates .” 

• The operation mode of Microsoft Exchange is 
Exchange 2003 native mode or later .

• Exchange Server is using domain controllers 
within the same local Active Directory site .

• Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 
filters are valid .

• Exchange Best Practices Analyzer runs 
 successfully .

• Public Folders container exists under All 
 Address Lists in Active Directory .

• Public Folders container allows inheritable 
permissions .

• All Address Lists container allows inheritable 
permissions .

• Recipient Policy names do not contain leading 
and trailing spaces .

Network Configuration • IP addresses are valid in the network .

• Network adapters are configured with the 
 correct gateway .

Windows Essential Business Server Readiness Checks
Besides performing the health checks presented in Table 2-3, the Preparation Wizard health 
scan also verifies that your network environment meets the licensing and the technical require-
ments for deploying and running Windows EBS . These requirements are shown in Table 2-4 .

TABLE 2-4 Windows EBS readiness checks

REQUIREMENT PURPOSE

The Active Directory domain 
in your existing environment is 
operating at a functional level of 
Windows 2000 native or later .

Windows EBS is not compatible with Windows NT or 
Windows 2000 mixed-mode domains . 

http://technet
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TABLE 2-4 Windows EBS readiness checks

REQUIREMENT PURPOSE

Microsoft System Center 
 Essentials 2007 must not already 
be installed in your environment .

Windows EBS includes System Center Essentials . If you 
already have System Center Essentials, you must uninstall 
it before you run the Windows EBS Installation Wizard . 
In the System Center Essentials console, in the Adminis-
tration view, select all agent-managed computers . Then 
in the Actions pane, click Uninstall . After you uninstall 
the management agents, use  Control Panel to uninstall 
System Center Essentials .

Domain controllers in your exist-
ing environment that are running 
the Windows Server 2003 or the 
 Windows 2000 Server operat-
ing  system are updated with the 
most recent service packs .

Your existing domain controllers must be updated 
with the most recent service packs to be compa tible 
with  Active Directory Domain Services in Windows 
EBS .  (Domain controllers that are running  Windows NT 
 cannot be updated to work with  Windows EBS .)

Operations master role  owners 
are in the same local Active 
 Directory site .

If you are joining an existing domain, the Windows EBS 
Installation Wizard requires that all of the operations 
master roles exist in your local Active Directory site . The 
Installation Wizard will transfer the roles to the servers 
running Windows EBS .

Your Active Directory forest does 
not have a trust relationship with 
another forest .

The licensing requirements for Windows EBS do not 
allow trusts outside of the Active Directory  forest . Any 
trusts outside of the forest will be removed automati-
cally after a grace period that follows the installation of 
Windows EBS .

Internet Security and Accelera-
tion (ISA) Server 2004 has Service 
Pack 3 installed .

If a computer in the domain is running Windows 
SBS 2003, and ISA Server 2004 is installed, this require-
ment ensures that Windows EBS will import firewall rules 
successfully .

The number of users and devices 
in Active Directory complies 
with the licensing agreement for 
Windows EBS .

In Windows EBS, your environment can have up to 300 
licensed user accounts or client devices, in any combina-
tion . In addition, you are required to have fewer than 30 
servers . These requirements are  enforced after a grace 
period that follows the installation of Windows EBS .

Dynamic updates are enabled on 
DNS root zones .

If you are currently using Active Directory with integrated 
DNS, dynamic updates must be enabled . (This option is 
turned on by default when DNS is integrated with Active 
Directory .) This requirement ensures that the servers for 
Windows EBS will be registered  correctly in DNS when 
you run the Windows EBS Installation Wizard .
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note If your network firewall prevents the preparation Wizard from collecting data, you 

may need to stop your firewall for the duration of the health scan.

note If the health scan reports the error “the name or security ID (SID) of the domain 

specified is inconsistent with the trust information for the domain,” you must change the 

SID on the computer that is running the preparation Wizard. to do this, first remove the 

computer from the domain and then run the NewSID tool. after the NewSID tool  finishes, 

join the domain and run the preparation Wizard to complete the health scan.  

For download instructions and more information about NewSID, visit http://go.microsoft.com

/fwlink/?LinkId=123295. 

Forcepass Switch
You can use the ForcePass switch to force a successful completion of the Preparation  Wizard 
even if errors are present in the network environment . Normally when the Preparation  Wizard 
detects errors, you cannot click the Finish button and proceed to the Planning Wizard . 
 However, if you use /ForcePass, you can ignore errors in your environment found by the 
Preparation Wizard . Note that these are errors that could potentially cause the Windows EBS 
installation to fail . Therefore, you should not use this option in a production environment .

To execute this command you need to open a command prompt, browse to C:\Program 
Files\Windows Essential Business Server\Wizards\Bin, and type PrepWizard.exe /ForcePass . 

Running the Windows EBS Planning Wizard

When you are able to run the health scan without generating errors, you can complete 
the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard and begin the Windows EBS Planning Wizard . The 
Planning Wizard guides you through the process of identifying your current network topology, 
deciding how to implement network security in Windows EBS, and planning the names and 
the network addresses for the computers running Windows EBS . 

To open the Planning Wizard, double-click the Windows Essential Business Server Planning 
Wizard desktop shortcut installed by the EBSWizards .msi .

The first two pages of the wizard are the Before You Begin page and the Install Updates 
page, whose functions are the same as those of the identically named pages in the Preparation 
Wizard . To review these pages, see “Running the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard” earlier in 
this chapter .

http://go.microsoft.com
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Confirming Your Network topology
After the Install Updates page, you come to the Confirm Your Network Topology page, one 
example of which is shown in Figure 2-11 .

FIGURE 2-11 The Confirm Your Network Topology page of the Windows EBS Planning Wizard

On this page, the subnet information that you provided in the Preparation Wizard is used to 
determine a network topology type . The Planning Wizard at this point can specify one of four 
topology types:

n Single-subnet network

n Routed network with multiple subnets

n Network with site-to-site VPN

n Routed network including site-to-site VPN 

Important If the network topology shown on the Confirm Your Network topol-

ogy page is not the most suitable of these four choices available, you need to cancel the 

 planning Wizard, rerun the preparation Wizard to correct the subnet information, and start 

the planning Wizard again.
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providing Firewall Information
The next page in the Planning Wizard is the About Your Firewall page, shown in Figure 2-12 .

FIGURE 2-12 The About Your Firewall page of the Windows EBS Planning Wizard

On this page you need to answer the following basic questions about your firewall  solution . 
The information you supply is used later in the Planning Wizard and during  Windows EBS 
installation .

n How Is Your Internet Gateway Or Firewall Device Managed?

• On-Site By In-House IT Staff

• Off-Site By A Vendor Or Outside Organization

The answer to this first question determines whether information needs to be  gathered 
from an active firewall in your local environment .

n Is The External IP Address Of The Firewall DHCP-Assigned Or Static?

• DHCP-Assigned

• Static

The answer to this second question determines whether you will be given an option to 
set the external IP address of the Windows EBS Security Server .

n Does Your Firewall Run A DHCP Service To Assign IP Addresses To Other Computers In 
Your Network?

• Yes

• No

The answer to this third question determines options that you will see in Windows EBS 
installation and helps avoid Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) problems .
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Deciding to Replace or Keep Your Existing Firewall
The next page of the Planning Wizard is the Plan Network Firewall For Essential Business 
Server page, shown in Figure 2-13 .

FIGURE 2-13 The Plan Network Firewall For Essential Business Server page of the Planning Wizard

On this page you determine whether to replace your existing firewall with the Windows EBS 
Security server or to deploy your firewall behind (downstream from) your current firewall .

note the Windows EBS Security Server runs Microsoft Forefront threat Management 

Gateway (tMG). this firewall product is the latest version of ISa Server.

In most cases, replacing your existing firewall with the Windows EBS Security Server is the 
simpler deployment option . However, installing the Windows EBS Server behind your current 
firewall is useful under the following circumstances:

n You have requirements for a perimeter network (also known as DMZ, demilitarized 
zone, or screened subnet) .

n You require a network gateway that is provided as a managed service by an outside 
organization or service provider .

Important If your network includes a managed firewall device, contact your Inter-

net service provider to help plan your installation of Windows EBS. When you schedule 

your installation of Windows EBS, ensure that your service provider is available to make 

any configuration changes that you need. 
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n Your existing firewall devices at branch locations are not compatible with Fore-
front TMG .

Important If you retain your existing firewall, you will have more configuration tasks 

when you deploy Windows EBS. this choice requires you to maintain a more complex 

 network topology that includes coordinated firewall settings in your existing firewall 

device and the Security Server. at a minimum, you will need to modify the configuration 

of your existing firewall so that incoming connections directed to internal servers are 

now  directed to the external interface of the Security Server. the added complexity of 

maintaining two firewalls in this way can increase the potential for disrupted network 

services (for  example, caused by mismatched firewall settings) and make troubleshooting 

more difficult.

Determining Windows EBS Security Server addresses
The next page of the Planning Wizard is the Plan Firewall Addresses page, shown in Figure 2-14 .

FIGURE 2-14 The Plan Firewall Addresses page of the Planning Wizard

The purpose of this page is to specify the IP addresses that will be assigned to the 
 Windows EBS Security Server . The reason these addresses are given special attention at this 
point is that they are directly affected by the decision to keep or replace your existing firewall . 
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The internal address is already chosen for you . The Windows EBS installation wizards will 
assign to the Security Server the same internal address that you have currently assigned to 
the internal address of your existing firewall, as shown in Figure 2-14 . In this figure, you can 
see that the internal address is already specified and cannot be changed . This address is that 
of the existing default gateway—your current firewall . 

What you assign to the external address depends on your network scenario . If you are 
 replacing your firewall device with the Security Server, you should specify here the  address 
currently assigned to the external adapter of your firewall device . Occasionally this is a DHCP-
assigned address, but a static address is more common .

If you keep your existing firewall, you have to choose the Security Server external  address 
with care . Specifically, you must choose two new addresses—an internal address for your 
existing firewall, and an external address for the Security Server—that share a unique 
 network ID . For example, if the range of addresses on your internal network is 192 .168 .7 .1– 
192 .168 .7 .255, your network’s current default gateway address will be moved to the internal 
address of the Security Server . Then, you can choose the address 192 .168 .8 .1 for the new 
internal address of the old firewall and 192 .168 .8 .2 for the external address of the Security 
Server . This scenario is illustrated in Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16 .

Old firewall

192.168.7.1

Corporate
network

Internet

FIGURE 2-15 Company network before the addition of the Windows EBS Security Server

 

Old firewall
EBS Security

Server

192.168.8.1

192.168.8.2

192.168.7.1

Corporate
network

Internet

FIGURE 2-16 Address assignment when the Windows EBS Security Server is deployed behind the old 
firewall

The address assignment shown in Figure 2-16 would be entered into the Planning Wizard 
as shown in Figure 2-17 .
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FIGURE 2-17 Address assignment when the Windows EBS Security Server is deployed behind a  preexisting 
firewall

Recording Firewall Rules
The next page that appears in the Windows EBS Planning Wizard is the Record Firewall Rules 
page, shown in Figure 2-18 .

FIGURE 2-18 The Record Firewall Rules page of the Windows EBS Planning Wizard
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On this page, you are given an opportunity to record the firewall rules that you have already 
defined for the firewall in your current environment . The purpose of copying these rules is to 
preserve after Windows EBS installation the external access to the servers you are currently 
publishing in your organization . These firewall rules are saved so that they can later be 
 re-created on the Windows EBS Security Server . 

If your current environment includes ISA Server, you should also use ISA Server to export 
each firewall policy rule to separate files . You can then later import only the rules you need 
into Forefront TMG on the Windows EBS Security Server .

planning VpN Configuration
If during the Preparation Wizard you specified that your network includes subnets on a 
 remote VPN, you must plan your VPN configuration at this time . If you have chosen the 
 option to deploy the Security Server behind the existing firewall (on the Plan Network Firewall 
For Essential Business Server page of the Planning Wizard), the Plan Termination Point For 
VPN page appears . This page is shown in Figure 2-19 .

FIGURE 2-19 Choosing a termination point for your VPN

Choosing to terminate the VPN at the Security Server is the simpler option . In this configu-
ration, you pass your VPN connection through your existing firewall device . You then  manage 
the VPN connection by using Forefront TMG on the Security Server . As a more advanced 
alternative, you can choose to continue terminating your VPN at your existing firewall device . 
This choice could be an appropriate option when your device or VPN is managed by an 
 outside organization or service provider .

Regardless of whether you are keeping your existing firewall, if you have VPN subnets, the 
Planning Wizard presents the Record VPN Access Rules page, shown in Figure 2-20 . This page 
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helps you collect the VPN access rules that you need later to restore network connections to 
the remote subnets . After you install Windows EBS, you will configure these settings by using 
Forefront TMG on the Security Server .

FIGURE 2-20 Recording VPN access rules in the Planning Wizard

Configuring Certificate and SaN Information
The next page in the Planning Wizard is the Plan Remote Web Workplace And SAN Configu-
ration page, shown in Figure 2-21 .

FIGURE 2-21 The Plan Remote Web Workplace And SAN Configuration page of the Planning Wizard
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On this page, you specify whether your company already has obtained a public certificate 
from a trusted issuer such as VeriSign or Thawte . If you do not already have a trusted public 
certificate, a self-signed certificate will be used for Remote Web Workplace (RWW) . RWW is a 
feature that enables authorized users to connect to internal network features such as e-mail, 
remote desktops, and management tools from anywhere on the Internet .

This page also allows you to specify whether you will store application data for the 
Windows EBS servers on a Storage Area Network (SAN) . The application data files include da-
tabases and log files that are used by the technologies for Windows EBS . If you plan to use a 
SAN with Windows EBS, you need to choose temporary data storage volumes (usually on the 
servers for Windows EBS) when you run the Windows EBS Installation Wizard . After you install 
Windows EBS, you are reminded to configure your SAN storage and to relocate the data files 
for Windows EBS . 

note Depending on your SaN configuration, you may need to perform preliminary steps 

to configure the SaN and to provision the storage. For more information, see the docu-

mentation from your SaN provider.

Choosing Windows EBS Server Names and addresses
The next page in the Planning Wizard is the Plan Network Settings For The Servers page, 
shown in Figure 2-22 .

FIGURE 2-22 The Plan Network Settings For The Servers page of the Planning Wizard
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You should name your servers with unique names that are easily identifiable on the 
network . The names you provide will be appended by the Active Directory domain name . 
For example, in the domain cpandl .com, the Windows EBS server named SEC will have a full 
computer name of SEC .cpandl .com .

Saving planning Data
The final page of the Planning Wizard before the Finish page is the Save Planning Data page, 
shown in Figure 2-23 . 

FIGURE 2-23 The Save Planning Data page of the Planning Wizard

This page gives you an opportunity to open a report that contains your planning data . You 
should plan to save and print this report to help you configure settings during the Windows 
EBS software installation and after installation when you complete the configuration and 
migration tasks . 

If you are planning to join Windows EBS to an existing Active Directory domain, the wizard 
automatically stores in Active Directory all the planning information you have just supplied 
in the Planning Wizard . This data is retrieved when you connect to the domain and run the 
Windows EBS Installation Wizard .

If you are setting up a root domain in a new forest in Windows EBS, however, you must 
save the report as an .xml file . It is recommended that you copy the  .xml file to an external 
storage device, such as a USB drive, for later use . You must provide this file when you install 
Windows EBS . 
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Other Preparation and Planning Decisions

Before beginning Windows EBS installation, you should have a clear idea of how your 
 Windows EBS network will handle DHCP, DNS, and e-mail . You also need to take special 
 preparatory steps if you are going to migrate to Windows EBS from Windows SBS 2003 .

DhCp Server Settings
In Windows EBS, the Management Server can be enabled to act as a DHCP server, dynami-
cally assigning IP addresses to the client computers that are connected to the network . If you 
choose this option, you can configure the DHCP server during the Windows EBS Management 
Server installation . To prepare, you need the following information to define the DHCP scope 
that the Management Server uses:

n A name to associate with your DHCP scope settings, for example, adventureworks.
scope .

n The starting and ending IP addresses, scope subnet mask, and default gateway for 
the desired scope range . You should select a range of addresses that is large enough 
to accommodate all of the current and planned devices that you will want to have an 
address through DHCP . The three static addresses that you assign to the Management 
Server, Security Server, and Messaging Server should be outside this range .

n The duration for which dynamically assigned IP addresses are valid before they must 
be refreshed .

n The starting and ending addresses for an optional IP address block that you want to 
exclude from dynamic assignment by DHCP .

DNS Options
There are two supported DNS options for Windows EBS:

n If you choose the option to create a new domain, your Windows EBS Management 
Server is set as the preferred DNS server, and your Windows EBS Messaging Server is 
set as the alternate DNS server .

n If you choose the option to join an existing domain, your existing DNS server is set 
as the preferred DNS server, and your Windows EBS Management Server is set as 
the  alternate DNS server . These addresses are populated in the Installation Wizard; 
 however, you can change them to point to different DNS servers .

Important Convert all your existing standard DNS zones to active Directory–integrated 

zones when possible before performing Windows EBS installation, and allow the domain 

controllers enough time to replicate the data. Converting to active Directory–integrated 

zones greatly facilitates DNS migration (a mandatory step) after Windows EBS installation 

is complete.
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E-Mail Gateway Settings
If you are currently running Exchange Server in your environment, the Installation Wizard 
automatically detects your current settings and prepares the Messaging Server to use them . If 
you are not running Exchange Server and you want to enable e-mail access, you can enter the 
following:

n The IP address of an existing e-mail server (other than Exchange Server) in your current 
environment, in order to enable a rule to forward mail to that server .

n Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) domains that are in use on your existing server, in 
order to enable the Security Server to pass SMTP traffic through to that server .

note You do not need to enter server addressing or domain information if you are 

 running Exchange Server in your existing environment. this information is detected and 

filled in for you.

Planning a Migration from Windows Small Business 
Server 2003

You can migrate to Windows EBS from an existing environment that is running the Standard 
or the Premium Edition of the Windows Small Business Server (SBS) 2003 server software . 

To do so, you must plan to complete the following four steps as part of your Windows EBS 
installation: 

 1. Prepare your Windows SBS 2003 environment .

To prepare your Windows SBS environment before you install Windows EBS, complete 
the appropriate procedure that follows .

To prepare a Windows SBS 2003 Standard environment: 

 a. Download the “Update for Windows Small Business Server 2003: Windows Vista 
and Outlook 2007 compatibility (KB 926505)” article from http://go.microsoft.com
/fwlink/?LinkId=105760 .

 b. Follow the directions for the download to update the existing server that is  running 
Windows SBS Standard .

To prepare a Windows SBS 2003 Premium environment: 

 a. Download the “Update for Windows Small Business Server 2003: Windows Vista 
and Outlook 2007 compatibility (KB 926505)” article from http://go.microsoft.com
/fwlink/?LinkId=105760 .

 b. Follow the directions for the download to update the existing server that is  running 
Windows SBS Premium .

http://go.microsoft.com
http://go.microsoft.com
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 c. Download “Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2004  Standard 
Edition Service Pack 3” from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105762 .

 d. Install the service pack on the server that is running Windows SBS 2003 Premium .

 e. Restart the server that is running Windows SBS 2003 Premium .

 2. Install Windows EBS into the Windows SBS 2003 environment .

While installing Windows EBS, make changes to your Windows SBS 2003 configuration 
when prompted . 

During installation, the Windows EBS Installation Wizard transfers the Active Direc-
tory operations master roles from Windows SBS 2003 to Windows EBS . Without these 
roles, beginning seven days after the transfer, the server running Windows SBS 2003 
will restart every hour . You can extend this time to 21 days, which provides you with 
 additional time to migrate your accounts and other services to Windows EBS . To 
do this, download the software update ”Software Update to Support ’Join  Domain’ 
 Migration of Windows Small Business Server 2003 Data and Settings to New 
 Hardware,” which is available from the Microsoft Web site at http://go.microsoft.com
/fwlink/?LinkId=116183 .

 3. Add members to the Remote Web Workplace Users security group .

When you migrate user data from Windows SBS 2003, a second Remote Web Work-
place Users security group is created in Active Directory in Windows EBS . For users to 
have Remote Access to the local network for Windows EBS, you need to add the users 
to the default Remote Web Workplace Users security group . For more information, see 
Chapter 4, “Performing Post-Installation Tasks .”

 4. Shut down or remove from the network the server that is running Windows SBS 2003 .

Summary

Before you install Windows EBS, you need to run the Preparation Wizard and then the Plan-
ning Wizard, both of which are made available through the Prerequisite Planning Tools CD . 
The Preparation Wizard primarily performs a health scan of your network and requires you to 
fix any errors that are found . Only when you fix these errors can you complete the wizard and 
then run the Planning Wizard . When you run the Planning Wizard, you primarily make deci-
sions about how the firewall component of Windows EBS will fit into your current network . 

Both of these wizards also collect important information about IP address assignment, 
 Active Directory domains, network topology, subnets, certificates, server names, and storage . 
If you are joining the Windows EBS servers to an existing domain, the information you pro-
vide in these wizards is stored in Active Directory and is automatically made available to the 
Windows EBS server installation wizards . If you are creating a new domain for the Windows 
EBS network, however, you need to save the Planning Wizard report as an  .xml file and supply 
this file manually during Windows EBS installation . 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105762
http://go.microsoft.com
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After you’ve completed the preparation and planning phases, you are ready to begin 
Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) installation . 

Installing the Windows EBS servers isn’t a difficult procedure, but it is more time-
consuming than installing a single-server operating system or application . You perform 
Windows EBS installation on three servers in succession, and each complete Windows 
EBS server installation includes components both for Windows Server 2008 and for appli-
cations such as Microsoft Exchange 2007 . Because of the lengthiness of this process, you 
should plan to set aside two to three days for Windows EBS installation . Realistically, you 
probably want to install Windows EBS over a weekend or whenever you can reduce the 
impact to the current operations of your business .

Important to complete Windows EBS installation, you also need to perform  post  

migration tasks, a topic that is covered in Chapter 4, “performing post-Installation 

tasks.”
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Preparing for the Windows EBS Server Installation 

The first step to install Windows EBS is to perform a complete backup of your environment . 
The backup should ensure the recoverability of your domain controllers, your mail server, 
your Domain Name System (DNS) and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) servers, 
and any other critical servers that might be affected by the installation . 

Next, attach the three physical computers you have reserved for Windows EBS to your 
internal company network . If you have chosen to replace your existing firewall with the 
 Windows EBS Security Server, leave the Security Server computer disconnected from the 
 external network facing the Internet . Keep the existing firewall plugged in . Only when 
prompted to do so during the Security Server installation should you connect the Windows 
EBS Security Server computer to the external network and remove the connection of your 
existing firewall . If you are keeping your existing firewall and deploying the Security Server 
behind it, you should begin installation by placing all three Windows EBS servers and the 
 existing firewall device on the same subnet . Do not connect your Security Server to the Inter-
net at first . When prompted, you will be instructed to make necessary adjustments .

note During Windows EBS installation, the Windows EBS servers connect to the Internet 

on a number of occasions. You should prepare the physical side of this Internet connection 

before beginning installation. 

At this point, if you are using hardware RAIDs to support your Windows EBS servers, you 
should create these RAID disk sets if necessary . (See Chapter 1, “Introducing Windows Essen-
tial Business Server,” for details about recommended disk configurations for Windows EBS .)

Finally, run the Windows EBS installation programs for the Windows EBS servers in this 
specific order: the Management Server, the Security Server, and the Messaging Server . (For 
Windows EBS Premium Edition, the Database Server installation is not integrated with the 
installation of the other three servers . You can thus perform Microsoft SQL Server 2008 instal-
lation at any point after Windows EBS installation .)

Understanding the Windows EBS Configuration Store
The Windows EBS Configuration Store, also known as the MMSConfiguration object, is a 
 critical data structure found in the CN=Services container within the Configuration partition 
of the Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) database, as shown in Figure 3-1 .  
(For  example, the distinguished name [DN] of the MMSConfiguration object within a domain 
named contoso .local would be CN=MMSConfiguration,CN=Services,CN=Configuration, 
DC=Contoso,DC=local .)  
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FIGURE 3-1 The MMSConfiguration object in the Active Directory database

Windows EBS installation relies on MMSConfiguration because this object stores  essential 
data about the Windows EBS environment . This essential data is first collected from the 
 Windows EBS Planning Wizard and the Windows EBS installation wizards . For example, when 
during the Planning Wizard you select the option to replace your existing firewall with the 
Windows EBS Security Server, that information is saved in the Configuration Store and is 
later used by the  Windows EBS installation wizards to provide you with options that take 
your planning choices into  account . The Configuration Store is also used after installation 
as a shared repository of  Windows EBS configuration settings . This information is replicated 
throughout AD DS and can be used during Windows EBS recovery . 

When you use the ADSI Edit tool (found in Administrative Tools) to browse the AD DS 
database, you can see that a number of configuration items such as CN=Gateway and 
CN=Domain appear in the Details pane when you select the MMSConfiguration object in 
the console tree . Each of these items represents a container to which a configuration setting 
is written and shared among all Windows EBS servers . In addition, you can see the specific 
setting assigned to an item when you open the properties of any item . To find the value 
assigned, always look for the attribute named “keywords .” For example, if you open the 
properties of the item named “CN=DnsServers,” you will see that the specific DNS addresses 
assigned to the Windows EBS servers are found as values associated with the Keywords 
 attribute, as shown in Figure 3-2 .
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FIGURE 3-2 Viewing the MMSConfiguration object settings

In some rare cases it might be necessary to manually edit the data written to one or more 
of these items in the Configuration Store before you start installing Windows EBS . To do so, 
select the Keywords attribute and click the Edit button . This step opens the Multi-Valued 
String Editor window, as shown in Figure 3-3 .

FIGURE 3-3 Editing a value in the Configuration Store

In the Multi-Valued String Editor window, edit the desired setting by selecting it, clicking 
Remove, typing a new value in the Value To Add text box, and then clicking Add .
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Important Never edit the Configuration Store directly to alter the Ip address assigned 

to a Windows EBS server. to perform this function, always use the MMSUtils /changeip 

command. the MMSUtils command is covered in more detail in Chapter 5, “Managing 

Windows EBS with the Windows EBS administration Console.”

note If you run the planning Wizard in an environment in which aD DS is not present, 

the configuration data is saved to an .xml file instead of to the Configuration Store.

Understanding Replacement Mode Installation
Because the MMSConfiguration object is stored in AD DS, server settings are stored indepen-
dently of each server . Replacement Mode installations allow any of the three Windows EBS 
servers to be reinstalled with these recorded settings saved in AD DS . This option greatly 
reduces the complexity of disaster recovery, of replacing hardware, and of moving machines 
to virtualized environments .  

Note, however, that Replacement Mode can help recover only from the failure of a single 
Windows EBS server . If two servers simultaneously fail, at least one must be restored from 
backup . Also note that the Management Server and the Security Server tend to be easier to 
 restore than the Messaging Server because of the added complexity of recovering the Ex-
change databases . 

Important Replacement Mode does not recover data but only Windows EBS–related 

settings. In the event of a server failure, Exchange databases, SQL databases, user data, and 

localized user settings not related to Windows EBS must all be restored from backup.  

When you perform an installation in Replacement Mode, a dialog box appears indicating 
that an existing server has been found in AD DS . You are then presented with an opportunity 
to continue or cancel the Windows EBS server replacement .  

Important Never attempt to install a server from Windows EBS media without the 

intention of removing the existing server. Never use Windows EBS media to attempt to 

install temporary or test servers into an existing Windows EBS domain.

more Info For more information about Replacement Mode and disaster recovery, see 

Chapter 8, “Backing Up and Recovering Windows EBS Servers.”
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Understanding Repair Mode Installation
If an individual server setup fails during Windows EBS installation, you need to reinstall only 
that single server . The setup routines can determine the state of the last installation attempt . 
If a previous failure is detected, the installation program performs background tasks it would 
not otherwise perform, such as removing orphaned objects, leaving certain objects that have 
already been created, and alerting the user to specific manual tasks when required .  

Understanding Normal Windows EBS Installation
A normal installation is an installation that does not include Replacement Mode or Repair 
Mode . During a normal Windows EBS installation, each Windows EBS server is installed with 
the same overall process, the phases of which are shown in Figure 3-4 .

Base OS Installation

Critical Update
Installation #1

Data Collection

Critical Update
Installation #2

OS Configuration, 
Application Installation

and Configuration

FIGURE 3-4 An overview of Windows EBS server installation stages

n Base Operating System Installation This phase starts when you start a server 
from DVD media and begin the Windows Server 2008 installation . This portion of the 
installation should be treated as any other operating system installation . Very few op-
tions are presented in this phase, which speeds the installation process .

n Critical Update Installation #1 During this phase, the server attempts to connect 
to Windows Update and install critical operating-system fixes . The machine has not yet 
joined the domain and has been assigned a temporary IP configuration through either 
DHCP or manual assignment . For this task to succeed,  unauthenticated HTTP traffic 
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must be allowed to pass through the internal network to the Internet . This task may 
take several minutes .

n Data Collection During this phase, Windows EBS setup collects information  critical 
for the installation . These settings are prepopulated from the MMSConfiguration 
object . Only the Management Server installation prompts for data collection, and then 
only if no Windows EBS data can be found in AD DS . 

n Operating System Configuration, Application Installation and Configuration Dur-
ing this phase of setup, the installation routines are performed for component applica-
tions and settings .

n Critical Update Installation #2 During the final phase, Windows Update is again 
contacted, this time for updating component applications .

Understanding time Zone Settings in Windows 
EBS Installation
The local time on all three Windows EBS servers is set to Pacific Standard Time (PST)  during 
setup . Internally, all setup-dependent operations use coordinated universal time (UTC), so 
even if there is a discrepancy between two machines’ time zone settings, internally their 
clocks will be in sync . This synchronization is critical for operations such as obtaining Kerberos 
tickets, replication, and logging .  

Because of the complexity of the setup timings, you should never adjust local time on the 
Windows EBS servers until all three servers complete their installation . Doing so may lead 
to an unhandled exception, which would require you to restart installation on the server or 
 servers encountering the error .

Also note that virtualized host (parent) servers must set their local time to PST for the 
duration of the installation . Not doing so will skew the guest computer’s clock during restarts 
because the guest operating system’s BIOS setting is not aware of time zone changes . This in 
turn will result in all Kerberos tickets expiring or being flagged as not yet valid, depending on 
the time zone of the host .

Important Do not change the time zone setting during installation.

In virtualized environments, set the host operating system’s time zone settings to pSt 

before beginning installation.

Do not modify the time zone settings of other machines during setup.

The next sections of this chapter describe the steps to complete the Windows EBS server 
installation wizards . Use these sections to prepare and gather the information you need to 
perform the installation .
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Important the steps described in this chapter are based on the recommended 

Windows EBS network integration scenario, in which you are adding Windows EBS to an 

environment that already includes an active Directory domain. the actual screens you see 

during the Windows EBS installation wizards will differ slightly from those presented in 

this chapter if your Windows EBS integration scenario does not match this recommended 

one. For example, if you are adding Windows EBS to an environment that does not already 

include an existing domain, you will be prompted to supply a configuration file generated 

by the preparation and planning Wizards. Some differences might also result from updates 

to the installation program. 

Important Do not change any network settings in your existing environment after you 

begin Windows EBS installation.

Walking Through the Management Server Installation 

In general, you can divide Management Server installation into two parts . First, you install 
Windows Server 2008 by using the Install Windows Wizard . Then you install the Windows 
EBS components of the Management Server by using the Management Server Installation 
Wizard .  

note You need from 2.5 to 4 hours to install the software. Your interaction with the 

 Management Server Installation Wizard is approximately 30 minutes. this time may vary, 

depending on the state of your network and on how many updates or upgrades must be 

applied.

Install Windows Wizard
To install Windows Server 2008, use the Install Windows Wizard and complete the following 
steps:

 1. To begin the Windows EBS Management Server installation, ensure that the BIOS 
settings of the computer allow you to start from the DVD drive, and then start the 
Management Server with Disc 2 loaded .  

 2. When the Install Windows Wizard appears, click Install Now .

 3. On the Type Your Product Key For Activation page, enter your product key, if desired . 
(You have 30 days to enter the product key, so you can perform this step after installa-
tion is complete .) 
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Important You need a different product key for each of the three servers. Check 

your supplied packaging for the proper keys.

 4. If you have an Internet connection, select Automatically Activate Windows When I’m 
Online if you want to activate your software now . Click Next .

 5. Review the Microsoft Software License Terms . If you agree to them, select the check 
box, I Accept The License Terms, and then click Next .

 6. Review the Which Type Of Installation Do You Want page, shown in Figure 3-5 . 

FIGURE 3-5 Choosing to install a clean copy of Windows EBS

 7. Click the Custom (Advanced) option to install a clean copy of Windows . Selecting this 
option opens the Where Do You Want To Install Windows page, shown in  Figure 3-6 . 
By default, only three options are shown on this page: Refresh, Load Driver, and Drive 
Options (Advanced) . Click Drive Options (Advanced) to display the Delete, Extend, 
Format, and New options shown in Figure 3-6 .
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FIGURE 3-6 Choosing a disk on which to install Windows

 8. Click Format or Delete or both if necessary to ensure that you have at least 
50  gigabytes (GB) of free space on Disk 0 . Then select Disk 0, and click Next .

note the options visible in Figure 3-6 appear only once you click Drive Options 

 (advanced). If you need to load a driver, click Load Driver. If you need to  partition a 

disk, click New. If you do not format or partition the disk now, you have an opportunity 

to do it later during installation by using the  Windows Server 2008 Disk Manager. 

note If you are using hardware RaIDs, the disk sets are transparent to the installa-

tion program, and each set should appear as a single disk, as shown in Figure 3-6. this 

 method is in fact the preferred way to provide fault tolerance for your Windows EBS 

servers. (If you plan to use a hardware-based RaID storage system and it is not yet 

configured, it is recommended that you configure it now, before continuing with the 

Management Server installation.)

If you do not have the option to use a hardware RaID, you will need to create your disk 

sets in Disk Management after Windows EBS installation is complete. In this case you 

will see all the physical disks listed on the Where Do You Want to Install Windows page 

of the Install Windows Wizard. Even if more than two hard disks appear in the instal-

lation program, however, you should still select Disk 0 as the disk on which to install 

Windows EBS.
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Windows Server 2008 is automatically installed on the Management Server while you 
see the Installing Windows page shown in Figure 3-7 . In most cases this process takes 
approximately 45 minutes, but the actual time varies considerably depending on the 
hardware specifications of your server .

FIGURE 3-7 The Installing Windows page

After Windows installation completes, the Management Server restarts automatically, and 
the Management Server Installation Wizard appears .

Management Server Installation Wizard
The Management Server Installation Wizard guides you through the installation of the 
 Management Server components of Windows EBS and through the general configuration of 
the server . 

Note that even though Windows Server 2008 is hidden during the Management Server 
 Installation Wizard, it is nonetheless running in the background . This fact is important 
because at any point during the Management Server Installation Wizard, you can access a 
number of Windows Server 2008 features through a command prompt . To open a command 
prompt, press the keystroke Shift+F10 at any point . From a command prompt, you can then 
access many administration and troubleshooting tools . For example, to open Control Panel 
(through which you can open Administrative Tools), type control at the command prompt . To 
open Windows Explorer, type explorer .
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note Other useful commands include Devmgmt.exe, which opens Device Manager, and 

ISCSIcli.exe, which is a command-line tool that enables you to connect to a storage area 

network (SaN).

Welcome page
When the Management Server restarts after Windows installation, the Welcome page of the 
Management Server Installation Wizard appears . The Welcome page is shown in Figure 3-8 .

FIGURE 3-8 The Welcome Page of the Management Server Installation Wizard

Choose the Network adapter page
On the Choose The Network Adapter page, shown in Figure 3-9, select the local network 
adapter that connects to your business network . In most cases, there will be only one network 
adapter to select, so this step is usually easy . If you have multiple network adapters, however, 
choose the adapter whose status is listed as Connected on the Choose The Network Adapter 
page . If no adapter has a status listed as Connected, verify that the internal network adapter 
is physically connected to your local area network (LAN) . 
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FIGURE 3-9 The Choose The Network Adapter page of the Management Server Installation Wizard

In some cases you might see no adapter listed . If you do not see any adapters listed even 
though your server has an adapter installed, you will have to install drivers for the adapter . To 
do so, press Shift+F10 to bring up a command prompt . Then type explorer at the  command 
prompt to open Windows Explorer . If you have a CD or DVD containing the necessary drivers, 
you can replace the Windows EBS disc with the driver disc at this time . Alternatively, you can 
download the drivers onto a USB flash drive on another computer and then plug that USB 
drive into the Management Server . In either case, you should then use Windows Explorer to 
browse to the driver installation program and run the program . If you have the driver but 
no such installation program is available, type compmgmt at a command prompt to bring 
up Computer Management . You can then use Device Manager to install the driver manually . 
Then swap back the Management Server installation disc if necessary, restart, and begin the 
Management Server Installation Wizard again . 

note If unused network adapters remain on your Management Server, Security Server, 

and Messaging Server after you install Windows EBS, they are disabled automatically to 

reduce potential security risks to your network.
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real World  Using Remote Desktop During Installation

Installing Windows EBS is fairly time-consuming, and you might want to have the 

 option of sitting at another computer while you check in on Windows EBS installa-

tion as it is progressing. to do so, you can safely use Remote Desktop to connect to 

your Windows EBS servers while you are performing installation. Remote Desktop is 

enabled by default on all three Windows EBS servers during the installation process. 

however, the firewall exceptions for Remote Desktop are not created immediately. 

During installation, you can check to see if the exceptions have been enabled by 

pressing Shift+F10 to bring up a command prompt, typing control to open Control 

panel, opening Windows Firewall, clicking allow a program through Windows Fire-

wall, and then verifying that Remote Desktop is selected on the Exceptions tab. 

Choose temporary Ip addresses page
The Choose Temporary IP Addresses page, shown in Figure 3-10, appears next . This page 
requires you to configure the Management Server with a usable IP address, default gateway, 
and preferred DNS server address . 

The purpose of the temporary address configuration is twofold:

n To enable the Management Server to connect to the Internet and download critical 
updates from the Microsoft Updates Web site

n To enable the Management Server to locate (by means of DNS) a domain controller in 
the Active Directory domain to which you will join the Windows EBS servers

Remember that the IP address configuration that you choose here is only temporary . Even 
though all Windows EBS servers ultimately require a static IP configuration, it is recommended 
in fact that you use DHCP if possible at this stage . You will set the permanent address manu-
ally only after the Management Server is joined to the domain .

If you are not running a DHCP server in your environment, or if a DHCP server–assigned IP 
address configuration would not meet both purposes of the connection, you should choose 
the option to manually configure the temporary address, and specify a suitable configuration . 
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FIGURE 3-10 Choosing a temporary address

Microsoft Update page
The Microsoft Update page, shown in Figure 3-11, allows you to enhance the security of 
 Windows EBS installation by downloading and applying critical updates to Windows Server 
2008 and to the installation wizard itself .

Choosing to download the updates is highly recommended . If you leave the default option 
to download and install the updates, the server restarts after the updates are applied .

FIGURE 3-11 Downloading updates to Windows
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Choose the active Directory Domain page
On the Choose The Active Directory Domain page, shown in Figure 3-12, you decide whether 
to join the Management Server to an existing Active Directory domain or to create a new 
 domain and forest . You might select this second option if you are not currently running 
AD DS in your environment . After the Management Server joins the domain you specify, it 
 becomes a domain controller in that domain . 

note You do not have the option to create a new domain in an existing forest. also note 

that all three Windows EBS servers must belong to the same domain.

FIGURE 3-12 Whether you join an existing domain or create a new one, the Management Server becomes 
a domain controller in that domain .

planning Data Upload page
If you opt to create a new domain, or if the installation program cannot detect the Windows 
EBS settings in the Configuration Store, the Planning Data Upload page appears . In this case, 
you must supply an  .xml file generated by the Planning Wizard to continue with Windows EBS 
installation .

The Planning Data Upload page is shown in Figure 3-13 .
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FIGURE 3-13 The Planning Data Upload page

Join an active Directory Domain page
Most often you will be joining the Windows EBS servers to an existing domain, so you will see 
the Join An Active Directory Domain page (shown in Figure 3-14) at this point . In this case, 
specify the existing domain name such as fabrikam .com and then provide the domain admi-
nistrator credentials necessary to perform this task .

If instead you are creating a new domain, you will have to provide a new domain name 
at this time . You can use the same name for your Active Directory domain that you use for 
an external URL . For example, if you have the Web site Adventure-Works .com, you can use 
that same address as your Active Directory domain name . If you intend to publish Microsoft 
Windows SharePoint Services sites, this can facilitate access to them . If you do not use your 
external URL for naming your Active Directory domain, it is recommended that you use the 
suffix  .internal, rather than the frequently used  .local suffix . 

Important after you have named an active Directory domain, it can be difficult to 

change the name later. Consider this when naming your domain; for example, if your 

 company is merging with another company, it may be inadvisable to use a domain name 

that will be changed after the merger.
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FIGURE 3-14 Specifying a domain to join

Name the Servers page
After the Management Server is joined to the domain, the computer restarts, and the Name 
The Servers page, shown in Figure 3-15, appears .

You should name your servers descriptively, with unique names that are easily identifiable 
on the network . Each name that you provide here is concatenated with the AD DS domain 
name to build a unique fully qualified domain name (FQDN) for each server for DNS resolu-
tion . For example, if you name the Management Server “Mgt” in the domain cpandl .com, the 
FQDN of the Management Server becomes Mgt .cpandl .com . 

FIGURE 3-15 Naming the Windows EBS servers
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Important Renaming your servers after Windows EBS has been installed is not 

 supported.

assign Ip addresses page
On the Assign IP Addresses page, shown in Figure 3-16, you assign a static IP address and 
subnet mask to each of the three Windows EBS servers . 

When choosing addresses, first ensure that you choose ones within the proper subnet 
range . If you are placing all three Windows EBS servers on the same physical subnet (broadcast 
range) as that of your current internal network, you must assign to the Windows EBS servers 
IP addresses that correspond to this same subnet . For example, if your internal computers are 
 assigned addresses within the range 192 .168 .10 .1 to 192 .168 .10 .254, you must be sure to assign 
the Windows EBS servers addresses in the same range with a subnet mask of 255 .255 .255 .0 . 
You should also assign addresses near the beginning of that range if possible .

In the case of the Security Server, which has two interfaces, this wizard page is used to 
specify the internal address . If you are replacing your existing firewall, you should assign to 
the Security Server the same internal address currently assigned your existing firewall . This 
internal Security Server address is eventually used as the default gateway for the other 
computers on the LAN . 

note Remember that by keeping your existing firewall, as explained in Chapter 2, 

“preparing and planning for Windows EBS Deployment,” an additional subnet will be created. 

this new subnet requires you to assign a new address within a distinct address range to the 

internal interface of your old firewall. this arrangement allows you to preserve the existing 

address range for your internal computers. 

You must also ensure that the IP addresses are not already assigned to other computers . 
If the addresses you choose already fall within the scope of leasable addresses for a DHCP 
server, make sure to create DHCP exclusions so that the addresses are not assigned to other 
computers . 
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FIGURE 3-16 Assigning IP addresses to the Windows EBS servers

Select Firewall Option page
The Select Firewall Option page, shown in Figure 3-17, requires you to specify whether you 
have decided to replace your existing firewall or to retain it . This decision is made when you 
run the Windows EBS Planning Wizard . 

Remember that to keep your existing firewall you must perform additional configuration 
steps . For example, you will need to physically create a new subnet between the Security 
Server and the old firewall . If you do not need to put any other computers on this subnet, 
you could create this subnet most simply by running an Ethernet crossover cable between the 
external interface of the Security Server and the internal interface of the old firewall . Then, 
ensure that the internal interface of the Security Server is connected to the same subnet as 
that of your internal client computers .
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FIGURE 3-17 Choosing to replace or keep your existing firewall

Set the Internal Network Ip addresses page
The Set The Internal Network IP Addresses page, shown in Figure 3-18, enables you to modify 
the recommended IP address configuration of the Management Server . Along with the IP 
 address and subnet mask that you have already provided, the page also suggests a default 
gateway, preferred DNS server, and alternate DNS server address if possible . To use the IP 
 address configuration suggested in the shaded fields on the page, leave the default selec-
tion of Use The Recommended Internal IP Address, and click Next . If you need to change 
the address configuration, click Manually Configure The Internal IP Address, and type the new 
configuration in the fields provided .

Important Initially, the Windows EBS servers are configured to point to a preexisting, 

non–Windows EBS server as the preferred DNS server. however, to ensure optimal perfor-

mance and reliability, you need to migrate DNS to Windows EBS as soon as Windows EBS 

installation is complete. For more information, see Chapter 4.
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FIGURE 3-18 Setting IP configuration parameters on the Management Server

Check the Environment page
On the Check The Environment page, you begin pre–Windows EBS installation checks on the 
network environment . The environment checks verify that your existing environment meets 
certain prerequisites and that your Active Directory infrastructure is functioning properly . If 
you need to update or configure changes in your existing environment, the installation  wizard 
prompts you to make the necessary changes . 

The prerequisites checked in the existing domain include the following:

n Data stored in Active Directory indicates that you completed the Preparation Wizard 
and the Planning Wizard . 

n DNS Secure Dynamic Updates is enabled (if Active Directory is present in the environ-
ment), or the servers that are running Windows EBS are manually registered in DNS . 

n The domain controllers are running Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2003, or 
Windows 2000 Server . 

n All domain controllers that hold operations master (formerly called Flexible Single 
Master Operation, or FSMO) roles are responding to requests . 

n All domain controllers are registered in Active Directory on the primary domain 
 controller . 

n The SYSVOL and NETLOGON shared folders on domain controllers are healthy . 
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n All domain controllers can replicate Active Directory data to Windows EBS . 

n The Active Directory schema level is Windows Server 2008 . You perform this update 
during installation . 

n The domain functional level for the domain that you want your server to join is 
 Windows 2000 Server native mode or later . 

n Microsoft Exchange Server 5 .5 or earlier versions are not in the environment . 

To run the environment checks, click Check Environment on the Check The Environment 
page . Most likely, if you do not yet have any Windows Server 2008 domain controllers in your 
environment, this step will generate an error such as the one shown in Figure 3-19 .

FIGURE 3-19 A common error found in environment checks

If you need to upgrade the schema level, insert the Prerequisite Planning Tools disc 
(Disc 1) into the domain controller that holds the schema master Active Directory role . Then 
in the AutoPlay window, click Run The Schema Upgrade Tool, as shown in Figure 3-20 . This 
tool guides you through the upgrade process . When it is finished, you are prompted to return 
to the Management Server and to continue installing Windows EBS . 
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FIGURE 3-20 Use the Prerequisite Planning Tools disc to upgrade the schema

Using Ntdsutil to Determine the Schema Master

To determine which particular domain controller holds the schema master role, 

you can use the Ntdsutil utility on one of your existing domain controllers. 

In the following example, the servers dc1.cpandl.com and dc2.cpandl.com are 

domain controllers running Windows Server 2003. to determine the schema master 

in the domain named cpandl.com, you need to type at a command prompt the 

 following seven commands, in order: ntdsutil, roles, connections, connect to server 

domain_controller_name, quit, select operation target, list roles for connected 

server. after you type these commands, you can scan the output for the canonical 

name (CN) of the domain controller holding the schema role. (to leave the Ntdsutil 

utility, you can then type the quit command three times.)

In this particular example, these commands are typed at a command prompt on the 

domain controller dc2.cpandl.com, but you can perform this task on any domain 

controller. the typed commands and the output containing the relevant schema 

 master information are highlighted for you.

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator>ntdsutil

ntdsutil: roles

fsmo maintenance: connections

server connections: connect to server dc2.cpandl.com

Binding to dc2.cpandl.com ... 

Connected to dc2.cpandl.com using credentials of locally logged on 

user. 

server connections: quit

fsmo maintenance: select operation target

select operation target: list roles for connected server

Server "dc2.cpandl.com" knows about 5 roles 
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Schema - CN=NTDS Settings,CN=dc1,CN=Servers,CN=Default-First-Site-

Name,CN=Sites 

,CN=Configuration,DC=cpandl,DC=com

Domain - CN=NTDS Settings,CN=dc1,CN=Servers,CN=Default-First-Site-

Name,CN=Sites 

,CN=Configuration,DC=cpandl,DC=com 

PDC - CN=NTDS Settings,CN=dc1,CN=Servers,CN=Default-First-Site-

Name,CN=Sites,CN 

=Configuration,DC=cpandl,DC=com 

RID - CN=NTDS Settings,CN=dc1,CN=Servers,CN=Default-First-Site-

Name,CN=Sites,CN 

=Configuration,DC=cpandl,DC=com 

Infrastructure - CN=NTDS Settings,CN=dc1,CN=Servers,CN=Default-First-

Site-Name, 

CN=Sites,CN=Configuration,DC=cpandl,DC=com 

select operation target: quit

fsmo maintenance: quit

ntdsutil: quit

Disconnecting from dc2.cpandl.com... 

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator>

Important Run the Schema Upgrade tool only if you are prompted to do so.

After you upgrade the schema or fix any other errors indicated by the environment checks, 
you should click Check Again on the Progress Of Environment Checks page of the Manage-
ment Server Installation Wizard . 

If no errors are found, the page will appear as it does in Figure 3-21, and you are ready to 
click Next .

FIGURE 3-21 Successful completion of environment checks
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Choose the DhCp Server Service page
On the Choose The DHCP Server Service page, shown in Figure 3-22, you choose whether to 
immediately install and configure a DHCP server on the Management Server . 

Windows Server 2008 presents a number of enhancements to the DHCP Server service, 
such as compatibility with Network Access Protection (NAP) and IPv6 . For this reason, if you 
don’t already have a DHCP server on your network that is running on Windows Server 2008, 
you should choose the option to configure the DHCP Server service in Windows EBS . Conflict 
detection is enabled by default on the new DHCP server, so you can create a scope with the 
same address range as any DHCP server already functioning on the same subnet . To then 
configure the DHCP Server service to start and begin leasing addresses before Windows EBS 
installation is complete, select the option to start the DHCP Server service in Windows EBS .

Important after installation, you should perform a full migration of your existing 

 Windows Nt, Windows 2000 Server, or Windows Server 2003 DhCp server. See Chapter 4 

for more information about how to perform this migration procedure.

FIGURE 3-22 If you are satisfied with your current DHCP server, you should continue to use it . 

Configure the DhCp Server Service pages
If you select the option to configure the DHCP Server service, you are presented with two 
pages that allow you to configure a DHCP scope for the DHCP Server service .

On the first DHCP Server service configuration page, you determine the starting and 
 ending IP addresses, subnet mask, and default gateway for the desired scope range . 
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When selecting the beginning and ending IP addresses, be sure to define a range that is 
more than large enough to accommodate all of your current and planned devices that you 
want to configure as DHCP clients . On the other hand, you also want the range to be small 
enough to allow room for all of the current and planned devices for which you want to reserve 
static address . For example, to accommodate at least 200 DHCP clients and 20 servers, you 
could define a range of 192 .168 .0 .21 to 192 .168 .0 .250 with a subnet mask of 255 .255 .255 .0, 
as shown in Figure 3-23 . This range would accommodate 230 DCHP clients and leave 24 
addresses in the 192 .168 .0 .0/24 range for static assignments .

The subnet mask value is assigned to all DHCP clients and must be shared by every device 
on the subnet . Typically, you want to use for your DHCP scope whichever subnet mask is 
already in use on your network . However, in some cases you might want to modify the subnet 
mask already in use . For example, if you are using a private address range of 192 .168 .0 .1 to 
192 .168 .0 .254 (subnet mask 255 .255 .255 .0) and you foresee the need to accommodate more 
than 254 computers on the same subnet in the future, you could change the subnet mask to 
255 .255 .254 .0 . This subnet mask could support 510 computers on the subnet . The new DHCP 
address range associated with this subnet mask is 192 .168 .0 .1 to 192 .168 .1 .254 . However, for 
Windows EBS, the maximum number of licenses you can assign is 300, so your scope range 
should include a range of IP addresses somewhere between your current needs and 300 .

For the default gateway value, you merely need to verify that the address suggested is the 
one you will assign to the Security Server .

FIGURE 3-23 Configuring the DHCP Server scope on the Management Server
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On the second DHCP Server service configuration page, shown in Figure 3-24, the wizard 
provides you with an opportunity to configure the following DHCP server settings:

n Primary DNS Server This setting, which is equivalent to the 006 DNS Server scope 
option, assigns the specified DNS server address to all DHCP clients configured to 
obtain a DNS server address automatically . If you are adding your  Windows EBS servers 
to a preexisting AD DS domain, the wizard automatically suggests as the Primary DNS 
Server the address of a DNS server in your preexisting environment . It is recommended 
that you leave this default DNS server setting for your DHCP scope at this point, even 
though Windows EBS sets up a DNS server on both the Management Server and 
Messaging Server . You should modify the DNS Server scope option to point to the 
Management Server and Messaging Server as part of the DNS migration you perform 
after Windows EBS installation . 

n Duration of scope leases The default duration of an IP address lease is eight days, 
which is adequate for most networks . You should shorten the lease only if you need 
to accommodate a large number of temporary DHCP clients . For example, if your 
network includes 200 computers, and 100 consultants with their own laptops visit 
your network once per week, you do not need to create a scope with a range of 300 
or more addresses . You can just shorten the lease duration—perhaps to three or four 
days—so that each address can be leased much more frequently .

n An optional DHCP exclusion range for the scope As an alternative to  defining 
a scope range whose length is restricted at the ends (such as 192 .168 .10 .26 to 
192 .168 .10 .250), you can define a scope range with the maximum length (such as 
192 .168 .10 .1 to 192 .168 .10 .254) and then use an exclusion range to reserve a block of 
assignable addresses for servers . For example, if you want to reserve the first 30 avail-
able addresses for manual, static assignment to servers, printers, or other  devices, you 
set your exclusion range to start at 192 .168 .10 .1 and end at 192 .168 .10 .30 . All other 
addresses from 192 .168 .10 .31 through 192 .168 .10 .254 are available for DHCP to assign 
 automatically .
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FIGURE 3-24 Additional configuration of the DHCP Server scope on the Management Server

Choose a Volume For Storing Data page
On the Choose A Volume For Storing Data page, shown in Figure 3-25, you are provided with 
an opportunity to store application data on a separate volume from that of the system data . 
Separating the data in this way conforms to best practices in Windows EBS server design . 

The application data files in the Windows EBS Management Server include the following:

n Active Directory Domain Services logs

n Active Directory Domain Services database (NTDS .dit)

n Active Directory Domain Services SYSVOL file

n Microsoft SQL Server database for System Center Essentials

n SQL Server database for Windows Server Update Services

n SQL Server database for Administration Console
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FIGURE 3-25 Configuring the data volume

If you have chosen to install the Management Server on Disk 0, any additional disks available 
are usually not yet initialized, partitioned, or formatted at this point . To store application data 
on another volume, then, you first have to initialize the relevant disks, create the simple or 
RAID volumes you want, and format the new volumes . 

To begin this process, click Disk Management on the Choose A Volume For Storing Data 
page to open the Disk Management console . As shown in Figure 3-26, any uninitialized disks 
are immediately detected . As a general rule, you should normally initialize new disks with the 
MBR (Master Boot Record) partition style and choose the GPT (GUID Partition Table) partition 
style only if the disk is larger than 2 terabytes or the server is Itanium based .

note It is possible that your storage disks do not appear at all in Disk Management. If 

you need to load a driver for a storage device or for an adapter that connects to a SaN, or 

if you need to run configuration software for an external storage array, you can use the 

keystroke Shift+F10 to open a command prompt and then type explorer to browse to 

driver software. to connect to the Internet, you can type a Web address in the address box 

in Windows  Explorer.
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FIGURE 3-26 Initializing a new disk in Disk Management

After any new disks are initialized, you can use Disk Management to create and format a 
RAID or simple volume on which to store the application data . 

Important after you partition your drives, be sure that drive compression is turned 

 off. Several of the Windows EBS applications install and write to files on the data parti-

tions of the SQL Server database. these databases are not supported on compressed 

drives, and they may generate errors if an attempt to perform read or write operations on 

a compressed drive is made.

After you create the new volume on which to store the application data, close Disk 
 Management and return to the Choose A Volume For Storing Data page . Now you can select 
the option to store the application data on a disk volume other than the system volume, and 
select the new volume you have just created, as shown in Figure 3-27 .
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FIGURE 3-27 Selecting a separate volume for application data

type Your Company Information page
On the Type Your Company Information page, shown in Figure 3-28, you enter the name of 
your company and the name you want to assign to your root certification authority (CA) . This 
information cannot be changed after installation .

FIGURE 3-28 Providing company information
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Choose how to Report Errors page
On the Choose How To Report Errors page, shown in Figure 3-29, you must choose whether 
to enable Microsoft Error Reporting . The Microsoft Error Reporting feature allows you to 
 automatically report to Microsoft problems you may be having with Windows EBS . You can 
also receive information that may help you avoid or solve such problems by opening the 
Problem Reports and Solutions control panel .

Each time an error occurs on a Windows EBS server, a report is generated . When you 
choose to participate in Microsoft Error Reporting, the report will be sent to Microsoft .

To enable Microsoft Error Reporting, select the option to automatically report errors to 
Microsoft . To decline participation in the Microsoft Error Reporting feature, choose the option 
to not automatically report errors to Microsoft . 

FIGURE 3-29 Choosing whether to enable Microsoft Error Reporting

Choose Whether to Report Usage Data page
The Choose Whether To Report Usage Data page, shown in Figure 3-30, allows you to choose 
whether to participate or decline participation in the Customer Experience Improvement 
Program (CEIP) .
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FIGURE 3-30 Enabling or declining participation in CEIP

CEIP collects basic information about your hardware configuration and identifies trends 
and usage patterns . CEIP also collects information about the errors you encounter, along with 
data about software and hardware performance . This information is sent to Microsoft, where 
it is used to help improve features .

Review the Management Server Installation page
The Review The Management Server Installation page is the last page before the actual 
 Windows EBS installation begins . On this page, shown in Figure 3-31, you can verify the 
 settings you have specified . By clicking Save Settings, you can also save a summary file of 
these settings .

After you have reviewed the settings and saved the summary file, you can begin the 
 Management Server installation by clicking Install .
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FIGURE 3-31 Reviewing the Management Server settings before installation

During installation, applications, roles, and services are installed on the Management 
Server . Most of these are completely configured during installation . For those roles that are 
not completely configured, you are guided through the final configuration process after 
installation is finished on all three servers . 

The following applications, roles, and services are installed on the Management Server:

n Active Directory components

n Certificate Services

n DNS service

n DHCP Server service (optional installation)

n Exchange Server management tools

n File Server role

n Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG—formerly called ISA Server) 
management tools

n Internet Information Services (IIS)

n Microsoft SQL Server Express

n Microsoft System Center Essentials

n Network Protection Service

n Print Server role
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n Remote Assistance optional component

n Terminal Services RemoteApp

n Windows Server 2008

n Windows Essential Business Server Administration Console

n Windows Essential Business Server licensing service

n Windows Server Update Services (WSUS—installed as a component of System Center 
Essentials)

The installation procedure takes about 90 to 120 minutes . When the installation tasks are 
completed, you will see the Management Server Installation Tasks Finished page, shown in 
Figure 3-32 .

FIGURE 3-32 Complete installation without updates

When installation is finished on the Management Server, the following has been 
 accomplished:

n The Management Server is assigned a name and a static IP address .

n Active Directory is configured in one of the following two options:

• The Management Server is joined to an existing Active Directory domain as a 
domain controller .

• The Management Server is the domain controller for a new domain in a new forest .

n DNS is configured in one of the following two options:

• The Management Server is the preferred DNS server .

• Your existing DNS server is the preferred DNS server, and the Management Server is 
the alternate DNS server .
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n If selected as an option, the Management Server DHCP scope is defined .

n If selected as an option, DHCP service is started on the Management Server .

n The Management Server internal adapter points to the network default gateway .

n The Windows Firewall service on the Management Server is configured with the 
 default firewall exceptions for Windows EBS .

Choose Optional Updates page
The final stage before completing the Management Server Installation Wizard is to download 
optional updates to all of the component technologies on the Management Server . This step 
can require the downloading of hundreds of megabytes in software patches and can last 
45 minutes . If you want to perform this step immediately, click Install Updates on the Choose 
Optional Updates page, shown in Figure 3-33 .

FIGURE 3-33 Choosing to download and install updates to all Management Server software

If you click Finish, or after you install the optional updates, you will arrive at the Continue 
Installation page, shown in Figure 3-34 . 
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FIGURE 3-34 The Continue Installation page

After reviewing the page, you should click Close . This step creates a desktop on the Management 
Server and opens the Guided Configuration And Migration Tasks window, shown in Figure 3-35 . This 
window indicates your next step, which is to begin the Security Server installation . 

FIGURE 3-35 The Guided Configuration And Migration Tasks window
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Walking Through the Security Server Installation 

The process of installing the Security Server is similar to that of installing the Management 
Server . As with the Management Server, the Security Server is installed in two general stages: 
The Install Windows Wizard stage and the Security Server Installation Wizard stage .

note time to complete this task is approximately 1.5 hours. this time may vary 

 depending on the state of your current network and how many updates or upgrades must 

be applied.

The following section presents a summary of the Security Server installation procedure . 
Many of these installation steps and wizard pages are identical to the corresponding ones you 
have seen while installing the Management Server . 

note the actual pages that appear when you install the Security Server might differ 

slightly, depending on the latest updates to the wizard and on your network environment.

Important When you begin Security Server installation, make sure to connect the 

Security Server only to your internal network. 

Install Windows Wizard
As with Management Server installation, Security Server installation begins with the Install 
Windows Wizard . This installation stage is in fact identical to the corresponding stage in 
 Management Server installation .

Security Server Installation Wizard
After the Install Windows Wizard completes, the Security Server restarts, and the Security 
Server Installation Wizard begins automatically . 

Welcome page
The first page of the Security Server Installation Wizard is the Welcome page, shown in 
 Figure 3-36 . Besides marking the beginning of the wizard, the page also marks the point in 
the installation procedure after which you can access Windows Server 2008 . To access the 
operating system, bring up a command prompt by pressing the keystroke Shift+F10 . Then 
from this command prompt, you can type commands directly or access Windows Explorer, 
the Internet, Control Panel, or Administrative Tools .
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FIGURE 3-36 The Welcome page of the Security Server Installation Wizard

Choose the Internal Network adapter page
Unlike the Management Server, which uses a single network adapter, the Security Server 
 requires two network adapters . For this reason, you must indicate on this page which of the 
two adapters is connected to your internal network . If you have properly left the external 
adapter disconnected before beginning installation, you will see that only the internal adapter 
has a status listed as Connected, as shown in Figure 3-37 .

FIGURE 3-37 Only the internal adapter of the Security Server should be listed as Connected .
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note to ensure that you have the proper cable plugged into your internal adapter, open 

a command prompt by typing Shift+F10 and then attempt to ping the Management Server 

by Ip address. If you receive a reply, the adapter is properly connected. 

Choose temporary Ip addresses page
The Choose Temporary IP Addresses page is identical in both appearance and function to the 
page of the same name that appears during the Management Server Installation Wizard . It is 
used to obtain a temporary address configuration for use during the installation process .

note Critical Updates are applied automatically during the Security Server installation at 

this point if you opted to download these updates during the Management Server Installa-

tion Wizard.

Join the active Directory Domain page
The Join The Active Directory Domain page is identical to the page of the same name that 
appears during the Management Server Installation Wizard . Remember that for the Security 
Server to locate and join the local AD DS domain, you need to ensure that the temporary 
 address configuration includes a DNS server that can resolve the name of the domain .

Check the Environment page
The Check The Environment page is identical in both appearance and function to the page of 
the same name that appears during the Management Server Installation Wizard .

Set the Internal Ip address page
During the Security Server Installation Wizard, you must assign an IP address configuration to 
both the internal adapter and the external adapter . For the internal adapter, the IP configura-
tion must be statically assigned .

Using the information available in the configuration store, the Security Server Installation 
Wizard recommends an IP configuration, which appears shaded on the page, as shown in 
Figure 3-38 .
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FIGURE 3-38 The recommended internal IP address configuration appears shaded on the Set The Internal 
IP Address page .

Notice that the suggested IP address for the internal address is the same as that assigned 
to the internal adapter on your current firewall . You should use this recommended address 
and IP configuration unless it contains an error .

Set the External Ip address page
On the Set The External IP Address page, shown in Figure 3-39, you assign an IP address 
 configuration for the Internet-facing adapter on the Security Server . 

This external address of the Security Server can be assigned manually or through DHCP . It 
is usually preferable to use DHCP when the adapter faces your Internet provider and DHCP 
service is available . When the subnet this adapter faces lies completely within your own 
network, however, it is usually preferable to assign it a static address . For example, when you 
keep your existing firewall and create a new subnet between the Security Server and the old 
firewall, it is preferable to assign a static address to this adapter . With a static address, you can 
check the status of the Security Server by pinging the same address at any time .
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FIGURE 3-39 You can assign the IP configuration of the external adapter manually or through DHCP .

Choose an administrator password page
Unlike the Management Server and the Messaging Server, the Security Server is not a domain 
controller . Therefore, the Security Server has its own set of local accounts, including a local 
Administrator account . 

You must set a password for this local Administrator account on the Choose An Adminis-
trator Password page, shown in Figure 3-40 . It is recommended that you choose a password 
for the local Administrator’s account that is different from the one you use for the domain-
level Administrator account . 

Your password choice should follow Windows Server 2008 recommendations for creating 
a strong password . A strong password has a length of at least eight characters and contains a 
combination of uppercase characters, lowercase characters, numerals, and special characters .
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FIGURE 3-40 Choosing a password for the local Administrator account

Set the E-Mail Gateway page
At this point in the installation procedure, the Security Server is connected only to your 
 internal network . Once it is connected to the Internet, the Security Server could receive from 
the external network all e-mail destined for your SMTP domain . The Security Server would 
then automatically attempt to forward such e-mail to the Messaging Server inside your 
 network . However, if the Security Server received such e-mail before the Messaging Server 
was installed, these messages could be dropped . 

The Set The E-Mail Gateway page, shown in Figure 3-41, allows you to configure the 
Security Server to temporarily forward e-mail to your preexisting mail server until you have 
installed the Messaging Server and have migrated mailboxes and settings to it .

To prevent the disruption of e-mail service during Windows EBS installation, select the 
 option to forward e-mail, and type the IP address of your preexisting e-mail server . If your 
SMTP domain name is not automatically detected, type it in the SMTP domain name text box, 
and then click Add . 
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FIGURE 3-41 Configuring the Security Server to forward e-mail to your old e-mail server during Windows 
EBS installation

note Selecting the option to forward e-mail to a specified Ip address will later create a 

server publishing rule in Forefront tMG called “allow incoming email by publishing SMtp 

Mail Server.” this rule forwards port 25 traffic to the specified Ip address.

Remote access Settings page
On the Remote Access Settings page, shown in Figure 3-42, you choose a URL for Remote 
Web Workplace (RWW) . RWW enables Web-based remote access to your Windows EBS 
 network . 

With RWW, users can read and manage e-mail, access client computer desktops, use 
shared applications, and access shared folders or Windows SharePoint Services sites from 
off-premises locations . When choosing a URL that users will specify in their Web browsers to 
connect to RWW, choose an address that is easy to remember . A basic tag for a RWW address 
is the name remote . For example, a common URL for RWW in the domain cpandl .com would 
be remote .cpandl .com .

note to gain remote access with this URL, you will need to perform additional steps to 

add the name to DNS after you install Windows EBS. For more information, see Chapter 6, 

“Configuring Remote Web Workplace.” 
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FIGURE 3-42 Choosing a URL for RWW

Choose a Volume For Storing Data page
The Choose A Volume For Storing Data page is identical in both appearance and function to 
the page of the same name that appears during the Management Server Installation Wizard .

Security Server Network Integration page
The Security Server Network Integration page, shown in Figure 3-43, allows you to verify the 
network integration plan you have chosen for your Security Server . 

If you are replacing your existing firewall with the Security Server, this page instructs you 
at this point to disconnect the cable from the Internet-facing adapter of your firewall and to 
connect this same cable to the external adapter on the Security Server . This is also the point 
at which you should remove (or at least change the current address of) your preexisting 
firewall or Internet gateway device . If you don’t, an IP address conflict will be detected by the 
wizard, and you won’t be able to continue with the installation .   
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FIGURE 3-43 If you are replacing your existing firewall, you perform the physical replacement when this 
page appears .

If you are keeping your existing firewall and deploying the Security Server behind it, you 
will see the version of the Security Server Network Integration page shown in Figure 3-44 .

FIGURE 3-44 If you are keeping your firewall, you have to create a new subnet . 
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In this case, you should perform the following steps:

 1. Change the internal IP address on your existing Internet gateway device to a new 
 address . To do this, follow the instructions from the device manufacturer . Be sure to 
configure an address that shares a network ID with the external address of your Security 
Server . For example, if you have assigned the external adapter of the Security Server 
an address in the range 10 .0 .1 .0/24, you must do the same for the internal address of 
your existing gateway device .

 2. Disconnect the cable that connects your existing gateway device to your network 
(leave it connected to the Internet) . 

 3. Connect the disconnected cable to the external network adapter on the Security 
Server . This connects the Security Server to the gateway device . You may need to use 
one or more hubs to make these connections .

 4. Ensure that the internal network adapter on the Security Server is connected to the 
LAN . The Security Server is already configured with the IP address of your existing 
gateway device .

Important If you keep your existing firewall device, you will also need to modify 

its  existing firewall rules so that incoming connections formerly directed to internal 

 servers such as your mail and Web servers are now directed to the external interface of 

the  Security Server. It is recommended that you perform this step at this time or during 

 post-installation tasks. 

Review page
Like the page of the same name that appears during the Management Server Installation 
Wizard, the Review page allows you to review your settings and begin the installation of the 
Windows EBS Security Server component technologies . The installation process takes about 
90 minutes .

During installation, applications, roles, and services are installed and partially or com-
pletely configured on the Security Server . For those roles that are partially configured, you 
complete the configuration after the installation is finished on all three servers . The following 
applications, roles, and services are installed:

n Active Directory Lightweight Directory services 

n Exchange Server Edge transport

n Exchange Intelligent Message filter

n Forefront TGM

n Remote Web Workplace
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n Routing and Remote Access service

n System Center Operations Manager agent

n SQL Server Express (required for Forefront TGM logging)

n Windows Server 2008

When installation is finished on the Security Server, the following has been accomplished:

n The Security Server is assigned a name and a static IP address .

n The Security Server is joined to the selected Active Directory domain .

n Windows Firewall on the Security Server is configured with Windows EBS default 
 firewall exceptions .

n The Security Server is established as the default gateway for the network .

n The Security Server provides firewall and other security roles to the network .

n If chosen as an option, your previous gateway device is reconfigured to be an additional 
firewall between the Security Server and the Internet . If you did not choose to retain 
your previous gateway device, it is decommissioned .

n Default Forefront TGM publishing rules are configured .

n E-mail is forwarded to the existing e-mail server, if specified .

n Exchange Server Connector settings are configured .

Optional Updates page
The Optional Updates page is identical in both appearance and function to the page of the 
same name that appears during the Management Server Installation Wizard . The process of 
downloading and installing the updates requires approximately 45 minutes .

Continue Installation page
When you reach the Continue Installation page, shown in Figure 3-45, Security Server installa-
tion has completed . Click Close, insert the Messaging Server Installation Disc (Disc 4) into the 
Messaging Server, and start the Messaging Server .
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FIGURE 3-45 The Continue Installation page signals the end of the Security Server installation .

Performing the Messaging Server Installation 

The procedure to install the Messaging Server is similar to the procedure to install the 
 Management Server, but the Messaging Server installation is shorter . Because every step 
of the Messaging Server installation is also found in the Management Server installation, a 
 detailed description of each wizard page is not required at this point . However, an outline of 
the steps follows to help you best prepare for the installation process .

note time to complete this task is approximately 1.5 hours. this time may vary depending 

on the state of your current network and how many updates or upgrades must be applied.

For more information about any of the following steps in the installation procedure, see 
“Walking Through the Management Server Installation” earlier in this chapter .

 1. Install Windows Wizard

 2. Messaging Server Installation Wizard

 a. Welcome page

 b. Choose The Network Adapter page

 c. Choose Temporary IP Addresses page

 d. Progress of Critical Updates page

 e. Join An Active Directory Domain page

 f. Progress of Joining The Domain page
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 g. Check The Environment page

 h. Progress Of Environment Check page

 i. Environment Check Is Finished page

 j. Set The Internal Network IP Address page

 k. Choose A Volume For Storing Data page

 l. Review The Messaging Server Installation page

 m. Choose Optional Updates page

 n. Continue Installation page

After you click Close on the Continue Installation page, you have completed Windows EBS 
server installation . At this point you have to perform Windows EBS post-installation tasks, 
which is the topic covered in the next chapter .

The following applications, roles, and services are installed:

n DNS Server service

n Exchange Server 2007 Client Access Server (CAS), Mailbox (MBX), and Hub Transport 
(HUB) roles

n Microsoft Forefront Security for Exchange Server

n Internet Information Services (IIS)

n Network Policy Server (NPS)

n Operations master roles:

• Domain naming master

• Infrastructure master

• Primary Domain Controller (PDC) Emulator

note the pDC Emulator role is not moved immediately during installation. It is trans-

ferred after Windows EBS has been running for several hours. 

• Relative ID master

• Schema master

n Terminal Services Gateway

n System Center Operations Manager agent

n Windows EBS licensing service

n Windows Server 2008

When installation is finished on the Messaging Server, the following has been 
 accomplished:

n The Messaging Server is assigned a name and a static IP address .

n The Messaging Server is joined to the selected Active Directory domain .
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n The Messaging Server is a domain controller and a Global Catalog server .

n The Messaging Server is set as the alternate DNS server .

n Data from the existing domain is replicated to the Messaging Server .

n The replicated data includes the following:

• Active Directory schema

• Active Directory data

• Integrated DNS data

• SYSVOL data

n The internal network adapter points to the network default gateway .

n The Exchange Server Connectors point to Forefront TGM for e-mail routing .

n All operations master (formerly FSMO) roles are transferred to the Messaging Server .

n Windows Firewall on the Messaging Server is configured with the Windows EBS default 
firewall exceptions .

Exporting the Configuration

After you complete Windows EBS installation, you should export a copy of the configuration 
to an XML file . This configuration is currently stored in the Windows EBS Configuration Store .

To export the Windows EBS configuration to an XML file, perform the following steps:

 1. To export settings, open a command prompt with elevated privileges and run the 
command mmsutils /export . The Export Configuration Wizard appears .

 2. Read the Before You Begin page, and then click Next .

 3. On the Choose A File Name page, click Browse to change the default file name and 
location . Specify a secure location and a name that you can remember . 

 4. Click Export to save the settings to an XML file .

 5. On the Finish page, click Close .

Recovering from Installation Errors

You may encounter errors during Windows EBS installation for a variety of reasons . Windows 
EBS helps you recover from those errors and continue with the installation wherever possible, 
but if the installation on one of the servers is unsuccessful, you do not need to reinstall the 
software on the previously completed servers . For example, if the installation is unsuccessful 
on the Messaging Server, you do not need to reformat partitions or reinstall the software on 
the Management Server or the Security Server .

You may encounter some conditions that require you to perform one or more corrective 
tasks before you can restart the operation . In most cases, the installation wizard informs you of 
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the action that you need to take and then exits the installation process . If an installation wizard 
stops because of a hardware conflict or other operating system issue, you will be notified of the 
error . You should fix the problem and then restart the installation process on that server . 

note If installation fails on one of your servers, do not cancel the installation imme-

diately. First, use the Services console (services.msc) to ensure that all services set to 

 automatic have started on all available Windows EBS servers. Start these services automati-

cally if necessary, and then click Retry.

Handling Setup Failures

MMSSetup .log is the primary log used to investigate setup issues . This file is located in 
%ProgramFiles%\Windows Essential Business Server\Logs . You can analyze MMSSetup .log by 
using Notepad at any time during setup . Doing so is often useful to determine whether a task 
is repeatedly failing, to determine whether setup is hanging, or to determine troubleshooting 
outcomes .

Setup also copies relevant component application logs to the Logs directory . Setup 
 attempts to capture critical events from other applications and report them in MMSSetup .log .

For post mortem analysis, you should capture the entire contents of the Logs folder, all 
subfolders, and event logs . 

Summary

After you run the Preparation and Planning Wizards, you are ready to install the Windows 
EBS servers . First, make sure that you have backed up your critical servers, and then make 
any physical preparations such as creating hardware RAIDs and physically connecting the 
Windows EBS machines to your network . If you are planning to replace your existing firewall 
with the Windows EBS Security Server, you should leave the external adapter of your Security 
Server unplugged until you are prompted to connect it to the Internet . 

Then use the Windows EBS installation discs to perform Windows EBS server installation in 
this order: Management Server, Security Server, and Messaging Server . This process normally 
requires at least two days .

After you have installed all three servers, you are not done with Windows EBS  installation . 
You still need to perform the guided configuration and migration tasks  before your Windows 
EBS installation is complete . Performing these tasks is the topic of the next chapter .
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To fully install Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) in your production  environment, 
you need to do more than just install the three Windows EBS servers . You also need to 

perform a number of post-installation tasks that complete the Windows EBS configuration 
and that migrate essential services to these three new servers .

Using the Configuration And Migration Tasks Checklist

You can see the set of post-installation tasks in the Guided Configuration And Migration Tasks 
(GCMT) window, which appears automatically on the Management Server after you finish 
Management Server installation . GCMT is shown in Figure 4-1 . 

note You can also open GCMt manually. to do so, open the Windows EBS adminis-

tration Console on the Management Server, and then select Open Configuration and 

Migration tasks from the File menu.

GCMT is essentially a checklist that facilitates the completion of post-installation tasks 
by providing a link to the tools needed to complete each task . A nice feature of GCMT is 
that even when the tool needed to perform a particular task that is located on the Security 
Server or Messaging Server, you do not need to switch servers to use that tool . Instead, you 
just click the associated button in the right pane of GCMT, and a connection to the remote 
tool is started . The Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG) application, for 
example, is located on the Security Server, not the Management Server . However, by clicking 
the Start Forefront TMG Console button, shown in Figure 4-1, you begin a Terminal Services 
RemoteApp session to the Forefront TMG Console on the Security Server . This feature allows 
you to use the application exactly as if it were installed locally on the Management Server .

note Except for the tasks of installing the three Windows EBS servers (which are 

automatically marked as Finished for you), the tasks on this checklist must be manu-

ally marked as Finished after you complete each one. With a few exceptions, the tasks 

shown on the GCMt checklist do not need to be performed in any particular order.
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FIGURE 4-1 The Guided Configuration And Migration Tasks window

how Many of the tasks Do You Need to perform?
You should perform every task on the GCMT checklist that is applicable to your environment . 
Some tasks (such as migrating Domain Name System [DNS]) apply to all network environ-
ments . Others, however, do not . For example, if your internal network consists of only a single 
subnet, you do not need to perform step 4 . Similarly, if you don’t have a site-to-site virtual 
private network (VPN) in your environment, you do not need to perform step 5 . 

real World  Create a Run As Account with a Non-Expiring 
Password for System Center Essentials!

Although it is not included in the list of Guided Configuration and Migration tasks, 

creating a “run as” account with a non-expiring password for System Center 

Essentials is highly recommended, and you should perform this task as soon as possible 

after Windows EBS installation. By default, some System Center Essentials services run 

as administrator, which has an expiring password. When the administrator password 

expires, monitoring data becomes unavailable in both the Windows EBS administration 

Console and the System Center Essentials console, and many errors are generated. to 

make matters worse, fixing this problem once it appears isn’t particularly easy. For more 

information about creating a run as account for System Center Essentials, see Chapter 15. 
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how Long Do the post-Installation tasks take?
If all 22 tasks are applicable to your environment, you should plan to spend even more time 
performing the post-installation tasks than you did installing the Windows EBS servers . 
 However, in most cases, you should set aside approximately 12 hours for post-installation tasks . 

The following sections provide information about how to perform the individual post-
installation tasks . Where specified, certain of these tasks are discussed in more detail in sub-
sequent chapters . Note that tasks 1 through 3 represent the installation of the three Windows 
EBS servers . Post-installation tasks therefore begin at task 4 . 

real World Working with the Taskstore.config File

After you click the button to mark a task as finished in the GCMt window, you 

can’t easily reverse your decision. the task always appears as ”Finished” from 

that point forth unless you modify a file named taskstore.config. 

the taskstore.config file stores the completion state of each GCMt task and is found 

in the C:\programData\Microsoft Corporation\adminConsole.exe\6.0.0.0 directory. 

the programData folder is hidden, so you can best access taskstore.config by first 

typing C:\programData in the address box in Windows Explorer before browsing to 

the destination file. 

the contents of taskstore.config are shown in Figure 4-2.

FIGURE 4-2 The Taskstore .config file stores the completion state of GCMT tasks .
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as shown in Figure 4-2, taskstore.config is essentially an XML file with a list of 

tasks presented in the format <task id=”TaskName” isComplete=”true” />, where 

TaskName represents the name of one of the 22 tasks in the GCMt window. tasks 

are automatically added to this list between the <tasks> and </tasks> tags as they 

are marked as completed in GCMt window. For example, the presence of the fol-

lowing entry signifies that you have marked the Migrate DNS task as finished.

<task id="MigrateDNS" isComplete="true" />

When this entry is present, the task is labeled ”Finished” in the GCMt window, and 

the Mark task as Finished Move to Next task button is disabled. 

to reset any task as not complete, first save a copy of the file as Oldtaskstore.config 

so that you can revert to it later if desired. then, in the taskstore.config file, delete the 

relevant entry between the <tasks> and </tasks> tags. For example, if you delete the 

following entry, the active the Servers task will be reset with the ”to Do” label, and 

its associated Mark task as Finished button will be reenabled in the GCMt window.

<task id= "ActivateWindows" isComplete="true" />

Finally, be sure also to delete the following entry if it exists. 

<task id="Finished" isComplete="true" />

this latter entry is automatically written to the taskstore.config file when you have 

marked all tasks as finished in GCMt. the presence of this task in taskstore.config 

configures the GCMt window to no longer appear automatically when you launch 

the EBS administration Console. however, if you forget to delete this entry when 

some tasks remain unfinished, the file can become corrupt, and in this case neither 

the EBS administration Console nor the GCMt window will start. If this problem 

occurs, you can remedy the situation by reverting to the Oldtaskstore.config file 

if possible. If this is not an option, simply delete the existing taskstore.config file. 

a new file with default settings will be generated automatically the next time you start 

the EBS administration Console. Do not, however, select the Move active Directory Roles 

option on task 19 if you have already performed this task. Instead, add the following task 

to the new taskstore.config file:

<task id="MigrateFSMORoles" isComplete="true" />

Be sure to add the line between the <tasks> and </tasks> tags.

Task 4: Configure Subnets 

You can expect configuring subnets to take less than 15 minutes . Forefront TMG, the  firewall 
application that runs on the Security Server, needs to differentiate between external and 
 internal networks so that traffic can be properly routed between these two networks .  However, 
Forefront TMG detects only one internal subnet—the one to which it is directly  attached . 
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Therefore, if you have a routed network with multiple internal subnets, you need to register in 
Forefront TMG all the internal subnets that are not directly attached to the Security Server . 

Important You must not register any subnets found in front of the Security Server, 

such as one you would find between the Security Server and a preexisting firewall 

 device you have decided to keep after installing Windows EBS. 

For example, if your network were the one depicted in Figure 4-3, the Subnet B would be 
automatically registered . You would need to manually register Subnets C and D . You must not 
register Subnet A as Internal .

EBS Security Server
(Forefront TMG)

Pre-existing Firewall

192.168.10.0/24
Subnet A

192.168.11.0/24
Subnet B

192.168.13.0/24
Subnet D

Router

192.168.12.0/24
Subnet C

Internet

FIGURE 4-3 In this network, you must manually add Subnets C and D to the Internal network in 
Forefront TMG .

plannIng You need to perform this task only if you have more than one subnet 

located behind the Security Server.
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To configure network settings for additional subnets, complete the following steps: 

 1. In the Configuration And Migration Tasks checklist (shown previously in Figure 4-1), 
click Configure Subnets, and then click Start Forefront TMG Console . The Fore-
front TMG console starts . 

 2. In the console tree, click Networking, click the Networks tab, and then double-click 
Internal . 

 3. In Internal Properties, click Addresses, and then click Add Range . 

 4. In IP Address Range Properties, type the start address, type the end address, and then 
click OK . Steps 2 through 4 are illustrated in Figure 4-4 .

 5. In the console, click Apply . 

2

2

3

3

4

FIGURE 4-4 Configuring subnets in Forefront TMG

Task 5: Configure Site-to-Site VPN

If your company network includes remote sites that before Windows EBS installation were 
 connected to the main office by a site-to-site virtual private network (VPN), you should use this 
task to reconfigure those remote connections . Expect this task to take less than 15 minutes .

The particular configuration steps you need to take for the task depend on how you have 
chosen to deploy the Windows EBS Security Server in your network . If you have used the 
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Security Server to replace your preexisting firewall device, or you want your existing VPN 
connections to terminate at the Security Server, as shown in Figure 4-5, you should use the 
Site-To-Site Connection Wizard to re-create the main office end of the VPN connection . A link 
to start the Site-To-Site Connection Wizard is provided in the right pane of the GCMT window 
when the Configure Subnets task is selected in the left pane .

VPN tunnel

Defines site-to-site
VPN connection

EBS Security Server

Main office
network

192.168.50.0/24

Internet

Branch office
network

192.168.100.0/24

FIGURE 4-5 When the Windows EBS Security Server acts as a VPN endpoint, use the Site-To-Site Connection 
Wizard to configure a site-to-site VPN in Forefront TMG on the Security Server .

Using the Site-to-Site Connection Wizard
To configure settings using the Site-To-Site Connection Wizard, complete the following steps: 

 1. In the Configuration And Migration Tasks checklist on the Windows EBS Management 
Server, click Configure Site-To-Site VPN, and then click Start The Create Site-To-Site 
VPN Wizard . The Site-To-Site Connection Wizard in the Forefront TMG console starts . 

 2. Follow the steps of the wizard to configure the connection settings to the remote site . 

note If you have multiple sites that are connected through site-to-site VpNs, you 

must run the wizard for each remote site.
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Configuring Network Rules for Remote Subnets
As an alternative to the VPN scenario, you might have chosen to deploy the Security Server 
behind your existing firewall device, and your existing VPN connections might still terminate 
at the preexisting firewall device, as shown in Figure 4-6 . In this case you should have created 
new firewall rules on your existing firewall device during Security Server installation, and you 
should now use the Forefront TMG console only to define the network rules for the remote 
subnets . 

note Network rules specify that resources in one network are allowed to communicate 

with resources in different networks, and they specify what type of relationship (either 

routing or Network address translation [Nat]) exists between the source and destination.

VPN tunnel

Internet

Branch office
network

192.168.100.0/24

Defines network rules
for branch office

EBS Security Server

Main office
network

192.168.50.0/24

FIGURE 4-6 When a VPN is terminated at another device, the Security Server defines network rules that 
direct traffic through the VPN to the branch office subnet . 
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To configure network rules for remote subnets, complete the following steps: 

 1. In the Configuration And Migration Tasks checklist, click Configure Subnets, and then 
click Start Forefront TMG Console . The Forefront TMG console starts .

 2. In the Forefront TMG console tree, click Networking . You can configure network set-
tings and network rules for the remote subnets .

Task 6: Configure Firewall Rules 

The next task is to create firewall rules on Forefront TMG that enable external connections 
to your internal servers . In both Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server and Forefront 
TMG, such rules are known as publishing rules, and enabling external access to an internal 
server is known as publishing that server . Although many server publishing rules are precon-
figured for Windows EBS services, such as e-mail, you need to add publishing rules for any 
additional non–Windows EBS services you want to publish . This task will take about one hour 
to complete .

Understanding the Built-in Firewall policy Rules 
When you install Windows EBS, a set of firewall policy rules is automatically created in 
 Forefront TMG . These rules are preconfigured to route through the Security Server only 
the minimum traffic that is needed in a Windows EBS network . The traffic allowed through 
 Forefront TMG in Windows EBS by default includes outbound access for HTTP/HTTPS and 
inbound access for Microsoft Office Outlook Web Access (OWA), Terminal Services Gateway, 
RPC over HTTP, Remote Web Workplace, ActiveSync, and other protocols .

The full set of allow-type firewall policy rules created by default is shown in Table 4-1 . All 
other traffic is denied . 

Note that for inbound HTTP and HTTPS traffic, the only destination address allowed by 
default is the remote access URL (such as remote .adventure-works .com) that you specified 
during Security Server installation . Within this remote access site, which is stored on the 
Messaging Server, different firewall policy rules apply to different subdirectories (as shown in 
Table 4-1) .
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TABLE 4-1 Default allow-type firewall policy rules in Forefront TMG

FIREWALL RULE PROTOCOLS

DESTINATION 

 DIRECTORy OR FILE 

IN  REMOTE  ACCESS 

URL

(INBOUND HTTP, 

HTTPS ONLy) FROM TO

Allow incom-
ing  e-mail by 
publishing Simple 
Mail Transfer 
 Protocol (SMTP) 
mail server

SMTP Server N/A External Security Server 
(local)

Microsoft 
 Exchange Server 
Publishing: Out-
look Web Access

HTTP, HTTPS /public/*

/OWA/*

/Exchweb/*

/Exchange/*

External Web 
Listener

Messaging Server

Microsoft 
 Exchange 
 Outlook 
 Anywhere and 
Terminal Services 
Gateway publish-
ing rule (RPC 
over HTTPS)

HTTP, HTTPS /rpc/* External Web 
Listener

Messaging Server

Microsoft 
 Exchange Active 
Sync Web pub-
lishing rule

HTTP, HTTPS /Microsoft- 
Server-ActiveSync/*

External Web 
Listener

Messaging Server

Remote Web 
Workplace 
 Robots .txt 
 publishing rule

HTTP, HTTPS /robots .txt External Web 
Listener

Messaging Server

Remote Web 
Workplace 
 publishing rule

HTTP, HTTPS /remote/*

(Connections to the 
root directory of the 
remote access URL 
are automatically 
redirected to this 
subdirectory .)

External Web 
Listener

Messaging Server
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TABLE 4-1 Default allow-type firewall policy rules in Forefront TMG

FIREWALL RULE PROTOCOLS

DESTINATION 

 DIRECTORy OR FILE 

IN  REMOTE  ACCESS 

URL

(INBOUND HTTP, 

HTTPS ONLy) FROM TO

Allow DNS Traffic 
from internal 
DNS servers to 
external forward-
ers or root hints

DNS N/A DNS Servers 
(internal)

External

Allow SMTP 
mail traffic from 
 Security Server

SMTP N/A Security Server 
(local)

External

Messaging Server

Legacy SMTP 
Server

Allow outbound 
SMTP mail traffic 
to Security Server

SMTP N/A Messaging 
Server

Security Server 
(local)

Allow Internet 
access to all users

HTTP, HTTPS N/A All Protected 
Networks 

(all but exter-
nal sources) 

External

Allow Micro-
soft Exchange 
EdgeSync traffic 
from Messaging 
Server

Microsoft 
Exchange 
EdgeSync

N/A Messaging 
Server

Security Server 
(local)

Allow System 
Center Essentials 
(SCE) Manage-
ment traffic from 
SCE Agent to 
Management 
Server

SCE AEM 
Agent, SCE 
Agent, SCE 
Health

N/A Security Server 
(local)

Management 
Server

Allow Time 
Synchronization 
of internal Time 
Servers with 
Internet

NTP (UDP) N/A Messag-
ing Server, 
Management 
Server

External
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TABLE 4-1 Default allow-type firewall policy rules in Forefront TMG

FIREWALL RULE PROTOCOLS

DESTINATION 

 DIRECTORy OR FILE 

IN  REMOTE  ACCESS 

URL

(INBOUND HTTP, 

HTTPS ONLy) FROM TO

Allow RDP 
 (Terminal Services) 
from Messaging 
Server properties

RDP (Terminal 
Services)

N/A Messaging 
Server

Security Server 
(local)

Allow Windows 
Communication 
Foundation–
based remote 
execution traffic 
between servers

Windows 
Communica-
tion Founda-
tion Net .Tcp

N/A Messag-
ing Server, 
Management 
Server

Security Server 
(local)

In addition to the 15 allow-type firewall policy rules shown in Table 4-1, the default firewall 
policy for Forefront TMG in Windows EBS includes two deny-type firewall policy rules . The 
first deny-type rule effectively redirects traffic destined for the root directory of the remote 
access URL to the subdirectory /remote, so that requests (for example) to http://remote.
adventure-works.com are redirected to http://remote.adventure-works.com/remote . The 
second deny-type rule is the default rule, which blocks all traffic not allowed by any other 
defined rule .

Beyond this set of 17 firewall policy rules that have been preconfigured for your Windows 
EBS network, you need to add any firewall rules needed in your particular network environment . 
You should have already either exported these rules individually from a preexisting ISA Server 
policy or recorded these rules when you ran the Windows EBS Planning Wizard .

note In Windows EBS, Forefront tMG includes 36 preconfigured system policy rules 

in addition to the 17 firewall policy rules. System policy rules are used to allow the 

Forefront tMG computer to communicate with neighboring computers by using basic 

infrastructure protocols such as DNS and DhCp.

Importing Rules from ISa Server
If you have exported firewall rules of a preexisting ISA Server into XML files, you should 
 import only the rules you need for your environment at this time . Be sure to review the 
firewall policy rules shown in Table 4-1 to avoid importing redundant rules or rules  invalidated 

http://remote
http://remote.adventure-works.com/remote
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by your new Windows EBS servers . For example, you might want to allow outbound access to 
additional protocols besides HTTP and HTTPS, such as FTP or MSN  Messenger . You also might 
need to import a publishing rule used to grant authorized external users inbound access to a 
particular server in your network .

Important It is not recommended that you import an entire ISa Server firewall 

policy. You should export only the particular rules you need from your preexisting ISa 

Server so that you can import only these selected rules.

To import a firewall rule, complete the following steps:

 1. Copy the export (XML) file to the Security Server .

 2. In the Forefront TMG Management console tree, right-click the Firewall Policy node, 
and then click Import on the shortcut menu . The Import Wizard appears .

 3. Follow the prompts in the Import Wizard to browse to and import the XML file 
 containing the desired firewall rule .

If you used the Record Firewall Rules page in the Windows EBS Planning Wizard to record 
your preexisting firewall rules, you should now open the report you saved at the end of the 
Windows EBS Planning Wizard and re-create in Forefront TMG the additional firewall rules 
you need for your particular network environment . 

To configure firewall rules, complete the following steps: 

 1. In the Configuration And Migration Tasks checklist, click Configure Firewall Rules, and 
then click Start Forefront TMG Console . The Forefront TMG console starts .

 2. In the console tree, click Firewall Policy . 

 3. To publish a workload (such as a Web site), click one of the tasks in the Tasks pane . 

 4. To review the properties of an existing firewall or publishing rule, double-click it in the 
Results pane .

Task 7: Configure SAN Storage

The Configure SAN Storage task reminds you to configure storage area network (SAN) 
 storage for Windows EBS application data if you plan to use a SAN for your Windows EBS 
installation . The data you might choose to move includes data for Microsoft System Center 
Essentials (including Windows Software Update Services), Exchange, Microsoft Forefront 
Security for Exchange Server, and Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services . 

There are two steps to this task . First, you need to provision disks from the SAN and create 
the Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs) you will use to store the application data . The tool used 
to perform this procedure tends to be unique to each installation . However, for those SAN 
manufacturers that include the Virtual Disk Server (VDS) hardware provider, you can use 
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Windows Server 2008 tools such as Storage Manager for SANs (SMfS), shown in Figure 4-7, to 
perform this and other SAN management tasks . (SMfS is a feature that you must add by using 
the Add Features Wizard in Server Manager .)

FIGURE 4-7 You can use SMfS to provision storage in VDS-compatible SANs .

The second step in this task involves migrating application data to the SAN from the 
 current storage volumes . For detailed instructions on performing this step, read the article 
“Moving Data Files for Windows Essential Business Server” at http://technet.microsoft.com
/en-us/library/cc940976.aspx .

Task 8: Migrate DNS

DNS enables computers on a network to translate the names of remote computers into 
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses . Windows networks rely on DNS to enable clients to locate 
network resources . 

To ensure optimal performance and reliability from your server environment, and to 
ensure that Windows EBS functions properly, you need to migrate DNS to the Windows 
EBS servers as soon as EBS server installation is complete . The actual steps you need to take 
depend on the nature of your preexisting DNS server configuration at the time you ran the 
Windows EBS Preparation Wizard . You can expect this task to take about one hour .

If when you ran the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard the local zone on your preexisting 
DNS server was configured to be integrated in Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS), 
your DNS migration is almost complete . The Windows EBS installation process has already 
installed DNS servers on your Management Server and Messaging Server . In this case, first 
verify that the local zone is configured to accept secure dynamic updates only . (You can verify 
the Dynamic Updates setting on the General tab of the zone properties .) Next, skip ahead to 
the procedure “Creating a CNAME Record to Point to the Security Server .” To complete DNS 
migration, perform this latter procedure and all subsequent procedures in this section .

http://technet.microsoft.com
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However, if the local zone hosted on your preexisting DNS server was not integrated in 
AD DS at the time you ran the Windows EBS Preparation Wizard, you have to perform all of 
the procedures in this section .

Important to avoid temporary disruptions to network operations, you should 

 migrate DNS to Windows EBS when network traffic is low.

Migrating DNS Zone Data: Step by Step
If you installed Windows EBS in an environment in which DNS is not integrated with AD DS, 
you must perform the following set of procedures to migrate DNS zone data to the Manage-
ment Server and Messaging Server .

 1. Configure your existing DNS server to allow zone transfers to the Windows EBS 
 Management Server .

 2. Install the DNS Server role on the Windows EBS Management Server and the Windows 
EBS Messaging Server .

 3. On the Management Server, create secondary DNS zones for both the master forward 
and reverse lookup zones hosted on your preexisting DNS server .

 4. On the Management Server, convert the new secondary zones to primary zones, and 
then choose the option to store the zone data in Active Directory . 

After this point, DNS zone data will replicate to the Messaging Server automatically as 
part of Active Directory replication .

 5. In the new forward lookup zone, add an alias (canonical name [CNAME]) record named 
WPAD that points to the Security Server .

Wait several minutes . After the new DNS data is replicated to the Messaging Server, the 
configuration will resemble what you would see at the end of Windows EBS installation if your 
preexisting DNS data were integrated in AD DS . 

The remaining steps to finish the DNS migration are therefore the same regardless of your 
original configuration .

Configuring the Existing DNS Server to allow Zone transfers
The first step in the migration is to configure your existing DNS server to allow zone transfers 
to the Management Server and Messaging Server . To configure your server to allow zone 
transfers, complete the following steps:

 1. On your existing DNS server, log on as domain administrator if the computer is domain 
joined or as local administrator if it is not .

 2. To open the DNS console, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click DNS . 
(On Windows 2000 Server, click Start, point to Programs, click Administrative Tools, 
and then click DNS .) 
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 3. In the left pane, expand Forward Lookup Zones, right-click the domain that you joined 
Windows EBS to, and then click Properties . (The domain that you joined Windows EBS 
to is the domain name that you typed into the Management Server Installation Wizard .) 

 4. On the Start Of Authority (SOA) tab, verify that the value in the Primary Server field 
matches the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the server that you are using now 
(your primary DNS server) . 

• If you see a different server name in this field, the DNS server you are using is not 
the primary DNS server for this zone . You must perform these steps on the primary 
DNS server, which is the server specified in this field .

• If the value of this field is a relative name (for example, hostname), change it to an 
FQDN; for example, hostname .domainname .com . (the trailing dot is intentional) .

 5. Click the Zone Transfers tab, shown in Figure 4-8, and verify that Allow Zone Transfers 
is checked and Only To Servers Listed On The Name Servers Tab is selected .

FIGURE 4-8 Allowing zone transfers only to servers listed on the Name Servers tab 

 6. Click the Name Servers tab, and then click Add . The New Resource Record dialog box 
appears .

 7. In the Server Fully Qualified Domain Name field (Server Name on Windows 2000 
 Server), type the FQDN of the Management Server, for example, mgmt-server. 
adventure-works.com . Then click Resolve . You should see the IP address below . If 
you do not see it, make sure that this DNS server has a host (A) resource record for the 
Management Server . Click OK to close the dialog box . The name of the Management 
Server should now appear in the Name Servers list . 
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 8. Click OK to close the Properties dialog box .

 9. Repeat steps 3 through 8 for Reverse Lookup Zones that correspond to the IP ranges 
that the computers on your Windows EBS domain could use . Reverse zones are not 
required if you do not have them, but note this absence because you will need this 
information later .

note If you are not sure which reverse zones to modify, it is safe to make this modifi-

cation to all reverse zones.

Next, you must install a DNS server on the Management Server and the Messaging Server .

Installing the DNS Server Role
To install the DNS Server role, complete the following steps:

 1. Log on to the Management Server as a domain administrator .

 2. In Server Manager, click Add Roles .

 3. In the Add Roles Wizard, follow the steps to add the DNS Server role .

 4. Perform steps 1 through 3 on the Messaging Server .

Next you need to create secondary forward and reverse lookup zones for your domain on 
the Management Server .

Creating Secondary Forward and Reverse Zones
To create secondary forward and reverse zones, complete the following steps:

 1. Log on to the Management Server as a domain administrator .

 2. To open the DNS console, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click DNS . 

At this point, it is expected that you have no forward or reverse zones running on the 
Management Server . If you see a forward zone for your domain, check that your zone 
is not already configured to store its data in AD DS .

 3. In the left pane, right-click Forward Lookup Zones, and then select New Zone . The 
New Zone Wizard appears . Click Next .

 4. On the Zone Type page, click Secondary Zone, and then click Next .

 5. On the Zone Name page, type the name of your domain . This must match what you 
typed when the Management Server Installation Wizard asked you what domain to 
join . (In this example, we assume that during the Management Server installation 
you joined Windows EBS to the domain adventure-works .com .) So you would type 
 adventure-works.com, and then click Next .
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note If you are unsure of your domain name, open a Command prompt window and 

type ipconfig /all. In the command output, under Windows Ip Configuration, look for 

primary Dns Suffix. this is the same as your domain name.

 6. On the Master DNS Servers page, type the IP address of your existing primary DNS 
server, and then press Enter . The wizard should confirm that there are no issues with 
the IP address that you entered . Click Next .

 7. On the Summary page, click Finish .

 8. Wait a few minutes and then refresh the view of the forward zone—it should have 
copied the records from your existing DNS server .

• If no records appear, right-click the newly created zone, and then click Reload From 
Master .

• If the records still do not appear after five minutes, open Event Viewer (click Start, 
click Run, and type eventvwr) . Expand Custom Views, expand Server Roles, and 
then click DNS Server . Troubleshoot errors that you see .

 9. Repeat steps 3 through 8 to create each Reverse Lookup Zone that you modified on 
your existing DNS server in Prepare Your Existing DNS Server . If you did not have a 
reverse zone, skip this step .

 a. On the Reverse Lookup Zone Name page of the New Zone Wizard, click the option 
IPv4 Reverse Lookup Zone, and then click Next .

 b. Click the option Network ID, and type the name or ID of your existing reverse 
zone, minus the  .x . For instance, if you have an existing reverse subnet named 
192 .168 .0 .x Subnet, type 192.168.0 for the network ID . If you have an existing 
reverse subnet named 10 .x .x .x Subnet, type 10 for the network ID . Note that you 
do not type zeros after 10 (spaces are intentionally left blank) .

Next, convert the new zones to primary zones, and then store the zone data in AD DS .

Converting to primary Zones and Storing Data in aD DS
To make the Management Server the primary DNS server for forward and reverse lookup 
zones, follow these steps:

 1. In the Management Server with the DNS Management console open, right-click the 
forward zone that you created, and then click Properties .

 2. On the General tab, click Change (next to Type) . 

 3. In the Change Zone Type dialog box, click Primary Zone, and then click OK . Do not 
change any other options yet .

 4. Click Apply in the Properties dialog box .

 5. On the General tab, click Change (next to Type) . 
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 6. In the Change Zone Type dialog box, verify that Store The Zone In Active Directory  .  .  . 
is selected, and then click OK .

 7. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes when asked if you want to integrate the do-
main with Active Directory .

 8. On the General tab, click the Dynamic Updates drop-down list, and then change the 
value to Secure Only .

 9. On the Name Servers tab, if the name of your existing DNS server appears in the Name 
Servers list, click it and then click Remove . 

 10. Click OK to close the Properties dialog box .

 11. Repeat steps 1 through 10 to integrate each reverse zone . If you have no  reverse 
zones, skip this step .

Finally, you have to create in the forward lookup zone an alias (CNAME) record named 
WPAD that points to the Security Server .

Creating a CNaME Record to point to the Security Server
To add an alias (CNAME) record named WPAD that points to the Security Server, complete 
the following steps:

 1. On the Management Server, in the DNS Management console tree, select the forward 
lookup zone for your domain . 

 2. Right-click the forward lookup zone, and then click New Alias (CNAME) .

 3. In the New Resource Record dialog box, type wpad in the Alias Name text box, type 
the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the Security Server in the Fully Qualified 
Domain Name text box, and then click OK .

At this point, the DNS configuration of your network resembles the configuration you 
would see if you had installed Windows EBS in an environment in which DNS was integrated 
with AD DS . However, if you transferred data from the original primary zone to the Manage-
ment Server, the current environment now has two separate primary DNS zones for the same 
namespace . You must therefore complete the migration and remove all traces of the old DNS 
from your network .

Completing DNS Migration: Step by Step
To complete DNS migration (for all Windows EBS installations), complete the following steps: 

 1. Remove traces of the old DNS infrastructure on the new DNS server . 

 a. On every forward and reverse lookup zone hosted on the Management Server, 
ensure that both the Management Server and Messaging Server are listed on the 
Name Servers tab . Remove all other servers listed on the tab .
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 b. On the Forwarders tab of the DNS server properties, delete any forwarders config-
ured previously in your environment .

 c.  Verify that external root hints are configured .

 2. On all computers assigned a static address configuration, configure DNS client settings 
on internal network adapters to point to the Management Server as the Preferred 
DNS Server and the Messaging Server as the Alternate DNS Server . Remove any other 
 servers whose IP address appears on the DNS tab of the Advanced TCP/IP Properties 
dialog box .

 3. On your Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server or servers (including the 
Management Server if applicable), modify the 006 DNS Servers option so that only the 
addresses of your Management Server and your Messaging Server are listed . Restart 
the DHCP Server service .

 4. Decommission the legacy DNS server . One way to achieve this is to disable the DNS 
Server service on that server . 

 5. Verify the migration settings . 

Even if you stored DNS data in AD DS in your preexisting environment you need to 
perform several procedures that complete the DNS migration after you install Windows EBS . 
These procedures amount to essentially removing all traces of your old DNS infrastructure on 
both your DNS server and your DNS clients .

Remove traces of the Old DNS Servers
To remove any trace of the old DNS infrastructure on your new DNS servers, complete the 
following steps:

 1. Log on to the Management Server as a domain administrator, and open DNS Manager 
if you have not already done so . In the Properties dialog box of each of your forward 
and reverse zones, click the Name Servers tab . If any server other than the Manage-
ment Server and Messaging Server appears in the list, click it, click Remove, and then 
click OK .

 2. In the DNS Manager console tree, right-click the server node, click Properties, and then 
click the Forwarders tab . 

 3. If any forwarders were configured previously in your environment, click Edit, and then 
use the Edit Forwarders dialog box to delete them .

 4. In the Properties dialog box, click the Root Hints tab . Verify that you see root server 
entries; for example, a .root-servers .net . (including the trailing dot) . 

 5. If the list is empty, click Copy From Server . In the Server To Copy From dialog box, type 
the IP address 198.41.0.4, and then click OK . Click OK to close the Properties dialog box .

Next, you have to adjust the DNS client settings on the adapters of all computers to which 
you have assigned a static IP configuration .
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Configuring DNS Client Settings for Statically addressed Computers
To configure DNS settings on the network adapters of statically addressed computers, 
 complete the following steps:

 1. On each server in the domain to which you have assigned a static address (including 
the Windows EBS servers), log on as a domain administrator, click Start, right-click 
 Network, and then click Properties . 

 2. Click Manage network connections, right-click the adapter that is used to connect to 
your network, and then click Properties . 

 3. Double-click Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4), and then click Advanced .

 4. On the DNS tab, modify the list of DNS server addresses so that there are only two 
entries: the IP address of the Management Server and the IP address of the Messaging 
Server . If another entry appears, click it, and then click Remove .

 5. On the IP Settings tab, confirm that the Default gateway address is the IP address of 
the internal adapter on the Security Server . 

note Because the Security Server is the default gateway for the network, the Default 

gateway address setting on the internal adapter of the Security Server should be blank.

 6. On the Security Server, right-click the adapter that is used to connect to the Internet 
(or external gateway device for your network), click Properties, and then double-click 
Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) . 

 7. In the Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) Properties dialog box, confirm that Pre-
ferred DNS Server and Alternate DNS Server are blank and that the Default gateway 
address text box contains the IP address of your Internet service provider (or the exter-
nal gateway device for your network) . Click OK .

Next, you’ll ensure that your DHCP clients are automatically configured to use the new 
DNS servers .

Configuring DhCp Server Settings
Change your DHCP Server settings so that all DHCP clients on your network are automatically 
configured to use the new DNS servers . Perform this procedure on your existing DHCP server 
or servers .

note these steps assume that your DhCp server is running Windows Server 2003 

or Windows 2000 Server. If your server is running a non-Windows operating system, 

consult the documentation for your DhCp server to determine how to change the DNS 

Server Scope option. 
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To change DHCP Server settings for dynamically addressed computers, complete the 
 following steps:

 1. Log on to your DHCP server as a domain administrator .

 2. To open the DHCP console, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click DHCP .

 3. In the console tree, right-click Server Options, and then click Configure Options . (Note 
that in Windows Server 2008, you will need to expand the IPv4 node before you can 
see Server Options .)

 4. In the Server Options dialog box, on the General tab, click 006 DNS Servers, and then 
type the IP addresses for your Management Server and Messaging Server (in that 
 order) . There should be no additional IP addresses specified . Click OK until all the 
 dialog boxes are closed .

 5. For each scope in the left pane, click Scope Options, and then verify that the settings 
in the right pane for 006 DNS Servers match what you just entered . If they do not, you 
can override the option settings as follows:

 a. In Scope Options, right-click the 006 DNS Servers setting that does not match, click 
Delete, and then click Yes in the confirmation box . 

 b. Right-click the right pane, and then click Refresh . The value that appears should 
match what you configured in Server Options .

 6. Restart the DHCP Server service . (In the left pane, right-click the node that represents 
your DHCP server, click All Tasks, and then click Restart .)

Next, you can perform the following procedure to decommission the legacy DNS servers . 

Decommissioning Legacy DNS Servers

note as an alternative to disabling the DNS Server service, you can remove the DNS 

Server Windows component on the legacy server as a way to decommission the DNS server.   

To decommission your legacy DNS servers, complete these steps:

 1.  Log on to each legacy DNS server as domain administrator .

 2.  To open the Services console, click Start, click Run, type services.msc, and then click OK .

 3. Right-click DNS Server, and then click Stop .

 4. Right-click DNS Server again, and then click Properties . On the General tab, in Startup 
Type, select Disabled, and then click OK .
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Verifying the Migration
To verify the migration, complete the following steps:

 1. On a client that is running Windows, log on as a domain user (not administrator), and 
open a Command Prompt window .

 2. Type nslookup, and verify that the address listed after “Address:” in the command 
output matches the IP address of the Management Server .

 3.  If the address does not match, type exit, log off the computer, log on again as an 
administrator, and perform steps 4 and 5 . If the address matches, skip to step 6 . 

 4. Open a Command Prompt window, type ipconfig /release, and then type ipconfig /
renew to renew your DHCP lease . 

 5. Try steps 1 and 2 again . If this computer is statically addressed, check that you correctly 
updated the DNS settings .

 6. At the Nslookup prompt, type the name that you gave each of the Windows EBS 
 servers during installation, and press Enter . Verify that the IP addresses that are 
 returned match the IP addresses that you gave the servers during installation .

 7. Type the name of an external domain (for example, microsoft.com), and then press 
Enter . Verify that the DNS resolution succeeds (an IP address is returned) . 

 8. Type exit to end Nslookup, and then type exit to close the Command Prompt  window .

Task 9: Migrate DHCP 

DHCP is the service that automatically provides an IP address and other optional settings to 
clients that have been configured to obtain an address automatically . DHCP servers work by 
automatically responding to requests that are broadcast by these clients on the local subnet . 

The desired end state for DHCP in a Windows EBS network is that the Management Server 
is functioning as the only DHCP server in its subnet . If you have a single-subnet network, the 
Management Server should be the only DHCP server in the entire network . All required DHCP 
settings should be configured on this one server .

During Windows EBS installation, you had the option to configure a DHCP server on the 
Management Server . If you chose this option, you might now have two active DHCP servers on 
your network . If you didn’t choose this option, the DHCP Server component is still installed on 
the Management Server in a nonconfigured, nonfunctioning state . In either case, you need to 
migrate to the Management Server all the needed settings from any preexisting DHCP server 
that is found on the same subnet . Expect this task to take about one hour to complete .

The DHCP Server settings you need to migrate include:

n DHCP Scope(s) A scope is a set of addresses and associated options that a DHCP 
server assigns to clients . In most midsize business networks, a single DHCP scope is 
configured on a single DHCP server . 
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n Exclusions Exclusions are exceptions made within a scope’s IP address range to 
account for local servers with static IP configurations . For example, if you have de-
fined an address range of 192 .168 .0 .10 to 192 .168 .0 .254 and the address 192 .168 .0 .50 
is assigned to a server with a static address, you need to configure an exclusion for 
192 .168 .0 .50 . Otherwise, the DHCP server will potentially assign the same address to a 
client and create an address conflict .

n DHCP Options Options are the settings beyond an address that a DHCP server can 
assign to clients . Some common DHCP options include:

• 003 Router Assigns a default gateway to DHCP clients .

• 006 DNS Servers Assigns a DNS server list to clients configured to obtain a DNS 
server automatically .

• 015 Domain Name Assigns a DNS domain name to DHCP clients .

• 044 WINS/NBNS Servers Assigns a Windows Internet Naming Service (WINS) 
server address to DHCP clients .

n DHCP Reservations A reservation is an IP address that is associated with a specific 
Media Access Control (MAC) address . A reservation ensures that a given IP address is 
assigned only to a chosen DHCP client .

n Address Leases (optional) An address lease is an address that has been assigned 
to a client . The DHCP server keeps track of address leases in a database to ensure that 
no two clients are assigned the same address . The duration of an address lease is eight 
days by default . 

how Should You Migrate DhCp?
There are essentially two strategies for migrating DHCP: You can migrate DHCP settings 
through a manual configuration of the new DHCP server, or you can migrate settings by 
 exporting the DHCP database from a preexisting DHCP server on the same subnet and by 
then importing that database to the Management Server . 

You should consider a number of factors when deciding which migration method to use .  
The first consideration is the number of settings on the old server you need to migrate . If 
your preexisting DHCP server contains many settings and especially many DHCP reservations 
(which are relatively time-consuming to create), you will often save time by migrating the 
DHCP database instead of re-creating the settings manually . Also keep in mind that if during 
Windows EBS Management Server installation you chose to configure a new DHCP server, 
you have already configured several settings and features on your new DHCP server . In this 
case, you might not need to configure many more settings in your environment, and manual 
migration might be the simplest option . 

note If you choose to migrate DhCp by importing the DhCp database from another 

computer, you will have to delete any scopes already created on the Management 

Server before importing. 
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A second factor to consider when determining the best method to migrate DHCP is that 
migrating the database is far more difficult in some scenarios than in others . Migrating a 
DHCP database to the Management Server from a computer running Windows Server 2003 
or Windows Server 2008 is a very simple task . However, migrating a DHCP server database 
from a computer running Windows NT 4 .0 or Windows 2000 is much more difficult; in fact, 
from these operating systems you will need to import the DHCP database first into Windows 
Server 2003 before importing that database into Windows Server 2008 on the Management 
Server . Note also that if your DHCP server is running on a non-Windows operating system, 
you have no choice but to migrate the settings manually . 

A third factor to consider when determining which migration method to choose is whether 
you want computers on the subnet to retain their currently held address leases . Only by 
migrating the DHCP database from your active server can you allow computers to keep the 
addresses that they are currently assigned . Otherwise, you will have to force every client to 
request a new address . You can force every client to request a new address by restarting ev-
ery client computer or by typing ipconfig /release and then ipconfig /renew at a command 
prompt on every client computer . If this is not a practical solution in your environment, you 
should consider migrating the DHCP database .

Real World The Limitations of DHCP Conflict Detection

Conflict detection is enabled by default on the Management Server if you have 

configured a DhCp server during Windows EBS installation. Conflict detection is a 

feature in which a DhCp server pings an address on the network before leasing that 

address to a client. By pinging the address, the server ensures that no computer on 

the network already holds the address. this feature might seem like a good alterna-

tive to migrating the DhCp database as a means of preventing address conflicts on 

your network. however, if there are a large number of active leases on the network 

and you deploy a new DhCp server that has no record of those leases, the new 

DhCp server with conflict detection enabled might need to ping many addresses 

before finding an address that is free. this feature can thus unnecessarily lengthen 

the time necessary for computers to obtain new addresses. Importing a DhCp data-

base eliminates this complexity associated with reassigning computer addresses.

A final consideration in determining the best migration method for your environment is 
that when you import the DHCP database, you must import all scope settings . Therefore, 
if you do not want to import all the settings from the source server, you will have to delete 
those settings on the source server before exporting the database . If you want to ensure 
that only desired settings are imported, you might find manual configuration to be the best 
method for DHCP migration .
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Important Certain DhCp server settings actually have to be migrated through 

manual configuration because they are not stored in the DhCp database. In particular, 

settings associated with the Server-Name properties dialog box in the DhCp console 

in Windows 2000 and Windows Server 2003 are stored in the Windows registry, not 

the DhCp database. these properties include DNS update settings, conflict detection, 

and audit logging. (You can review these settings in the DhCp console by opening the 

properties of the server-name node, or at a command prompt by typing netsh dhcp 

server show dnsconfig, netsh dhcp server show detectconflictretry, and netsh dhcp 

server show dbproperties.) In Windows Server 2008, these settings are found in the 

properties of the Ipv4 and Ipv6 nodes in the DhCp console, and they include additional 

settings for Network access protection (Nap). (to review Nap settings, you can also 

type netsh dhcp server show napdeffail and netsh dhcp server show napstate at a 

command prompt.) 

Migrating DhCp through Manual Configuration
If you have configured only a small number of scope options and reservations in your legacy 
DHCP environment, the best way to migrate DHCP data might be simply to make note of 
the settings on your old DHCP server and then to re-create those settings on the new DHCP 
server . 

If you chose the option to configure a DHCP server during Windows EBS installation, use 
the following procedure to migrate DHCP settings through manual configuration . (If you 
chose to configure a DHCP server during Management Server installation, complete the 
following steps to migrate additional DHCP settings through manual configuration .)

 1. Write down the custom settings that your preexisting DHCP Server service is using . 
These include reservations, scope options, and server options . 

 2. Deactivate the scopes on your preexisting DHCP server . For example, if your preexisting 
DHCP server is running Windows Server 2003 or Windows Server 2008:

 a. Open the DHCP console, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click DHCP .

 b. Right-click each Scope in the left pane and click Deactivate .

 3. Disable your preexisting DHCP server so that it no longer serves addresses . (This is 
important because network issues will occur if multiple DHCP servers give out IP 
 addresses in the same range to computers on your network .)

 a.  Click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Services .

 b. Right-click DHCP Server, and then click Properties .

 c. On the General tab, in the Startup Type list box, click Disabled . Then click OK . 

 d. Right-click DHCP Server, and then click Stop .

 4. Log on to the Management Server as domain administrator .
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 5. To open the DHCP console, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click DHCP .

 6. In the left pane, expand the node for the Management Server and click IPv4 .

 7. If an error message appears in the right pane that says “Cannot Find The DHCP Server,” 
start the DHCP Server service as follows:

 a.  Click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Services .

 b. Right-click DHCP Server, and then click Start .

 c. Right-click DHCP Server, and then click Properties .

 d. On the General tab, in the Startup Type list box, click Automatic . Then click OK . 

 8. In the DHCP console, click Scope . (If you just started the DHCP Server service, you 
might need to refresh the console .) Apply the settings that you wrote down in step 1 to 
the Management Server as follows:

 a. If your DHCP server had reservations (IP addresses that some computers always 
receive), click Reservations in the left pane and re-create the reservations .

 b. If your DHCP server had scope options (such as specifying an Internet Relay Chat 
[IRC] server or Network News Transfer Protocol [NNTP] server), click Scope Options 
in the left pane and re-create the options . Be careful not to overwrite the Windows 
EBS settings for DNS Servers, Domain Name, And Router .

 c. If your DHCP server had server options (options that apply to all scopes), click 
Server Options in the left pane and re-create the options . Be careful not to specify 
settings for DNS Servers, Domain Name, And Router .

If on the other hand during Windows EBS installation you chose to use your existing 
DHCP server, use the following procedure to migrate DHCP settings through manual configu-
ration . (If you chose to use your existing DHCP server during Management Server installation, 
complete the following steps to migrate DHCP settings through manual configuration .)

 1. Write down the custom settings that your preexisting DHCP Server service is using . 
These include reservations, scope options, and server options . 

 2. Deactivate the scopes on your preexisting DHCP server . For example, if your preexisting 
DHCP server is running Windows Server 2003 or Windows Server 2008:

 a. Open the DHCP console, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click DHCP .

 b. Right-click each Scope in the left pane and click Deactivate .

 3. Disable your preexisting DHCP server so that it no longer serves addresses . (This is 
important because network issues will occur if multiple DHCP servers give out IP 
 addresses in the same range to computers on your network .)

 4. Log on to the Management Server as domain administrator .

 5. Verify that the DHCP Server service is started and set to automatically start . (In Admin-
istrative Tools, click Services to see the Status and the Startup Type of the DHCP Server 
service .)

 6. To open the DHCP server console, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click 
DHCP .
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 7. In the left pane, expand the node for the Management Server, right-click IPv4, and 
then click New Scope . The New Scope Wizard appears .

 8. On the Welcome page of the wizard, click Next .

 9. On the Scope Name page, type a name for the scope (such as Adventure-Works 
Scope) . Optionally, type a description, and then click Next .

 10. On the IP Address Range page, shown in Figure 4-9, type the following:

• The Start IP Address and End IP Address that match the scope on your existing 
DHCP server . This defines a block of IP addresses from which the Management 
Server can assign an address to a computer that requests an address .

• The Length or the Subnet Mask that you recorded on your existing DHCP server . 
(A subnet mask is the same as a netmask .) Then click Next .

FIGURE 4-9 Configuring an address range for your scope

 11. On the Add Exclusions page, type a range of addresses if your DHCP server had 
 reserved IP addresses that are available for manual, static assignment . Then click Next .

 12. On the Lease Duration page, leave the duration at the default of eight days, and then 
click Next .

 13. On the Configure DHCP Options page, click Yes I Want To Configure These Options 
Now, and then click Next .

 14. On the Router (Default Gateway) page, type the internal IP address of the Windows 
EBS Security Server, click Add, and then click Next .

 15. On the Domain Name And DNS Servers page, type the following:

• In the Parent Domain text box, type the name of the domain where you installed 
Windows EBS (your root domain) . This is the domain that you specified during your 
installation of the Management Server .
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• In the IP Address text box, type the IP address of the Management Server, click Add, 
and then click Next .

 16. On the WINS Servers page, leave the settings blank, and then click Next . (WINS is an 
old protocol that you should not need in an environment configured  properly with 
Active Directory Domain Services .) 

 17. On the Activate Scope page, click Yes, I Want To Activate This Scope Now, and then 
click Next . Click Finish .

 18. In the DHCP server console, in the left pane, if you see a red arrow icon:

• For a server icon: right-click the icon and click Authorize . Then right-click the icon 
and click Refresh .

• For a scope icon: right-click the icon and click Activate . Then right-click the icon and 
click Refresh .

Migrating a DhCp Database from Windows Server 2003  
or Windows Server 2008
Migrating the DHCP database to the Windows EBS Management Server is often the best 
option when you have many settings to preserve and when there are many active leases on 
the network . Note that before you can import DHCP server configuration settings, you must 
delete all scopes in the DHCP console on the Management Server . 

To migrate from Windows Server 2003 or Windows Server 2008, complete the following 
steps:

 1.  Log on to the DHCP server by using an account that is a member of the local Adminis-
trator’s group .

note If you try to run the following command under the domain administrator 

 account, an access Denied error message may appear.

 2. Open a Command Prompt window and type the following command .

netsh dhcp server export c:\dhcpNEW.txt all

After the configuration settings are exported, the following message appears: 
 Command Completed Successfully .

 3. To disable and stop the DHCP Server service:

 a. Click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Services .

 b. Right-click DHCP Server, and then click Properties .

 c. On the General tab, in the Startup Type list box, click Disabled . Then click OK . 

 d. Right-click DHCP Server, and then click Stop .
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 4. Copy the c:\dhcpNEW .txt file to the Windows EBS Management Server . Place the file 
in the root of drive C .

 5. Log on to the Management Server as domain administrator .

 6. Verify that the DHCP Server service is started and set to automatically start . (In Admin-
istrative Tools, click Services to see the Status and the Startup type of the DHCP Server 
service .)

 7. Open a Command Prompt window and type the following .

netsh dhcp server show scope

If the command shows that there are IP address scopes configured for this server, you 
must delete them before proceeding to the next step . To delete the scopes, type the 
following .

netsh dhcp server delete scope IPaddress dhcpfullforce

Where IPaddress is the scope address to delete . Repeat for remaining scopes .

 8. At the command prompt, type the following .

netsh dhcp server import c:\dhcpNEW.txt all

After the configuration settings are imported, the following message appears: 
 Command Completed Successfully .

 9. To open the DHCP server console, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click 
DHCP .

 10. In the DHCP server console, expand the node for the Management Server in the left 
pane and expand the IPv4 node until you can see your scope or scopes . If you see a 
red arrow icon:

• For a server icon: right-click the icon and click Authorize . Then right-click the icon 
and click Refresh .

• For a scope icon: right-click the icon and click Activate . Then right-click the icon and 
click Refresh .

 11. Verify that your scopes, leases, and options migrated successfully .

Migrating a DhCp Database from Windows Nt 4.0 or 
Windows 2000 Server
To migrate a DHCP database to Windows EBS from Windows NT 4 .0 or Windows 2000 Server, 
you will use the DHCP Database Export Import tool . 

This migration procedure requires that you temporarily import the settings on a server 
that is running Windows Server 2003 and that is not currently a DHCP server . Using Windows 
Server 2003 as an intermediary DHCP server is necessary because Windows EBS and Windows 
Server 2008 cannot read the format that the Microsoft Windows NT 4 .0 Server or Microsoft 
Windows 2000 Server operating systems use to export DHCP server settings . If you do not 
have a Windows Server 2003 operating system available, you must perform the DHCP migra-
tion through manual reconfiguration .
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Migrating the DHCP database from Windows NT 4 .0 or Windows 2000 Server involves 
three steps:

 1. Prepare your DHCP server and export your DHCP server configuration . 

 2. Temporarily configure a server that is running Windows Server 2003 as a DHCP server . 

 3. Migrate the DHCP server configuration settings from the Windows Server 2003 server 
to the Management Server .

Exporting Your DhCp Server Configuration
To prepare and export your DHCP server configuration, complete the following steps:

 1. Log on to your DHCP server as domain administrator .

 2.  Install the DHCP Database Export Import tool (dhcpexim .exe) from the Microsoft Web 
site (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105111) . 

 3. To disable the DHCP Server service, from Administrative Tools, open Services, right-
click DHCP Server, and then click Properties . On the General tab, in Startup Type, click 
Disabled, and then click OK . 

 4. To stop the DHCP Server service, right-click the service and click Stop .

 5. Open a Command Prompt window and type the following .

Cd %systemroot%\system32\dhcp

 6.  Compact the DHCP server database by using the Jetpack .exe utility . Type the following 
command .

jetpack dhcp.mdb temp.mdb

(The file Temp .mdb is used as a temporary database during the compacting operation .) 
After the database is compacted, the following message appears: Jetpack Completed 
Successfully .

 7. Type exit to close the Command Prompt window .

 8. To start the DHCP Database Export Import tool, click Start, click Run, click Browse, and 
then browse to the folder where you installed the tool (by default, %SystemDrive%\
Program Files\Resource Kit) . Double-click Dhcpexim .exe, and then click OK .

 9. In the Welcome To DHCP Export Import Tool window, click Export Configuration Of 
The Local Service To A File, and then click OK .

 10. In the File Browser text box, type dhcpdatabase.txt, and then specify a folder that 
you will remember .

 11. Select all scopes (you can click the first scope, press Shift, and then click the last scope) . 
Click Export .

 12. After the configuration is exported, the following message appears: The Operation 
Completed Successfully . Click OK .

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105111
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Select a server on your network that is running Windows Server 2003 and that is not 
 already a DHCP server . This will temporarily become a DHCP server . Copy the Dhcpdatabase .
txt file that you created to this server . Then use the following procedure to configure this 
server as a DHCP server .

Configuring a Server Running Windows Server 2003
To configure a server running Windows Server 2003, complete the following steps:

 1. Log on to the server that is running Windows Server 2003 as domain administrator .

 2. To start Server Manager, click Start, and then click Manage Your Server .

 3. Click Add Or Remove A Role . The Configure Your Server Wizard starts . Click Next on 
the introduction screen .

 4. On the Server Role page, click DHCP Server and then click Next . 

 5. On the Summary page, verify that the following text appears: Install DHCP Server . 
Then click Next . 

 6. The Windows Setup Wizard appears . You may have to insert the Windows Server 2003 
CD-ROM or other media to install files .

 7. After the Windows Setup Wizard copies the files, the DHCP Scope Wizard starts . Click 
Cancel to cancel this wizard, because you will import the scopes from your Windows 
2000 DHCP server . To close the wizard, click Finish .

 8. Open a Command Prompt window . If you are not logged in as a user who is explicitly 
a member of the local Administrators group, you can log in with a different account 
or right-click the CMD icon and click Run As . (If you try to run the following command 
under the domain administrator account, an Access Denied error message may  appear .)

 9. To import the DHCP server scope settings that you exported from your Windows 2000 
DHCP server environment, type

netsh dhcp server import drive_letter:\Path\dhcpdatabase.txt all

where drive_letter:\Path\ is where you copied the file in the previous step . Depending 
on the amount of DHCP server data, it might take some time to import and export the 
DHCP server scope settings .

 10. Export the DHCP server scope settings to the file DhcpNEW .txt . Type

netsh dhcp server export c:\dhcpNEW.txt all

 11. To remove the DHCP server role from this server, in Server Manager, click Add Or 
Remove A Role . The Configure Your Server Wizard appears . On the Server Role page, 
click DHCP Server . Follow the steps in the wizard to remove the DHCP server role .

 12. Copy the c:\dhcpNEW .txt file to the Windows EBS Management Server . Place the file in 
your drive C . Then use the following procedure to import the configuration settings on 
the Management Server .
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Migrating the DhCp Server Configuration Settings
To migrate the DHCP server configuration settings to the Management Server, complete the 
following steps:

 1. Log on to the Management Server as domain administrator .

 2. Verify that the DHCP Server service is started and set to automatically start . (In Admin-
istrative Tools, click Services to see the Status and the Startup type of the DHCP Server 
service .)

 3. Open a Command Prompt window and type the following .

netsh dhcp server show scope

If the command shows that there are IP address scopes configured for this server, you 
must delete them before proceeding to the next step . To delete the scopes, type the 
following .

netsh dhcp server delete scope IPaddress dhcpfullforce

where IPaddress is the scope address to delete . 

 4. At the command prompt, type the following .

netsh dhcp server import c:\dhcpNEW.txt all

After the configuration settings are imported, the following message appears: Command 
Completed Successfully .

 5. To open the DHCP server console, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click 
DHCP .

 6. In the DHCP server console, expand the node for the Management Server in the left 
pane and expand the IPv4 node until you can see your scopes . If you see a red arrow 
icon:

• For a server icon: right-click the icon and click Authorize . Then right-click the icon 
and click Refresh . 

• For a scope icon: right-click the icon and click Activate . Then right-click the icon and 
click Refresh .

 7. Verify that your scopes, leases, and options imported successfully .

 8.  In the left pane, right-click Server Options, and then click Configure Options . Verify or 
configure the values of the following options:

• 003 Router: the IP address of the Windows EBS Security Server .

• 006 DNS Servers: the IP addresses of the Management Server and Messaging 
Server, in that order . There should be no additional IP addresses specified .

 9. For each scope in the left pane, click Scope Options . Verify that the settings in the right 
pane for Router and DNS Servers match the settings that you configured in Server 
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Options . If they do not match, there is an overriding option set in the scope options . To 
remove the overriding option:

• Right-click the option that does not match, click Delete, and then click Yes in the 
confirmation dialog box .

• Right-click the right pane and click Refresh . The value should appear and match the 
value that you configured in Server Options .

Task 10: Configure Management Tools 

In this task, you use Feature Configuration Wizard in System Center Essentials to  perform a 
basic configuration of management tools and features for the network . Specifically, the Fea-
ture Configuration Wizard gives you an opportunity to perform the following tasks: 

n Configure proxy server settings for the internal network .

n Create a basic domain-level Group Policy object (GPO) .

n Create firewall exceptions to allow remote management of System Center Essentials . 

n Enable Remote Assistance on the network .

n Enable monitoring for application errors on client computers .

n Configure System Center Essentials to send you a daily health report through e-mail .

n Configure System Center Essentials to discover new computers on the network on a 
scheduled basis .

At this point, you can just select the default options on each page . If you want to change 
the configuration, you can do so later in System Center Essentials .

Although the task takes less than 30 minutes to complete, you should allow up to one and 
a half hours for the GPOs to replicate among all domain controllers on your network . 

To configure management tools with the Feature Configuration Wizard, complete the 
following steps:

 1. In the Configuration And Migration Tasks checklist, click Configure Management Tools, 
and then click Start The Feature Configuration Wizard . The Feature Configuration 
 Wizard in System Center Essentials appears .

 2. On the Introduction page, click Next . The Introduction page is shown in Figure 4-10 .

 3. On the Proxy Server page, accept the default proxy server settings that are configured 
for Windows EBS . Then click Next .

 4. Click Next on the remaining pages to accept the default settings (recommended), and 
then click Configure .
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FIGURE 4-10 You should run the Feature Configuration Wizard after you have installed the 
 Windows EBS servers .

Task 11: Activate the Servers

In this task, you activate each of the servers for Windows EBS . You must complete this task to 
install client access license (CAL) packs and to assign licenses to user accounts and devices . 
You must activate Windows within 60 days to comply with the licensing requirements . This 
task takes less than 15 minutes to complete .

note You must have Internet access on each of the three servers for Windows EBS 

to complete this task. to verify Internet access, open Windows Internet Explorer and 

 attempt to browse to the address http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com.

To activate each server for Windows EBS, complete the following steps: 

 1. Log on to the server by using an administrator account .

 2. Click Start, right-click Computer, and then click Properties .

 3. In Windows Activation, do one of the following:

• If you provided the 25-character product key during Windows Server 2008 installa-
tion, click Activate Windows Now, and then click Activate Windows Online Now . 

http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com
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• If you did not provide the 25-character product key during Windows Server 2008 
installation, click Change Product Key, type the product key, and then click Next.

 4. After the activation is finished, click Close.

 5. Repeat these steps to activate all three servers.

Task 12: Configure DNS Sender ID 

Sender ID is a system that helps counter e-mail spoofing by verifying the e-mail servers from 
which messages are sent. Sender ID validates the origin of e-mail messages by comparing 
the IP address of an e-mail message’s sender to the purported owner of the sending domain. 
Configuring the DNS Sender ID will take approximately 30 minutes.

What Is an SPF Record?
In Sender ID, each organization registers with the public DNS servers a special Sender Policy 
Framework (SPF) record that associates the organization’s own DNS domain (such as Fabrikam.com) 
with its valid e-mail server or servers. When an inbound e-mail server on the Internet receives 
an e-mail message from a given source, that e-mail server queries public DNS to determine 
whether the outbound e-mail server’s IP address matches the one on public record. If the 
address in the SPF record matches the one contained in the source address of the e-mail 
message, the e-mail message is forwarded to the appropriate Inbox within the organization. 
If the address in the record does not match, the e-mail message is either dropped or bounced 
(returned to the sender).

For inbound e-mail servers around the world to be able to validate e-mail originating from 
your organization, you need to create and publish an SPF record in the public DNS server 
authoritative for your organization’s domain name. This SPF record is actually a type of TXT 
record—a DNS record whose purpose is to store a string of characters. For Sender ID, that 
string is known as the SPF string. The SPF string resembles a code that allows e-mail servers 
using Sender ID around the world to determine which IP source addresses are valid for e-mail 
originating from a given domain name. 

After receiving an e-mail message with your organization’s domain listed as the source, 
a remote e-mail server queries public DNS to obtain a copy of the SPF record that you have 
created. Then, after reading the SPF string contained in this SPF record, the remote e-mail 
server can determine whether the sending e-mail server’s IP address in the received e-mail 
message is valid. 

The SPF string contained in an SPF record might resemble the following. 

v=spf1 a mx ptr ip4:218.87.198.116 +all
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how Can I Obtain an SpF String for My Organization?
Creating an SPF record for your organization essentially depends on creating the SPF string . 
You can determine an SPF string appropriate for your needs by using the Sender ID Frame-
work SPF Record Wizard, which is available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=114211 .

After you use this wizard to generate the desired SPF string, you can create and register 
the required SPF record in DNS . 

Where Do I Create the SpF Record?
If your public DNS records are maintained by a DNS provider, you will register the record 
online on your provider’s Web site . Though the particular method used to create the record 
varies with each provider, the actual DNS record amounts to a single line of text that is stored 
in the DNS server authoritative for your domain . This line of text begins with your organiza-
tion’s registered domain name, followed by ”IN TXT” (without the quotation marks), followed 
by the SPF string in quotation marks .

For example, for the domain name Fabrikam .com, the full SPF record that you would add 
to your public DNS provider and that uses the same string of characters shown earlier would 
amount to the following single line of text .

fabrikam.com. IN TXT “v=spf1 a mx ptr ip4:218.87.198.116 +all”

note When creating your organization’s SpF record on your DNS provider’s Web site, 

remember to select the record type tXt. also remember to create the record in the root 

of the domain and not in a subdomain such as mail.fabrikam.com.

more Info For information about finding your DNS provider and creating records 

on your public DNS provider Web site, see “Real World: Finding Your DNS provider and 

Creating a public CNaME Record” in Chapter 6, “Configuring Remote Web Workplace.”

If you own the public DNS server authoritative for your domain name, and the DNS server 
is running on Windows 2000 Server, Windows Server 2003, or Windows Server 2008, you can 
create and register the SPF record by creating a TXT record in the zone data for your domain 
name . To do so, use the following procedure .

Creating an SpF Record
To create an SPF record in the DNS console, complete the following steps:

 1. Use the Sender ID Framework SPF Record Wizard (available at http://go.microsoft.com/
fwlink/?LinkId=114211) to obtain the character string needed for your SPF record . 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=114211
http://go.microsoft.com/
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 2. While you are logged on as an administrator on your public DNS server, open the DNS 
console (available in Administrative Tools) .

 3. Right-click the forward-lookup zone corresponding to your domain, and then click 
Other New Records . The Resource Record Type dialog box appears .

 4. In the Resource Record Type dialog box, select Text (TXT), and then click Create Re-
cord .

 5. In the New Resource Record dialog box, paste the character string into the Text area, 
as shown in Figure 4-11 .

 6. Click OK, and then click Done . 

 7. Verify that the new record appears in your zone data .

FIGURE 4-11 Creating an SPF record on your public DNS server

Task 13: Configure DNS for Remote Web Workplace

In this task, you verify that the remote access name (for example, remote .adventure-works .
com) you specified for your organization during the Security Server installation is properly 
registered in public DNS . The remote access name needs to be registered in public DNS so 
that users in your organization can connect from a public location to the URL for Remote 
Web Workplace (for example, https://remote.adventure-works.com) . This task takes approxi-
mately 30 minutes to complete .

https://remote.adventure-works.com
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To perform this task, first ping the remote access name to determine whether it resolves 
to the public (external) IP address of the Windows EBS Security Server . If it does not, you may 
need to contact your Internet service provider to configure the name in the public DNS . This 
involves registering a canonical name (CNAME) record in the public DNS that points to the 
host record (A record) for the external address of the Security Server .

For step-by-step instructions on how to configure DNS for Remote Web Workplace, see 
Chapter 6 .

Task 14: Configure Certificate Settings for Remote 
Web Workplace 

In this task, you configure your Remote Web Workplace URL (for example, remote .adventure-
works .com) with a certificate from a trusted certificate issuer . We recommend that you config-
ure a public certificate instead of the private certificate that is issued by default by Windows 
EBS . This allows users to connect to Remote Web Workplace with a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
connection that is verified with a publically trusted certificate . This task takes less than 15 
minutes to complete .

For step-by-step instructions on how to configure certificate settings for Remote Web 
Workplace, see Chapter 6 .

Task 15: Migrate the Exchange Server Mailboxes

In this task, you migrate user mailboxes from your preexisting Exchange Server to the 
 Windows EBS Messaging Server . As part of this task, you should also move the offline 
address-book generation process to Windows EBS and replicate public folders to the Messag-
ing Server .

This migration task ensures that your users benefit from all the functionality that is pro-
vided by the features in Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 and from the integrated security and 
monitoring features that are provided in Windows EBS . Before you begin this task, make sure 
that you have migrated both the DNS and DHCP roles to Windows EBS .

You will need approximately two hours to perform the mailbox migration, depending on 
the number of mailboxes in your environment . You may need several additional hours to 
replicate public folders . Note, however, that you can perform this migration during a normal 
business day . Mail flow is not interrupted, and users are automatically connected to the new 
Exchange Server location after their mailboxes have been moved . If part of the migration 
fails, there should be minimal or no impact to your Exchange Server organization because the 
piece that failed to move will still be hosted on a functional Exchange Server .
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plannIng For the purposes of this book, it is assumed that your preexisting mail 

server is running a version of Exchange Server. Migrating from other mail servers requires 

a  significant amount of time for planning and research. If you are running a mail server 

besides Exchange Server in your current environment, plan to spend several weeks prepar-

ing for and conducting the migration. Note that Microsoft provides a tool to migrate from 

Lotus Domino to Exchange Server 2007 (Microsoft transporter for Lotus Domino). For 

more information about performing this type of migration, use a Web search engine to 

search for ”Resources for Interoperability and Migration from Lotus Domino” or visit http://

technet.microsoft.com/en-us/interopmigration/bb403105.aspx. 

at the time of this writing, Microsoft does not provide tools to migrate directly from 

other non-Exchange messaging systems to Exchange Server 2007, though third-party 

tools are available. to perform such a migration, you can also use native Microsoft tools to 

 migrate first to Exchange Server 2003 as an intermediary step. For more information about 

 migrating to Exchange Server 2003, use a Web search engine to search for ”Migrating from 

a non-Exchange messaging system to Exchange Server 2003.”

Important If you are migrating from Windows Small Business Server (SBS) 2003, 

you must complete this migration and decommission your Windows SBS server within 

seven days of installing Windows EBS. You can extend this grace period to 21 days by 

installing a software update for Windows SBS 2003 that supports the “join  domain” 

migration of Windows SBS data and settings. For additional instructions about 

how to migrate from Windows SBS to Windows EBS, visit http://go.microsoft.com/

fwlink/?LinkId=123374.

Exchange Server Migration Steps
The following sections describe the steps necessary to migrate to Windows EBS from an envi-
ronment that already includes Exchange Server . You should repeat all four steps in this section 
for every Exchange Server that hosts mailboxes, offline address books, or public folders . All 
mailboxes, address books, and public folders will reside on the Messaging Server in Windows 
EBS after you complete the migration .

To complete this migration, you will complete the following steps:

 1. Move mailboxes to the Messaging Server .

 2. Move offline address-book generation to the Messaging Server .

 3. Replicate public folders to the Messaging Server .

 4. Verify that the migration succeeded .

 5. Decommission existing Exchange Servers .

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/interopmigration/bb403105.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/interopmigration/bb403105.aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/
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Moving Mailboxes to the Windows EBS Messaging Server
Use the following procedures to move the mailboxes from a preexisting Exchange server to 
the Windows EBS Messaging Server .

To move mailboxes to the Messaging Server, complete the following steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server as domain administrator and start the Exchange 
 Management Console .

 2. In the console tree of the Exchange Management Console, expand Recipient Configu-
ration, and then click Mailbox . In the Results pane, you should see a list of mailboxes 
that are in your environment .

 3. Select all of the mailboxes that are listed in the Results pane . 

 4. From the Action menu, select Move Mailbox . The Move Mailbox Wizard starts .

 5. On the Introduction page, click Browse to open the Select Mailbox Database dialog 
box . Select the mailbox database on the Messaging Server as the destination . Click OK, 
and then click Next .

 6. On the Move Options page, select Skip The Corrupted Messages and set Maximum 
Number Of Messages To Skip to 5 . Leave other options on this page at their defaults . 
Click Next .

 7. On the Move Schedule page, verify that Immediately is selected, and then click Next .

 8. On the Move Mailbox page, review the summary information to ensure that the 
 parameters are correct, and then click Move .

 9. When the wizard finishes, verify that there are no failures, and then click Finish .

The Completion page of the Move Mailbox Wizard is shown in Figure 4-12 .
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FIGURE 4-12 The Move Mailbox Wizard

When you move mailboxes to Windows EBS, Forefront Security for Exchange Server on 
the Messaging Server automatically scans the e-mail messages to quarantine suspicious 
file attachments (such as those with the  .exe extension) . Placing the suspicious file attach-
ments in a quarantine database is a security measure that helps protect your network from 
e- mail–based threats . After the mailbox migration, you can review the quarantined files in 
Forefront Security for Exchange Server . After verifying that the contents do not pose threats 
to your network, you can forward the files to their owners .

To access quarantined files in Forefront Security for Exchange Server, complete the following 
steps:

 1.  Log on to the Messaging Server as a domain administrator and start the Forefront 
Server Security Administrator console .

 2. In the Shuttle Navigator, click REPORT, and then click Quarantine .

The quarantine list reports information about each quarantined file, including the file 
name, subject field, sender address, and recipient names and addresses . From the quarantine 
list you can save or deliver quarantined content .

Importing Mailbox Data to the Messaging Server
In some cases, instead of moving mailboxes, you might want to export mailbox data (as a  .pst 
file) from an existing mail server that is running Exchange Server . Then you can import this 
 .pst file into Exchange Server 2007 in Windows EBS .
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To export a  .pst file from a mailbox in Exchange Server 2003 or Exchange 2000 Server:

n Use the Microsoft Exchange Server Mailbox Merge Wizard (ExMerge .exe) . You can 
download ExMerge by visiting http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink?LinkId=91324 .

To export a  .pst file from a mailbox in Exchange Server 2007:

n On a computer where Exchange Management Tools (32-bit) is installed, run the 
Export-Mailbox cmdlet in the Exchange Management Shell .

To import the  .pst file into Exchange Server 2007 in Windows EBS:

n Create a target mailbox in Exchange Server 2007 . To create the mailbox, you can use 
the New Mailbox Wizard in the Exchange Management Console, or you can run the 
New-Mailbox cmdlet in the Exchange Management Shell .

n On a computer where Exchange Management Tools (32-bit) is installed, run the 
Import-Mailbox cmdlet in the Exchange Management Shell .

note the Export-Mailbox and Import-Mailbox cmdlets can be run only from a 32-bit 

computer where you have installed the Exchange Management tools for Exchange 

Server 2007. Microsoft Office Outlook 2007 or Outlook 2003 Service pack 2 (Sp2) must 

be installed also. You cannot run the cmdlets on the Messaging Server or on another 

64-bit computer.

more Info For detailed procedures about how to export and import mailbox data in 

Exchange Server 2007, visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink?LinkId=116493.

Migrating Recipient policies to E-Mail address policies
If you are migrating from an Exchange Server 2003 or Exchange 2000 Server environment, 
you might have defined recipient policies in your Exchange Server organization that you want 
to apply in Exchange Server on the Messaging Server . Recipient policies are used to create 
additional SMTP addresses for users or groups of users (for example, users who belong to 
a particular organizational unit) . In Exchange Server 2007, recipient policies are replaced by 
e-mail address policies .

Your migration strategy depends on the number and complexity of your legacy recipient 
policies:

n If you have a relatively small number of policies and their associated filtering rules, you 
can delete the legacy policies in Exchange Server 2003 or Exchange 2000 Server . Then 
you can re-create the policies as new e-mail address policies in Exchange Server .

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink?LinkId=91324
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink?LinkId=116493
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n If you need to edit an existing recipient policy (including the default policy) in the 
 Exchange Server 2007 environment, you must upgrade the legacy policy . To do this, 
use the Set-EmailAddressPolicy cmdlet in the Exchange Management Shell .

To create an e-mail address policy in Exchange Server 2007, complete the following steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server as a domain administrator and start the Exchange 
Management Console .

 2. In the console tree, expand Organization Configuration, and then click Hub Transport .

 3. In the Actions pane, click New E-mail Address Policy . The New E-Mail Address Policy 
Wizard appears .  

 4. Follow the steps in the wizard to create an e-mail address policy .

To edit a recipient policy by using the Set-EmailAddressPolicy cmdlet, complete the follow-
ing steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server as a domain administrator and start the Exchange 
Management Shell .

 2. Type the following cmdlet to upgrade a policy named PolicyName .

set-emailaddresspolicy <PolicyName> -includedrecipients allrecipients

 3. To confirm that you want to upgrade the policy, type y .

Important You must run the cmdlet with the -includedrecipients allrecipients 

 option. If you include the -ForceUpgrade parameter, the cmdlet runs without prompting 

you for confirmation.

more Info For more information about creating and editing e-mail address policies 

in Exchange Server, visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=116502.

Moving Offline address Book Generation to the  
Messaging Server
An offline address book (OAB) is a copy of address lists that a Microsoft Outlook user can 
access while disconnected from the server . Microsoft Exchange generates the new OAB files, 
compresses the files, and then places the files on a local share . 

It is recommended that you move OAB generation to the Windows EBS Messaging Server .

To move offline address book generation, complete the following steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server as domain administrator and start the Exchange 
 Management Console .

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=116502
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 2. In the console tree of the Exchange Management Console, expand Organization 
 Configuration, and then click Mailbox .

 3. In the Results pane, click the Offline Address Book tab, and then click the Default 
 Offline Address Book entry in the list control . If there are other address lists present, 
you should click them too .

 4.  In the Actions pane, click Move . The Move Offline Address Book Wizard starts .

 5. On the Move Offline Address Book page, click Browse to open the Select Mailbox 
Server dialog box . Click the name of the Messaging Server, and then click OK .

 6.  Click Move to move OAB generation to the new server . 

 7. On the Completion page, confirm whether OAB generation moved successfully (status 
of Completed) or failed (status of Failed) . If the task failed, review the summary for an 
explanation and click Back to make any configuration changes .

 8. Click Finish to close the Move Offline Address Book Wizard .

Replicating public Folders to the Messaging Server
In Microsoft Exchange Server, public folders are used to store messages, message attach-
ments, calendars, and contacts for everyone on the network . Public folders are created and 
accessed directly through Microsoft Outlook . It is recommended that you replicate the con-
tents of your public folders to the Messaging Server as part of your Exchange migration .

To replicate public folder content to the Messaging Server, you move the existing  public 
folder instances in your legacy Exchange Server environment to the new public folder data-
base in Exchange Server 2007 . Note that the following instructions are applicable if your exist-
ing public folders are in Exchange Server 2003 . If you are using Exchange 2000 Server, follow 
step 1, and then complete the equivalent operations from the Exchange 2000  Server console .

Important Before you replicate public folder content, make sure that all of the 

existing public folders that you want to move are configured to replicate. public folders 

that are replicating appear as public folder instances in the Exchange System Manager.

note these instructions assume that a public folder database exists on the Messaging 

Server. If the Messaging Server is the first server in your organization to run Exchange 

Server 2007, a public folder database is created there by default. however, if your legacy 

Exchange Server environment includes a server that is running Exchange Server 2007, 

you must first create a new public folder database on the Messaging Server. For proce-

dures about how to create a public folder database and to move public folder content 

in Exchange Server 2007, visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=91171.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=91171
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To replicate public folders, complete the following steps:

 1.  Log on to your existing Exchange Server as domain administrator .

 2. Open Exchange System Manager .

 3. In the left pane, expand Administrative Groups . 

 4. Expand Servers under each administrative group until you find the group that contains 
your existing Exchange Server (not the Messaging Server) .

 5. Under your existing Exchange Server name, expand First Storage Group, expand Public 
Folder Store, and then click Public Folder Instances . In the right pane, confirm that 
there are public folder instances for all the public folders that you want to move .  

Important If there are public folders that you want to move, but they are not listed 

as public folder instances, you must configure them to replicate before proceeding to 

the next step. For more information about configuring public folders to replicate, visit 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkID=123193.

 6. In the left pane, right-click Public Folder Store, and then click Move All Replicas . In 
the Move All Replicas dialog box, select the name of your Messaging Server, and then 
click OK .

 7. Read the warning dialog box that appears, and then click OK .

 8. Expand the Public Folder Store, and then click Public Folder Instances . A list of instances 
should appear in the right pane .

At this point, the replication process is taking place . The length of this process depends on 
how much public folder data you have . Even if you have only a small amount of data stored in 
public folders, it is likely that this process will take several hours to complete .

To determine if the process is finished, refresh the right pane . When all public folder 
 instances are gone, the replication process is finished .

Verifying that the Migration Succeeded
To verify that you migrated your Exchange Server data successfully, follow these steps:

 1. Verify that the Messaging Server is the only server in your Exchange organization 
that hosts any mailboxes, offline address books, or public folders . To do this, open 
Exchange System Manager locally on each existing Exchange Server and verify that no 
mailboxes, offline address book generation processes, or public folders remain .

 2. Before using Microsoft Outlook on a client computer to access a migrated mailbox, 
restart the computer . This ensures that the IP address and other network settings are 
renewed on the client computer .

 3. Verify that mail is flowing inside the organization by sending e-mail from one non-
administrator user to another nonadministrator user . Verify that the e-mail arrives 
where intended .

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkID=123193
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 4. Verify that mail is flowing out of the organization by sending e-mail from one non-
administrator user to an e-mail account outside your organization (for example, to a 
Windows Live Mail account) . Verify that the e-mail arrives where intended .

 5. Verify that mail is flowing into the organization by sending e-mail from an e-mail 
account outside your organization (for example, from a Windows Live Mail account) 
to a nonadministrator user in your organization . Verify that the e-mail arrives where 
intended .

 6. Verify that public folders are functioning correctly by posting a message to a public 
folder as one nonadministrator user, and then ensuring that the message can be read 
by another nonadministrator user .

Decommissioning Existing Exchange Servers
After you have verified a successful migration, you should wait several weeks before you 
decommission any legacy Exchange Server in your environment . This transition period is 
required to:

n Ensure that all the Microsoft Outlook clients on your network have connected to the 
new Exchange Server at least once .

n Ensure that mail flow in your Exchange Server organization does not depend on 
 services that are running on a legacy Exchange Server .

Important If you are migrating from a Windows SBS environment, you must 

decommission your existing Exchange Server in Windows SBS within seven days of 

 installing Windows EBS (or 21 days, if you have updated Windows SBS to allow the 

 longer migration time). For more information about migrating from Windows SBS to 

EBS, visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=123374.

Best praCtICes If you are in doubt or need to troubleshoot an issue in your messaging 

environment, do not decommission any of your existing Exchange Servers.

Decommissioning your legacy Exchange Servers requires careful preparation and planning . 
You should consider the following:

n Back up a legacy Exchange Server before you decommission it .  

n Decommission your back-end Exchange Servers before your front-end Exchange 
 Servers . If you have an Exchange Server that hosts no mailboxes, do not decommission 
it until you have decommissioned all of your other Exchange Servers . 

n Decommissioning your last legacy Exchange Server requires several additional steps . 
For more details, read the Exchange Server TechCenter article available at http://
go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=99646 .

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=123374
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=99646
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=99646
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allowing all Outlook Clients to Connect to the  
New Exchange Server
When a Microsoft Outlook client first attempts to connect to an Exchange Server after you 
move the mailbox that it is looking for, the following happens:

 1. The Outlook client contacts your original Exchange Server, expecting to find its 
 mailbox there .

 2. Your original Exchange Server tells the Outlook client that its mailbox has moved to the 
Messaging Server .

 3. The Outlook client contacts the Messaging Server and finds its mailbox .

 4. In the future, the Outlook client will contact the Messaging Server first (it will not 
 contact your original Exchange Server) . 

Because Outlook clients will not be able to find their mailboxes the first time they connect 
to an Exchange Server after the mailboxes are moved (unless your existing Exchange Server 
is still operational), do not decommission your existing Exchange Servers until all the Outlook 
clients on your network have connected to the Exchange Server once . Each user who uses 
Outlook must access their mailbox at least once from each computer they use . There is no 
easy way to determine when this has happened, so use this methodology:

 1.  Decide a reasonable number of weeks (N weeks) in which you think all users who use 
Outlook will connect to the Exchange Server once . Remember to factor in computers 
that are shut down because employees are on vacation, computers that are not opera-
tional or are being serviced, computers in branch offices, and computers that are used 
by employees who are traveling (such as field agents or salespeople) . 

 2. Wait N weeks, leaving your existing Exchange Servers fully operational during this 
time .

 3. Disable your existing Exchange Servers by stopping all Exchange Server services, 
but leave each server on and operational: On your existing Exchange Servers, in 
 Administrative Tools, open the Services console, and find all services that have a name 
 beginning with “Microsoft Exchange” or “Exchange .” Use standard procedures to stop 
and disable the services .

 4.  If users experience an e-mail issue, start the services on your existing Exchange Server 
to check the issue . If it is fixed, disable the services again and see if the issue remains 
fixed . If the issue does remain fixed, leave the existing services disabled .

 5. After three weeks with no reported e-mail issues that have to be fixed by starting 
the services on an existing Exchange Server, you are ready to decommission your 
 existing Exchange Servers . It is recommended that you keep a backup of your original 
 Exchange Servers .
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Task 16: Move the User Scripts and Profiles 

In this task, you manually move scripts, roaming profiles, redirected folders, and home direc-
tories from your existing servers to the Management Server in Windows EBS . When you install 
Windows EBS, AD DS does not automatically replicate and update all of this data .

You are not required to move this data . Moving this data does not take any of your 
 domain controllers offline, prevent users from logging on, or interrupt service .

Before you can move the data, you must first perform DNS migration (task 8) .

Task 16 takes approximately two hours to complete . For step-by-step instruction on how 
to perform this task, see Chapter 7, ”Managing and Migrating User Settings .”

Task 17: Discover Computers and Devices 

In this task, you use the Computer And Device Management Wizard in System Center Essen-
tials to discover the computers and devices that are joined to the domain . You can expect this 
task to take less than 30 minutes to complete . Management agents are then automatically 
installed on the computers and devices . These agents report status information to System 
Center Essentials and help you to monitor and manage your network .

Important During Windows EBS installation, the Management Server, Security 

Server, and Messaging Server are automatically configured to be managed by System 

Center Essentials. If your domain contains only the servers for Windows EBS, you do not 

need to run the Computer and Device Management Wizard at this time. You can run 

the wizard whenever you join additional computers and devices to your domain, or you 

can set up System Center Essentials for automated discovery on a daily schedule.

Before you search for computers and devices that are joined to the domain, you must 
perform task 8 (Migrate DNS) and task 10 (Configure Management Tools) .

note after you perform task 10 to configure management tools in System Center 

 Essentials, wait at least 90 minutes before you search for computers and devices.
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To discover computers and devices, complete the following steps:

 1. In the Guided Configuration And Migration Tasks checklist, click Discover Computers 
And Devices, and then click Start The Discovery Wizard . The Computer And Device 
Management Wizard appears .

 2. On the Introduction page, shown in Figure 4-13, click Next .

FIGURE 4-13 The Computer And Device Management Wizard

 3. On the Auto Or Advanced? page, shown in Figure 4-14, click Automatic Computer 
Discovery, and then click Next .
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FIGURE 4-14 Choosing automatic or advanced discovery

 4. On the Administrator Account page, click Use Selected Management Server Action 
Account, and then click Discover . The wizard begins to discover the computers and 
devices on your network .

note If the wizard does not discover computers and devices, an error message 

 appears. You can return to a previous page to change a setting or cancel the wizard.

 5. On the Select Objects To Manage page, in Select The Devices You Want To Manage, 
review the computers and devices that were discovered . Click Select All, and then click 
Next .

 6. On the Summary page, review the information about the computers and devices, and 
then click Finish to install agents on the computers and devices . During this process, 
agents are scheduled for installation . After the agents are successfully installed, you 
can review the computers and devices on the Computers And Devices page of the 
Administration Console .
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note after you add a computer to the domain and run the Computer and Device 

Management Wizard, it can take 90 to 120 minutes for the Group policy settings to 

be applied to the computer. Until this occurs, you cannot see detailed information 

about the computer on the Managed Computers and Devices page. You can accelerate 

this process by typing gpupdate /force at a command prompt on the computer that 

 requires discovery.

note If System Center Essentials is set up to automatically discover a new computer 

in the domain, the discovery process typically takes longer. Detailed information about 

the computer may not appear on the Managed Computers and Devices page for up to 

24 hours.

Task 18: Configure Software Update Rules 

In this task, you configure System Center Essentials to manage updates from Microsoft 
Update to the managed computers in your network . Be sure to complete this task soon after 
installation . This task takes less than 30 minutes to complete .

Best praCtICes System Center Essentials manages updates by configuring set-

tings in Windows Server Update Services 3.0 on the Management Server. In addition 

to  running the System Center Essentials Update Management Configuration Wizard, it 

is recommended that you configure Windows Server Update Services to synchronize 

hourly with Microsoft Update. this option ensures that updates to anti-malware and 

anti-spam signature files are downloaded as soon as they are available.

Before you configure updates, you must perform task 8 (Migrate DNS) and task 10 
(Configure Management Tools) .

note after you configure System Center Essentials, wait at least 90 minutes before 

you configure updates.

Configuring System Center Essentials for Updates
To configure System Center Essentials to manage updates, complete the following steps:

 1. In the Guided Configuration And Migration Tasks checklist, click Configure Software 
Update Rules, and then click Start The Update Management Settings Wizard . The 
 Update Management Configuration Wizard appears .
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 2. On the Introduction page, click Next .

 3. On the Proxy Server page, accept the default proxy server settings that are configured 
for Windows EBS . Then click Synchronize . The wizard begins synchronizing, which 
determines which products on your network are available to update .

 4. On the Products page, by default all product categories are selected . To restrict 
updates to the specific software products that are used in your organization, click No, 
and then click the check boxes next to the products that you want to update . Click 
Next .

 5. On the Update Languages page, specify the languages that you want to download 
updates for . Choose one of the following:

• Click Yes (the default value) to download languages only for the locale of the 
 Management Server . Then click Next .

• Click No, and then click the check boxes next to the languages that you want to 
 update . Then click Next .

 6. On the Classifications page, keep the default setting (No) to download only critical, 
definition, security, and service-pack updates . Click Next .

 7. On the Synchronization page, click Synchronize Daily At and choose the time of day to 
synchronize available updates . Click Next .

 8. On the Summary page, review the update management settings, and then click Finish .

Best praCtICes It is recommended that you do not click Synchronize Updates when 

the wizard closes at this time. Synchronization takes a lot of time and system resources. 

to have the least impact on your environment, you should wait for synchronization to 

occur at the time that you scheduled.

Configuring Windows Server Update Services
To configure Windows Server Update Services to synchronize hourly, complete the following 
steps: 

 1. Log on to the Management Server by using a domain administrator account .

 2. In Administrative Tools, click Microsoft Windows Server Update Services 3 .0 SP1 .

 3. In the console tree, select the Management Server, and then click Options .

 4. In the middle pane, click Synchronization Schedule .

 5. In the Synchronization Schedule dialog box, in the Synchronizations Per Day list, 
click 24 .

 6. Click OK .
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For more detailed information about using System Center Essentials to configure software 
updates, see Chapter 9, ”Managing Updates and Software Deployment with System Center 
Essentials 2007 .”

Task 19: Move Active Directory Roles 

In this task, Windows EBS moves two operations master roles (also called FSMO roles) to the 
Management Server: the Domain Naming Master role and the PDC Emulator role . This task 
takes less than 15 minutes to complete . You must transfer the roles within 30 days to maintain 
compliance with the licensing terms . 

To move Active Directory roles to the Management Server, complete the following steps: 

 1. In the Guided Configuration And Migration Tasks checklist, select the Move Active 
Directory Roles task in the left pane, and then click the Move Active Directory Roles 
button in the right pane . The role-transfer process begins . 

 2. A confirmation dialog box appears when the roles are moved to the Management 
Server . Click Close .

Important Replication of this change to all domain controllers in your network may 

take up to two hours. Do not perform domain-level operations until the replication has 

completed.

Task 20: Configure SharePoint Services 

In this optional task, you download and install Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services (WSS) 
on the Management Server in Windows EBS . This task takes approximately 30 minutes to 
complete . 

Important If you are migrating to Windows EBS from Windows Small Business 

Server, you must complete the migration of the built-in Sharepoint site Companyweb 

within 21 days, or the Windows SBS 2003 server will start shutting down.

WSS is a free and downloadable add-in to Windows Server 2008 whose purpose is to 
 create a Web-based environment in which users can share information and documents . 
Organizations can use WSS as the basis for a company intranet or simply as an individual 
site to  facilitate information sharing within teams and departments . Much of the power in 
WSS resides in the fact that it integrates with Microsoft Office applications and facilitates 
 collaboration with Office files . Beyond allowing collaboration with Office files out of the box, 
WSS is also a platform that developers can use to write their own Web-based applications or 
connect to other established applications .
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more Info For more information about the features of Windows Sharepoint Services, 

see Chapter 10, “Managing Servers Running Windows Server 2008.”

Integrating WSS into Windows EBS
You can also integrate WSS administration into Windows EBS by installing a WSS add-in for 
the EBS Administration Console .

To download an installation package for Windows SharePoint Services 3 .0 and the 
Windows SharePoint Services Add-In for Windows EBS, visit http://go.microsoft.com/
fwlink/?LinkId=116107 .

The installation package performs the following tasks: 

n Installs WSS 3 .0 on the Management Server . 

note the add-in can administer only Sharepoint sites that are hosted on the 

 Management Server. It cannot administer Sharepoint sites that are hosted on other 

servers. however, you can continue to use Windows Sharepoint Services on those 

 servers, or you can migrate your existing Sharepoint data so that it is managed from the 

Management Server.

n Gives you the option to store the SharePoint data in a SQL Server database . 

note It is highly recommended that you use Microsoft SQL Server to store the Share-

point data because doing so improves data management and backup. If you are using 

the premium Edition of Windows EBS, be sure to install the Database Server  

(SQL Server) before you install WSS.

n Configures a SharePoint Web URL using a name that you choose (for example, 
http://internalweb) .

n Installs the Windows SharePoint Services Add-In on the Business Applications tab of 
the Windows EBS Administration Console . You can use the add-in to perform adminis-
trative tasks such as creating a new site collection and creating a new SharePoint site .

n Creates a link to your SharePoint Web URL in Remote Web Workplace .

http://go.microsoft.com/
http://internalweb
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Getting Started with Windows Sharepoint Services
After you download and install Windows SharePoint Services in Windows EBS, it is recom-
mended that you do the following:

n Download and install Application Templates, such as the Help Desk template to 
manage the process of handling service requests . For more information about 
Application Templates for Windows SharePoint Services, visit http://go.microsoft.com/
fwlink/?LinkId=121678 .

n Migrate data from your existing installation of Windows SharePoint Services to the 
installation of Windows SharePoint Services on the Management Server . For more 
information, visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=121956 .

n Develop a backup and recovery plan for your SharePoint data . For more information, 
visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=121916 .

more Info For more information about deploying and using Windows Sharepoint 

Services, visit the Windows Sharepoint Services techNet Library at http://go.microsoft.

com/fwlink/?LinkId=121679.

Task 21: Install Client Access Licenses

In this task, you install and register the client access license (CAL) pack that is included with 
your edition of Windows EBS . This is a Standard Edition or a Premium Edition five-pack . You 
can also install additional CAL packs that you purchased .

Before you can install CAL packs, you must perform task 11 (Activate the Servers) .

note to install each CaL pack, you must have the 25-character CaL pack product key. 

this key is different from the product keys for Windows EBS.

To install a CAL pack, complete the following steps: 

 1. In the Guided Configuration And Migration Tasks checklist, click Install Client Access 
Licenses, and then click Start Install CAL Pack Wizard . The Install CAL Packs Wizard 
 appears .

 2. On the Before You Begin page, click Next .

 3. Read the Client Access License Agreement . If you agree with the terms, click I Agree, 
and then click Next .

 4. On the Add CAL Pack Keys page, type the product key in the Product Key text box, and 
then click Add . The key and information about the CAL pack appears in the text box, as 
shown in Figure 4-15 .

http://go.microsoft.com/
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=121956
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=121916
http://go.microsoft
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FIGURE 4-15 Adding a CAL pack

If you are installing more than one CAL pack, repeat this step until you add all of the 
CAL pack product keys, and then click Next .

 5. On the Summary page, verify that the information for the CAL packs is correct, and 
then click Install .

 6. The Installing CAL Packs page appears . Then the Finish page appears, and you can 
review the details of the successfully installed CALs .

 7. Click Close to close the wizard .

note after you install a CaL pack, you can assign CaLs to specific user accounts or 

devices. to access the Windows EBS network services, a user must have a licensed user 

account or log on from a licensed device.

note to install additional CaL packs at a later date, start the Install CaL packs Wizard 

from the EBS administration Console: Click the Licenses tab, and then on the tasks 

pane, click Install CaL packs.

For more detailed information about client licensing in Windows EBS, see Chapter 5, 
 ”Managing Windows EBS with the Windows EBS Administration Console .”
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Task 22: Assign Client Access Licenses 

In this task, you assign client access licenses (CALs) to users or devices in your Windows EBS 
network . The number of CALs that you can assign is determined by the CAL packs that you 
have installed .

Important You must assign CaLs to user accounts or devices to allow your users 

to log on to the Windows EBS network. to access network services, a user must have a 

licensed user account or log on from a licensed device.

Important By default, Windows EBS automatically assigns a preinstalled CaL to the 

built-in administrator account on the Management Server. (this CaL is in addition to 

any CaLs that are added when you install CaL packs.) If the administrator account is 

disabled, or you use a different account for domain administration, use this procedure 

to assign a CaL to the account that you use for domain administration. You must use a 

licensed domain-administrator account to be able to add computers to the domain.

Before you can assign CALs, you must first perform task 11 (Activate the Servers) and 
task 21 (Install Client Access Licenses) .

note You assign CaLs in the EBS administration Console. If the Configuration and 

Migration tasks checklist is open, close it before you start the administration Console.

To assign a CAL to a user account or device, complete the following steps: 

 1. On the Windows EBS Management Server, click Start, click All Programs, click Windows 
Essential Business Server, and then click Windows Essential Business Server Administra-
tion Console .

 2. In the EBS Administration Console, click the Licenses tab .

 3. To assign a CAL to a user account, do the following:

 a. Click User Licenses, and then click a user account that does not have a license as-
signed . These accounts have no entry in the License Edition column .

 b. In the Tasks pane, click Manage CAL, shown in Figure 4-16 .
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FIGURE 4-16 Assigning a CAL to a user

 c. In the Manage CAL dialog box, shown in Figure 4-17, choose a CAL and then click 
OK .

FIGURE 4-17 Choosing a CAL to assign

 4. To assign a CAL to a device, do the following:

 a. Click Device Licenses, and then click a device that does not have a license assigned . 
These devices have no entry in the License Edition column .

 b. In the Tasks pane, click Manage CAL .

 c. In the Manage CAL dialog box, choose a CAL, and then click OK .

For more detailed information about client licensing in Windows EBS, see Chapter 5 .
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Migrating Remote Web Workplace Users from Windows Small 
Business Server 2003

A lthough this procedure is not included in the list of Guided Configuration and 

Migration tasks, you need to make an additional configuration change when 

you are migrating from Windows Small Business Server (SBS) 2003 and want to 

provide continued access to Remote Web Workplace. 

When you migrate user data from Windows SBS 2003, a second Remote Web Work-

place Users security group is created in active Directory in Windows EBS. For users 

to have remote access to the local network for Windows EBS, you need to add the 

users to the default Remote Web Workplace Users security group.

to migrate users to the default Remote Web Workplace Users security group in 

Windows EBS, perform the following steps:

 1. On the Management Server, click Start, click all programs, click Windows Essen-

tial Business Server, and then click Windows Essential Business Server adminis-

tration Console.

 2. Click the Users and Groups tab, and then click Group Management.

 3. Click the Remote Web Workplace Users security group that has 0 (zero) mem-

bers. this is the default Remote Web Workplace Users security group. In the 

tasks pane, click Change Group properties.

 4. In the Remote Web Workplace Users properties dialog box, click the Members 

tab. Verify that this is the default security group—there should be no members 

listed.

 5. In the Windows Essential Business Server administration Console, click the Re-

mote Web Workplace Users security group that has members listed. the default 

Remote Web Workplace Users properties dialog box will minimize. In the tasks 

pane, click Change Group properties.

 6. In the open Remote Web Workplace Users properties dialog box, click the Gen-

eral tab, and then in the Description text box, type From SBS. Click the Members 

tab. a list of users who have remote access configured in Windows SBS 2003 

appears.

 7. Click the minimized default Remote Web Workplace Users properties dialog box 

and arrange the two security group properties dialog boxes side by side.

 8. In the Remote Web Workplace Users properties dialog box with no members, 

click add. Use the members list in the Remote Web Workplace Users properties 

dialog box from Windows SBS 2003 as a guide to add members to your Win-

dows EBS local network. You must add each user name or group individually. 
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 9. When you are done adding users to the default Remote Web Workplace Users 

properties dialog box, click OK in both dialog boxes to close them.

 10. to delete the unnecessary Remote Web Workplace Users security group, in the 

Windows Essential Business Server administration Console, click the Remote 

Web Workplace Users security group that migrated from Windows SBS 2003. 

In the tasks pane, click Change Group properties and verify that the text in the 

Description text box reads From SBS. Close the dialog box.

 11. In the tasks pane, click Remove Group. In the confirmation dialog box, click 

Remove Group to confirm the deletion.

Summary

After you install the three Windows EBS servers, you need to perform a number of post-
installation tasks . These tasks appear in the Configuration And Migration Tasks tool, which 
opens automatically on the Management Server after installation . Configuration And 
 Migration Tasks is a checklist that provides links to the tools needed to perform each task . 
Among these tasks are migrating DNS to the Windows EBS servers, migrating DHCP to the 
Management Server, and migrating Exchange mailboxes to the Messaging Server . In most 
environments, you should plan to set aside at least 12 hours to perform all of the tasks . 

The purpose of these post-installation tasks is essentially to complete the installation and 
begin the basic configuration of your network . After you have completed these tasks, you can 
turn your attention to the tools you need to manage your Windows EBS network .
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The Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) vision is to create a new, simplified 
administration experience for Windows IT professionals: Take the diverse set of 

technologies essential t run a business and then unify them with a single management 
interface . Given this goal of simplified administration, the Windows EBS Administration 
Console is the most important aspect of Windows EBS .  

The Windows EBS Administration Console is where you should perform your daily 
administration tasks in a Windows EBS network . It integrates functions from Microsoft 
System Center Essentials 2007, Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG), 
Microsoft Exchange, Group Policy, Active Directory Users and Computers, and many 
other technologies .  

More than merely a set of links to tools found elsewhere, however, the Windows EBS 
Administration Console is also a front end to many preconfigured scripts that simplify 
network management . For example, by simply clicking a check box associated with a 
user’s properties found in the console, you can configure Group Policy to redirect that 
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user’s Documents folder to a network share, which itself is preconfigured . Or, you can offer 
remote assistance to a user merely by right-clicking that user’s computer in the Windows EBS 
Administration Console and then clicking Connect Using Remote Assistance . Preconfigured 
Group Policy settings remove the requirement that the remote party send an invitation first . 

The Windows EBS Administration Console is used to manage your Windows EBS network both 
directly and indirectly . From the Windows EBS Administration Console, you can directly perform 
certain administrative tasks such as resetting a user account password or assigning a client access 
license to a user . For many other tasks, the console provides a link that opens a tool such as a 
wizard, a dialog box, or a console found elsewhere on the Management Server or on one of the 
other Windows EBS servers . In addition, applications from Microsoft or other third parties can 
add sets of management extensions called add-ins to the Windows EBS Administration Console . 

To start the Windows EBS Administration Console, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the Management Server with an account that is a member of the Domain 
Admins group .

 2. Click Start, click All Programs, click Windows Essential Business Server, and then click 
Windows Essential Business Server Administration Console .

Windows EBS Administration Console Interface

The Windows EBS Administration Console and its various components are shown in Figure 5-1 .

<Pages

<Navigation Tabs

Task Pane

Results Pane

Details Pane

FIGURE 5-1  The Windows EBS Administration Console
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Navigation tabs
The navigation tabs group administrative functions into the five categories shown in Table 5-1 . 
Each tab includes one or more pages, or subtabs, related to the general category .

TABLE 5-1  Navigation tabs in the Windows EBS Administration Console

TAB DESCRIPTION

System Health Monitors the status of the key services and components that 
determine whether users can log on to the domain, access the 
Internet, and send and receive e-mail .

Security Monitors and manages the anti-malware, antivirus, network 
 firewall, and Update Services components in Windows EBS .

Computers And Devices Monitors and manages the computers and devices in your 
 network .

Users And Groups Manages user accounts and groups in your network .

Licenses Monitors and manages the user and device client access licenses 
(CALs) for Windows EBS .

note If you have installed system application add-ins for Windows EBS, you will also see 

the System applications tab. If you have installed business application add-ins for Windows 

EBS, you will see the Business applications tab.

Navigation pages (Subtabs)
The navigation pages, or subtabs, organize the administrative functions within each tab . For 
example, the Users And Groups tab includes two pages: the User Management page and the 
Group Management page .

Results pane
The Results pane is located directly under the navigation tab and page sections . It usually 
contains a list of objects that are related to a system category in your Windows EBS network, 
such as a workload, computer, license type, or security component . You can use the Results 
pane to view, organize, and manipulate objects in a particular category . For example, the 
Managed Computers And Devices page on the Computers And Devices tab lists all the 
computers, servers, and noncomputer devices that are joined to your Windows EBS domain . 

note to save the data in the Results pane, on the File menu, click Save as CSV. 
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Details pane
The Details pane is located below the Results pane . It provides more information about an 
object that is selected in the Results pane .

tasks pane
The Tasks pane is located to the right of the Results pane . It provides a list of relevant tasks 
that you can perform on an object that is selected in the Results pane or generalized tasks 
that are appropriate to the category that is listed on the current page . For example, the User 
Management page provides tasks for changing the properties of the selected user account 
and general tasks for creating a new user account and specifying a shared folder for Documents 
folder redirection . 

Executable Files for the Windows EBS Administration 
Console 

The majority of the native Windows EBS components are located in C:\Program Files\Windows 
Essential Business Server\Bin . The executables located in this folder are used to perform the 
main functions found in the Windows EBS Administration Console . Some (such as MMSUtils .exe) 
can be called manually from a command line . MMSUtils .exe is an administrative utility whose 
functionality is discussed later in this chapter .

The full set of executable files associated with the Windows EBS Administration Console 
are listed in Table 5-2 .

TABLE 5-2  Executable files associated with the Windows EBS Administration Console

ExECUTABLE FUNCTION

AdminConsole .exe Main Administration Console executable

ADUCPropPages .exe User properties dialog box

DocsRedirectionDialog .exe Document redirection UI

InstallLicenses .exe Manages Windows EBS CALs

MessagingRemoteOperations .exe Creates Edge subscriptions during setup; also handles 
certificate assignment

MmsHook .exe Setup routines to change shell to WSSGShell .exe and 
set RunOnce key to run MMSsetup 

MmsSetup .exe Main setup executable

MmsSqmUploader .exe Uploads SQM data
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TABLE 5-2  Executable files associated with the Windows EBS Administration Console

ExECUTABLE FUNCTION

MMSUtils .exe Utility for management tasks—change IP, reissue 
 self-signed certificates, etc .

SecurityPerfCounter .exe Data collector for Security tab

UpdateServicesScheduledTask .exe Automatically registers new client languages in WSUS

WSSGShell .exe Shell used during setup

The next sections present the functions available through each of the five navigation tabs . Then 
the management of add-ins and the full functionality of the MMSUtil .exe utility are discussed .

System Health Tab

The purpose of the System Health tab is to provide current status information about the 
 ability of users to perform three essential tasks on your network: logging on to the domain, 
sending and receiving e-mail, and connecting to the Internet . In Windows EBS, these three 
essential tasks are called workloads .

As shown in Figure 5-2, the System Health tab includes a single page (sub-tab)—the Health 
Monitor page . 

FIGURE 5-2  The System Health tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console
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The Details pane on the System Health tab displays the three workloads with the names 
Log On To Domain, Send And Receive E-Mail, and Internet Services . Each workload can be 
expanded to reveal indicators, or configuration settings, that could cause an error in the 
workload if improperly configured . 

The tabs displayed on the System Health tab present the following information about the 
workloads and their indicators .

n Results pane Lists the indicators for each of the three workloads .

n Details pane Provides a detailed description and status for the indicator that is 
 selected in the Results pane . If there is an alert, the pane displays a recommended 
 action .

n Tasks pane Lists tasks and provides links to tools that help you manage the indi-
cator selected in the Results pane .

System health tab Indicators
The indicators for each of the three workloads are presented in Table 5-3, Table 5-4, and 
Table 5-5 . On the System Health tab, each of these indicators can display a status of Normal, 
Critical Error, or No Data .

Also note the following additional points about the System Health tab indicators:

n By default, indicators with Critical Alerts appear first under a workload .

n The Refresh Interval column shows how often the data for each indicator is polled .

n To display a task menu, right-click an indicator in the Results pane . To start a task, click 
the task name in the menu .

n To start the primary task associated with an indicator, double-click the object in the 
Results pane .

note the precise list of indicators for each workload might change with future updates.

TABLE 5-3 Indicators for the Log On To Domain workload

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

Domain-membership status of the 
Security Server

The Security Server must be a member of the same 
domain as the Management Server to comply with 
the licensing terms for Windows EBS . If it is not in the 
same domain, the Security Server automatically shuts 
down 28 days after the condition is first detected, 
 unless corrective action is taken .
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TABLE 5-3 Indicators for the Log On To Domain workload

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

Active Directory Domain Services 
(AD DS) role status on the Manage-
ment Server

The Primary Domain Controller and the Domain 
Naming Master roles for AD DS must be installed on 
the Management Server to comply with the licens-
ing terms for Windows EBS . If these roles are not 
installed, the Management Server automatically shuts 
down 28 days after the condition is first detected, 
 unless corrective action is taken .

AD DS status on the Management 
Server

If AD DS is not running on the Management Server, 
users may be unable to log on to the domain .

AD DS status on the Messaging 
Server

If AD DS is not running on the Messaging Server, 
 users may be unable to log on to the domain .

Domain-controller-role status on the 
Management Server

The Management Server must be a domain controller 
to comply with the licensing terms for Windows EBS . 
If the Management Server is not a domain controller, 
it automatically shuts down 28 days after the condi-
tion is first detected, unless corrective action is taken .

Domain-controller-role status on the 
Messaging Server

The Messaging Server must be a domain controller 
to comply with the licensing terms for Windows EBS . 
If the Messaging Server is not a domain controller, it 
automatically shuts down 28 days after the condition 
is first detected, unless corrective action is taken .

Domain-membership status of the 
Messaging Server

The Messaging Server must be a member of the 
same domain as the Management Server to comply 
with the licensing terms for Windows EBS . If it is not 
in the same domain, the Messaging Server automati-
cally shuts down 28 days after the condition is first 
detected, unless corrective action is taken .

Domain-membership status of the 
Security Server

The Security Server must be a member of the same 
domain as the Management Server to comply with 
the licensing terms for Windows EBS . If it is not in the 
same domain, the Security Server automatically shuts 
down 28 days after the condition is first detected, 
 unless corrective action is taken .

Forest-trust-relationships status To comply with the licensing terms for Windows EBS, 
the forest must not have a trust relationship with 
another forest . If it does, the Management Server 
automatically shuts down 28 days after the condition 
is first detected, unless corrective action is taken .
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TABLE 5-3 Indicators for the Log On To Domain workload

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

Kerberos key distribution  center 
(KDC) service status on the 
 Management Server

If the Kerberos KDC service is not running on the 
Management Server, users may be unable to log on 
to the domain .

Kerberos KDC service status on the 
Messaging Server

If the Kerberos KDC service is not running on the 
Messaging Server, users may be unable to log on to 
the domain .

Management Server network-
 adapter configuration

If the network name, IP  address, or subnet mask of 
the Management Server is changed from the initially 
configured value, users may be unable to log on to 
the domain .

Number of additional servers in the 
domain

If there are more additional servers in the domain 
than are allowed by the licensing terms for Windows 
EBS, the Management Server automatically shuts 
down 28 days after the condition is first detected, 
 unless corrective action is taken .

Windows EBS licensing-environment 
status

If checks for license compliance cannot be  performed, 
the Management Server automatically shuts down 
28 days after the condition is first  detected, unless 
corrective action is taken .

TABLE 5-4 Indicators for the Send And Receive E-Mail workload

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

Microsoft Exchange Active Directory 
Application Mode (ADAM) service 
status on the Security Server

The Exchange ADAM service is required for Exchange 
to provide e-mail services .

Microsoft Exchange Transport service 
status on the Security Server

The Exchange Transport service is required for 
 Exchange to provide e-mail services .

Messaging Server network-adapter 
configuration

If the network name, IP address, or subnet mask of 
the Messaging Server is changed from the initially 
configured value, users may lose access to e-mail 
services .

Microsoft Exchange Active  Directory 
Topology service status on the 
 Messaging Server

The Exchange Active Directory Topology service is 
required for Exchange to provide e-mail services .

Microsoft Exchange File Distribution 
service status on the Messaging 
Server

The Exchange File Distribution service is required for 
Exchange to provide e-mail services .
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TABLE 5-4 Indicators for the Send And Receive E-Mail workload

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

Microsoft Exchange Information 
Store service status on the Messag-
ing Server

The Exchange Information Store service is required 
for Exchange to provide e-mail services .

Microsoft Exchange Mail Submis-
sion service status on the Messaging 
Server

The Exchange Mail Submission service is required for 
Exchange to provide e-mail services .

Microsoft Exchange Mailbox Assis-
tants service status on the Messaging 
Server

The Exchange Mailbox Assistants service is required 
for Exchange to provide e-mail services .

Microsoft Exchange Service Host 
 service status on the Messaging 
Server

The Exchange Service Host service is required for 
Exchange to provide e-mail services .

Microsoft Exchange System Atten-
dant service status on the Messaging 
Server

The Exchange System Attendant service is required 
for Exchange to provide e-mail services .

Microsoft Exchange Transport service 
status on the Messaging Server

The Exchange Transport service is required for 
 Exchange to provide e-mail services .

TABLE 5-5 Indicators for the Internet Services workload

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

Microsoft Firewall service status on 
the Security Server

The Firewall service on the Security Server helps 
protect your network . If the service is not running, 
Forefront TMG closes your Internet connection to 
help protect your network .

Security Server internal-network-
adapter configuration

If the network name, IP address, or subnet mask of 
the Security Server is changed from the initially con-
figured value, users may lose access to the Internet .

Terminal Services Gateway service 
status on the Messaging Server

The Terminal Services Gateway service on the 
Messaging Server is required for providing Remote 
Web Workplace services such as remote access to 
computers .

World Wide Web Publishing Service 
status on the Messaging Server

The World Wide Web Publishing Service on the 
Messaging Server is required for providing Web 
 services such as Microsoft Office Outlook Web 
 Access (OWA) .
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System health tab Server tasks
When highlighted, each indicator in the System Health tab exposes a context-specific menu in 
the Tasks pane, as shown in Figure 5-3 .

FIGURE 5-3  Tasks associated with indicators

The following three options are typically presented:

n Start Event Viewer This starts Event Viewer on the local Management Server . Event 
Viewer displays the appropriate machine’s Event Logs for each item .

n Start Services Console This starts the Services Console (Services .msc) on the local 
Management Server . The Services Console displays the appropriate machine’s service 
information for each item .

n Connect To Server This item appears only if the target is the Messaging Server 
or Security Server . This will launch a Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) session to the 
appropriate server .  

more Info Most of the features that appear in the Windows EBS administration Console 

are covered in detail in other relevant chapters. For example, topics related to monitoring 

and reporting are covered in Chapter 15, “Monitoring and Reporting.” however, features 

that are native to the Windows EBS administration Console, such as the New User account 

Wizard, are covered in this chapter. 

note appropriate firewall rules are created during installation on the Messaging Server 

by default to allow access to Event Viewer and RDp. Corresponding access Rules are 

 created on the Security Server by default.

RDp Files Used by the Windows EBS administration 
Console
The folder C:\Program Files\Windows Essential Business Server\Data contains all of the  .rdp 
files used in the task list . These RDP files are shown in Table 5-6 .
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TABLE 5-6 RDP files used by the Windows EBS Administration Console

RDP FILE SERVER APPLICATION LAUNCHED

RemoteExchangeAdminEdge .rdp Security %ProgramFiles%\Microsoft\Exchange 
Server\bin\exchange management 
console .msc

RemoteExchangeAdminExchange .rdp Messaging %ProgramFiles%\Microsoft\Exchange 
Server\bin\exchange management 
console .msc

RemoteForefrontAdminExchange .rdp Messaging %ProgramFiles(x86)%\Microsoft 
Forefront Security\Exchange Server\
FSSAClient .exe

RemoteIISManagerExchange .rdp Messaging %SystemRoot%\system32\inetsrv\
inetmgr .exe

RemoteISAAdminEdge .rdp Security %ProgramFiles(x86)%\Microsoft ISA 
Server\msisa .msc

RemoteServerManagerEdge .rdp Security %SystemRoot%\system32\ 
compmgmtlauncher .exe

RemoteServerManagerExchange .rdp Messaging %SystemRoot%\system32\ 
compmgmtlauncher .exe

real World Changing the TCP Port Used for RDP

The RDp files presented previously in table 5-6 initiate connections to the other 

Windows EBS servers through tCp port 3389, and the three Windows EBS serv-

ers are also configured to listen for RDp connections on that same port. however, 

for security reasons, you might prefer to modify the tCp port used by the RDp files 

and by the target Windows EBS servers.

to change the port used by a given RDp file, first make a backup of the file. then 

browse to C:\program Files\Windows Essential Business Server\Data, right-click the 

file, and click “Open with…”. Click Notepad, edit the line marked “server port:i:3389,” 

and replace the number with your chosen alternative port (for example,  “server 

port:i:3390”). Save the file and test the connection from the Windows EBS 

 administration Console.

to change the RDp listening port on the Messaging Server and Security Server, 

you need to modify the portNumber value of the hKEY_LOCaL_MaChINE\System\ 

CurrentControlSet\Control\terminal Server\WinStations\RDp-tcp Key and then  

restart the server. For full instructions on how to perform this task, search for Knowl-

edge Base (KB) article 187623, ”how to Change a terminal Server’s Listening port.”
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Security Tab

The Security tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console, shown in Figure 5-4, allows you 
to monitor the status of security components in your Windows EBS network . The Security tab 
pulls alert management from System Center Essentials 2007 into a single unified console from 
which you can take immediate actions . The components page on the Security tab displays the 
status of security components (also called security adapters) . The tab contains a single page, 
the Components page .

seCUrIty alert If there are critical errors related to security, the shield on the 

Security tab will be red and marked with an ”X”, as it is in Figure 5-4. Otherwise, the 

shield will be green. Be aware of this distinction so that you know right away if you 

need to address an important problem related to security.

FIGURE 5-4  The Security tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console

The Security tab by default monitors the security status of four specific security 
 components:

n E-Mail Anti-Malware The e-mail anti-malware security component monitors the 
 status and settings for Microsoft Forefront Security for Exchange Server, which is 
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installed on the Messaging Server . Its function is to filter incoming traffic for mali-
cious software such as viruses and worms .

n E-Mail Anti-Spam This security component monitors the status and settings for 
spam filtering in Exchange server . Anti-spam agents that run on the Security Server are 
associated with the Exchange Edge Transport role . 

n Network Firewall The network firewall security component monitors the status and 
settings of the network firewall in Forefront TMG, which is installed on the Security 
Server . 

n Update Management The Update Services component monitors the status and 
 settings for managing updates with System Center Essentials 2007 and Windows Server 
Update Services . Update management enables you to automate the downloading and 
deployment of updates from Microsoft Update . 

Each of these security components can be assigned a security status of Normal or Alert .

note additional security components can be monitored through installed add-ins. 

page Layout
On the Security tab Components page, the Results pane displays the four security components, 
grouped by status . When you select one of the four components, a detailed description of its 
security status is shown in the Details pane below . The Tasks pane shows a number of tasks 
that can be performed on the same selected security component .

Security tab tasks
This section describes all of the tasks you can perform on the Security tab . The tasks are 
displayed in the Tasks pane when you select a security component or on the shortcut menu 
when you right-click a security component .

Components tasks
The Security tab displays a single task—Start Remote Web Workplace—in the Tasks pane 
beneath the Components Tasks heading . This task is displayed regardless of which security 
component is selected .

When you select this task, a Web page opens to the Remote Web Workplace page . 
However, you must first enable and configure Remote Web Workplace . For more information 
about Remote Web Workplace, see Chapter 6, “Configuring Remote Web Workplace .” 
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E-Mail anti-Malware tasks 
The list of tasks you can perform for the E-Mail Anti-Malware component is shown in Figure 5-5 . 
A fourth task, Renew Subscription, appears only when the anti-malware subscription expires 
in Forefront Security for Exchange .

FIGURE 5-5  Anti-malware tasks on the Security tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console

n View Recent Alerts This task launches System Center Essentials and presents the 
most recent alerts over the last seven days . View Recent Alerts is also present in the 
context menu for E-Mail Anti-Malware, E-Mail Anti-Spam, and Network Firewall . 

n Restore Default E-Mail Anti-Malware Settings This task opens a dialog box that 
allows you to reset Forefront Security for Exchange to the default settings as they were 
configured after the initial Windows EBS installation . 

n Start Forefront Server Security Administration Console This task starts a 
Terminal Services RemoteApp connection to the Forefront Server Security Administrator 
console . This tool is located on the Messaging Server and is used to manage e-mail 
anti-malware settings . The local RDP file used for the session is RemoteForefront-
AdminExchange .rdp .

n Renew Subscription Selecting this task opens a Web site providing informa-
tion about how to renew your anti-malware subscription for Forefront Security for 
 Exchange Server .

E-Mail anti-Spam tasks
The list of tasks you can perform for the E-Mail Anti-Spam component is shown in Figure 5-6 .

FIGURE 5-6   Anti-spam tasks on the Security tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console

n View Recent Alerts Clicking this task starts the System Center Essentials console to 
display active alerts from the last seven days for the component .
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n Restore Default E-Mail Anti-Spam Settings Clicking this task opens a dialog box 
that allows you to reset Microsoft Exchange to the default settings as they were config-
ured after the initial Windows EBS installation .

note the command can also be run from a command line directly on the Security Server:

 1. Click Start, click all programs, point to Microsoft Exchange Server 2007, and then 

click Exchange Management Shell.

 2. In the Windows powerShell window, at the prompt, type cd “C:\Progam Files\ 

Windows Essential Business Server\Bin”.

 3. type ImportEdgeASConfig.ps1 “C:\Progam Files\Windows Essential Business 

Server\Data\CloneASConfigureData.xml”.

n Check Sender ID Configuration Clicking this task starts the Sender ID Framework 
SPF Record Wizard on the Microsoft Web site . For more information about Sender ID, 
see Chapter 4, “Performing Post-Installation Tasks .”

n Start Exchange Management Console Clicking this task starts a RemoteApp 
connection to the Exchange Management Console on the Security Server to manage 
e-mail anti-spam settings . The RDP file used for this connection is RemoteExchange-
AdminEdge .rdp .

Network Firewall tasks
Figure 5-7 displays the tasks you can perform for the Network Firewall component .

FIGURE 5-7  Network Firewall tasks on the Security tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console
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n View Recent Alerts Opens the System Center Essentials console and the active 
alerts related to Forefront TMG from the last seven days .

n Save Network Firewall Settings Opens a dialog box allowing you to save the 
 current network firewall settings on Forefront TMG as an  .xml file . This task is equivalent 
to opening the Forefront TMG Management Console, right-clicking Forefront TMG 
ServerName, and choosing Export (Back Up) .

n Apply Saved Settings Opens a dialog box enabling you to open and apply an XML 
file that contains settings for Forefront TMG . The XML file can be an export from Save 
Network Firewall Settings or a manual export from the Forefront TMG Management 
console . 

n Restore Default Network Firewall Settings Opens a dialog box enabling you 
to reset the default policy rules in Forefront TMG . These rules are stored in the file 
C:\Program Files\Windows Essential Business Server\data\ISAServerDefaultSettings .xml .

n Create Policy Rules For Accessing The Internet Opens the Web Access Policy 
Wizard in Forefront TMG . This is the same wizard that is launched from the Forefront 
TMG console by right-clicking the Web Access Policy node and choosing Configure 
Web Access .

n Publish Web Sites Starts the Web Access Policy Wizard in Forefront TMG . This is 
the same wizard that is launched from the Forefront TMG console by right-clicking the 
Firewall Policy node and choosing New Web Site Publishing Rule .

n Create A Server Publishing Rule Starts the New Web Publishing Rule Wizard 
in Forefront TMG . This is the same wizard that is launched from the Forefront TMG 
console by right-clicking the Firewall Policy node and choosing New Non-Web Server 
Protocol Publishing Rule .

n Create A Site-To-Site VPN Connection Starts the Create Site-To-Site Connection 
Wizard in Forefront TMG . This is the same wizard that is launched from the Forefront 
TMG console by clicking the Remote Sites tab and then clicking Create VPN Site-To-
Site Connection .

n View Weekly Report Generates and displays a weekly usage report of traffic that 
has passed through the Forefront TMG server . Reports are written to %ProgramFiles%\
Windows Essential Business Server\Data\Reports . A new directory is created for each 
report . 

n Renew subscription Opens a Web site with information about how to renew your 
anti-malware subscription for Forefront Security for Exchange Server .

n Start Forefront Threat Management Gateway Console Starts a RemoteApp 
connection to the Forefront TMG console on the Security Server to manage network 
firewall settings . The RDP file used in the connection is RemoteISAAdminEdge .rdp .
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Update Management tasks
The tasks you can perform on the Update Management security component are shown in 
Figure 5-8 .

FIGURE 5-8 Update Management tasks on the Security tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console

n Approve Updates Opens the Approve Updates dialog box, which allows you to 
 approve all critical and security updates for deployment to managed computers .

n Apply Recommended Update Management Settings Opens the Apply 
 Recommended Update Management Settings dialog box, enabling you to confirm that 
settings will reset using the recommended Windows EBS settings . The recommended 
settings configure Update Management to automatically download updates to the 
Windows operating system and other Microsoft products and to apply those updates 
to computers in the Active Directory domain by using Windows Server Update Services 
(WSUS) .

n Manage Updates Starts the System Center Essentials console so that you can 
 manage updates . For more information about managing updates in System Center 
Essentials, see Chapter 9, “Managing Updates and Software Deployment with System 
Center Essentials 2007 .”

n Configure Update-Management Settings Starts the Update Management 
 Configuration Wizard in System Center Essentials . This wizard enables you to specify 
proxy settings, download the most recent update information from Microsoft, choose 
the types of updates to manage, and specify download and approval settings .

n View Updates Status Summary Starts the System Center Essentials console, which 
displays a summary of updates on managed computers .

Computers And Devices Tab

The Computers And Devices tab on the Windows EBS Administration Console enables you to 
manage servers, client computers, and other devices on your Windows EBS network . Using 
this tab, you can perform the following administrative tasks, among many others:

n Manage computers and devices using the administration console

n Monitor computers and devices for alerts
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n View computer and device information

n Enable or disable sending alert e-mail

n Change the IP address of a server

n Update server certificates

n Export Active Directory configuration settings

The Computers And Devices tab is shown in Figure 5-9 .

FIGURE 5-9 The Computers And Devices tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console

The tab contains a single page—the Managed Computers And Devices page . The Managed 
Computers And Devices page of the Computer And Devices tab is divided into a Results pane, 
a Details pane, and a Tasks pane . 

n Results pane This pane lists computers that have an AD DS account in the domain 
and any other devices that are managed by System Center Essentials . Computers are 
grouped into Servers and Clients .

n Details pane For the managed device that is selected in the Results pane, the 
 Details pane shows specific device information, the number and type of alerts, free 
disk space, the status of updates, and installed Windows EBS roles .

n Tasks pane This pane provides a set of specific administration and management 
tasks for the device that is selected in the Results pane . 
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Computers and Devices tasks
On the Computers And Devices tab, the Tasks pane always includes two separate lists, one 
above the other . At the top of the pane appears the Managed Computers And Devices Tasks 
list . This list is a common set of six tasks that you can perform on any computer or device that 
you select on the Results tab . The Managed Computers And Devices Tasks list is shown in 
Figure 5-10 . 

FIGURE 5-10  Managed Computers And Devices Tasks list

These six tasks are described in Table 5-7 . 

more Info tasks related to software updates and software deployment will be covered 

in detail in Chapter 9. tasks related to alerts, monitoring, and reporting will be covered in 

detail in Chapter 15.

TABLE 5-7  Managed Computers And Devices tasks

TASk DETAILS

View Recent Critical Alerts Starts the System Center Essentials console to display 
critical alerts from the last seven days for all managed 
devices .

Manage Updates Starts the System Center Essentials console to manage 
updates .

Create And Deploy A Software 
Package

Starts the System Center Essentials console to create and 
deploy a new software package .

Configure Update-Management 
Settings

Starts the Update Management Configuration Wizard in 
System Center Essentials .
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TABLE 5-7  Managed Computers And Devices tasks

TASk DETAILS

Discover Computers And Devices Starts the Computer And Device Management Wizard in 
System Center Essentials . This tool enables System Center 
Essentials to discover computers on the network so that 
you can then manage them in the Windows EBS Admi-
nistration Console and in System Center Essentials .

Alert Notification Options Opens the Alert Notification Options dialog box to 
 enable or disable sending alerts by e-mail for all 
 managed devices .

Beneath the Managed Computers And Devices Tasks list in the Tasks pane is the special 
tasks list, which is named for the computer selected in the Results pane . For instance, if the 
computer selected in the Results pane is named Client1, the special tasks list in the Tasks pane 
is named CLIENT1 Tasks, as shown in Figure 5-11 .

 
FIGURE 5-11  Special tasks available for a computer named Client1

There are four versions of the special tasks list—the version shown in Figure 5-11, which 
is reserved both for clients and for non–Windows EBS servers on the network, and another 
for each of the three Windows EBS servers . Figure 5-12, Figure 5-13, and Figure 5-14 display 
the task lists associated with the Management Server, the Security Server, and the Messaging 
Server, respectively .
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FIGURE 5-12 The special tasks list for the Management Server

FIGURE 5-13 The special tasks list for the Security Server
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FIGURE 5-14 The special tasks list for the Messaging Server

Table 5-8 describes the tasks that appear on the special tasks lists . Most of these tasks will 
be discussed in more detail in other chapters of this book .

TABLE 5-8 Special tasks

TASk DETAILS 

View Recent Alerts Starts the System Center Essentials console to display alerts 
from the last seven days for the device .

View Computer Details Starts the System Center Essentials console to display 
 hardware and software details for the computer .

View Update Deployment 
Status Report

Starts the System Center Essentials console to display an 
Update Deployment status report for the device . 

Ping Device Opens a Command Prompt window to ping the device .

View Performance Starts the System Center Essentials console to display the 
performance of the device .

Services Console Starts the Services console on the device .

Event Viewer Starts the Event Viewer console on the device .

Computer Management Starts the Computer Management console on the device .

Server Manager Starts the Server Manager console on the device .

Active Directory Users And 
Computers Console

Starts the Active Directory Users and Computers console on 
the device .
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TABLE 5-8 Special tasks

TASk DETAILS 

System Center Essentials 
Console

Starts the System Center Essentials console on the device . 
(Management Server only)

DHCP Console Starts the DHCP console on the device .

DNS Console Starts the DNS Management console on the device .

Share And Storage Manage-
ment

Starts the Share and Storage Management console on the 
device .

Print Manager Starts the Print Management console on the device .

IIS Manager Starts the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager 
console on the device .

Exchange Management 
Console

Starts the Exchange Management Console on the device . 
(Security Server and Messaging Server only)

Forefront Threat Management 
Gateway Console

Starts the Forefront TMG console on the device . (Security 
Server only)

Connect To Computer Starts Remote Desktop Connection to connect to the 
device .

Connect Using Remote 
 Assistance

Starts Windows Remote Assistance to connect to the client 
computer that is running a Windows XP or Windows Vista 
operating system .

Restart Computer Opens the Restart Computer dialog box to confirm that the 
computer will be restarted remotely .

note One of the most important tasks available to you in the tasks pane is Connect 

Using Remote assistance. typically, users need to send a Remote assistance invitation to an 

administrator before the administrator can offer Remote assistance. Because of the 

complexity involved in sending an invitation, this feature tends to be under used. But in 

Windows EBS, the feature is automatically configured to allow an administrator to offer 

assistance without any invitation. It is important as an administrator that you add this 

feature to your active tool set so that you can connect to users’ desktops when they have a 

technical issue.
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Users And Groups Tab

The Users And Groups tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console brings together the 
most common user and group management tasks from other tools and also introduces a new 
tool—the New User Account Wizard . Using this tab is the preferred method for managing 
user and group objects in Windows EBS .  

The Users And Groups tab includes two pages . The User Management page is shown in 
Figure 5-15, and the Group Management page is shown later, in Figure 5-28 (on page 215) .

FIGURE 5-15 The User Management page of the Users And Groups tab of the Windows EBS 
 Administration Console

User Management page
The User Management page on the Users And Groups tab enables you to add, view, and 
modify user accounts in Windows EBS . As with the other pages in the Windows EBS Adminis-
tration Console, the User Management page includes three panes:

n Results pane Lists the user accounts in AD DS .

n Details pane For the user account that is selected in the Results pane, shows 
 detailed user information, account status, and AD DS groups that the user belongs to .

n Tasks pane Includes administrative tasks related to user accounts, tasks such as 
 creating a new user account and resetting a user password .
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The tasks you can perform in the Tasks pane of the User Management page are presented 
in Table 5-9 . Four of these features are then described in more detail after the table .

TABLE 5-9 User Management page tasks

TASk DETAILS 

New User Account Starts the New User Account Wizard to create and configure a 
user account in Windows EBS . 

Choose Folder For 
 Documents Redirection

Opens the Choose Documents Redirection Folder dialog box to 
specify a shared folder where the users’ Documents folders can 
be redirected .

Change User Account 
Properties

Opens the User Account Properties dialog box for the user 
 account selected in the Results pane .

Reset User Account 
Password

Opens the Reset User Account Password dialog box for the user 
account selected in the Results pane .

Disable User Account For an enabled user account selected in the Results pane, opens 
the Disable User Account dialog box to disable access to the 
network and release the CAL for Windows EBS .

Enable User Account For a disabled user account selected in the Results pane, opens 
the Enable User Account dialog box to allow access to the 
 network and assign a CAL for Windows EBS .

Remove User Account For a disabled user account selected in the Results pane, opens 
the Enable User Account dialog box to allow access to the 
 network and assign a CAL for Windows EBS .

New User account Wizard
The New User Account Wizard is a new tool that is native to Windows EBS and to the Windows 
EBS Administration Console . The wizard guides you through the process of creating a user 
account, adding user information, setting an initial password, assigning the user account to 
groups, assigning a client access license (CAL) to the account, setting up e-mail for the user, 
restricting mailbox size, and redirecting the user’s Documents folder to a network share . 

The advantage of the New User Account Wizard is that it integrates steps from several 
different tools . For this reason, it is highly recommended that you use this wizard to add an 
account instead of using other built-in Windows tools you might have used in the past .

To add a new user account with the New User Account Wizard, follow these steps:

 1. Click Start, click All Programs, click Windows Essential Business Server, and then click 
Windows Essential Business Server Administration Console .
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 2. Click the Users And Groups tab, click User Management, and then in the Tasks pane, 
click New User Account . The Getting Started page of the New User Account Wizard 
appears, as shown in Figure 5-16 . 

FIGURE 5-16 The Getting Started page of the New User Account Wizard

 3. Read all of the text on the page, and then click Next .

 4. If you do not have a CAL available, a warning message appears on the Check Prerequisites 
page, as shown in Figure 5-17 . Without a CAL, the user can log on to the network only 
from a licensed device . Click Next .

FIGURE 5-17 The Check Prerequisites page of the New User Account Wizard
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 5. On the Add User Information page, shown in Figure 5-18, do the following:

• Type the user’s name in the First Name and Last Name text boxes .

• Type the User Account Name and E-Mail Address, or select them from the lists .

• Type the optional information, if you want to, and then click Next .

FIGURE 5-18 The Add User Information page of the New User Account Wizard

 6.  On the Set Password page, shown in Figure 5-19, type and confirm an initial password 
for the user account . Click Next .

FIGURE 5-19 The Set Password page of the New User Account Wizard
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note From this point forward in the wizard, you can click add on any remaining page 

to complete the wizard with default settings. For the defaults, the wizard uses the 

 settings that were applied when you last created a user account, including those 

settings used for CaL and group assignments. You can confirm the settings on the 

 Summary page. 

 7. On the Assign To Groups page, shown in Figure 5-20, do the following:

 a. Click a group name in the Available Groups list . To choose multiple groups, hold 
down the Ctrl key and click the additional groups .

 b. Click Assign to add the user account to the selected groups .

 c. To remove the user account from a group, click the group name in the Member Of 
list, and then click Remove .

 d. Click Next .

note the user account is added by default to the Domain Users group.

FIGURE 5-20 The Assign To Groups page of the New User Account Wizard

 8. On the Assign CAL page, shown in Figure 5-21, you are prompted to select the type of 
CAL available to the user . Do one of the following:

• To restrict the user to log on to the network only from licensed devices, click None, 
and then click Next .
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note If you choose to not assign a CaL, the new user may be able to log on to the 

Windows EBS network from an unlicensed device for up to two hours. after this time, 

the user must be licensed or must log on to the network from a licensed device.

• To assign a CAL to the user account, click Standard Edition CAL or Premium  Edition 
CAL, and then click Next . This allows a user to log on to the network from any 
 device .

note the CaL assignment options that are available depend on the CaL packs that 

are installed and the number of CaLs that you have assigned to other user accounts and 

to devices.

note CaLs may be removed or switched between premium and Standard at any later 

time.

FIGURE 5-21 The Assign CAL page of the New User Account Wizard

 9. On the Mailbox page, shown in Figure 5-22, you can restrict the size of the new user’s 
mailbox . (The mailbox is automatically created by the wizard .) Do one of the following:

• To set up the mailbox without quotas, click Don’t Set A Mailbox Quota, and then 
click Next .

• To use the default mailbox quotas, click Use Mailbox Database Defaults, and then 
click Next .
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• To specify custom mailbox quotas, click Set Customized Mailbox Quotas For This 
User Account, type a size (in kilobytes) in each of the three boxes, and then click 
Next .

FIGURE 5-22 The Mailbox page of the New User Account Wizard

 10. On the Redirect Documents page, shown in Figure 5-23, you can redirect the user’s 
Documents folder to a shared folder on a server . (Documents by default are redirected 
to \\<MGMTSERVER>\UserMyDocs\<USERNAME>\Documents, where “<MGMTSERVER>” 
is the NetBIOS name of the Management Server and “<USERNAME>” is the logon 
name of the new user .) 

Choose one of the following options:

• To redirect the user’s Documents folder, select the Redirect The User’s Documents 
Folder To A Shared Folder check box, and then click Next .

• To leave the user’s Documents folder on the user’s client computer, clear the 
Redirect The User’s Documents Folder To A Shared Folder check box, and then click 
Next .
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FIGURE 5-23 The Redirect Documents page of the New User Account Wizard

 11. On the Summary page, verify that all of the settings are correct, and then click Add .

note If you want to change any user information, click previous to return to a 

 previous page in the wizard. after you make the changes, click add to return to the 

Summary page.

 12. The Adding New Account page displays all of the tasks that are being performed to set 
up the new user account .

 13. On the Finish page, click Close .

note When you run the New User account Wizard, remember that the settings you 

choose will act as the default settings for the wizard the next time you run the tool. Be 

careful: If you don’t remember this, it is very easy to add a new user to an administrator 

group unintentionally.
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Choose Folder For Documents Redirection task
Clicking the Choose Folder For Documents Redirection task in the Tasks pane of the Users 
And Groups tab opens the Choose Documents Redirection Folder dialog box, shown in 
Figure 5-24 .

FIGURE 5-24 Choosing a new redirection folder for new users

This dialog box allows an administrator to specify a network path for the redirected 
Documents folder . This setting affects the user accounts on which you have enabled Docu-
ments folder redirection by using the Windows EBS Administration Console, either in the New 
User Account Wizard or on the Storage tab of the user properties dialog box . It also sets the 
default Documents folder redirection path for all user accounts you later create through the 
New User Account Wizard and on which you enable Documents folder redirection . 

The address specified in the Target Folder text box configures the Path setting in a Group 
Policy object (GPO) named Folder Redirection Group Policy . This GPO, which is automatically 
created in Windows EBS and is linked to the domain level, configures Documents folder 
 redirection for members of the global group named MmsFolderRedirection . The Folder 
 Redirection Group Policy GPO is shown in Figure 5-25 .
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FIGURE 5-25 The Folder Redirection Group Policy GPO

Important Other Group policy settings may override this setting. If a user’s folders are 

being redirected to a folder other than the one you specify here, you should use the Group 

policy Management Console to troubleshoot the problem.

The global group MmsFolderRedirection is automatically created by Windows EBS but 
is hidden in the Windows EBS Administration Console . (You can, however, see this group 
in the Users container in Active Directory Users and Computers .) Windows EBS adds to this 
group the user accounts on which you have enabled Documents folder redirection by using 
the Windows EBS Administration Console, either in the New User Account Wizard or on the 
 Storage tab of the user properties dialog box .
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note technically, you can enable Documents folder redirection for an account by using 

active Directory Users and Computers to manually add and remove users to this 

 MmsFolderRedirection group. however, it is recommended that you do not manually 

 adjust the members of this group except to troubleshoot. 

Important For the Choose Folder For Documents Redirection task, the default share is 

already created and configured with the proper permissions. however, if you choose 

another path, you must manually create the specified folder and configure the permissions 

properly. Setting the proper permissions is critical; in the Choose Documents Redirection 

Folder dialog box, be sure to click the link named “What permission Settings Does the 

target Folder Need?” and then create the permissions exactly as described in the associ-

ated article.

real World Using PowerShell to Quickly Change Permissions

W indows EBS automatically creates on the Management Server a shared folder 

named UserMyDocs in which to store the Documents folder. If you prefer 

to store the Documents folder in another location, you can easily copy the correct 

permissions from the default source folder and assign those permissions to another 

folder by using powerShell. the syntax is as follows.

Get-ACL –path <OLD_USERMYDOCSFOLDER> | Set-ACL –path <NEW_USERMYDOCSFOLDER>

where <OLD_USERMYDOCSFOLDER> is the full path to the original UserMyDocs 

folder created during setup and <NEW_USERMYDOCSFOLDER> is the full path to 

the new folder.

Consider the following example.

get-acl -Path D:\UserMyDocs | set-acl -path E:\UserMyDocs

Change User account properties task
Clicking the Change User Account Properties task in the Tasks pane opens the properties 
dialog box of the user selected in the Results pane . An example of this dialog box is shown in 
Figure 5-26 .
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FIGURE 5-26  A user properties dialog box opened in the Windows EBS Administration Console

note this dialog box enables you to configure all of the same settings as those you can 

configure by using the New User account Wizard. as with the wizard, this properties dialog 

box available through the Windows EBS administration Console consolidates settings 

drawn from many other sources. It is therefore most efficient to create and manage users 

through the Windows EBS administration Console. 

Reset User account password task
Clicking the Reset User Account Password task in the Tasks pane opens the Reset User 
 Account Password dialog box, shown in Figure 5-27 .

FIGURE 5-27 Resetting a user password in the Windows EBS Administration Console
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This functionality is provided in the Windows EBS Administration Console for convenience 
and to ensure that the most common administrative tasks can be performed in this single 
console .

Important Resetting a password causes a user to lose access to all Encrypted File 

 System (EFS)–encrypted files, personal certificates, and stored passwords.

Group Management page
The Group Management page on the Users And Groups tab is where you can create, configure, 
delete, and assign members to security groups and distribution lists . Specifically, you can use 
the Group Management page to perform the following administrative tasks:

n Add a security group or distribution list

n View members of a group

n Change group properties

n Add or remove group members

n Remove a security group or distribution list

n Configure Group Policy settings

The page, which is shown in Figure 5-28, includes the following three panes:

n Results pane Lists the security groups and distribution lists in the domain . 

note MmsFolderRedirection and other groups with the showInadvancedViewOnly 

flag set in their aD DS attribute settings are hidden from view in the Windows EBS 

administration Console.

n Details pane Shows detailed group information, properties, and membership for 
the group that is selected in the Results pane .

n Tasks pane Includes administrative tasks, such as creating a new group, that are 
related to group management .
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FIGURE 5-28  The Group Management page of the Users And Groups tab in the Windows EBS Adminis-
tration Console

The tasks you can perform in the Tasks pane of the Group Management page are pre-
sented in Table 5-10 .

TABLE 5-10  Group Management page tasks

TASkS DETAILS 

New Group Opens the New Group dialog box to create a security group or 
distribution list . This is the same dialog box that you can use to 
create a new group in the Active Directory Users and Groups console .

Start Group Policy 
Management  
Console

Starts the Group Policy Management Console (Gpmc .exe), the main 
tool used to manage Group Policy . This is the same tool that you 
can access through Administrative Tools on the Start Menu .
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TABLE 5-10  Group Management page tasks

TASkS DETAILS 

Change Group 
 Properties

For the group account selected in the Results pane, this task opens 
the Group Account Properties dialog box .

Remove Group For the group account selected in the Results pane, this task opens 
the Remove Group dialog box to confirm deletion of the group 
from AD DS .

Note that groups marked with isCriticalSystemObject=TRUE in their 
Active Directory attributes will not present a Remove Group task in 
the Tasks pane .

adding a Security Group or Distribution List
Use the following procedure to add a new security group or distribution list to AD DS .

 1. Click Start, click All Programs, click Windows Essential Business Server, and then click 
Windows Essential Business Server Administration Console .

 2. Click the Users And Groups tab, and then click Group Management .

 3. In the Tasks pane, click New Group .

 4. In the New Group dialog box, shown in Figure 5-29, type a group name in the Group 
Name text box . You can also type a description in the Description text box .

FIGURE 5-29 Creating a new group 

 5. Choose a type for the group:

• To add a distribution list, click Distribution, type the e-mail address of the group, 
and then click Create Group . 

• To add a security group, click Security, and then click Create Group . By default, 
security groups are created as global groups .
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note E-mail address is a required field for distribution groups. Security groups can omit 

this field. 

Selecting Create Group first validates the group name, description, and e-mail address for 
length and illegal characters . After this check has passed, the e-mail alias is validated against 
Exchange . AD DS is queried to make sure that the group name and alias are unique . Finally, 
the group is created in the domain, and an Exchange distribution group is created if you have 
specified an e-mail address .

Changing Group properties
Clicking the Change Group Properties link opens the properties dialog box for the selected 
group . This properties dialog box is similar to the one you would see if you double-clicked the 
group in Active Directory Users and Computers . However, this properties dialog box includes 
an additional fifth tab (Attribute Editor) beyond the four shown in Active Directory Users and 
Computers . 

The properties dialog box for the Finance Managers group is shown in Figure 5-30 .

FIGURE 5-30 A group properties dialog box

On the General tab, you can change the group name, description, e-mail address, scope, 
and type . You should use the Members and Members Of tabs to adjust group membership 
for the group account . The Managed By tab enables you to specify a user account as the 
manager of the group .
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The Attribute Editor tab contains configurable attributes for the group that are stored in 
AD DS . For example, when the isCriticalSystemObject attribute is set to TRUE, as shown in 
Figure 5-31, the Remove Group task will not appear on the Tasks pane when the group is 
selected in the Results pane of the Windows EBS Administration Console . 

FIGURE 5-31 The Attribute Editor tab of a group properties dialog box

Licenses Tab

The Licenses tab is where you can monitor, install, and manage client access licenses (CALs) 
for Windows EBS . 

The Licenses tab is shown in Figure 5-32 .
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FIGURE 5-32 The Licenses tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console

Windows EBS Licensing Fundamentals
Before you can use the Licenses tab to manage licenses in Windows EBS, you need to 
 understand how Windows EBS licensing works . This next section provides information about 
the licensing terms for Windows EBS . 

In Windows EBS, the licensing requirements are consolidated for Windows Server 2008, 
 Exchange Server, System Center Essentials, Forefront TMG, and the Windows EBS technologies . 
A single Windows EBS server or client license enables access to all Windows EBS components .

Built-in Server Licenses
Windows EBS includes built-in licenses that are automatically assigned to the Management 
Server, Security Server, and Messaging Server . Other servers detected in the domain are also 
assigned a built-in license automatically . These built-in licenses allow any user to log on to 
the network directly from the servers . You do not need to assign a separate device CAL for 
Windows EBS to any of these servers, and you cannot unassign the built-in licenses .

note It may take up to two hours for a built-in license to be assigned after you join a 

server to the domain. 
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User Client access Licenses
Unlike servers, every client connection to the Windows EBS network requires a client access 
license (CAL) to provide the network user with access to Windows EBS resources . CALs must 
be assigned to user accounts or devices . If you do not assign a user CAL to a user account, the 
user can log on to the network only from a licensed device . 

A user CAL allows a user with an account to access network resources in Windows EBS . 
With this type of CAL, a user can log on to Windows EBS from any networked device . A user 
CAL might be practical for a user in your organization who needs roaming access and uses 
multiple devices .

User CALs for Windows EBS are available in two editions:

n Standard Edition provides access to network services such as e-mail, shared folders, 
print services, and remote access .

n Premium Edition provides access to network services and the Premium Technologies, 
such as Microsoft SQL Server .

The Windows EBS product software includes a CAL pack for five user CALs that you install 
during your initial network configuration . By default, Windows EBS automatically assigns a 
separate preinstalled user CAL to the built-in Administrator account on the Management 
Server . If the Administrator account is disabled or you use a different account for domain 
administration, you must assign a user CAL to the account that you use for domain admin-
istration . You must use a licensed domain-administrator account to add computers to the 
domain .

To install additional CALs, you purchase a product key for a user CAL pack and then use 
the Install CAL Packs Wizard to install and register the CAL pack . You can assign a user CAL to 
a single user account only . You can reassign this CAL from one user account to another .

Device Client access Licenses
A device CAL allows a particular computer or device in your domain to access network 
 resources . From a licensed device, any user in your domain can log on to the network . A 
 device CAL might be practical if you have multiple users in your organization (for example, 
shift workers) who share a single computer or device .

Device CALs for Windows EBS are available in two editions:

n Standard Edition provides access to network services such as e-mail, shared folders, 
print services, and remote access .

n Premium Edition provides access to network services and the Premium Technologies, 
such as Microsoft SQL Server .
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To install device CALs, you purchase a product key for a device CAL pack and then use the 
Install CAL Packs Wizard to install and register the CAL pack . You can assign a device CAL to a 
single device only . You can reassign this CAL from one device to another .

temporary Client access Licenses
If you do not have a CAL available to assign to a user account or device, Windows EBS allows 
you to assign a temporary CAL until you bring your CALs into compliance . Windows EBS 
includes five temporary CALs .

Install a Client access License pack
Before you can install a CAL pack, you must:

n Complete Windows activation on the Windows EBS servers .

n Identify the 25-character alphanumeric product key for the CAL pack . When you 
 purchase a CAL pack, a product key is supplied .

n Have Internet access from the Management Server .

note You cannot install a CaL pack that will cause the total number of CaLs for Windows 

EBS to exceed 300.

Use the Install CAL Packs Wizard to install CAL packs for Windows EBS . The wizard guides 
you to install and activate your CALs . After the CALs are activated, they are stored in a secure 
license store and validated for integrity .

To install a CAL pack, follow these steps:

 1. Click Start, click All Programs, click Windows Essential Business Server, and then click 
Windows Essential Business Server Administration Console .

 2. Click the Licenses tab, and then in the Tasks pane, click Install CAL Packs to start the 
Install CAL Packs Wizard .

 3. On the Before You Begin page of the Install CAL Packs Wizard, click Next . Then install 
one or more CAL packs by using the wizard . Use the information provided in Table 5-11 
to help you .
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TABLE 5-11 Install CAL Packs Wizard pages

INSTALL CAL PACkS 

WIzARD PAGE DETAILS 

License Agreement After reading the agreement carefully, select the appropriate option . 

Add CAL Pack Keys Type or copy the product key for a CAL pack in the Product Key text 
box, and then click Add . You can provide the keys for multiple CAL 
packs . 

Summary Before installing the CAL packs, the wizard lists the information that 
you provided . Click Install to begin the installation process, or return 
to a previous page to make changes .

The Installing CAL Packs page displays the progress of the CAL pack 
installation, and the status appears on the Finish page .

 4. After completing the wizard, return to the Administration Console, select the Licenses 
tab, and then click License Management and make the following verifications: 

• Confirm that the licenses have been added by checking the entries in the Edition 
and Total columns . 

• View the Status column to see if your CALs are in compliance with the licensing 
terms for Windows EBS .

Also consider the following when installing a CAL pack:

n A CAL pack can be reinstalled on Windows EBS if necessary . However, there can be 
only one instance of the CAL pack installed .

n You cannot install a CAL pack that will cause the total number of CALs for Windows 
EBS to exceed 300 .

n After you install a CAL pack, you can assign the CALs to specific user accounts or 
 devices . CALs can be reassigned as often as required .

Best praCtICes It is a good practice to export the contents of this page to XML after 

adding a CaL pack.

Windows EBS Licensing Restrictions and Requirements
There is a limit to the number of client and servers you can use in a Windows EBS network . 
The following shows the maximum number of CALs and servers that are allowed by the 
licensing terms for Windows EBS:

n CALs 300 (any combination of Windows EBS user CALs and device CALs)

n Servers 14 (including the servers for Windows EBS)
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more Info If your organization requires more CaLs than are permitted by the licensing 

terms for Windows EBS, or you have requirements for a network configuration that is not 

supported by Windows EBS, contact Microsoft for information about other server licensing 

options. 

To be compliant with the licensing terms, your Windows EBS environment must also meet 
the following requirements:

n Your Management Server and Messaging Server are domain controllers .

n Your Active Directory forest does not have a trust relationship with another forest .

n The primary domain controller and the domain naming master roles for AD DS are 
installed on the Management Server .

n The Messaging Server and Security Server are in the same domain as the Management 
Server .

n A child domain is not created from the Windows EBS domain .

n The Windows EBS domain is at the root of the Active Directory forest .

note Windows EBS uses CaLs to allow access to network resources, but it does not limit 

the number of user accounts in your domain. however, in the Windows EBS administration 

Console, you can display and manage a maximum of 1,000 user accounts. 

Windows EBS Licensing Grace period
The first 30 days after installing Windows EBS constitute a grace period when you can bring 
your CALs and your network environment into compliance . During the grace period: 

n Your users can log on to the network, whether or not you have  completed installing or 
assigning CALs to user accounts or devices .

n The restrictions on the number of servers and the configuration of Active Directory 
Domain Services are not enforced .

After the 30-day grace period, Windows EBS enforces the CAL limits and licensing terms, 
and it monitors for license compliance as part of the overall system health . To access network 
services, each user must be assigned a user CAL or log on from a licensed device . If monitor-
ing detects that the configuration of AD DS is out of compliance with the licensing terms, an 
alert appears in the System Health tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console .

If monitoring detects any of the three following conditions for 21 consecutive days, 
 Windows EBS attempts corrective action:

n If an Active Directory forest trust relationship is detected, Windows EBS attempts to 
remove it .
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n If the primary domain controller emulator and the domain naming master roles for AD 
DS are installed on a server other than the Management Server, Windows EBS transfers 
the roles to the Management Server .

n If a server for Windows EBS is out of compliance with the licensing terms for 
28  consecutive days, the server shuts down automatically . If the server is restarted but 
remains out of compliance, it shuts down automatically after another seven days . 

Monitoring for License Compliance
You can monitor and assign Windows EBS CALs to users and devices through the pages on 
the Licenses tab in the Administration Console . You are notified through the Windows EBS 
Administration Console if you exceed license limits so that you can maintain compliance with 
your license agreements .

more Info For more information about Windows EBS licensing, visit the Licensing 

Overview page on the Windows EBS Web site at http://www.microsoft.com/ebs/en/us

/licensing-overview.aspx or the Licensing FaQ at http://www.microsoft.com/ebs/en/us

/licensing-faq.aspx.

Licenses tab pages
The Licenses tab includes four pages: License Management, User Licenses, Device Licenses, 
and Installation History . The following sections describe how you can use these four tabs to 
monitor and manage licensing in your Windows EBS network .

License Management page
The License Management page on the Licenses tab shows whether the CALs for Windows 
EBS in your network are in compliance with the licensing terms for Windows EBS . This page 
is shown in Figure 5-33 . Note that when a CAL edition is not in compliance with the licensing 
terms for Windows EBS, the icon for the Licenses tab includes an error symbol . You should 
always look for this error symbol so that you can take administrative action to address licensing 
issues when they arise .

The License Management page includes three panes:

n Results pane Lists the CALs that are installed in Windows EBS . 

In the Results pane, the Status column informs you whether an adequate number of 
CALs are installed . 

The Temporary column (not shown in Figure 5-33) informs you how many temporary 
CALs have been assigned . Five temporary user CALs are available for assignment in 
addition to the five built-in CALs and any additional CAL packs you have installed . 
Assigning a temporary CAL to a user puts that CAL category in a noncompliant status . 

http://www.microsoft.com/ebs/en/us
http://www.microsoft.com/ebs/en/us
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The noncompliant status is reflected in the column by changing the status to “Non-
compliant” and changing the icon to a red X . The Licenses tab also displays a red X in 
this state .

n Details pane For the Windows EBS CAL edition that is selected in the Results pane, 
provides details on the number of CALs that are installed, assigned, and available for 
assignment .

n Tasks pane Lists the following two license management tasks:

• Install CAL Packs Starts the Install CAL Packs Wizard to install a CAL pack in 
 Windows EBS .

• Start TS Licensing Manager Starts the TS Licensing Manager console to 
 administer Terminal Services CALs . This executable is located in SYSTEMROOT%\
System32\licmgr .exe .

FIGURE 5-33 The License Management page of the Licenses tab in the Windows EBS Administra-
tion Console

User Licenses page
The User Licenses page enables you to manage CALs for the user accounts in Windows EBS . 
The page includes two panes:

n Results pane Lists the user accounts in the domain and the CALs that are assigned 
to them .
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n Tasks pane Lists the following three license management tasks:

• Install CAL Packs Starts the Install CAL Packs Wizard to install a CAL pack in 
 Windows EBS .

• Start TS Licensing Manager Starts the TS Licensing Manager console to administer 
Terminal Services CALs .

• Manage CAL Opens the Manage CAL dialog box, shown in Figure 5-34, which 
 allows you to assign or unassign a Windows EBS CAL associated with the user 
 account selected in the Results pane .

FIGURE 5-34 The Manage CAL dialog box

Device Licenses page
The Device Licenses page enables you to manage CALs for the devices in Windows EBS . The 
page includes two panes:

n Results pane Lists all computers with an AD DS account in the root domain and 
 indicates if device CALs have been assigned . The Edition column in this pane displays 
the built-in CALs for the Management Server, Security Server, and Messaging Server . 

n Tasks pane Lists the following three license management tasks:

• Install CAL Packs Starts the Install CAL Packs Wizard to install a CAL pack in 
 Windows EBS .

• Start TS Licensing Manager Starts the TS Licensing Manager console to admin-
ister Terminal Services CALs .

• Manage CAL Opens the Manage CAL dialog box, which allows you to assign 
or unassign a Windows EBS CAL associated with the device selected in the Results 
pane .
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Installation history page
The Installation History page, shown in Figure 5-35, displays the CAL packs that have been 
installed in Windows EBS . The tab includes two panes:

n Results pane Lists the CAL packs that have been installed in Windows EBS, including 
the product key, edition (Standard or Premium), installation date, and number of CALs .

n Tasks pane Lists the following two license management tasks:

• Install CAL Packs Starts the Install CAL Packs Wizard to install a CAL pack in 
 Windows EBS .

• Start TS Licensing Manager Starts the TS Licensing Manager console to admin-
ister Terminal Services CALs .

FIGURE 5-35 The Installation History page of the Licenses tab in the Windows EBS Administration Console

Managing Add-Ins

The Windows EBS Administration Console is extensible, which means that it can incorporate 
add-in programs from Microsoft and from non-Microsoft publishers . Add-ins extend the 
management capabilities of Windows EBS to include additional security components, system 
applications, and business applications . 

Installing an add-In
To install an add-in for Windows EBS, use the installation program that is provided by the 
publisher . Some add-ins may require that you install additional software on a server for 
 Windows EBS or on a separate server .

After you have installed the add-in, the add-in is enabled in Windows EBS . You can use the 
Windows EBS Administration Console to do the following: 

n Monitor the add-in on one of the existing pages of the console or on a new page, 
depending on the design of the add-in .

n Perform administrative and management tasks that the add-in supports .

n Disable or enable the add-in, by using the Manage Add-Ins dialog box .
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more Info to browse a catalog of add-ins for Windows EBS, visit http://go.microsoft.com/

fwlink/?LinkId=112017.

administer an add-In
To monitor and perform administrative tasks with an add-in, use the Windows EBS Admin-
istration Console . Add-ins can appear in the Windows EBS Administration Console on the 
Security tab, or they can appear on either of two new tabs that are reserved for add-ins: 

n System Applications tab Each add-in found on this tab is reserved its own page 
on the tab . 

n Business Applications tab Each add-in found on this tab is reserved its own page 
on the tab . 

Figure 5-36 shows the Business Applications tab and the Windows SharePoint Services 
page .

FIGURE 5-36 The Business Applications page of the Windows EBS Administration Console

Enable or Disable an add-In
To enable or disable an add-in by using the Windows EBS Administration Console, use the 
Manage Add-Ins dialog box .

http://go.microsoft.com/
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To enable or disable an add-in, follow these steps:

 1. Click Start, click All Programs, click Windows Essential Business Server, and then click 
Windows Essential Business Server Administration Console .

 2. On the File menu, click Manage Add-Ins .

 3. In the Manage Add-Ins dialog box, do one of the following:

• To enable an add-in, select the check box for the add-in .

• To disable an add-in, clear the check box for the add-in .

 4. Click OK .

You must restart the Windows EBS Administration Console for your configuration 
changes to take effect .

Unregister an add-In
If you need to troubleshoot an add-in, you can unregister an add-in by renaming, moving, or 
deleting the  .addin configuration file, which is located in the add-in registration folder on the 
Management Server . This prevents the Administration Console from loading the add-in .

Important If you delete an .addin configuration file, you must reinstall the add-in to 

use it in the Windows EBS administration Console.

To unregister an add-in, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the Management Server with an account that is a member of the Adminis-
trators group .

 2. In Windows Explorer, browse to the %SYSTEMDRIVE%\Program Files\Windows Essential 
Business\Bin\Registration\Tabs folder .

 3. Depending on the add-in, locate the  .addin configuration file in one of the following 
folders:

• BusinessApplications For an add-in that is managed from the Business 
 Applications tab .

• Security\Adapters For a security component add-in that is managed from the 
Security tab .

• SystemApplications For an add-in that is managed from the System Applica-
tions tab .

 4. Change the name of the  .addin file (for example, change the file name extension to 
 .txt), move it, or delete it .

 5. To complete unregistration of the add-in, you must restart the Windows EBS Adminis-
tration Console .
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MMSUtils Command-Line Tool

MMSUtils .exe is a command-line tool that is automatically installed in the C:\Windows\ 
Program Files\Windows Essential Business Server\bin directory on all three Windows EBS 
servers . Although the utility isn’t part of the Windows EBS Administration Console, it is one of 
the key administrative tools native to Windows EBS .  

MMSUtils .exe simplifies the completion of two complex administrative tasks: renewing 
Web certificates on the Security Server and Messaging Server, and changing an IP address 
on any of the Windows EBS servers . Because of their complexity, these tasks tend to lead to 
configuration errors . The purpose of MMSUtils .exe is to avoid these configuration errors by 
automating the many components steps of these two tasks .  

MMSUtils Switches
The MMSUtils utility includes four switches:

n /h This switch displays the Help screen shown in Figure 5-37 .

FIGURE 5-37 The MMSUtils .exe Help screen

n /updatecert This switch, which must be run on the Management Server, renews the 
Web publishing certificates on the Security Server and Messaging Server .

n /export This switch allows you to save Windows EBS configuration data to an XML 
file .

n /changeip This switch enables you to change an IP address of any of the three 
Windows EBS servers .

The following sections describe in detail the /updatecert, /export, and /changeip switches .

MMSUtils /updatecert
The MMSUtils /updatecert command launches the Update Certificates Wizard . This wizard 
allows an administrator to renew the Web publishing certificates on the Security Server and 
Messaging Server . By default, certificates created by the Management Server’s root certification 
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authority (CA) will expire at two years from the date of installation . The Update Certificates 
Wizard renews the certificates by first creating a new certificate, then installing the certificates 
on the Security Server and Messaging Server, and finally restarting necessary services . This 
wizard must be run from the Management Server .

note to launch the Update Certificates Wizard from the Start Menu on the Management 

Server, click Start, point to all programs, click Windows Essential Business Server, click 

tools, and then click Change Ip address Settings. 

Note the following important points before running the Update Certificates Wizard:

n The Update Certificate Wizard can renew only certificates issued by the Windows 
EBS–installed CA . Do not renew the Security Server certificate if a third-party public 
certificate has been installed . (Doing so will require manual configuration of the Web 
listener in Forefront TMG to restore the certificate settings .)

n This wizard will cause any Web site published with the default self-signed root CA 
certificate to temporarily stop responding to requests . Existing connections will need 
to reconnect .

n If clients are unable to connect after the certificate is updated, first use Internet 
 Options to clear the browser cache and the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) state on the 
client computer . If the problem persists, the user might need to log off or even restart 
the computer in order to reconnect .

n As with all self-signed CAs, the root certificate must be imported onto the  client 
machine . It is important to note that merely updating the Web certificate does 
not  necessitate the replacement of the root certificate on clients where it has been 
 manually imported . The root CA certificate is good for 10 years .

Before You Begin page
The Before You Begin page, shown in Figure 5-38, is the first page of the Update Certificates 
Wizard . This page informs you of the function of the wizard and reminds you to run the 
wizard during a scheduled maintenance period .
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FIGURE 5-38 The Before You Begin page of the Update Certificates Wizard

User-account Details page
The User-Account Details page, shown in Figure 5-39, prompts the user for domain admin-
istrator credentials . Note that the Domain Name text box requires the AD DS domain name, 
not the name of the published domain on the Web site .

note after you click Next, the Ca for the domain is queried. Querying the Ca and 

 servers may take several minutes. During the query, the wizard connects to the Messaging 

and Security servers’ Web application. this may take several minutes to load the .NEt 

binaries as they run for the first time.
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FIGURE 5-39 The User-Account Details page of the Update Certificates Wizard

Choose Certificates page
On the Choose Certificates page, shown in Figure 5-40, the Messaging Server and Security 
Server are displayed . Neither is selected by default . Both servers can be updated at the same 
time .

note the Choose Certificates page describes how the certificates are used. the certifi-

cate being replaced on the Messaging Server is used for SSL connections from Security to 

Messaging internally. Its subject always corresponds to the server’s NetBIOS name. the 

Security Server’s certificate is used by Forefront tMG to publish terminal Services Gateway 

and SSL Web sites such as Outlook Web access. the certificate’s subject corresponds to the 

”RemoteaccessURL=” setting under the keywords value in aD DS under CN=ISaSetuptask, 

CN=MMSConfiguration,CN=Services,CN=Configuration,DC=<FQDN>.

Important Do not choose to replace the Security Server certificate if you have replaced 

the Windows EBS–issued certificate with a certificate from a third-party Ca.
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FIGURE 5-40 The Choose Certificates page of the Updates Certificate Wizard

progress Of the Update page
When this page is displayed, the wizard connects to the local CA and requests new certificate 
updates for the two Web sites . This step is equivalent to issuing the certificates manually 
in the Certificate Authority console .

On the Messaging Server, the following actions are taken during this process:

 1. The Terminal Server Gateway Service is stopped .

 2. SSL is enabled on the default Web site using the value of the certificate’s hash on port 443 .

Important the Web site is always passed as site 1. If IIS or Exchange has been 

 manually reinstalled, this value will differ and the installation will fail. In this case, the 

certificate must be imported manually.

 3. Terminal Services Gateway is configured to use the certificate .

 4. The Terminal Services Gateway Service is restarted .

On the Security Server, the following actions are taken during the renewal process:

 1. The Firewall Service is stopped .

Important this is a potentially dangerous action because all connectivity will be 

temporarily lost. this wizard should never be run remotely without the express under-

standing that if the Firewall Service hangs or fails to restart properly, an administrator 

will need to log on to the local console or restart the server.
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 2. Any existing certificates are unbound from the External Web Listener .

note If no certificates are currently bound to the listener, the wizard will fail.  

 3. The new certificates hash is applied to the External Web Listener, and the settings are 
saved .

 4. The Firewall Service is restarted .

note there is no SSL certificate installed by default on the default Web site on the 

Security Server.

Verifying the Settings
After you complete the wizard, you should use the Certification Authority console on the 
Management Server to verify that the certificates were created and installed correctly . Look 
for new Web Server certificates, as shown in Figure 5-41 .

FIGURE 5-41 The Certification Authority console shows that two new Web Server certificates were 
 created . 

MMSUtils /export
The MMSUtils /export command launches the Export Configuration Wizard, which exports 
the Windows EBS configuration store to an  .xml file . (You can find this data in AD DS under   
CN=MMSConfiguration,CN=Services,CN=Configuration,DC=<fqdn>, as shown in Figure 5-42 .)  

You must run this command on the Management Server .

note You can launch the Export Configuration Wizard from the Start Menu on the 

Management Server by clicking Start, pointing to all programs, clicking Windows Essential 

Business Server, clicking tools, and then clicking Export Configuration. 
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FIGURE 5-42 The Windows EBS Configuration store

The default export location is %USERPROFILE%\Documents\ConfigurationExport .xml .  

note there is no corresponding import option.  

note You can also export this same data in .txt format by using the following command.

Ldifde –d “CN=MMSConfiguration,CN=Services,CN=Configuration,DC=<fqdn>” –f 

mmsconfig.txt –l keywords

where <fqdn> is the domain name. For example, 

Ldifde –d “CN=MMSConfiguration,CN=Services,CN=Configuration,DC=contoso,DC=com” 

–f mmsconfig.txt –l keywords”

MMSUtils /changeip
The MMSutils /changeip command launches the Change IP Address Settings Wizard . Through 
this wizard, you can easily change either the internal IP address of any of the three Windows 
EBS servers or the external IP address of the Security Server . You must run this tool on the 
server whose IP address you want to change .

note You can also launch the Change Ip address Settings Wizard from the Start Menu on 

the Management Server, Security Server, or Messaging Server by clicking Start, pointing to 

all programs, clicking Windows Essential Business Server, clicking tools, and then clicking 

Change Ip address Settings. 

When you change the IP address settings on one of the servers, the wizard automatically 
reconfigures your Windows EBS network to maintain connections between the servers . In 
addition to the IP address settings of the adapter that you choose, the wizard modifies one or 
more of the following: 

n Settings for the DHCP Server service and the DNS Server service on the Management 
Server
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n Network settings for Forefront TMG on the Security Server

n Windows EBS settings in AD DS on the Management Server

Important Do not use native tools in Windows Server 2008 to change the Ip address 

settings of a network adapter on a server for Windows EBS. If you already changed Ip 

 address settings manually, first restore the previous Ip address settings before running the 

Change Ip address Settings Wizard.

Important It is highly recommended that you avoid running this wizard remotely. In 

the case of the Security Server, there will be a loss of connectivity. the other servers may 

be temporarily unavailable.  

To change the IP address settings of a network adapter: 

 1. Log on to the Management Server, Security Server, or Messaging Server with an 
 account that is a member of the Domain Admins group .

 2. Open an elevated command prompt, and then type mmsutils /changeip . The Change 
IP Address Settings Wizard appears .

 3. On the Before You Begin page, read the instructions, and then do one of the following: 

• If you are running the wizard on the Management Server or the Messaging Server, 
click Check to verify the connections from the server to the other two servers for 
Windows EBS, and then proceed to step 5 .

• If you are running the wizard on the Security Server, click Next, and then perform 
step 4 . 

 4. If you are running the wizard on the Security Server, on the Choose A Network Adapter 
page, do one of the following:

• If you want to change the internal address of the Security Server, choose Internal 
Network Adapter, and then click Check to test the connections from the server to 
the other two Windows EBS servers . If the tests are successfully completed, click 
Next . If the connectivity tests are not successfully completed, you must fix this 
 connectivity problem before proceeding .

• If you want to change the external address of the Security Server, choose External 
Network Adapter, and then click Next .

 5. On the Choose IP Address Settings page, shown in Figure 5-43, do one of the following:

• If you are changing the external address of the Security Server and want to use 
DHCP to configure the new IP address settings, click Use DHCP To Automatically 
Configure The IP Address Settings, and then click Change . Otherwise, click Manu-
ally Configure The IP Address Settings, type the new IPv4 settings for the network 
adapter, and then click Change . 
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• If you are changing the IP address settings of an internal adapter on any of the 
three Windows EBS servers, type the new IPv4 settings for the network adapter, and 
then click Change .

FIGURE 5-43 The Choose IP Address Settings page of the Change IP Address Settings Wizard

 6. The Progress Of IP Address Change page displays the tasks that are being performed 
to change the IP address settings .

 7.  On the Finish page, click Close .

Summary

Through the Windows EBS Administration Console, you can perform many management 
tasks: You can check the health of your network’s vital functions and address critical errors . 
You can verify the security of your network and manage software updates . You can ping 
and restart any computer on the network . You can create new users and groups and reset 
passwords . You can manage client licenses . You can offer users remote assistance . You can 
monitor performance data for any network device . And you can launch many other adminis-
trative consoles .

In sum, through this tool you can access most of the administrative functions you will 
need across the Windows EBS component technologies . For this reason, you should use the 
Windows EBS Administration Console as the starting point for the day-to-day administration 
of your network .
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C H A P T E R  6

Configuring Remote Web 
Workplace
n A Tour of Remote Web Workplace 240

n Configuring External Access to RWW 244

n Customizing RWW for Your Organization 268

n Summary 276

Remote Web Workplace (RWW) is a secure Web site published automatically by Windows 
Essential Business Server (Windows EBS) . From the RWW Web site, you can log on to 

the domain and access e-mail, connect to remote desktops on the office network, change 
your user password, connect to the intranet Web site, and perform other functions . One 
of the best features about RWW is that you can connect to this site from anywhere on the 
Internet (though it does require minor configuration, described later in this chapter) . 

The Web address you use to connect to RWW from the Internet is determined by the 
Remote Access URL name you have chosen on the Remote Access Settings page of the Security 
Server Installation Wizard, shown in Figure 6-1 . A typical address is http://remote.domain_name . 

FIGURE 6-1  You choose the RWW address during Security Server installation .
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A Tour of Remote Web Workplace

When you connect to the Remote Access URL, you are directed to a logon page, shown in 
Figure 6-2 .

FIGURE 6-2 The RWW logon page

After you type your domain user account name and password on this page, press Enter or 
click the arrow on the page . For a domain user (as opposed to a domain administrator), this 
step brings up the RWW home page, shown in Figure 6-3 .
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FIGURE 6-3 The default RWW home page

A member of the Domain Admins group sees a slightly modified version of this page, 
shown in Figure 6-4 . The administrator version of RWW includes a Connect To Management 
Server link as well as a set of administrator links that point to online resources .

FIGURE 6-4 The RWW home page for administrators
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For both administrators and ordinary users, clicking the Check E-Mail tile connects the 
user to Outlook Web Access, shown in Figure 6-5 . Outlook Web Access allows users full access 
to e-mail, calendar settings, contacts, notes, tasks, documents, public folders, and all other 
Outlook features .

FIGURE 6-5 Outlook Web Access

On the RWW Web site, clicking on the Connect To A Computer tile opens up a list of com-
puters, shown in Figure 6-6, to which the user has permission to connect through a Remote 
Desktop connection .  
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FIGURE 6-6 Connecting to remote desktops through RWW

By selecting a computer in the list and clicking Connect, you launch a Remote Desktop 
connection to that computer . 

note Before users can access RWW, they must be members of the Remote Web Work-

place Users security group. By default, all Domain Users are members of this group. how-

ever, if you have migrated from Windows Small Business Server (SBS) 2003, the domain will 

include a second Remote Web Workplace Users group that was used in SBS 2003. Before 

the users in this group can use RWW in Windows EBS, you need to move them manually to 

the new Remote Web Workplace Users group. For more information see Chapter 4, “per-

forming post-Installation tasks.”

This latter feature of RWW relies on a feature of Windows Server 2008 called Terminal 
Services Gateway . Installed on the Messaging Server in Windows EBS, a Terminal Services 
Gateway provides two main benefits:

n It enables an authorized remote user from the Internet to connect to any enabled 
remote desktop or terminal server in the company network .

n It enables Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) to be tunneled through HTTPS, which 
 encrypts the connection and removes the need to create a special firewall exception 
for Terminal Services traffic .
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The function of a Terminal Services Gateway is illustrated in Figure 6-7 .

Security Server
Remote Desktops

Terminal Services

Terminal Services Gateway
(Messaging Server)

RDP over HTTPS  (port 443)

FIGURE 6-7 A Terminal Services Gateway enables secure access to many terminal servers and remote 
desktops from the Internet .

Configuring External Access to RWW

Access to RWW depends essentially on two factors . First, clients must be able to properly 
 resolve the name of the Remote Access URL . Second, clients should trust the issuer of the 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate that is installed on the Messaging Server (where the 
RWW site is hosted) and that is assigned to the Web listener for the Remote Web Workplace 
Publishing Rule on the Security Server . 

To enable access to RWW from the Internet, you therefore need to perform two tasks: 
First, configure public Domain Name System (DNS) for RWW, and second, configure 
 certificate  settings for RWW .

note Once clients can access RWW, users can access old e-mail messages only if their 

user mailboxes have been migrated to the Messaging Server from their old mail server. 

this procedure is described in Chapter 4.

Configuring public DNS for RWW
To provide access to RWW on the Internet, you need to configure public DNS so that the 
fully qualified domain name (FQDN) contained in your organization’s Remote Access URL can 
be resolved outside of your organization . For example, if your Remote Access URL is http://
remote.cpandl.com, you need to configure your DNS provider to add to the Cpandl .com zone 

http://remote.cpandl.com
http://remote.cpandl.com
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an alias (canonical name [CNAME]) record named ”remote” that points to the host (A) record 
representing the external interface of your organization’s network . 

If you are using the Security Server as your Internet edge server, the CNAME record should 
specify the external interface of your Security Server, as shown in Figure 6-8 .

Security Server
sec.cpandl.com

Cpandl.com
network

remote.cpandl.com?
Public DNS server

208.32.123.2402

3

1

DNS data for Cpandl.com:

remote
sec

CNAME
A

sec.cpandl.com
208.32.123.240

FIGURE 6-8 Configuring public DNS for RWW to point to the Security Server 

In Figure 6-8, an Internet client first queries public DNS for the IP address of the DNS 
name remote .cpandl .com . The DNS server resolves this alias to the host named sec .cpandl .
com, whose IP address is 208 .32 .123 .240 . With this information, the client then directs a Web 
request for the URL http://remote.cpandl.com to the address 208 .32 .123 .240 . The Security 
Server (sec .cpandl .com) answers the request, and seeing the name ”remote” specified, it 
 automatically forwards the request to the Remote directory on the Messaging Server, where 
the RWW Web site is hosted . 

In Figure 6-9, your network includes a firewall named ”ext” that faces the Internet, and 
your Security Server is deployed behind this firewall . In this case, you must configure your 
public DNS server so that an alias named ”remote” points to the host record of ”ext .” As in the 
first scenario, this host name is resolved to the address 208 .32 .123 .240, and the client directs a 
Web request for the URL http://remote.cpandl.com to this IP address, which in this scenario is 
owned by your firewall . However, for your firewall to pass the Web request along to the Security 
Server, you must configure your firewall to forward incoming requests on port 80 and 443 
to the external address of the Security Server . (You should have performed this step during 
Windows EBS Security Server installation .) After you have configured the firewall to forward 

http://remote.cpandl.com
http://remote.cpandl.com
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Web requests to the Security Server, the Security Server can forward these requests along to 
the Messaging Server in your internal network .

ext.cpandl.com

Cpandl.com
network

remote.cpandl.com? Public DNS server

208.32.123.2402

4

3

1

DNS data for Cpandl.com:

remote
ext

CNAME
A

ext.cpandl.com
208.32.123.240

FIGURE 6-9 Configuring public DNS for RWW to point to an external firewall device

real World  Finding your DNS Provider and Creating a Public 
CNAME Record

The first step in creating a public CNaME record is to determine your public DNS 

provider. Your DNS provider is the company that hosts the data that is authori-

tative for your DNS domain. For example, suppose that your company uses the 

DNS domain “cpandl.com” for its public e-mail and Web servers. When a computer 

anywhere on the Internet needs to determine the Ip address associated with an 

FQDN such as www.cpandl.com, the DNS servers hosted at your DNS provider give 

the answer either directly or indirectly.

Every company with an Internet presence using a public domain name has already 

chosen a public DNS provider. Your DNS provider can be your Internet service pro-

vider (ISp), your Web hosting company, the registrar through which you acquired 

your DNS domain name in the first place, or another company altogether. In some 

cases, you can be your own DNS provider if you are hosting a DNS server on the 

premises of your company network. 

http://www.cpandl.com
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If you don’t know or cannot remember your DNS provider, you can use the Nslookup 

command-line tool, as shown in the rest of this Real World section. 

First type the following commands (shown in bold) at an elevated command 

prompt:

C:\Windows\system32>nslookup

>set querytype=ns

Important If you are looking up your DNS service provider from within 

your organization and the name of your DNS domain (such as cpandl.com) is 

the same on the internal network as it is on the Internet, you have to config-

ure Nslookup to point to an external DNS server. You can do this by typing 

the command server a.root-servers.net before typing set querytype=ns.

the nslookup command begins the Nslookup command-line tool. the set 

querytype=ns command is typed at the Nslookup prompt and ensures that only the 

NS records of any domain you subsequently type are returned in an output. (NS 

records point to the DNS servers that are authoritative for a given domain name.)

Next, type the name of your domain. the output of this command displays the 

 servers on the Internet that are authoritative for this domain name. 

You can use the server names provided in the output to determine the name of 

your DNS provider. typically, public DNS servers are given host names such as ns1, 

ns2, ns3, and so on. the domain name that follows this host name reveals your DNS 

provider.

For example, because the public DNS servers are listed below as ns1.fabrikam.com 

and ns2.fabrikam.com, the following output demonstrates that the domain  

cpandl.com is hosted by the company owning the domain name “fabrikam.com”.

>cpandl.com 

Non-authoritative answer: 

ns1.fabrikam.com               internet address 207.68.160.190 

ns2.fabrikam.com               internet address 65.54.240.126

note When a DNS server provides a nonauthoritative answer, this simply 

means that the answer provided has been determined indirectly through an 

intermediate server’s cache. a nonauthoritative answer is generally reliable.

after you note the output, you can type exit to quit the Nslookup command-line tool. 
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after you determine the company hosting your DNS data, the precise steps involved 

in creating the CNaME record vary. the process begins by connecting to your DNS 

provider’s Web site (in the preceding example, http://www.fabrikam.com) and log-

ging on with an account name and password. typically, you would then use tools 

provided on this site to create the record. In reality, some DNS providers make this 

process easier than others. Some companies are geared toward Web hosting for 

small companies and do not make the DNS configuration process obvious. If you 

don’t see any links about adding DNS records, contact the provider for assistance.  

If you are hosting a public DNS server on your own network, the DNS records might 

still be managed through a Web interface. If however you are hosting the public 

DNS server on a Windows Server, you can use the DNS Management console to 

 create the record.

Regardless of the nature of your DNS provider, remember the following guidelines 

when configuring public DNS for RWW:

 1. Choose to create a record of the type CNaME or alias.

 2. Give the record a name that corresponds to the first tag (such as ”remote”) that 

you have chosen as your Remote access URL.

 3. Configure the record to point to the a or host record corresponding to the 

 external address of your firewall or Security Server (whichever faces the Internet).

 4. Be sure to create the new record in the root of the domain, not in a subdirectory. 

Configuring Certificate Settings for RWW
After you configure public DNS for RWW, you can connect to the RWW Web site . However, 
by default, remote users connecting from the Internet will likely first be greeted by the 
 warning page shown in Figure 6-10 .

http://www.fabrikam.com
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FIGURE 6-10 The client receiving this message does not trust the server . 

This warning message signifies that the certificate presented by the RWW Web site has 
not been issued by a certification authority (CA) trusted by the client . A Web server always 
presents such a certificate to a client whenever the server attempts to establish an encrypted 
connection through SSL . 

In the case of RWW, the reason remote clients connecting from the Internet first receive 
this warning is that RWW by default uses an SSL certificate that is issued by the enterprise CA 
installed and managed on the Management Server . Only computers that are joined to the 
local domain trust this CA by default . 

It’s important to configure RWW so that remote clients trust the issuer of the server’s SSL 
certificate . Even though users will be able to continue to the RWW Web site after they see the 
warning message in Figure 6-10, they will not be able to use Microsoft Office Outlook Web 
Access (OWA) or the Connect To A Computer task once they do connect to the site .

note In general, an encrypted SSL connection does not depend technically on the 

client trusting the issuer of the certificate, so such an encrypted connection can still be 

established regardless of whether the warning message shown in Figure 6-10 appears. 

however, there is little security in such a connection, even if it is encrypted. If the client 

does not trust the issuer of the certificate presented by the server, a malicious third party 

can  impersonate the server and perform a man-in-the-middle attack. During a man-in-the-

middle attack, all encrypted data is simply decrypted by the third-party computer. all data 

sent over the connection can thus be compromised.
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To enable remote clients to trust the issuer of the SSL certificate presented by RWW, you 
have two choices:

 1. You can have users install the root certificate of the Windows EBS enterprise CA on 
every client computer from which they plan to connect to RWW .

 2. You can obtain an SSL certificate from a trusted third-party public CA such as VeriSign, 
Thawte, or GlobalSign, and then configure RWW to present this certificate, instead of 
the self-issued certificate, to connecting clients . The root certificates of these organi-
zations are preinstalled in the Trusted Root Certificate Authorities store on Windows 
clients .

These procedures are described in the following sections .

Viewing the trusted Root Certificate authorities Store
A client trusts the issuer of a certificate when the issuer’s root certificate is installed in the 
client’s Trusted Root Certificate Authorities certificate store . 

You can view the root certificates in the Trusted Root Certificate Authorities certificate 
store by using either Windows Internet Explorer or the Certificates snap-in . 

To view the Trusted Root Certificate Authorities store in Windows, follow these steps:

 1. Open Internet Explorer . On the Tools menu, click Internet Options .

 2. In the Internet Options dialog box, click the Content tab .

 3. On the Content tab, click Certificates .

 4. In the Certificates dialog box, click the Trusted Root Certification Authorities tab . If the 
tab is not immediately visible, first use the left and right arrows to bring the tab into 
view .

 5. The list of certificates show those organizations whose root certificates are trusted by 
the local client .

Figure 6-11 displays the Trusted Root Certification Authorities store in Internet Explorer .
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FIGURE 6-11 The Trusted Root Certification Authorities store, as displayed in Internet Explorer

To view the Trusted Root Certificate Authorities store in the Certificates snap-in, follow 
these steps:

 1. While you are logged on to a computer as an administrator, in the Run or Start Search 
box, type mmc .

 2. In the Console1 window, press the keystroke Ctrl+M .

 3. In the Add Or Remove Snap-Ins dialog box, in the Available Snap-Ins list, select Certifi-
cates, and then click Add .

 4. In the Certificates Snap-In dialog box, click Computer Account, click Next, and then 
(leaving the default selection of Local Computer on the Select Computer page) click 
Finish .

 5. In the Add Or Remove Snap-Ins dialog box, click OK .

 6. In the Console1 window, in the console tree, expand the Certificates (Local Computer) 
node .

 7. In the console tree, expand the Trusted Root Certification Authorities folder, and then 
select the Certificates folder beneath this folder .

The Details pane displays the root certificates of the CAs trusted by the local client 
computer, as shown in Figure 6-12 .

 8. Use the Save As command from the File menu to save the console for future use, if 
desired .
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FIGURE 6-12  The Trusted Root Certification Authorities store, as displayed in the Certificates 
snap-in

Configuring a Client to trust the Enterprise Ca
To configure a client to trust the enterprise CA of your organization, you first need to export 
the root certificate of your organization . You then need to distribute this file to users and 
finally instruct them to install this certificate in the Trusted Root Certification Authorities store 
on their local computers .

To export the root certificate of your enterprise CA, follow these steps:

 1. On the Management Server, open an elevated command prompt .

 2. Type the following command:

Certutil -ca.cert filename.cer

where filename is the name you want to give the file, such as ”Contoso root certificate .”

This command exports the root certificate of the local CA to the directory specified by the 
path of the command prompt . For example, if you are logged in as Administrator, by default 
the root certificate will be saved to the directory C:\Users\Administrator .

After you save this file, you can distribute it to users and instruct them to install the certifi-
cate according to the instructions in the following procedure .

To install a root certificate in the Trusted Root Certification Authorities store on a client 
computer:

 1. Double-click the certificate file . The Certificate dialog box opens . An example is shown 
in Figure 6-13 .
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FIGURE 6-13 The Certificate dialog box for a CA root certificate

 2. Click Install Certificate . The Welcome page of the Certificate Import Wizard appears, 
shown in Figure 6-14 .

FIGURE 6-14 The Certificate Import Wizard
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 3. Click Next . The Certificate Store page appears .

 4. Select the Place All Certificates In The Following Store option, click Browse, and then 
select the Trusted Root Certification Authorities store . 

 5. Click OK . The Certificate Store page should now appear as it does in Figure 6-15 .

FIGURE 6-15 Importing a root certificate into the Trusted Root Certification Authorities store

 6. Click Next . The Completing page of the Certificate Import Wizard appears .

 7. Click Finish . 

The Security Warning message box shown in Figure 6-16 appears .

FIGURE 6-16 The warning generated by a self-issued root certificate 
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This message appears only because the certificate is self-issued and therefore not vali-
dated by a trusted third-party CA .

 8. If users can determine with confidence that the certificate has been issued by your 
organization’s CA, they should click Yes to install the certificate .

A message box appears, informing you that the import was successful .

 9. Click OK .

 10. In the Certificate dialog box, click OK .

If users have any reason to doubt the authenticity of the certificate (for example, if it was 
distributed by an unknown party), they can contact you to verify the thumbprint of the certif-
icate displayed on their screen in the Security Warning message box . This thumbprint should 
match the thumbprint of the root certificate of the CA installed on the Management Server .

Use the following process to determine the thumbprint of the root certificate of the CA 
 installed on the Management Server:

 1. On the Management Server, open the Certification Authority console . (You can find 
this console in Administrative Tools on the Start menu .)

 2. In the Certsrv - [Certification Authority (Local)] console, in the console tree, right-click 
the node corresponding to the name of your organization, and then click Properties .

 3. On the properties dialog box that appears (an example of which is shown in Figure 6-17), 
click View Certificate .

FIGURE 6-17 The properties dialog box of a CA
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 4. The Certificate dialog box appears . In the Certificate dialog box, click the Details tab .

 5. On the Details tab, locate and select the Thumbprint field in the top pane . When you 
select the Thumbprint field, the thumbprint is displayed in the bottom pane, as shown 
in Figure 6-18 .

FIGURE 6-18 The root CA certificate thumbprint

 6. Close all open windows .

Using an SSL Server Certificate from a trusted third-party Ca
Before you use a server certificate from a third-party CA, you need to research different com-
panies from which you can obtain such a certificate . You can begin by exploring the organiza-
tions listed in the Trusted Root Certification Authorities store . 

note Costs for certificates vary considerably. at the time of this writing, some companies 

were offering two-year certificates for as little as US$600 while others were offering essen-

tially the same product for US$1,000. Be sure to compare prices among many companies 

before investing. Note also that at least two well-known trusted public Cas—GlobalSign 

and VeriSign—allow you to download and install a trial certificate for free. 
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After you have determined the company to use, the process for configuring RWW to use 
a third-party CA certificate includes five steps . First, you must create a certificate request in 
Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager, which is installed on the Messaging Server but 
can be accessed through the Windows EBS Administration Console . Second, you must submit 
this request to the chosen third-party CA according to the procedure specified on its Web 
site . Next, after you receive a response from the third-party company, you must install the 
certificate in Internet Information Services by completing the certificate request . Then, you 
must import the certificate into the Personal certificate store on the Security Server . Finally, 
you must configure Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG) on the Security 
Server to attach the certificate to the Web listener associated with the RWW Web site .

StEp 1: CREatING thE CERtIFICatE REQUESt

To create a certificate request, open IIS Manager on the Messaging Server . (Note that you can 
also access IIS Manager through the Windows EBS Administration Console by right-clicking 
the Messaging Server icon on the Computers And Devices tab and then clicking IIS Manager 
from the shortcut menu .) In the IIS Manager console tree, select the Messaging Server server 
name icon, and then double-click the Server Certificates icon in the central pane, which is 
shown in Figure 6-19 .

FIGURE 6-19 Double-click the Server Certificates icon to begin creating a certificate request . 
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When you double-click the Server Certificates icon, the Server Certificates features view 
appears with a new Details pane and Actions pane, as shown in Figure 6-20 . 

FIGURE 6-20 The Server Certificates feature view in IIS

To begin the certificate request process, click Create Certificate Request in the Actions 
pane . This step launches the Request Certificate Wizard . As shown on the Distinguished Name 
Properties page in Figure 6-21, the wizard requires you to provide information about the 
requesting organization . This information will be used by the third-party CA to determine 
whether to issue the certificate . Therefore, it is important for information to be exact . For 
example, the Organization field should include the complete legal name of the requesting 
company . The Common Name field in this case designates the name used in your Remote 
Access URL .

Important Make sure that you specify any North american state or province by full 

name and not by two-letter postal abbreviation.
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FIGURE 6-21 Providing company information for a certificate request 

The next page of the Request Certificate Wizard is the Cryptographic Service Provider 
Properties page, shown in Figure 6-22 .

FIGURE 6-22 Choosing a cryptographic method 

You need to specify a cryptographic service provider during a certificate request because 
public certificates do not only validate identities . Certificates also include the public key com-
ponent of a key pair . In public key cryptography, which is a form of asymmetric cryptography, 
a key pair including a public key and private key is generated locally on a computer . Data 
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encrypted by the public key can be decrypted only by the private key, and data encrypted 
by private key can be decrypted only by the public key . Whereas the private key is never 
revealed to the public, the public key is presented to the world along with a public certificate . 
Anyone may use the public key attached to this certificate to encrypt data to be sent to the 
organization, where it can be decrypted with the private key . 

On the Cryptographic Service Provider Properties page of the Request Certificate Wizard, 
the Cryptographic Service Provider settings should specify a cryptographic method that is 
accepted by the CA . (The default option of Microsoft RSA SChannel Cryptographic Provider 
is accepted by most third-party CAs .) The bit length setting indicates the strength of the 
encryption . Larger values create a slower user experience for SSL-encrypted Web sites but 
provide added security .

The final page of the Request Certificate Wizard is the File Name page, shown in Figure 6-23 . 
On this page, be sure to specify a file name with a  .txt extension .

FIGURE 6-23 Saving the certificate request to a text file

StEp 2: SUBMIttING thE CERtIFICatE REQUESt

The second step in obtaining a server certificate for use is to submit the certificate request 
to the third-party CA you have chosen . In general, the issuer’s Web site will request that you 
either upload the certificate request file or paste the contents of the request file into a secure 
Web site . The issuer will also require additional information such as details about your organi-
zation and payment information .
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StEp 3: COMpLEtING thE CERtIFICatE REQUESt

The amount of time a public third-party CA can require to process a request will vary . After 
the request has been processed and approved, the CA will send a response by e-mail or 
through its Web site . You can then store this response in a text file and provide it to IIS to 
complete the process . To do this, click Complete Certificate Request on the Actions pane . This 
step opens the Complete Certificate Request dialog box, shown in Figure 6-24 .

FIGURE 6-24 Completing the third-party certificate request

In this dialog box, you are requested to specify the path and file name of the response 
along with a friendly name for administration purposes . The convention is to use a file name 
with a  .cer extension for the response; however, any type of standard text file will work .

As long as the response matches a pending request, the certificate will be imported into 
the configuration of IIS, as shown in Figure 6-25 .
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FIGURE 6-25 An SSL certificate from a third-party CA imported into IIS

StEp 4: IMpORtING thE NEW SSL CERtIFICatE INtO thE pERSONaL CERtIFICatE StORE ON 

thE SECURItY SERVER

After you successfully import the SSL certificate into IIS, you have to make the certificate 
available to Forefront TMG on the Security Server . To do this, you need to export the cer-
tificate from IIS, copy the exported certificate to the Security Server, and then import the 
certificate into the Personal certificate store on the Security Server .

To import the certificate into the Personal store on the Security Server, perform the follow-
ing steps:

 1. On the Messaging Server, open the Internet Information Services console .

 2. In the Internet Information Services console, select your server node in the console 
tree . Then, in the center pane IIS area, locate and double-click Server Certificates to 
open the Server Certificates pane in features view .

 3. In the Server Certificates pane, right-click the certificate that was obtained from a 
third-party CA, and then click Export, as shown in Figure 6-26 .
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FIGURE 6-26 Exporting an SSL certificate

 4. In the Export Certificate dialog box, shown in Figure 6-27, specify a location to save 
the exported certificate, provide an associated password, and then click OK . The certifi-
cate will be saved as a  .pfx file .

FIGURE 6-27 Exporting the certificate as a  .pfx file

 5. Copy the exported  .pfx file to the Security Server . 

 6. On the Security Server, type mmc in the Run box to open an MMC console .

 7. In the MMC console, from the File menu, select Add/Remove Snap-In .

 8. In the Add Or Remove Snap-Ins dialog box, select Certificates from the list of available 
snap-ins, and then click Add, as shown in Figure 6-28 .
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FIGURE 6-28 Creating a Certificates console from which to import a certificate

 9. On the Certificates Snap-In page, select Computer Account (as shown in Figure 6-29) 
and then click Next .

FIGURE 6-29 Choosing to manage certificates for the computer account

 10. On the Select Computer page, verify that Local Computer is selected, and then click 
Finish .

 11. In the Add Or Remove Snap-Ins dialog box, click OK .
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 12. In the Console1 window, in the console tree, expand the Certificates (Local Computer) 
node, and then expand the Personal folder . Beneath the Personal folder, right-click the 
Certificates folder, select All Tasks, and then click Import, as shown in Figure 6-30 .

FIGURE 6-30 Opening the Certificate Import Wizard

 13. On the Welcome page of the Certificate Import Wizard, read all of the text on the 
page, and then click Next .

 14. On the File To Import page of the Certificate Import Wizard, use the browse button to 
locate the  .pfx file you have copied to the Security Server, and then click Next . (Note 
that by default the Open dialog box shows only  .cer and  .crt files . You have to adjust 
the value in the drop-down list box to see and select your  .pfx file .)

 15. On the Password page of the Certificate Import Wizard, type the password you have 
assigned to the file, and then click Next .

 16. On the Certificate Store page of the Certificate Import Wizard, ensure that the Personal 
store is specified in the Certificate Store box (as shown in Figure 6-31), and then click Next .
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FIGURE 6-31 Importing into the Personal certificate store

 17. On the Completing page of the Certificate Import Wizard, click Finish . A message box 
appears indicating that the import was successful .

 18. Click OK . The new certificate now appears in the Personal store in Console1 .

 19. Save Console1 as Certificates MMC, and then close the console .

StEp 5: aDDING thE CERtIFICatE tO thE EXtERNaL WEB LIStENER FOR RWW

To configure RWW with this public certificate from the trusted third-party CA, you must per-
form the following procedure .

To add a certificate for the external Web listener, follow these steps: 

 1. On the Security Server, open the Forefront TMG console by clicking Start, All Programs, 
Microsoft Forefront TMG, and then Forefront TMG Management . The Forefront TMG 
console starts .

 2. In the console tree, expand the name of your Security Server, and then click Firewall 
Policy . 

 3. In the Tasks pane, click the Toolbox tab, and then in the Network Objects space, 
 expand the Web Listeners folder . This procedure is illustrated in Figure 6-32 . 
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FIGURE 6-32 Locating External Web Listener in Forefront TMG

 4. Beneath Web Listeners, right-click External Web Listener and then click Properties from 
the shortcut menu .

 5. In the External Web Listener Properties dialog box, click the Certificates tab .

 6. Click Select Certificate .

 7. In the Select Certificate dialog box, click the newly installed third-party SSL certificate 
in the list of available certificates, and then click Select . Click OK twice to close the 
properties dialog boxes .

 8. To save changes and update the configuration, in the Results pane, click Apply .

Important after you have configured clients to trust the issuer of the certificate pre-

sented by RWW, users should no longer encounter the warning message shown earlier in 

Figure 6-10. If users normally do not see the warning message when connecting to RWW 

but then unexpectedly do see the warning message, this message could be a sign that a 

man-in-the-middle attack is being attempted. For this reason, you should instruct your 

 users to contact you if they see this message unexpectedly.

after they contact you, instruct your users who see this warning to close the Web page. 

then instruct them to type the commands arp -d * and ipconfig /flushdns at a command 

prompt and try to connect to the desired Web site again. If they still get the error, instruct 

them to switch to a different subnet, a different wireless access point if applicable, and a 

different DNS server if possible.
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Customizing RWW for your Organization

You can alter the features, functions, and appearance of RWW to suit the needs of your 
organization . For example, you can change the Remote Access URL for RWW, alter the logo 
presented on the RWW Web page, add a list of organizational links shown on RWW, and add 
a link to a Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services site . These procedures are described in the 
following sections .

Change the Remote access URL for RWW
You can change the Remote Access URL (for example, http://remote.adventure-works.com) 
that users type to reach RWW . To change the name, modify the properties of the Remote 
Web Workplace publishing rule in Forefront TMG . Then, change the value used to store the 
Remote Access URL in the MMS Configuration store .

If you change the domain name associated with the Remote Access URL, the new domain 
name you choose must be registered with public DNS servers . You may need to contact your 
DNS provider to configure the name in the public DNS . 

To change the Remote Web Workplace public domain name in Forefront TMG, follow 
these steps: 

 1. Click Start, click All Programs, click Windows Essential Business Server, and then click 
Windows Essential Business Server Administration Console .

 2. Click the Security tab, click Network Firewall, and then in the Tasks pane, click Start 
Forefront Threat Management Gateway Console . The Forefront TMG console starts .

 3. In the console tree, expand the name of your Security Server, and then click Firewall 
Policy .

 4. In the Results pane, double-click Remote Web Workplace Publishing Rule .

 5. In Remote Web Workplace Publishing Rule Properties dialog box, click the Public 
Name tab, shown in Figure 6-33 .

http://remote.adventure-works.com
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FIGURE 6-33 Changing the public name associated with RWW

 6. Under Web Sites And IP Addresses, select your present remote name (for example, 
 remote .adventure-works .com), and then click Edit .

 7. In the Public Name dialog box, shown in Figure 6-34, type a new public domain name 
and then click OK twice .

FIGURE 6-34 The Public Name dialog box

 8. Repeat steps 4 through 7 for the following Web publishing rules in Forefront TMG:

• Microsoft Exchange Server Publishing: Outlook Web Access 

• Microsoft Exchange Outlook Anywhere and Terminal Services Gateway Publishing 
Rule (RPC over HTTPS) 

• Microsoft Exchange Active Sync Web Publishing Rule 

• Server Publishing Rule To Redirect To Remote Web Workplace 

• Remote Web Workplace Robots .txt Publishing Rule 

 9. To save changes and update the configuration in Forefront TMG, in the Results pane, 
click Apply .
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Once you have changed the public name of the Remote Access URL in Forefront TMG, you 
have to edit the MMS Configuration store in Active Directory to match the new name .  

To change the Remote Access URL in the MMS Configuration store, perform the following 
steps:

 1. On the Management Server, open ADSI Edit from Administrative Tools .

 2. In the ADSI Edit console tree, right-click the ADSI Edit icon and choose Connect To .

 3. In the Connection Settings dialog box, select the Select A Well Known Naming Context 
option, and then choose Configuration from the drop-down list box .

Steps 4 through 10 are illustrated in Figure 6-35 .

FIGURE 6-35 Editing the Remote Access URL in ADSI Edit

 4. In the ADSI Edit console tree, expand the Configuration node .

 5. In the ADSI Edit console tree, expand the CN=Configuration,DC=<localdomain> 
 object, where <localdomain> is the entry for your Windows EBS domain name .

 6. In the ADSI Edit console tree, expand the CN=Services object .

 7. In the ADSI Edit console tree, expand the CN=MMSConfiguration object .
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 8. Beneath the CN=MMSConfiguration object, right-click the CN=ISASetupTask object 
and then click Properties .

 9. In the CN=ISASetupTask Properties dialog box, select the Keywords attribute, and then 
click Edit .

 10. In the Multi-Valued String Editor dialog box, select the RemoteAccessURL value, and 
then click Remove . The value moves to the Value To Add text box .

 11. Edit the value for RemoteAccessURL so that it contains the new Remote Access URL, 
and then click Add .

 12. Click OK to exit the Multi-Valued String Editor .

 13. Click OK to close the CN=ISASetupTask Properties dialog box, and close ADSI Edit .

Customize Remote Web Workplace with Your 
Organization’s Logo
You can customize the appearance of Remote Web Workplace with your organization’s logo 
or another image of your choice . Use the following procedures to replace the default logo 
(for Windows EBS) that appears on the sign-in page and to place your organization’s logo on 
the home page for Remote Web Workplace .

Important Before you modify any image file or configuration file for RWW, you should 

create a backup copy in case you need to restore the previous version.

To replace the default logo on the Remote Web Workplace sign-in page, follow these 
steps: 

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server by using an account that is a member of the 
 Administrators group .

 2. Browse to the %ProgramFiles%\Windows Essential Business Server\Bin\webapp\ 
Remote\images folder .

 3. Use a tool such as Microsoft Paint to edit the image file (SignInDefault .jpg) so that it 
contains your organization’s logo .

The default version of SignInDefault .jpg is shown in Figure 6-36 .
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FIGURE 6-36 The default version of SignInDefault .jpg

note SignInDefault.jpg must be 760 pixels by 500 pixels. place your logo in the left half 

of the image space. the right half of the image provides a background for the text boxes 

and controls that are required to log on to RWW.

To place your organization’s logo on the top-left corner of the RWW home page: 

 1. Create a 48-pixel-by-48-pixel image of your organization’s logo .

 2. Log on to the Messaging Server by using an account that is a member of the Adminis-
trators group .

 3. Copy the image file to the %ProgramFiles%\Windows Essential Business Server\Bin\ 
webapp\Remote\images folder .

 4. Browse to the %ProgramFiles%\Windows Essential Business Server\Data folder .

 5. In Notepad, open the RWWConfig .xml file .

 6. Edit the <OrgLogo> node as follows so that it contains a relative path to the image file: 
<OrgLogo>images/FileName</OrgLogo>, where FileName is the name of the file 
for your organization’s logo .

 7. Save the RWWConfig .xml file .

The RWW home page with an added logo is shown in Figure 6-37 .
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FIGURE 6-37 You can insert your company logo in the top-left corner of the RWW home page .

add Links for Your Organization to Remote Web 
Workplace
You can customize the links that appear under your organization’s name on the RWW home 
page . To do this, you manually edit the OrganizationLinks .xml file that is installed with RWW . 

Important Before you modify the OrganizationLinks.xml file, you should create a 

backup copy in case you need to restore the previous version.

To customize the links for your organization, follow these steps: 

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server by using an account that is a member of the Adminis-
trators group .

 2. On the disk where your applications are installed, browse to the Program Files\ 
Windows Essential Business Server\bin\WebApp\Remote\App_Data folder .

 3. In Notepad, open the file OrganizationLinks .xml .

 4. To add a link, insert a <Link/> node that has the following attributes:

• DisplayText=”The text that you want to appear on the Remote Web Workplace page”

• Url=”The URL for the resource that you want to link to”

• _locID=”A unique abbreviation for the link that does not appear on the Remote Web 
Workplace page”
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You can use the following example as a model:

<Link DisplayText="Microsoft Web Site" Url="http://www.microsoft.com"  

_locId="MSWeb"/>

 5. Save the file OrganizationLinks .xml .

note to add a link to the administrator Links list that appears in Figure 6-4, you can 

add a <Link/> node to the adminLinks.xml file. this file is found in the same folder as 

OrganizationLinks.xml.

add a Link to a Sharepoint Site to Remote 
Web Workplace
If you already have a Windows SharePoint site, you can configure RWW so that a link to 
the SharePoint site appears on the RWW page . Use the following procedures to modify the 
configuration files for RWW to enable the link to your SharePoint URL and to enable single 
sign-on to your SharePoint site from your Remote Web Workplace page .

note Before your users can access an existing Sharepoint site through Remote Web 

Workplace, you must configure a Web publishing rule for the Sharepoint site in Forefront 

tMG. Use the Remote access URL (for example, http://remote.adventure-works.com) to 

 publish the site. Specify the path by using the name for the Sharepoint site (for example,  

/internalweb). 

note If you install Windows Sharepoint Services with the Windows Sharepoint add-in for 

the Windows EBS administration Console, a link to your new Sharepoint site is automati-

cally created in Remote Web Workplace. No additional configuration is necessary to enable 

the link. to download the installation package for Windows Sharepoint Services 3.0 and the 

add-in for Windows EBS, visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=116107.

To display a SharePoint link on your Remote Web Workplace page, follow these steps: 

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server by using an account that is a member of the Adminis-
trators group .

 2. Browse to the %ProgramFiles%\Windows Essential Business Server\Data folder . 

 3. In Notepad, open the RWWConfig .xml file .

 4. Edit the <showSharepointLink> node so that it appears as follows: 
<showSharepointLink>true</showSharepointLink>

http://www.microsoft.com
http://remote.adventure-works.com
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=116107
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This change to the <showSharepointLink> node adds a tile on the RWW home page . 
The tile appears with the text ”Internal Web Site,” as shown in Figure 6-38 .

FIGURE 6-38 The RWW home page with the SharePoint (Internal Web Site) link added

To configure the link for this tile, follow the procedure ”To specify the SharePoint link” 
later in this section .

 5. Edit the <enableSharepointSSO> node so that it appears as follows: 
<enableSharepointSSO>true</enableSharepointSSO>

This change to the <enableSharepointSSO> node enables users to log on to your 
SharePoint site automatically by using their RWW credentials . You can complete the 
configuration for SharePoint by following the procedure ”To configure single sign-on 
for the SharePoint site” later in this section .

 6. Save the RWWconfig .xml file .

To specify the SharePoint link, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server by using an account that is a member of the Adminis-
trators group .

 2. Browse to the Program Files\Windows Essential Business Server\bin\WebApp\Remote\
App_Data folder .

 3. In Notepad, open the EssentialBusinessServerRWWConfig .xml file .

 4. Add a <SharepointLink> node that contains the URL for your SharePoint site; for 
 example: 

<SharepointLink>http://remote.adventure-works.com/internalweb</Share-
pointLink>

 5. Save the EssentialBusinessServerRWWconfig .xml file .

http://remote.adventure-works.com/internalweb</Share-pointLink
http://remote.adventure-works.com/internalweb</Share-pointLink
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To configure single sign-on for the SharePoint site, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server by using an account that is a member of the Adminis-
trators group .

 2. Browse to the Program Files\Windows Essential Business Server\bin\WebApp\Remote\ 
folder .

 3. In Notepad, open the Web .config file .

 4. In the <ssoApplications> node, add an <ssoApplication> element for the SharePoint 
site at your Remote Access URL; for example: 

<ssoApplication application=”Sharepoint” serverName=”remote.adventure-
works.com” />

 5. In the <ssoFactories> node, add the following <ssoFactory> element: 

<ssoFactory application=”Sharepoint” factoryType=”Microsoft.WindowsServer-
Solutions.IWorker.RWW.SSO.TMGSharepointSingleSignOnFactory, RemoteSSO, 
Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublickeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35” />

 6. Save the Web .config file .

Summary

Remote Web Workplace is a great feature that is likely to be popular with your users . From 
a simple Web page, users from both inside and outside the corporate network can connect 
to RWW and easily perform common tasks such as checking e-mail, connecting to remote 
desktops, changing their password, and connecting to an intranet Web site . 

To set up RWW, you need to configure public DNS so that the name of the Remote  Access 
URL you chose during Windows EBS setup will resolve to the external interface of your 
 Security Server . You also need to configure nondomain-joined clients to trust the issuer of the 
SSL certificate presented by RWW . By default, the issuer of this certificate is the certification 
authority on the Management Server, but you can use a certificate from a third-party trusted 
CA as well .

RWW lends itself to customizations that include changing the graphics on the RWW 
login page or home page, including custom links on the RWW home page, including a link 
to an  internal SharePoint site on the RWW home page, and enabling single sign-on to this 
 SharePoint site .
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User settings refer to all the configuration options that affect a user’s environment—
options such as the color of the desktop background, the number of times a user 

can type a password incorrectly, and the availability of network drives after logging on . 
In an Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) environment, user settings such as these 
can be assigned through Group Policy, through scripts, or through the user’s own manu-
ally selected preferences . Personal user settings and user data are kept in a user’s profile, 
and the storage location of this user profile can be set by an administrator either on the 
individual user account or on many accounts at once by using the Active Directory Users 
And Computers console . Other Windows features related to user settings include Folder 
Redirection and home folders; these features affect how users store and access their 
personal data .

This chapter provides an overview of the features just mentioned: Group Policy, 
scripts, user profiles, Folder Redirection, and home folders . It then provides step-by-step 
instructions that help you migrate user settings from your preexisting network to the 
new Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) environment .
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What Is Group Policy?

Group Policy is a framework that administrators use to control the configuration of users and 
computers in an AD DS domain . The particular settings that you can control through Group 
Policy number in the thousands . Some of these settings include security options affecting 
password policies, software settings affecting application availability, and desktop configura-
tion  settings affecting the Start menu’s appearance . 

A complete investigation of Group Policy would require its own book (if not more), but the 
following section can serve as an introduction to Group Policy concepts, to some features of 
Group Policy that are new to Windows Server 2008, and to the features of Group Policy that 
relate specifically to Windows EBS .

Group policy Objects
Group Policy settings are contained in Group Policy objects (GPOs), which can be linked to 
sites, domains, or organizational units (OUs) in an AD DS forest . Although a GPO is not really a 
file, you can think of a GPO as a type of document on which Group Policy settings are written . 
All GPOs have the same template—the same set of possible configuration options . The set-
tings that are chosen within this template, however, differ from GPO to GPO .

You create, configure, and manage GPOs through the Group Policy Management Console 
(GPMC), available in Windows Server 2008 through the Start menu in Administrative Tools . 
The GPMC is shown in Figure 7-1 .

FIGURE 7-1 The Group Policy Management Console
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how are GpO Settings applied?
A GPO is divided into two sections: Computer Configuration and User Configuration . The 
Computer Configuration settings apply to computers and are applied as a computer starts up . 
The User Configuration settings apply to users and are applied as a user logs on .

Whenever a computer starts, an ordered list is compiled of the GPOs that apply to it . The 
Computer Configuration section of each of these GPOs is read by the local computer in the 
specific order described in the section “Order of Policy Processing .” As each GPO is read, 
the settings defined in that GPO are applied to the local machine . The same process is then 
repeated as a user logs on: First, a list is compiled of the GPOs that apply to the user; the 
User Configuration section of each of these GPOs is then read and applied to that user in 
the  proper order . For both computers and users, whenever two GPOs specify settings that 
 conflict, the setting on the GPO read second overrides the setting on the GPO read first .

Group policy preferences
Windows Server 2008 includes a new feature called Group Policy Preferences . As shown in 
Figure 7-2, every Computer Configuration and User Configuration in a GPO is now subdivided 
into a Policies section and a Preferences section . The Policies section essentially includes the 
same type of GPO settings that existed in Windows 2000 Server and Windows Server 2003 . 
These settings are enforced on the computer and user accounts that fall within the scope of 
the GPO .

The Preferences section includes a new set of options that work differently . Instead of 
requiring computers and users to adopt the settings specified in the GPO, Group Policy 
 Preferences apply settings that are not enforced . The end user can thus modify these 
 preferred settings .

FIGURE 7-2 Group Policy Preferences
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administrative templates
A section called Administrative Templates is found in every GPO . This customizable section 
enables you to control the registry settings of users and computers through Group Policy . 
Within a GPO, administrative templates appear as folders . Each template contains configu-
rable settings corresponding to an area of the Windows interface such as Control Panel or 
Windows Update . Although many administrative templates are preconfigured, you can create 
custom administrative templates by means of an XML-based file called an ADMX file . 

The Administrative Templates section of a GPO is shown in Figure 7-3 .

FIGURE 7-3 The Administrative Templates section of a GPO

Important   Windows Server 2003, Windows Xp, and Windows 2000 use aDM files 

 instead of aDMX files for administrative templates. the limitations of aDM files are that 

they are written in a proprietary, nonstandard format (as opposed to XML); that they 

 cannot be stored in a central location to be shared among many GpOs; and that they can 

support only one language. You can continue to use your old aDM files in Windows EBS, 

but if you modify a built-in aDM file, Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista will ignore 

it. You can convert aDM files to aDMX files by using a free tool called aDMX Migrator, 

which is available on the Microsoft Web site. 
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Starter GpOs
A new feature in Windows Server 2008, Starter GPOs can be accessed by browsing to the 
Starter GPOs container in the Group Policy Management Console, as shown in Figure 7-4 . 
Starter GPOs enable you to consolidate Administrative Templates settings into a baseline 
model for future GPOs . You then have the option of creating a new GPO with the baseline 
settings of a Starter GPO . You can also export Starter GPO settings into cabinet files ( .cab) that 
can be transferred across organizations and imported for private use .

FIGURE 7-4 The Starter GPOs container in the Group Policy Management Console

Windows EBS Built-in GpOs
Every Active Directory domain includes at least a Default Domain Policy GPO and a Default 
Domain Controllers Policy GPO . The Default Domain Policy GPO is linked to the domain, and 
the Default Domain Controllers GPO is linked to the Domain Controllers OU, which by default 
includes all domain controllers in the domain .

Windows EBS also includes the following four preconfigured GPOs that are not included by 
default in Windows Server 2008:

n SCE Managed Computers Group Policy (Management Server Name_MG)  
The name of this GPO varies in a way that depends on the name of the Management 
Server . For example, if the Management Server is named MGT, this GPO is named SCE 
Managed Computers [MGT_MG] . This GPO applies to all the computers in the domain 
that are managed by System Center Essentials . (These computers are members of the 
group named SCE Managed Computers [Management Server Name_MG] .) Although 
the GPO is used to help System Center Essentials manage domain computers, it does 
not affect user settings .

n System Center Essentials All Computers Policy This GPO applies to all the 
computers in the domain, regardless of whether they are managed by System Center 
Essentials . It contains Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates, Windows Server Update 
Services (WSUS) certificates, and Windows Firewall settings for all domain computers . 
This GPO does not affect user settings .
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n Essential Business Server Error Reporting and Data Collection This GPO 
 applies only to the three Windows EBS servers . It is used to facilitate reporting among 
these servers . It does not affect user settings .

n Folder Redirection Group Policy This is the only built-in GPO for Windows 
EBS that affects user settings . For each user who is a member of the domain group 
 MmsFolderRedirection, this GPO redirects the Documents folder to a private folder 
within a preconfigured share on the Management Server . This feature is discussed 
in more detail both in Chapter 5, ”Managing Windows EBS with the Windows EBS 
 Administration Console,” and later in this chapter . 

Figure 7-5 shows the Settings tab for the Folder Redirection Group Policy GPO in the GPMC . 
This tab provides a summary of the settings that are assigned through any selected GPO . 

FIGURE 7-5 Folder Redirection Group Policy settings

Local GpOs
Every computer running Windows 2000 or later includes a local GPO (LGPO) called Local 
Computer Policy . Although Local Computer Policy contains virtually the same set of configu-
ration  options as domain-level GPOs, it is not managed through AD DS and does not depend 
on AD DS . The settings configured in an LGPO apply only to the local machine . They are 
 useful for stand-alone computers .

note a subset of Local Computer policy is made available through the Local 

Security policy console in administrative tools. You can also access this console by typing 

secpol.msc in the Run box.
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Multiple LGpOs
Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 allow you to create additional LGPOs beyond Local 
Computer Policy . You can apply one of these LGPOs to all local administrators, one to all non-
administrators on the local machine, and one to each local user account on the local machine . 

note In general, LGpOs should not be used in an aD DS environment because they 

create unnecessary (and potentially unmanageable) complexity. LGpOs as a feature are 

provided as a means to control user settings on computers outside of aD DS, such as on 

kiosks in public places. to prevent LGpOs from being applied to computers in your aD DS 

domain, you can disable them through Group policy.

note You cannot configure multiple LGpOs on a domain controller.

To create multiple LGPOs, on a computer running Windows Vista, or on a computer 
 running Windows Server 2008 that is not a domain controller, follow these steps:

 1. In the Start Search box of the Start menu, type mmc and then press Enter . 

A console named Console1 opens .

 2. From the File menu, click Add/Remove Snap-In . 

The Add Or Remove Snap-Ins dialog box shown in Figure 7-6 opens .

FIGURE 7-6 Adding a snap-in to an MMC console
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 3. From the list of available snap-ins on the left, select Group Policy Object Editor, and 
then click Add .

The Select Group Policy Object dialog box shown in Figure 7-7 opens .

FIGURE 7-7 Selecting a GPO to open

 4. Click the Browse button . The Browse For A Group Policy Object dialog box appears .

 5. Click the Users tab . All the local user accounts will be displayed, along with Administra-
tors and Non-Administrators, as shown in Figure 7-8 . 

FIGURE 7-8 Creating an LGPO

 6. Select a user account and click OK . Repeat these steps for each local user account for 
which you want to create a local GPO . Click OK .
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Order of policy processing
The order in which GPOs are read and processed by the local machine affects which specific 
settings are applied to users and computers . When two or more GPOs define conflicting 
settings, the last defined setting applied takes priority . A setting of “Not Defined,” however, 
never overwrites a defined setting that is applied by another GPO . 

GPOs are processed by computers at startup and by users at logon in the following order:

 1. LGPOs

When multiple LGPOs are present, they are read and processed by the local machine in 
this order:  

 a. Local Computer Policy

 b. Administrators and Non-Administrators Local Group Policy

 c. User-specific Group Policy

 2. Site 

Any GPOs that have been linked to the site are processed next . Processing of multiple 
site-linked GPOs is applied sequentially and in the order specified by the administrator . 

 3. Domain

Processing of multiple domain-linked GPOs is applied sequentially and in the order 
specified by the administrator . 

 4. OUs

GPOs that are linked to the parent OU that is highest in the Active Directory hierarchy 
are processed first, then GPOs that are linked to this OU’s child OU, and so on . Finally, 
the GPOs that are linked to the OU that contains the user or computer are processed . 

At the level of each OU in the Active Directory hierarchy, one, many, or no GPOs can 
be linked . If several GPOs are linked to an OU, their processing is applied sequentially 
and in the order specified by the administrator .

The order of Group Policy processing is illustrated in Figure 7-9 .
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Local computer

Domain

Site

Child OU

Parent
OU

1. Local computer 2. Site 3. Domain 4. Parent OU 5. Child OU

FIGURE 7-9 Order of GPO processing

New Group policy Settings in Windows Server 2008
In Windows Server 2008, you can use Group Policy to centrally manage a greater number 
of features and component behaviors . The number of Group Policy settings has increased 
from approximately 1,700 in Windows Server 2003 with Service Pack 1 (SP1) to approximately 
2,400 in Windows Server 2008 .

Table 7-1 summarizes new or expanded categories of Group Policy settings .

TABLE 7-1 New Group Policy settings in Windows Server 2008

GROUP POLICy 

CATEGORy DESCRIPTION 

LOCATION OF 

GROUP  POLICy  SETTING 

Antivirus Manages behavior for evaluating 
high-risk attachments .

User Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Attachment Manager

Background 
Intelligent 
Transfer Service 
(BITS)

Configures the BITS Neighbor Cast-
ing feature (new in Windows Vista 
and Windows Server 2008) to 
facilitate peer-to-peer file transfer 
within a domain .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Network

         └ Background Intelli- 
           gent Transfer Service
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TABLE 7-1 New Group Policy settings in Windows Server 2008

GROUP POLICy 

CATEGORy DESCRIPTION 

LOCATION OF 

GROUP  POLICy  SETTING 

Client Help Determines where your users ac-
cess Help systems that may include 
untrusted content . You can direct 
your users to Help or to local of-
fline Help .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

     └ Windows Components

        └ Online Assistance

Deployed 
 Printer 
 Connections

Deploys a printer connection to a 
computer . This is useful when the 
computer is shared in a locked-
down environment, such as a 
school or when a user roams to 
a different location and needs to 
have a printer connected automati-
cally .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Windows Settings

      └ Deployed Printers

User Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Windows Settings

      └ Deployed Printers

Device 
 Installation

Allows or denies a device installa-
tion, based upon the device class 
or ID .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ System

         └ Device Installation

Disk Failure 
 Diagnostic

Controls the level of information 
displayed by the disk failure diag-
nostic .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ System

         └ Troubleshooting and 
          └ Diagnostics

            └ Disk Diagnostic
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TABLE 7-1 New Group Policy settings in Windows Server 2008

GROUP POLICy 

CATEGORy DESCRIPTION 

LOCATION OF 

GROUP  POLICy  SETTING 

DVD Video 
Burning

Customizes the video disc 
 authoring experience .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Import Video

User Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Import Video

Enterprise 
 Quality of 
 Service (QoS)

Alleviates network congestion 
issues by enabling central man-
agement of Windows Server 2008 
network traffic . Without requiring 
changes to applications, you can 
define flexible policies to prioritize 
the Differentiated Services Code 
Point (DSCP) marking and throttle 
rate . 

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Windows Settings

      └ Policy-Based QoS

Hybrid Hard 
Disk

Configures the hybrid hard disk 
(with nonvolatile cache) properties, 
allowing you to manage: 

n Use of nonvolatile cache .

n Startup and resume 
 optimizations .

n Solid state mode .

n Power savings mode .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ System

         └ Disk NV Cache
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TABLE 7-1 New Group Policy settings in Windows Server 2008

GROUP POLICy 

CATEGORy DESCRIPTION 

LOCATION OF 

GROUP  POLICy  SETTING 

Internet 
 Explorer 7

Replaces and expands the  current 
settings in the Windows Internet 
Explorer Maintenance extension to 
allow administrators the ability to 
read the  current settings without 
 affecting values .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Internet Explorer

User Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Internet Explorer

Networking: 
 Quarantine

Manages three components:

n Health Registration  Authority 
(HRA)

n Internet Authentication 
 Service (IAS)

n Network Access Protection 
(NAP)

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Windows Settings

      └ Security Settings

         └ Network Access Protection

Networking: 
Wired Wireless

Applies a generic architecture for 
centrally managing existing and 
future media types .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Windows Settings

      └ Security Settings

         └ Wired Network (IEEE 802 .11)  
         └ Policies

Power 
 Management

Configures any power options  
in the Control Panel .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ System

         └ Power Management
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TABLE 7-1 New Group Policy settings in Windows Server 2008

GROUP POLICy 

CATEGORy DESCRIPTION 

LOCATION OF 

GROUP  POLICy  SETTING 

Removable 
 Storage

Allows administrators to protect 
corporate data by limiting the data 
that can be read from and writ-
ten to removable storage devices . 
 Administrators can enforce restric-
tions on specific computers or 
 users without relying on third-party 
products or disabling the buses .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ System

         └ Removable Storage Access

User Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ System

         └ Removable Storage Access

Security 
 Protection

Combines the management of 
both the Windows Firewall and 
Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) 
technologies to reduce the pos-
sibility of  creating conflicting rules . 
Administrators can specify which 
applications or ports to open and 
whether or not connections to 
those resources must be secure .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Windows Settings

      └ Security Settings

         └  Windows Firewall with 
 Advanced Security

Shell 
 Application 
Management

Manages access to the toolbar, 
taskbar, Start menu, and icon 
displays .

User Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Start Menu and Taskbar

Tablet PC Configures Tablet PC to include:

n Tablet Ink Watson and 
 Personalization features

n Tablet PC desktop features

n Input Panel features

n Tablet PC touch input

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Tablet PC

User Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Tablet PC
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TABLE 7-1 New Group Policy settings in Windows Server 2008

GROUP POLICy 

CATEGORy DESCRIPTION 

LOCATION OF 

GROUP  POLICy  SETTING 

Terminal 
 Services

Configures the following features 
to enhance the security, ease of use 
and manageability of Terminal Ser-
vices remote connections . You can:

n Allow or prevent redirection 
of additional supported de-
vices to the remote computer 
in a Terminal Services session .

n Require the use of  Transport 
Layer Security (TLS) 1 .0 or na-
tive Remote Desktop Protocol 
(RDP) encryption, or negotiate 
a security method . 

n Require the use of a  specific 
encryption level (FIPS Compli-
ant, High,  Client Compatible, 
or Low) .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Terminal Services

User Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Terminal Services

Troubleshooting 
and Diagnostics

Controls the diagnostic level from 
automatically detecting and fixing 
problems to indicating to the user 
that assisted resolution is available 
for:

n Application issues

n Leak detection

n Resource allocation

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ System

         └  Troubleshooting and 
 Diagnostics

User Account 
Control

Configures the properties of user 
accounts to:

n Determine behavior for the 
elevation prompt .

n Elevate the user  account 
 during application 
 installations .

n Identify the least- privileged 
user accounts .

n Virtualize file and registry 
write failures to per-user 
 locations .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Windows Settings

      └ Security Settings

         └ Local Policies

            └ Security Options
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TABLE 7-1 New Group Policy settings in Windows Server 2008

GROUP POLICy 

CATEGORy DESCRIPTION 

LOCATION OF 

GROUP  POLICy  SETTING 

Windows Error 
Reporting

Disables Windows Feedback only 
for Windows or for all  components . 
By default,  Windows Feedback is 
turned on for all Windows compo-
nents .

Computer Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Windows Error Reporting

User Configuration

└ Policies

   └ Administrative Templates

      └ Windows Components

         └ Windows Error Reporting

more Info to find out more about Group policy, see the list of on-demand webcasts 

available at http://www.microsoft.com/events/series/grouppolicy.mspx.

What Are Logon, Logoff, Startup, and Shutdown 
Scripts?

Logon, logoff, startup, and shutdown scripts run automatically when certain events  occur, 
such as when a computer starts or a user logs on . These scripts can be used for many 
 purposes, such as to take inventory of local hardware, to install software, and to map network 
drives . They fall into three categories:

n Group Policy logon and logoff scripts Group Policy logon and logoff scripts 
are attached to GPOs and apply to all the users in the domain or OU to which a GPO 
is  assigned . A common use for logon scripts is to map a network drive based on the 
groups that a user belongs to . Logoff scripts are configured to run automatically each 
time a user logs off a domain . A logoff script might be used to delete files in a user’s 
Temporary Internet Files folder . 

http://www.microsoft.com/events/series/grouppolicy.mspx
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n Group Policy startup and shutdown scripts Group Policy startup and shutdown 
scripts are attached to GPOs and apply to all the computers in the domain or OU to 
which a GPO is assigned . Common uses for these scripts are to determine network 
 settings, verify the free disk space on drive C, check for the existence of a specific file, 
or enforce local administrator group membership .

n Domain user logon scripts Domain user logon scripts are similar to Group Policy 
logon scripts in that they run each time a user logs on to the domain . However,  domain 
user logon scripts are not assigned by using Group Policy; instead, domain user logon 
scripts are assigned to individual user accounts . These scripts are used  primarily to 
 support users who log on to older operating systems such as Windows 98 or Windows 
NT because these operating systems are not compatible with Group Policy .

Understanding User Profiles

In general terms, a user profile simply refers to the collection of data that makes up a user’s 
individual environment, data including a user’s individual files, application settings, and 
desktop configuration . More specifically, a user profile refers to the contents of the per-
sonal folder, automatically created by Windows, that bears the name of an individual user . 
By  default, this personal folder is created in the C:\Users folder when a user logs on to a 
 Windows Server 2008 or Windows Vista computer for the first time, and it contains subfolders 
such as Documents, Desktop, and Downloads, as well as a personal data file named Ntuser .
dat . For example, by default, a user named Dan .Park will store the data that makes up his 
personal environment in a folder named C:\Users\Dan .Park .

Important the file Ntuser.dat represents all the registry settings for the user,  settings 

loaded into hKEY_CURRENt_USER when the user logs on. What kinds of settings are kept in 

Ntuser.dat? all the user-specific settings (as opposed to data files) in an interface: Desktop 

background settings, Control panel settings, sound/audio settings, environmental vari-

ables, program preferences, and printer settings.

The contents of a user profile folder are shown in Figure 7-10 .
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FIGURE 7-10 The contents of a user profile in Windows Server 2008

Roaming User profiles
Although each user profile is stored in C:\Users by default, this default location is often 
not suitable for corporate environments, especially if your users tend to switch comput-
ers .  Ideally, users’ documents and settings should follow them from computer to computer 
and not be restricted to a single computer or be dispersed among several computers . To 
allow documents and settings to roam with users in this way, network administrators have 
 traditionally configured roaming user profiles in a domain environment . To configure domain 
user accounts with roaming user profiles, you simply need to modify the properties of those 
accounts so that the profiles are stored on a central network share instead of on the local 
machine . When you do this, the same personal folder containing a user’s documents and 
settings will be downloaded from the network share to the local computer when the user logs 
on, regardless of which domain computer the user logs on to . All changes made to the user 
profile are then copied back to the central network share when the user logs off .

Figure 7-11 shows a domain user account that has been configured with a roaming user 
profile . To find this setting, open the properties of a user account in Active Directory Users 
and Computers, and then click the Profile tab .
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FIGURE 7-11 A user account configured with a roaming user profile

User profile Changes in Windows Server 2008 and 
Windows Vista
Roaming user profiles in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista by default are not 
 compatible with roaming user profiles in earlier versions of Windows . Consequently, if you 
have a mixed environment with users logging on to computers running different versions of 
Windows, you will typically need to resolve roaming user profile issues . This section describes 
these incompatibilities in more detail .

note to allow roaming users to access their data in a consistent way across Windows 

versions, it is recommended that you use Folder Redirection, a feature which is described 

later in this chapter. aside from promoting user profile compatibility between Windows 

versions, Folder Redirection provides a number of additional benefits, such as faster logon 

times, real-time data synchronization, and policy automation. 

One of the differences you might have noticed between Windows Server 2008 and 
 Windows Vista on the one hand and previous versions of Windows on the other is that the 
default location of the user profile folders has moved . In Windows 2000, Windows XP, and 
Windows Server 2003, user profiles are stored by default in the C:\Documents and Settings 
folder, not in C:\Users as they are in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista . In addition, 
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the contents of each user profile have been modified . For example, what was called My 
Documents in earlier versions of Windows is now simply called Documents, and several new 
subfolders, such as Downloads, Contacts, and Links, exist only in the Windows Server 2008 
and Windows Vista user profiles .

Table 7-2 summarizes the many differences between recent and older user profiles .

TABLE 7-2 Windows profile changes

WINDOWS SERVER 2008 AND WINDOWS 

VISTA USER PROFILE FOLDER LOCATION

WINDOWS SERVER 2003, WINDOWS xP, AND 

 WINDOWS 2000 USER PROFILE FOLDER LOCATION

…\AppData\Roaming Application Data

Not applicable Local Settings

…\AppData\Local Local Settings\Application Data

…\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\
History

Local Settings\History

…\AppData\Local\Temp Local Settings\Temp

…\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\
Temporary Internet Files

Local Settings\Temporary Internet Files

…\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft \
Windows\Cookies

Cookies

…\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\
Network Shortcuts

NetHood

…\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\
Printer Shortcuts

PrintHood

…\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\
Recent

Recent

…\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\
Send To

SendTo

…\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\
Start Menu

Start Menu

…\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\
Templates

Templates

…\Contacts Not applicable

…\Desktop Desktop

…\Documents My Documents

…\Downloads Not applicable

…\Favorites Favorites
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TABLE 7-2 Windows profile changes

WINDOWS SERVER 2008 AND WINDOWS 

VISTA USER PROFILE FOLDER LOCATION

WINDOWS SERVER 2003, WINDOWS xP, AND 

 WINDOWS 2000 USER PROFILE FOLDER LOCATION

…\Music My Music

…\Videos My Videos

…\Pictures My Pictures

…\Searches Not applicable

…\Links Not applicable

…\Saved Games Not applicable

note the public profile in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista is essentially a 

renamed version of the all Users profile that is present in previous versions of Windows. 

these profiles provide a way to add user data to all user profiles without editing each user 

profile individually. adding a shortcut to the desktop of the public profile, for example, 

would result in every user receiving the shortcut on their desktop when they log on.

The fact that user profiles have changed so significantly is a very important consideration 
in mixed networks because neither Windows Server 2008 nor Windows Vista can share 
profiles for roaming users with earlier versions of Windows . Whenever a user for whom you 
have configured a roaming user profile logs on to a Windows Server 2008 or Windows Vista 
computer, a distinct user profile folder named username.V2 is created on the central network 
share just for use with those operating systems . 

For instance, let us assume that before your Windows EBS deployment, all of your servers 
were running Windows Server 2003, and all of your clients were running either Windows 2000 
or Windows XP . Also before your Windows EBS deployment, an administrator named BjornR 
was configured with a roaming user profile . He was able to log on to any computer in the or-
ganization and see—among other things—the same desktop, the same e-mail, and the same 
My Documents folder . On a central network share, all of BjornR’s documents and settings 
were stored in a profiled named BjornR . However, now that you have deployed Windows EBS, 
BjornR logs on to one of the new Windows EBS servers but does not see any part of his famil-
iar environment by default: his desktop has changed, and none of his e-mail or documents 
can be found . On the central network share, a new folder named BjornR .V2 now appears 
alongside the BjornR folder . Any changes that BjornR makes to his new Windows Server 2008 
environment on one of the Windows EBS servers follow him only to other computers running 
Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista, but these documents and settings are kept sepa-
rate from those available to him in Windows 2000, Windows XP, and Windows Server 2003 .
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A view of the side-by-side profiles stored on a network share is shown in Figure 7-12 .

FIGURE 7-12 Multiple profile versions stored in a mixed operating system environment 

Other Limitations of Roaming User profiles
Besides the lack of default compatibility between post–Windows Vista roaming user profiles 
and those used in earlier versions of Windows, there are other important limitations related 
to traditional roaming user profiles in general . 

n Slow logon and logoff As a user configured with a roaming user profile logs on 
to a domain, all of the data stored in the user profile on the network share is copied to 
the local computer . This process can result in a slow logon, especially when the size of 
the user profile grows beyond 20 megabytes (MB) . When a user logs off the system, 
the same profile must be copied back to the network share; this process results in a 
slow logoff . 

n Lack of real-time data synchronization With roaming user profiles, changes a 
user makes to his or her documents and settings are only copied back to the central 
network share when the user logs off . This lack of real-time data synchronization can 
complicate matters for users who frequently switch systems while performing their 
jobs .

n Network problems can disperse profile data If a user configured with a 
roaming user profile experiences network problems during logon, a new profile can 
automatically be created for that user on the local system . Any work saved during this 
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logon session becomes unavailable to the user during future sessions if he or she is 
once again able to connect to the network share .

n Lack of roaming user profile automation for all client types Although you 
can configure roaming user profiles on many existing accounts simultaneously, there is 
no method built in to Windows that allows you to configure newly created users with a 
roaming user profile by default . This lack of automation results in increased administra-
tive overhead and in increased opportunity for misconfiguration .

To address the limitations of roaming user profiles, you can use a feature called Folder 
Redirection—either in place of roaming user profiles, or in addition to them .

Understanding Folder Redirection

Folder Redirection is a feature that allows you to change the target location of user profile 
folders in a way that is transparent to the user . For example, if you were to redirect LoriP’s C:\
Users\Documents folder to a central network share, she would still see the Documents folder 
in the same location on her local computer . Whenever she opened the Documents folder, 
however, the window would reveal contents stored at the redirected location on the central 
network share .

Folder Redirection can be configured and enforced for domain users through Group 
Policy . The following folders can be redirected through Group Policy:

n AppData(Roaming)

n Desktop

n Start Menu

n Documents

n Pictures

n Music

n Videos

n Favorites

n Contacts

n Downloads

n Links

n Searches

n Saved Games

When configured, Folder Redirection offers a number of important advantages over tradi-
tional roaming user profiles:

n Compatibility between newer and older versions of Windows In Windows 
Server 2008, you can configure Folder Redirection in such a way that most of the 
 important  elements of a user profile are accessible across all recent Windows  versions . 
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For  example, you can configure your Application Data, Desktop, Start Menu, and 
 Documents/My Documents folders to be redirected to a specific set of folders on a 
network server regardless of whether you log on to a computer running Windows 
2000,  Windows XP, Windows Vista, or Windows Server 2008 . Folder Redirection is 
therefore an essential method of providing data consistency for users who roam 
 between  computers running newer and older Windows versions .

n Faster logons Folder redirection allows faster logons for roaming users because it 
removes data from the user profile . When folders such as the Documents folder are 
redirected to a network share, the redirected data is essentially separated from the 
user profile . This redirected data is never downloaded to the local computer at logon, 
even when roaming user profiles are also configured . Instead, the data is accessed only 
as needed—much as it would be accessed through a desktop shortcut to a network 
share . The desktop shortcut is part of the user profile, but the data behind the shortcut 
is not . 
The same factor that allows for faster logons also allows for equally fast logoffs .

n Real-time data synchronization By default, configuring Folder Redirection en-
ables a feature called Offline Files . Offline Files allows a copy of the files contained in 
redirected folders to be stored locally, and when changes are made to the local copies, 
the changes are then automatically synchronized with the original source files . When 
Offl ine Files is turned off, the user connecting to the redirected data connects directly 
to the original source files, and any edits made to this data are made to the source 
data . In both configurations, Folder Redirection allows users to instantly witness on 
separate computers any changes they make to redirected data  . Unlike with roaming 
user profiles, the changes made by users are not copied back to the source only when 
the user logs off .

n Network problems do not disperse data If network problems prevent a user 
from connecting to a redirected folder, the user can access the local copies of the data 
made available from Offline Files . This data is then automatically synchronized when 
network connectivity is reestablished . If the Offline Files feature is turned off, or if the 
data has never been synchronized, the user simply receives an error message and fails 
to connect to the source data . In either case, a faulty network connection does not 
lead to data being dispersed among separate user profiles for the redirected folders in 
question .

n Folder Redirection can be automated through Group Policy By configuring 
Folder Redirection in a domain environment through Group Policy, you can ensure 
that the feature will apply both to the current users and the new users who fall under 
the scope of the policy .
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Folder Redirection in Windows EBS
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Windows EBS includes a preconfigured GPO that applies 
Folder Redirection to users who are members of the MmsFolderRedirection group . A user 
account is automatically added to this group when, by using the Windows EBS Administration 
Console, you choose the option to redirect the user’s Documents folder to a shared folder, as 
shown in Figure 7-13 .

FIGURE 7-13 Configuring Folder Redirection for a user in Windows EBS

Because Folder Redirection enables the Offline Files feature, enabling this option also 
 enables the automatic synchronization of files stored within the Documents folder . Even 
though the Documents folder redirects to a network share, local copies of all files in the 
 Documents folder are thus also stored locally and are continually synchronized with the remote 
version . If a user disconnects from the network, he or she can continue to work with the local 
version of the files in the Documents folder . When the computer reconnects to the network, 
the files are resynchronized .

Figure 7-14 shows the Documents folder contents of a user account for which Documents 
Folder Redirection has been enabled in the Windows EBS Administration Console . As you can 
see in the figure, files that are synchronized through the Offline Files feature are marked with 
a special green circle in their icons .
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FIGURE 7-14 Contents of a redirected Documents folder show synchronization through Offline Files

real World: Redirecting Additional Folders in Windows EBS

The fact that you can redirect a user’s Documents folder to a preconfigured 

network share with a mere click of the mouse is one of the cooler aspects of 

Windows EBS. Given this, you might be tempted to edit the Folder Redirection 

Group policy GpO so that it redirects additional folders. What if, for example, you 

could easily redirect a user’s Desktop contents or Favorites folder along with their 

Documents folder? But take my word for it: don’t go there. the Folder Redirection 

Group policy works perfectly as is, and in my experience, editing that GpO can lead 

to unexpected behavior. If you want to configure additional redirected folders, do 

so in a separate GpO, and keep the built-in Folder Redirection feature pristine.

Configuring additional Folder Redirection
Windows EBS includes built-in Folder Redirection for the Documents folder . However, if for 
domain users you want to redirect additional folders such as the Desktop or Downloads 
folder to a network share, you should create a new GPO for this purpose . You can then link 
the new GPO to the domain .

Within the GPO, you can find Folder Redirection settings in User Configuration\Policies\
Windows Settings\Folder Redirection, as shown later in Figure 7-34 . 

To configure Folder Redirection, right-click the chosen folders in the GPO, and then click 
Properties . This step opens the Properties dialog box for the folder you have chosen . In the 
Setting drop-down list box, the following options are available, as shown in Figure 7-15: 
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n Not Configured The Not Configured Folder Redirection setting is available to all 
folders listed in a GPO . When you select this setting, you are returning the Folder 
Redirection policy for the named folder to its default state . Folders that are redirected 
by another active policy will stay redirected . User folders on clients without any previ-
ous knowledge of the Folder Redirection policy will remain local, unless acted on by 
another policy .

n Basic redirection The Basic redirection setting allows you to redirect the selected 
folder to the parent share for all users .

n Advanced redirection You use Advanced redirection when you want to redirect 
the selected folder to different locations for different security groups . For example, 
you would use advanced Folder Redirection when you want to redirect folders belong-
ing to the Accounting group to the Finance server and folders belonging to the Sales 
group to the Marketing server .

FIGURE 7-15 Choosing a setting for Folder Redirection

Figure 7-16 shows an example of a folder configured with advanced redirection . Note that 
the %Username% environmental variable is used to provide a unique path based on each 
user’s name .
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FIGURE 7-16 Configuring advanced redirection

Using the Follow the Documents Folder Setting
The Music, Pictures, and Videos folders support another Folder Redirection setting called 
Follow The Documents Folder . The Follow The Documents Folder setting redirects the Music, 
Pictures, and Videos folders as subfolders of the Documents folder . This Folder Redirection 
setting will make the selected folder inherit Folder Redirection options from the Documents 
folder and disable the Folder Redirection options for the selected folder .

The Follow The Documents Folder setting is shown in Figure 7-17 .

FIGURE 7-17 The Follow The Documents Folder setting
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Configuring a target Folder Location
If you choose the Basic - Redirect Everyone’s Folder To The Same Location setting on the  Target 
tab, you will also need to choose an option from the Target Folder Location  drop-down list, 
as shown in Figure 7-18 . 

FIGURE 7-18 Choosing a target folder location

Four options are available when selecting a target folder location: 

n Redirect To The User’s Home Directory This additional option is available only 
for the Documents folder . It redirects the Documents folder to the home folder path 
configured in the properties of the user object .

n Create A Folder For Each User Under The Root Path This option will redirect 
the selected folder to the location specified in the root path . Also, this option will add 
a folder named after the user logon name . For example, if you redirect the Documents 
folder to the root path of \\server\share, Folder Redirection will create the Documents 
folder under the path \\server\share\username .

n Redirect To The Following Location This option redirects the named folder to 
the exact path listed in the Root Path . This option enables you to direct multiple users 
to the same share for the redirected folder . For example, you could use this option so 
multiple users have the same desktop or Start menu .

n Redirect To The Local Userprofile Location This option redirects the named 
folder to the local user profile . The local user profile for Windows Server 2008 and 
Windows Vista is Users\Username . The local user profile for Windows XP and Windows 
2000 is Documents and Settings\Username .
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Configuring Settings tab Options for Folder Redirection
The Settings tab options, shown for the Documents folder in Figure 7-19, include both 
 redirection settings and policy removal settings . 

FIGURE 7-19 Folder Redirection Settings tab options

The following redirection settings are available on the Settings tab for folders you choose 
to redirect:

n Grant The User Exclusive Rights To <Folder> This option moves the NTFS 
 permissions of the newly created %Username% folder, allowing the user and Local 
System to have Full Control of the newly created folder . This is the default behavior .

n Move The Contents Of <Folder> To The New Location  This option moves all 
the user data in the named folder to the redirected folder . This setting is enabled by 
default .

n Also Apply Redirection Policy To Windows 2000, Windows 2000 Server, 
Windows xP, And Windows Server 2003 Operating Systems This option 
directs the Folder Redirection management snap-in to write the redirection policy 
in a format recognized by the previous operating systems listed . When this setting is 
cleared, as is the default, the GPO will write the redirection policy in a format exclusive 
to Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 .

The Settings tab also allows you to configure policy removal settings . These settings allow 
you to choose the behavior that occurs for redirected folders and their contents once a Folder 
Redirection policy no longer applies to a given user . A Folder Redirection policy might stop 
applying to a user, for example, when the policy is unlinked or deleted by an administrator, or 
when the user joins a security group for whom the policy is blocked .
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The following policy removal settings are available:

n Leave Folder In New Location When Policy Is Removed When this option is 
enabled, the data a user has stored in the redirected location stays in that location 
once the policy no longer applies to that user . This is the default option .

n Redirect The Folder Back To The Local User Profile Location When Policy Is 
 Removed When this option is enabled, the data a user has stored in the redirected 
location will be copied to the local user profile once the policy no longer applies to the 
user . 

Configuring Home Folders

A home folder is simply a default location that appears whenever a user selects the Open 
or Save As commands from a File menu within an application . In general, home folders help 
 ensure that a user’s files are kept in one location . Home folders can be defined either as a 
 local directory or as a network drive . 

Home folders originated in Windows NT before there was a My Documents folder . The 
feature is still provided in Windows Server 2008 as an option for organizations to provide 
continuity to users who rely on the feature . 

To configure a home folder for a user, perform the following general steps:

 1. Create a parent folder on a server that will be used to store all users’ home folders . 

 2. Share the home folder with Full Control share permissions for the Everyone group . 

 3. On a domain controller, open Active Directory Users and Computers . 

 4. Locate and right-click the user account for which you want to specify a home folder, 
click Properties, click the Profile tab, click Connect, specify a drive letter, type a path in 
the To box, and then click OK . 

A user account configured with a home folder is shown in Figure 7-20 .

note You can use a Universal Naming Convention (UNC) network path only if you have 

already created the destination folder specified.
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FIGURE 7-20 A home folder configured as a K drive

Configuring Terminal Services Profiles and Home 
Folders

When a user connects to a remote computer through a Terminal Services (TS) connection, 
the user’s profile is stored on that remote terminal server by default . This point is important 
because when many users access the same terminal server, profiles are centralized and can 
consume a large amount of server disk space . If storage space on the terminal server is insuf-
ficient, you should plan to store user data and profiles on a disk that is separate from the 
terminal server’s system drive . Also consider using disk quotas to limit the amount of space 
available to each user . (You can configure disk quotas through the properties of the drive on 
the terminal server where the profiles are stored .) 

Another way to manage TS user profiles is to configure users with a Terminal Services–
specific roaming user profile that is stored on a central network share . Such a profile is 
downloaded to the user’s TS session whenever and wherever such a session is initiated . This 
TS-specific roaming user profile can be defined on the Terminal Services Profile tab of a user 
account’s properties, as shown in Figure 7-21 . Alternatively, you can use Group Policy to 
define TS roaming user profiles . (You can find Terminal Services profile settings in a GPO in 
Computer Configuration\Policies\Administrative Templates\Windows Components\Terminal 
Services\Terminal Server\Profiles . The specific policy setting used to configure TS-specific 
roaming user profiles is named Set Path For TS Roaming User Profile .)
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FIGURE 7-21 Configuring a TS-specific roaming user profile on an individual user account

Important Ordinary roaming user profiles should not be used for terminal  Services 

sessions because they can lead to unexpected data loss or corruption. If you have 

 configured roaming user profiles in your organization, be sure to implement tS-specific 

user profiles as well.

Configuring home Folders for terminal Services
For Terminal Services, a user’s home folder by default is located on the terminal server . How-
ever, it is often helpful to configure the home folder in a different location . For example, you 
might prefer to direct users’ Terminal Services home folders to their Terminal Services–specific 
roaming user profiles on a central network share . Configuring the home folder in this way 
ensures that users can locate their saved files easily . As with TS-specific roaming user profiles, 
you can define home folder locations for Terminal Services either in the properties of the 
user account or in Group Policy . (Home folder settings for Terminal Services can be found in 
a Group Policy object in Computer Configuration\Policies\Administrative Templates\Windows 
Components\Terminal Services\Terminal Server\Profiles . The policy setting used to configure 
home folders is named Set TS User Home Directory .) 
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Migrating User Settings

Windows EBS does not automatically migrate all user settings from your preexisting domain 
to the new Windows EBS environment . For optimal performance and reliability, you should 
manually migrate the following features of AD DS from your preexisting servers to the new 
Windows EBS servers: 

n Logon, logoff, startup, and shutdown scripts

n Roaming profiles

n Remote home folders

n Redirected folders

Do You Need to Migrate User Settings?
The need to migrate user settings might not even be applicable in your environment . For 
example, if AD DS was not present in your pre–Windows EBS network, or if you do not use 
scripts, profiles, home folders, or redirected folders in AD DS, you have no user setting 
 elements to migrate .  

In most other cases, performing these migrations is simply optional . Generally speaking, 
you do not need to perform them for Windows EBS to be fully operational . The advantage of 
performing these migrations is to centralize data, integrate settings with Windows EBS, and 
simplify management .

Important there is one exception in which performing the migrations is mandatory. If 

you plan to decommission the server that hosts the associated scripts, profiles, or folders, 

you must migrate these elements to the new Windows EBS servers before performing the 

migration.

preparing for the Migration
Perform the user setting migrations after you have completed the installation on all three 
Windows EBS servers . 

The migrations will not normally take any of your domain controllers offline, prevent users 
from logging on, or cause interruptions of service . However, it is still recommended that you 
perform the migrations at a time (such as an evening or weekend) when users will not be log-
ging on . The disadvantage of performing the migration during normal business hours is that 
if there is a problem during the migration, users may not be able to access files in their user 
profile, redirected folders, or drives mapped by logon scripts .
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You can migrate only the AD DS features that you are using . The features have no depen-
dencies on each other, so you can choose to migrate them in any order . 

time Estimates
If you decide to migrate user settings, be sure to perform the migration after work hours or 
at a time when your network tends to experience diminished activity . Use the following time 
estimates to plan for the migration:

n Logon, logoff, startup, and shutdown scripts: 2 hours .

Note that the precise time needed to perform this migration depends on the number 
of scripts and tools that you want to migrate .

n Roaming profiles: 1 hour

n Remote home folders: 1 hour

n Redirected folders: 30 minutes 

Migrating Logon, Logoff, Startup, and Shutdown 
Scripts

Before migration, scripts can be stored in any shared directory on any computer that net-
worked computers can access . However, scripts attached to a GPO are most often stored in 
the Sysvol share or subfolder of that share . Sysvol is a network share that is automatically 
stored on and replicated among all domain controllers in an Active Directory domain . Within 
the local file structure of a domain controller, the Sysvol network share by default is stored 
in the %SystemDrive%\Sysvol\Sysvol directory . However, if during Management Server or 
Messaging Server installation you chose to store application data on a volume other than the 
system drive, the Sysvol directory will be stored on that alternate volume instead .

Domain user logon scripts can also be stored anywhere, but they are most commonly 
stored in the Netlogon share . Netlogon is simply the share name of the domainname\scripts 
subdirectory within Sysvol . The UNC paths to \\domainname\sysvol\domainname\scripts and 
\\domainname\netlogon therefore lead to the same location . Because Netlogon is effec-
tively a subdirectory beneath Sysvol, the contents of Netlogon are also replicated among all 
domain controllers .

Figure 7-22 shows the file structure on a domain controller that includes the Sysvol parent 
directory, the shared Sysvol subdirectory (Sysvol share), GPO-specific folders, and the shared 
Scripts subdirectory (Netlogon share) .
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Sysvol share

Netlogon share

Group Policy objects (GPOs)

FIGURE 7-22 The file structure on a domain controller that includes Sysvol, GPOs, and Netlogon

Where Should You Migrate Scripts?
You should migrate all scripts to the same location: the \\domainname\sysvol\ domainname\
scripts folder, otherwise known as the \\domainname\netlogon share . You should store all 
GPO-attached folders in the root of this Scripts folder (the root of the Netlogon share) . If you 
choose, you can migrate all domain user–attached scripts to a subfolder of this Netlogon 
share . 

note the difference between \\domainname\netlogon and \\domainname\sysvol\ 

domainname\scripts is mostly one of context because the permissions to these locations are 

effectively the same for all users. the Netlogon share is essentially a legacy share. It is used 

primarily for backwards compatibility with earlier versions of Windows and for associated 

scripts attached to user accounts. Sysvol and replication features were introduced with Win-

dows 2000 Server, active Directory, and Group policy. In path names and in documentation, 

therefore, Sysvol is used when dealing with aD DS and with GpO-attached scripts.

Why Migrate Scripts?
The main purpose of migrating the preexisting scripts in your environment is to ensure that 
they are all stored on Sysvol . Storing scripts on Sysvol provides redundancy and therefore 
more reliability than storing scripts on a single server does . Because Sysvol is replicated 
among all domain controllers, clients can always access Sysvol as long as one domain control-
ler is accessible . 
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Another reason to store scripts on Sysvol is that doing so enables clients to specify the 
domain name instead of a server name in the network pathname to Sysvol, a feature that 
 enables a single path to scripts through the organization and load balancing among the 
 servers that host those scripts . For example, the path \\contoso .com\sysvol\contoso .com\ 
Policies points to the contoso .com\Policies subfolder of the Sysvol share, which is stored on all 
domain controllers in the Contoso .com domain . Any client in the organization that specifies 
this path will be connected to a local available domain controller . In contrast, a path that 
specifies a single server such as \\Server1\scripts would direct all clients to a single server .

Figure 7-23 shows how you do not need to specify the name of a server to connect to 
the Sysvol share . In the domain Cpandl .internal the UNC pathname \\cpandl .internal\sysvol 
 automatically connects to a replica of the Sysvol share stored on any domain controller . (Note 
that the Sysvol share by default contains a single subfolder named after the domain, in this 
case Cpandl .internal .)

FIGURE 7-23 The Sysvol share

The third reason to migrate scripts to Sysvol is that doing so facilitates future upgrades . 
If all of your scripts are stored in Sysvol, you will not need locate and copy scripts when you 
upgrade to the next version of Windows EBS . The scripts will already be in place .

how Do You Migrate Scripts?
You migrate scripts to the Sysvol share in three main steps . First, you have to take inventory of 
your existing scripts . Second, you have to copy the scripts and associated files to Sysvol . Third, 
you have to modify both the path names within scripts to external resources and the path 
names to the scripts from GPOs and user objects so that these path names point to the new 
locations .  
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taking Inventory of Your Existing Scripts
In this step you take inventory of your scripts by searching through objects to which scripts 
can be attached . You should look for scripts attached to two object types: GPOs and user 
objects . 

To examine GPOs to see if you are using scripts, use the GPMC to run the Group Policy 
Results Wizard . 

Because you might have a large number of GPOs in your environment, it’s best to use the 
Group Policy Results Wizard in the GPMC to create a report of the Group Policy settings that 
are applied whenever a user logs on to the local domain .

To use the Group Policy Results Wizard to locate scripts, perform the following steps:

 1. In the GPMC console tree, double-click your Windows EBS forest if it is not already 
expanded .

 2. In the left pane, right-click the Group Policy Results node, and then click Group Policy 
Results Wizard, as shown in Figure 7-24 . This step opens the Group Policy Results 
 Wizard, shown in Figure 7-25 .

FIGURE 7-24 Opening the Group Policy Results Wizard
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FIGURE 7-25 The Group Policy Results Wizard

 3. Click Next to proceed past the introduction page of the Group Policy Results Wizard .

 4. On the Computer Selection page, select This Computer (default) unless there is another 
computer that more likely has the scripts applied to it (then select Another Computer 
and type the computer name) . Click Next .

 5. On the User Selection page, select Current User (default) unless there is a user other 
than the domain administrator who is more likely to have applied scripts (then select 
that user) . Click Next .

 6. On the Summary Of Selections page, click Next to perform the calculation .

 7. After the calculation has finished, click Finish .

 8. You should see a report in the left pane . Name the report and select the report if it is 
not selected .

 9. In the right pane, click the Settings tab to display the list of settings for the computers 
that are associated with your account .

 10. Under Computer Configuration, expand Policies, and then expand Windows Settings . 

 11. Expand Scripts (if it is present), and then expand Startup and Shutdown .

 12. If you see scripts listed in either location, you can migrate them to Windows EBS . Note 
the following:

• Where the scripts are stored (listed in the Name column)

• The names of the GPOs that contain the script settings (listed in the Winning GPO 
column)

 13. Under User Configuration\Policies\Windows Settings\Scripts, expand Logon and Logoff 
(if they are present) .
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 14. If you see scripts listed in either location, you can migrate them to Windows EBS . Note 
the following:

• Where the scripts are stored (listed in the Name column)

• The names of the GPOs that contain the script settings (listed in the Winning GPO 
column)

The second place to look for scripts is in individual user accounts . Follow these steps to 
examine your user objects to see if you are attaching scripts to these accounts:

 1. On a domain controller in the same forest as Windows EBS, log on as a domain admin-
istrator, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Active Directory Users And 
Computers .

 2. In the left pane, expand the domain where Windows EBS is installed, and then click 
 Users . In the right pane, you should see a list of users and groups in this domain .

 3. To separate the users from the groups, click the Type column . Users will now be at the 
bottom of the list, after groups .

 4. Double-click each user’s name to open the associated properties dialog box . In the 
user properties dialog box, click the Profile tab (shown in Figure 7-26), and then inspect 
the Logon Script field . If you see scripts listed for any user, you can migrate them to 
Windows EBS . Note the following:

• Where the scripts are stored . The default location (the location if no UNC path is 
specified) is the Netlogon share . 

• Which users have the Logon Script field set . 

FIGURE 7-26 A logon script attached to a user account
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 5. (Recommended) Inspect the Profile Path and Local Path fields . If you see UNC paths in 
these fields, your environment includes users with roaming profiles or remote home 
folders that you should migrate to Windows EBS, so you should note these users and 
path names now . Then click the Terminal Services Profile tab and note any entries in 
the same two fields . You will use all of this information later when you perform the mi-
gration of these features in the section “Migrating Roaming Profiles and Remote Home 
Folders” later in this chapter .

Copying the Files
Scripts attached to GPOs should be stored in the domainname\Scripts subfolder of the Sysvol 
share . However, because increasing the amount of data stored in Sysvol increases replication 
time and replication network bandwidth usage among domain controllers, you should not 
use Sysvol to store unnecessary files . Although scripts themselves are small, they often call 
other files, such as executables, that can be quite large . If your scripts use a set of files that is 
larger than 50 MB, it is recommended that you store only your scripts in Sysvol and store the 
associated files in a shared folder on the Windows EBS Management Server .

Scripts attached to user objects should be stored in the Netlogon share or a subfolder 
directly beneath Netlogon . If they are not stored there, you should copy them there at this 
time . If user-attached scripts call other files, you should  also move those files to Netlogon 
 unless they are larger than 50 MB . If the set of associated files is larger than 50 MB, you 
should store these files in a shared folder on the Windows EBS Management Server .

To determine whether the scripts attached to GPOs and user objects are already stored in 
Sysvol and Netlogon, look at the name of the file shares . If they contain the words Sysvol or 
Netlogon, your scripts are stored in the right place . 

Complete the steps in the following section to copy the scripts and associated files . If you 
are not sure which files are used by your scripts, proceed with what you know and come back 
to this  section if you need to copy another tool or file that your scripts reference .

Important Do not move the scripts and associated files—copy them.

Copying Files Smaller than 50 MB
If your set of scripts and the tools and files they use are smaller than approximately 50 MB, 
they can reside entirely in Sysvol . 

To copy your tools and files to Sysvol, perform the following steps:

 1. Open Windows Explorer while logged on as a domain administrator on the computer 
that stores the scripts that you intend to copy .

 2. Copy all scripts that are referenced by GPOs from their current location (you deter-
mined and recorded this location earlier in this chapter) to \\domainname\Sysvol\ 
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domainname\scripts . For example, if your domain were Adventure-works .com, you 
would copy the files to \\adventure-works .com\Sysvol\adventure-works .com\scripts . 

 3. Copy all scripts that are referenced by user objects from their current location to 
\\domainname\Netlogon (or a designated folder under it) .

 4. If your scripts reference any external files, create a subdirectory under \\domainname\
Sysvol\domainname\scripts, and then copy the files there . 

Note the new locations to which you copy these tools and files (you will use this informa-
tion in the next section when you update the scripts with this new location) .

Copying Files Larger than 50 MB
If the set of scripts and associated files is larger than 50 MB, store only the scripts in  Sysvol, 
and then follow these steps to copy the associated files to a new shared folder on the 
 Windows EBS Management Server .

To copy a large set of files associated with scripts to the Management Server, perform the 
following steps:

 1. Log on to the Windows EBS Management Server as a domain administrator .

 2. Open Windows Explorer .

 3. Create a new folder on the system drive to hold the tools and files . Do not create the 
folder under the Users folder on your system hard drive . An acceptable location would 
be a folder named Fileshares, with a subfolder named Scriptfiles . 

 4. Right-click the new folder you have created to store the script files, and then click 
Share . The File Sharing Wizard appears .

 5. In the drop-down list, click Find . The Select Users And Groups dialog box appears .

 6. Type the group name Authenticated Users, and then click OK . 

 7. Set the permission level for Authenticated Users to Reader .

 8. Click Share, and then click Done .

 9. Copy the files that your scripts use from their current location (you determined and 
recorded this location earlier in this chapter) to the folder that you created .

Updating the path Names Within Scripts
Follow these steps to update the new versions of your scripts to ensure that they do not refer 
to servers that you are planning to decommission .

To update new script versions, perform the following steps:

 1. Log on as domain administrator on the computer that stores the scripts you intend to 
modify .

 2. Browse to the locations where you copied your scripts . 
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Important Make sure that you modify the new copies of your scripts, not your 

 originals.

 3. Open each script in a text editor and examine each line .

 a. If you see a reference to an associated tool or file that you copied to Sysvol, update 
the reference to point to \\domainname\Sysvol\domainname\scripts . 

note Use the command-line tool Findstr to search for the names of any tools or files that 

you have copied to Sysvol. Note that you can use this tool to search for strings on multiple 

files at once. For more information about Findstr, type findstr/? at a command prompt.

 b. If you see a reference to a server that you are going to decommission, ensure that 
the referenced resource is copied to Sysvol or the Windows EBS Management 
Server and then update the script to point to the new location .

An example of a resource that you would move to Sysvol is a 500 kilobyte (KB) tool that is 
shared on \\adventure-works-fs\tools . An example of a resource that you should copy to a file 
share on the Management Server is the output directory of an asset-tracking tool .

note While reading through your scripts, determine their functions and remember 

them. Doing so will be useful when you are ready to verify your migration.

Updating GpOs to point to the New Location for Scripts
Follow these steps to update GPOs to point to the new location to which you copied your 
scripts:

 1. Open the GPMC . 

 2. In the GPMC, expand the left pane, expand the Domains node, and then expand your 
domain . Expand and select the Group Policy Objects node under your domain . 

 3. For each GPO that contains script settings, right-click the GPO in the left pane, and 
then click Edit . The Group Policy Management Editor appears, and you can edit infor-
mation about the GPO that you selected . Perform the following steps:

 a. If you need to update the location of a startup or shutdown script, in the left pane 
of the Group Policy Management Editor, expand Computer Configuration, expand 
Policies, and then expand Windows Settings . Click the Scripts (Startup/Shutdown) 
node . 

•  In the right pane, double-click Startup . Select each startup script that you cop-
ied, and then click Edit . Enter the new location of the script, and then click OK .
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•  To edit the location of each shutdown script, in the right pane, double-click 
 Shutdown .

 b. If you need to update the location of a logon or logoff script, in the left pane of 
the Group Policy Management Editor, expand User Configuration, expand Policies, 
and then expand Windows Settings . Click the Scripts (Logon/Logoff) node . 

•  In the right pane, double-click Logon . Select each script that you copied, and 
then click Edit . Enter the new location of the script, and then click OK .

•  To edit the location of each logoff script, in the right pane, double-click Logoff .

Updating User Objects to point to the New Location for Scripts
If you have user objects that specify scripts, follow these steps to update the path names to 
point to the new location to which you copied those scripts:

 1. Click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Active Directory Users And 
 Computers .

 2. In the left pane, expand the domain where Windows EBS is installed, and then click 
 Users . In the right pane, you should see a list of users and groups in this domain .

 3. For each user that had script settings specified (you noted this in the section “Taking 
Inventory of Your Existing Scripts” earlier in the chapter), double-click the user, and 
then click the Profile tab . 

 4. Verify that the location of the script is under \\domainname\Netlogon .

Verifying the Migration of Scripts
Follow these steps to verify that you migrated the scripts, tools, and files correctly:

 1. Rename the original copies of the scripts, tools, and files that you copied to make sure 
that you are using the new copies . The easiest way to do this is to change the names of 
the shared folders that contain the files (instead of renaming the files) .

 2. Determine a computer and user pair that you know has at least one logon, logoff, 
startup, or shutdown script . Select a computer that you can restart with minimal 
 impact to network services, such as a spare server .

 3. If you recently updated a policy setting or user object, wait 15 minutes before you 
 attempt these verification steps to ensure that the changes have been replicated .

 4. Restart the computer that you selected .

 5. Log on to the computer that you selected with the user account you selected . If the 
script that applies to this computer and user pair is a logoff or shutdown script, log off 
or shut down as appropriate .
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 6. Verify that your scripts executed . If you cannot determine that they are functioning as 
expected, consider one of these alternatives:

• Add a line to a script that you moved to create a temporary file . Repeat the previ-
ous procedure and check for the existence of the temporary file .

• Create a new policy setting to apply to this computer or modify an existing GPO to 
display the script commands as they run (see the following instructions) .

To create or modify a GPO to make scripts visible, perform one of the following steps:

n To display the commands in logoff or logon scripts: In Group Policy Management 
 Editor, expand User Configuration, expand Policies, expand Administrative Templates, 
expand System, and expand Scripts . Then enable the following two settings: Run 
 Logoff Scripts Visible and Run Logon Scripts Visible . 

–or–

n To display the commands in startup or shutdown scripts: Expand Computer Configura-
tion, expand Policies, expand Administrative Templates, expand System, and expand 
Scripts . Then enable the following two settings: Run Shutdown Scripts Visible and Run 
Startup Scripts Visible .

After you have verified that the migration was successful, you can delete your original copy 
of the scripts and the tools and files that you copied .

Migrating Roaming Profiles, Remote Home Folders, 
and Redirected Folders

To perform this migration, you will move roaming profiles, remote home folders, and 
 redirected folders to the Management Server and then update AD DS to point to this new 
location . The benefit of performing this migration is that it enables Windows EBS integration 
by providing features such as improved reporting and security .

note the data stored by roaming profiles, remote home folders, and redirected folders 

technically can be stored anywhere in your server environment. 

Important If something goes wrong with the migration of roaming profiles, remote 

home folders, or redirected folders, revert all the changes you made in aD DS to your 

original set of scripts and files.

Follow these instructions to migrate your AD DS scripts, roaming profiles, remote home 
folders, and redirected folders from your existing servers to Windows EBS .
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Migrating Roaming profiles and Remote home Folders
Roaming profiles and home folders are set in the properties of user objects . To migrate 
roaming profiles and remote home folders to shared folders on the Management Server, you 
should look for these features in user objects, create new shared folders on the Management 
Server, and finally modify user properties to point to the new shares .

Looking for Roaming profiles and Remote home Folders in  
User Objects
If, as recommended in the section “Taking Inventory of Your Existing Scripts” earlier in the 
chapter, you noted user accounts configured with roaming profiles and remote home folders 
(and the associated path names), you can proceed to the next section, “Creating New Shared 
Folders on the Management Server .” If on the other hand you are unsure how user accounts 
in your organization might be configured with roaming profiles or remote home folders, you 
should check your user objects as described in the following instructions .

Follow these steps to examine user objects to see if you are using roaming profiles or 
remote home folders:

 1. On a server in the same forest as Windows EBS, log on as domain administrator, click 
Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Active Directory Users And Computers .

 2. In the left pane, expand the domain where Windows EBS is installed, and then click the 
Users node . In the right pane, you should see a list of users and groups that are members 
of this domain .

 3. To separate the users from the groups, click the Type column . Users will now be at the 
bottom of the list, after groups .

 4. Double-click each user to open the associated properties dialog box . In the user 
properties dialog box, click the Profile tab, and then inspect the Profile Path and Home 
Folder fields . 

 5. Click the Terminal Services Profile tab, and check the same fields .

If the Profile Path field on the Profile tab or the Terminal Services Profile tab specifies a 
UNC pathname, the user account is configured with a roaming profile that you should 
migrate to the Management Server . 

If the Home Folder field on the Profile tab or the Terminal Services Profile tab specifies 
a UNC pathname, the user account is configured with remote home folders that you 
should migrate to the Management Server . 

 6. Note where the roaming profiles and home folders are stored and which users had 
these fields set .
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Creating New Shared Folders on the Management Server
This section explains how to create and share folders on the Windows EBS Management 
Server . You should use these parent folders to store your users’ roaming profiles and remote 
home folders . 

After you create these new shared folders, you will update the user accounts to point to 
these new resources by following the steps in the section “Modifying User Properties for 
Roaming User Profiles and Home Folders” later in the chapter . When you update the Profile 
Path field in the user object properties, AD DS creates the user’s roaming profile and remote 
home folders . It then copies the data the next time the user logs off .

To create a shared folder for roaming profiles, perform the following steps:

 1. Log on to the Management Server as a domain administrator .

 2. Open Windows Explorer .

 3. Create a folder to act as the roaming profiles parent folder . Roaming profile folders for 
each user will be stored in this folder . 

Important Do not create the parent folder under the Users folder on your system 

drive. an acceptable location would be a folder you name Fileshares, with a subfolder 

named Roamingprofiles. (In this case, the subfolder named Roamingprofiles would act as 

the roaming profiles parent folder because it will hold the individual folders for each user.)

 4. To share the roaming profiles parent folder, right-click it and click Share . The File 
 Sharing Wizard appears .

 5. In the drop-down list, click Find . The Select Users And Groups dialog box appears .

 6. Type the group name Authenticated Users, and then click OK . 

 7. Change the permission level for Authenticated Users to Co-Owner .

 8. Click Share, and then click Done to close the wizard .

 9. In Windows Explorer, right-click the roaming profiles parent folder, and then click 
Properties . The folder properties dialog box appears .

 10. To ensure that this directory is secure against malicious users, click the Security tab .

 11. Near the bottom-right of the dialog box, click the Advanced button, shown in 
 Figure 7-27 .
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FIGURE 7-27 Opening the Advanced Security Settings dialog box

The Advanced Security Settings dialog box appears .

 12. Click the Edit button, which is indicated in Figure 7-28 . 

FIGURE 7-28 Advanced security settings for the roaming user profiles parent folder

Another Advanced Security Settings dialog box appears .
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 13. In the new Advanced Security Settings dialog box, select Authenticated Users from the 
list, and then click Edit, as shown in Figure 7-29 .

FIGURE 7-29 Opening the permission entry for the roaming user profiles parent folder

The Permission Entry dialog box opens, shown in Figure 7-30 .

FIGURE 7-30 The Permission Entry dialog box for the roaming user profile parent folder
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 14. Click Clear All, and then select the following two check boxes under the Allow column: 
List Folder/Read Data and Create Folders/Append Data . Ensure that no Deny check 
boxes are selected . The dialog box should appear as it does in Figure 7-31 .

FIGURE 7-31 Assigning permissions to Authenticated Users on the roaming user profile parent folder

 15. Click OK until all the dialog boxes are closed .

If you have remote home folders present in your environment, repeat the previous set of 
steps to create another shared folder to act as the parent folder for remote home folders . One 
suggestion is to create a folder named Fileshares\Homefolders on the Management Server 
and to use Homefolders as the parent for remote home folders . Do not store remote home 
folders under the Users folder on the system hard drive of the Management Server .

Important Do not use the same directory to store roaming profiles and remote home 

folders on the Windows EBS Management Server. 

Modifying User properties for Roaming User profiles and home Folders
To move roaming user profiles and remote home folders to the new location on the  Windows 
EBS Management Server, you have to modify each user’s properties on which roaming user 
profiles or remote home folders are enabled . Do not copy or move the roaming profile or 
 remote home folder data manually . When you change the location in the user properties, 
AD DS automatically copies the user data (and associated security settings) from the old 
 folders to the new folders when that user next logs off . It may take some time for all users to 
log off, so do not delete the old shared folders .
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Follow these steps to modify user properties to point to the new location for roaming user 
profiles and remote home folders . This modification instructs AD DS to move the files stored 
in users’ roaming profiles and remote home folders .

To migrate roaming user profiles and home folders to a new location on the Management 
Server, perform the following steps:

 1. Click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Active Directory Users And 
 Computers .

 2. For each user who has roaming profile or remote home folder settings, double-click 
the user name, and then click the Profile tab . 

note You noted these users either in the section “taking Inventory of Your Existing 

Scripts” or in the section “Looking for Roaming profiles and Remote home Folders in 

User Objects” earlier in the chapter.

 3. Update the location of the roaming profile and remote home folder paths by setting 
them to the network path of the shared folders on your Windows EBS Management 
Server . 

 4. Append a subfolder for the user . For example, if the network share for the roaming 
profile parent folder were \\mgt\roamingprofiles and the user account you are modify-
ing were Luka Abrus (logon name Luka .Abrus), the correct profile path would be \\mgt 
\roamingprofiles\luka .abrus . This particular example is shown in Figure 7-32 .

FIGURE 7-32 An example of a setting for a roaming user profile
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note the specified subfolder named after the user does not exist yet on the Windows 

EBS Management Server—aD DS will create it when the user logs off.

 5. Click the Terminal Services Profile tab, and then update the roaming profile and 
 remote home folder paths if these settings are present there .

Verifying the Migration
Follow these steps to verify that you migrated roaming profiles and remote home folders 
 successfully:

 1. On a desktop computer, log off all users who are logged on .

 2. Log on as a domain user who has a roaming profile .

 3. Log off so that the data is copied to the new location . 

 4. Verify that no error dialog boxes appear when you log off .

 5. Log on as the same user .

 6. Verify that settings persisted as expected . 

If you are not using Folder Redirection for My Documents (renamed Documents 
in  Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista), and if you have not excluded My 
 Documents from the roaming profiles or remote home folders, browse My Documents 
to verify that the user’s roaming profiles and remote home folders are present . You can 
also verify that desktop settings such as wallpaper, icons, and the icon arrangement 
appear as expected .

 7. As a domain administrator, browse the content of the roaming profile and remote 
home folder parent folders . You should see a subfolder for the user you logged on as 
in step 2 . 

note You should not be able to browse the contents of this user’s subfolder as an 

administrator unless you specifically set that option in a GpO.

Migrating Redirected Folders
Migrating redirected folders relates to migrating folders that have been  redirected by 
preexisting GPOs in your domain . For example, you might have defined a GPO that  redirects 
the My Documents and Desktop folders to a network share . After the migration, the 
 network share will be moved to the Management Server, and the GPOs will point to this new 
location .
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To migrate Folder Redirection settings to Windows EBS, you first need to investigate your 
preexisting GPOs to see which one(s) is or are used to assign Folder Redirection . Then on 
the Management Server, you need to create a new shared parent folder that will hold the 
 redirected folders for each user . Finally, you have to modify the GPOs to point to this new 
shared parent folder .

Investigating Your GpOs for Folder Redirection Settings
To determine which GPOs include defined Folder Redirection settings, take the following 
steps:

 1. While you are logged on to the Windows EBS Management Server as a domain 
 administrator, open the GPMC .

 2. In the GPMC console tree, click Group Policy Results, and then click the result that you 
previously created in the section “Taking Inventory of Your Existing Scripts” earlier in 
the chapter .

If you did not perform the procedure in “Taking Inventory of Your Existing Scripts,” 
complete the steps in that section up to and including step 8 (in which you name the 
report) .

 3. Select the report . In the right pane of the GPMC, click the Settings tab, expand User 
Configuration, expand Policies, and then expand Windows Settings . 

If Folder Redirection settings are defined in a GPO that is being applied, a Folder 
 Redirection section will appear, as shown in Figure 7-33 . 

Important If you do not see a section named Folder Redirection, you should run 

the Group policy Results Wizard again by specifying another user and a computer that 

is running a more recent operating system, such as Windows Vista. If Folder Redirec-

tion appears only when you choose Windows Vista, you need to modify the GpO’s 

Folder Redirection settings so that they apply to earlier operating systems (as described 

in the section “Configuring Settings tab Options for Folder Redirection” earlier in this 

chapter). If no section named Folder Redirection appears in the User Configuration 

 section, your environment does not have Folder Redirection configured. In this case, it is 

recommended that you use the Windows EBS administration Console to enable Folder 

Redirection of the Documents folder for each user account. If you have an environment 

with mixed Windows Xp and Windows Vista clients, you might consider enabling Folder 

Redirection for the Desktop folder as well. 
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FIGURE 7-33 Group Policy Results that include Folder Redirection settings

 4.  Expand Folder Redirection, and then click My Documents . 

 5. The Winning GPO is the GPO that you need to modify .

Creating a Shared parent Folder for Folder Redirection
To create a shared folder on the Management Server for redirected folders, perform the 
 following steps:

 1. Log on to the Windows EBS Management Server as a domain administrator .

 2. Open Windows Explorer .

 3. Create a new folder on the Windows EBS Management Server . A suggested location is 
Fileshares\Redirectedfolders, where the folder Redirectedfolders will act as your parent 
folder for Folder Redirection . 

note aD DS can automatically create subfolders under the folder you are creating.

 4. Right-click the new folder you have created, and then click Share . The File Sharing 
Wizard appears .

 5. In the drop-down list, click Find .
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 6. Type the group name Authenticated Users, and then click OK .

 7. Change the permission level for Authenticated Users to Co-Owner .

 8. Click Share, and then click Done to close the wizard .

 9. In Windows Explorer, right-click the folder that you created, and then click Properties . 
The Properties dialog box appears .

 10. To ensure that this directory is secure against malicious users, click the Security tab .

 11. Near the bottom-right of the dialog box, click the Advanced button . The Advanced 
Security Settings dialog box appears .

 12. Click Edit . Another Advanced Security Settings dialog box appears .

 13. Select Authenticated Users from the list, and then click Edit .

 14. Click Clear All to remove all permissions . Then, under Allow, select the following two 
check boxes: List Folder/Read Data and Create Folders/Append Data . Ensure that no 
Deny check boxes are selected .

 15. Click OK until all the dialog boxes are closed .

Modifying the GpOs to point to the New Shared Folder
After you create the new shared parent folder for Folder Redirection on the Management 
Server, you need to update the GPO or GPOs that is or are applying the Folder Redirection 
policy . 

Before proceeding with the migration, note the following important points:

n When you change the location of a redirected folder, do not move the redirected 
folder data manually . AD DS automatically moves the data (preserving your security 
settings) from the old folder to the new folder .

n If a user with redirected folders is already logged on when you start this migration, the 
redirected data for this user does not move until the next time the user logs on . It may 
take some time for all users to log off and log back on, so do not delete the old shared 
folder .

n If a user is logged on to a computer when you change the Group Policy settings and 
then that user logs on to another computer without logging off the first computer, 
the user’s redirected files may have conflicts between the old and new locations (for 
example, two files could have the same name and different content) . When there is a 
conflict, the new version of the file replaces the old version .

To modify Folder Redirection to point to the new share on the Management Server, follow 
these steps:

 1. In the console tree of the GPMC, expand your forest and domain .
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 2. Find the Winning GPO . (You noted the Winning GPO in the section “Investigating Your 
GPOs for Folder Redirection Settings” earlier in the chapter .)

note If you have multiple GpOs with Folder Redirection settings, you need to per-

form the following steps on all the GpOs to move all the redirected folders.

 3. Right-click the GPO, and then click Edit . The Group Policy Management Editor appears .

 4. In the left pane of the Group Policy Management Editor, expand User Configuration, 
expand Policies, expand Windows Settings, and then expand Folder Redirection, as 
shown in Figure 7-34 .

FIGURE 7-34 Folder Redirection settings in a GPO
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 5. Follow these steps for each redirected folder:

 a. In the left pane of the Group Policy Management Editor, right-click the folder, and 
then click Properties . As an example, the Desktop Properties dialog box is shown in 
Figure 7-35 .

FIGURE 7-35 Configuring Desktop folder redirection

 b. On the Target tab, click Browse, and then select the folder that you shared on the 
Management Server . To find this shared folder, expand Network, and then expand 
the name of the Management Server . (Select the option to enable Network Discov-
ery if prompted .) Select the new folder, and then click OK .

 c. On the Settings tab, shown in Figure 7-36, select the option to move the contents 
of the folder to the new location . For security reasons, it is recommended that you 
also select the option to grant the user exclusive rights to the folder . If you have 
computers running Windows 2000, Windows Server 2003, or Windows XP in your 
organization, you should also select the option to apply redirection policy to these 
operating systems . 
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FIGURE 7-36 Configuring Desktop Folder Redirection settings

 d. Click OK to close the Desktop Properties dialog box .

 6. Close Group Policy Management Editor .

Verifying the Migration of Redirected Folders
After you have modified the settings on the GPOs to point to the new share on the Manage-
ment Server, you have to verify the newly configured settings .

note It is assumed that you chose the default target setting for the redirection policy 

(Basic - Redirect Everyone’s Folder to the Same Location) and that this policy setting 

 applies to the domain administrator.

To verify the migration of redirected folders, perform the following steps:

 1. While you are logged on as a domain administrator, open the shared folder that you 
created for redirected folders . You should see an empty directory (unless users have 
logged on between the time you completed modifying the GPO and now) .

 2. Log off all administrator sessions across all the computers on your domain . (Locking 
the terminal with Ctrl+Alt+Delete is not sufficient .)

 3. Log on as a domain administrator, and open the shared folder that you created for 
 redirected folders . You should now see the administrator’s redirected files for the 
 chosen folder .
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Summary

As an administrator, you should use Group Policy to configure user settings that you want to 
assign to many users . For those settings that you cannot configure directly through Group 
Policy, you can attach to a GPO a logon, logoff, startup, or shutdown script . To enable us-
ers to access their settings and data from any computer in the domain, you can configure 
roaming user profiles, Folder Redirection, or a combination of these two features . You can 
use Folder Redirection also to increase compatibility between user profiles in pre–Windows 
Vista operating systems on the one hand and user profiles in post–Windows Vista operating 
systems on the other .

After you install Windows EBS, it is recommended that you migrate features such as scripts, 
roaming user profiles, and redirected folders to the Windows EBS Management Server .
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How serious is the prospect of data loss for a business? Consider this: About half of 
the companies that experience a major data-loss incident are driven immediately 

out of business for good . After two years, that rate of failure swells to approximately 
95 percent . Given these figures, you can see how a business’s survival truly depends on 
its ability to avoid catastrophic data loss . 

Backup and restore procedures that are adequately planned, tested, and imple-
mented are an essential aspect of establishing data recoverability and avoiding major 
data loss . In a typical medium-size organization, the Windows Essential Business Server 
(EBS) servers are not the only servers in the network, and a full disaster recovery plan 
does involve more than simply backing up the Windows EBS servers . However, the steps 
to recover from the failure of one or more Windows EBS servers must form an integral 
component of a business’s data recovery plan .

In this chapter, we first cover installation in Replacement Mode, which is a method to 
recover a failed Windows EBS server . We then cover Windows Server Backup—the basic 
backup and restore tool included in Windows Server 2008—and Windows Complete 
PC Restore—a feature used to recover an entire server . 
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real World  Test and Retest your Recovery Procedures

If there’s a mantra to be repeated when it comes to backup strategy, it is this: If 

you’ve never restored it, you’ve never backed it up. too often we’ve seen cases 

in which an organization implements what seems to be an airtight disaster recov-

ery strategy, only to learn too late that some unforeseen factor has rendered its 

backups unusable. Other times, a backup plan is tested successfully, but then “small” 

changes are made, and retesting is never performed—retesting that would have 

revealed a critical flaw in the backup design. Given the importance of avoiding data 

loss, it is critical to test your recovery procedures and retest them whenever any 

changes are made.

Replacement Mode Installation

Replacement Mode installation is a way to recover a Windows EBS server from a fatal hard-
ware error . Because Windows EBS is a multiserver product, a hardware failure on one of the 
servers presents a particular set of complications . For example, if your Management Server 
dies and cannot be brought back online, you need to install a new Management Server in a 
way that replaces the current Management Server in the existing Windows EBS infrastructure 
and Active Directory domain . If you have a new physical server with the same hardware speci-
fications as the one hosting the old Management Server, you could restore the backup of the 
entire Management Server to this new identical machine . However, restored onto different 
hardware, the old backup will likely create errors on the new system .

A Replacement Mode installation simplifies the problem of hardware failure by allowing you 
to quickly install a new Management Server with the same settings as those specified when 
you originally ran the Management Server Installation Wizard . Another reason to perform a 
Replacement Mode installation is to upgrade the physical machine on which one of the three 
Windows EBS servers is running . Because these settings are stored in the MMSConfiguration 
object in Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS), they can be downloaded during the 
Replacement Mode installation . 

Despite the benefits to Replacement Mode, there are also some important limitations . 
First, you can use Replacement Mode installation to recover only a single Windows EBS server . 
If two of your Windows EBS servers are brought down and cannot be brought back online, 
you must restore at least one of them from backup (and both if only the Security Server 
remains online) . Second, it is important to note that a Replacement Mode installation does 
not recover data but only the server settings that were specified during the original installa-
tion . After you complete the Replacement Mode installation, you need to recover data that is 
hosted on that server, data such as Microsoft Exchange mailboxes on the Messaging Server, 
redirected Documents folder data on the Management Server, and firewall rules you created 
after installation . Finally, you should also know that a Replacement Mode installation is a one-
way operation and should never be attempted for testing purposes in a production domain . 
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Important Replacement Mode is not a replacement for a backup strategy. Only 

 settings are restored. Data is not recovered. Exchange and SQL Server databases, user data, 

registry changes, and installed applications must be restored from backup.  

Important Never attempt a Replacement Mode installation without the intention of 

removing the existing server, and never use Windows EBS media to attempt to install 

 temporary or test servers in an existing Windows EBS domain.  

performing a Replacement Mode Installation
To perform a Replacement Mode installation, ensure that the old server you are replac-
ing is permanently offline . Then, using the product disc for the server you want to replace, 
 begin installing the server as you did the first time . As during the original installation, 
the Windows EBS Installation Wizard first proceeds through the steps of the Windows 
 Server 2008 installation . 

After Windows Server 2008 installation completes, the Windows EBS Installation Wizard 
begins . Perform the following steps:

 1. On the Welcome page, read the introductory text, and then click Next .

 2. On the Choose The Network Adapter page, select the network adapter that you use to 
connect this server to your network . Verify that the network adapter is connected to 
your internal network, and then click Next .

 3. On the Choose Temporary IP Addresses page, you can choose to use DHCP to auto-
matically assign an IP address to the Security Server and Messaging Server (this address is 
used only during installation) . Alternatively, you can manually type a new valid IP address 
that provides an Internet connection through your network . If you are replacing the 
Management Server, you must configure an address manually if you have configured that 
server as your DHCP server . For all servers, configure an unused address as the temporary IP 
address . Do not assign as the temporary address the permanent address of the server you 
are replacing . 

Important Do not use the Ip address of the original server as the temporary Ip 

address of the replacement server.

note this Ip address setting is used temporarily during the installation to download 

critical updates from the Microsoft Update Web site and to connect to the computers 

that already exist on your network. the setting is reconfigured to your final setting later 

in the installation.
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 4. Click Next .

 5. On the Microsoft Update page, choose whether to download optional updates from 
the Microsoft Update Web site and apply them automatically during installation, and 
then click Next . 

 6. The Installation Wizard connects to the Microsoft Update Web site and searches for 
critical updates for Windows EBS . If the wizard detects any updates, it downloads and 
installs them .

 7. When the wizard is finished, on the Critical Updates Installed page, click Next .

 8. On the Choose The Active Directory Domain page, choose Join An Existing Forest, and 
then click Next . 

 9. On the Join An Active Directory Domain page, as shown in Figure 8-1, type your exist-
ing domain information when prompted, and then click Next . Type the domain name 
and the account logon credentials for a user account that has Enterprise Administrator 
privileges in this domain, and then click Join Domain . 

FIGURE 8-1 Replacing a Windows EBS server

When you perform this step, the domain is scanned to determine whether the server 
you are installing already exists in the AD DS database . If so, the installation is deter-
mined to be a Replacement Mode installation, and the Replace An Existing Server page 
appears . An example of this page is shown in Figure 8-2 .
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FIGURE 8-2 The Replace An Existing Server page of the Windows EBS Installation Wizard

 10. On the Replace An Existing Server page, click Next . A Windows Essential Business 
Server Warning message box appears and asks you to confirm the server replacement, 
as shown in Figure 8-3 . Click Yes . 

FIGURE 8-3 Confirming a server replacement
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The Installation Wizard collects your existing network settings from AD DS, and the 
server restarts to join the domain . The Progress Of Joining The Domain page appears 
to help you track the progress as the domain is being joined . When the domain is 
joined, click Next .

 11. Continue to complete the remaining steps in the Installation Wizard . These steps 
continue from the Choose A Volume For Storing Data page in the normal installation 
sequence, and they vary depending on which server you are replacing . Use the same 
settings that you used in your initial installation to answer the prompts and finish the 
wizard .

 12. On the Review page, carefully review your settings . 

If you discover that DNS or DHCP settings were changed after the installation of the 
original server, you must change these settings in AD DS before proceeding . For ex-
ample, if you retired a DNS server after you installed Windows EBS, you might receive 
a message such as the one in Figure 8-4 during a Replacement Mode installation .

FIGURE 8-4 Changes to DNS and DHCP must be updated before a Replacement Mode installation .

If you want to make changes to any of the installation settings, see the section 
“ Changing Installation Settings for Server Replacement” later in the chapter . After you 
have changed the settings, restart the Installation Wizard on this computer and repeat 
steps 1 through 12 .

 13. When you finish reviewing the settings, click Install .

 14. The Installation Wizard installs Windows EBS on your server and configures it with the 
settings from your existing environment . The Progress Of Installation page displays 
progress bars that show you how the installation is proceeding . Depending on the 
 settings that you chose, the server may restart several times .

 15. You can leave the remainder of the installation unattended . If you want to observe the 
progress, you can log on to the server by using your domain administrator credentials .

 16. When Windows EBS is installed, the Installation Tasks Finished page appears . Click 
Next .
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 17. If during step 5 you did not choose to automatically install optional updates, the Select 
Optional Updates page appears . You can choose to install the most recent updates for 
all of your installed server roles, or you can finish the installation without downloading 
or installing the updates . Click Install Updates to start the update process, or click 
Finish to finish your server installation without the updates .

 18. If during step 5 you chose to install optional updates, on the Installation And Updates 
Finished page, review the status of your installation and updates, and then click Close .

After you have finished the Windows EBS Installation Wizard, you can restore the data for 
the server roles that were installed on the server that you replaced . Use the current backup 
files that you made prior to replacing the server for the data restoration .

If you replaced the Management Server, you must run the Update Certificates Wizard to 
renew the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates that were issued by Windows EBS to the 
Security Server and Messaging Server . For more information about updating certificates, see 
“MMSUtils /updatecert” in Chapter 5, “Managing Windows EBS with the Windows EBS Admin-
istration Console .”

note If you are replacing the Management Server or restoring it onto a new computer, 

you must restore the license store for Windows EBS. the license store on the new computer 

presents only default client access licenses (CaLs). If you previously installed CaL packs for 

Windows EBS and assigned CaLs to user accounts or devices, that information is not 

automatically migrated. after you restore the Management Server on new hardware, you 

must reinstall the CaL packs, and you must reassign the CaLs that you used.

Changing Installation Settings for Server Replacement
If you discover that you need to make changes to the installation settings in Windows EBS 
when you are replacing a server, you can use the Active Directory Service Interfaces Editor 
(ADSI Edit) to make the changes . This section explains how to change the DNS and DHCP 
installation settings .

If you want to change DNS settings in the Windows EBS Configuration Store, perform 
the steps in the immediately following procedure, ”To change DNS settings .” If you want to 
change DHCP settings in the Windows EBS Configuration Store, perform the steps in the 
 subsequent procedure, ”To change DHCP settings .”

To change DNS settings, follow these steps: 

 1. Do not cancel the Windows EBS Installation Wizard . Press Shift+F10 on the computer 
to open the Command Prompt window .

 2. In the Command Prompt window, type adsiedit.msc .

 3. In the ADSI Edit console tree, right-click ADSI Edit, and then click Connect To from the 
shortcut menu .
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 4. In the Connection Settings dialog box, click Select A Well Known Naming Context if it 
is not already selected .

 5. In the Select A Well Known Naming Context drop-down list box, click Configuration, as 
shown in Figure 8-5, and then click OK .

FIGURE 8-5 Choosing the Configuration Naming Context

The following four steps (steps 6 to 9) are illustrated in Figure 8-6 .

FIGURE 8-6 Selecting DNS Server settings for editing in the Configuration Store
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 6. In the ADSI Edit console tree, expand the Configuration connection point object, 
 expand the Configuration container, and then expand the Services container . 

 7. Under the CN=Services container, select the CN=MMSConfiguration container, right-
click the CN=DnsServers container in the Details pane, and then click Properties .

 8. In CN=DnsServers Properties dialog box, in the Attributes list, double-click the Key-
words attribute .

 9. In the Multi-Valued String Editor dialog box, select the DnsAddresses value listed in the 
Values area, and then click Remove .  

The DnsAddresses value moves to the Value To Add text box .

 10. In the Value To Add text box, edit the DnsAddresses value so that it indicates the 
 addresses of your new DNS servers . The addresses must be in the following format:

DnsAddresses=<IP address>,<IP address>

(Replace the <IP address> placeholders with the new DNS addresses .)

As an example, as shown in Figure 8-7, the first DNS server address has been changed 
from 192 .168 .200 .2 to 192 .168 .200 .8 .

FIGURE 8-7 Changing your DNS server in the Configuration Store

Important Do not type spaces between the equal sign and the values or between 

the comma and the Ip addresses.

 11. Click Add .

 12. Click OK to close the Multi-Valued String Editor dialog box, and then click OK to close 
the CN=DnsServers Properties dialog box .
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 13. If you do not need to make additional setting changes, restart the computer and 
 complete the wizard .

 14. If you want to change DHCP settings in the Active Directory Configuration Store, 
 perform the steps in the following procedure .

To change DHCP settings, follow these steps:

 1. Perform the first six steps of the preceding procedure, ”To change DNS settings .”

The next four steps (steps 2 through 5) are illustrated in Figure 8-8 .

FIGURE 8-8 Changing the DHCP server setting in the Configuration Store

 2. In the ADSI console tree, under the Services container, select the 
CN=MMSConfiguration container .

 3. In the Details pane, right-click the DhcpTask container, and then click Properties .

 4. In the CN=DhcpTask Properties dialog box, in the Attributes list, click the Keywords 
 attribute, and then click Edit .

 5. In the Value To Add box, select the DhcpDnsServerIP value in the Values area, and then 
click Remove . 

The DhcpDnsServerIP value moves to the Value To Add text box .
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 6. In the Value To Add text box, edit the DhcpDnsServerIP value so that it indicates the 
value of your new DHCP server . 

Important Do not type spaces between the equals sign and the values. 

 7. Click Add .

 8. Click OK to close the Multi-Valued String Editor dialog box, and then click OK to close 
the CN=DhcpTask Properties dialog box .

 9. If you do not need to make additional setting changes, restart the computer and 
 complete the wizard .

Windows Server Backup

Windows Server Backup is an administrative tool that is available with Windows Server 2008 
and that you can use to perform basic backup and recovery procedures for your Windows 
EBS servers . Once it is installed, you can access Windows Server Backup through the Start 
menu, as shown in Figure 8-9 . Clicking Windows Server Backup opens the Windows Server 
Backup console, which is shown in Figure 8-10 .

FIGURE 8-9 Opening Windows Server Backup
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FIGURE 8-10 The Windows Server Backup console

Windows Server Backup is best understood as a simplified backup tool . Its main  advantages 
are that it is very simple to use, that it is fast and efficient, and that because of its  simplicity 
it helps to avoid backup failures . In addition, unlike the previous backup tool native to 
 Windows, Windows Server Backup supports backing up to optical media such as DVD drives . 
Another new feature of Windows Server Backup is that you can use it to manage backups of 
remote machines (as long as Windows Server Backup is installed on the remote computer) . 
Windows Server Backup also reclaims used space from older backups when storage space 
runs out; it will thus prevent new backups from failing and keep current data recoverable . 
Finally, Windows Server Backup backs up disks to the  .vhd format . This file format is portable 
among different applications and enables you to use your backups as virtual hard disks in 
virtualization software such as Virtual PC or Hyper-V .

As a simplified tool, Windows Server Backup also naturally lacks a number of features that 
you might find in other backup tools . First, you cannot use Windows Server Backup to quickly 
back up selected files or folders . The smallest unit that you can back up with Windows Server 
Backup is in fact an entire volume, although you can restore just the particular files or folders 
you choose from those backed-up volumes . A second limitation of Windows Server Backup is 
that it does not support backing up to tape (though Windows Server 2008 does support tape 
storage drivers) . With Windows Server Backup, you can back up only to external and internal 
disks, DVDs, and shared folders . A third limitation of Windows Server Backup is that it cannot 
see within SQL or Jet databases, so you can’t use it to back up a subset of the databases used 
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for Microsoft System Center Essentials or Exchange . You can use it only to back up and restore 
entire database files . Fourth, you cannot use Windows Server Backup to perform differential 
backups . The only types of backups you can perform with Windows Server Backup are full 
backups, copy backups, and incremental backups . Finally, Windows Server Backup is not 
compatible with the Ntbackup tool native to earlier versions of Windows . To restore backups 
performed with Ntbackup, you will need to download and install The Windows NT Backup - 
Restore Utility from the Microsoft Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=82917 . 

note You cannot use this downloadable version of Ntbackup to perform backups 

in Windows Server 2008. You can restore backups made only in previous versions of 

 Windows.

In the next sections, we will show how to install Windows Server Backup and its associated 
command-line tools, how to manage a remote computer from Windows Server Backup, how 
to set the default backup type in Windows Server Backup, how to use Windows Server Backup 
to back up and recover a server, and how to use Windows Server Backup to schedule regular 
backups .

real World  Is Windows Server Backup Sufficient to Back Up 
Windows EBS?

You do have the option of using Windows Server Backup as your only means 

to back up the Windows EBS servers. although Windows Server Backup is not 

 natively Exchange-aware, Windows EBS includes a Microsoft Exchange “provider” for 

Windows Server Backup that enables this utility to successfully back up and restore 

individual Exchange databases. Backing up and restoring System Center Essentials is 

a bit more of a challenge. to restore System Center Essentials from a volume backup 

created in Windows Server Backup, you have to perform a bare-metal restore of the 

entire Management Server. You can do it, but it’s hardly an ideal solution.

Many organizations will want more features than Windows Server Backup provides. 

For example, you might want to back up your applications separately, configure 

advanced data management features such as backup retention policies, back up 

to tape, or perform individual mailbox restores. In this case, you will need to use a 

backup product such as Backupassist, Ca aRCserve Backup for Microsoft Windows 

Essential Business Server, CommVault Simpana, EMC NetWorker, Symantec Backup 

Exec, or Microsoft System Center Data protection Manager. all of these software 

applications work with Windows EBS. Most organizations deploying Windows EBS in 

fact already were using such an application in their preexisting environment before 

the migration to Windows EBS. In many cases, you can simply continue to use the 

backup software that you already have, though you should be sure to update the 

software so that it provides the best available support for Windows EBS.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=82917
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It’s best to think of Windows Server Backup as a simple way for you to protect your 

Windows EBS servers out of the box. You can use Windows Sever Backup while you 

determine which backup solution best suits your needs. It might be that the free 

Windows Server Backup is adequate for your organization, but even if it is not, it’s 

nice to have this simple utility as a backup option.

Installing Windows Server Backup
Windows Server Backup is a feature in Windows Server 2008 that must be installed through 
the Add Feature Wizard . By installing the complete feature, you install the following tools:

n Windows Server Backup Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in 

n Wbadmin command-line tool

n Windows Server Backup cmdlets (Windows PowerShell commands)

Important to install or use Windows Server Backup, you must be a member of the 

Backup Operators or administrators group.

To install backup and recovery tools, follow these steps:

 1. Click Start, click Server Manager, in the console tree click Features, and then in the De-
tails pane click Add Features, as shown in Figure 8-11 . This step opens the Add Features 
Wizard .

note to install Windows Server Backup features in Server Manager, you must be a 

member of the Backup Operators or administrators group.
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FIGURE 8-11 Launching the Add Features Wizard

 2. In the Add Features Wizard, on the Select Features page, expand Windows Server 
Backup Features, and then select the check boxes for Windows Server Backup and 
Command-Line Tools, as shown in Figure 8-12 . 

note the Windows Server Backup component includes the Windows Server Backup 

MMC snap-in and the Wbadmin command-line tool. the Command-Line tools compo-

nent includes only powerShell cmdlets.
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FIGURE 8-12 Installing Windows Server Backup components

If you have not yet installed PowerShell on the local computer, you will receive a 
 message that Windows PowerShell is also required to be installed with these features . 

 3. If you see the message informing you that PowerShell is also required, click Add 
 Required Features .

 4. On the Select Features page of the Add Features Wizard, click Next .

 5. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, review the choices that you made, and 
then click Install . If there is an error during the installation, it will be noted on the 
Installation Results page .

Using Windows Server Backup
You can use Windows Server Backup to back up volumes on a local or remote machine . Wiz-
ards enable you to back up once, to schedule a repeating backup, and to recover a volume or 
system from a backup . 

To access the functions and features in Windows Server Backup, use the Actions pane in 
the Windows Server Backup console . The Actions pane is shown in Figure 8-13 . The functions 
available through the Actions pane are described in the following section .
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note the actions menu presents the same options as the actions pane.

FIGURE 8-13 The Windows Server Backup Actions pane

Connecting to another Computer
When you select the Connect To Another Computer task in the Actions pane of the Windows 
Server Backup console, you can connect to another computer and manage backups on that 
remote computer .

To manage backups on another computer, perform the following steps:

 1. Ensure that Windows Server Backup is installed on both the source and target 
 computer .

 2. On the source (management) computer, open Windows Server Backup by clicking 
Start, pointing to Administrative Tools, and then clicking Windows Server Backup .

 3. In the Actions pane of the Windows Server Backup console, select Connect To Another 
Computer . 

The ComputerChooser dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 8-14 .

FIGURE 8-14 Connecting to a remote computer in Windows Server Backup

 4. In the ComputerChooser dialog box, select Another Computer, and then type or 
browse to the remote computer you want to manage .

 5. Click Finish . The Windows Server Backup console is now targeted at the computer you 
have specified .
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Configuring performance Settings
The Configure Performance Settings task in the Actions pane enables you to configure the 
backup type you want to use for manual and scheduled backups . The first backup you per-
form on the targeted machine is always a full backup, but the choice you make in this area 
determines what the subsequent backup types will be . You can choose to perform full back-
ups on all volumes or incremental backups on all volumes, or you can specify one of these 
backup types on a per-volume basis . 

To configure the backup type, follow these steps:

 1. Start Windows Server Backup . In the Actions pane, select Configure Performance 
 Settings . This step displays the Optimize Backup Performance dialog box, as shown in 
Figure 8-15 .

FIGURE 8-15 Configuring the backup type in Windows Server Backup 

 2. Do one of the following, and then click OK:

 Select Always Perform Full Backup to perform full backups of all attached drives .

 Select Always Perform Incremental Backup to perform incremental backups of all 
 attached drives . This option is typically faster but more resource-intensive .

 Select Custom and then, from the option lists provided, select whether to perform a 
full backup or an incremental backup on each of the attached drives .

performing a One-time Backup
You can use the Backup Once task in the Actions pane to perform a one-time (as opposed to 
a regular scheduled) backup of volumes . You can back up to a remote shared folder or to an 
attached drive . Note that if you are backing up a local drive, you cannot back up to that same 
local drive . 
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Important If you save a backup to a remote shared folder, that backup will be over-

written if you use the same folder to back up the same computer again. In addition, if the 

backup operation fails, you may end up with no backup because the older backup will be 

overwritten, but the newer backup will not be usable. You can avoid this by creating 

subfolders in the remote shared folder to organize your backups. If you do this, the 

subfolders will need twice the space as the parent folder.

To create a one-time backup, follow these steps:

 1. Click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Windows Server Backup . 

 2. From the Actions pane of the snap-in default page, under Windows Server Backup, 
select Backup Once . This step opens the Backup Once Wizard .

 3. On the Backup Options page (shown in Figure 8-16), do one of the following, and then 
click Next: 

 Select The Same Options That You Used In The Backup Schedule Wizard For Sched-
uled Backups . In this case, you can simply confirm the backup on the next page of 
the wizard and start the backup procedure .

note If you choose this option, you will not be able to save your backup to a remote 

shared folder because scheduled backups are saved to a hard disk only.

 Select Different Options . 

FIGURE 8-16 Choosing backup options for a one-time backup
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 4. If you selected Different Options, the Select Backup Configuration page appears . On 
this page (shown in Figure 8-17), do one of the following, and then click Next:

 Select Full Server to back up all volumes on the server .

 Select Custom to back up just certain volumes, and then click Next . Then, on the 
Select Backup Items page (shown in Figure 8-18), select the check boxes for the 
volumes that you want to back up . 

FIGURE 8-17 Choosing whether to back up the full server 

FIGURE 8-18 Choosing specific volumes to back up
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 5. On the Specify Destination Type page (shown in Figure 8-19), do one of the following, 
and then click Next:

 Select Local Drives to back up volumes to a locally attached disk or DVD drive . 

 Select Remote Shared Folder to back up volumes to a network share .

FIGURE 8-19 Specifying a destination type for the backup

 6. If you chose the Local Drives option, skip ahead to step 8 . If you chose the Remote 
Shared Folder option, the Specify Remote Folder page appears . On the Specify Remote 
Folder page (shown in Figure 8-20), type the path to the folder . In this folder, a folder 
named WindowsImageBackup will be created . The backup that you create will be 
saved in the following location: 

\\<RemoteServer>\<SharedFolderPath>\WindowsImageBackup\<ComputerBackedUp>
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FIGURE 8-20 Specifying a remote share as a backup location

 7. Also on the Specify Remote Folder page, do one of the following, and then skip ahead 
to step 9:

 Select Do Not Inherit if you want the backup to be accessible only for the user 
 credentials used to create the backup, and then click Next . Type a user name and 
password for a user account that has write permissions on the computer that is 
hosting the remote folder, and then click OK .

 Select Inherit if you want the backup to be accessible to everyone who has access to 
the remote shared folder, and then click Next . 

note If you already have a backup stored at this location, you will receive a warning 

that the backup will be overwritten. If you do not want this to happen, click Cancel and 

then provide a different shared folder.

 8. If you chose the Local Drives option on the Specify Destination Type page, the Select 
Backup Destination page appears, as shown in Figure 8-21 . On this page, select the 
destination that you want to use to store the backup from the drop-down list . 
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FIGURE 8-21 Choosing a local drive to store the backup

If you choose a hard disk, confirm that there is enough free space on the disk . Also 
make sure that you have not chosen to back up the destination disk, or you will receive 
the warning message shown in Figure 8-22 . This message prompts you to exclude the 
chosen disk from the list of volumes to back up . Click Yes to exclude the destination 
disk from the list of backups and continue with the backup .

FIGURE 8-22 Clicking Yes here will automatically exclude the backup location from the backup . 

If on the Select Backup Destination page you choose a DVD drive or other optical 
 media, indicate whether you want the contents to be verified after they are written to .

 9. On the Specify Advanced Option page, shown in Figure 8-23, indicate whether you 
want to create a copy or full Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) backup . You should 
select VSS Full Backup only if you are sure you have not scheduled any backups or you 
are not using another product to create backups . Otherwise, you should select VSS 
Copy Backup . Click Next .
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FIGURE 8-23 Choosing a copy or full backup

 10. On the Confirmation page, review the details, and then click Backup . The wizard 
 prepares the backup set and creates the backup . 

 11. On the Backup Progress page, you can view the status of the backup . If you are backing 
up to a DVD, when the backup starts, you will receive a message to insert the first DVD 
in the drive and then, if the backup is too large for a single DVD, you will be prompted 
for subsequent DVDs as the backup continues . During this process, you should physically 
write the information next to Disk Label in the message on the DVD that you insert . 
You will need this information later to perform a recovery .

 12. Click Close on the Backup Progress page when the backup completes . 

Scheduling an automatic Backup
You can use the Backup Schedule task in the Actions pane of the Windows Server Backup 
console to schedule an automatic backup that runs once or more per day . Note that an 
 important restriction with such scheduled backups in Windows Server Backup is that you 
cannot save them to a network share . You can save an automated backup only to a locally 
attached disk (either internal or external) . 

To create a backup schedule using the Windows Server Backup user interface, follow these 
steps:

 1. Click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Windows Server Backup . 

 2. In the Actions pane of the snap-in default page, under Windows Server Backup, select 
Backup Schedule . This opens the Backup Schedule Wizard .

 3. On the Getting Started page, click Next .
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 4. On the Select Backup Configuration page (shown in Figure 8-24), do one of the following, 
and then click Next:

 Select Full Server to back up all volumes on the server . This is the recommended 
 option .

 Select Custom to back up just certain volumes, and then click Next . On the Select 
Backup Items page, select the check boxes for the volumes that you want to back 
up, and clear the check boxes for the volumes that you want to exclude . 

note Volumes that contain operating system components are included in the backup 

by default and cannot be excluded.

FIGURE 8-24 Choosing which volumes to back up

 5. On the Specify Backup Time page (shown in Figure 8-25), do one of the following, and 
then click Next:

 Select Once A Day, and then enter the time to start running the daily backup . 

 Select More Than Once A Day . Then, to select a start time, under Available Time, 
select the time that you want the backup to start, and then click Add to move the 
time  under Scheduled Time . Repeat for each start time that you want to add .
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FIGURE 8-25 Specifying a daily schedule for the automated backup

 6. On the Select Destination Disk page, select the check box for the disk that you 
 attached for this purpose, and then click Next . 

note By default, the likely disk or disks are shown in the list. these disks are external 

disks that can be used for moving backups off site for disaster protection. If the disk 

that you want to use is not listed, click Show all available Disks. then select the check 

box next to the disk that you want to use to store the backups.

 7. A message informs you that the selected disk will be formatted and any existing data 
will be deleted . Click Yes .

Important Do not click Yes if you have data on the disk that you need. to use a 

 different disk, click No, and then select a different disk under available Disks.

note after you confirm this selection, the selected disk will no longer be visible in 

Windows Explorer. having the drive hidden in this way prevents the accidental deletion 

of backups. It also prevents users from storing data on the drive and from using up 

space reserved for backups.
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 8. On the Label Destination Disk page, the disk that you selected is listed . A label that 
includes your computer name, the current date, the current time, and a disk name is 
assigned to the disk . Click Next .

Important You should record and then physically attach the label information to 

external disks. If you need to recover data from the backup stored on the disk, you will 

need this information to identify the disk.

 9. On the Confirmation page, review the details, and then click Finish . The wizard formats 
the disk, which may take several minutes depending on the size of the disk . 

 10. On the Summary page, click Close .

Modifying an automatic Backup Schedule
You can create only a single backup schedule at a time for Windows Server Backup . If you de-
cide you want to modify an existing backup schedule, select the Backup Schedule task in the 
Actions pane in the Windows Server Backup console . If you have already configured a backup 
schedule, the Scheduled Backup Settings page of the Backup Schedule Wizard appears . This 
page, shown in Figure 8-26, displays the backup schedule that is currently configured for the 
server .  

FIGURE 8-26 Modifying a backup schedule
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To modify the active backup schedule, select Modify Backup, and then follow the prompts 
to configure a new backup schedule . To stop the automated backups completely, select Stop 
Backup .

Recovering Backed-Up Volumes
You can use the Recover task in the Actions pane of the Windows Server Backup console to 
recover volumes that you have previously backed up .

To recover a volume that has been backed up, follow these steps:

 1. From the Start menu, click Administrative Tools, and then click Windows Server Backup .

 2. In the Actions pane, under Windows Server Backup, select Recover . This step opens the 
Recovery Wizard .

 3. On the Getting Started page, shown in Figure 8-27, specify whether you will recover 
data from this computer or another computer, and then click Next .

FIGURE 8-27 Choosing the computer whose data you want to recover

 4. If you chose to recover data from this server, skip ahead to step 6 . If you chose to 
 recover data from another server, specify whether the backup is located on a local 
drive or on a remote shared folder, and then click Next .

 5. Do one of the following, and then click Next .

 If you are recovering from a local drive, on the Select Backup Location page, select 
the location of the backup from the drop-down list . If the local drive is a DVD or 
removable media, you are prompted to insert the device or first DVD in the series .
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 If you are recovering from a remote shared folder, on the Specify Remote Folder 
page, type the path to the folder that contains the backup .

 6. Then, for a recovery either from a local drive or a remote share, on the Select Backup 
Date page, select the date from the calendar and the time from the drop-down list of 
the backup you want to restore from . Then, click Next . 

The Select Backup Date page is shown in Figure 8-28 .

FIGURE 8-28 Specifying the date of the backup to restore

 7. On the Select Recovery Type page, click Volumes, and then click Next .

 8. On the Select Volumes page, select the check boxes associated with the volumes in the 
Source Volume column that you want to recover . Then, from the associated drop-down 
list in the Destination Volume column, select the location that you want to recover the 
volume to . Click Next .

Important You will receive a message that any data on the destination volume will 

be lost when you perform the recovery. Make sure that the destination volume is empty 

or does not contain information that you will need later.

 9. On the Confirmation page, review the details, and then click Recover to restore the 
specified volumes . 

 10. On the Recovery Progress page, you can view the status of the recovery operation and 
whether or not it was successfully completed .
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Recovering Files and Folders
You can also use the Recover task in the Actions pane of the Windows Server Backup console 
to recover selected files and folders from volumes that you have previously backed up . 
Note that you can recover files and folders only from volumes backed up to a local drive 
or a network share . You cannot recover files and folders from backups saved to DVDs or 
removable media . 

To recover files and folders from a backed-up volume, perform the following steps:

 1. Perform steps 1 through 6 as in the previous procedure, ”To recover a volume that has 
been backed up .”

 2. On the Select Recovery Type page, click Files And Folders, and then click Next .

 3. On the Select Items To Recover page (shown in Figure 8-29), under Available Items, 
 expand the list until the folder you want is visible . Select a folder to display the contents 
in the adjacent pane, select each item that you want to restore, and then click Next .

note the Shift and Ctrl keys will enable you to select a group or specific set of items.

FIGURE 8-29 Selecting files or folders you want to recover

 4. On the Specify Recovery Options page (shown in Figure 8-30), under Recovery Desti-
nation, select one of the following destinations for the recovered files or folders:

 Original Location .

 Another Location . Then, type the path to the location, or click Browse to select it .
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FIGURE 8-30 Choosing options for recovering files and folders

 5. On the Specify Recovery Options page, under When Backup Finds Existing Files And 
Folders, select one of the following options for dealing with restored file conflicts, and 
then click Next:

 Create Copies So I Have Both Versions Of The File Or Folder 

 Overwrite Existing Files With Recovered Files 

 Don’t Recover Those Existing Files And Folders 

 6. On the Confirmation page, review the details, and then click Recover to restore the 
specified items .

 7. On the Recovery Progress page, you can view the status of the recovery operation and 
whether or not it was successfully completed .

Recovering your Server with Windows Complete 
PC Restore

Although you can use Windows Server Backup to restore nonsystem volumes on your 
 Windows EBS servers, you cannot use the same tools to recover the system volumes or an 
entire server . This restriction occurs because you cannot overwrite an operating system that is 
running .
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To recover an entire Windows EBS server from a backup, use the Windows Complete PC 
Restore feature . Before beginning Windows Complete PC Restore, you need to have the backup 
of the entire computer accessible on a local internal hard disk, an external hard disk, or a 
DVD . (You cannot restore from a remote share .)

To begin Windows Complete PC Restore, perform the following steps:

 1. Boot your computer from the product DVD and select the Repair Your Computer 
 option on the Install Windows screen, as shown in Figure 8-31 . 

FIGURE 8-31 Choosing the Repair Your Computer option

This step opens the first page of the System Recovery Options Wizard, as shown in 
Figure 8-32 . 

FIGURE 8-32 Selecting an operating system to repair
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 2. If a version of Windows Server 2008 is installed locally and no operating system is 
visible on the first page of the System Recovery Options Wizard, click Load Drivers to 
provide the drivers needed to see the appropriate hard disks . Otherwise, click Next . 
This step opens the Choose A Recovery Tool page of the System Recovery Options 
Wizard, as shown in Figure 8-33 .

FIGURE 8-33 Choosing to perform Windows Complete PC Restore

 3. To begin recovery of the entire server from a backup, select Windows Complete PC 
Restore .

At this point, your computer is searched for a valid backup from its locally attached 
disks and DVD drives . Once the drives are scanned, the Windows Complete PC Restore 
Wizard appears, as shown in Figure 8-34 . The most recent backup found is selected as 
the default from which to restore your server .

FIGURE 8-34 The Windows Complete PC Restore Wizard
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 4. To restore your server from the most recent available backup, click Next . The Choose 
How To Restore The Backup page appears, as shown in Figure 8-35 .

FIGURE 8-35 Choosing how to restore the backup

 5. Select the Format And Repartition Disks option . This will ensure that the restored 
server will match the server that was originally backed up .

 6. Click Next, and then click Finish to begin the compete restore of your server .

Restoring Component technologies in Windows EBS
Although Windows Server Backup does not allow you to back up each Windows EBS compo-
nent technology individually, you can still use volume backups performed by Windows Server 
Backup to individually restore some Windows EBS components .

Restoring Microsoft Exchange Server 2007
Windows EBS includes a Microsoft Exchange provider for Windows Server Backup . This soft-
ware component enables you to use Windows Server Backup to restore Exchange databases 
individually .

To perform a basic restore of an Exchange Server 2007 database , perform the following 
steps:

 1. Set the database that you want to restore so that it can be overwritten by running the 
following Exchange Management Shell command:

Set-MailboxDatabase <restored_database> -AllowFileRestore $true

 2. Start Windows Server Backup in Advanced Mode . 
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 3. Click the Restore And Manage Media tab, and then select the Exchange storage group 
or database . If the catalog for the backup that you want to restore does not appear, 
you might have to rebuild the catalog . Use the following steps to rebuild the catalog:

 a. Click Tools, and then select Catalog A Backup File . Select the backup file to be 
cataloged, and then click OK .

 b. Locate and then select the backup file under Backup Identification Label .

 4. In the Restore Files To list, select the location where you want the files restored . By 
default, the location specified is Original Location .

 5. Click Start Restore to start the restore operation .

 6. In Confirm Restore, click Advanced to specify advanced restore options, or click OK to 
start the restore . 

 7. After the database has been restored, mount the database by running the following 
Exchange Management Shell command:

Mount-Database <restored_database> 

 8. Remove the Do Not Mount This Database At Startup setting from the Exchange data-
bases by running the following Exchange Management Shell command:

Set-MailboxDatabase <restored_database> -MountAtStartUp $true

Restoring Forefront tMG
You can use Windows Server Backup to restore Microsoft Forefront Threat Management 
Gateway (TMG) . Note, however, that configuration settings for Forefront TMG exist on both 
the Security Server and the Management Server . 

On the Management Server, Forefront TMG settings are stored in the ISAServerDefault-
Settings .xml file from the %SystemDrive%\Program Files\Windows Essential Business Server\
Data folder . If you replace the Management Server, be sure to restore this ISAServerDefault-
Settings .xml file from backup . 

On the Security Server, perform the following steps to restore the Forefront TMG configu-
ration settings from backup:

 1. On the Security Server, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click Services .

 2. In the Services console, right-click ISASTGCTRL, and then click Stop .

 3. In Windows Server Backup, recover the files and folders under <Drive>\Program Files 
(x86)\Microsoft ISA Server\ADAMdata .

 4. In the Services console, right-click ISASTGCTRL, and then click Start .
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Restoring System Center Essentials
System Center Essentials 2007 uses two operational databases, one for System Center 
 Essentials 2007 and one for Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) . 

Unfortunately, Windows Server Backup does not enable you to individually restore System 
Center Essentials . In order to restore System Center Essentials by using Windows Server 
Backup, you need to perform a complete restore of the Management Server . 

note If you are restoring the Management Server for Windows EBS onto a new com-

puter, you must restore the license store for Windows EBS. the license store on the new 

computer presents only default client access licenses (CaLs). If you previously installed CaL 

packs for Windows EBS and assigned CaLs to user accounts or devices, that information is 

not automatically migrated. after you restore the Management Server on new hardware, 

you must reinstall the CaL packs, and you must reassign the CaLs that you used.

Using Windows EBS–Compatible Backup applications
Instead of using Windows Server Backup, you can use a Windows EBS–compatible backup 
application to perform your backups of Windows EBS . Windows EBS–compatible backup 
applications enable you to back up and restore each Windows EBS component technology 
individually . Such applications also enable you to back up to a tape drive .

The following third-party backup applications enable you to perform these tasks and also 
include an add-in for the Windows EBS Administration Console:

n BackupAssist 5 .1

n CA ARCserve Backup for Windows Essential Business Server

n CommVault Simpana 7 .0

n EMC NetWorker 7 .5

n Symantec Backup Exec 12 .5 for Windows Servers

As an alternative to these applications, Microsoft offers System Center Data Protection 
Manager (DPM) . System Center DPM provides features such as continuous data protection 
and zero data loss for Exchange, Microsoft SQL Server, Windows SharePoint Services, and file 
servers; rapid and reliable recovery; shorter backup windows; and enhanced media support 
and integration .

Figure 8-36 shows how you can use DPM to create protection groups that include compo-
nents such as System Center Essentials (shown as Management\SCE) and Exchange .
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FIGURE 8-36 Configuring components for backup in System Center DPM

Summary

Windows EBS offers two built-in solutions that are useful for data protection and recovery 
of your Windows EBS servers: Replacement Mode installation and Windows Server Backup . 
A Replacement Mode installation is useful for recovering from a fatal hardware error on one 
of the three Windows EBS servers . It enables you to quickly install a new Windows EBS server 
with the same settings as those specified when you originally ran the server installation wiz-
ard . Windows Server Backup is a new backup utility in Windows Server 2008 . It allows you to 
perform simple backup and recovery procedures of entire volumes, and it is sufficient for use 
with your Windows EBS servers . However, Windows Server Backup is a simplified tool with few 
features . If your organization needs advanced backup and data management features, you 
can use Microsoft System Center Data Protection Manager or a third-party backup  solution .
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Microsoft System Center Essentials 2007 is a network management application 
installed on the Management Server in Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) . 

Among the many Windows EBS component technologies, System Center Essentials holds 
a central role for administrators: It enables you to monitor the health and performance 
of your computers, to fix errors, to update software, and to deploy applications on your 
network . In general, you can think of System Center Essentials as an administration 
engine used to pull monitoring and reporting information from your computers and to 
push  updates and software to them . System Center Essentials manages a network in this 
way with the help of two agent programs, the System Center Operations Manager 2007 
Agent and the System Center Essentials Configuration Helper, both of which must be 
installed locally on each computer . These agents are already installed by default on all 
three  Windows EBS servers and will be installed automatically on some Windows comput-
ers in your domain . However, for the computers that are not automatically discovered by 
System Center  Essentials, you need to manually initiate a discovery process to install the 
agents . Once a computer has the agents installed, it becomes what is called a managed 
computer and is brought into the scope of administration under System Center Essentials .

This chapter will begin by introducing you to System Center Essentials, its console, and 
its initial configuration wizards . The chapter will then focus on the update and  software 
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deployment features of System Center Essentials . In so doing, the chapter will present the 
procedures you need to manage updates and deploy software through the System Center 
Essentials console . 

real World Don’t Go Crazy with the Push Deployments

When you get your first taste of a centralized management product like Sys-

tem Center Essentials, it’s typically a moment of revelation: Hey, I don’t have 

to go scrambling from computer to computer anymore. I can do so much now right 

from my own desk! 

In the rush of excitement, you might be forgiven for using System Center Essentials to 

create colorful but unnecessary pie charts about network usage and e-mailing them 

to your boss. But draw the line at pushing “cool” software to your users just because 

you can. Yes, it’s true that deploying software through System Center Essentials is 

much easier than doing so through Group policy. and it’s nice to know that you can 

install the latest Microsoft Office service pack all across your network by simply click-

ing approve. But don’t let these great features distract you from some basic It goals: 

n You want to minimize complexity on your network. 

n You want to minimize potential exposure to hardware and software 

incompatibilities. 

n You want to maximize worker productivity (including your own). 

With these goals in mind, make sure that you restrict update and software deploy-

ments to critical patches and other elements that are planned for and are required 

by your users. If you need to deploy a large feature such as a service pack, don’t 

even consider doing so without proper testing. 

System Center Essentials does indeed give you more power over your network. 

Make sure you use that power wisely, or you will just end up making your job harder 

than it already is.

The System Center Essentials Console

The familiar Windows EBS Administration Console provides a summary of the health and 
update information collected by System Center Essentials, and it also provides links to key 
wizards and tasks in System Center Essentials . If you want to access the full set of features 
available in System Center Essentials, however, you need to use the System Center Essen-
tials console instead . (This console is based on the System Center Operations Manager 2007 
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Console and is therefore also called the Operations Console .) To open the System Center 
Essentials console, on the Management Server, click Start, click All Programs, click the System 
Center Essentials 2007 folder, and finally click System Center Essentials 2007 Console . The 
location of the System Center Essentials console in the Start menu is shown in Figure 9-1 .

FIGURE 9-1 Opening Systems Center Essentials 2007 Console

The System Center Essentials console itself is shown in Figure 9-2 . 
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FIGURE 9-2 The System Center Essentials 2007 console

The many management features in System Center Essentials are divided into the following 
seven categories, which in turn form the navigation panes (known as spaces) in the System 
Center Essentials console: 

n Computers The Computers space provides a summary of the health status, update 
deployment status, software deployment status, and contact status for each computer 
managed by System Center Essentials . (A computer is managed by System Center 
 Essentials if the System Center Essentials agents are installed on it and the computer 
appears in the System Center Essentials console .) You can also use the Computers 
space to view a hardware and software inventory of each computer .

Besides providing this summary data, the Computers space also lets you perform 
 administrative tasks such as creating computer management groups, initiating a 
discovery process to find new computers, and generating reports . You can also open 
how-to videos and Help files related to System Center Essentials .

Finally, in the Actions pane, the Computers space provides links to approximately 
50 repeatable administrative tasks, such as collecting inventory, updating malware 
detection engines for Microsoft Forefront Security for Exchange, launching a Remote 
Desktop or Remote Assistance session, pinging, and rebooting .
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n Monitoring The Monitoring space in the System Center Essentials console lets you 
review detailed information about the health of computers and applications on your 
network . For more information about monitoring the health of computers in  Windows 
EBS and System Center Essentials, see Chapter 12, “Using Forefront Security for 
 Exchange Server .”

n Updates The Updates space allows you to manage software patching to Windows-
based computers on your network . Through this space, you can download Microsoft 
updates, approve updates for selected computers or groups, configure how updates 
are deployed, and check the status of approved updates . You can also import updates 
from Microsoft partners to deploy non-Microsoft updates to appropriate clients and 
servers .

For more information about performing updates in Windows EBS and System Center 
Essentials, see the section “Configuring and Managing Software Updates” later in this 
chapter .

n Software The Software space enables you to create, deploy, and monitor software 
packages for computer groups . For more information about deploying software in 
 Windows EBS and System Center Essentials, see the section “Deploying Software in 
System Center Essentials” later in this chapter .

n Reporting In the Reporting space, you can generate reports for hardware or 
 software usage, inventory, and performance in your network . For example, you can 
generate reports of the applications on the network that crash the most, the  demands 
that Microsoft Office Live Meeting 2007 places on network resources, the most 
 common alerts in Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG), and disk 
usage on your computers running Windows 2000 Server .

By default, almost 200 reports are included . These reports are generated with the help 
of System Center Essentials management packs, files that enable System Center Essen-
tials to monitor an application . Beyond the 84 management packs included by default 
in Windows EBS, you can download or create additional management packs for other 
software you want to manage .

For more information about the reporting features in Windows EBS and System Center 
Essentials, see Chapter 15, “Using Monitoring and Reporting Features .”

n Administration The Administration space enables you to configure System Center 
Essentials features and settings . For example, you can use the Administration space to 
install, repair, or remove the System Center Essentials agents from selected computers 
on your network . You can also use the Administration space to add management packs 
to System Center Essentials, to manage the Run As accounts used to perform tasks on 
managed computers, and to manage notifications .

n Authoring The Authoring space enables you to create your own management packs 
so that you can bring additional applications into System Center Essentials management .
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System Center Essentials Configuration Wizards

To configure System Center Essentials to manage your network, you need to run three 
 wizards: the Feature Configuration Wizard, the Computer And Device Management Wizard, 
and the Update Management Configuration Wizard . All three of these wizards are included in 
the list of Guided Configuration and Migration Tasks .

After you install Windows EBS, the System Center Essentials console displays links to each 
of these wizards on the main Overview page of the Computers space . (However, the links to 
the Feature Configuration Wizard and the Update Management Configuration Wizard disap-
pear from this page after you run these tools .) 

You can find all three links in the Computers space, as shown in Figure 9-3 . 

FIGURE 9-3 Links to the System Center Essentials configuration wizards

the Feature Configuration Wizard
In the Computers space of the System Center Essentials console, the link to the Feature 
 Configuration Wizard is named Required: Configure Product Features . 

You use the Feature Configuration Wizard to help complete System Center Essentials 2007 
configuration . For example, some System Center Essentials 2007 features are disabled by 
default, and you must enable and configure those features before you can use them . 
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Complete this wizard to perform the following basic configuration tasks in System Center 
Essentials: 

n Configure proxy server settings for the internal network .

n Create a basic domain-level Group Policy object (GPO) . 

n Create firewall exceptions to allow remote management of Systems Center Essentials . 

n Enable Remote Assistance on the network .

n Enable monitoring for application errors on client computers .

n Configure System Center Essentials to send you a daily health report through e-mail .

n Configure System Center Essentials to discover new computers on the network on a 
scheduled basis .

The link to the Feature Configuration Wizard disappears from the Computers space after you 
run the wizard for the first time . To rerun the Feature Configuration Wizard, click the link named 
Configure Product Features in the Administration space . This link is shown in Figure 9-4 .

FIGURE 9-4 You can rerun the Feature Configuration Wizard at any time .

For step-by-step instructions on running the Feature Configuration Wizard, see Chapter 4, 
“Performing Post-Installation Tasks .” 
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the Update Management Configuration Wizard
The link in the System Center Essentials console to the Update Management Configuration 
Wizard is named Required: Configure Microsoft Update Settings . You need to complete the 
wizard to run the initial synchronization with the Microsoft Update Web site and to configure 
update management settings .

After the initial synchronization and configuration is complete, you can rerun the Updates 
Management Configuration Wizard at any time to make changes to update-management 
settings . Although the link to the Update Management Configuration Wizard disappears from 
the Computers space after you first run the wizard, you can still launch the wizard by clicking 
the Configure Update-Management Settings task on the Computers And Devices tab of the 
Windows EBS Administration Console, as shown in Figure 9-5 .

FIGURE 9-5 Launching the Update Management Configuration Wizard from the Windows EBS 
 Administration Console

You can also launch the wizard by clicking the Configure Microsoft Update Settings link in 
the Updates space or the Administration space . The location of this link in the Updates space 
is shown in Figure 9-6 .
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FIGURE 9-6 Launching the Update Management Configuration Wizard in the System Center Essentials 
console

For step-by-step instructions on running the Update Management Configuration Wizard, 
see the section titled “Configuring Update Management .”

the Computer and Device Management Wizard
To run the Computer And Device Management Wizard in the System Center Essentials 
 console, click the link named Add New Computers And Devices in the Computers space . 
(Alternatively, you can click the Configure Computers And Devices To Manage or Discovery 
Wizard link in the Administration space .)

This wizard is used to perform a discovery process of unmanaged computers in the 
network . When a computer is discovered, System Center Essentials installs two management 
agents on those computers, as shown on a Windows Vista client in Figure 9-7 .

After computers are discovered and the agents are installed, the computers appear listed 
in the System Center Essentials console, as shown in Figure 9-8 . 
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FIGURE 9-7 Two agents installed by System Center Essentials 2007

FIGURE 9-8 You can manage computers discovered by the Computer And Device Management Wizard in 
the System Center Essentials console .
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how are Discovered Computers Managed?
Computers are managed by System Center Essentials with the help of a single domain-level 
security group and a single Group Policy object (GPO) . Once the agents are installed on 
network computers, those computers are added to the security group named SCE  Managed 
Computers (MGT_MG), which is shown in Figure 9-9 . All members of this group, and only 
members of this group, receive the settings defined in the GPO named SCE Managed Com-
puters Group Policy, shown in Figure 9-10 . In general, this GPO applies to the target comput-
ers the specific settings that System Center Essentials needs to manage them . For example, 
the SCE Managed Computers Group Policy GPO creates firewall exceptions required by 
System Center Essentials . The GPO also applies to each computer specific options that you 
choose in the System Center Essentials configuration . For instance, it assigns to each managed 
computer the Windows Update settings you choose in the Update Management Configu-
ration Wizard and configures the Remote Assistance settings you choose in the Feature 
 Configuration Wizard .

FIGURE 9-9 Managed computers appear in the SCE Managed Computers (MGT_MG) group in the local 
Active Directory domain .

After you perform the initial discovery and configuration of computers on your network, 
you can rerun the Computer And Device Management Wizard again at any time whenever 
you add new computers to your network . You can use the stated links in the System Center 
Essentials console, or more conveniently, you can click the Discover Computers And Devices 
task on the Computers And Devices tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console, as 
shown in Figure 9-11 .
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FIGURE 9-10 The SCE Managed Computers Group Policy

FIGURE 9-11 Launching the Computer And Devices Management Wizard from the Windows EBS 
 Administration Console
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For step-by-step instructions on running the Computer And Device Management Wizard, 
see Chapter 4 .

note System Center Essentials requires licenses for managed servers and clients.  Windows 

EBS includes System Center Essentials licenses for the Management  Server, 30  additional 

servers in your organization, and 500 additional clients. In a larger  (non– Windows EBS) 

 environment, if you need to add more licenses for System Center Essentials, you can do  

so by running the System Center Essentials Licensing Wizard available through the Start menu.

Configuring and Managing Software Updates 

Keeping computer software updated in a network is one of the most important responsi-
bilities of a network administrator . Bugs and exploits are found regularly in all software, so 
patching software is necessary to preserve good security and performance . 

In your Windows EBS network, you manage and deploy updates centrally through System 
Center Essentials . System Center Essentials enables you to download software updates from 
the Internet to the Management Server, to deploy those updates from the Management 
Server to selected computers, and to keep track of the update status of clients . By default, 
these software updates include patches to Windows and other Microsoft products only, but 
you can use System Center Essentials to download and deploy updates to software from 
Microsoft partners as well .

note You need to run the Computer and Device Management Wizard and the Update 

Management Configuration Wizard before you can manage updates in System Center 

 Essentials.

the Updates Space
You manage updates by using the Updates space in the System Center Essentials console . 
To open the Updates space, click the Updates button in the left pane of the console . When 
you then select the Updates folder in the console tree (the top left pane), the Overview page 
(shown in Figure 9-12) is displayed . The Overview page allows you to review update status 
by category, determine which updates are needed by managed computers, centrally deploy 
updates to those computers, and view deployment reports and other related reports .
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FIGURE 9-12 The Updates space in the System Center Essentials console

Update Categories
System Center Essentials adds the updates it downloads from Microsoft to at least one of five 
categories . You can view these categories on the Overview page of the Updates space . The 
following categories of updates are included:

n All Updates This category includes all the updates you have configured System 
Center Essentials to download, including any recommended updates or service packs .

n Critical Updates Fixes for a specific problem that address a critical, non-security-
related bug .

n SCE Required Updates Updates published by Microsoft that are related to System 
Center Essentials 2007 . 

n Security Updates Fixes for a product-specific, security-related vulnerability . Security 
vulnerabilities are rated based on their severity . The severity rating is indicated in the 
Microsoft security bulletin as critical, important, moderate, or low .

n Unapproved Updates These are updates that have not been automatically 
 approved according to the settings specified in System Center Essentials . To deploy 
them to clients, you need to approve them first . 

Within each of these update categories, each update is also assigned one of the following 
status categories in the Updates space, as shown in Figure 9-13:

n Updates With Installation Errors

n Updates Needed By Computers
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n Updates Installed/Up-To-Date

n Updates With No Status

FIGURE 9-13 All updates are assigned a status .

Configuring Update Management
To configure update management in System Center Essentials for the first time, use the 
 Update Management Configuration Wizard .

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, you can launch the Update Management Configura-
tion Wizard in several places on the Management Server: in the Guided Configuration And 
Migration Tasks window (where it appears as task 18, Configure Software Update Rules), 
in the Windows EBS Administration Console (where it appears as the Configure Update-
 Management Settings task on the Computers And Devices tab), or in the Computers,  Updates, 
or Administration space of the System Center Essentials console (where it appears as the Con-
figure Microsoft Update Settings action) .

note You should allocate at least 6 gigabytes (GB) to store updates on the Management 

Server if you choose to download updates according to the default options specified in 

the Update Management Configuration Wizard. If you choose to download more than that 

which is specified by the default options, your storage requirements will be higher.

To complete the Update Management Configuration Wizard, perform the following steps:

 1. On the Introduction page, shown in Figure 9-14, read all of the text on the page, and 
then click Next .
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FIGURE 9-14 The Introduction page of the Update Management Configuration Wizard

 2. On the Proxy Server page (shown in Figure 9-15), read all of the text on the page .

If your network requires your server to connect with Microsoft Update by means of 
a proxy server, click Yes, and then specify the proxy server, port number, and user 
 credentials to use to connect to the proxy server . Otherwise, click No . 
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FIGURE 9-15 The Proxy Server page of the Update Management Configuration Wizard

 3. On the Proxy Server page, click Synchronize . The Synchronization Progress page 
(shown in Figure 9-16) is displayed while the initial data about the updates available is 
downloaded .
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FIGURE 9-16 Initial synchronization with Microsoft Update

note Synchronization is the process of downloading information about available 

 updates. however, the synchronization that takes place at this point in the wizard is only 

preliminary. What is being downloaded from the Microsoft site here is only very general 

information about which updates are available to be more fully synchronized after the 

wizard is run.

After this preliminary synchronization is complete, you will specify which updates 
to synchronize during regularly scheduled synchronizations . You will specify these 
 updates according to product, language, and classification . 

The Products page (shown in Figure 9-17) appears after the preliminary synchroniza-
tion finishes .
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FIGURE 9-17 Choosing which product updates to download

 4. On the Products page, read all of the text on the page . Do one of the following, and 
then click Next:

• If you want to synchronize updates only for operating systems, click Yes .

• If you want to synchronize updates for additional applications such as Microsoft 
Exchange or Microsoft Office, click No, I Will Choose Products From The List Below . 
Then choose the product updates that you need for your network . 

note Do not select any products or operating systems that you do not have deployed 

on your network. the more product updates you choose to synchronize, the more free 

storage space you will need to have available on the Management Server, and the more 

time and bandwidth the server will require to complete the synchronization process. 

In addition, managing updates becomes much more difficult when you have to scroll 

through many updates that aren’t even needed in your environment.

The Update Languages page (shown in Figure 9-18) appears .
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 5. On the Update Languages page, do one of the following, and then click Next:

• If you need to synchronize updates only in the language native to the server’s 
 specified locale, leave Yes selected .

• If you need to synchronize updates in additional languages, click No, I Will Choose 
The Languages I Want To Download From The List Below, and then select the 
 desired languages from the list . 

FIGURE 9-18 Choosing languages for updates

The Classifications page (shown in Figure 9-19) appears .
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FIGURE 9-19 Choosing updates to deploy by classification

 6. On the Classifications page, do one of the following, and then click Next:

• If you want to synchronize only critical, security, and service pack updates, click Yes 
(Recommended) .

• If you want to synchronize a different set of updates, click No, I Will Choose The 
Types Of Updates I Want To Download, and then select the update types you want 
to download .

The Synchronization page (shown in Figure 9-20) appears . 
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FIGURE 9-20 Choosing a synchronization schedule

 7. On the Synchronization page, do one of the following, and then click Next:

• If you want to perform synchronizations only manually, click Synchronize Manually .

• If you want to choose a daily schedule, click Synchronize Daily At, and then specify 
a time . Note that the daily synchronization begins 30 minutes after the time you 
specify .

The Summary page (shown in Figure 9-21) appears . 
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FIGURE 9-21 The Summary page of the Update Management Configuration Wizard

 8. On the Summary page, review the settings . If you want to initiate a synchronization 
immediately, click Synchronize Updates When This Wizard Closes . (The initial synchro-
nization is typically very time-consuming and resource intensive . For this reason it is 
recommended that you perform the initial synchronization during a period of low 
network activity .)

 9. Click Finish .

About Software Updates Metadata

A ll software updates include both a software update file and accompanying 

metadata. the software update file is the actual file (such as an .exe or .msi file) 

that the client computer downloads and installs. the metadata, on the other hand, 

provides descriptive information about the software update, information such as 

the name, description, products that the update supports, update classification, 

article ID, download URL, and applicability rules. Metadata is the information that is 

downloaded from Microsoft Update during synchronization.
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Metadata for software updates essentially describes three aspects of those updates: 

the product (including product family), the classification, and the language.

n Product the metadata for each software update defines what products are  applicable 

to the update. a product is a specific edition of an operating system or application (for 

example, Microsoft Windows Server 2003). a product family is the base operating system 

or application from which the individual products are derived. an example of a product 

family is Microsoft Windows, of which Microsoft Windows Server 2003 is a member.

n Classification the update classification represents what type of software the software 

update will update on client computers. For any given product or product family, software 

updates can be defined with many different update classifications. the  following update 

classifications are available for software updates:

• Applications Specifies a stand-alone program. this classification is reserved for 

future use. 

• Critical Updates Specifies a broadly released update for a specific problem that ad-

dresses a critical, non-security-related bug.

• Definition Updates Specifies an update to virus or other definition files.

• Drivers Specifies an update to software components designed to support  hardware.

• Feature Packs Specifies new product features that are distributed outside of a 

 product release and typically are included in the next full product release.

• Security Updates Specifies a broadly released update for a product-specific, 

security-related issue. 

• Service Packs Specifies a cumulative set of hotfixes that are applied to an 

 application. these hotfixes can include security updates, critical updates, software 

updates, and so on. 

• Tools Specifies a utility or feature that helps to complete one or more tasks.

• Update Rollups Specifies a cumulative set of hotfixes that are packaged  together 

for easy deployment. these hotfixes can include security updates, critical updates, up-

dates, and so on. an update rollup generally addresses a specific area, such as security 

or a product component.

• Updates Specifies an update to an application or file currently installed.

n Language the metadata for each software update defines what languages the update 

file is applicable to, and it provides the summary information for the software update in 

one or more languages. the summary information includes the title and description for 

the software update.
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Creating Computer Groups
In System Center Essentials, a computer group is a set of computers for which you want to 
 perform the same administrative action . For example, when you approve an update, you 
 approve that update for one or more selected computer groups . After you complete the 
Update Management Configuration Wizard, you should therefore create any computer groups 
you might need to manage updates in your network . By default, three computer groups are 
already  created: All Clients, All Computers, and All Servers . To create an additional  computer 
group, in the Computers space of the System Center Essentials console, click the Create 
New Group task in the left pane . This task and the default computer groups are indicated in 
 Figure 9-22 .

note It’s a good idea to create computer groups for each operating system in your 

network. For example, you might want to limit some deployments only to Windows Xp 

professional. Remember also that computers can be members of many different groups, so 

you can create as many computer groups as you need.

FIGURE 9-22 You can add custom computer groups to the three preexisting ones .

After you click Create New Group, the New Computer Group - Properties dialog box 
 appears, which is shown in Figure 9-23 . To create a group, type a name in the Computer 
Group Name text box, select the desired computers from the list available, and then click OK .
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FIGURE 9-23 Selecting the members of a new computer group

how to Modify a Configuration
After you run the Update Management Configuration Wizard, you can modify the configura-
tion by using the System Center Essentials console . In the left pane, click the Administration 
button or icon to open the Administration space . In the console tree of the Administration 
space, click the Settings node, and then in the Settings pane, scroll down to find the Update 
Management settings . This location of the Update Management settings within the System 
Center Essentials console is shown in Figure 9-24 .
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3. Update Management settings

1. Administration icon

2. Settings node

FIGURE 9-24 You can access Update Management settings through the Settings node of the Administra-
tion space .

This Update Management configuration area enables you to change all of the settings you 
have specified in the Update Management Configuration Wizard . Even more importantly, the 
Update Management group of settings also enables you to configure key properties that you 
cannot define in the wizard: the Update Files settings and AutoApprovals settings, both of 
which are discussed in the following sections .

Configuring the Update Files Settings
To open the Update Files settings, double-click Update Files And Languages in the list of 
Update Management settings in the Settings pane of the Administration space . This step will 
open the Update Files tab of the Update Management Settings - Update Files And Languages 
dialog box, shown in Figure 9-25 .
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FIGURE 9-25 Update Files settings

On the Update Files tab, the Store Update Files Locally On This Server option is selected by 
default . This option configures the Management Server to download updates from Microsoft, 
to store these updates locally in a folder named WSUSContent, and to act as a central point 
from which your clients can download and install their own updates . If you do not want the 
Management Server to store updates centrally and instead want only to approve which up-
dates clients should download directly from Microsoft, choose Do Not Store Updates Locally; 
Clients Install From Microsoft Update . This option is suitable if you lack the hard disk space 
(at least 6 GB) required to store the updates . In most environments, selecting this option 
will increase Internet bandwidth usage because each client will need to download the same 
updates separately .

If you leave the default option to store updates locally on the server, you have two 
 additional suboptions to consider . The first is the Download Update Files To This Server Only 
When Updates Are Approved option, which is selected by default . This option configures 
the Management Server to download and store all updates only once they are approved . 
To download all synchronized updates regardless of whether they are approved, you should 
clear this option . (Note however that clearing this option is not necessary in most medium-
size business environments . Normally you would want to download all available updates 
only when you had a very large number of clients, a large amount of storage, and a very 
high-speed Internet connection .) The second suboption to consider is the Download Express 
Installation Files option, which is not enabled by default . Selecting this option enables you 
to download larger update files that are quicker for clients to install . You should choose this 
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option if reducing the installation time for updates is more important than reducing Internet 
bandwidth usage or reducing storage space required on the Management server .

Configuring the auto-approvals Settings
After you run the Update Management Configuration Wizard, certain updates are configured 
to be automatically approved for deployment to all computers . Through the auto-approval 
feature, these updates are approved as soon as System Center Essentials downloads their 
metadata through synchronization with the Microsoft Web site . The deployment of these 
updates starts without any further administrative intervention .

The specific updates that System Center Essentials auto-approves by default are Critical 
Updates, Definition Updates, Security Updates, and System Center Essentials updates . In addi-
tion, when revisions of approved updates are released, these new versions of the updates are 
also automatically approved .

You can change these default auto-approval settings by using the Update Management 
Settings - Auto-Approvals dialog box, shown in Figure 9-26 . You can open this dialog box 
by double-clicking Auto-Approvals in the list of Update Management settings in the Set-
tings pane of the Administration space . You can also open the Auto-Approvals dialog box by 
opening the Updates space in the System Center Essentials console and clicking the Configure 
Auto-Approvals action, as shown in Figure 9-27 .

FIGURE 9-26 Configuring auto-approvals
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FIGURE 9-27 Opening the Auto-Approvals dialog box

Auto-approvals are defined as a set of rules applied to updates immediately after they are 
synchronized . In Windows EBS, two rules by default run immediately after every synchroniza-
tion . The Essentials Base Rule automatically approves all critical updates and security updates 
for deployment to the All Computers group . The MMS Automatic Approval Rule (specific to 
Windows EBS) approves these two update types plus updates of the definition updates type 
for deployment to the All Computers group . 

From these default settings, you can choose either to disable the automatic approval 
 feature or to modify the criteria by which updates are automatically approved . 

To turn off automatic approvals, select the No, I Will Manually Approve All Updates option 
on the Approvals tab .

If you want to expand the update types that are auto-approved, you can create a new rule 
by clicking Add . In the Add Approval Rule dialog box (shown in Figure 9-28), you then define 
the set of matching criteria for the auto-approval rule . As you add the criteria to the rule, they 
appear in the Criteria Description area .
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FIGURE 9-28 Defining a new auto-approval rule

You define an auto-approval rule by specifying three elements: the computer groups 
for which the relevant updates should be auto-approved, the update classifications of the 
 synchronized updates to be auto-approved, and the products of the synchronized updates to 
be auto-approved .

n Applicable To Specific Computer Groups This element, which is selected by 
default, is used to define the scope of the auto-approval rule . For example, you might 
want to auto-approve selected updates only for a small group of computers that you 
have designated for testing . 

By default, auto-approval in a new rule is set to apply to all computers . If you do not 
want to apply the auto-approval rule to all computers managed by System Center 
 Essentials, click the All Computers value (hyperlink) in the Criteria Description area . 
This step opens the Change Groups For Automatic Approval dialog box, shown in 
 Figure 9-29 . By default, all groups are selected . You can then clear the selected groups 
as necessary and click OK .
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FIGURE 9-29 Choosing computer groups to which an auto-approval rule will apply

n With Specific Update Classifications You define this criteria description to match 
update classifications that are synchronized with Microsoft Update . For example, you 
might want your new rule to auto-approve Service Packs to your test group . To define 
update classification as a criterion for auto-approval, select the With Specific Update 
Classifications check box in the Add Approval Rule dialog box, as shown in Figure 9-30 . 
Then click the Specific value (hyperlink) in the phrase “And With Specific Update 
Classifications” that appears in the Criteria Description area . 

FIGURE 9-30 Adding update classifications as a criteria description in an auto-approval rule

This last step opens the Please Select Classifications dialog box, shown in Figure 9-31 . 
Specify the classifications you want to auto-approve in the rule, and then click OK .
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FIGURE 9-31 Specifying an update classification as a criterion for auto-approval

n Applicable With Specific Products You can use this criteria description to 
match updates from specific products . For example, you might want to auto-approve 
all  updates related to Windows EBS . To create this type of auto-approval rule, select 
the Applicable With Specific Products check box in the top pane of the Add Approval 
Rule dialog box . Then click the Specific value (hyperlink) in the phrase “And Applicable 
With Specific Products” that appears in the Criteria Description area, as indicated in 
Figure 9-32 .

FIGURE 9-32 Configuring a rule to auto-approve updates of a specific product

This step opens the Please Select Product dialog box, shown in Figure 9-33 . To have 
System Center Essentials automatically approve updates related to a specific product 
or product family, select the appropriate check boxes, and then click OK . 
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FIGURE 9-33 Select a specific product as a matching criterion for an auto-approval rule .

In the Add Approval Rule dialog box, you will need to specify a name for the rule before 
you can create the rule . Once you have chosen a name, click OK, and then, in the Update 
Management Settings - Auto-Approvals dialog box, click Apply . At this point, the rule will run 
on all future synchronizations . To apply the rule to previously synchronized updates, select 
the rule in the list of rules, and then click Run Rule(s) Now .

Initial Synchronization
Once you have configured System Center Essentials for updates and auto-approval settings, 
you must complete an initial synchronization with the Microsoft Update Web site . During this 
initial synchronization, System Center Essentials downloads information about updates and 
then downloads the updates according to the criteria that you specified . This process might 
require extensive resources, depending on the settings you have chosen .

Subsequent synchronization runs on a regular schedule; however, it is faster than the initial 
synchronization because System Center Essentials downloads only those updates that were 
published since the previous synchronization . 

To manually synchronize Microsoft updates, perform the following steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click the Updates button to open the Updates 
space .

 2. In the Updates Overview pane, in the Synchronization Status area, click Synchronize 
Now .
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Managing Updates in System Center Essentials
After you configure the desired update behavior and perform the initial synchronization in 
System Center Essentials, much of the update process will run automatically . However, you will 
still need to manage the update process by performing manual approvals and by reviewing 
the deployment status of approved updates . To manage the process well, you need to under-
stand its phases .

Although it varies considerably based on the settings you have chosen, the update process 
is a cycle that is generally repeated once per day, as illustrated in Figure 9-34 .

Synchronization with Microsoft Update
(default = 4:00 A.M. daily)

Approval
(Auto = immediately)
(Manual = approx. weekly)

Management Server
downloads approved updates
to WSUSContent folder

Clients download
approved updates from the

Management Server
(default = 3:00 A.M. daily)

Admin Review
(approx. weekly) 2

3

1

4

5

FIGURE 9-34 The update management cycle

The cycle begins (1) when during a daily synchronization , the Management Server down-
loads metadata about updates that are newly published on the Microsoft Update Web site . 
For updates that meet the criteria for auto-approval, these updates are approved immediately 
(2) . For available updates that do not meet the criteria for auto-approval, you will have to 
decide whether to approve them manually, and if so, for which computer groups to  approve 
them . (The procedure for manually approving updates is described in the next section, 
“Manually Approving Updates .”) You should perform this manual approval process at least 
once per week . After updates are approved, the Management Server downloads them to the 
WSUSContent folder (3) . This folder is found within the Updates folder on the drive on which 
you chose during Management Server installation to store application data . For example, if 
you chose to store application data on drive E, the downloaded updates will be stored in E:\
Updates\WSUSContent . In the next phase of the cycle (4), all managed computers download 
the applicable and approved updates from the Management Server at the time specified in 
the SCE Managed Computers Group Policy GPO . By default, this download time is 3:00 A .M . 
In the last phase of the cycle (5), you use the System Center Essentials console to perform 
an ongoing review of the update process and to ensure that clients are downloading and 
 installing the approved updates .
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Manually approving Updates
In most update configurations, System Center Essentials will synchronize a number of updates 
that are not automatically approved . For this reason, you need to review these updates regu-
larly and decide whether to approve them for any computer groups .

To approve updates for deployment manually, perform the following steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click the Updates button to open the Updates 
space .

 2. On the Overview page, in the Actions list, click View Unapproved Updates .

 3. In the Unapproved Updates pane, select all updates that you want to approve .

 4. Right-click the selected update(s), and then click Approve, as shown in Figure 9-35 .

FIGURE 9-35 Manually approving an update

 5.  In the Approve Groups For Installation dialog box, shown in Figure 9-36, specify the 
computer groups with the computers on which you want to install the update . You can 
do either of the following:

• Select one or more groups from the Computer Groups list .

• Click Create New Group to create a new computer group, if needed .
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FIGURE 9-36 Approving computer groups for an update

 6. Click Set Deadline if you want the update to be installed by a certain time .

 7. Click Publish Update(s) To ‘Add/Remove Programs’ if you want users to be able to 
install the update manually from Control Panel . (For more information on this option, 
see the section “Publishing a Package in Control Panel” later in this chapter .)

Declining an Update
Some updates might not be needed in your organization, and you may want to remove them 
from the default update views in the System Center Essentials console . To accomplish this, you 
can use the following procedure to decline an update .

note to view previously declined updates, you must create a new view and specify 

 Declined as the update attribute for the view. You can approve declined updates in that 

view. 

To decline an update, follow these steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click Updates to open the Updates space .

 2. In the console tree, select the category in which you want to decline one or more 
 updates .

 3. In the center pane, select the updates that you want to decline .

 4. Right-click the selected updates and click Decline . 

 5. After the current view is refreshed, the declined updates might no longer be displayed . 
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performing administrative Review of Updates
After approving updates, you will need to review Systems Center Essentials to ensure that 
both synchronizations and update deployments are taking place as expected . You can check 
status information to determine the completion percentage of an installation still in progress, 
whether the update package installed successfully, or if a computer has been contacted .

Use the following procedures to view the status of synchronizations and update deployments .

To view summary information about synchronizations and updates, perform the following 
steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click Updates to open the Updates space .

 2. On the Overview page, in the Updates Status Summary section, expand a category to 
view the status for updates in that category .

 3. In the Synchronization Status section, note the Last Synchronization and Next Synchro-
nization status .

To view the status of an update, perform the following steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click the Updates button to open the Updates space .

 2. In the Updates Navigation pane, select the category for which you want to view the 
status of deployment, and then select an update in the top-center pane .

In the bottom-center pane, you will see some status information regarding the update . 

 3. In the Actions pane, click the Deployment Status report, indicated in Figure 9-37 .

FIGURE 9-37 Choosing to display a deployment status report for an update
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A window opens displaying the deployment status of the update, as shown in 
 Figure 9-38 .

FIGURE 9-38 Reviewing the status of an update

To view the update status of an individual computer, perform the following steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click the Computers button to open the 
 Computers space .

 2. In the console tree, select a computer group that contains the computer whose update 
status you want to check .

 3. In the Results (top-center) pane, select the desired computer . The Details (bottom-
center) pane will display some summary information about the update status of the 
computer .

 4. In the Actions pane, click Update Deployment Status . A report will open displaying 
the deployment status of approved updates for that computer . An example of such a 
report is shown in Figure 9-39 .
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FIGURE 9-39 Reviewing the update status of a computer

Initiating an Immediate Update on the Client
By default, a managed computer connects to the Management Server at 3:00 A .M . daily and 
downloads updates if necessary . However, for troubleshooting, testing, and other purposes, 
you will often want to force an immediate update of managed computers . To do so, run the 
wuauclt /resetauthorization /detectnow command on the managed computer on which you 
want to initiate a Windows Update connection . To force the client to report its status after 
downloading and installing new updates, wait 10 minutes and then run the wuauclt / reportnow 
command .

Uninstalling Updates
Occasionally, you will find that an update leads to instability or unexpected behavior when 
it is deployed . Many updates, such as Windows Installer–based updates, support an uninstall 
operation . Use the following procedure to uninstall an update previously deployed by System 
Center Essentials . 

To uninstall an update deployed through System Center Essentials, perform the following 
steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click the Updates button to open the Updates 
space .
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 2. In the console tree, select a category containing the update that you want to uninstall .

 3. In the list of updates in the center pane, right-click the update that you want to unin-
stall, and click Uninstall .

 4. In the Select Groups For Uninstall dialog box, select the computer groups from which 
you want to uninstall the update, and then click OK .

Importing Updates from a Microsoft partner
For a select set of software vendors who partner with Microsoft, you can use System Center 
Essentials to import a catalog of available updates to simplify your deployment tasks . At the 
time of this writing, the following non-Microsoft catalogs are available:

n 1E Updates Catalog

n Citrix Hotfix Catalog

n Dell Server Updates Catalog

n Dell Business Client Update Catalog

n Hewlett-Packard Client Updates Catalog

n Intel Server Management Pack Catalog

To import an update catalog from a Microsoft partner, perform the following steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click the Updates button to open the Updates 
space .

 2. On the Overview page, in the Actions list, click Import Updates From Partner Catalogs .

 3. On the Select Product Catalog page of the Update Catalog Import Wizard, select one 
of the Microsoft-verified partners, or supply the URL of a catalog location .

 4. On the Review Update Catalog Contents page, ensure that the updates you want 
imported are listed on the Importable Packages tab . The packages listed on the Non-
Importable Packages tab fall into one of the following three categories:

• They are already imported (indicated by a status of No Changes) . 

• They are packaged with XML that the installed version of System Center Essentials 
cannot read or cannot process (indicated by a status of Incompatible XML) .

• They require a dependency on another software installation that has not been or 
cannot be completed (indicated by a status of Dependency Failed) .

 5. Click Import to import the catalog of updates from the vendor that you selected, and 
then close the wizard .

 6. In the Updates pane, click All Updates .

 7. Click Search to filter the software vendor name to locate the updates . 

 8. View the properties for those updates and ensure the names, descriptions, and file 
sizes are correct (nonblank, nonzero) .
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Creating a Custom Update package
You can use System Center Essentials to create an update package for any software prod-
uct you choose . If you would like to deploy an update that does not come from Microsoft 
 Update, for example, you can use the following procedure to perform this task in System 
Center Essentials . 

To create a custom update package, perform the following steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click the Updates button to open the Updates 
space .

 2. On the Overview page, in the Actions list, click Create New Update .

 3. Complete the New Update Wizard . You can add installation parameters during this 
process .

 4. In the Approve Groups For Installation dialog box, select one or more computer 
groups in which you would like this update to be deployed . You can also schedule 
update installation for later, using the Set Deadlines button .

Deploying Software in System Center Essentials

You can use the Software space in the System Center Essentials console to deploy programs 
and applications to any number of your managed computers . You perform this task by creat-
ing a software package from a base  .exe or  .msi file of the application you want to deploy . 
Once created with optional setup parameters, each software package is deployed to clients in 
a manner similar to the way updates are deployed .

note In general terms, a software package is essentially an application that you want 

to install on managed computers. More specifically, the package is the combination of 

files, settings, and other data that is required to install software automatically or semi-

 automatically. 

To open the Software space in the System Center Essentials console, click the Software 
button in the left pane . The Software space is shown in Figure 9-40 .
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FIGURE 9-40 The Software space in the System Center Essentials console

Deploying software to managed computers consists of the following phases:

 1. You create a software package by using the New Software Package Wizard . In this 
wizard, you specify the software source files that are needed for the deployment, any 
command-line commands that are required to install the software, and any other 
information required for the software deployment .

 2. You approve the deployment of the package to selected computer groups .

 3. You view reports and alerts to monitor the progress of the deployment and to identify 
and understand problems that caused the software installation to fail on certain 
 computers .

These steps are described in more detail in the following sections .

Creating a Software package
To begin deploying a chosen application to computers, you need to run the New Software 
Package Wizard . To open this wizard from the Windows EBS Administration Console, you 
can first click Create And Deploy A Software Package on the Computers And Devices tab, as 
shown in Figure 9-41 . Then, in the System Center Essentials console that opens, click New 
Software Package in the Actions pane, as shown in Figure 9-42 .
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FIGURE 9-41 Opening the New Software Package Wizard from the Windows EBS Administration Console

FIGURE 9-42 Creating a new software package
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Alternatively, on the Overview page of the Software space in the System Center Essentials 
console, you can click the Create And Deploy A New Software Package link in the Actions list . 
The location of this link is shown in Figure 9-43 .

FIGURE 9-43 Creating a new software package

To complete the New Software Package Wizard, perform the following steps:

 1. On the Package Details page (shown in Figure 9-44), specify in the Package Setup File 
text box the  .msi or  .exe file that you want to install on managed computers .

In the Package Name and Package Description text boxes, type a name and descrip-
tion of the package . This name and description will be used to identify the package to 
you in the System Center Essentials console .
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FIGURE 9-44 Specifying the setup file, package name, and description

 2. Click Next . The Install/Uninstall Parameters page appears . 

If you specified an  .msi file on the previous (Package Details) page, the Install/Uninstall 
Parameters page will appear as in Figure 9-45 .
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FIGURE 9-45 The Install/Uninstall Parameters page (for an  .msi file)

An  .msi file allows you to customize the installation or removal of a package by 
specifying property values to accompany the file as it is installed or uninstalled . These 
property values are often specific to each package, so they should be obtained from 
the publisher’s product documentation .

 3. If you have specified an  .msi file and you have property values to specify for the file, 
click Yes, and then type the values in the Installation Properties and Uninstall Proper-
ties text boxes . Otherwise, leave No selected .

If instead of an  .msi file you specified an  .exe file as the basis for your software pack-
age, the Install/Uninstall Parameters page will appear, as in Figure 9-46 .
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FIGURE 9-46 The Install/Uninstall Parameters page (for an  .exe file)

 4. If you have specified an  .exe file and want the file to run with command-line switches 
or parameters, leave Yes selected, and then type the switches or parameters in the 
Installation Parameter(s) text box . Otherwise, click No .

note If you don’t know the command-line switches associated with an .exe file, 

you can usually type the name of the .exe file with the /? switch. For example, from a 

 command prompt navigated to the same directory as the FileFormatConverters.exe 

file, you can type fileformatconverters.exe /?. this command will open a message box 

displaying all the associated command-line switches for the program.
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 5. Click Next . The Summary page appears, an example of which is shown in Figure 9-47 .

FIGURE 9-47 The Summary page of the New Software Package Wizard

 6. Review the summary and then click Create . 

The Preparing Package page, as shown in Figure 9-48, is displayed while the package is 
created . The process should take a minute or so to complete . 
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FIGURE 9-48 Software package creation

 7. When the package creation is completed, ensure that the Show Deployment Options 
When This Wizard Closes option is selected, and then click Finish .

After creating a software package in System Center Essentials, you must approve 
the package for deployment for the computers that require the software . Leaving 
the Show Deployment Options When This Wizard Closes check box selected opens 
the Approve Groups For Deployment dialog box immediately after the New Software 
Package Wizard completes .

The Approve Groups For Deployment dialog box is shown in Figure 9-49 .

 8. In the Approve Groups For Deployment dialog box, choose the computer group(s) for 
which you want to approve the new software package . If you first need to create a new 
group, click Create New Group .
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FIGURE 9-49 Approving a software package for deployment to selected computer groups

 9. If you need to deploy the software to the selected computer groups by a certain dead-
line, click Set Deadline, and then specify the date and time that you want to serve as 
the deadline for the deployment .

 10. If you want the software package to be made available to users as an optional 
 installation in Add/Remove Programs, select the Publish Package(s) To ‘Add/Remove 
 Programs’ check box . (Note that this option is incompatible with software deadlines .)

 11. Click OK . The Approval Progress dialog box (shown in Figure 9-50) appears while the 
package is being approved . 

FIGURE 9-50 Completing the software package approval process

 12. Click Close . The package now appears in the list of packages in the Software space of 
the System Center Essentials console when the All Software Packages node is selected 
in the console tree, as shown in Figure 9-51 .
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FIGURE 9-51 Displaying packages created in System Center Essentials

approving a previously Created Software package
Occasionally you will want to create a software package without approving it for deploy-
ment immediately . In this case, you can approve the package directly from the System Center 
 Essentials console .

To approve a previously created software package for deployment, follow these steps: 

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click Software .

 2. In the Software pane (containing the console tree), expand Software Packages, and 
then click All Software Packages .

 3. In the All Software Packages pane, right-click the software package that you want 
to approve for deployment, and then click Approve For Deployment, as shown in 
 Figure 9-52 .
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FIGURE 9-52 Approving a previously created package for deployment

 4. In the Approve Groups For Deployment dialog box, select the computer groups that 
contain the computers that you want to deploy the software to, or click Create New 
Group to create a new computer group .

 5. Click Set Deadline to schedule the deployment for a later time, and then click OK .

how Software Is Deployed to Managed Computers
Managed computers check for new software deployments from System Center Essentials 
every 22 hours . Once a software package is detected and downloaded, the target computer 
then schedules the installation and displays a notification icon in the computer’s notification 
area . 

note to force a managed computer to check immediately for new software deploy-

ments, use an administrator account to type wuauclt /resetauthorization /detectnow at a 

command prompt on that computer.
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Restart Behavior
If a software installation requires that the computer restart, the computer restarts only if this 
behavior complies with the current domain restart policies that are in effect on the computer .

Important Windows Update must be enabled on the managed computer to allow 

System Center Essentials to deploy software to that managed computer. to view the status 

of Windows Update, open Windows Update in Control panel.

Installation Schedule
The installation schedule is determined by the configuration of the software package and the 
settings of Windows Update:

n If you set a deadline for the package, the software is automatically installed at the 
deadline .

n If you configured the package to be added to Add/Remove Programs on the managed 
computer, the user can install it at any time .

n If you neither set a deadline nor configured the package to be added to Add Or 
 Remove Programs, the installation time is scheduled according to the Windows Update 
configuration on the computer:

• If Windows Update is configured to automatically download and install at a certain 
time, the software installs automatically at that time (unless the user installs it 
manually from Windows Update) . Note that this is the default Windows Update 
configuration in a Windows EBS network .

• If Windows Update is configured for automatic download and manual installation 
the user can install the software at any time .

• If Windows Update is configured to notify users about updates, the software is 
installed immediately upon the user’s approval of the notification message .

note Windows Update is known as automatic Updates in Windows Xp and Windows 

Server 2003.
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publishing a package in Control panel
If in the Approve Groups For Deployment dialog box you selected the option to publish a 
package to Add/Remove Programs, the end user will have to install that package manually . 
To install the package in Windows Vista, the user should open Control Panel, open Pro-
grams And Features, and click the Install A Program From The Network task, as indicated 
in Figure 9-53 .

FIGURE 9-53 Checking in Windows Vista for programs published to Add/Remove Programs

After a moment, the applications made available through System Center Essentials will 
 appear in the main window . To install an application, have users select the application and 
then click Install on the accompanying menu, as shown in Figure 9-54 . 

To install the program in Windows XP, users need to open Add Or Remove Programs in 
Control Panel and click the Add New Programs button . After a moment, the applications 
you have published will appear in the Add Programs From Your Network list, as shown in 
Figure 9-55 . To install the program locally, click the associated Add button .
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FIGURE 9-54 Installing software in Windows Vista that you have published to Add/Remove Programs

FIGURE 9-55 Installing software in Windows XP that you have published to Add/Remove Programs
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Managing Software Deployment
After you create and approve a software package, you will need to follow up with the deploy-
ment by verifying that the software has been successfully deployed . You might also need to 
make changes such as removing the approval of a package for a computer group, uninstalling 
a package, and changing the properties of a package . 

Use the procedures presented in the following sections to manage software deployments 
in System Center Essentials . 

Modifying a Software Deployment
Occasionally you will need to change the parameters of a software package . For example, you 
might decide not to approve a software package after you have already approved it . Alter-
natively, you might want to change certain properties associated with the package or even 
uninstall it completely . 

Modifying the properties of a package is useful if you want to change the startup param-
eters you defined when you created the package . For example, you might want to change 
the switches used to launch an  .exe file, or you might want to modify the installation or 
uninstallation properties associated with an  .msi file . In both cases, by modifying the package 
properties, you can use the Installation tab to require user interaction during the installation, 
as shown Figure 9-56 . (This option is not available during the creation of the package .)

FIGURE 9-56 The properties of a package
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To modify the properties of a package, follow these steps:

 1. In the System Center Essentials console, click the Software button in the left pane .

 2. In the Software (top left of console tree) pane, expand Software Packages, and then 
click All Software Packages .

 3. In the All Software Packages (top center) pane, right-click the software package that 
you want to modify, and then click Properties .

 4. In the <Package> Properties dialog box, use the General and Installation tabs to make 
the needed changes, and then click OK .

Another way in which you might want to modify a package is to change its approval sta-
tus . For example, you might want to approve the software package for deployment to a new 
computer group, or you might want to undo the approval completely . To achieve this, select 
the package in the Software space of the System Center Essentials console and click Approve 
For Deployment in the Actions pane . This step opens the Approve Groups For Deployment 
dialog box . Use this dialog box to modify the approval status of a computer . 

note Changing the approval status of a computer does not uninstall it. Use this method 

for changing a deployment status before the software package has been deployed.

Typically, you can use System Center Essentials to uninstall software that has been 
 deployed through  .msi packages (but not  .exe packages) . To uninstall such a package, simply 
right-click the package in the Software space of the System Center Essentials console, and 
then click Uninstall, as shown in Figure 9-57 .

FIGURE 9-57 Uninstalling a previously deployed software package
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When you uninstall a package, the software is uninstalled on each local machine automati-
cally in a manner very similar to the way it was originally deployed . A notification appears 
in the Notification area of the task bar, and the user might be prompted to perform the 
 uninstallation manually . If not, the uninstallation occurs automatically during the next  
computer restart .

Verifying the Status of a Software Deployment
After you approve a software package for deployment, you will need to check its deploy-
ment status to find out which computers have installed the software . There are two ways of 
verifying the status of deployed software: checking the status of an individual package, and 
checking the status of an individual computer .

To check the deployment status of an approved software package, right-click the software 
package in the Software space of the System Center Essentials console, and then click Deploy-
ment Status, as shown in Figure 9-58 .

FIGURE 9-58 Opening a deployment status report for an individual package

This step opens a deployment status report for the package, an example of which is shown 
in Figure 9-59 . You can use this report to determine which computers have successfully 
installed the deployed software, which computers have installations in progress, which have 
failed installations, which have not installed the software, and which have an unknown status .

To check on the software deployment compliance of a particular computer, use the 
 Computers space instead of the Software space . In the Computers space, right-click the com-
puter whose status you want to check, and then click Software Deployment Status, as shown 
in Figure 9-60 .
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FIGURE 9-59 An example of a deployment report for a software package

FIGURE 9-60 Opening a software deployment status report for a computer

This step opens a computer software deployment status report, an example of which is 
shown in Figure 9-61 . You can use this report to review which software packages have already 
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been successfully installed on the computer, which are currently being installed, which instal-
lations have been attempted and have failed, and which software package deployments have 
an unknown status .

FIGURE 9-61 An example of a software deployment status report for a single computer

Summary

System Center Essentials 2007 is a network management application that is installed on 
the Windows EBS Management Server . The key feature of System Center Essentials is that it 
serves as a central administration engine from which you can manage your Windows-based 
computers . System Center Essentials gives you a basic hardware and software inventory of 
your computers . It keeps track of errors on computers and helps you fix those errors . And it 
enables you to centrally manage Windows Update and software package deployments across 
your entire network . 

After you run the basic wizards to configure System Center Essentials, the most important 
Windows updates are automatically deployed to managed computers, though you need 
to perform ongoing review to ensure that these computers are receiving and installing the 
updates . For software deployments, you need to create a package by using the New Software 
Package Wizard and then approve the package for deployment . After this, the deployment 
proceeds automatically, though you need to monitor the status of the software deployment . 
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Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) 2008 is based on the Windows Server 2008 
operating system . If you have installed Windows EBS in a network that previously 

included only servers running Windows Server 2003, you need to learn new features and 
concepts for Windows Server 2008 administration . In this chapter, we will introduce some 
of the most important changes between Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 
2008 from an administrative point of view . These changes include the new categories 
of Windows Server components, the new Server Manager tool, the new Network and 
 Sharing Center tool, and the new User Account Control security feature . 

Understanding Windows Server Components

In Windows Server 2008, Windows components are divided into three types: server roles, 
role services, and features . Windows EBS installs and configures some of these components 
automatically, but in a typical Windows Server 2008 installation, no components beyond 
the base operating system are installed by default . Typically then you must add roles to 
configure the server to suit its function on the network . In Windows EBS, you need to 
consider which, if any, additional functions you want to add to your Management Server 
and Messaging Server . (It is recommended that you do not add additional components 
to the Security Server .)
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Understanding Server Roles
A server role (or simply a role) is a set of software components that allows a server to perform 
a specific function for users and computers on a network . At the time of this writing, there 
are 17 possible roles that you can add to a server running Windows Server 2008 . Examples 
of these roles are DNS Server, Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS), and File Services . 
Generally speaking, roles share the following characteristics:

n They describe the primary function, purpose, or use of a computer . A specific computer 
can be dedicated to perform a single role that is heavily used in the enterprise, or it 
may perform multiple roles if each role is only lightly used in the enterprise . 

n They provide users throughout an organization access to resources managed by the 
local server, resources such as a Web site, printers, or file shares . 

n They typically include their own databases, which can record information about 
network users and computers . For example, AD DS includes a database for storing the 
names and hierarchical relationships of all computers in a network . 

n Once properly installed and configured, roles are designed to function automatically, 
allowing the computers on which they are installed to perform prescribed tasks with 
limited user commands or supervision .

Understanding Role Services
Role services are software components of a role . Some roles, such as DNS Server and DHCP 
Server, include only a single component and therefore do not have any associated role 
 services . Other roles, such as Terminal Services, include several role services (such as TS 
Gateway or TS Web Access) that you can choose to install . Although many role services are 
installed optionally, some role services are required by specific roles .

Understanding Features
Features are software elements that are not components of roles but that add functionality 
to a server . For example, the Failover Clustering feature augments the functionality of other 
roles, such as File Services and DHCP Server, by enabling them to join server clusters for 
increased redundancy and improved performance . Another feature, Telnet Client, allows you 
to communicate remotely with a telnet server over a network connection . Other common 
features include Windows PowerShell, Group Policy Management, and WINS Server . Finally, 
some features are required by roles . For example, the Application Server role requires the 
Windows Process Activation Service feature .
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Using Server Manager

For the Windows Server 2003 administrator, one of the most obvious new additions in 
 Windows Server 2008 is Server Manager, a tool that replaces older management consoles such 
as Configure Your Server and Manage Your Server . Server Manager in Windows Server 2008 
is the console you use to add and remove roles, role services, and features on your server . In 
 addition, Server Manager is a central administration tool that you can use both to manage 
the components you have added and to monitor the server as a whole .  

Server Manager is shown in Figure 10-1 .

FIGURE 10-1 Server Manager

Server Manager includes a console tree and a details pane . The console tree includes the 
following six nodes:

n Server Manager node You use the Server Manager node to access the Server 
 Manager main window . The main window provides basic information about the 
 computer and provides links to open commonly needed administration tools .

n Roles node The Roles node includes subnodes for each role that has been installed 
on the local computer . Each subnode includes a home page and  management snap-in 
for that role .

n Features node The Features node includes (when available) management  snap-ins 
for features installed on the local computer . 
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n Diagnostics node This node provides access to the following consoles:

• Event Viewer

• Reliability And Performance

• Device Manger

These tools are used for viewing events, monitoring performance, and managing 
 services and devices .

note In a Windows EBS network, you should primarily use System Center 

Essentials 2007 to perform reliability and performance monitoring of your servers. 

See Chapter 15, “Monitoring and Reporting,” for information about how to use the 

reporting and monitoring features of System Center Essentials.

n Configuration node This node provides access to the following general- purpose 
configuration tools: 

• Task Scheduler 

• Windows Firewall with Advanced Security 

• Services 

• WMI Control

n Storage node This node provides access to the following storage management 
tools:

• Disk Management

• Windows Server Backup (not functional until you add the Windows Server Backup 
feature) 

Additionally, the Storage node provides access to any other storage management tools 
(such as Storage Manager for SANs) that you have installed on the computer . 

Opening Server Manager
You can open Server Manager in a number of ways . First, Server Manager is pinned to the top 
of the Start menu by default, so if you are connected to the desired server’s desktop, you can 
open the tool simply by clicking Start and then clicking Server Manager, as shown in Figure 10-2 .
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FIGURE 10-2 Opening Server Manager

Another simple way to open Server Manager is by clicking the Server Manager icon that 
appears by default in the Quick Launch menu in Windows Server 2008 . The Server Manager 
Quick Launch icon is shown in Figure 10-3 .

FIGURE 10-3 The Server Manager Quick Launch icon

Third, you can also open Server Manager by right-clicking Computer in the Start menu and 
then clicking Manage, as shown in Figure 10-4 .  
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note In Windows Server 2003, right-clicking My Computer and clicking Manage on the 

shortcut menu opens Computer Management. to open Computer Management in Win-

dows Server 2008, you can select it from administrative tools or type compmgmt.msc in 

the Start Search box, in the Run box, or at a command prompt. You can also open  Computer 

Management on a local or remote computer by clicking the Computer Management task on 

the Computers and Devices tab of the Windows EBS administration Console. 

FIGURE 10-4 Opening Server Manager

Finally, if you are using the Windows EBS Administration Console on the Management 
Server and want to open Server Manager on the Security Server or Messaging Server, you can 
do so by selecting the remote server on the Computers And Devices tab and then clicking the 
Server Manager task in the Task pane, as shown in Figure 10-5 . (This feature is available only 
for the Windows EBS servers .)
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FIGURE 10-5 Opening Server Manager on a remote Windows EBS server

note to launch Server Manager from a command prompt, type CompMgmtLauncher.exe.

Using the Server Manager Main Window
When you select the Server Manager node in the Server Manager console tree, the Server 
Manager main window appears in the Details pane . The main window includes four expand-
able summary sections, as shown in Figure 10-6: Server Summary, Roles Summary, Features 
Summary, and Resources And Support . (By default, all sections appear in an expanded 
state, not collapsed as shown .)
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FIGURE 10-6 The Server Manager main window includes four summary areas .

SERVER SUMMaRY

The Server Summary section includes a Computer Information subsection and a Security 
Information subsection . 

note Remember what’s available in the Server Summary section, because in general you 

cannot get this information more quickly anywhere else in Windows Server 2008.  

The Computer Information subsection of the Server Summary section, shown in Figure 10-7, 
provides the full computer name, domain name, basic IP address information, Remote 
 Desktop status (enabled or disabled), and Product ID information . 
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FIGURE 10-7 The Computer Information subsection

The right side of the Computer Information section provides the following three options: 

 1. Change System Properties You can use this option to display the System 
 Properties dialog box . The System Properties dialog box remains essentially unchanged 
from Windows Server 2003 .

note Using this link in Server Manager is the easiest method to open the System 

properties dialog box in the Windows Server 2008 interface. In Windows Server 2003, 

you could open the System properties dialog box by opening the properties of My 

Computer or by opening the System Control panel. however, in Windows Server 2008, 

neither of these methods opens the System properties dialog box. Instead, opening 

the properties of Computer in the Start menu and then clicking System in Control 

panel opens the new System Control panel (shown in Figure 10-8), which provides basic 

 hardware and software information about the local computer.  
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FIGURE 10-8 The System Control Panel, a new feature in Windows Server 2008

note You can also open the System properties dialog box by typing sysdm.cpl in the 

Start Search box, in the Run box, or at a command prompt.

 2. View Network Connections Use this option to display the Network Connections 
window . The Network Connections window remains mostly unchanged from Windows 
Server 2003 .

note If you are new to Windows Server 2008, note that Network Connections is 

 especially difficult to reach elsewhere in this operating system because the tool has 

been superseded by Network and Sharing Center. to open Network Connections, you 

also might want to skip the interface altogether and type control netconnections in the 

Start Search box, in the Run box, or at a command prompt.

 3. Configure Remote Desktop You can use this option to display the System Prop-
erties dialog box with the Remote tab selected . You can then use this tab to enable 
Remote Desktop connections to the local computer .
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The Security Information subsection of the Server Summary section, shown in Figure 10-9, 
displays Windows Firewall status, Windows Updates configuration information, Windows 
Update status, and Internet Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration (IE ESC) status . 

note IE ESC is the feature in Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 2008 that 

prevents you from browsing to unapproved sites by default. In Windows Server 2003, IE 

ESC was a component. You could disable IE ESC only by using the Windows Components 

Wizard to remove this component. 

FIGURE 10-9 The Security Information section

The right side of the Security Information section provides the following five options:

 1. Go To Windows Firewall You can use this option to access Windows Firewall with 
Advanced Security (WFAS) . WFAS is the tool you use to configure inbound, outbound, 
and connection security rules for a computer running Windows Vista or Windows 
Server 2008 . Note that on Windows EBS servers, WFAS is already configured according 
to Best Practices, so you do not normally need to adjust these settings .

 2. Configure Updates You can use this option to display the Windows Update  tool 
in Control Panel . This tool is used to configure Windows Updates . In a Windows EBS 
environment, it is recommended that you do not configure these settings  manually . 
Windows Update should be configured in System Center Essentials and in Group Policy .

 3. Check For New Roles You can use this option to determine whether new server 
roles are available for download from Windows Update . After you click the option, the 
dialog box shown in Figure 10-10 will appear if new roles are available .
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FIGURE 10-10 Discovering new roles to add from Windows Update

 4. Run Security Configuration Wizard Use this option to start the Security Con-
figuration Wizard (SCW) . SCW enables you to create, edit, apply, or roll back security 
policies for use in Group Policy . 

 5. Configure IE ESC Use this option to enable or disable IE ESC for administrators, 
 users, or both .

note In general, it is a bad idea to browse the Web from your servers, so it is recom-

mended that you leave the default IE ESC settings in place. however, if you do need to 

disable the feature in Windows Server 2008 temporarily, know that you must turn off 

IE ESC here in Server Manager. You cannot remove IE ESC through Control panel as you 

can in Windows Server 2003.

ROLES SUMMaRY

The Roles Summary section, an example of which is shown in Figure 10-11, lists the roles that 
are installed on the computer . 

FIGURE 10-11 The Roles Summary section
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To the left of any listed role in the Roles Summary section, an icon can appear that informs 
you of events written to the Event Log for that role . Clicking the name of the role in the Roles 
Summary section opens the home pane for that role, in which you can read those events and 
check the status of the related system services . 

The right side of the Roles Summary section provides the following three options:

 1. Go To Roles Clicking this option selects the Roles node in the console tree of Server 
Manager . When the Roles node is selected, the details pane of Server Manager displays 
detailed status information about every role installed on the server .

 2. Add Roles Clicking this option starts the Add Roles Wizard, which is the tool you use 
to install roles on a server .

 3. Remove Roles Clicking this option starts the Remove Roles Wizard, which is the tool 
you use to uninstall roles on a server .

FEatURES SUMMaRY

The Features Summary section, an example of which is shown in Figure 10-12, lists the 
 features that are installed on the computer . 

FIGURE 10-12 The Features Summary section
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The right side of the Features Summary section displays the following two options:

 1. Add Features Clicking this option launches the Add Features Wizard, which is the 
tool you use to install features on a server .

 2. Remove Features Clicking this option launches the Remove Features Wizard, which 
you use to uninstall features on a server . 

RESOURCES aND SUppORt

The Resources And Support section, shown in Figure 10-13, displays the current settings for 
the Customer Experience Improvement Program (CEIP) and Windows Error Reporting (WER) . 
Besides listing certain related Web links, the section provides the following two options:

 1. Configure CEIP (or Participate In CEIP, if the computer is not yet configured 
to participate) You can use this option to change the participation settings for the 
CEIP . Participation in CEIP allows Microsoft to collect information about the way you 
use the server . Microsoft uses this data to help improve future versions of Windows .

 2. Configure Windows Error Reporting (or Turn On Windows Error Reporting, 
if WER is currently turned off) Use this option to change the participation 
 settings for WER . Typically, you want to enable WER for at least 60 days after you 
install  Windows EBS . With WER enabled, your server sends descriptions of problems 
to  Microsoft . 

note You can view problem reports and possible solutions by double-clicking 

 problem Reports and Solutions in the Classic View of Control panel.

FIGURE 10-13 The Resources And Support section
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Adding and Removing Roles, Role Services, 
and Features

The following section provides step-by-step instructions for using the Add Roles Wizard, the 
Remove Roles Wizard, the Add Role Services Wizard, the Remove Role Services Wizard, the 
Add Features Wizard, and the Remove Features Wizard . In addition, a brief description is 
provided of all available roles and features in Windows Server 2008 . 

adding and Removing Roles
To add or remove a role, you use the Add Roles Wizard or the Remove Roles Wizard . To 
launch either of these wizards, first locate the Roles Summary section in Server Manager . 
As already mentioned earlier in this chapter, you can find the Roles Summary section in the 
Server Manager main window . Perhaps more easily, you can also find the Roles Summary 
section at the top of the details pane when you select the Roles node in the Server Manager 
console tree, as shown in Figure 10-14 .

FIGURE 10-14 The Roles Summary section appears when you select the Roles node .

After you find the Roles Summary section, you can launch the Add Roles Wizard by click-
ing Add Roles . Similarly, clicking Remove Roles launches the Remove Roles Wizard .
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Alternatively, you can launch either of these wizards directly from the Server Manager 
console tree by right-clicking either the Server Manager node (as shown in Figure 10-15) or 
the Roles node (as shown Figure 10-16), and by then making the appropriate selection from 
the shortcut menu .

FIGURE 10-15 Launching the Add Roles Wizard by right-clicking the Server Manager node

FIGURE 10-16 Launching the Add Roles Wizard by right-clicking the Roles node

To complete the Add Roles Wizard, perform the following steps:

 1. If the Before You Begin page appears, read the introductory text on the page, and 
then click Next .

 2. On the Select Server Roles page, shown in Figure 10-17, select the role or roles to 
install . 
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FIGURE 10-17 Selecting roles to add

If the role services of another role are required to install a selected role, the Add Role 
Services Required For dialog box appears, an example of which is shown in Figure 10-18 . 
Click Add Required Role Services to close the dialog box and add the required compo-
nents to the server installation .

FIGURE 10-18 Adding required role services

If additional features are required to install a role, the Add Features Required For 
dialog box appears, an example of which is shown in Figure 10-19 . Click Add Required 
Features to close the dialog box and add the required components to the server 
 installation . 
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FIGURE 10-19 Adding required features

 3. Click Next to continue .

 4. For each of the roles you are adding, you will see a series of related pages that let 
you configure the associated role services as well as any other required configuration 
details . Configure the options as necessary on each page, clicking Next to continue .

 5. When you reach the Confirm Installation Selections page, click the Print, E-Mail, Or 
Save This Information link (shown in Figure 10-20) to generate an installation  report 
and display it in Windows Internet Explorer . You can then use standard Internet 
Explorer features to print or save the report . After you have reviewed the installation 
options and saved them as necessary, click Install to begin the installation process .

FIGURE 10-20 Generating a report before you install a role
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 6. When Setup finishes installing the server with the features you’ve selected, you’ll see 
the Installation Results page . Review the installation details to ensure that all phases of 
the installation completed successfully . If any portion of the installation failed, note the 
reason for the failure and then use these troubleshooting techniques:

 a. Click the Print, E-Mail, Or Save This Information link to create or update the instal-
lation report and display it in Internet Explorer .

 b. Scroll down to the bottom of the installation report in Internet Explorer and then 
click Full Log (Troubleshooting Only) to display the Server Manager log in Notepad .

 c. In Notepad, press Ctrl+F, enter the current date in the appropriate format for your 
language settings (such as 2010-09-15), and then click Find Next . Notepad will 
then move through the log to the first Setup entry from the current date .

To complete the Remove Roles Wizard, perform the following steps:

 1. If the Before You Begin page appears, read the introductory text on the page, and 
then click Next .

 2. On the Remove Server Roles page, clear the check box for the role you want to remove 
and then click Next . 

If other role services depend on the role that you are removing, a dialog box appears 
indicating that you cannot remove the role unless you also remove the dependent 
components . (An example of such a dialog box appears in Figure 10-21 .) Click the 
Remove Dependent Role Services button to remove the dependent components, and 
then click Next .

FIGURE 10-21 Removing dependent role services

 3. For each role that you are removing, you might see a series of related pages  regarding 
removal options . On each page, choose the options as necessary, clicking Next to 
 continue .

 4. When you reach the Confirm Removal Selections page, review the related role services 
that you have chosen to remove, and then click Remove .
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 5. When Setup finishes modifying the server configuration, you will see the Removal 
Results page . Review the modification details to ensure that all phases of the removal 
process completed successfully . If any portion of the removal process failed, note the 
reason for the failure and then use the previously discussed troubleshooting tech-
niques to help resolve the problem .

Important after you add or remove a role, you might be prompted to restart the 

server to finish the change. Be sure to log on to the server immediately with the same user 

account to complete the removal process. Otherwise, errors can result.

adding and Removing Role Services
In Server Manager, you can view the role services configured for a role by selecting the Roles 
node in the console tree and then scrolling down in the details pane to the section for the 
role for which you want to add role services . For example, in Figure 10-22, the Details pane 
includes an Active Directory Certificate Services section because that role has been installed 
on the server . The Role Services subsection of the Active Directory Certificate Services section 
shows that two role services are available for the role, and of these two, Certification Authority 
is installed, and Certification Authority Web Enrollment is not .

FIGURE 10-22 The Role Services subsection of a role section
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To add a role service to a role, navigate to the appropriate Role Services subsection in 
Server Manager, and then click Add Role Services . This step opens the Add Role Services 
Wizard . To remove role services, click Remove Role Services . This step opens the Remove Role 
Services Wizard .

Alternatively, you can right-click the node for the relevant role in the Server Manager 
 console tree and then select Add Role Services or Remove Role Services from the shortcut 
menu . For example, if you want to add role services to the File Services role, expand the Roles 
node, right-click the File Services node, and then select Add Role Services from the shortcut 
menu, as shown in Figure 10-23 .

FIGURE 10-23 Launching the Add Role Services node from the Server Manager console tree

To complete the Add Role Services Wizard, perform the following steps:

 1. On the Select Role Services page, select the role services you want to add from the role 
services list, and then click Next .

If the role services you have selected depend on other role services that are not yet 
installed or selected for installation, a dialog box appears indicating that you must 
install the required role services . Click the Add Required Role Services button to add 
the required components, and then click Next .

 2. On the Confirm Installation Selection page, verify your selections, and then click Install .

To complete the Remove Role Services Wizard, perform the following steps:

 1. On the Select Role Services page, clear the check box of the role service you want to 
remove from the role services list, and then click Next .

If other role services depend on the role that you are removing, a dialog box appears 
indicating that you cannot remove the role service unless you also remove the depen-
dent role services . Click the Remove Dependent Role Services button to remove the 
dependent components, and then click Next .

 2. On the Confirm Installation Selection page, verify your selections, and then click Install .
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real World What’s So New About Adding Roles?

So what’s the big fuss, you might be asking, about adding roles with the add 

Roles Wizard? In Windows Server 2003 you added components by using the 

Windows Components Wizard. Isn’t that essentially the same thing as adding roles 

by using the add Roles Wizard?

the add Roles Wizard might seem like merely a pretty version of the Windows Com-

ponents Wizard at first, but the add Roles Wizard performs some important steps 

that the Windows Components Wizard never could. to begin with, the add Roles 

Wizard always finds dependent components and makes installing these dependen-

cies automatic. (the same is true for removing dependencies with the Remove 

Roles Wizard.) Next and more importantly, the add Roles Wizard actually steps you 

through the configuration of the very components you are adding. the Windows 

Components Wizard, in contrast, lets you handle configuration on your own. Finally 

and most importantly of all, the add Roles Wizard does not just install and config-

ure the roles you select. It also makes the configuration changes on the server (such 

as creating firewall exceptions) that are required for the role to function, and it does 

so in a way that conforms to Best practices. Whenever you install a role by using the 

add Roles Wizard, you know that the role has been added in the most secure man-

ner. the Windows Components Wizard did nothing of the sort; it merely installed 

features from the product CD to the interface in a nonconfigured state.

Reviewing Roles and Role Services
You need to understand the general function and purpose of all available server roles in 
Windows Server 2008 for a number of reasons . First and most importantly, you need to 
 understand the function of the roles that are installed by default on your Windows EBS 
servers . Understanding the function of these roles enables you to adequately monitor and 
troubleshoot those roles . 

Second, because roles and role services are new concepts in Windows Server 2008 
 administration, you need to understand which Windows technologies are considered which 
type of component . For example, you need to know that Web Server (IIS) is a role and that 
Routing And Remote Access is a role service in the Network Policy and Access Services role . 
This knowledge helps you locate these components in Server Manager and enables you to 
add them, manage them, and remove them .

Finally, you need to know which additional server roles might suit the needs of your 
organization . In planning the future growth of your network, it is important to assess the full 
range of server role options that are available to you . For example, after reviewing the choices 
available, you might choose to install an additional role such as Fax Server on the Windows 
EBS Management Server if that server has excess capacity . Alternatively, you can install a 
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more substantial server role such as Windows Deployment Services on the fourth server in 
Windows EBS Premium Edition . Still another option is to install a resource-intensive role such 
as Hyper-V on independent servers running Windows Server 2008 in your organization . 

The following section provides a summary description of the 17 server roles that are avail-
able in Windows Server 2008 . Each description includes a list of the role services that are 
associated with the server role . Roles that are installed by default on any of the Windows EBS 
servers are indicated . For more information about these component role services, consult 
Windows Server 2008 Help .

note the following list of roles may have been updated since this content was 

published. to check for updates, see the Windows Server 2008 techCenter (http://

go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=48541).

active Directory Certificate Services (Installed on the Management 
Server)
Active Directory Certificate Services (AD CS) provides customizable services for creating 
and managing public key certificates used in software security systems that employ public 
key cryptography . Organizations can use AD CS to enhance security by binding the identity 
of a person, device, or service to a corresponding private key . AD CS also includes features 
that allow you to manage certificate enrollment and revocation in a variety of scalable 
 environments .

Applications supported by AD CS include Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Exten-
sions (S/MIMEs), secure wireless networks, virtual private networks (VPNs), Internet Protocol 
 Security (IPsec), Encrypted File System (EFS), smart card logon, Secure Sockets Layer/Transport 
Layer Security (SSL/TLS), and digital signatures .

The AD CS role service:

n Certification Authority

n Certification Authority Web Enrollment

n Online Responder

n Network Device Enrollment Service

active Directory Domain Services (Installed on the Management Server 
and Messaging Server)
Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) stores information about users, computers, and 
other devices on the network . AD DS helps administrators securely manage this information 
and facilitates resource sharing and collaboration between users . AD DS is also required to be 
installed on the network in order to install directory-enabled applications such as Microsoft 
Exchange Server and for applying other Windows Server technologies such as Group Policy .

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=48541
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=48541
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AD DS role services:

n Active Directory Domain Controller

n Identity Management for UNIX

• Server for Network Information Services

• Password Synchronization

• Administration Tools

active Directory Federation Services
Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS) provides Web single sign-on (SSO) technologies 
to authenticate a user to multiple Web applications using a single user account . AD FS accom-
plishes this by securely federating, or sharing, user identities and access rights, in the form of 
digital claims, between partner organizations .

AD FS role services:

n Federation Service

n Federation Service Proxy

n AD FS Web Agents

• Claims-aware Agent

• Windows Token-based Agent

active Directory Lightweight Directory Services (Installed on the 
Security Server)
Organizations that have applications that require a directory for storing application data can 
use Active Directory Lightweight Directory Services (AD LDS) as the data store . AD LDS runs 
as a non-operating-system service, and, as such, it does not require deployment on a domain 
controller . Running as a non-operating-system service allows multiple instances of AD LDS to 
run concurrently on a single server, and each instance can be configured independently for 
servicing multiple applications .

active Directory Rights Management Services
Active Directory Rights Management Services (AD RMS) is a technology that allows an 
 organization to control access to, and usage of, confidential data . With an AD RMS–enabled 
application such as Microsoft Office, you can create a usage policy to protect a file in the 
application by controlling rights to that file even when it is moved outside of the company 
network .  

Whenever you choose to protect data by using AD RMS, users who later want to access 
the data must first be authenticated against the AD RMS server . This authentication can occur 
anywhere in the world as long as the AD RMS server is accessible over the network and as 
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long as the user’s computer is running the AD RMS client, which is built into Windows Vista 
and Windows Server 2008 .

AD RMS role services:

n Active Directory Rights Management Server

n Identity Federation Support

application Server
Application Server provides a complete solution for hosting and managing high-performance 
distributed business applications . Integrated services, such as the  .NET Framework, Web 
Server Support, Message Queuing, COM+, Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), and 
Failover Clustering support boost productivity throughout the application life cycle, from 
design and development through deployment and operations .

Application Server role services:

n Application Server Foundation

n Web Server (IIS) Support

n COM+ Network Access

n TCP Port Sharing

n Windows Process Activation Service Support

• HTTP Activation

• Message Queuing Activation

• TCP Activation

• Named Pipes Activation

n Distributed Transactions

• Incoming Remote Transactions

• Outgoing Remote Transactions

• WS-Atomic Transactions

DhCp Server (Installed on the Management Server)
The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) allows servers to assign, or lease, IP 
 addresses to computers and other devices that are enabled as DHCP clients . Deploying DHCP 
servers on the network automatically provides computers and other TCP/IP-based network 
devices with valid IP addresses and the additional configuration parameters these devices 
need, called DHCP options, that allow them to connect to other network resources, such as 
DNS servers, WINS servers, and routers .
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DNS Server (Installed on the Management Server and Messaging 
Server)
Domain Name System (DNS) provides a standard method for associating names with numeric 
Internet addresses . This makes it possible for users to refer to network computers by using 
easy-to-remember names instead of a long series of numbers . Windows DNS services can 
be integrated with DHCP services on Windows, eliminating the need to add DNS records as 
 computers are added to the network .

Fax Server
Fax Server sends and receives faxes and allows you to manage fax resources such as jobs, 
 settings, reports, and fax devices on the network .

File Services (Installed on the Management Server and Messaging 
Server)
File Services provides technologies for storage management, file replication, distributed 
namespace management, fast file searching, and streamlined client access to files .

File Services role services:

n File Server

n Distributed File System (DFS)

• DFS Namespaces

• DFS Replication

n File Server Resource Manager

n Services for Network File System

n Windows Search Service

n Windows Server 2003 File Services

• File Replication Service

• Indexing Service

hyper-V
Hyper-V provides the services that you can use to create and manage virtual machines and their 
resources . Each virtual machine is a virtualized computer system that operates in an isolated 
execution environment . This allows you to run multiple operating systems simultaneously .

Network policy and access Services (Installed on the Security Server)
Network Policy and Access Services delivers a variety of methods to provide users with  local 
and remote network connectivity, to connect network segments, and to allow network 
administrators to centrally manage network access and client health policies . With Network 
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Policy and Access Services, you can deploy VPN servers, dial-up servers, routers, and 802 .11 
protected wireless access . You can also deploy RADIUS servers and proxies and use the 
 Connection Manager Administration Kit to create remote access profiles that allow client 
computers to connect to your network .

Network Policy and Access Services role services:

n Network Policy Server

n Routing and Remote Access Services

• Remote Access Service

• Routing

n Health Registration Authority

n Host Credential Authorization Protocol

print Services
Print Services enables the management of print servers and printers . A print server reduces 
administrative and management workload by centralizing printer management tasks .

Print Services role services:

n Print Server

n LPD Service

n Internet Printing

terminal Services (Installed on the Management Server and Messaging 
Server)
Terminal Services provides technologies that enable users to access Windows-based programs 
that are installed on a terminal server, or to access the Windows desktop itself from almost 
any computing device . Users can connect to a terminal server to run programs and to use 
network resources on that server .

Terminal Services role services:

n Terminal Server

n TS Licensing

n TS Session Broker

n TS Gateway

n TS Web Access

UDDI Services
Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) Services provides UDDI capabilities 
for sharing information about Web services within an organization’s intranet, between business 
partners on an extranet, or on the Internet . UDDI Services can help improve the productivity 
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of developers and IT professionals with more reliable and manageable applications . With UDDI 
Services you can prevent duplication of effort by promoting reuse of existing development work .

Web Server (IIS) (Installed on all Windows EBS Servers)
Web Server (IIS) enables sharing of information on the Internet, an intranet, or an extranet . 
It is a unified Web platform that integrates IIS 7 .0, ASP .NET, and WCF . IIS 7 .0 also features 
enhanced security, simplified diagnostics, and delegated administration .

n Web Server

• Common HTTP Features

❍ Static Content

❍ Default Document

❍ Directory Browsing

❍ HTTP Errors

❍ HTTP Redirection

• Application Development

❍ ASP .NET

❍  .NET Extensibility

❍ ASP

❍ CGI

❍ ISAPI Extensions

❍ ISAPI Filters

❍ Server Side Includes

• Health and Diagnostics

❍ HTTP Logging

❍ Logging Tools

❍ Request Monitor

❍ Tracing

❍ Custom Logging

❍ ODBC Logging

• Security

❍ Basic Authentication

❍ Windows Authentication

❍ Digest Authentication

❍ Client Certificate Mapping Authentication

❍ IIS Client Certificate Mapping Authentication
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❍ URL Authorization

❍ Request Filtering

❍ IP and Domain Restrictions

• Performance

❍ Static Content Compression

❍ Dynamic Content Compression

n Management Tools

• IIS Management Console

• IIS Management Scripts and Tools

• Management Service

• IIS 6 Management Compatibility

❍ IIS 6 Metabase Compatibility

❍ IIS 6 WMI Compatibility

❍ IIS 6 Scripting Tools

❍ IIS 6 Management Console

n FTP Publishing Service

• FTP Server

• FTP Management Console

Windows Deployment Services
You can use Windows Deployment Services to install and configure Windows operating 
systems remotely on computers with Preboot Execution Environment (PXE) boot ROMs . 
 Administration overhead is decreased through the implementation of the WdsMgmt Microsoft 
Management Console (MMC) snap-in, which manages all aspects of Windows Deployment 
Services . Windows Deployment Services also provides end users an experience consistent 
with Windows Setup .

Windows Deployment Services role services:

n Deployment Server

n Transport Server

adding and Removing Features
To add or remove a feature in Windows Server 2008, you use the Add Features Wizard or the 
Remove Features Wizard . To launch either of these wizards, select the Features node in the 
Server Manager console tree, and then click Add Features or Remove Features in the details 
pane, as shown in Figure 10-24 .
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FIGURE 10-24 Launching the Add Features Wizard or Remove Features Wizard

Alternatively, you can right-click the Features node in the console tree and select Add 
 Features or Remove Features from the shortcut menu, as shown in Figure 10-25 .

FIGURE 10-25 Launching the Add Features Wizard from the console tree

To complete the Add Features Wizard, perform the following steps:

 1. If the Before You Begin page appears, read the introductory text on the page, and 
then click Next .

 2. On the Select Features page, select the feature or features you want to install . 

If additional features are required to install the feature you select, the Add Features 
Required For dialog box will appear . Click Add Required Features to close the dialog 
box and add the required components .

 3. When you have finished selecting features to add, click Next and then click Install .
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To complete the Remove Features Wizard, perform the following steps:

 1. If the Before You Begin page appears, read the introductory text on the page, and 
then click Next .

 2. On the Select Features page, clear the check box of the features you want to remove .

If another feature depends on the feature that you are removing, a dialog box appears 
indicating that you cannot remove the feature unless you also remove the dependent 
component . Click Remove Dependent Feature to remove the dependent feature along 
with your original selection .

 3. When you have finished selecting features to remove, click Next and then click 
 Remove .

Reviewing Features
As with server roles, you need to understand the function of the available features in 
 Windows Server 2008 . You need to understand the function of the features that are installed 
by default on the Windows EBS servers . You also need to understand which technologies 
in Windows Server 2008 are considered features as opposed to roles or role services . For 
example, you need to know that Windows Server Backup is a feature that you must add by 
using the Add Features Wizard . Finally, as with server roles, you need to understand features 
so that you can know which additional features might suit the needs of your organization . 

The following section provides a summary description of the 34 features that are currently 
available in Windows Server 2008 . Each description includes a list of subcomponent features 
when applicable . Features that are installed by default on any of the Windows EBS servers are 
indicated . 

.NEt Framework 3.0 Features
Microsoft  .NET Framework 3 .0 combines the power of the  .NET Framework 2 .0 application 
programming interfaces (APIs) with new technologies for building applications that offer 
appealing user interfaces, protect your customers’ personal identity information, enable 
seamless and secure communication, and provide the ability to model a range of business 
processes .

 .NET Framework 3 .0 Features subcomponent features:

n  .NET Framework 3 .0 (installed on all Windows EBS servers)

n XPS Viewer (installed on all Windows EBS servers)

n WCF Activation

• HTTP Activation

• Non-HTTP Activation (installed on all Windows EBS servers)
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BitLocker Drive Encryption
BitLocker Drive Encryption helps to protect data on lost, stolen, or inappropriately decommis-
sioned computers by encrypting the entire volume and checking the integrity of early boot 
components . Data is decrypted only if those components are successfully verified and the 
encrypted drive is located in the original computer . Integrity checking requires a compatible 
trusted platform module (TPM) .

BItS Server Extensions
Background Intelligent Transfer Service (BITS) Server Extensions allow a server to receive files 
uploaded by clients using BITS . BITS allows client computers to transfer files in the foreground 
or background asynchronously, preserve the responsiveness of other network applications, 
and resume file transfers after network failures and computer restarts .

The BITS Server lets you configure a server that is running Internet Information Services 
(IIS) to allow BITS clients to perform background, resumable file uploads to IIS virtual directo-
ries . On completion of a file upload, the BITS Server can notify a Web application of the newly 
uploaded file, allowing the application to process the uploaded file . The Web application can 
then optionally reply to the client responsible for the upload .

Connection Manager administration Kit
Connection Manager Administration Kit (CMAK) is a tool you can use to customize remote 
connections for users on your network by creating predefined connections to remote servers 
and networks . The CMAK Wizard enables you to customize and automate many aspects of 
a connection, such as logon information for the remote network, VPN connection details, 
 routing tables, and Internet Explorer proxy settings .

Desktop Experience
Desktop Experience includes features of Windows Vista, such as Windows Media Player, 
desktop themes, and photo management . Desktop Experience does not enable any of the 
Windows Vista features by default; you must manually enable them .

Group policy Management (Installed on all Windows EBS Servers)
Group Policy Management makes it easier to understand, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot 
Group Policy implementations . The standard tool is Group Policy Management Console 
(GPMC), a scriptable MMC snap-in that provides a single administrative tool for managing 
Group Policy across the enterprise .

Internet printing Client
Internet Printing Client enables clients to use Internet Printing Protocol (IPP) to connect and 
print to printers on the network or Internet .
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Internet Storage Name Server
Internet Storage Name Server (iSNS) provides discovery services for Internet Small Computer 
System Interface (iSCSI) storage area networks . iSNS processes registration requests, deregis-
tration requests, and queries from iSNS clients .

LpR port Monitor
Line Printer Remote (LPR) Port Monitor enables the computer to print to printers that are 
shared using any Line Printer Daemon (LPD) service . (LPD service is commonly used by 
 UNIX-based computers and printer-sharing devices .)

Message Queuing
Message Queuing provides guaranteed message delivery, efficient routing, security, and 
 priority-based messaging between applications . Message Queuing also accommodates 
 message delivery between applications that run on different operating systems, use dissimilar 
network infrastructures, are temporarily offline, or are running at different times .

Message Queuing subcomponent features:

n Message Queuing Services

• Message Queuing Server

• Directory Service Integration

• Message Queuing Triggers

• HTTP Support

• Multicasting Support

• Routing Service

n Windows 2000 Client Support

n Message Queuing DCOM Proxy

Multipath I/O
Microsoft Multipath I/O (MPIO), along with the Microsoft Device Specific Module (DSM) or 
a third-party DSM, provides support for using multiple data paths to a storage device on 
Windows .

Network Load Balancing (Installed on the Security Server)
Network Load Balancing (NLB) distributes traffic across several servers, using the TCP/IP 
networking protocol . NLB is particularly useful for ensuring that stateless applications, such 
as a Web server running Internet Information Services (IIS), are scalable by adding additional 
servers as the load increases .
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peer Name Resolution protocol
Peer Name Resolution Protocol (PNRP) allows applications to register on and resolve names 
from your computer so other computers can communicate with these applications .

Quality Windows audio Video Experience
Quality Windows Audio Video Experience (qWave) is a networking platform for audio and 
video (AV) streaming applications on Internet protocol home networks . qWave enhances 
AV streaming performance and reliability by ensuring network quality-of-service for AV 
 applications . It provides admission control, run-time monitoring and enforcement, applica-
tion feedback, and traffic prioritization . On Windows Server platforms, qWave provides only 
 rate-of-flow and prioritization services .

Remote assistance (Installed on the Management Server)
Remote Assistance enables you (or a support person) to offer assistance to users with 
 computer issues or questions . Remote Assistance allows you to view and share control of 
the user’s desktop in order to troubleshoot and fix the issues . Users can also use Remote 
 Assistance to ask for help from friends or coworkers .

Remote Differential Compression
The Remote Differential Compression (RDC) feature is a set of APIs that applications can use 
to determine if a set of files have changed, and if so, to detect which portions of the files 
contain the changes .

Remote Server administration tools
Remote Server Administration Tools enables remote management of Windows Server 2003 
and Windows Server 2008 from a computer running Windows Server 2008, by allowing 
you to run some of the management tools for roles, role services, and features on a remote 
 computer . Remote Server Administration Tools include the following subcomponent features .

n Role Administration Tools

• Active Directory Certificate Services Tools

❍ Certification Authority Tools (installed on the Management Server)

• Active Directory Domain Services Tools

❍ Active Directory Domain Controller Tools (installed on the Management Server 
and Messaging Server)

❍ Server for NIS Tools

• Active Directory Lightweight Directory Services Tools (installed on the Security 
Server)

• Active Directory Rights Management Services Tools
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• DHCP Server Tools (installed on the Management Server)

• DNS Server Tools (installed on the Management Server and Messaging Server)

• Fax Server Tools

• File Services Tools

❍ Distributed File System Tools

❍ File Server Resource Manager Tools

❍ Services for Network File System Tools

• Network Policy and Access Services Tools

• Print Services Tools (installed on the Management Server)

• Terminal Services Tools

❍ Terminal Server Tools

❍ TS Gateway Tools (installed on the Management Server and Messaging Server)

❍ TS Licensing Tools (installed on the Management Server)

• UDDI Services Tools

• Web Server (IIS) Tools (installed on all Windows EBS servers)

• Windows Deployment Services Tools

• Hyper-V Tools

n Feature Administration Tools

• BitLocker Drive Encryption Tools

• BITS Server Extensions Tools

• Failover Clustering Tools

• Network Load Balancing Tools (installed on the Security Server)

• SMTP Server Tools

• WINS Server Tools

Removable Storage Manager
Removable Storage Manager (RSM) manages and catalogs removable media and operates 
automated removable media devices .

RpC Over http proxy (Installed on the Messaging Server)
RPC over HTTP Proxy is a proxy that is used by objects that receive remote procedure calls 
(RPC) over Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) . This proxy allows clients to discover these 
objects even if the objects are moved between servers or if they exist in discrete areas of the 
network, usually for security reasons .
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Simple tCp/Ip Services
Simple TCP/IP Services supports the following TCP/IP services: Character Generator,  Daytime, 
Discard, Echo, and Quote of the Day . Simple TCP/IP Services is provided for backward compat-
ibility and should not be installed unless it is required .

SMtp Server
SMTP Server supports the transfer of e-mail messages between e-mail systems .

SNMp Services
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is the Internet standard protocol for 
 exchanging management information between management console applications—such 
as HP OpenView, Novell NMS, IBM NetView, or Sun Net Manager—and managed entities . 
 Managed entities can include hosts, routers, bridges, and hubs .

SNMP subcomponent features:

n SNMP Service

n SNMP WMI Provider

Storage Manager for SaNs
Storage Manager for Storage Area Networks (SANs) helps you create and manage Logical 
Unit Numbers (LUNs) on Fibre Channel and iSCSI disk drive subsystems that support Virtual 
Disk Service (VDS) in your SAN .

Subsystem for UNIX-Based applications
Subsystem for UNIX-based Applications (SUA), along with a package of support utilities avail-
able for download from the Microsoft Web site, enables you to run UNIX-based programs, 
and to compile and run custom UNIX-based applications in the Windows environment .

telnet Client
Telnet Client uses the Telnet protocol to connect to a remote telnet server and run applica-
tions on that server .

telnet Server
Telnet Server allows remote users, including those running UNIX-based operating systems, to 
perform command-line administration tasks and run programs by using a telnet client .
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tFtp Client
Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) Client is used to read files from, or write files to, a remote 
TFTP server . TFTP is primarily used by embedded devices or systems that retrieve firmware, 
configuration information, or a system image during the boot process from a TFTP server .

Windows Internal Database (Installed on the Management Server)
Windows Internal Database is a relational data store that can be used only by Windows roles 
and features, such as UDDI Services, AD RMS, Windows Server Update Services, and Windows 
System Resource Manager .

Windows powerShell (Installed on all Windows EBS Servers)
Windows PowerShell is a command-line shell and scripting language that helps IT profession-
als achieve greater productivity . It provides a new administrator-focused scripting language 
and more than 130 standard command-line tools to enable easier system administration and 
accelerated automation .

Windows process activation Service (Installed on all Windows EBS 
Servers)
Windows Process Activation Service (WAS) generalizes the IIS process model, removing 
the dependency on HTTP . All the features of IIS that were previously available only to HTTP 
 applications are now available to applications hosting WCF services, using non-HTTP protocols . 
IIS 7 .0 also uses WAS for message-based activation over HTTP .

Windows Process Activation Server subcomponent features:

n Process Model

n  .NET Environment

n Configuration APIs

Windows Server Backup Features
Windows Server Backup Features allow you to back up and recover your operating system, 
applications, and data . You can schedule backups to run once a day or more often, and can 
protect the entire server or specific volumes .

Windows Server Backup Features subcomponent features:

n Windows Server Backup

n Command-line Tools
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Windows System Resource Manager
Windows System Resource Manager (WSRM) is a Windows Server operating system 
administrative tool that can control how CPU and memory resources are allocated . Manag-
ing resource allocation improves system performance and reduces the risk that applications, 
services, or processes will interfere with each other to reduce server efficiency and system 
response .

WINS Server
Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) provides a distributed database for registering and 
querying dynamic mappings of NetBIOS names for computers and groups used on your 
network . WINS maps NetBIOS names to IP addresses and solves the problems arising from 
NetBIOS name resolution in routed environments .

Wireless LaN Service
Wireless LAN (WLAN) Service configures and starts the WLAN AutoConfig service, regardless 
of whether the computer has any wireless adapters . WLAN AutoConfig enumerates wireless 
adapters and manages both wireless connections and the wireless profiles that contain the 
settings required to configure a wireless client to connect to a wireless network .

Using Network and Sharing Center

Network and Sharing Center is the main network configuration tool in Windows Server 2008 . 
To open the Network and Sharing Center, from the Start menu right-click Network and then 
select Properties . Alternatively, in the Notification area, right-click the network icon and then 
select Network And Sharing Center from the shortcut menu . As a third option, you can also 
find the Network and Sharing Center by browsing to Control Panel\Network and Internet\
Network and Sharing Center .

The Network and Sharing Center is shown in Figure 10-26 .
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FIGURE 10-26 Network and Sharing Center

You can use the Network and Sharing Center to perform functions such as setting the 
network location, viewing the network map, configuring Network Discovery, configuring file 
and printer sharing, and viewing the status of network connections . These various properties 
are described in the following sections .

note to configure tCp/Ip properties for a given connection, click View Status next to 

that connection in Network and Sharing Center.

Important In Windows Server 2008, network connections are automatically configured 

to use both Ipv4 and Ipv6. typically, you do not need to perform any configuration for Ipv6.
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Network Location
In Network and Sharing Center, you can see the network location in the middle section next 
to the network name, as shown in Figure 10-27 .

FIGURE 10-27 In Windows EBS, the network location is set to Domain .

The network location setting is a parameter that is set for all Windows Vista and Windows 
Server 2008 computers . All clients running these operating systems are assigned to one of 
three network locations: Public, Private, or Domain . Different network properties are then 
automatically enabled or disabled in a manner based on the network location to which the 
machine has been assigned . For example, the Network Map is enabled by default in some 
locations and disabled by default in others .

In a workgroup environment, clients are assigned to the Public location type by default . 
For a computer in a Public network, Windows Firewall is turned on, Network Discovery is 
turned off, file and printer sharing is turned off, and the Network Map is turned off . 

When you assign a computer to the Private network location, the Network Discovery and 
Network Map features are turned on . File sharing is turned off by default, but unlike the 
Public location type, you can enable file sharing on a single computer assigned to a private 
network without changing the default settings for all computers assigned to a private network .

When a computer running Windows Server 2008 (or Windows Vista) joins an Active 
Directory domain, it automatically configures the existing network for the Domain network 
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location type . The Domain network location type resembles the Private network location 
type except that with the Domain network location, the configuration for Windows Firewall, 
Network Discovery, and Network Map can be determined by Group Policy settings .

Network Map
The Network Map allows you to see the devices on your LAN and how these devices are 
 connected to each other and to the Internet . An example Network Map output is shown in 
Figure 10-28 . 

FIGURE 10-28 The Network Map feature in Windows Server 2008

Network Map relies on two components:

n The Link Layer Topology Discovery (LLTD) Mapper component queries the network for 
devices to include in the map .

n The LLTD Responder component responds to the queries from the Mapper I/O .

Although these components are included only in Windows Vista and Windows Server 
2008, you can install a Responder component on computers running Windows XP and 
 Windows Server 2003 so that they will appear on a Network Map on other computers .

note the Network Map feature is disabled by default when you select the Domain 

 profile. however, you can enable it through Group policy.

Network Discovery
Network Discovery is a new feature in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista . This feature 
populates the Network window, which you can open from the Start menu and from which 
you can browse to other computers on the local subnet . Turning on Network Discovery also 
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enables a feature called Link Local Multicast Name Resolution (LLMNR), which uses IPv6 to 
provide name resolution for other computers on the local subnet that also have Network 
Discovery enabled . 

In a default installation, the Windows EBS servers have Network Discovery turned off .

What Is Link Local Multicast Name Resolution (LLMNR)?

The LLMNR protocol is enabled by Network Discovery, a feature you can turn on 

in Network and Sharing Center. Both LLMNR and Network Discovery are new 

features in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista.

LLMNR uses multicasting to resolve to Ipv6 addresses the names of computers 

found on the local subnet when DNS is not available. 

For example, suppose that you are working on a computer named Clienta that is 

running Windows Vista and that has both Ipv6 and Network Discovery enabled. If 

you want to connect to ClientB by typing a Universal Naming Convention (UNC) 

path in the form \\ClientB, and DNS is not implemented on the network, your com-

puter will use LLMNR to attempt to resolve the name ClientB so that your computer 

can connect. 

You can disable LLMNR for many computers at a time by using Group policy. In a Group 

policy object (GpO), navigate to Computer Configuration\policies\administrative 

 templates\Network\DNS Client and then search for the policy setting named turn 

Off Multicast Name Resolution.

File Sharing
When the File Sharing feature is turned on (as it is by default on the Management Server and 
Messaging Server), Windows Firewall allows standard users to choose whether to share files or 
folders in their profiles—that is, files and folders under %Systemroot%\Users\%Username% . 
Administrators can share any file or folder on the computer . 

Important Enabling file sharing also creates the firewall exceptions for Internet Control 

Message protocol (ICMp), the protocol used in the ping, pathping, and tracert utilities.

public Folder Sharing
Enabling the Public Folder Sharing feature automatically shares the folder found at 
% systemroot%\Users\Public . Enabling public folder sharing also automatically turns on file 
sharing .
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printer Sharing
Enabling the Printer Sharing feature shares the printers that are installed on the local computer 
so they can be used from other computers on the network . Selecting the Printer Sharing 
 option automatically enables file sharing .

Understanding User Account Control

User Account Control (UAC) is the feature in Windows Server 2008 that dims the screen and 
prompts the user for confirmation whenever a task requiring administrative privileges is 
performed . If your pre–Windows EBS environment did not already include Windows Server 
2008 or Windows Vista, it is possible that in Windows EBS you are seeing the UAC feature of 
Windows for the first time . The following section provides an introduction to UAC so that you 
can learn the fundamentals of this feature and how to configure it .

UAC is a security feature in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista that is designed 
both to minimize the danger of running Windows as an administrator and to maximize the 
convenience of running Windows as a standard user . In versions of Windows before Windows 
Vista, including Windows XP and Windows Server 2003, the risks of logging on as an adminis-
trator were significant, yet the practice of doing so was widespread . Meanwhile, running as a 
standard user was generally safe, but the inconveniences prevented many from adopting the 
practice .

Running as administrator in Windows Xp and Windows 
Server 2003
In versions of Windows before Windows Vista, Trojan horses and other malware could use 
the credentials of a locally logged-on administrator to damage a system . For example, if you 
were logged on to Windows Server 2003 as an administrator and unknowingly downloaded a 
Trojan horse from a network source, this malware could use your administrative  privileges to 
reformat your hard disk drive, delete all your files, or create a hidden  administrator account 
on the local system . 

The main reason that users in previous versions of Windows often ran as administrators 
despite these dangers is that many common tasks, such as installing an application or adding 
a printer, required (and still require today) a user to have administrative privileges on the local 
machine . In fact, some applications cannot even run properly unless the users have admin-
istrative privileges on the local machine . Because in previous versions of Windows there was 
no easy way to log on as a standard user and “elevate” to an administrator when necessary, 
organizations whose users occasionally needed administrative privileges simply tended to 
configure their users as administrators on their local machines .

note In Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008, the term elevation is used when a user 

adopts administrative privileges to perform a task.
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how UaC Fixes the administrator problem
UAC minimizes the severity of the administrator problem in two ways . First, to inhibit  malware 
from secretly leveraging a logged-on administrator’s privileges, UAC by default enables 
Admin Approval Mode during administrator sessions . This mode requires administrators to 
approve all tasks (such as writing to a protected area of the registry) that require administra-
tive privileges . (Because administrators running in Admin Approval Mode must approve all 
administrative tasks, they are also known as consent admins .) Second, to reduce the incon-
venience of running as a standard user, UAC by default allows all standard users to perform 
administrative tasks as long as they can provide administrator credentials when prompted . 

Understanding the Differences Between Standard Users 
and administrators in Windows Server 2008
The primary difference between a standard user and an administrator in Windows Server 
2008 (as well as Windows Vista) is the level of access the user has over core, protected areas 
of the computer . For example, standard users by default cannot write to the system root 
(typically, the C:\Windows folder) or to most areas of the registry, but administrators can . In 
addition, administrators can change the system state, turn off the firewall, configure security 
policy, install a service or a driver that affects every user on the computer, and install software 
for the entire computer . Standard users can perform these particular tasks only if they are 
able to provide valid administrative credentials when prompted .

Understanding the Windows Server 2008 Logon
To best understand UAC, you need to understand the new logon process that is native to 
both Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 . When a standard user logs on to a Windows 
Vista or Windows Server 2008 computer, the user is granted a single access token . You can 
think of this access token as an entrance ticket that grants this user permission to roam freely 
in nonprotected areas of the operating system . However, when an administrator logs on to 
Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008, the administrator is granted two access tokens: a 
standard user access token to access the nonprotected areas of the operating system and a 
full administrator access token to access the core areas .

Although administrators are granted two access tokens during logon in Windows Vista 
and Windows Server 2008, only the standard user access token is used to launch the desktop 
process, Explorer .exe . Explorer .exe, importantly, is also the parent process from which all other 
user-initiated processes inherit their access token . As a result, all applications launched by an 
administrator run as a standard user by default unless the administrator provides consent to 
approve an application’s use of a full administrator access token .

Figure 10-29 and Figure 10-30 illustrate how the logon process for a standard user differs 
from that of an administrator .
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FIGURE 10-29 Logon for a standard user
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FIGURE 10-30 Logon for an administrator

Understanding the UaC Elevation prompts
With UAC enabled, Windows Server 2008 prompts the user before launching a program or 
task that requires a full administrator access token . This prompt ensures that no malicious 
 application can silently install . 

Important UaC is disabled by default on the built-in administrator account at the local 

level and domain level. this default behavior is set by Local Security policy.

the Consent prompt
The consent prompt is presented when a user logged on as a consent admin attempts to 
 perform a task that requires the user’s administrator access token . Figure 10-31 shows the 
User Account Control consent prompt . 

FIGURE 10-31 An example of the UAC consent prompt
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the Credential prompt
The credential prompt is presented when a standard user attempts to perform a task that 
 requires an administrative access token . Figure 10-32 shows the User Account Control 
 credential prompt . 

FIGURE 10-32 A UAC credential prompt

UaC prompt Color Coding
UAC elevation prompts are color-coded as gray, blue/green, red, or yellow to identify the 
 associated security risk . The meanings of each of these colors are described as follows:

n Gray The application is trusted by the local computer .

n Blue/green  The application requesting elevation is an administrative program such 
as a Control Panel program . 

n Red The application is from a blocked publisher or is blocked by Group Policy .

n yellow The application is unidentified . It is neither blocked nor trusted by the local 
computer . 

UaC prompts and the Secure Desktop
When a program requests elevation, the user’s desktop by default is switched to a UAC feature 
called the Secure Desktop . The Secure Desktop dims all the elements of the user desktop 
except for the UAC prompt and disables all other user activity . Only when the user clicks 
 Continue or Cancel does the desktop switch back to the user desktop . 

The Secure Desktop is enabled by default in Windows Server 2008 . This default behavior is 
set by Local Security Policy, and it can be managed centrally with Group Policy . 
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Configuring User Account Control

In Windows Server 2008 (and Windows Vista), the out-of-box behavior for UAC results 
from the default settings defined in a computer’s Local Security Policy . Although a domain 
 administrator can configure these settings in Group Policy also, no UAC settings are defined 
by default at the Group Policy level . Note that as long as UAC behavior is not enforced by 
Group Policy, you can also turn the feature on and off in Control Panel .

turning UaC On and Off in Control panel
Although it is recommended that you leave UAC on, it is also important for you to know how 
to turn the feature on and off quickly when no Group Policy setting prevents you from doing 
so . The simplest way to turn UAC on and off on a Windows Server 2008 machine is through 
Control Panel . In Control Panel, click User Accounts . In the User Accounts window, click Turn 
User Account Control On Or Off, as shown in Figure 10-33 .

FIGURE 10-33 Turning UAC on or off in Control Panel

This step opens the Turn User Account Control On Or Off window, as shown in Figure 10-34 .
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FIGURE 10-34 Turning UAC on or off

To turn UAC off, clear the Use User Account Control (UAC) To Help Protect Your Computer 
check box . You will need to restart your computer before the new setting will take effect .

Locating UaC policy Settings
UAC policy settings can be defined in an individual computer’s Local Security Policy and in a 
GPO . By default, Local Security Policy specifies settings for UAC, but Group Policy does not .

In Windows Server 2008, you can open Local Security Policy in Administrative Tools . To 
 locate UAC policy settings in the Local Security Policy console, browse the console tree to 
 Local Policies and then browse to Security Options . To see the UAC policy settings, in the 
details pane, scroll to the bottom of the list . These 10 settings are indicated in Figure 10-35 .
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FIGURE 10-35 UAC security policy settings

To locate UAC policy settings in Group Policy, open Group Policy Management in Admin-
istrative Tools on either the Management Server or the Messaging Server . Then, in the GPMC 
console tree, right-click Default Domain Policy and click Edit on the shortcut menu . Next, 
in the Group Policy Object Editor window that appears, browse through the console tree to 
Computer Configuration, Policies, Windows Settings, Security Settings, Local Policies, and 
then finally Security Options . In the details pane, you will see the same UAC policy settings as 
those that appear previously in Figure 10-35 . 

Configuring UaC policy Settings
In both Local Security Policy and GPOs in Windows Server 2008, 10 configurable policy 
 settings are available for UAC . The following section describes each of these 10 policies for 
UAC and the options available for each policy .

 1. User Account Control: Admin Approval Mode For The Built-In Administrator Account

This security setting, shown in Figure 10-36, determines the behavior of Admin 
 Approval Mode for the built-in Administrator account .
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FIGURE 10-36 UAC security policy setting for the built-in Administrator account

Two options are available for this policy setting:

•	 Enabled The built-in Administrator will log on in Admin Approval Mode . By 
default, any operation that requires elevation of privilege will prompt the  consent 
admin to choose either Permit or Deny .

•	Disabled The built-in Administrator will log on in Windows XP–compatible mode 
and run all applications by default with full administrative privilege .

By default, the policy setting is set to Disabled in Local Security Policy . As a result, the 
built-in Administrator account is the only account in Windows Server 2008 for which 
the UAC feature is disabled by default .

 2. User Account Control: Allow UIAccess Applications To Prompt For Elevation Without 
Using The Secure Desktop

This security setting controls whether User Interface Accessibility (UIAccess) programs 
can automatically disable the secure desktop for elevation prompts seen by a standard 
user . UIAccess programs are features such as Magnifier, Narrator, On-Screen Keyboard, 
and High-Contrast that are helpful to people with visual, hearing, and other difficulties . 
These programs are designed to interact with Windows and application programs on 
behalf of a user .

If you enable this setting, UIAccess programs including Windows Remote Assistance can 
automatically disable the secure desktop for elevation prompts . If you disable or do not 
configure this setting, the secure desktop can only be disabled by the user interaction .

By default, this policy is set to Disabled in Local Security Policy .
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 3. User Account Control: Behavior Of The Elevation Prompt For Administrators In Admin 
Approval Mode

This security policy setting, shown in Figure 10-37, determines the behavior of the 
elevation prompt for all administrators except for the built-in Administrator account .

FIGURE 10-37 UAC security policy setting for administrators

The options available in this policy setting are as follows:

•	 Prompt For Consent An operation that requires elevation of privilege will result 
in a consent prompt . If the user selects Continue at the prompt, the  operation will 
continue with the highest available privilege .  

•	 Elevate Without Prompting This option allows the consent admin to perform 
an operation that requires elevation without consent or credentials .  

•	 Prompt For Credentials An operation that requires elevation of privilege will 
result in a credential prompt . If the user enters valid credentials, the operation will 
continue with the applicable privilege .

By default, this policy setting is set to Prompt For Consent in Local Security Policy .

 4. User Account Control: Behavior Of The Elevation Prompt For Standard Users

This security setting, shown in Figure 10-38, determines the behavior of the elevation 
prompt for standard users . 
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FIGURE 10-38 UAC security policy setting for standard users

The options available in this security policy setting are as follows:

•	 Prompt For Credentials An operation that requires elevation of privilege will 
result in a credential prompt . If the user enters valid credentials, the operation will 
continue with the applicable privilege .

•	Automatically Deny Elevation Requests An operation that requires elevation 
of privilege results in an access denied error .  

The default setting for this policy is Prompt For Credentials .

 5. User Account Control: Detect Application Installations And Prompt For Elevation

This security setting determines the behavior of application installation detection for 
the entire system .

The options for this policy setting are as follows:

•	 Enabled Application installation packages that require an elevation of privilege to 
install will automatically be detected and will trigger an elevation prompt .

•	Disabled Application installation packages are not automatically detected .

The default setting for this policy is Enabled .

 6. User Account Control: Only Elevate Executables That Are Signed And Validated

This security setting will enforce digital certificate signature checks on any interactive 
application that requests elevation of privilege . Enterprise administrators can manage 
the list of allowed applications by controlling the certificates copied to the local com-
puter’s Trusted Publisher Store .
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The options for this policy setting are as follows:

•	 Enabled Requires the certificate of a given executable to be validated before the 
executable is permitted to run .

•	Disabled Does not enforce certificate chain validation before a given  executable 
is permitted to run .

By default, this policy setting is set to Disabled in Local Security Policy .

 7. User Account Control: Only Elevate UIAccess Applications That Are Installed In Secure 
Locations

This security setting will enforce the requirement that applications that request 
execution with a UIAccess integrity level (by means of a marking of UIAccess=true in 
their application manifests) must reside in a secure location on the file system . Secure 
locations are limited to the following directories:

•	…\Program Files\, including subdirectories

•	…\Windows\system32\

•	…\Program Files (x86)\, including subdirectories for 64-bit versions of Windows 

note Windows already enforces a digital signature check on any interactive applica-

tion that requests execution with a UIaccess integrity level, regardless of the state of 

this policy setting. this policy simply provides additional security by restricting the 

location of such applications.

The options for this policy setting are as follows:

•	 Enabled An application will launch with UIAccess integrity only if it resides in a 
secure location in the file system .

•	Disabled An application will launch with UIAccess integrity even if it does not 
reside in a secure location in the file system .

By default, this policy setting is set to Enabled in Local Security Policy .

 8. User Account Control: Run All Administrators In Admin Approval Mode

This security setting, shown in Figure 10-39, determines the behavior of all UAC poli-
cies for the entire system . Although the policy name refers only to administrators, 
disabling this policy will also disable the credential prompts for standard users . In fact, 
UAC features in general depend on this policy being left in the Enabled state . When 
you disable UAC in Control Panel, this is the only policy setting whose status changes 
to Disabled . 
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FIGURE 10-39 Security policy setting for enabling and disabling UAC

The options for this policy setting are as follows:

•	 Enabled Admin Approval Mode and all other UAC policies are dependent on this 
option being enabled . Changing this setting requires a system restart .

•	Disabled Admin Approval Mode user type and all related UAC policies will be 
disabled .

By default, this policy setting is set to Enabled in Local Security Policy .

 9. User Account Control: Switch To The Secure Desktop When Prompting For Elevation

This security setting determines whether the elevation request will prompt on the 
interactive users desktop or the Secure Desktop .

The options for this policy setting are as follows:

•	 Enabled All elevation requests by default will enable the Secure Desktop .

•	Disabled Elevation requests will not enable the Secure Desktop . The interactive 
desktop is left active .

By default, this policy setting is set to Enabled in Local Security Policy .
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 10. User Account Control: Virtualize File And Registry Write Failures To Per-User Locations

This security setting enables the redirection of legacy application write failures to 
defined locations in both the registry and file system . This feature mitigates those 
applications that historically ran as administrator and wrote run-time application data 
back to either %ProgramFiles%, %Windir%, %Windir%\system32, or HKLM\Software\ . . . .

Virtualization facilitates the running of pre–Windows Vista (legacy) applications that 
historically failed to run as Standard User with standard user privileges . An administra-
tor running only Windows Vista–compliant applications might choose to disable this 
feature because it is unnecessary .

The options for this policy setting are as follows:

• Enabled Facilitates the run-time redirection of application write failures to de-
fined user locations for both the file system and registry .

•	Disabled Applications that write data to protected locations will simply fail as 
they did in previous versions of Windows .

By default, this policy is set to Enabled in Local Security Policy .

Running a Command prompt as administrator
In Windows Server 2008, when administrators open a command prompt on a machine on 
which UAC is enabled, no elevation prompt appears . Opening a command prompt requires 
no elevation because by default it runs in standard user mode, even for administrators . If, 
after this command prompt opens, administrators then try to perform an administrative task 
by entering a command, a message will appear that reads, “The requested operation requires 
elevation,” as shown in Figure 10-40 . 

FIGURE 10-40 The command prompt by default runs without elevated privileges .

If administrators want to perform an administrative task by means of the command 
prompt, they have to use the Run As Administrator option . To do so, right-click Command 
Prompt in the Start menu and then click Run As Administrator on the shortcut menu, as 
shown in Figure 10-41 . 
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FIGURE 10-41 Running a command prompt as administrator

The resulting command prompt that opens is distinguished as an administrator command 
prompt by its title bar title, “Administrator: Command Prompt,” as shown in Figure 10-42 . 

note When you are logged on with the built-in administrator account, the command 

prompt that opens by default is an administrator command prompt.  

FIGURE 10-42 An administrator command prompt

By using such an administrator command prompt, an administrator can perform adminis-
trative tasks without needing to approve each task in a consent prompt .
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Summary

Windows Server 2008 introduces some new administration concepts and tools that you 
need to understand in order to properly manage your Windows EBS network . First among 
the conceptual changes is the new set of three Windows Server component categories: 
roles, role services, and features . The biggest addition to Windows Server 2008 in terms of 
administration tools is Server Manager, which is the tool used to add, remove, and manage 
these  Windows Server components . Next, network administration in Windows Server 2008 
has changed significantly with the addition of Network and Sharing Center, the primary tool 
used to configure network connections . This new tool also allows you to enable a num-
ber of new networking features in Windows Server 2008, features such as Network Map, 
 Network Discovery, and LLMNR . Finally, Windows Server 2008 changes the user experience 
for  administrators with the introduction of User Account Control, a security feature that first 
 appeared in Windows Vista . To configure User Account Control, you can use Control Panel, 
Local Security Policy, or Group Policy .
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A central reason and function for any business network today is collaboration, and 
the most important application in that collaboration is e-mail . We simply couldn’t 

get our jobs done without e-mail—it is the foundation of how we communicate both 
internally and with the outside world . Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) includes 
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Standard Edition . Microsoft Exchange includes not only 
e-mail, but also calendaring, collaboration, and excellent integration with Windows EBS . 

Most routine management tasks for Exchange can be handled directly from within 
the Windows Essential Business Server Administration Console, but for some tasks 
you’ll need to use the native Microsoft Exchange tools—either the graphical Exchange 
Management Console or the Windows PowerShell–based Exchange Management Shell . 
In this chapter we’ll use a mix of the available tools to help build familiarity with the 
 possible tools, but full and complete coverage of all the possible features and manage-
ment of Microsoft Exchange would be a book, not a chapter . 

Managing Mailboxes

We’ll start our coverage of Exchange by examining mailboxes and some of the things 
you can do with them . The Windows EBS wizards automatically create mailboxes as part 
of creating a user or group, and those are covered in Chapter 5, “Managing Windows EBS 
with the Windows EBS Administration Console .” When you create a new user, the New 
User Account Wizard, as shown in Figure 11-1, automatically configures the user’s e-mail 
 address, creates a mailbox for the user, and configures the limits on the mailbox . 
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FIGURE 11-1 The Mailbox page of the New User Account Wizard

Using the Exchange Management Console gives you additional options and flexibility in 
configuring user and group mailboxes . Some of the mailbox features you can manage include 
adding additional e-mail addresses, setting permissions, setting limits, and changing the 
 routing .

adding additional E-Mail addresses
The Windows EBS wizards configure a default e-mail address for each user, and in most 
cases this is sufficient . But if you have users who need multiple addresses, or have a name 
that is  often misspelled, you can use the Exchange Management Console to add additional 
 addresses to a mailbox . To add an additional e-mail address to a mailbox, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .

 2. In the tree view pane, expand the Recipient Configuration container, and click Mailbox, 
as shown in Figure 11-2 . 
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FIGURE 11-2 Selecting a mailbox in the Exchange Management Console

 3. Select the mailbox you want to modify, and then click Properties in the Actions pane to 
open the Properties dialog box for the mailbox, as shown in Figure 11-3 .

FIGURE 11-3 The Properties dialog box for a mailbox
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 4. Click the E-Mail Addresses tab, and then click Add to open the SMTP Address dialog 
box for the mailbox, as shown in Figure 11-4 . 

FIGURE 11-4 The SMTP Address dialog box for an Exchange mailbox

 5. Enter the SMTP e-mail address you want to add and then click OK to add it and return 
to the Properties dialog box, as shown in Figure 11-5 . 

FIGURE 11-5 The E-Mail Addresses tab of the mailbox Properties dialog box 

 6. Click OK to apply the changes and return to the Exchange Management Console .

Exchange Shell Version
To add additional e-mail addresses for a mailbox using the command line, open the Exchange 
Management Shell and use the set-mailbox command . 
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Set-Mailbox ` 

  -identity Alfredo.Espinosa ` 

  -EmailAddresses ` 

   "Alfie@example.com", ` 

   "Alfredo.Espinosa@example.com"

note the last address in the list of e-mail addresses used in the previous set-mailbox 

 command will be set as the default address. If this would violate the default address policy, 

you need to include -emailaddresspolicyenabled $false as part of the command.

on the CompanIon medIa the scripts and command lines in this chapter, along 

with other scripts referenced in the book, are included on this book’s companion CD.

Under the hood  Using Windows PowerShell for Exchange 
Management

The Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Management Console is built entirely on 

Windows powerShell. Everything that can be done in the console can also be 

done from the Exchange Management Shell (the name for the Microsoft  Exchange 

powerShell window.) Whereas most tasks are easily accomplished from the 

 Exchange Management Console, and are certainly more discoverable from there, 

doing repetitive tasks from any graphical console can be a pain and is also far more 

prone to errors. Using the Windows powerShell command line that the Exchange 

Management Shell provides gives you the ability to automate routine tasks or apply 

changes uniformly across multiple mail-enabled objects.

Microsoft Exchange makes it easy to learn the basic Exchange-related commands 

and options even if you’re a Windows powerShell neophyte. When you use one of 

the Exchange Management Console wizards, you have an option on the last page 

to copy the command (and some related stuff you don’t actually care about) to the 

Clipboard by pressing Ctrl+C. You can then paste this into a file and edit it with the 

aSCII editor of your choice. What’s pasted is the actual command that was shown on 

the Completion page of the wizard—giving you a great starting point for building 

your own scripts to perform similar tasks. a useful resource is the Exchange team 

Blog at http://msexchangeteam.com.

another good resource is Windows powerShell itself. Windows powerShell is an 

extremely self-discoverable language. You can start by getting a list of all the 

Exchange-specific Windows powerShell commands by using the following code.

Get-Excommand > ExchangeCommands.txt

mailto:Alfie@example.com
mailto:Alfredo.Espinosa@example.com
http://msexchangeteam.com
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this will create a file that has a list of all the Exchange-specific Windows powerShell 

commands. If you see a command that looks like it might do what you want, say 

creating a new distribution list, get some help with that command by using the 

 following code.

Help New-DistributionGroup

You can get additional help, including examples of using the command, by adding 

the -detailed switch to the Help command.

Help New-DistributionGroup –detailed

to get some more general help with Windows powerShell, try the following.

Help about*

this will give you a list of available general help topics and is a great way to start 

your Windows powerShell discovery tour. 

Changing the Default E-Mail address for a Mailbox
If a mailbox has more than one e-mail address, you can change the default address for the 
mailbox, but only by disengaging the mailbox from the overall address policy of the domain . 
To change the default e-mail address for a mailbox, follow these steps:  

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .

 2. In the tree view pane, expand the Recipient Configuration container, and then click 
Mailbox . 

 3. Select the mailbox you want modify, and then click Properties in the Actions pane to 
open the Properties dialog box for the mailbox .

 4. Click the E-Mail Addresses tab, and then clear Automatically Update E-Mail  Addresses 
Based On E-Mail Address Policy . 

 5. Select the e-mail address you want to make primary, and then click Set As Reply, as 
shown in Figure 11-6 . 
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FIGURE 11-6 The new default SMTP address for the Alfredo Espinosa mailbox 

 6. Click OK to apply the changes and return to the Exchange Management Console

Exchange Shell Version
To change the default e-mail address for a mailbox using the command line, open the 
 Exchange Management Shell and use the set-mailbox command, as shown in Figure 11-7 . 

Set-Mailbox ` 

  -identity Alfredo.Espinosa ` 

  -PrimarySMTPAddress "Alfie@example.local" ` 

  -EmailAddressPolicyEnable $false

FIGURE 11-7 Using the Exchange Management Shell to change the default SMTP address for a mailbox

mailto:Alfie@example.local
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Setting permissions—access
You can change the permissions of a mailbox to allow additional users to access the mailbox, 
either for monitoring purposes or to enable multiple people to send mail from it . To set the 
Full Access permissions on a mailbox, use the following steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .

 2. In the tree view pane, expand the Recipient Configuration container, and then click 
Mailbox . 

 3. Select the mailbox you want modify, and then click Manage Full Access Permission 
in the Actions pane to open the Manage Full Access Permission Wizard, as shown in 
Figure 11-8 .

FIGURE 11-8 The Manage Full Access Permission Wizard

 4. Click Add to open the Select User Or Group dialog box shown in Figure 11-9 . 
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FIGURE 11-9 The Select User Or Group dialog box

 5. Select the users or groups of users that you want to have full access to the mailbox and 
then click OK to return to the Manage Full Access Permission Wizard .

 6. Click Manage to grant the selected users full access to the mailbox and then click Finish 
to close the wizard .

note press Ctrl+C on the Completion page of the Manage Full access permission 

 Wizard (or any other wizard in Microsoft Exchange 2007) to copy the contents of the 

page to the Clipboard. this will include the Windows powerShell script that was executed 

to complete the task. You can then paste this into your favorite editor (we use Gvim, but 

even Notepad will work) and use it as the basis to build future scripts.

Exchange Shell Version
To change the default e-mail address for a mailbox using the command line, open the 
 Exchange Management Shell and use the Add-MailboxPermission command, as shown in Fig-
ure 11-10 . 

Add-MailboxPermission ` 

  -Identity 'CN=Alfredo Espinosa,CN=Users,DC=example,DC=local' ` 

  -User 'EXAMPLE\Charlie' ` 

  -AccessRights 'FullAccess'
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FIGURE 11-10 Using the Exchange Management Shell to change full access permissions for a mailbox

Setting permissions—Send as
You can change the permissions of a mailbox to allow additional users to send e-mail as if 
they were the user . To set the Send As permissions on a mailbox, use the following steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .

 2. In the tree view pane, expand the Recipient Configuration container, and then click 
Mailbox . 

 3. Select the mailbox you want to modify, and then click Manage Send As Permission in 
the Actions pane to open the Manage Send As Permission Wizard .

 4. Click Add to open the Select User Or Group dialog box . 

 5. Select the users or groups of users that you want to have full access to the mailbox and 
then click OK to return to the Manage Full Access Permission Wizard .

 6. Click Manage to grant the selected users full access to the mailbox and then click Finish 
to close the wizard .

Exchange Shell Version
To change the Send As permission for a mailbox using the command line, open the Exchange 
Management Shell and use the Add-ADPermission command . 

Add-ADPermission ` 

  -Identity 'CN=Alfredo Espinosa,CN=Users,DC=example,DC=local' ` 

  -User 'EXAMPLE\Charlie' ` 

  -ExtendedRights 'Send-as'
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Setting Limits
Normally, mailbox limits are set from the Windows EBS Management Console, but you can 
also set limits directly from the Exchange Management Console or from the Exchange Man-
agement Shell . Using the shell gives you the ability to easily script the change, simplifying the 
change across multiple mailboxes . For example, the following script will set the mailbox limits 
for three accounts .

foreach ($mailbox in "Charlie.Russel", "Alfredo.Espinosa", "Stan.Orme") 

{

 set-mailbox `

  -identity $mailbox `

  -issuewarningquota 10240000 `

  -maxreceivesize 2048000 `

  -maxsendsize 2048000 `

  -prohibitsendquota 20480000 `

  -prohibitsendreceivequota 21920000 `

  -usedatabasequotadefaults $false

}

Important the Windows powerShell escape character is the backtick (`). In the 

 preceding script, we’ve used this character to escape the end of the line to allow for easier 

formatting and a more readable script. 

Enabling Forwarding
Although most users in your organization will use their Exchange mailbox as their primary e-mail, 
there can be situations where a user needs to be able to access e-mail at a  different address, or 
where you want an unchanging publicly visible address that can be moved to a different mailbox 
as responsibilities change . Microsoft Exchange makes this easy, allowing you to automatically 
forward all e-mail received at one mailbox to another mailbox or e-mail address . A copy of the 
forwarded e-mail can be retained in the primary mailbox, or not, as required . 

A forwarded e-mail message can be sent to another mailbox within the organization or 
to an  external e-mail system by creating a mail-enabled contact as described later in this 
chapter . To configure a mailbox to forward to another e-mail address, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .

 2. In the tree view pane, expand the Recipient Configuration container, and then click 
Mailbox . 

 3. Select the mailbox you want modify, and then click Properties in the Actions pane to 
open the Properties dialog box for the mailbox .
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 4. Click the Mail Flow Settings tab and then select Delivery Options, as shown in 
 Figure 11-11 . 

FIGURE 11-11 The Mail Flow Settings tab of the mailbox Properties dialog box 

 5. Click Properties to open the Delivery Options dialog box, and then select the Forward 
To check box, as shown in Figure 11-12 . 

FIGURE 11-12 The Delivery Options dialog box for a Microsoft Exchange mailbox
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 6. Click Browse to open a list of available recipients, as shown in Figure 11-13 . 

FIGURE 11-13 The Select Recipient dialog box 

 7. Select the recipient to forward the mailbox to, and then click OK to return to the 
 Delivery Options dialog box . 

 8. If you want to retain a copy of the forwarded e-mails in the original mailbox, select the 
Deliver Message To Both Forwarding Address And Mailbox check box . 

 9. Click OK twice to apply the change and return to the Exchange Management Console . 

Exchange Shell Version
To forward a mailbox using the command line, while retaining a copy of all e-mail in the 
original destination mailbox, open the Exchange Management Shell and use the Set-Mailbox 
command . 

set-mailbox ` 

  -identity "Charlie Russel" ` 

  -ForwardingAddress "CharlieRussel-ext" ` 

  -DeliverToMailboxAndForward $true

Using Contacts

Contacts are Microsoft Exchange objects that don’t require an Active Directory user account, 
nor do they have mail stored in Exchange . But they do need to be both a contact in Active 
Directory and mail-enabled in Microsoft Exchange .
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If you already have contacts in Windows EBS, they should be mail-enabled if you upgraded 
to Microsoft Exchange 2007 from an earlier version of Exchange . If, however, you created 
them new in Active Directory, or you didn’t have a previous version of Exchange, they’ll need 
to be mail-enabled before Microsoft Exchange can use them .

If you’re creating contacts now, by creating them directly in Exchange, they are also added 
to Active Directory at the same time, so it’s clearly more efficient to add them directly from 
within the Exchange Management Console or by using the New-MailContact PowerShell 
cmdlet . 

Mail-Enabling Existing Contacts
If you have existing contacts in Active Directory, you can mail-enable them in Microsoft 
 Exchange . To mail-enable a contact, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .

 2. In the tree view pane, expand the Recipient Configuration container, and then click 
Mail Contact in the left pane of the console .

 3. Click New Mail Contact in the Actions pane to open the New Mail Contact Wizard, as 
shown in Figure 11-14 . 

FIGURE 11-14 The Introduction page of the New Mail Contact Wizard

 4. Click the Browse button to open the Select Contact dialog box, as shown in Figure 11-15 . 
You’ll see a list of all Active Directory contacts that are not currently mail-enabled . 
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FIGURE 11-15 Browsing to find an Active Directory contact that needs to be mail-enabled

 5. Select the contact you want to be mail-enabled, and then click OK to return to the 
Introduction page of the New Mail Contact Wizard .

 6. Click Next to open the Contact Information page of the New Mail Contact Wizard, as shown 
in Figure 11-16 . Most of the fields will already be filled in since this is an existing contact .

FIGURE 11-16  Contact Information for an existing Active Directory contact that is being  mail-enabled
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 7. Click Edit to open the SMTP Address dialog box, as shown in Figure 11-17 . 

FIGURE 11-17 Adding an SMTP address to mail-enable a contact

 8. Enter the e-mail address for the contact, and then click OK to return to the Contact 
Information page of the New Mail Contact Wizard .

 9. Click Next to open the New Mail Contact page . This page summarizes the actions that 
are about to be taken and is your last chance to cancel or correct the information . 

 10. Click New to create the contact and open the Completion page, as shown in Figure 11-18 . 

FIGURE 11-18 The Completion page of the New Mail Contact Wizard

 11. Click Finish to close the New Mail Contact Wizard and return to the Exchange 
 Management Console .
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adding a New Mail-Enabled Contact
Creating a new mail-enabled contact is similar to mail-enabling an existing Active Directory 
contact . However, when you’re creating a new contact, you’re also creating their Active Direc-
tory object, so you’ll need to have additional information about the contact and know which 
organizational unit (OU) you’ll want the contact to reside in .

Use the following steps to create a new mail-enabled contact: 

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .

 2. In the tree view pane, expand the Recipient Configuration container, and then click 
Mail Contact in the left pane of the console .

 3. Click New Mail Contact in the Actions pane to open the New Mail Contact Wizard . 

 4. Select New Contact, and then click Next to open the Contact Information page, as 
shown in Figure 11-19 .

FIGURE 11-19 The Contact Information page for creating a new mail-enabled contact

 5. Click Browse to open the Select Organizational Unit dialog box, as shown in Figure 11-20 . 
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FIGURE 11-20 The Select Organizational Unit dialog box

 6. Select the OU to use for this contact, and then click OK to return to the Contact 
 Information page .

 7. Fill in the rest of the information for the contact, including an alias . The Alias field will 
be filled in as you type a First Name and Last Name . We think it’s a good idea to have 
a way to make it clear that this is an external contact in the alias, since you’ll be send-
ing e-mail to this contact outside your organization . 

 8. Click Edit to open the SMTP Address dialog box, and then enter the SMTP address for 
the contact . 

 9. Click OK to return to the Contact Information page, and then click Next to open the 
New Mail Contact page . This summarizes the actions that are about to be taken and is 
your last chance to cancel or correct the information . 

 10. Click New to create the contact, and then open the Completion page .

 11. Click Finish to close the New Mail Contact Wizard and return to the Exchange Manage-
ment Console .

Under the hood  Where to Put Contacts and How to 
Name Them

The default location that is used by the Exchange Management Console for new 

contacts is the Users OU. this is probably not ideal, since its name implies it 

should have Users, not Contacts, as its members. We think it’s a good idea to create 

an OU just to hold your contacts, making it clear what they are and helping to keep 

things organized.
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Where should you put the Contacts OU? and what should you call it? as for what 

to call it, Contacts seems like a perfectly good name, and it has the virtue of being 

both descriptive and simple. as for where to put it, we think adding a top-level OU 

parallel to Users makes the most sense, as shown previously in Figure 11-20. But 

ultimately it doesn’t really matter—just choose a place that works for you, and then 

stick to it. If your active Directory already has an OU structure that includes contacts, 

that’s the obvious place to put them. 

as for naming conventions for contacts, we think it’s a really good idea to specify a 

distinctive addition to the name you use to create the contact. One reason is that if 

you ever end up having to create a user with that name, you would have a conflict. 

But more importantly, if you don’t specify a distinctive name, it’s often difficult to 

tell which is the user and which is the contact. that is why we use “-ext” at the end 

of the contact’s Last Name field when we create it, to make it easy to identify that 

this is an external address.

Exchange Shell Version
To create a new mail-enabled contact, open the Exchange Management Shell and use the 
Set-Mailbox command . 

New-MailContact ` 

  -ExternalEmailAddress 'SMTP:Cyril.Carbonati@contoso.com' ` 

  -Name 'Cyril Carbonati-ext' ` 

  -Alias 'CyrilCarbonati-ext' ` 

  -OrganizationalUnit 'example.local/Contacts' ` 

  -FirstName 'Cyril' ` 

  -Initials '' ` 

  -LastName 'Carbonati-ext'

note Substitute the correct details for your contact and organization in the previous 

code. the backticks are there only to allow running the command over multiple lines in the 

book. You would normally enter the command all on one line. 

Managing Distribution Lists

Distribution lists, or more properly, distribution groups, are a powerful Active Directory 
feature that allows you to create e-mail lists that include both internal and external names . 
Unlike security groups, members of a distribution list do not need to be domain users . They 
don’t even have to be people—a distribution list can easily include resource accounts, such as 
conference rooms, for example . 

mailto:Cyril.Carbonati@contoso.com
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Windows EBS supports two kinds of distribution lists—distribution groups and dynamic 
distribution groups. Regular distribution groups are mail-enabled static collections of Active 
Directory objects that are mail-enabled . By sending an e-mail to the e-mail address of the 
distribution group, you are automatically sending to all the members of the group, and you 
can also have it automatically sent to your Microsoft Office SharePoint site as well . 

Dynamic distribution groups are mail-enabled search results of Active Directory objects . 
The members of a dynamic distribution group are determined every time someone sends an 
e-mail to the group by running a query against Active Directory for those objects in Active 
Directory that meet the criteria that were used to set up the group . 

Under the hood Security Groups vs. Distribution Groups

Because security groups can be mail-enabled, and can be used to distribute 

 e-mail to members of the group, how are they different from distribution 

groups? primarily because distribution groups cannot be used to manage access 

to resources. Since members of a distribution group can be nonusers, they have 

no right to log on to the network or connect to network resources. Security group 

members are limited to active Directory user or computer accounts. they cannot 

include contacts and thus can’t include external resources or users. 

Security groups also can’t be dynamic. Security groups are static groups of active 

Directory objects that are used to control access to the resources of the domain. 

Use security groups when you need to manage user access to a share, for example, 

or to a printer. But use a distribution group when you just want to create an e-mail 

alias for a group of users, whether a static group or a dynamically created one. 

Creating a Distribution Group
Regular distribution groups can be created from within the Windows EBS Administration 
Console, from Microsoft Exchange, or directly in Active Directory . It really doesn’t matter 
which you use, except that if you create the group in Active Directory, it doesn’t get automati-
cally mail-enabled . Since this chapter is about Exchange, we’ll use the Exchange Management 
Console . To create a distribution group, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .

 2. In the tree view pane, expand the Recipient Configuration container, and then click 
Distribution Group in the left pane of the console .

 3. Click New Distribution Group in the Actions pane to open the New Distribution Group 
Wizard, as shown in Figure 11-21 . 

 4. Select New Group and then click Next to open the Group Information page, as shown 
in Figure 11-22 . 
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FIGURE 11-21 The Introduction page of the New Distribution Group Wizard

FIGURE 11-22 The Group Information page of the New Distribution Group Wizard
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 5. Click Browse to change the OU for the distribution group, if necessary, and then fill in 
the Name field . 

 6. Make any necessary adjustments to the generated Name (Pre–Windows 2000) and 
Alias fields, and then click Next to open the New Distribution Group page showing a 
summary of the changes that will be made, as shown in Figure 11-23 . 

FIGURE 11-23 The New Distribution Group page of the New Distribution Group Wizard

 7. Click New to create the group, and then click Finish to close the wizard . 

Exchange Shell Version
To create a new distribution group, open the Exchange Management Shell and use the 
New-DistributionGroup command . 

new-DistributionGroup ` 

  -Name 'Remote Users' ` 

  -Type 'Distribution' ` 

  -OrganizationalUnit 'example.local/Users' ` 

  -SamAccountName 'Remote Users' ` 

  -Alias 'RemoteUsers'
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adding Users to a Distribution Group
When you create a regular distribution group, there are no users automatically added to 
the group . Before the group will be useful, you need to manually add users to the group . 
(A  dynamic distribution group doesn’t require this step because it performs a search on a set 
of Active Directory conditions to determine the group membership every time an e-mail is 
received .)

You can add any mail-enabled Active Directory object to the new distribution group using 
Active Directory Users and Computers, Microsoft Exchange, or the Windows EBS Administration 
Console . The process is essentially the same: Navigate to the distribution group and open its 
properties dialog box . Click the Members tab and add members to the group . 

note If you add members from within the Exchange Management Console, you’ll find 

additional tabs that allow you to modify the Exchange mail properties for the group. 

Creating a Dynamic Distribution Group
Dynamic distribution groups can be created from Microsoft Exchange or directly in Active 
 Directory . If you create the group in Active Directory, it doesn’t get automatically mail-
enabled . Since this chapter is about Exchange, we’ll use the Exchange Management Console, 
although a dynamic distribution group is actually a query result against mail-enabled Active 
Directory objects . The query is performed every time an e-mail message is received to the 
e-mail address of the group . 

To create a dynamic distribution group, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .

 2. In the tree view pane, expand the Recipient Configuration container, and then click 
Distribution Group in the left pane of the console .

 3. Click New Dynamic Distribution Group in the Actions pane to open the New Dynamic 
Distribution Group Wizard, as shown in Figure 11-24 . 

 4. Click Browse if you want to change the default OU for the group, and then fill in the 
Name field . You can adjust the generated Alias value if you need to . 

 5. Click Next to open the Filter Settings page, as shown in Figure 11-25 . The default is to 
 include all recipient types in the search, but you can specify specific types of recipients 
if desired . Note that the default container is the Users OU only . If you need to change 
the container, click Browse . The search will include subcontainers of the selected 
 container . 
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FIGURE 11-24 The Introduction page of the New Dynamic Distribution Group Wizard

FIGURE 11-25 The Filter Settings page of the New Dynamic Distribution Group Wizard
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 6. Click Next to open the Conditions page of the New Dynamic Distribution Group Wiz-
ard . Build the query based on the available fields using the Step 1: Select Condition(s) 
field and then the Step 2: Edit The Condition(s) field, as shown in  Figure 11-26 .

FIGURE 11-26 The dynamic distribution group will include recipients who work in the accounting 
department .

 7. Click Preview to see the current results of the search, as shown in Figure 11-27 . This 
check is important to make sure your search is returning what you expect . 

FIGURE 11-27 The Dynamic Distribution Group Preview page
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 8. Click Next to open the New Dynamic Distribution Group page with a summary of the 
changes that will be made . 

 9. If the Configuration Summary is correct, click New to create the group, and then click 
Finish to exit the wizard .

Dynamic distribution groups for Microsoft Exchange are limited in the fields that can be 
included in the Active Directory search to Company, Department, State Or Province, and the 
Custom Attributes 1 through 15 . Too bad; we think Active Directory fields such as Office, City, 
and Job Title would be useful additions to the available searches . You can, of course, work 
around these limitations by including the necessary values in any of the Custom Attributes, 
but this is less obvious than including the fields that are already in Active Directory . 

Exchange Shell Version
To create a new Dynamic Distribution Group, open the Exchange Management Shell and use 
the New-DynamicDistributionGroup command . 

new-DynamicDistributionGroup ` 

  -Name 'Accounting Department' ` 

  -IncludedRecipients 'AllRecipients' ` 

  -ConditionalDepartment 'Accounting' ` 

  -OrganizationalUnit 'example.local/Users' ` 

  -Alias 'AccountingDepartment' ` 

  -RecipientContainer 'example.local'

Adding an Additional E-Mail Domain Name

One request we see regularly in the newsgroups asks how to add an additional e-mail domain 
for which Windows EBS can receive e-mail . Exchange Server makes it easy . You can add 
 additional domains and automatically update the e-mail addresses of your users to include 
the additional domains . 

Before you can accept e-mail for another domain, however, you’ll need to make sure that 
the outside world knows about that domain and how to reach it . You need to register your 
second domain name with one of the Internet registrars, and you need to set up Domain 
Name System (DNS) records for the domain . Those records will need to include an MX (Mail 
Exchange) record that sends mail to the public Internet Protocol (IP) address of your router . 

Accepting e-mail for an additional domain, however, is only the part of the equation . You 
also need to change the recipient policies so that the new domain will propagate to your 
 users . 

Once you’re ready to have Exchange Server receive e-mail for an additional domain, use 
the following steps to add the domain:

 1. Log on to the Messaging Server and open the Exchange Management Console .
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 2. Navigate to Hub Transport in the Organizational Configuration container in the 
left pane, and then click the Accepted Domains tab in the center pane, as shown in 
 Figure 11-28 . 

FIGURE 11-28 The accepted domains for our test network

 3. Click New Accepted Domain in the Actions pane to open the New Accepted Domain 
Wizard, as shown in Figure 11-29 . 

 4. Enter a name for the domain you want to receive e-mail for, and then enter the DNS 
domain name in the Accepted Domain field . 

 5. Click New and then click Finish when the task has completed . As with all other 
 commands in the Exchange Management Console, you can save off the Windows 
 PowerShell script that was executed to complete the command on the Completion 
page before you close the Wizard .  

 6. Click New E-Mail Address Policy in the Actions pane to open the New E-Mail  Address 
Policy Wizard, as shown in Figure 11-30 . 
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FIGURE 11-29 The New Accepted Domain Wizard

FIGURE 11-30 The Introduction page of the New E-Mail Address Policy Wizard
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 7. Enter a name for the new policy, and then select the types of mailboxes that will be 
included in the policy as Users With Exchange Mailboxes and Mail-Enabled Groups, 
as shown previously in Figure 11-30 . This should be a good starting point for most 
 Windows EBS networks, though if you make heavy use of Resource mailboxes (such as 
for scheduling conference rooms), you may want to add them as well . 

 8. Click Next to open the Conditions page of the New E-Mail Address Policy Wizard . You 
can use these conditions to filter which recipients the policy applies to . Click Preview 
to see a list of the objects that will be affected by the current set of conditions . If you 
have a separate company, and this has been configured in Active Directory, you can set 
this as a condition on this page . 

 9. Click Next to open the E-Mail Addresses page . 

 10. Click Add to open the SMTP E-Mail Address dialog box, as shown in Figure 11-31 . 

FIGURE 11-31 The SMTP E-Mail Address dialog box of the New E-Mail Address Policy Wizard

 11. Select the format of the e-mail address to use, and then click Select Accepted Domain 
For E-Mail Address . 

 12. Click Browse to select the new accepted domain you added earlier . 

 13. Click OK to return to the E-Mail Addresses page, which will now show the address 
policy that will be applied . 

 14. Click Next twice to show the Configuration Summary on the New E-Mail Address Policy 
page . 

 15. Click New to apply the policy, and then click Finish on the Completion page to close 
the wizard . 
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Summary

In this chapter, we’ve covered the basics of managing Microsoft Exchange on your Windows 
EBS network . These have included managing mailboxes, using contacts, managing distri-
bution lists, including the new dynamic distribution groups, and adding additional e-mail 
domains that your Exchange deployment will receive e-mail for . We’ve provided both graphi-
cal and command line versions of most commands to allow you to become familiar with the 
 powerful new capabilities of the Windows PowerShell language that the Microsoft Exchange 
2007 management tools are built around .

In the next chapter, we cover Microsoft Forefront Server for Exchange Server—the 
 powerful security application that Windows EBS uses to protect your vital e-mail resources . 
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One of the most common attack vectors against modern networks is e-mail, and 
 Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) includes the comprehensive and multi-

pronged defense of Microsoft Forefront Security for Exchange (FSE) Server . 

FSE combines a unique, multiengine, approach to antivirus scanning of e-mail with 
enhanced antispam features that extend and improve the native antispam features of 
Microsoft Exchange . 
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Under the hood FSE Services

FSE includes a number of services that should be running on the Windows EBS 

Messaging Server. these services are:

n FSCController the main Forefront Server Security controlling process.

n FSCMonitor Monitors the Exchange Information Store and transport stack to 

provide continuous protection.

n AdoNavSvc Used for active Directory name resolution. Normally stopped unless 

you are browsing mailboxes or public folders from the Forefront Server Security 

administrator (FSSa) console. 

n FSEIMC Registers the FSE agent and ensures that the FSCtransportScanner 

 service is scanning. Normally on only during initial startup.

n FSEMailPickup Controls the pickup of mail. 

n FSCRealtimeScanner Scans e-mail and public folder messages as they are sent or 

received. this service is run by the FSCController service and doesn’t appear as a 

separate service, but it has one or more processes.

n FSCTransportScanner Scans all messages that pass through the transport stack. 

this service is run by the FSCController service and doesn’t appear as a separate 

service, but it has one or more processes.

n FSCStatisticsService Logs scanning statistics for all FSE scanning jobs.

Using the Forefront Server Security Administrator

FSE uses the Forefront Server Security Administrator (FSSA) console as the graphical manage-
ment interface . The FSSA is shared with other Forefront Server Security applications such as 
Microsoft Forefront Security for SharePoint Server and Microsoft Forefront Security for Office 
Communications Server (when it releases) . 

The FSSA console, shown in Figure 12-1, is automatically installed on the Messaging Server 
and can also be installed on workstations or additional servers on your network .  
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FIGURE 12-1 The Forefront Server Security Administrator console

User Interface
The user interface for the FSSA console has two panes: the left pane, known as the Shuttle 
Navigator pane, and the Work pane on the right . The Work pane changes to reflect the selection 
in the Shuttle Navigator and can have two or more sections and additional menu options 
depending on the setting of the Shuttle Navigator . 

Shuttle Navigator
The Shuttle Navigator, also known as the Shuttle pane or sometimes simply as “the shuttle,” 
and mostly in this chapter as “the navigator,” gives you quick access to the various  functions 
and settings of FSE . As you click the different buttons of the navigator, the Work pane changes 
to reflect the tasks and settings appropriate to the button that is active . 

As you click a button in the navigator, the section controlled by that button expands in the 
navigator . Click a section, and the Work pane changes to show the available options for the 
current selection . 

The buttons on the navigator are as follows:

n Settings Controls the settings for scan jobs, antivirus checks, updating, templates, 
and general options .
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n Filtering Controls how filters are applied and allows configuration of filter types .

n Operate Schedules and runs scan jobs, including Quick Scan .

n Report Displays quarantine logs and incidents, and controls notifications .

Work pane
The Work pane of the FSSA changes with the setting of the navigator . For each change of 
the navigator, the view in the Work pane shows the appropriate information or configuration 
options . 

Figure 12-1 showed the Work pane view for the Scan Job section of the Settings button . 
There’s not much there to change; for a Transport Scan Job, as shown in Figure 12-1, you can 
choose which messages are scanned: Inbound, Outbound, or Internal . 

The Work pane, however, also changes as various selections are made in the Work pane 
itself . Figure 12-2 shows the different options available in the Scan section of the Work pane 
when Realtime Scan Job is selected in the Name section .

FIGURE 12-2 The settings for a Realtime Scan Job in the Forefront Server Security Administrator console

The FSSA does an excellent job of presenting only the information and settings appropriate 
to the task at hand for the administrator, simplifying the overall administration experience . 
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General Options
The General Options section of the Settings bar is where all the various options that affect all 
areas of FSSA are configured . In this section you can set options for the following:

n Diagnostics

n Logging

n Scanner Updates

n Scanning

n Background Scanning

Most of these settings are appropriately configured by the initial installation on Windows 
EBS, but one setting at least could cause issues for some networks—the scanning settings, 
as shown in Figure 12-3, are set to treat certain kinds of compressed files as if they were 
corrupted files . And the default for corrupted compressed files is to delete them . 

FIGURE 12-3 The General Options settings for scanning files

Although this setting is the safest setting, if you’re implementing Windows EBS into an 
existing network where these file types were used, it could cause the files to be deleted . 
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Scanning

At the core of FSE is the scanning engine, a unique, multipronged scanning engine that uses 
multiple antivirus scan engines from different vendors . The FSE Multiple Engine Manager 
(MEM) integrates up to five different antivirus engines (from the nine available engines) for 
each type of scan job, and it allows you to use a combination of heuristic and signature-based 
scanning to provide a very high level of assurance . 

Number of Engines
FSE allows you to use a maximum of five engines to scan messages . These five engines can 
be chosen from the list of available engines, and you can have different choices for different 
types of scan jobs . There are currently nine available scan engines, if you count the Worm List . 

Choosing five engines doesn’t necessarily mean that all five of the engines are used to scan 
a message . The actual number of engines used is also controlled by the scanning bias . 

Scanning Bias
Not only can you control the number of engines available for a type of scan job, but you can 
also control how FSE uses those engines by setting the bias of the scan job . There are five bias 
settings available, and they can be set differently for different types of scan jobs:

n Max Certainty Scans every message in the scan job with all of the selected engines . 
If an engine is currently unavailable, the message is queued until the engine becomes 
available and the scan can be completed .

n Favor Certainty Scans every message in the scan job with all of the selected en-
gines . If an engine is currently unavailable, the message is scanned with all the avail-
able engines .

n Neutral Scans every message with at least half of the selected engines . This setting 
provides a balance between performance and security .

n Favor Performance Scans some messages with only a single engine, while scanning 
some with at least half of the available selected engines .

n Max Performance Scans each message with only a single engine .

When the bias setting for a scan job causes the MEM to choose less than every available 
engine, the engines are used according to their ranking . The ranking is set based on how 
recently the engine was updated and how well it has performed in the past . 
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Under the hood Scan Jobs, Templates, and Filters

The FSE paradigm is different from what many Windows administrators are 

familiar with, and it can take a bit to get your head around it. there are three 

separate ways to configure scanning, and you need to configure them in the right 

order to have things behave as you would expect:

n Scan jobs

n templates

n Filters

Our first expectation for how to configure these was to start with scan jobs and 

expect to be able to drill down to templates, and then filters, from the top. It’s the 

way we expect most things in Windows to work, but it’s not the right way for FSE. 

For FSE, you need to build up from the bottom of that chain, configuring filters first, 

then configuring templates to use those filters, and finally assigning the templates 

to scan jobs. Once we understood this shift in the user interface (UI) paradigm, we 

were able to configure FSE as we needed to, though we still found the lack of sup-

port for right-clicking anywhere in the interface consistently annoying.

types of Scan Jobs
There are three regular kinds of scanning and two special kinds of scan jobs . The regular scan 
jobs are: 

n Transport Scan Job Scans all MIME or UUENCODE-based e-mail messages . Does 
not support content scanning but does support filtering on keywords . 

n Realtime Scan Job Scans all e-mail messages in real time to and from mailboxes or 
public folders on the Messaging Server . 

n Manual Scan Job Scans all e-mail messages in mailboxes or public folders on the 
Messaging Server . Can be initiated on demand, or scheduled to run on a regular basis .

The two types of special scan jobs are:

n Background Scan Job Scans a selected set of messages with the latest options, and 
updates on a scheduled basis . 

n Quick Scan Similar to a Manual Scan Job, but with all the options available to quickly 
execute a one-time scanning operation such as scanning a single mailbox or public 
folder with a specific set of engines . 

By default, all files are scanned whenever they are accessed . To configure a scan job, you 
need to configure the filters and templates that make up the scan job . 
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Filtering

The first part of configuring new scan parameters and templates is to create a set of filters, 
called a Filter Set Template, since you can’t edit the default ones . Creating, renaming, and 
deleting a filter set template are all done from the File menu of the FSSA console . You can’t 
right-click or double-click a filter set template to get at its properties . 

Creating a Filter Set template
Creating a filter set template is a two-step process: first you create the template, then you edit 
its properties to change the settings . 

Viewing templates
Before you can do much of anything with templates, you need to make them visible in the 
FSSA, which hides them by default . To make templates, including filter set templates, visible, 
follow these steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Click the Settings button to open the Settings shuttle .

 3. Click Templates and then select View Templates from the File menu, as shown in 
 Figure 12-4 . 

FIGURE 12-4 Enabling View Templates in Forefront Server Security Administrator

The change to enable viewing templates is global in FSSA . 
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Creating a New Filter Set template
Once you can view templates, it’s easy to create a new filter set template . Filter set templates 
aren’t specific to a particular kind of scan job, but you can tailor them for specific needs . You 
should consider making different filter set templates for Transport, Realtime, or Manual Scan 
Jobs, since Transport Scan Jobs don’t support content filtering, and neither Realtime nor 
Manual Scan Jobs support keyword filtering . 

To create a new filter set template, follow these steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Click the Settings button to open the Settings shuttle .

 3. Click Templates and then click File, select Templates, and finally select New to open the 
New Template dialog box, as shown in Figure 12-5 . 

FIGURE 12-5 The New Template dialog box

 4. Type a name for the template, and then select Filter Set as the Type . 

 5. Click OK, and a new, empty filter set template is created . 

Editing a Filter Set template
Once you’ve created a new, empty filter set template, you can edit the template to customize 
the filter settings . In the previous section we created a new filter set template called Example, 
as shown in Figure 12-5 . Use the following steps to edit that template:

 1. Click the Filtering button to open the Filtering shuttle, and then select Example (Filter 
Set Template) in the Work pane, as shown in Figure 12-6 . 
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FIGURE 12-6 The Filtering shuttle with View Templates enabled

 2. Click Content in the Filtering shuttle, and then click Subject Lines in the Content Fields 
section in the lower left of the Work pane . 

 3. Click Add in the Content Filters section, and type a word or phrase you want to filter 
on, as shown in Figure 12-7 . Press Enter to complete the entry . 

note Content filters are exact matches. If you use the word “enlargement”, that 

would have to be the entire subject line of the message to match the filter. however, 

if you use “*enlargement*”, any appearance of the word “enlargement” in the subject 

will match the filter. You can use the basic wild cards * (all characters) and ? (any single 

character) to build the match, along with [ ] for a set of characters or [̂ ] for an excluded 

set of characters. 
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FIGURE 12-7  Adding a Subject Lines content filter to the Example Filter Set Template

 4. Repeat step 3 as required to add the words and phrases you want to add to your 
 Subject Lines filter . 

 5. If you need to modify a word or phrase you’ve added, select it in the Content Filters 
list, and click Edit . 

 6. If you no longer want to filter on a word or phrase, select it in the Content Filters list, 
and click Delete . 

 7. In the Filter section of the Work pane, select the action you want to take when a 
 message is detected that matches the content filter you have created . The choices are:

n Skip: Detect Only When a filter match is detected, it is reported, but no change 
to the message occurs, and it is delivered normally .

n Purge: Eliminate Message  When a filter match is detected, it is reported, and 
the message is deleted and not delivered . 

n Identify: Tag Message When a filter match is detected, it is reported, the 
 message is tagged with customizable text, but it is delivered . 

 8. Select Quarantine if you want purged messages to actually be quarantined for later 
inspection . 
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 9. Select Send Notifications if you want e-mail or other notifications of matches to the 
filter . 

 10. Click Save to save this set of filters . You can continue to modify the filter set template 
by adding other kinds of filters . 

Using Filter Lists
You can use Filter Lists to group similar filter types together to simplify building filter set 
templates . You can create multiple filter lists for the same type of filtering, allowing you to 
more easily build and maintain up-to-date filters by simply modifying the lists as filtering 
needs change . 

To create a filter list for executable file types, follow these steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Click the Filtering button to open the Filtering shuttle .

 3. Click Filter Lists and then select Files in the List Types section of the Work pane, as 
shown in Figure 12-8 . 

FIGURE 12-8 The Files list type of Filter Lists
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 4. Click Add in the List Names section, type a name for the filter list, as shown in Figure 12-9, 
and then press Enter to create the empty filter list .

FIGURE 12-9 Creating an Executable Files filter list

 5. Click Edit to open the Edit Filter List dialog box, as shown in Figure 12-10 . 

FIGURE 12-10 The Edit Filter List dialog box
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 6. Click Add below the Include In Filter pane to add a file type that will be included in the 
filter . Type *.exe and press Enter to add all  .exe files to the filter list . 

Adding elements to the filter list manually is a bit time consuming . A better solution 
is to create a simple text file with all the file types you want, one to a line, and 
import it, using the Import button . Use your favorite text editor (gVim is ours, but 
Notepad will do) to create a list of executable file types, as shown in Figure 12-11 . 

FIGURE 12-11 A list of executable file types to use for importing into a filter list

 7. Still on the Edit Filter List dialog box, click Import and point to the text file you created 
with the list of executable file types, as shown in Figure 12-12 . 
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FIGURE 12-12 Selecting the text file to import a list of file types

 8. Select the file and click Open to open the Import List dialog box, as shown in 
 Figure 12-13 . 

FIGURE 12-13 The Import List dialog box

 9. Click Move All Items  to add the list of file types to the filter, or select one or 
more file types and click Move Selected Items to add only some of the file types to 
the filter .
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 10. Click OK to return to the Edit Filter List, and then click OK again to return to the FSSA . 
The filter list now includes the list of file types, as shown in Figure 12-14 . 

FIGURE 12-14 The Executable Files filter list has been created .

 11. Click Save to save the changes and make the list available . The filter list is added to 
existing filter set templates, but it is disabled . 

File Filtering
File filtering is very flexible, allowing you to filter by file name, file extension, file type, or a 
combination of all three . In the previous section, “Using Filter Lists,” we created a filter list that 
used a simple file extension to filter executable files . We could have made that list somewhat 
more comprehensive by adding * around each file type (for example, * .exe*) to prevent a 
simple type of file renaming from bypassing the filter . 

But we could have accomplished much the same thing by creating a filter with * .* and then 
selecting the file types to exclude . Let’s use this method to filter MP3 files, using the following 
steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Click the Filtering button to open the Filtering shuttle, and then click File .

 3. Select the filter set template you want to modify .
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 4. In the Filter Names section of the Work pane, click Names and then click Add .

 5. Type *.* in the File Names field, as shown in Figure 12-15 . 

FIGURE 12-15 Creating a generic file type filter

 6. Clear the All Types check box in the File Types section, and then click Yes in the 
 Confirmation dialog box, as shown in Figure 12-16 . 

FIGURE 12-16 Clearing the All Types check box causes a warning confirmation message .

 7. In the File Types section, select the MP3 - MP3 Audio File (MPEG Audio Stream, 
Layer III) check box . 

 8. In the File Filter drop-down list, select Enabled . 

 9. In the Action drop-down list, select what to do when a file matches the filter criteria . 

 10. Click Save to implement the filter . 
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Content Filtering
Content filters allow you to filter messages based on either the domain of the sender or the 
subject line of the message . By default, content filters are active only for Realtime and Manual 
Scan Jobs and are not used by Transport Scan Jobs, but you can enable content filtering on 
Transport Scan Jobs . To enable content filtering on Transport Scan Jobs, add the DWORD 
 DisableOutboundContentFiltering key to HKLM\Software\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Forefront 
Server Security\Exchange Server, and set the key to a value of 0 . Filtering can be enabled on 
inbound messages or outbound messages or both . 

To enable Sender-Domain content filtering, follow these steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Click the Filtering button to open the Filtering shuttle, and then select the filter set 
template you want to modify . 

 3. Click Content in the Filtering bar, and then select Sender-Domains in the Content Fields 
section of the Work pane . 

 4. Click Filters in the Content Filters section, and then click Add to add a domain or 
 individual e-mail address, as shown in Figure 12-17 . 

FIGURE 12-17 Adding Sender-Domains filters
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 5. Select Enabled in the Filter drop-down list, and then in the Action drop-down list, 
select the action you want to take when a message matches the filter rule .

 6. Click Save to confirm the changes . 

As with other filters, filter lists can be created to describe the content filters you want to 
use and then enable them for a particular filter set template . See the section “Using Filter 
Lists” earlier in the chapter for details about how to create filter lists .

Keyword Filtering
Keyword filtering is used by Transport Scan Jobs, but you can also create filter lists of keywords 
that can be used by other types of filtering, allowing you to create customized keyword lists 
for use by different scan jobs . Keyword filtering uses a list syntax that allows you to filter on 
combinations of words or the frequency of words occurring in a message . 

To create a keyword filter list, follow these steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Click the Filtering button to open the Filtering shuttle .

 3. Click Filter Lists and then select Keywords, as shown in Figure 12-18 . 

FIGURE 12-18 Creating a Keywords filter list
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 4. Click Add in the List Names section and type a name for the new filter list . Press Enter .

 5. Click Edit to open the Edit Filter List dialog box .

 6. Click Add to add a keyword directly, or click Import to import a list of keyword 
 expressions .

 7. Click Add below the Exclude From Filter pane to add words or expressions that should 
never be excluded . 

 8. When your list is complete, click OK to return to the FSSA console, as shown in 
Figure 12-19 . 

FIGURE 12-19 A filter list of disallowed words has been created .

 9. Click Save to save the filter list . 
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Under the hood keyword Expression Syntax

Each line of a keyword filter list is treated as a separate query. the query is run 

against the body of the message being examined. any match of an expression is 

considered a positive detection. Keyword filters use the following operators:

n _AND_ Logical aND

n _NOT_ Negates

n _ANDNOT_ Equivalent to _aND__NOt_

n _WITHIN[#]OF_ proximity, where # is replaced by the number of words that can 

be between the elements of the query

n _HAS[#]OF_ the frequency of the word or words appear

You can combine multiple operators within a single query. the operators must be 

in uppercase, as shown in the preceding list. Both single words and phrases can be 

treated as keywords, and extra white space between words is ignored for matching. 

Installing Example Keywords Lists
FSE includes installable lists of example keywords in several languages . This is an optional 
component that can be installed if you choose . The installation file is KeywordInstaller .msi and 
is located in C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Forefront Security\Exchange Server . You will have 
to accept a special Usage Terms and Conditions notice that warns you of potentially offensive 
words and phrases in the files you are about to install . To install the example keywords, follow 
these steps:

 1. Open Windows Explorer .

 2. Navigate to C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Forefront Security\Exchange Server . 

 3. Double-click the KeywordInstaller .msi file to open the Microsoft Forefront Server Secu-
rity Keyword Examples Setup Wizard .

 4. Click Next to open the Usage Terms And Conditions page, as shown in Figure 12-20 . 
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FIGURE 12-20 The Usage Terms And Conditions page of the Microsoft Forefront Server Security 
Keyword Examples Setup Wizard

 5. Select I Agree And Accept These Terms And Conditions, and then click Next to open 
the Custom Setup page, as shown in Figure 12-21 . 

FIGURE 12-21 The Custom Setup page of the Microsoft Forefront Server Security Keyword 
 Examples Setup Wizard

 6. By default, all available languages are disabled . Enable the languages you want to 
install, click Next, and then click Install to begin the installation .

 7. Click Finish when the installation has completed .

Before the keywords can be used, they need to be imported into FSE . To import the 
 example keywords, follow these steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Click the Filtering button to open the Filtering shuttle .
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 3. Click Filter Lists and then select Keywords in the List Types section of the Work pane . 

 4. Click Add, type Profanity, and then press Enter . Click Edit to open the Edit Filter List 
dialog box .

 5. Click Import to open the Import navigator, as shown in Figure 12-22 . 

FIGURE 12-22 The Import navigator for Forefront Server Security Administrator

 6. Navigate to D:\Windows Essential Business Server\FSEData\Example Keywords, and 
select the list to import . 

 7. Click Open to open the Import List dialog box, as shown in Figure 12-23 . 

FIGURE 12-23 The Import List dialog box importing a list of example profanity words in English
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note Figure 12-23 is deliberately fuzzed.

 8. Click the Move All Items button  to move the list of words to the Include In Filter 
pane, and then click OK to return to the Edit Filter List dialog box .

 9. Click OK again to return to the main FSSA window .

 10. Click Save to add the list of files to the Profanity filter list . 

Finally, before the new Profanity filter list is actually used by FSE, you need to enable it for 
the Transport Scan Job, using the following steps:

 1. Click the Filtering button to open the Filtering shuttle .

 2. Select Keyword in the Filtering bar, and then select Transport Scan Job in the Name 
section of the Work pane . 

 3. Select Message Body in the Keyword Fields section .

 4. Select Profanity in the Filter Lists section, and then select Enabled from the Filter drop-
down list, as shown in Figure 12-24 . 

FIGURE 12-24 Enabling the Profanity filter list for the Transport Scan Job
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 5. In the Action drop-down list, select the action to take . The default is Identify: Tag 
Message .

 6. Select which types of messages to use the filter list with: Quarantine, Inbound, Out-
bound, or Internal . The default is all types . 

 7. Click Save to implement the filter list immediately . 

Worm purging
Worm purging is a special kind of filtering designed to recognize the presence of a worm 
on your network and then purge the messages containing the worm . Using a list of known 
worms (WormPrge .dat) that is regularly updated by Microsoft, the Transport scanner au-
tomatically deletes the entire message when it detects that it is infected with a worm . By 
default, worm purging is active only with the Transport scanner, however you can enable 
Realtime worm purging by adding a DWORD registry key RealtimePurge, with a value of 1 . 
Using a value of 0 will disable worm purging on the Realtime scanner . 

To disable worm purging on the Transport scanner, add a DWORD registry key of 
TransportPurge to the HKLM\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Forefront Server 
Security\Exchange Server node, and give the key a value of 0 . 

Messages deleted by worm purging are completely deleted and are not quarantined or 
recoverable . Notifications are sent to the Worm Administrator as configured in the Notifica-
tions section of the Report shuttle .

Templates

Templates control how FSE is configured and how files are scanned . FSE includes default 
templates for Transport, Realtime, and Manual Scan Jobs, and you can create new templates, 
using either the default filter sets or new filter sets . 

Before you can see templates, you need to enable them in FSSA . To enable them, select 
Templates and then View Templates from the File menu of FSSA . 

You can modify which filter sets are used by a template . To change the filter set for the 
Realtime Scan Job, follow these steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Click the Settings button to open the Settings bar . Select Templates in the Settings 
shuttle, and then select Realtime Scan Job in the Name section of the Work pane, as 
shown in Figure 12-25 . 
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FIGURE 12-25 Configuring the Realtime Scan Job in the Templates section of the Settings shuttle

 3. In the Filter Set drop-down list of the Work pane, select the new filter set to use . 

 4. Click Save to save the change . The Realtime Scan Job will start using the new filter set . 

Notifications and Reporting

Notifications and reporting are configured in the Report bar of the navigator . The Report 
shuttle has three basic areas:

n Notification Configures automatic notification of filtering events to the appropriate 
parties .

n Incidents Lists the filtering events and provides basic statistical information on 
 scanning .

n Quarantine Contains messages detected and quarantined by FSE .

Configuring Notifications
FSE has different notification roles you can configure, from the sender or recipient of a 
virus to individual administrators for each type of filter . Senders and recipients are treated 
differently depending on whether they’re internal or external . By default, internal  senders 
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and recipients of  filtered messages are notified automatically, but external senders and 
recipients are not . Table 12-1 lists the roles and a description of each role . 

TABLE 12-1 Notification roles

ROLE DESCRIPTION

Virus Administrators Designated administrators who are notified when a virus is 
detected

Virus Sender (Internal) The mail-enabled account from which an infected message 
originated 

Virus Sender (External) The external e-mail address from which an infected message 
originated

Virus Recipients (Internal) The mail-enabled account that is the intended recipient of an 
infected message

Virus Recipients (External) The external e-mail address that is the intended recipient of an 
infected message

File Administrators Designated administrators who are notified whenever a message 
is detected that matches the file filter

File Sender (Internal) The mail-enabled account from which a message originated that 
matches the file filter

File Sender (External) The external e-mail address from which a message originated 
that matches the file filter

File Recipients (Internal) The mail-enabled account that is the intended recipient of a 
message that matches the file filter

File Recipients (External) The external e-mail address that is the intended recipient of a 
message that matches the file filter

Worm Administrators Designated administrators who are notified when a worm is 
detected

Content Administrators Designated administrators who are notified whenever a message 
is detected that matches the content filter

Content Sender (Internal) The mail-enabled account from which a message originated that 
matches the content filter

Content Sender (External) The external e-mail address from which a message originated 
that matches the content filter

Content Recipients (Internal) The mail-enabled account that is the intended recipient of a 
message that matches the content filter

Content Recipients (External) The external e-mail address that is the intended recipient of a 
message that matches the content filter
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TABLE 12-1 Notification roles

ROLE DESCRIPTION

Keyword Administrator) Designated administrators who are notified whenever a message 
is detected that matches the keyword filter

Keyword Sender (Internal) The mail-enabled account from which a message originated that 
matches the keyword filter

Keyword Sender (External) The external e-mail address from which a message originated 
that matches the keyword filter

Keyword Recipients (Internal) The mail-enabled account that is the intended recipient of a 
message that matches the keyword filter

Keyword Recipients (External) The external e-mail address that is the intended recipient of a 
message that matches the keyword filter

Note Internal addresses are identified based on the Internal Address option of the General Settings section 
of the Settings shuttle . This should include all domains that are used internally . Windows EBS automatically 
configures this value, and you should not normally need to configure it unless you change the internal routing 
domain . 

By default, notifications for the various administrator roles are sent to the Administrator 
account . You can add additional accounts to one of the administrator roles by using the 
following steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open .

 2. Click the Report button to open the Report bar . Select Notification in the Report 
shuttle, and then in the Name section of the Work pane, select the administrator 
role you want to change . For this example, select Virus Administrators, as shown in 
Figure 12-26 . 
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FIGURE 12-26 The Virus Administrators Notification message and state

 3. In the To field, type the e-mail address to which you want to send virus notifications . 
This can be an internal or external address and can also be a distribution group or 
mail-enabled security group .

 4. Click Save to save the changes . 

 5. Select any additional administrator roles for which you want to change the notification 
addresses, and repeat steps 3 and 4 . 

To enable or disable a notification, select the notification in the Work pane and click the 
Enable or Disable button as appropriate . By default, notifications for all internal and ad-
ministrative notifications are enabled, and notifications to external recipients or senders are 
disabled . 

Editing Notifications/Keyword Substitution Macros
By default, notification messages for each type of notification are automatically generated 
based on the type of notification and the result of keyword substitution macros used to 
individualize each message . The keyword substitutions allow you to automatically generate 
addresses and information about the type of notification and its source . An example of how 
the keyword substitution macros are used is shown earlier in Figure 12-26 . The macros that 
are available are listed in Table 12-2 along with their meaning . 
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TABLE 12-2 Keyword substitution macros

MACRO DESCRIPTION

%Company% Your organization’s name, as stored in the registry

%EBccAddresses% The e-mail addresses of the external Bcc: recipients

%EBccNames% The names of the external Bcc: recipients

%ECcAddresses% The e-mail addresses of the external Cc: recipients

%ECcNames% The names of the external Cc: recipients

%ERAddresses% The e-mail addresses of the external To: recipients

%ERNames% The names of all the external To: recipients

%ESAddress% The e-mail address of the message sender, if external to the 
company

%ESName% The name of the message sender, if external to the company

%File% The file name of the detected file

%Filter% The name of the filter that resulted in the detection and 
 notification

%Folder% The mailbox or public folder where the detected virus or file was 
found

%IBccAddresses% The e-mail addresses of the internal Bcc: recipients

%IBccNames% The names of the internal Bcc: recipients

%ICcAddresses% The e-mail addresses of the internal Cc: recipients

%ICcNames% The names of the internal Cc: recipients

%IRAddresses% The e-mail addresses of all the internal To: recipients

%IRNames% The names of the internal To: recipients

%ISAddress% The e-mail address of the message sender, if internal to the 
company

%ISName% The name of the message sender, if internal to the company

%Message% The subject of the message detected

%MIME% Any MIME header information

%ScanJob% The name of the scan job

%Server% The server name

%State% The result of the detection, whether the message or attachment 
was deleted, cleaned, or skipped 

%Virus% The virus name, as reported by the scan engine

%VirusEngines% The scan engines that actually detected the virus
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Incident Report
You can view a list of filter incidents in the Report shuttle and export the list to an external file 
for manipulation by the application of your choice . You can also configure a filter of this view 
to make it easier to find a particular set of records . 

To filter the incident report, follow these steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open .

 2. Click the Report button to open the Report bar, and select Incidents . 

 3. Select the Filtering box in the Work pane, and in the Field drop-down list, select 
the field to filter on . As an example, select Sender Name in the Field, and type 
SystemMailbox in the Value field . 

 4. Click Save to enable the filter . 

 5. Export the filtered view to a text file by clicking the Export button and saving the file . 
Only the incidents matching the current view will be exported . 

 6. To clear the log entirely, click Clear Log . This will remove all incidents, filtered or not, 
from the log . 

 7. To automatically purge the log, select the Purge box, and set the retention time in the 
Days field . 

Quarantine
By default, FSE creates a copy of every detected file in an encoded format in the file 
Quarantine .mdb . Files are saved either as a single EML file (readable by Microsoft Office 
Outlook Express or Windows Mail) or as separate files for the message body and attach-
ments, depending on the setting of Quarantine Messages in the General Options section . 

To see a list of quarantined items, click Quarantine in the Report shuttle, as shown in 
 Figure 12-27 . 
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FIGURE 12-27 The Quarantine Report

From this list, you can choose to deliver the items out of the quarantine to their original or 
alternate recipients . To deliver messages out of quarantine, use the following steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open .

 2. Click the Report button to open the Report bar, and select Quarantine .

 3. In the Work pane, select the message or messages you want to deliver, and then click 
Deliver to open the Confirm Delivery dialog box, as shown in Figure 12-28 . 

FIGURE 12-28 The Confirm Delivery dialog box
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 4. To deliver to the original recipients (the default for single message delivery), select 
Original Recipients . To deliver to alternate recipients, click Above Recipients and then 
fill in the alternate delivery e-mail address or addresses . You can also select Original 
And Above Recipients to deliver the message to the original recipient and also to 
 additional  addresses . 

 5. Click OK, and the message is delivered . The delivery is also logged in the file 
 Deliver Log .txt, located in C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Forefront Security 
\Exchange Server . 

Messages that have been quarantined because of a detected virus cannot be forwarded 
without first disabling the scan jobs . They would otherwise be automatically redetected and 
requarantined . Attachments quarantined by the file filter can be forwarded if the Deliver 
From Quarantine Security option in General Options is set to Compatibility Mode . 

Messages in quarantine can also be saved to disk . Follow the steps for delivering the item 
or items, but click the Save As button instead of Deliver . If multiple items are selected, they 
will be saved as individual files . 

The quarantine list can also be sorted, filtered, and exported in the same way as incidents, 
using the same filtering options . 

Scanner Updates

The scanners used by FSE are automatically configured during the installation and initial 
configuration of Windows EBS for hourly updates from Microsoft .com . You can change this 
configuration if you want, by selecting Scanner Updates in the Settings shuttle and then 
selecting the specific scan engine you want to modify . The frequency, times, and update 
locations are separately configured for each scan engine . 

automatic Update Settings
The primary automatic update settings for each scan engine are automatically configured 
during Windows EBS installation . You can change these settings or add a secondary update 
location for updates in the event the primary location is unavailable . To configure the auto-
matic update settings for a scan engine, use the following steps:

 1. Open the Forefront Server Security Administrator if it isn’t already open .

 2. Click the Settings button to open the Settings bar, and select Scanner Updates .

 3. In the Name section of the Work pane, select the scan engine you want to change . 

 4. Change the Frequency and Time fields as desired . To enable hourly updates, select the 
Repeat Every box and set the value to 01:00 . 

 5. Once you’ve completed your changes for this scan engine, click Save to implement 
them . 
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The Scanner Information at the right of the Work pane shows the current version of the 
scan engine and signature files, along with the most recent time a check for updates was run 
and the most recent time the engine was updated . 

During scan engine updates, the individual scan engine being updated is temporarily dis-
abled while the update is applied, and then the scan engine is reenabled . But the other scan 
engines are still available and enabled and continue to provide protection until the engine 
being updated is back online . 

note the Worm List engine is updated only when a new worm is discovered. the up-

dates tend to be less frequent than for other engines, though the frequency of checking 

for new updates is still set to hourly. 

Manual Updates
Even though the update frequency is set to hourly by default, in the event of an outbreak 
of a virus in your environment, or when a new attack is detected, you can manually force an 
update immediately rather than wait for the next scheduled update . To manually update an 
engine, select it in the Work pane and click Update Now on the right side of the Name list .

FSE Options

The installation of Windows EBS configures the options for FSE for optimal use in most 
Windows EBS environments, but if your specific requirements are different from the defaults, 
you can change the configuration either through the General Options settings or by setting 
registry keys . 

General Options
Most items you can configure from within the FSSA under General Options . To configure 
General Options, click General Options in the Settings shuttle . The Work pane shows the 
items that can be configured, along with the current settings, as shown in Figure 12-29 . 
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FIGURE 12-29 The General Options section of the Settings shuttle 

The available areas that can be configured are Diagnostics, Logging, Scanner Updates, 
Scanning, and Background Scanning . 

Registry Settings
Many settings that can’t be configured directly in the FSSA can be controlled with registry 
keys . The main registry hive for FSE is HKLM\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Forefront 
Server Security\Exchange Server, as shown in Table 12-3 . Variables shown are Type=REG_
DWORD unless otherwise specified . 

TABLE 12-3 Notification roles

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

AdditionalTypeChecking Default = not present . Enables additional file types to be 
checked when set to a value other than 0 . Changing this 
setting requires contacting Microsoft Support .

DatabasePath For Windows EBS, this is D:\Windows Essential Business 
Server\FSEData (Type = REG_SZ) .
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TABLE 12-3 Notification roles

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

DisableAVStamping Default = 0 . When set to 1, the Transport scan won’t 
stamp files as having been already scanned . For Windows 
EBS, leave this setting alone . 

DisableInboundFileFiltering Default = 0 . When set to 1, inbound messages aren’t 
scanned by the file filter . 

DisableInboundContentFiltering Default = 0 . When set to 1, inbound messages aren’t 
scanned by the content filter .

DisableInboundVirusScanning Default = 0 . When set to 1, inbound messages aren’t 
scanned by the virus scanner .

DisableOutboundFileFiltering Default = 0 . When set to 1, outbound messages aren’t 
scanned by the file filter .

DisableOutboundContentFiltering Default = 0 . When set to 1, outbound messages aren’t 
scanned by the content filter .

DisableOutboundVirusScanning Default = 0 . When set to 1, outbound messages aren’t 
scanned by the content filter .

DoNotScanIPMReplicationMessages Default = 0 . When set to 1, interpersonal message (IPM) 
replication messages aren’t scanned, eliminating the 
problems with scanning Winmail .dat . 

IncidentPurge Used to control purging of the Incident database . Use 
FSSA to control this setting; it’s much easier .

InternetPurge Default = 1 . When set to 0, purging is disabled for the 
Transport scanner .

ManualScanContinueOnFailed Default = 0 . When set to 1, FSE will continue a Manual 
scan even if it encounters a problem file or directory 
structure .

MaxUncompressedFileSize Default = 25 MB . When a file larger than this is included in 
a ZIP or RAR file, it will be automatically deleted . Set this 
value large enough to avoid problems with multipart RAR 
files .

MIMEDeletePartialMessages Default = not present . When set to 0, fragmented Simple 
Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP) messages are allowed . 

QuarantineTimeout Default = not present . When set to 0, messages that 
cause a scan job timeout will not automatically be sent to 
 quarantine .

RealtimePurge Default = 1 . When set to 0, purging is disabled for the 
 real-time scanner .
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TABLE 12-3 Notification roles

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

UpdateDllonScanJobUpdate Default = 0 . When set to 1, a background scan is initiated 
whenever a change is saved to the real-time scan job .

UpdateOnLoad Default = 0 . When set to 1, updates will be scheduled 
whenever the Forefront services start for each file scanner .

UseDomainsDat Default = 0 . When set to 1, FSE uses the file Domains .dat 
in the DatabasePath directory, instead of the setting in 
General Options, to determine which domains are internal 
domains . 

Note There are additional registry keys available for FSE, but those listed here are the ones either not easily 
set from General Options or most commonly used . 

Summary

In this chapter we covered the configuration and management of Microsoft Forefront Security 
for Exchange Server . FSE is a full-featured application that does antivirus and antimalware 
scanning of e-mail messages, as well as spam filtering and file filtering to protect your 
Microsoft Exchange Server . 

In the next chapter we’ll look at Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway, another 
key part of the defense-in-depth security of Windows Essential Business Server 2008 .
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Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) includes the Medium Business Edition of 
Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG), which is the newest version 

of the application formerly called Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) 
Server . Installed on the Windows EBS Security Server, Forefront TMG is a network 
edge security gateway that protects against Internet-based threats and provides 
secure site-to-site VPN connectivity between branch offices . 

Like ISA Server, Forefront TMG offers application-level firewall functionality . Also like 
ISA Server, Forefront TMG performs Web caching: It stores Web content locally on the 
Security Server so that internal clients can access this content more rapidly . Beyond this 
firewall and caching functionality already offered by ISA Server, Forefront TMG adds 
some important new features . Forefront TMG, for example, now provides HTTP malware 
inspection . With this feature, Forefront TMG acts as an antivirus application for all the 
Web traffic that enters the network in response to internal client requests . Forefront TMG 
also adds many new management features (such as the Web Access Policy Wizard) and 
new reporting functionality . Finally, Forefront TMG is now compatible with, and in fact 
requires, 64-bit versions of Windows Server . 

Forefront TMG is a full-featured application that, like most of the components in Windows 
EBS, would require hundreds of pages to fully cover its administration procedures . Within 
its limited space, this chapter will instead provide an introduction to Forefront TMG by 
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providing an overview of rule types, Web publishing, server publishing, client types, firewall 
policy processing, Web caching, and malware inspection . 

real World  Don’t Just Recreate All your Old Rules

When you migrate from ISa Server to Forefront tMG, you might be tempted 

to simply re-create all of the rules that were present in your old firewall 

configuration. But don’t do it, at least not without careful consideration. One of 

the biggest advantages of Windows EBS is that it configures Forefront tMG in an 

optimal way according to Best practices. It gives you all the functionality you need, 

without any unneeded risk. You don’t want to water down this advantage more than 

you have to. 

For starters, you should naturally review your policy of allowing any protocols that 

support only nonbusiness activities such as Internet Relay Chat (IRC). But as you 

investigate further, you might notice that even some firewall policy rules that seem 

necessary for business might prove otherwise. 

as a case in point, don’t forget that the preconfigured Remote Web Workplace 

(RWW) enables you to connect from the Internet to terminal servers and remote 

desktops anywhere in your internal network. this new functionality is important; in 

many cases, it renders publishing servers and VpNs completely unnecessary. So, as 

an example of how you might reduce your network exposure, be sure to consider 

whether your old publishing rules and VpN rules are still needed. Even if you still 

need external access to a service hosted on your network, you might find that the 

built-in connectivity to your server that Windows EBS provides through RWW is a 

far superior alternative to your old remote access method.

Introducing Forefront TMG 

Forefront TMG acts as a preconfigured firewall for the Windows EBS network . It protects your 
internal network from intrusions, publishes RWW and Microsoft Office Outlook Web Access 
(OWA) for Internet-based access, and facilitates the configuration of additional features such 
as Web publishing .
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Forefront TMG is configured and managed through the Forefront TMG console, which is 
shown in Figure 13-1 . 

FIGURE 13-1 The Forefront TMG console

To open the Forefront TMG console, you can use the Management Server or the Security 
Server . On the Management Server, open the Windows EBS Administration Console, and then 
on the Security tab, right-click the Network Firewall component and click Start Forefront 
Threat Management Gateway Console, as shown in Figure 13-2 . 

note this step opens the Forefront tMG console through a Remoteapp connection. You 

will be prompted to supply additional credentials to open the console.
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FIGURE 13-2 Opening the Forefront TMG console from the Windows EBS Administration Console

To open the Forefront TMG console on the Security Server, click Start, click All Programs, 
click Microsoft Forefront TMG, and then click Forefront TMG Management . This location is 
shown in Figure 13-3 .

FIGURE 13-3 Opening the Forefront TMG console on the Security Server
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Understanding Networks in Forefront tMG
In Windows EBS, Forefront TMG automatically defines five networks: Internal, Local Host, 
External, VPN Clients, and Quarantined VPN Clients, all of which are illustrated in 
F igure 13-4 . The most fundamental function of Forefront TMG is to control how information 
passes among these five networks and any additional networks that you have configured 
as part of the guided configuration tasks after installation . To define how information can 
be passed among these networks, rules are defined . In some cases, rules are created to 
define how all data is sent from one network to another . More often, however, rules allow, 
deny, or redirect specific data sent to or from specific points on different networks . 

1

2

Internal

Local Host

3
External

5
Quarantined
VPN Clients

4
VPN Clients

Security Server with
Forefront TMG

FIGURE 13-4 Forefront TMG controls how information flows among networks .
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note the Quarantined VpN Clients network is used for the Quarantine Control feature 

of Forefront tMG, which is not enabled by default. this feature restricts new VpN clients 

to the Quarantined VpN Clients network before you can verify that they meet security 

requirements specified in your quarantine policy. Quarantine restrictions might require, for 

example, that specific antivirus software be installed and enabled before clients are moved 

to the less-restrictive VpN Clients network. 

Important If you have a routed internal network, you need to create a new network 

object for each subnet in your organization beyond that of the Internal network. For more 

information, see the section ”task 4: Configure Subnets” in Chapter 4, “performing post-

Installation tasks.”

Understanding Forefront tMG Rule types
Forefront TMG uses three types of rules to control the flow of information among its networks: 
network rules, firewall policy rules, and system policy rules . One basic concept about Forefront 
TMG is that all traffic is blocked—both inbound and outbound—unless rules allow it . The 
 following section describes the three rule types .

Understanding Network Rules
You can see network rules in the Forefront TMG console when you select the Networking 
node in the console tree and then select the Network Rules tab in the Details pane, as shown 
in Figure 13-5 . 
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FIGURE 13-5 Network rules

These rules lay the foundation for other rule types by specifying that resources in a 
 selected source network are allowed to communicate with resources in a selected destination 
network . Network rules also specify a Relation parameter between this source and destination, 
a relation defined as either Route or NAT . 

n Route Route relationships are bidirectional . For example, if a network rule defines 
a route relationship from network A to network B, an implicit route relationship also 
exists from network B to network A . Client requests from the source or destination 
network are forwarded directly to the other network, with the source and destination 
IP addresses unchanged . This is a common configuration between two networks with 
public IP addresses or between two networks with private addresses .

n NAT NAT (Network Address Translation) relationships between networks are unidirec-
tional . Only the source network can initiate a connection to the destination network 
and not vice versa . Furthermore, the source network is hidden from the destination 
network . For each outgoing connection to the destination network initiated by a client 
on the source network, the gateway computer running Forefront TMG replaces the 
original client source IP address with that of the local adapter facing the destination 
network . The destination computer thus sees only the NAT gateway and responds only 
to the NAT gateway . NAT relationships are typically used to separate a network with 
public addresses from a network with private addresses .

In Windows EBS, three network rules are created by default, as shown in Figure 13-5 . The 
first of these three network rules establishes a routing relationship between the Local Host 
and all other networks . The second network rule defines a routing relationship between both 
VPN client networks (VPN Clients and Quarantined VPN Clients) and the Internal network . 
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The third network rule defines a NAT relationship between the Internal network, the VPN 
Clients network, and the Quarantined VPN Clients network on the one hand and the External 
network on the other .

Understanding Firewall policy Rules
You can see firewall policy rules in the Forefront TMG console by selecting the Firewall Policy 
node in the console tree . The rules appear in the Details pane, as shown in Figure 13-6 .

FIGURE 13-6 Firewall policy rules

The purpose of firewall policy rules is to define various types of network traffic by attri-
butes such as protocol, source, or destination and then to specify an action—allow, deny, or 
deny with redirection—to apply to that traffic when it is received by Forefront TMG .

The computer running Forefront TMG (which in the case of Windows EBS is the Security 
Server) is normally configured with more than one network adapter and is connected to more 
than one network . In the normal course of its operation, this computer receives packets from 
connection requests, often destined for a third computer on a remote network . The Security 
Server can also initiate connection requests to other computers, for example, for reporting 
purposes .  

As connection requests are received or initiated by the Security Server, Forefront TMG 
processes the associated traffic . Forefront TMG compares this traffic with the traffic defined in 
each firewall policy rule, in order . If the traffic defined in a rule matches the traffic being pro-
cessed, that rule’s action is applied . (The specifics of how firewall policy rules are processed 
and applied are discussed in the section “Understanding Firewall Policy Rule Processing” later 
in the chapter .)
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Firewall policy rules include three types of rules: access rules, Web publishing rules, and 
server publishing rules .

n Access rules In Forefront TMG, access rules are designated by the key icon shown in 
Figure 13-7 .

FIGURE 13-7 An access rule is designated by a key icon in Forefront TMG .

Access rules allow or deny communication by means of a specified protocol (or set 
of protocols) between a source and destination . One common use of access rules 
is to allow selected protocols to pass through the Forefront TMG firewall . For ex-
ample, you might want to allow your internal users to communicate with external 
users through instant messaging software such as MSN Messenger or Windows 
Live Messenger . To enable this functionality, you need to use the New Access Rule 
Wizard to add an access rule for the MSN Messenger protocol . Forefront TMG in-
cludes 126 preconfigured and well-known protocols for which you can easily allow 
or deny access . To start the New Access Rule Wizard, in the Forefront TMG console 
tree, right-click the Firewall Policy node, select New, and then click Access Rule, as 
shown in Figure 13-8 .

FIGURE 13-8 Creating a new access rule
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n Web publishing rules Web publishing rules are designated by the client-server 
icon shown in Figure 13-9 .

FIGURE 13-9 The Web publishing rule icon in Forefront TMG

These rules allow or deny inbound access to a Web server on the Internal network . 
They are discussed in more detail in the section “Understanding Web Publishing” 
later in the chapter . 

n Server publishing rules Server publishing rules are designated by the server icon 
shown in Figure 13-10 .

FIGURE 13-10 The server publishing rules icon in Forefront TMG

These rules allow or deny inbound access to a server that is not a Web server . They 
are discussed in more detail in the section “Understanding Server Publishing” later 
in the chapter . 

One of the best features about Windows EBS is that most of the firewall policy rules you 
need are automatically created for you . 

Table 13-1 lists the firewall policy rules that are configured by default in Forefront TMG in 
Windows EBS . These rules apply to all users in your network . The rules are processed in the 
order that they are listed in the table .

TABLE 13-1 Default firewall policy rules in Windows EBS

NAME TyPE ACTION PROTOCOL

LISTENING PORT, 

PROTOCOL TyPE, 

AND DIRECTION

Allow incoming 
 e-mail by publish-
ing SMTP mail 
server

Server publish-
ing rule

Allow traffic from 
anywhere to Security 
Server .

SMTP server 25, TCP, inbound

Microsoft Exchange 
Server publish-
ing: Outlook Web 
Access 

Web publish-
ing rule

Allow traffic from the 
external Web listener to 
the remote Web site on 
Messaging Server .

HTTP

HTTPS

80, TCP, 
 outbound

443, TCP, 
 outbound
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TABLE 13-1 Default firewall policy rules in Windows EBS

NAME TyPE ACTION PROTOCOL

LISTENING PORT, 

PROTOCOL TyPE, 

AND DIRECTION

Microsoft Exchange 
Outlook Anywhere 
and Terminal 
Services Gateway 
publishing rule 
(RPC over HTTPS)

Web publish-
ing rule 

Allow traffic from the 
external Web listener to 
the remote Web site on 
Messaging Server

HTTP

HTTPS

80, TCP, 
 outbound

443, TCP, 
 outbound

Microsoft Exchange 
Active Sync Web 
publishing rule

Web 
 publishing rule 

Allow traffic from the 
external Web listener to 
the remote Web site on 
Messaging Server .

HTTP

HTTPS

80, TCP,  
 outbound

443, TCP, 
 outbound

Server publishing 
rule to redirect to 
Remote Web Work-
place

Web publish-
ing rule 

Redirect HTTP 
requests to 
https://<RemoteName>/
remote .

HTTP

HTTPS

80, TCP, 
 outbound

443, TCP, 
 outbound

Remote Web Work-
place Robots .txt 
publishing rule

Web publish-
ing rule 

Allow traffic from the 
external Web listener 
to the Robots .txt file on 
the remote Web site on 
Messaging Server .

HTTP

HTTPS

80, TCP, 
 outbound

443, TCP, 
 outbound

Remote Web Work-
place publishing 
rule

Web publish-
ing rule 

Allow traffic from the 
external Web listener to 
the remote Web site on 
Messaging Server .

HTTP

HTTPS

80, TCP, 
 outbound

443, TCP, 
 outbound

Allow DNS traffic 
from internal DNS 
Servers to external 
forwarders or root 
hints

Access rule Allow traffic from Man-
agement Server and 
Messaging Server to 
external networks .

DNS 53, TCP, 
 outbound

53, UDP, 
 outbound and 
inbound

Allow SMTP mail 
traffic from Secu-
rity Server

Access rule Allow traffic from 
 Security Server to 
 Messaging Server and 
to external networks .

SMTP 25, TCP, 
 outbound

Allow outbound 
SMTP mail traffic to 
Security Server

Access rule Allow traffic from 
Messaging Server to 
Security Server .

SMTP 25, TCP, 
 outbound
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TABLE 13-1 Default firewall policy rules in Windows EBS

NAME TyPE ACTION PROTOCOL

LISTENING PORT, 

PROTOCOL TyPE, 

AND DIRECTION

Allow Internet 
 access to all users

Access rule Allow traffic from all 
protected networks to 
external networks .

HTTP

HTTPS

80, TCP, 
 outbound

443, TCP, 
 outbound

Allow Microsoft 
Exchange  EdgeSync 
traffic from 
 Messaging Server

Access rule Allow traffic from 
Messaging Server to 
Security Server .

Microsoft 
Exchange 
EdgeSync

50636, TCP, 
 outbound

Allow SCE 
 management traffic 
from SCE Agent 
to  Management 
Server

Access rule Allow traffic from Secu-
rity Server to Manage-
ment Server .

HTTPS

SCE AEM 
Agent

SCE Agent

SCE Health

443, TCP, 
 outbound

51906, TCP, 
 outbound

5723, TCP, 
 outbound

8530-8531, TCP, 
outbound

Allow time syn-
chronization of in-
ternal time servers 
with Internet

Access rule Allow traffic from Man-
agement Server and 
Messaging Server to 
external networks .

Network 
Time Protocol 
(NTP) 

123, UDP, send 
receive

Allow RDP (Termi-
nal Services) from 
Messaging Server

Access rule Allow traffic from the 
Messaging Server to the 
Security Server .

RDP (Termi-
nal Services)

3389, TCP, 
 outbound

Allow Windows 
Communication 
Foundation–based 
remote execution 
traffic between 
servers

Access rule Allow traffic from Man-
agement Server and 
Messaging Server to the 
Security Server .

Windows 
Communica-
tion Founda-
tion Net .TCP

808, TCP, 
 outbound
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TABLE 13-1 Default firewall policy rules in Windows EBS

NAME TyPE ACTION PROTOCOL

LISTENING PORT, 

PROTOCOL TyPE, 

AND DIRECTION

Default rule Access rule Deny requests from all 
networks to all net-
works . This predefined 
access rule helps pro-
tect your networks by 
blocking all traffic that 
is not explicitly allowed 
by other, user-defined, 
access rules . This rule is 
always processed last .

All traffic All traffic

Understanding System policy Rules
System policy rules are a set of access rules that are hidden by default . These rules are used to 
allow communication between the Local Host network (the Security Server) and other com-
puters . They allow the traffic and protocols necessary for Forefront TMG to perform authenti-
cation, domain membership, network diagnostics, logging, and remote management . 

To display system policy rules, select the Firewall Policy node in the console tree and then 
click the Show/Hide System Policy Rules icon on the menu bar, which is shown in Figure 13-11 . 
(Alternatively, you can select the Show System Policy rules option from the View menu .) After 
you select the option to display system policy rules, these rules appear at the top of the All 
Firewall Policy list, as shown in Figure 13-12 .
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FIGURE 13-11 Opting to show system policy rules in the Forefront TMG console

FIGURE 13-12 System policy rules
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In Windows EBS, 36 system policy rules are created by default . These rules are shown in 
Table 13-2 . Note that not all system policy rules are enabled after Windows EBS installation .

TABLE 13-2 System policy rules in Windows EBS

NAME POLICy GROUP STATUS

Allow access to directory services 
for authentication purposes

Authentication Services Enabled

Allow remote management 
from selected computers using 
MMC

Remote Management Enabled

Allow remote management 
from selected computers using 
Terminal Server

Remote Management Enabled

Allow remote management 
from selected computers using 
a Web application

Remote Management Enabled

Allow remote logging to trusted 
servers using NetBIOS

Remote Logging Disabled

Allow RADIUS authentication 
from Forefront TMG to trusted 
RADIUS servers

Authentication Services Disabled

Allow Kerberos authentication 
from Forefront TMG to trusted 
servers

Authentication Services Enabled

Allow DNS from Forefront TMG 
to selected servers

Network Services Enabled

Allow DHCP requests from 
 Forefront TMG to all networks

Network Services Enabled

Allow DHCP replies from DHCP 
servers to Forefront TMG

Network Services Enabled

Allow ICMP (PING) requests 
from selected computers to 
Forefront TMG

Diagnostic Services Enabled

Allow ICMP (PING) requests 
from Forefront TMG to selected 
servers

Diagnostic Services Enabled

Allow VPN client traffic to 
 Forefront TMG

This system policy rule is 
not modified through the 
system policy editor .

This rule is enabled automatically 
by Forefront TMG when you en-
able VPN traffic .
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TABLE 13-2 System policy rules in Windows EBS

NAME POLICy GROUP STATUS

Allow VPN site-to-site traffic to 
Forefront TMG

This system policy rule is 
not modified through the 
system policy editor .

This rule is enabled automatically 
by Forefront TMG when you 
 create a site-to-site network .

Allow VPN site-to-site traffic 
from Forefront TMG

This system policy rule is 
not modified through the 
system policy editor .

This rule is enabled automatically 
by Forefront TMG when you 
 create a site-to-site network .

Allow Microsoft CIFS from Fore-
front TMG to trusted servers

Authentication Services Enabled

Allow remote SQL logging from 
Forefront TMG to selected 
servers

Remote Logging Disabled . (Note: You should 
enable this rule if you configure 
Forefront TMG to write log data 
to a remote SQL Server .)

Allow all HTTP traffic from 
 Forefront TMG to all networks 
(for CRL downloads)

Authentication Services Enabled

Allow HTTP/HTTPS requests 
from Forefront TMG to selected 
servers for connectivity verifiers

Diagnostic Services Disabled

Allow remote performance 
monitoring of Forefront TMG 
from trusted servers

Remote Monitoring Enabled

Allow NetBIOS from 
 Forefront TMG to trusted 
 servers 

Diagnostic Services Disabled

Allow RPC from Forefront TMG 
to trusted servers 

Authentication Services Enabled

Allow HTTP/HTTPS from 
 Forefront TMG to specified 
 Microsoft error-reporting sites

Diagnostic Services Enabled

Allow SecurID authentication 
from Forefront TMG to trusted 
servers

Authentication Services Disabled

Allow remote monitoring from 
Forefront TMG to trusted servers, 
using Microsoft Operations 
Manager (MOM) agent

Remote Monitoring Enabled
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TABLE 13-2 System policy rules in Windows EBS

NAME POLICy GROUP STATUS

Allow HTTP/HTTPS requests 
from Forefront TMG to speci-
fied sites

Various Enabled . (Note: This rule allows 
Forefront TMG to communicate 
with sites in the System Policy 
Allowed Sites domain name set .)

Allow HTTP/HTTPS requests 
from Forefront TMG to specified 
Microsoft Update sites

Various Enabled

Allow NTP from Forefront TMG 
to trusted NTP servers

Network Services Enabled

Allow SMTP from Forefront TMG 
to trusted servers

Remote Monitoring Disabled

Allow HTTP from Forefront TMG 
to selected computers for 
 Content Download Jobs

Various Disabled

Allow MS Firewall Control 
 communication to selected 
computers

Remote Management Enabled

Allow remote access to 
 Configuration Storage server

Configuration Storage 
 Servers

Enabled

Allow access from trusted  servers 
to the local Configuration 
 Storage server

Configuration Storage 
 Servers

Enabled

Allow replication between 
 Configuration Storage servers

Configuration Storage 
 Servers

Enabled

Allow intra-array communication Intra-Array Communication Enabled

Allow Remote Access to 
 Forefront TMG Reporting

Network Services Enabled

Understanding Web access policy
You can see the locally configured Web access policy in the Forefront TMG console when you 
select the Web Access Policy node in the console tree . The access rules that make up Web 
 access policy appear in the Details pane, as shown in Figure 13-13 .
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FIGURE 13-13 Web access policy access rules

Web access policy is a subset of firewall policy . The access rules that you see displayed 
as part of Web access policy also appear in the list of firewall policy rules when the Firewall 
Policy node is selected in the console tree .  

However, unlike other firewall policy rules, Web access policy rules are used to control 
the flow of HTTP traffic associated only with the internal adapter of the Security Server . As a 
result, you can use Web access policy to control most Internet access for your organization . 

By using Web access policy rules, you can manage Web access in the following ways:

n Allow anonymous Internet access or require users to authenticate .

n Create access rules that allow or deny access to specific Web sites or groups of sites .

n Configure a default Web access policy that allows or denies access to Web sites that 
are not specifically mentioned in access rules .

n Exempt specific users from rules that block Internet access .

n Enable caching of Web content for faster access and reduced bandwidth .

n Configure antivirus scanning to inspect Web content for malware .

Windows EBS automatically creates a Web access policy that consists of the following two 
rules in addition to the Default rule (which is read last and blocks all traffic):

 1. Allow Internet Access to All Users As its name suggests, this rule allows all 
 users—whether they are connecting from the Internal network, the Local Host 
 network, the VPN Clients network, or the Quarantined VPN Clients network—to 
 connect to all Web destinations on the External network .

This rule also enables malware inspection on all traffic associated with outgoing 
Web requests . 
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 2. Allow SCE Management Access from SCE Agent to Management Server This 
rule is needed for reporting purposes in Microsoft System Center Essentials . It allows 
Web connection requests from the Local Host network to the Management Server . 

Creating a Web access policy
The default Web access policy created by Windows EBS is to allow all users unrestricted Web 
access . If you want to change this default policy, you should use the Web Access Policy Wizard, 
which is a feature that is new to Forefront TMG .

To open the Web Access Policy Wizard, you can use the Windows EBS Administration 
Console or the Forefront TMG console . In the Windows EBS Administration Console, select the 
Security tab, right-click Network Firewall, and then click Create Policy Rules For Accessing The 
Internet from the shortcut menu, as shown in Figure 13-14 .

FIGURE 13-14 Opening the Web Access Policy Wizard from the Windows EBS Administration Console

To open the Web Access Policy Wizard from the Forefront TMG console, select the Web 
Access Policy node in the console tree and then click Configure Web Access Policy in the 
Details pane or on the Tasks tab, as shown in Figure 13-15 . 
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FIGURE 13-15 Launching the Web Access Policy Wizard from the Forefront TMG console

note If you have already run the wizard, a message appears warning you that manual 

changes made to settings and rules previously configured using the wizard will be 

discarded.

To complete the Web Access Policy Wizard, perform the following steps:

 1. On the Welcome page of the Web Access Policy Wizard, shown in Figure 13-16, click Next .

FIGURE 13-16 The Web Access Policy Wizard
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 2. On the Web Protection page, click Yes, Enable The Malware Inspection Feature if you 
want to turn this feature on as a global setting . Malware inspection is available for 
evaluation for a year . After this period, a license is required . Malware inspection is 
applied to content sent from server to client and to content provided by access rules . 
To apply inspection to access rule content, you must enable malware inspection in the 
rule settings in addition to this global setting . You can perform this task when you run 
the New Access Rule Wizard . (For more information about malware inspection, see the 
section “Understanding HTTP Malware Inspection” later in this chapter .)

 3. On the Web Access Policy Type page, select the type of Web access policy that you 
want to apply in your organization:

 Select Create A Simple Web Access Policy For All The Clients In My Organization to 
allow all users to visit all Web sites except those URLs that you specifically block . Using 
this policy, you can also enable malware scanning for HTTP traffic and configure 
caching .

 Select Create Customized Web Access Policies For Users, Groups, And Computers to 
specify that Web policy is controlled by authenticated user access, nonauthenticated 
IP address access, or a mixture of both . Using this policy, you can create rules for 
authentication and anonymous access, enable malware scanning, configure caching, 
and specify how requests that do not match users and IP addresses specified in 
rules should be handled .

 4. Specify settings on each page of the wizard . Use the following tables to help you . 
Table 13-3 and Table 13-4 provide information about the pages that appear when you 
choose either the simple policy or the customized policy, respectively . 
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TABLE 13-3  Web Access Policy Wizard pages for the simple policy settings option

PAGE FIELD OR PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

RULES OR  

GLOBAL SETTINGS 

Restricted Web 
Destinations

Add This setting creates an al-
low rule that allows access 
to the External network, 
and it creates a deny rule 
that blocks access to Web 
sites you specify .

All users can access all sites 
not specified on this page . 

Rule name: Web 
Access Default Rule

Rule type: Allow

From: Internal

To: External

Applies to: All Users

Rule name: Web 
Access Restrictions

Rule type: Deny

From: Internal

To: Specified URL 
destinations

Applies to: All Users

Exceptions: Any 
 users specified 
on the Restricted 
 Destinations 
 Exceptions page .

Restricted Destina-
tions Exceptions

Add This setting enables you 
to exempt users or user 
groups from the deny rule .

Exemptions to Web 
Access  Restrictions 
rule

Malware Inspection 
Settings

Do Not Inspect Web 
Content Requests From 
The Internet 

Inspect Web Content 
Requested From The 
Internet 

Select to configure 
 anti virus scanning of Web 
traffic . 

This setting applies 
malware inspection 
to the rules created 
by the wizard . 

Web Cache 
 Configuration

Enable Web Caching Select this setting . Then se-
lect the drive from the list 
and click Cache Drives to 
turn on caching and define 
cache drives . Caching is not 
active until both of these 
steps are complete . After 
completing the wizard, you 
configure cache settings 
and create cache rules to 
download content .

This global 
 setting applies to 
all  content that 
is specified for 
 caching by the 
 defined cache rules . 
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The following table provides information about the pages in the Web Access Policy Wizard 
that appear when you choose the customized global access policy .

TABLE 13-4  Web Access Policy Wizard pages for the customized policy settings option

PAGE FIELD OR  PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

RULES OR  

GLOBAL  SETTINGS 

Access Policy 
Groups

Users And User 
Groups Only 

Select this setting to create 
a policy based on client 
authentication . Access is 
 allowed and restricted based 
on user name .

Access Policy 
Groups

Computers, IP 
 Addresses, And 
 Subnets 

Select this setting to allow 
clients to access the Web 
without user authentica-
tion . Access is allowed and 
restricted based on source IP 
address . 

Access Policy 
Groups

Any Of The Above Select this value to require a 
mixture of client authentica-
tion and anonymous access 
based on source IP address . 
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TABLE 13-4  Web Access Policy Wizard pages for the customized policy settings option

PAGE FIELD OR  PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

RULES OR  

GLOBAL  SETTINGS 

Default Web 
Access Policy

Allow The Web 
 Request 

Select this setting to provide 
a default rule (processed last 
in the rule list) of allowing 
traffic . If you select this op-
tion, the following applies:

If your Web access policy is 
based on users and groups 
and a request does not match 
an authenticated rule for the 
requested  destination, the 
request will be allowed . 

If your Web access policy is 
based on source IP address 
and a request does not match 
an anonymous rule for the 
requested destination, the 
request will be allowed .

If you selected Allow 
The Web Request, and 
Web policy is based 
on users and groups, 
the following rule is 
created:

Rule name: Web 
 Access Default Rule

Allow or deny: Allow

From: Internal

To: External

Applies to: Authenti-
cated Users 

If you selected Allow 
The Web Request, and 
Web policy is based 
on source IP addresses, 
the following rule is 
created:

Rule name: Web 
 Access Default Rule

Allow or deny: Allow

From: Internal

To: External

Applies to: All Users 
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TABLE 13-4  Web Access Policy Wizard pages for the customized policy settings option

PAGE FIELD OR  PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

RULES OR  

GLOBAL  SETTINGS 

Default Web 
Access Policy

Deny The Web 
 Request 

Select this setting to provide 
a default fallback policy of 
denying traffic . If you select 
this option, the following 
applies:

If your Web access policy is 
based on users and groups, a 
request that does not match 
an authenticated rule for the 
requested destination will be 
denied .

If your Web access policy is 
based on a source IP address, 
a request that does not 
match an anonymous rule for 
the requested destination will 
be denied .

If you selected Deny 
The Web Request, and 
Web policy is based 
on users and groups, 
the following rule is 
created:

Rule name: Web 
 Access Default Rule

Allow or deny: Deny

From: Internal

To: External

Applies to: Authenti-
cated Users 

If you selected Deny 
The Web Request, and 
Web policy is based on 
source IP addresses, 
the following rule is 
created:

Rule name: Web 
 Access Default Rule

Allow or deny: Deny

From: Internal

To: External

Applies to: All Users 

Anonymous 
Web Access 
Policies

Add Select this setting to create 
an anonymous access rule 
that allows or denies access 
to specific locations .

Rule name: The rule 
name is the policy 
name that you speci-
fied in the Add Access 
Policy dialog box .

Allow or deny: as 
specified in rule

From: Specified source 
IP addresses

To: Specified 
 destinations

Applies to: All Users 
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TABLE 13-4  Web Access Policy Wizard pages for the customized policy settings option

PAGE FIELD OR  PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

RULES OR  

GLOBAL  SETTINGS 

Authenticated 
Web Access 
Policies

Add Select this setting to create 
an access rule that requires 
users to authenticate and 
that allows or denies access 
to specific locations .

The following rule is 
 created:

Rule name: The rule 
name is the policy 
name you specified in 
the Add  Access Policy 
dialog box .

Allow or deny

From: Specified user 
set

To: Specified destina-
tions

Applies to: Specified 
user set 

Malware Inspec-
tion Settings

Inspect Web  Content 
 Requested From The 
Internet

Select to configure antivirus 
scanning of Web traffic . 

This setting applies 
 scanning to all rules 
 created with the 
wizard .

Malware 
 Inspection 
 Settings

Allow Partial File 
Delivery 

Select this option to specify 
that partial file delivery is 
enabled . Trickling partial 
files to clients improves the 
user experience . Users see 
a progress bar and gradu-
ally opened page as data is 
scanned . If you select this 
option, trickling is not ap-
plied to all content types . By 
default, specific content types 
use progress notifications 
instead of trickling . 

Malware Inspec-
tion Settings

Block Encrypted 
Archives (For  Example, 
Zip Files)

This setting specifies that 
Forefront TMG does not 
allow downloading of any 
encrypted files for which it 
cannot inspect the content .
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TABLE 13-4  Web Access Policy Wizard pages for the customized policy settings option

PAGE FIELD OR  PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

RULES OR  

GLOBAL  SETTINGS 

Web Cache 
 Configuration

Enable Web Caching Select this setting . Then 
select the drive from the list 
and click Cache Drives to turn 
on caching and define cache 
drives . Caching is not active 
until both of these steps are 
complete . After completing 
the wizard, you configure 
cache settings and create 
cache rules to download 
content . 

This global setting 
 applies to all content 
that is specified for 
caching by the defined 
cache rules . 

Important Whenever you make a change to the configuration of Forefront tMG, you 

must click apply in the Forefront tMG console before the new configuration settings are 

applied. to revert the changes you have made, click Discard. the apply and Discard but-

tons are shown in Figure 13-17.

 
FIGURE 13-17 Applying or discarding a configuration change in Forefront TMG
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Understanding Web Publishing

In Forefront TMG, to publish a Web site means to make a site on your internal network 
available from the Internet . When you publish a Web site for external access, you make the 
content you choose available to the users you choose . 

Web publishing is made possible by Web publishing rules . Web publishing rules apply to 
Web requests for specific URLs that are received by a chosen network interface—typically the 
external interface of the Forefront TMG computer . When a received Web request matches the 
criteria defined in a Web publishing rule, the rule can allow or deny the connection requested . 
Requests that are allowed are then routed to an internal server specified in the publishing rule . 

note Requests can also be denied but redirected to the same interface after a modifica-

tion. For example, one of the preconfigured Web publishing rules in Windows EBS redirects 

requests for the root of the remote access URL (such as http://remote.contoso.com) to the 

subdirectory /remote. another Web publishing rule then handles the new Web request for 

the /remote subdirectory.

For Web requests, by default, Forefront TMG does not pass the IP address of the original 
requesting client to the published server . Instead, Forefront TMG substitutes its own IP 
address for the original IP address that is specified in the packet . As a result, all requests that 
are routed to the published server appear to have originated from the same IP address, that 
of the Forefront TMG computer .

Figure 13-18 illustrates a simple Web publishing scenario with an accompanying Web 
 publishing rule . In step 1, a client on the Internet connects to the external interface of the 
Security Server and makes a Web request for the URL http://www .contoso .com/projects . In 
step 2, a Web publishing rule is found that matches and allows the request . In step 3, Fore-
front TMG follows the specifications of the same Web publishing rule and forwards the Web 
request to the internal server (web .contoso-net .internal) specified in that rule .

http://remote.contoso.com
http://www.contoso.com/projects
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web.contoso-net.internal

Internal
network

Web publishing rule

Forwarded
Web request

2 3

External
network

Web request for 
http://www.contoso.com/projects

1

FIGURE 13-18 A simple Web publishing scenario

Understanding Web Listeners
An essential component of a Web publishing rule is a Web listener . A Web listener is a network 
object that is configured to listen for specific types of Web requests and to handle these 
requests once they are received . For example, you can create a Web listener that listens for all 
HTTP requests that are received on the External network and that specify port 9000 at the IP 
address 65 .54 .152 .225 . This Web listener would then receive and act as a proxy for any such 
requests that were received from remote clients . Once they receive a request, Web listeners 
also specify an authentication method (if any) to be used for the connection in question . 

note Because Web listeners receive and then act as a proxy for Web requests, Web 

listeners are specified as the source of a Web request in Web publishing rules. 

Important Each Web listener can be used by more than one Web publishing rule, but 

only one Web listener can be used for each combination of Ip address and port number.

Windows EBS automatically creates a single Web listener named External Web Listener, 
which listens on the external IP address of the Security Server at ports 80 and 443 . This Web 
listener is used for all the Web publishing rules created by default in Windows EBS . If you 
create a new Web listener, you must specify a different IP address, a different port, or both .

Table 13-5 lists properties of External Web Listener in Windows EBS .

http://www.contoso.com/projects
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TABLE 13-5 Properties of External Web Listener in Windows EBS

SETTING VALUE

Selected networks External

Client connections HTTP connections on port 80

HTTPS connections on port 443

Redirect all traffic from HTTP to HTTPS

Certificate Single certificate, issued by the certification authority in 
 Windows EBS

Authentication Clients authenticate by using HTML Form Authentication

Credentials validated by using Windows (Active Directory 
 Domain Services)

Default Web publishing Rules in Windows EBS
Windows EBS includes six Web publishing rules by default, each representing a different 
 directory, subdirectory, or file that an external client might specify along with a request for 
the remote access URL . These six Web publishing rules are each associated with specific URLs 
and are used to  support RWW, OWA, and related traffic . When requests for these pathnames 
are received by the external interface of the Security Server, they are processed by Forefront 
TMG and forwarded to the Messaging Server .

Table 13-6 provides details about these six default Web publishing rules . 

TABLE 13-6 Default Web publishing rules in Windows EBS

FIREWALL RULE 

REQUESTED 

 DIRECTORy, 

 SUBDIRECTORy, OR 

FILE OF REMOTE 

 ACCESS URL FROM TO ACTION CONDITION

Microsoft 
 Exchange Server 
publishing: 
 Outlook Web 
Access

/public/*

/OWA/*

/Exchweb/*

/Exchange/*

External Web 
Listener

Messaging 
Server

Allow All Authenti-
cated Users

Microsoft 
 Exchange 
 Outlook 
Anywhere and 
Terminal Services 
Gateway publish-
ing rule (RPC 
over HTTPS)

/rpc/* External Web 
Listener

Messaging 
Server

Allow All Users
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TABLE 13-6 Default Web publishing rules in Windows EBS

FIREWALL RULE 

REQUESTED 

 DIRECTORy, 

 SUBDIRECTORy, OR 

FILE OF REMOTE 

 ACCESS URL FROM TO ACTION CONDITION

Microsoft 
 Exchange  Active 
Sync Web 
 publishing rule

/Microsoft-Server-
ActiveSync/*

External Web 
Listener

Messaging 
Server

Allow All Authenti-
cated Users

Server publishing 
rule to redirect 
to Remote Web 
Workplace

/ 

(root of remote 
 access URL)

External Web 
Listener

Deny with 
redirection

 (Redirects 
the 
  request to 
/remote/*)

All Users

Remote Web 
Workplace 
 Robots .txt 
 publishing rule

/robots .txt External Web 
Listener

Messaging 
Server

Allow All Users

Remote Web 
Workplace 
 publishing rule

/remote/*

(Note that connec-
tions to the root 
directory of the 
remote access URL 
are automatically re-
directed as requests 
to this subdirectory .)

External Web 
Listener

Messaging 
Server

Allow All Users

Creating Web publishing Rules
Although Windows EBS creates all the Web publishing rules you need out of the box to work 
with RWW and OWA, you might need to create new Web publishing rules to enable external 
access to additional Web content you host inside your organization .

The first step in publishing your internal Web site is to determine whether you need to 
create a new Web listener . In general, you can use a single Web listener for multiple sites 
 because Web listeners are not path specific, and Web publishing rules are responsible 
for routing to different sites the requests for different URLs . However, each Web listener 
 necessarily includes restrictions that might not suit the needs of a new Web site you want to 
publish . Each Web listener specifies one or more Web protocols (HTTP, HTTPS, or HTTP with 
an HTTPS redirection feature) and one or more unique address-port combinations on which 
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to listen for Web requests . Web listeners also specify an authentication method and other 
configuration parameters that must be used for the connection . 

As shown previously in Table 13-5, the built-in Web listener named External Web Listener 
relies on Windows authentication and redirects HTTP to HTTPS requests . If you want to 
publish a Web site that does not require authentication or HTTPS, you will therefore need to 
create a new Web listener . In this case, remember that the new Web listener will require either 
a new IP address or a port other than 80 or 443 .

To create a new Web listener for public access, perform the following steps:

 1. In the Forefront TMG Management console tree, select the Firewall Policy node . 

 2. In the Task pane, click the Toolbox tab .

 3. On the Toolbox tab, click Network Objects, click New, and then select Web Listener, as 
shown in Figure 13-19 .

FIGURE 13-19 Creating a new Web Listener

The Welcome page of the New Web Listener Wizard appears .

Complete the New Web Listener Wizard by following the instructions in Table 13-7 .
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TABLE 13-7 Pages of New Web Listener Wizard

PAGE FIELD OR PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

Welcome To The New 
Web Listener Wizard 

Web Listener Name Type a name for the Web listener . For 
example, type:

HTTP Web Site Listener 

Client Connection 
Security 

Select Do Not Require SSL Secured 
 Connections With Clients .

Web Listener IP 
 Addresses 

Listen For Incoming Web 
 Requests On These Networks 

Select the External network . Click Select 
IP Addresses, and then select Specified 
IP Addresses On The Forefront TMG 
Computer In The Selected Network . In 
the Available IP Addresses list, select the 
IP address for the Web site, click Add, 
and then click OK .

Authentication 
 Settings 

Select How Clients Will 
 Provide Credentials To 
 Forefront TMG 

In the drop-down list, select No 
 Authentication .

Single Sign On 
 Settings 

(Disabled) Enable SSO For 
Web Sites Published With This 
Listener 

Single sign-on (SSO) is available only 
when forms-based authentication is 
used . To enable SSO, click Add, and then 
specify a domain within which SSO will 
be applied .

Completing The New 
Web Listener Wizard 

Review the settings, and then click 
 Finish .

Running the New Web publishing Rule Wizard
Once you have created the needed Web listener, you can run the New Web Publishing Rule 
Wizard to create the Web publishing rule required to publish your Web site .

To start this wizard, you can use either the Windows EBS Administration Console or the 
Forefront TMG console . In the Windows EBS Administration Console, on the Security tab, 
right-click the Network Firewall component and then select Publish Web Sites from the short-
cut menu, as shown in Figure 13-20 . 
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FIGURE 13-20 Launching the New Web Publishing Rule Wizard from the Windows EBS Administration 
Console

You can start the New Web Publishing Rule Wizard from the Forefront TMG console in one 
of two ways . First, you can select the Firewall Policy node in the console tree and then click 
Publish Web Sites in the Tasks pane . Or, in the Forefront TMG console tree, you can right-click 
the Firewall Policy node, point to New, and then click Web Site Publishing Rule . These two 
locations for starting the New Web Publishing Rule Wizard in the Forefront TMG console are 
shown in Figure 13-21 .
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FIGURE 13-21 Launching the New Web Publishing Rule Wizard from the Forefront TMG console

When you start the New Web Publishing Rule Wizard, the Welcome page of the wizard 
appears . Use Table 13-8 to help you complete the pages of the wizard .

TABLE 13-8 Pages of the New Web Publishing Rule Wizard

PAGE FIELD OR PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

Welcome To The New 
Web Publishing Rule 
Wizard 

Web Publishing Rule 
Name 

Type a name for the Web publishing rule . 
For example, type:

Public Web Site 

Select Rule Action Action Select Allow .

Publishing Type Select Publish A Single Web Site Or Load 
Balancer .

Server Connection 
Security 

Select Use Non-Secured Connections To 
Connect The Published Web Server Or 
Server Farm .
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TABLE 13-8 Pages of the New Web Publishing Rule Wizard

PAGE FIELD OR PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

Internal Publishing 
 Details (1) 

Internal Site Name Type the host name that Forefront 
TMG will use in HTTP request messages 
sent to the published server .

If you are publishing a single Web server 
and the internal site name specified in 
this field is not resolvable and is not the 
computer name or IP address of the 
published server, select Use A Computer 
Name Or IP Address To Connect To The 
Published Server, and then type the 
resolvable computer name or IP address 
of the published server .

Internal Publishing 
Details (2) 

Path (Optional) Type the path for your Web site .

Forward The Original Host 
Header Instead Of The 
 Actual One Specified In 
The Internal Site Name 
Field On The Previous 
Page 

Select this check box only if your Web 
site has specific features that require the 
original host header that Forefront TMG 
receives from the client .

Public Name Details Accept Requests For Select This Domain Name (Type Below) .

Public Name Type the public fully qualified domain 
name (FQDN) or IP address that external 
users will use to access the published 
Web site .

Select Web Listener Web Listener In the drop-down list, select the Web 
listener that you created for your Web 
site . You can then click Edit to modify the 
properties of the Web listener selected .

Authentication 
 Delegation 

Select The Method Used 
By Forefront TMG To 
Authenticate To The Pub-
lished Web Server 

Select No Delegation, And Client Cannot 
Authenticate Directly .
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TABLE 13-8 Pages of the New Web Publishing Rule Wizard

PAGE FIELD OR PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

User Sets This Rule Applies To Re-
quests From The Following 
User Sets 

If you do not want to restrict access, 
leave the default selection . If you want to 
restrict access to a chosen user set, use 
the Add button to add the user set . Be 
sure to select a user set that is consistent 
with the authentication method specified 
in the Web listener . Then, use the Remove 
button to remove the default user set . 

Completing The New 
Web Publishing Rule 
Wizard 

Review the settings, and then click Finish .

Understanding Server Publishing

In Forefront TMG, to publish a server means to make a non–Web server on your internal 
 network available from the Internet . For example, by publishing an FTP server that is hosted 
on your internal network, you can make that FTP server accessible to external users .

Server publishing is made possible through the use of server publishing rules . Like Web 
publishing rules, server publishing rules route to an internal server any requests for specific 
services that are received by the external interface of the Security Server .

By default, only one server publishing rule is created by Windows EBS . This rule, named 
“Allow incoming e-mail by publishing SMTP mail server” allows e-mail to be sent from the 
Internet to the Microsoft Exchange Edge Transport server role on the Security Server . 

note the Edge transport server role accepts mail coming into the Exchange 2007 

 organization from the Internet and routes all outbound messages to the Internet.

If in addition to your SMTP and Web servers you want to make another internal server 
available from the Internet, you need to create a new server publishing rule . A server 
 publishing rule configures Forefront TMG to listen for client requests to a specified external IP 
address and port number . 

By default, Forefront TMG includes the following 26 common server protocols that you can 
specify in a server publishing rule:

n DNS Server

n Exchange RPC Server

n FTP Server

n HTTPS Server
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n IKE Server

n IMAP4 Server

n IMAPS Server

n IPsec ESP Server

n IPsec NAT-T Server

n L2TP Server

n Microsoft SQL Server

n MMS Server

n MS Firewall Secure Storage Server

n MS Firewall Storage Server

n NNTP Server

n NNTPS Server

n PNM Server

n POP3 Server

n POP3S Server

n PPTP Server

n RDP (Terminal Services) Server

n RPC Server (all interfaces)

n RTSP Server

n SMTP Server

n SMTPS Server

n Telnet Server

If you want to publish a server whose protocol is not preconfigured, you need to create 
the new protocol definition before creating the server publishing rule . 

To create a new protocol definition, perform the following steps:

 1. In the Forefront TMG console, select the Firewall Policy node .

 2. On the Toolbar tab (located in the Tasks pane), click Network Objects .

 3. On the toolbar in the Protocols section, click New, and then click Protocol, as shown in 
Figure 13-22 .
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FIGURE 13-22 Creating a new protocol definition

 4. When the New Protocol Definition Wizard starts, follow the on-screen instructions . 
Note that for server protocols to be used in server publishing rules, you should specify 
the direction of the protocol as inbound .

Creating a New Server publishing Rule
If the server protocol for the server you want to publish is already created, you can use the 
New Server Publishing Rule Wizard to publish that server .

To start the New Server Publishing Rule Wizard, you can use the Windows EBS Administration 
Console or the Forefront TMG console . 

In the Windows EBS Administration Console, on the Security tab, right-click the Network 
Firewall component, and then click Create A Server Publishing Rule on the shortcut menu, as 
shown in Figure 13-23 .
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FIGURE 13-23 Starting the New Server Publishing Rule Wizard in the Windows EBS Administration 
 Console

To start the New Server Publishing Rule Wizard by using the Forefront TMG console, you 
have two options . First, in the console tree, you can right-click the Firewall Policy node, select 
New, and then click Non-Web Server Protocol Publishing Rule . Alternatively, you can select 
the Firewall Policy node in the console tree and then click Publish Non-Web Server Protocols . 
These two locations for starting the New Server Publishing Rule Wizard in the Forefront TMG 
console are shown in Figure 13-24 .
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FIGURE 13-24 Starting the New Server Publishing Rule Wizard from the Forefront TMG console

When the Welcome page of the New Server Publishing Wizard appears, use Table 13-9 to 
help you complete the pages of the wizard .

TABLE 13-9 Pages of the New Server Publishing Rule Wizard

PAGE FIELD OR PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

Welcome To The New 
Server Publishing 
Wizard 

Server Publishing Rule 
Name 

Type a name for the server publishing rule . 

Select Server Server IP Address Type the IP address of the server that you 
want to publish .

Select Protocol Selected Protocol From the drop-down list, select the server 
protocol for the server you want to publish . 
Then click Ports if you want to override the 
default ports in the protocol definition .
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TABLE 13-9 Pages of the New Server Publishing Rule Wizard

PAGE FIELD OR PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

Ports (appears only if 
you click Ports on the 
Select Protocol page)

Firewall Ports Select one of the following: 

n Publish Using The Default Port 
 Defined In The Protocol Definition . 
With this option, Forefront TMG 
accepts incoming client requests on 
the port defined in the associated 
protocol definition . 

n Publish On This Port Instead Of 
The Default Port . With this option, 
Forefront TMG accepts incoming 
client requests on the nonstandard 
port specified and then forwards 
them to the designated port on the 
published server . 

Ports Published Server Ports Select one of the following: 

n Send Requests To The Default Port 
On The Published Server . With this 
option, Forefront TMG accepts re-
quests for the published service on 
the port defined in the associated 
protocol definition .

n Send Requests To This Port On The 
Published Server . With this option, 
Forefront TMG accepts requests 
for the published service on a port 
other than the one defined in the 
associated protocol definition . 

Ports Source Ports Select one of the following: 

n Allow Traffic From Any Allowed 
Source Port . With this option, Fore-
front TMG accepts requests from any 
port on allowed client computers . 

n Limit Access To Traffic From This 
Range Of Source Ports . With this 
option, Forefront TMG accepts 
 requests only from the ports that 
you specify .
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TABLE 13-9 Pages of the New Server Publishing Rule Wizard

PAGE FIELD OR PROPERTy SETTING OR ACTION 

Network Listener IP 
Addresses 

Listen For Requests From 
These Networks 

Select the External network . To select 
 specific IP addresses on which Forefront 
TMG will listen, click Addresses, and then 
select Specified IP Addresses on the 
Forefront TMG computer in the selected 
network . In the Available IP Addresses list, 
select the appropriate IP address, click Add, 
and then click OK .

Completing The New 
Server Publishing 
Wizard 

Review the settings, and then click Finish .

If you are publishing an FTP server, note that FTP uploads are disabled by default even 
after you create the new publishing rule and click apply in the Forefront TMG console . If you 
want to enable FTP uploads, perform the following steps:

 1. In the Details pane, right-click the name of the rule that you just created .

 2. Click Configure FTP .

 3. On the Configure FTP Protocol Policy page, clear Read Only .

 4. Click OK .

 5. In the Details pane of the Forefront TMG console, click Apply .

Understanding Forefront TMG Clients

In order to understand how Forefront TMG applies its rules to process traffic, you need to 
understand the following three client types that Forefront TMG supports:

n Firewall clients are client computers that have Firewall Client installed and enabled . 
Firewall Client is the optional client software written for ISA Server networks .  Firewall 
Client for ISA Server provides enhanced security, application support, and access 
 control for clients . At the time of this writing, no version of the Firewall Client software 
has been released for Forefront TMG, but Forefront TMG recognizes clients installed 
with the latest version of Firewall Client for ISA Server .

n Secure Network Address Translation (SecureNAT) clients are client computers that do 
not have Firewall Client installed and enabled and whose default gateway is set to the 
address of the Forefront TMG computer . 

n Web proxy clients are client applications that are configured to use Forefront TMG as a 
Web proxy server . Web proxy clients are typically Web browser applications . 

Table 13-10 compares the features of the three Forefront TMG clients .
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TABLE 13-10 Comparing SecureNAT, Firewall, and Web proxy clients

FEATURE SECURENAT CLIENT FIREWALL CLIENT WEB PROxy CLIENT

Installation 
 required?

Some network 
 configuration changes 
are required .

Yes . No, but requires 
 configuration of the 
Web browser .

Operating  system 
 supported

Any operating system 
that supports TCP/IP .

Only Windows 
 platforms .

All platforms, but 
by way of the Web 
 application .

Protocols 
 supported

Requires application 
filters for multiple-
 connection protocols .

All Winsock 
 applications .

HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP

User-level 
 authentication

Only the IP address 
of the user is sent to 
the Forefront TMG 
 computer .

The Firewall Client 
software sends the 
user’s credentials to 
the Forefront TMG 
computer with each 
request .

User credentials 
can be supplied in 
response to requests 
from Forefront TMG .

Server 
 applications

No configuration or 
installation required .

Requires configuration 
file .

N/A

note Web proxy clients can run on both Firewall Client computers and on SecureNat 

client computers. If the Web application on the Web proxy client computer is configured 

explicitly to use a Forefront tMG computer, all Web requests (http, httpS, and Ftp) are 

sent to the Forefront tMG Web proxy service.

Update or Install Firewall Client
Forefront TMG on the Security Server supports connections from the Firewall Client, and it is 
in fact recommended that you install Firewall Client on each domain-joined client computer . 

If Firewall Client is not already installed on client computers, but you are planning to 
deploy it, you can download it from the Microsoft Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/
fwlink/?LinkId=115228 .

If Firewall Client is already installed on client computers, you must configure it to connect 
to Forefront TMG on the Security Server instead of to your legacy version of ISA Server . In 
this case, perform the following steps to configure Firewall Client to connect to the Security 
Server:

 1. Log on to a client computer by using a domain account .

 2. Open Firewall Client, and then click Settings .

http://go.microsoft.com/
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 3. Verify that the Enable Microsoft Firewall Client For ISA Server check box is selected .

 4. Under ISA Server Selection, click Automatically Detected ISA Server, and then click 
Detect Now . The text box displays the name of your Security Server . 

 5. Click OK .

note after you perform this procedure, you should configure automatic Discovery for 

Firewall and Web proxy clients. For information about how to configure this feature, visit 

the Microsoft Web site at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc441626.aspx.

Understanding Firewall Policy Rule Processing

To know how to create a firewall policy that works as expected, you need to understand how 
firewall policy rules are processed . This section provides information about how Forefront 
TMG evaluates and allows traffic to flow between networks .

When a request arrives, Forefront TMG does the following:

 1. Checks network rules to verify that a network relationship exists between the source 
and destination of the request . The only exception is for traffic handled by the Web 
proxy filter . Network rules do not affect this traffic . (The Web proxy filter is the compo-
nent of Forefront TMG that receives requests from Web proxy clients .) The predefined 
HTTP protocol is bound to this filter, and network rules are not checked for HTTP 
requests from internal clients using this protocol .

 2. Checks the system policy rules to determine whether one of these rules allows or 
 denies the request .

 3. Checks firewall policy rules in the order in which they appear in the list .

 4. After matching the request with a rule, Forefront TMG checks the network rules again 
(except for traffic handled by the Web proxy filter) to determine whether to route or 
apply NAT to the traffic . 

 5. If a Web proxy client made the request, Forefront TMG checks Web chaining rules in 
order to see whether the request should be routed to the destination network (usually 
the Internet) or to an upstream server . (Web chaining rules are used in large organiza-
tions to route Web proxy traffic from internal Forefront TMG computers to upstream 
servers .) If a SecureNAT client or Firewall client has made the request, Forefront TMG 
checks firewall chaining rules that specify whether the request should be routed to the 
destination or to an upstream server . (Firewall chaining rules are used in large organi-
zations and redirect requests from Firewall clients and SecureNAT clients to upstream 
servers .)

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc441626.aspx
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how Forefront tMG processes Outbound Requests
Generally speaking, requests from internal clients are handled by access rules . Access rules 
can be configured only with outbound protocol definitions . When a request is received, 
Forefront TMG matches an access rule with the request by checking the rule elements in this 
specific order:

 1. Protocol Each access rule defines one or more protocols with an outbound direction .

 2. From Each access rule has a source address defined . The source can be an entire 
network, a set of networks, a computer or set of computers, an IP address range, or a 
subnet .

 3. Schedule Each access rule schedule controls when the rule is applied .

 4. To Each access rule has a destination defined . The destination can be an entire net-
work, a set of networks, a computer or set of computers, an IP address range, a subnet, 
a domain name set, or a URL set . 

 5. Users The rule applies to all users (for anonymous access), to all authenticated users 
(applied to any user who can authenticate successfully), or to a specific user group .

 6. Content groups The rule applies to specific content types .

If the request matches an allow rule, the request is allowed . After finding a matching rule, 
Forefront TMG does not evaluate further rules . Access rules that deny traffic are processed 
before publishing rules . If a request matches an access rule, the request will be denied, even if 
a publishing rule would have allowed the request .

how Forefront tMG processes Inbound Requests
Inbound requests are requests that originate from the external network . Forefront TMG uses 
Web publishing rules to make Web servers available for access from other networks and uses 
server publishing rules to allow external access to internal servers that are not Web servers . 
Forefront TMG processes inbound requests in the following way:

n For HTTP or HTTPS requests to a Web listener, Forefront TMG checks publishing rules 
and then Web chaining rules to determine whether the request is allowed and how it 
should be handled .

n For non-HTTP requests, Forefront TMG checks network rules and then publishing rules 
to determine whether the requests are allowed .

how Forefront tMG Evaluates addresses in http Requests 
When a client makes an HTTP request, the request can include a simple computer name, a 
FQDN, or an IP address . Forefront TMG handles these requests in different ways:

n If an HTTP request uses a site name, such as http://www .fabrikam .com, Forefront 
TMG performs a forward name resolution to a DNS server to resolve the remote Web 
server’s host name to an IP address . Then Forefront TMG attempts to match these 
elements against a rule . 

http://www.fabrikam.com
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n If an HTTP request uses an IP address, Forefront TMG first checks whether a rule 
matches that address . During this process, if Forefront TMG encounters a rule that 
requires a name, it performs reverse name resolution to obtain the FQDN for that IP 
address . Forefront TMG can then compare the FQDN to the access rule definitions . 

n If the reverse name resolution fails, only the original IP address in the request is used in 
comparison to the rule definitions .

how Forefront tMG processes Rules Requiring 
authentication
When rules requiring authentication are processed, Forefront TMG requires that the client 
present credentials . If the client cannot provide credentials, the request is dropped before 
the rule is evaluated . SecureNAT clients cannot provide credentials, and if a request from a 
SecureNAT client matches a rule that requires authentication, the request is dropped . 

Recommendations for Ordering Firewall policy Rules
In Windows EBS, most of the firewall policy rules you need are automatically created and 

ordered for you in an optimal way . When you create a new firewall policy rule, however, you 
need to consider where to place this new rule in firewall policy . Because firewall policy rules 
are evaluated in order, you want to be careful to place the rules in a sequence that results in 
the behavior you desire . You should therefore always test new rules to ensure that they are 
working as expected . 

Given the understanding that you do not want to change the desired behavior of your 
firewall policy, once this behavior is achieved, you should also understand that rules can 
normally be moved up or down to a certain degree in a way that affects performance but not 
their overall functioning . 

In general, the performance of Forefront TMG corresponds to the type of information 
required to evaluate the rules . You should therefore give priority to the rules that can be 
processed quickly . This way, if a request matches a rule that is high in the order, Forefront 
TMG can avoid processing the rules that are more time-intensive .

Rule Elements Forefront tMG processes Quickly
The following rule elements require simple networking information and therefore are evaluated 
quickly:

n Protocol definitions

n Schedules

n All IP address–based network elements (computers, computer sets, subnets, networks, 
and network sets)

n Source port information

Rules that use these elements should be placed at the top of the rule list .
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Rule Elements Forefront tMG processes Slowly
The following rule elements require additional networking information and therefore are 
evaluated more slowly:

n Domain name sets and URL sets

n Users (other than the built-in “All Users” user set)

n Content type

Rules that contain such elements should be placed at the bottom of the rule list .

General Rule Order Recommendations
The following list represents a recommended order for access rules . Use this list as a guideline 
when you need to order new access rules that you create:

 1. Global deny rules Rules that deny specific access to all users . These rules should 
use the rule elements that require simple networking information . An example of such 
a rule would be a rule that denies all users access from anywhere to anywhere on 
protocols used for peer-to-peer file sharing .

 2. Global allow rules Rules that allow specific access to all users . These rules should 
use the rule elements that require simple networking information . An example of this 
would be a rule allowing access on the DNS protocol from the Internal network to the 
External network .

 3. Rules for specific computers Rules that allow or deny access for specific computers; 
for example, a rule allowing UNIX computers access to the Internet .

 4. Rules for specific users, URLs, and MIME types, and also publishing 
rules Rules that contain rule elements that require additional networking information 
and that enforce policy for specific users, or for specific URLs or Multipurpose Internet 
Mail Extensions (MIME) types . Publishing rules should also occur at this point in the 
rule order .

 5. Other allow rules Rules that handle traffic that does not match rules that occur 
previously in the list of rules, assuming the traffic is allowed by your corporate policy . 
For example, a rule allowing all traffic from the Internal network to the Internet .

Understanding Web Caching in Forefront TMG

Forefront TMG implements a cache feature to improve performance and response times for 
Web requests . When Web caching is enabled and configured, Web objects downloaded from 
the Internet are stored on a locally configured cache on the Security Server . Whenever a user 
makes a Web request, the caching mechanism serves the requested object directly from this 
cache instead of making a new request to the Internet . 

Forefront TMG provides two types of caching:
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n Forward caching Forward caching provides cached Web objects to internal users 
making Web requests to the Internet .

n Reverse caching Reverse caching provides cached content from internal Web 
servers published by Forefront TMG to external users . Reverse caching is enabled by 
default when caching is enabled . In some circumstances, you might want to disable 
this setting .

Web caching provides two main benefits . First, it provides a faster download time for Web 
pages . Web requests are served from the cache instead of requiring a connection to a remote 
Internet server . In Web publishing scenarios, reverse caching speeds up access for Internet 
users requesting Web content from corporate Web servers published by Forefront TMG . 
Second, Web caching reduces traffic on your organization’s Internet connection . Because 
frequently requested objects are served from the cache, bandwidth is saved . 

Configuring Web Caching
Although Web caching is technically enabled by default, you first need to configure it before 
you can see the benefits of Web caching . Web caching does not function until you assign 
hard-drive space to the Web cache . 

To configure Web caching, perform the following steps:

 1. In the Forefront TMG console tree, select the Web Access Policy node . Then, on the 
Tasks menu, click the Configure Web Caching link, as shown in Figure 13-25 .  

FIGURE 13-25 Configuring Web caching

This step opens the Cache Settings dialog box, as shown in Figure 13-26 .
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FIGURE 13-26 The Cache Settings dialog box

 2. In the Cache Settings dialog box, click the Cache Drives tab, as shown in Figure 13-27 .

FIGURE 13-27 The Cache Drives tab of the Cache Settings dialog box

 3. On the Cache Drives tab, select the server entry, and then click Configure .

This step opens the Define Cache Drives dialog box, as shown in Figure 13-28 .
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FIGURE 13-28 The Define Cache Drives dialog box

 4. In the Define Cache Drives dialog box, select the drive on which you want to store 
cached Web content, and then, in the Maximum Cache Size text box, specify the 
maximum size of the cache in megabytes . Click Set to save the setting . (Note that the 
maximum size for a single cache file is 64 gigabytes [GB] or 65536 megabytes [MB] . If 
you require a larger cache store, you can split it into several files over different drives .)

 5. Click the Advanced tab, shown in Figure 13-29 . 

FIGURE 13-29 Configuring advanced Web caching properties
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 6. On the Advanced tab, configure the following properties related to cached objects:

 Leave enabled the default setting Cache Objects That Have An Unspecified Last 
Modification Time to indicate that pages or objects that do not have a time stamp 
of the last modification can still be cached .

 Leave enabled the default setting Cache Objects Even If They Do Not Have An 
HTTP Status Code Of 200 to indicate that pages without this status code should be 
cached . (The HTTP 200 status code is an OK response to a Web server that indicates 
that a request is fulfilled and that a complete page has been obtained .)

 In Maximum Size Of URL Cached In Memory (Bytes), specify a maximum limit on 
the size of objects stored in RAM . This is useful to prevent excessive caching of large 
objects, such as graphics . A limit that is too low may hinder caching performance, 
because objects are served more quickly from memory (RAM) cache than from a 
local hard drive .

 7. On the Advanced tab, configure negative caching in the following manner to specify 
when expired cache objects should be returned:

 Select Do Not Return The Expired Object (Return An Error Page) to indicate that 
negative caching should not be used . (Negative caching allows you to specify in 
what circumstances expired cache objects should be returned to users when a 
required Web server is not available .)

 Select Return The Expired Object Only If Expiration Was to indicate that in some 
circumstances an expired object should be returned .

 Select At Less Than This Percentage Of Original Time-To-Live to specify how long 
an expired object should be served from the cache based on a percentage of the 
original Time to Live (TTL) . For example, if you specify a value of 50, the maximum 
period in which the expired object is returned is 50 percent of the original TTL 
setting .

 Select But No More Than (Minutes) to indicate that an expired object should not be 
returned if the expiration time was greater than the number of minutes indicated, 
even if it is within the TTL setting specified in the previous setting .

 8. On the Advanced tab, in Percentage Of Free Memory To Use For Caching, specify the 
percentage of available RAM made available for caching . The default is 10 percent .

Understanding HTTP Malware Inspection

An important new feature of Forefront TMG is HTTP malware inspection, which is enabled by 
default in Windows EBS . When the feature is left enabled, Forefront TMG performs malware 
inspection on all the HTTP traffic that is associated with Web requests originating from the 
clients on the Windows EBS network . Whenever a client on the Windows EBS network visits an 
external Web site, both the original HTTP request that leaves the network and the responding 
traffic that crosses back into the network are inspected for viruses and other malware infections . 
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When malware is detected on a file, Forefront TMG attempts to clean the file . Forefront TMG 
can send the cleaned file to the requesting client if configured to do so . Finally, malware 
inspection in Forefront TMG enables you to perform real-time monitoring of this inspection 
process .

Important the malware inspection feature of Forefront tMG does not replace 

antivirus software on clients and servers on your network. Rather, it is designed to reduce 

the threat of malware by acting as a first line of defense in your organization. By blocking 

malware at the edge of your network, you can help prevent both managed computers and 

unmanaged guests from downloading infected software. 

Enabling and Disabling Malware Inspection
Malware inspection can be enabled and disabled on individual Web access policy rules . 
Figure 13-30 shows the Malware Inspection tab of the Allow Internet Access To All Users 
Properties dialog box . This Web access policy rule is automatically created by Windows EBS, 
and malware inspection is enabled on the rule by default . To disable inspection for this rule 
(and all Web browsing in your organization), clear the check box on the tab . 

FIGURE 13-30 Malware inspection is enabled on all Web browsing by default in Windows EBS .
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Configuring Malware Inspection Updates
Like all antivirus software, the malware inspection feature of Forefront TMG needs to keep 
itself up to date by regularly downloading new virus definitions . These definitions are down-
loaded from the Microsoft Update site over the Internet . By default, definitions are updated 
every 15 minutes, and updates are automatically downloaded and installed . However, you can 
modify these update settings by clicking Update Center in the Forefront TMG console tree 
and then clicking Configure Update Settings on the Tasks menu, as shown in Figure 13-31 .

FIGURE 13-31 Configuring Update Settings for Forefront TMG

This step opens the Update Center Properties dialog box, shown in Figure 13-32 . On 
the Definition Updates tab, in the Malware Inspection drop-down list box in the Automatic 
Update Action section, the Check And Install value is selected by default . This setting 
completely automates definition updates . If you want the malware inspection feature to 
check for malware definitions automatically but install these updates only when you 
manually click Install New Updates in the Forefront TMG console, select Check Only . If 
you want no automation for checking or installing definition updates, select Do Nothing . 
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In the Automatic Update Action Polling Frequency section, you can determine a schedule 
for automatic definition updates . By default, Every 15 Minutes is selected, but you can 
configure the settings to choose a particular time of day for updates instead .

FIGURE 13-32 Configuring definition update automation

Reviewing the Malware Inspection License
The malware inspection feature is subscription based . Microsoft requires you to have a 
subscription license to receive updates for the malware definitions from Microsoft Update . 
Windows EBS includes a one-year license, after which time you have to pay to renew the 
service . 

To review the license details and determine its expiration date, first select the Update Center 
node in the Forefront TMG console tree . Then, right-click the Malware Inspection service 
listed on the Definition Updates tab and click License Details on the shortcut menu, as shown 
in Figure 13-33 .
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FIGURE 13-33 Opening the malware inspection license

This step opens the Update Services License dialog box, as shown in Figure 13-34 . This 
dialog box shows the expiration date of the license .

FIGURE 13-34 Reviewing the malware inspection license expiration date
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To renew the subscription for malware inspection in Forefront TMG, on the Security tab 
of the Windows EBS Administration Console, right-click the Network Firewall component and 
then click Renew Subscription, as shown in Figure 13-35 . Then, on the Web site that appears, 
review the information needed to renew your subscription .

FIGURE 13-35 Renewing the subscription for malware inspection

Configuring Exceptions for Malware Inspections
Although malware inspection is a valuable feature that you want to leave enabled for most 
Web activity, in some cases you might not want to use the processing resources required to 
inspect traffic that you already know to be safe .

To configure exceptions for malware inspection, first open the Malware Inspection dialog 
box . To do this, select the Web Access Policy node in the Forefront TMG console tree and 
then click Configure Malware Inspection on the Tasks menu, as shown in Figure 13-36 .
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FIGURE 13-36 Opening the Malware Inspection dialog box

The Exceptions tab of the Malware Inspection dialog box enables you to specify the network 
destinations of Web requests for which you do not want malware inspection . If you click the 
Add button on the tab, the Add Network Entities dialog box opens, as shown in Figure 13-37 . 
You can use the Add Network Entities dialog box to select exceptions by network, network 
set, computer, address range, subnet, domain name set, URL set, or computer set .

It is important to understand that the exceptions you add to this list are applied to all 
rules, and that they define exceptions both to and from the selected destinations . In other 
words, if a given destination falls within the scope of the exception, traffic both to and from 
that destination is never subject to malware inspection . So, for example, if you added the 
Internal network as an exception, no traffic entering your network will ever be inspected .
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FIGURE 13-37 Excluding network destinations from malware inspection

Configuring Web Content Delivery Methods
On the Content Delivery tab of the Malware Inspection dialog box, shown in Figure 13-38, 
you can configure how various types of Web content pass through the malware inspection 
filter . Essentially, there are two ways that Forefront TMG can inspect Web data and deliver 
inspected content to internal clients: by using content trickling or progress notifications .

FIGURE 13-38 Configuring how Web content passes through the malware inspection filter
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Content trickling allows Forefront TMG to send file data to internal clients a little bit 
at a time . In this method, Forefront TMG forwards all bytes right after they pass through 
the inspection filter . You might favor this option if your client applications need to receive a 
steady stream of data during a download, or if your users complain of time-outs . 

With progress notifications, instead of downloading files such as images bit by bit, your 
clients are redirected to a Forefront TMG Web interface that shows the progress of a file 
download . Only when each file has completely passed through malware inspection can a 
client access any part of the file .

In terms of functionality, the biggest difference between the two options is that with 
content trickling, data is simply blocked if malware is detected by the malware inspection 
filter . Therefore, a download simply fails if Forefront TMG finds a virus on a file being down-
loaded . With progress notification, files are cached temporarily on the Security Server before 
they are sent to clients, so malware can actually be cleaned off infected files and then passed 
on to the internal network . Therefore, if a file can be cleaned, a download does not fail even 
if malware is detected .

By default, both content trickling and progress notifications are enabled in different situa-
tions . In general, content trickling is enabled for all Web content unless that content has been 
configured for progress notifications . 

To configure content types for progress notifications, click Select Content Types on the 
Content Delivery tab of the Malware Inspection dialog box, as shown in Figure 13-39 . Then, in 
the Content Types Displaying Progress Notifications Properties dialog box, select the Content 
Types tab and add the desired content types .

FIGURE 13-39 Selecting content types for progress notifications
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By default, 66 MIME types and file name extensions are selected for progress notifications . 
Most of these content types describe application data or compressed data .

Summary

Installed on the Security Server, Forefront TMG is a feature-rich and sophisticated firewall 
application . The essential function of Forefront TMG is to control how information passes 
among the networks to which the Security Server is connected . To perform this function, 
 various rules are defined, including network rules, access rules, Web publishing rules, and 
server publishing rules .  

In Windows EBS, Forefront TMG is preconfigured in an optimal way . It allows external 
access to Remote Web Workplace and Outlook Web Access and allows Exchange 2007 to 
receive e-mail from the Internet . Preconfigured Web access rules also allow users within the 
internal network to freely browse the Internet . Commonly, to support your network needs, 
you will need to add rules to broaden or limit the default access that is enabled by Forefront 
TMG in Windows EBS .
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Windows Essential Business Server 2008 Premium Edition (EBS Premium) includes a 
full copy of Windows Server 2008 Standard Edition and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 

Standard Edition . These can be installed as either 32-bit or 64-bit versions, giving you the 
flexibility to work with line-of-business applications that haven’t yet made the transi-
tion to fully supporting 64-bit Windows . Additionally, through the end of 2009, you can 
choose to replace the current versions of Windows Server and SQL Server with the most 
recent prior versions—Windows Server 2003 R2 and SQL Server 2005 . 

In this chapter, we’ll cover both components of Windows EBS Premium—the fourth 
Windows Server and SQL Server . SQL Server provides a great platform for your line-of-
business applications, and the fourth Windows Server license gives you the flexibility 
to add Terminal Services to your Windows EBS network, or virtualize some or all of the 
workloads, using Hyper-V and leveraging the “1+1” licensing of Windows Server 2008 
Standard . 

Fourth Server

The primary focus of many who look at Windows EBS Premium is the included SQL Server 
Standard Edition, and that’s fine if you have a need for a SQL Server license . But what we 
think is even more interesting is the full, virtually unrestricted license for Windows Server 2008 
Standard Edition that is included . The only restriction on this copy of Windows Server is 
that it must be used as part of your Windows EBS network—you can’t split it off to build 
another network . It is, in every other way, a standard, RTM copy of Windows Server 2008 
Standard and can be installed in 32-bit or 64-bit versions and in either Server Core or Full 
installations .
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real World Who Needs Another Server?

W ith the move to 64-bit for virtually all servers (and starting with Windows 

Server 2008 R2, that will be the only option for servers), the question of why 

you’d want or need another server is a good one. after all, you already had several 

servers before you decided to implement Windows EBS, and now you’re adding 

three more 64-bit servers just for Windows EBS. So why would you need a fourth? 

Good question, actually, and an important one to think about as you plan your 

infrastructure. Four good uses for the fourth server license are:

n Server consolidation using hyper-V to virtualize legacy workloads and even, 

 potentially, some or all of Windows EBS itself

n terminal Services and tS Remoteapps to simplify the deployment and 

 management of key applications to end users

n Line-of-business applications using SQL Server 

n Infrastructure applications such as Data protection Manager 2008

the Management, Security, and Messaging servers of Windows EBS are not 

 available to run any of these workloads. 

Virtualization host 
The fourth server in Windows EBS Premium can easily be used as a virtualization host running 
Hyper-V as the parent partition (often called “host”) . Because the fourth server is Windows 
Server 2008 Standard Edition, the licensing allows it to be both a Hyper-V parent and child 
partition (also called “guest”) on the same physical server, so long as you install only the 
Hyper-V role on the parent partition . 

Requirements
The requirements for enabling the Hyper-V role on Windows Server 2008 are:

n x64 version of Windows Server 2008

n Hardware support for virtualization (Intel-VT–enabled or AMD-V–enabled CPUs)

n Hardware Data Execution Protection (DEP) enabled (Intel XD bit or AMD NX bit)

The RAM overhead is roughly 75 megabytes (MB) of RAM per child partition . The server must 
have a minimum of two network adapters (NICs) installed, exclusive of any special management 
adapters such as an HP iLO . One of these NICs will be reserved for remote management of the 
parent server and ensures that you can always connect to the parent partition to manage the child 
partitions . If you are running multiple child partitions, you should plan on having one dedicated 
network adapter per child partition for production deployments .
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real World I/O Subsystem

Any virtualization solution puts a lot of stress on the hardware of the input/output 

(I/O) subsystem. Each virtual hard disk (VhD) is a file, and with multiple operat-

ing systems running, each writing to their VhD independently and concurrently, 

there’s a lot of disk I/O to the parent partition’s file system. a weak or slow I/O 

subsystem can quickly get overloaded, creating a bottleneck that slows down the 

performance of the virtual machines (VMs). 

a quality, wide, hardware redundant array of independent disks (RaID) subsystem 

with a large, battery-backed cache and as many disks as you can afford is a great 

way to spread that I/O load and reduce contention. any RaID subsystem works 

better the more disks it has. a RaID 0+1 array that has four 400-gigabyte (GB) disks 

has 800 GB of disk space available, but it is not as fast as a RaID 0+1 array of eight 

200-GB disks, which provides the same 800 GB of disk space. By adding extra disks, 

the writing and reading from the array is distributed across more disks, reducing the 

load on each individual disk. Choosing small computer system interface (SCSI) or 

Serially attached SCSI (SaS) disks also improves real-world throughput. 

the networking portion of the I/O subsystem has many of the same stresses as the 

disk portion. although many VMs can connect through a single physical NIC, that 

NIC can quickly get saturated if your VMs are handling a lot of network traffic. You 

should specify fast and resource-sparing network cards for your hyper-V server. 

here’s a clue: a $20 GigE network card is not going to provide the same satisfactory 

experience as a quality, server-class network card connected to either the pCI-X or 

the pCIe busses, and if your VMs are hosting network-intensive applications, you 

should have separate physical NICs for each VM. 

Choosing Between Server Core Installation and Full Installation
Deciding whether to install your Hyper-V parent partition as a Windows Server Core instal-
lation or a Full installation is really a decision of convenience versus efficiency . If you use 
Windows Server Core, you’ll need to manage Hyper-V from a different Windows Server 
2008 or Windows Vista computer, since the Hyper-V Manager won’t run in Server Core . The 
advantage to Windows Server Core, however, is that it uses fewer resources and presents 
a smaller attack surface . Those are both good things, and we think you should seriously 
consider running Server Core as your Hyper-V parent partition . In this section, we’ll show you 
how to install and configure the Windows EBS Premium fourth server using Server Core as 
your Hyper-V parent partition . If you opt to use the Full installation instead, see Chapter 10, 
“ Managing Servers Running Windows Server 2008,” for details on how to add roles and fea-
tures in the Full installation of Windows Server 2008 .
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Important Whether you choose to use Windows Server 2008 Full or Server Core 

installation, you should add only the hyper-V role to the base installation to avoid violating 

the licensing agreement and to keep the resource usage and attack surface as minimal as 

possible on the parent partition. You can install additional features, such as Windows 

Server Backup, on the parent without a problem. 

Installation and Initial Configuration
To install the Hyper-V role on Server Core, using your EBS Premium fourth server, first 
complete the normal installation of Windows Server 2008, selecting Standard (Server Core 
Installation) for the Windows version . Then perform basic initial configuration of the operating sys-
tem, including setting the IP addresses, setting the server name, and configuring Windows Firewall, 
as detailed in the following section, “Installing the Hyper-V Role .” You will be joining the Server Core 
to the domain unless you are using the fourth server as a virtualization host for the rest of Windows 
EBS . If you are, we recommend you leave the parent installation as a workgroup to avoid problems . 
Scripts to simplify the installation and initial configuration are provided on the companion media 
that accompany this book . You will need to enable remote administration as part of the base Server 
Core installation because there is no way to directly manage or create VMs on Server Core—the 
Hyper-V Manager console won’t run on Server Core . 

Once these commands have completed, reboot the server and log back on to complete 
the initial configuration, using the following steps: 

 1. Log on to the newly installed Windows Server 2008 computer using Administrator as 
the account and a blank password . You’ll be prompted to set an initial password . 

  2. At the initial command window, start a second command window by typing the 
f ollowing command:

Start cmd

Although not an absolute requirement, it’s often handy to have a second window open 
when you have only the command line to work from . 

 3. If you’re running on two different subnets, determine which network adapter is 
connected to which subnet . If both have Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
(DHCP) servers, simply typing ipconfig will give you the information you need . 

 4. Set up your management network first by running the following commands, modified 
to match your environment: 

netsh interface ipv4 show interfaces 

netsh interface ipv4 set address name="2" source=static  

 address=192.168.17.14     mask=255.255.255.0  

 gateway=192.168.17.1 

netsh interface ipv4 add dnsserver name="2" address=192.168.17.2 index=1 

netdom renamecomputer %COMPUTERNAME% /newname: hp350-core-14 
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 5. If there were no problems encountered, type shutdown -t 0 -r to reboot your server . 
Figure 14-1 shows a typical session . 

FIGURE 14-1 Configuring the initial IP address and name for a Server Core installation

note the /force parameter shown in Figure 14-1 is used only in batch files. In interactive 

sessions you don’t need the parameter. 

 6. Once the server restarts, log back on . If you use two command windows, you’ll need to 
start the second one . 

 7. Run the netdom join command to join the server to your Windows EBS domain .

netdom join %computername% /domain:example.local /userd:Administrator  

     /password:*

 8. Once the server restarts, log back on using a domain administrator account . 

 9. Run the following commands, as shown in Figure 14-2: 

Netsh advfirewall set allprofiles settings remotemanagement enable 

Netsh advfirewall firewall set rule group="Remote Administration" new enable=yes 

Netsh advfirewall firewall set rule group="Remote Desktop" new enable=yes 

Cscript %windir%\system32\scregedit.wsf /AR 0 

Cscript %windir%\system32\scregedit.wsf /CS 0
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FIGURE 14-2 Configuring the firewall and registry for Server Core

note Scregedit.wsf is a Windows Script File that is used to write specific values into 

the registry on a Windows Server Core installation. Use scregedit.wsf /? to see the list of 

options. 

 10. Restart the server and log back on . Run the following command (and answer “Y” when 
prompted) to set up Windows Remote Management (WinRM):

Winrm quickconfig

 11. The copy of Windows Server 2008 included with Windows EBS Premium does not have 
the RTM version of Hyper-V, so you’ll need to download and copy the RTM version to 
the server, and then run the installation . The file can be downloaded from the link in 
Microsoft Knowledge Base article 950050: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/950050 . 

 12. Run the following command and then restart the server as requested:

<path>\Windows6.0-KB950050-x64.msu

Whew! That took a bit, but we’ve now got the server ready to install the Hyper-V role . 
We’ve included scripts to simplify this setup on the companion media that accompany this 
book . You can modify them to suit your environment . 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/950050
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Installing the hyper-V Role
When you’ve completed the base operating system configuration, use the following 
commands to add the Hyper-V role:

bcdedit /set hypervisorlaunchtype auto

start /w ocsetup Microsoft-Hyper-V

Important Syntax for ocsetup commands are very fussy and case sensitive.

note the preceding bcdedit command is not strictly required, but if you don’t run it, 

you need to do two reboots before hyper-V is fully operational. 

Configuring hyper-V
Once you’ve installed the Hyper-V role, you need to actually configure Hyper-V and then 
start adding VMs . The management tool for Hyper-V is the Hyper-V Manager console . This 
can’t be run on Server Core, but you can run it on one of the other Windows Server 2008 
computers in your Windows EBS network, or on a Windows Vista SP1 or later workstation on 
the network . To download the Hyper-V Manager for Windows Vista SP1, see the Microsoft 
Knowledge Base Article 952627 at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/952627 . Or, if you want to 
do the whole thing from the command line, download the excellent hvremote command-line 
tool at http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/HVRemote . 

Configuring Networks
The first step after installing Hyper-V is to configure your networks . If you installed your 
fourth server with a full graphical installation of Windows Server 2008, when you run the Add 
Roles Wizard to install Hyper-V, it creates the network and attaches it to the network cards 
you selected as part of that installation, but it makes the new networks available only as  
private network connections, which isn’t terribly useful for our Windows EBS network . And, 
of course, if you installed on Server Core, no Hyper-V network configuration has been done 
at all .

Hyper-V supports three kinds of virtual networks:

n External An external network is a virtual network switch that binds to the physical 
network adapter, providing access to resources outside the virtual network . An external 
network can be assigned to a virtual local area network (VLAN) .

n Internal An internal network is a virtual network switch that allows VMs on the 
server to connect to each other and to the parent partition . An internal network can be 
assigned to a VLAN . 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/952627
http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/HVRemote
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n Private A private network is a virtual network switch that allows VMs to  connect 
to each other but provides no connection between the VMs and the physical 
 computer .

To set your networks to be external networks, allowing them to connect through the 
physical network adapter to outside the physical computer, use the following steps: 

 1. Open the Hyper-V Manager console if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Select the Hyper-V computer in the left pane, and then click Virtual Network Manager 
in the Actions pane to open the Virtual Network Manager, as shown in Figure 14-3 . 

FIGURE 14-3 The Virtual Network Manager

 3. Select the virtual network you want to make an external network . Edit the name to 
provide a more meaningful description, and type any notes you want to add . Even with 
a fairly basic network configuration, it’s easy to confuse networks in Hyper-V, so it pays 
to identify them carefully .

 4. In the Connection Type section, select External, and then select the physical network 
adapter you want to connect this virtual network to from the drop-down list, as shown 
in Figure 14-4 .
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FIGURE 14-4  Attaching a virtual network to a physical adapter to create an external network

 5. Click OK to close the Virtual Network Manager and apply the changes . 

Server Settings
Next we need to configure the Hyper-V server settings, including the default location for hard 
disks and the default location for VMs . 

To set the server settings for a Hyper-V server, use the following steps:

 1. Open the Hyper-V Manager console if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Select the Hyper-V computer in the left pane, and then click Hyper-V Settings in the 
Actions pane to open the Hyper-V Settings dialog box, shown in Figure 14-5 . 
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FIGURE 14-5 Configuring the server settings for Hyper-V

 3. Select Virtual Hard Disks in the left pane, and then in the Virtual Hard Disks section, 
enter the top of the path to use as a default for storing the VHD files used by VMs . This 
just sets the default location—you can change it for any VHD when you create it .

 4. Select Virtual Machines in the left pane, and then in the Virtual Hard Disks section, set 
the default path for storing VM snapshot files .

note the default locations are on the system drive, which isn’t an ideal location. 

You should configure these on a separate RaID array. the speed of that RaID array will 

affect all the VMs running on it. 

Creating a Virtual Machine
Okay—enough of that getting-ready stuff . After all, we’re running Hyper-V because we want 
to create and use virtual machines (VMs) . There are several different ways you can make a 
VM, but most start with the Hyper-V Manager console . 
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note  Other methods for VM creation include the hvremote command-line tool and 

Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) 2008. If you use more than 

two or three VMs, and support more than one host server, SCVMM is a great product. But 

it is a bit of overkill for a basic environment. 

The basic steps for creating a VM are as follows: 

n Create a new VM, giving it a name and location .

n Assign RAM to the VM .

n Connect to a network .

n Assign or create a virtual disk .

n Specify where the operating system will be loaded from . 

The New Virtual Machine Wizard handles all these basic steps but is pretty limited and 
insufficient for creating a VM for any of the Windows EBS servers . You’ll need to configure 
the VM further before installing any of the Windows EBS servers on your VM . We’ll start by 
walking through the steps for creating a VM and then showing you how to change that basic 
VM to be a bit more useful and flexible .

To create a new VM, follow these steps:

 1. Open the Hyper-V Manager console if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Select the Hyper-V computer in the left pane, click New, and then click Virtual Machine 
on the Actions menu to start the New Virtual Machine Wizard . 

 3. If you haven’t disabled the Before You Begin page, you can read the description of 
what’s going to happen, or you can click the More About Creating Virtual Machines 
link to open the Help pages for creating a VM . Select the Do Not Show This Page 
Again check box so that you don’t have to see this page again . 

 4. Click Next to open the Specify Name And Location page, as shown in Figure 14-6 .
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FIGURE 14-6 The Specify Name And Location page of the New Virtual Machine Wizard

 5. Enter a name for the VM and select the Store The Virtual Machine In A Different 
Location check box . When you select this check box, all the files for this VM will be 
stored in a directory with the same name as the VM, shown below in the Location field . 

note For this first VM, with a name of hp350-ebs-srv4 and a default location of 

D:\VMs\, the result will be a new directory of D:\VMs\hp350-ebs-srv4, with the files and 

subdirectories of the VM stored in it. 

 6. Click Next to open the Assign Memory page, as shown in Figure 14-7 . Specify the 
amount of memory that will be assigned to the new VM . You should specify the same 
amount of memory that you would specify for the RAM of a physical computer, but do 
not exceed the memory of the host physical computer .
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FIGURE 14-7 The Assign Memory page of the New Virtual Machine Wizard

 7. Click Next to open the Configure Networking page . Select the network that the VM 
will be connected to, as shown in Figure 14-8 . 

FIGURE 14-8 The Configure Networking page of the New Virtual Machine Wizard
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 8. Click Next to open the Connect Virtual Hard Disk page, as shown in Figure 14-9 . 

FIGURE 14-9 The Connect Virtual Hard Disk page of the New Virtual Machine Wizard

 9. Select Create A Virtual Disk to create a new, automatically expanding virtual disk with 
a nominal size of 127 GB . Accept the default location and name or modify as appro-
priate for your environment . If you think you’ll need a system disk larger than 127 GB, 
change the Size field .

Important the maximum size of an IDE VhD in hyper-V is 2 terabytes (2,040 GB, 

actually). But a dynamically expanding virtual hard disk doesn’t actually take up any 

more room on your physical hard disk or array than it needs to. as you expand your use 

of the VM, the size of the disk will continue to grow, up to the size you set when you 

create the disk. 

Dynamically expanding hard disks are inherently slower than fixed hard disks or direct 

to disk, but they offer the best utilization of the available storage. Dynamically expanding 

disks are perfect for quick test networks, but for production networks, use fixed-size virtual 

hard disks. 

 10. Click Next to open the Installation Options page, as shown in Figure 14-10 . 
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FIGURE 14-10 The Installation Options page of the New Virtual Machine Wizard

The choices are:

n Install An Operating System Later This option requires you to configure how 
your operating system will be installed manually before starting the VM . 

n Install An Operating System From A Boot CD/DVD-ROM This option 
 allows you to connect to the physical computer’s CD or DVD drive, or to mount an ISO 
(International Organization for Standardization) file stored on the physical  computer’s 
hard disk as if it were a physical CD or DVD drive . 

n Install An Operating System From A Boot Floppy Disk This option allows 
you to connect to a virtual floppy disk ( .vfd) file as if it were a physical floppy drive . 

n Install An Operating System From A Network-Based Installation 
 Server This option changes the BIOS (basic input/output system) setting for the 
VM to enable a network boot from a PXE  server and also changes the network 
card for the VM to be an emulated Legacy Network Adapter instead of the  default 
synthetic network adapter . If you’re deploying using a Windows Deployment 
Server (WDS) server, choose this option . 

 11. Click Next to open the Completing The New Virtual Machine Wizard summary page, 
or click Finish to skip the last step . On the last page you can choose to automatically 
start the new VM as soon as you close the wizard, but we think that’s a bad option . 
Just skip it—you should probably adjust the settings for the new VM before you start it 
anyway . 
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Machine Settings
Before you actually start installing an operating system into your VM, there are a few changes 
you should make to the machine . To adjust the settings of a VM, select the VM in the center 
Virtual Machines pane of Hyper-V Manager, and click Settings on the Action menu to open 
the Settings dialog box for the VM, as shown in Figure 14-11 . 

FIGURE 14-11 The Settings dialog box for the hp350-ebs-srv4 virtual machine

The Settings page allows you to control the virtual hardware available to a VM . The 
settings that can be changed on a VM include:

n Add Hardware Add a SCSI controller, network adapter, or legacy network adapter .

n BIOS Change the boot order and Numlock state .

n Memory Set the amount of memory assigned to the VM . Each VM is limited to 
64 GB of memory . 

n Processor Set the number of logical processors assigned to the VM . This is limited 
to the number of logical processors available on the host computer, or four logical 
processors, whichever is less . Hyper-V is limited to a maximum of 24 logical processors 
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(6 cores times 4 physical sockets) per host computer . For any of the main Windows EBS 
servers, assign at least two logical processors . 

n IDE Controllers 0, 1 Set the drives connected to each IDE controller . Both Hard Disk 
and DVD Drive types are supported on IDE controllers . 

n SCSI Controller(s) Set the drives connected to the synthetic SCSI controller . Each 
SCSI controller is assigned to SCSI ID7 and can support up to six virtual SCSI drives . 
SCSI drives cannot be used as boot drives and are not available until integration 
components are installed . Even if your physical drives are SCSI or SAS, do not choose 
SCSI here for your boot disk . Boot disks must always be IDE . 

n Network Adapters Set the network media access control (MAC) type, and VLAN 
connections of the synthetic network adapters . Each VM is limited to a maximum of 
eight network adapters . 

n Legacy Network Adapters Set the network, MAC type, and VLAN connections of 
the legacy network adapters . Each VM is limited to a maximum of four legacy network 
adapters . 

n COM 1, COM 2 Set the named pipe used to communicate with the physical host 
computer . 

n Diskette Drive  Set the  .vfd file that is connected to the virtual floppy drive . 
No pass-through to the physical floppy drive on the host (parent) computer is 
supported . 

MEMORY aND CpU

Hyper-V supports a maximum of four logical processors and 64 GB of RAM per VM . On 
host computers with fewer than four processors, you’ll be limited to the number of logical 
processors on the host itself . Leave at least 500 MB of RAM for the parent partition, plus a 
bit (75 to 100 MB) for each running VM . 

DISKS aND CONtROLLERS

Hyper-V uses a pair of synthetic IDE controllers for hard disks and DVD drives by default . You 
must specify IDE for the boot hard disk—the synthetic SCSI controller drivers aren’t available 
in the operating system until after the integration components (ICs) are installed . 

Before you can add additional disks and connect them to a SCSI controller, you need to 
add the SCSI controller . By default, a new VM doesn’t include a SCSI controller . When you add 
the controller, you can also add one or more disks to the controller .
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real World Choosing Disk Types

Hyper-V supports three virtual disk types: dynamically expanding disks, fixed-

size disks, and differencing disks. 

Dynamically expanding disks are created with a maximum size, and this is the size 

that the operating system of the VM sees. But the actual .vhd file of the disk takes 

up only as much space on your physical hard disk or array as absolutely required 

for the current contents of the VM drive. as the VM requires more storage space, 

hyper-V automatically grows the .vhd file. this is very efficient use of hard disk 

space, allowing you to add space only as absolutely required. But it does mean a 

performance hit every time the disk needs to grow, and more importantly, the .vhd 

file tends to become fragmented over time, also impacting performance. Nonethe-

less, this is a good choice for any VM where absolute performance is not critical. 

a fixed-size disk is also a .vhd file, but instead of growing only as big as it needs to, 

when it needs to, it is created at the full size on disk that it needs to be. It takes a 

significant time to create the .vhd file, but it will be created as a contiguous file (or 

as contiguous as the underlying fragmentation of your physical disk or array allows). 

a differencing disk is an interesting disk type. It is like a dynamic disk in that it gets 

only as large as it needs to. But a differencing disk is a great way to combine the 

disk space requirements of multiple VMs. You create the original “base” VM and 

then mark the disks as read-only. You can actually delete the VM that created the 

base disks. Now you create one or more VMs that have the same operating system, 

and you create them with differencing disk(s). the differencing disk points to the 

original base .vhd file, and the only thing that gets saved to the differencing disk 

is any change from the base VM. this allows multiple VMs to share the same base, 

simplifying deployment of different versions of the same base system—very useful 

for quickly building test networks but not a good choice for any production system.

the biggest disadvantage of differencing disks is speed. as more VMs point back to 

the original VhD files, the access to that VhD can be slowed. and if anything causes 

a change to the original VhD, all the VMs that point to it can be lost. Over time, the 

size advantage of differencing disks is also reduced as updates and service packs are 

applied to the differenced VMs. But for a test environment? Differencing disks can 

be a great speed and resource saver. 

the final option is to point directly to the physical partition. this is marginally 

faster that using a fixed-size VhD, but it provides significantly less flexibility. You 

might choose this option if you are running Microsoft SQL Server on a VM and you 

have a performance-sensitive application. But even there, we tend to avoid it if at 

all possible.
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NEtWORK aDaptERS

Each new VM includes a single network adapter . Unless you choose to install the operating 
system from the network, this will be a synthetic network adapter . Synthetic network adapters 
are new to Hyper-V—they are fast, resource sparing, and definitely preferred unless you are 
running an operating system that doesn’t have ICs . If you are running an operating system 
that doesn’t, use a legacy network adapter . You can’t directly change the adapter type—you’ll 
need to delete the existing one and add a legacy adapter .

COM aND FLOppY

Hyper-V automatically configures a pair of virtual COM ports (COM1 and COM2) and a virtual 
floppy disk drive for each VM . But it doesn’t actually connect them to anything . To connect 
a COM port to the host computer, you need to use named pipes, and you can’t actually con-
nect to the physical COM ports of the server . For floppy disks, you need to create a virtual 
floppy disk file ( .vfd) . A  .vfd file is an image of a floppy disk . There is no way in Hyper-V to 
connect directly to any existing floppy drive on the server . 

Working with a Virtual Machine
Working with a Hyper-V VM is almost identical to working with a physical computer . You 
should do virtually everything you need to do from the client operating system, just as you 
would on a physical computer . You use Remote Desktop to connect to the VM where that is 
supported by the operating system running on the VM, and you can always connect using the 
Virtual Machine Connection (Vmconnect .exe), as shown in Figure 14-12 . 
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FIGURE 14-12 The Virtual Machine Connection application

You can open the Virtual Machine Connection to a particular VM by double-clicking the 
VM in the Hyper-V Manager console, by selecting it and then clicking Connect on the Action 
menu, or by running it from the command line: %ProgramFiles%\Hyper-V\vmconnect .exe . 
You can connect either locally from the parent partition or remotely if you’re running the 
Hyper-V Remote Management Tools . To the VM, this connection is the same as the physical 
keyboard, mouse, and monitor of a physical computer . 

note there are issues with using the Virtual Machine Connection within a Remote 

Desktop session, especially if ICs aren’t installed in the VM’s operating system. It’s better to 

run the Virtual Machine Connection directly on your workstation. 

Starting, Stopping, Saving, Snapshotting
To start a VM, you need to either set the VM to automatically start, or you need to use the 
Hyper-V Manager console to start the VM . Right-click the VM in the console, and then select 
Start from the menu . If you have the Virtual Machine Connection for that VM open, you can 
select Start from the Action menu . 

To stop a VM, you should shut down the operating system in the VM . If ICs are installed 
in the VM, you can initiate a shutdown from the Hyper-V Manager console or on the Virtual 
Machine Connection Action menu . You can also stop a VM by right-clicking the VM in the 
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console and then selecting Turn Off , but this is the equivalent of pulling the plug on a 
physical server and can cause corruption issues for the VM’s operating system . This is not 
recommended when other alternatives are available . 

You can save a VM from the Hyper-V Manager console or the Virtual Machine Connection 
for that VM by selecting Save from the Action menu . This will save the current state of the VM 
to disk and is similar to putting a physical computer into hibernation . It does release memory 
and resources back to the parent partition . 

Pausing a VM is similar to putting a physical computer into sleep mode . It’s not actively 
doing anything, but it also doesn’t release any of the VM’s resources back to the parent 
partition, except that it isn’t using a CPU or doing any disk I/O . But the RAM it has allocated 
to the VM stays unavailable to other VMs . 

Snapshots are one of the ways that VMs are more useful and flexible than any physical 
computer . Snapshots allow you to take a “picture” of a running VM at an exact moment in 
time and save it . You can revert back to that snapshot later, starting up the VM at that exact 
configuration . This is extremely useful for building test computers because it lets you try a 
new configuration or software application without the risk of having to rebuild the computer 
if something really bad happens . 

Snapshots are powerful tools, giving you the ability to try something with the calm assur-
ance that you can recover completely if it doesn’t work . Snapshots happen in seconds—just 
select the VM in the Hyper-V Manager console, right-click, and then select Snapshot . The VM 
can be running or not; it doesn’t matter . 

After you create a snapshot, the VM returns to its previous state . You can rename the 
snapshot, check the settings that applied at the time of the snapshot, delete it, or even delete 
an entire snapshot subtree . All these actions are available from the Actions pane of the Hyper-V 
Manager console or from the Action menu of the Virtual Machine Connection . You can also 
revert a VM to its previous snapshot or select another snapshot in the tree and apply it . 

As you can see, this is powerful stuff, and the possibilities are something you’ll just have to 
work with a bit to begin to understand . One caution though . You should not use snapshots 
on a production domain controller . 

SQL Server 2008

Windows EBS Premium includes Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Standard Edition (henceforth 
referred to in this chapter as SQL Server 2008) . SQL Server 2008 is a set of components based 
around a relational database that work together to meet the data storage and analysis needs 
of some of the largest Web sites and enterprise data-processing systems . SQL Server 2008 
works equally well for meeting the day-to-day business needs of the small to medium-size 
business .

In this chapter we can’t tell you everything you might need to know about SQL Server—
whole books have been written on the subject, and even many of them have to specialize . 
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However, we can give you an overview of the features and a brief introduction to installing 
SQL Server .

Installation Choices
You have choices when it comes to installing SQL Server 2008, although if you use it to support 
a particular line-of-business application, the decision might already be made for you . Windows 
EBS 2008 Premium includes both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of SQL Server and Windows 2008 
Server . You can install either 32-bit or 64-bit SQL Server on the matching Windows Server 
2008 version . Until the end of 2009, you also have the option of choosing the most recent 
previous versions of Windows Server and SQL Server instead of the current versions . 

Restrictions
Before you begin the process of installing and deploying SQL Server, you should be aware of 
the following restrictions:

n The versions of SQL Server that are included in Windows EBS Premium are licensed 
for installation only in your Windows EBS network . You cannot install SQL Server on a 
server that is not in the Windows EBS domain .

n The Windows EBS 2008 CAL Suite for Premium Users or Devices (Premium CAL) is 
required for users or devices that access SQL Server .

n You can install SQL Server on the fourth server running Windows Server 2008 or on 
a fifth server that you set up for your Windows EBS domain . However, no Windows 
Server license is included for a fifth server . 

If you’re running Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services (SharePoint), you can move the 
content database to SQL Server Standard Edition, but if you do, you’ll need a Premium CAL 
for everyone who accesses SharePoint .

Installing prerequisites
Before you can actually install SQL Server, there are a number of prerequisites that need to be 
installed first . To begin the process, follow these steps:

note the following steps assume that none of the prerequisites are already installed, as 

would be the case with a brand-new server that has had only basic configuration steps 

performed. If your server has one or more of the prerequisites already installed, just skip 

over the steps relating to that prerequisite.

 1. Log on to the Windows EBS fourth server with an administrative account . 

 2. Insert the SQL Server 2008 DVD into the DVD drive, and run Setup .exe from the root of 
the DVD drive . In most cases, Setup .exe will automatically start . 
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 3. If the Microsoft  .NET Framework isn’t installed, you’ll see the dialog box shown in Fig-
ure 14-13 . Click OK to begin installing  .NET . 

FIGURE 14-13 SQL Server 2008 requires the Microsoft  .NET Framework .

 4. At the Welcome To Setup page of the Microsoft  .NET Framework 3 .5 SP1 Setup, shown 
in Figure 14-14, accept the licensing terms and click Install to begin the setup . 

FIGURE 14-14 The Supplemental EULA for Microsoft  .NET Framework

 5. When the installation completes, click Exit . The installer for the next prerequisite, 
KB942288 will launch, as shown in Figure 14-15 . 

FIGURE 14-15 SQL Server 2008 requires that KB942288 be installed .
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 6. Click OK, and the hotfix will install . When it completes, you’ll be prompted to restart 
the server . Click Restart Now, and when the server has restarted, log back on with the 
same user account you were using . 

 7. Restart the SQL Server setup program . The SQL Server Installation Center opens, as 
shown in Figure 14-16 . 

FIGURE 14-16 The SQL Server Installation Center

 8. Read the Online Release Notes and any other documentation you need to check before 
installing, and when you’re ready, click System Configuration Checker to launch the 
Setup Support Rules page of SQL Server 2008 Setup, as shown in Figure 14-17 . 
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FIGURE 14-17 The Setup Support Rules page of SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard

 9. If everything looks okay, and there are no warnings or failures, click OK to return to the 
SQL Server Installation Center . If there are warnings or failures at this point, correct the 
problems and rerun the tests . Do not try to continue with the installation until you get 
a clean report here . 

 10. If you were upgrading SQL Server on an existing server, you would next run the Install 
Upgrade Advisor . If you need to migrate an existing SQL Server database or components, 
you can run this application later, as required . 

 11. Click Installation in the left pane of the SQL Server Installation Center, and then click 
New SQL Server Stand-Alone Installation Or Add Features To An Existing Installation in 
the main pane . 

 12. The Setup Support Rules page shown previously in Figure 14-17 will run again . Click OK 
when it completes successfully to open the Product Key page of the SQL Server 2008 
Setup Wizard, as shown in Figure 14-18 . 
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FIGURE 14-18 The Product Key page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard

 13. Enter the SQL Server product key if it isn’t already filled in, and click Next to open the 
License Terms page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard . 

 14. Select the I Accept The License Terms check box, and then click Next again to open the 
Setup Support Files page, as shown in Figure 14-19 . 
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FIGURE 14-19 The Setup Support Files page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard

 15. Click Install . The Setup Support Rules runs again, as shown in Figure 14-20 . 
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FIGURE 14-20 The Setup Support Rules page shows a Windows Firewall warning . 

 16. Click the warning symbol for Windows Firewall (or any other warnings you might have) 
to open the message box details for the warning, as shown in Figure 14-21, so that you 
can correct the issue .

FIGURE 14-21 The details for the Windows Firewall warning message

 17. Click OK on the Rule Check Result dialog box to return to the Setup Support Rules 
page . If there are any failures, you’ll need to address them before moving on, but for 
warnings you can address them now or wait to address them if they are concerns in 
your environment . For example, if you don’t need SQL Server to be accessible from 
other computers in your network, you don’t need to make any changes to Windows 
Firewall, so you can safely ignore this warning .
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 18. Click Next to open the Feature Selection page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard . 
For our basic purposes here, we’re going to select only the Database Engine Services, SQL 
Server Books Online, Management Tools – Basic, and Management Tools – Complete 
check boxes, as shown in Figure 14-22 . You can always rerun the wizard to add 
additional functionality or to create an additional instance (database) of SQL Server . 

FIGURE 14-22 The Feature Selection page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard

note From this point on, the exact sequence of the process will vary depending on 

your selections in the Feature Selection page of the wizard. the step sequence that 

follows is for the selections as shown in Figure 14-22. 

 19. Click Next to open the Instance Configuration page, as shown in Figure 14-23 . Select 
the type of instance, and enter the details of where the instance resides and what its 
ID is . 
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FIGURE 14-23 The Instance Configuration page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard

 20. Click Next to open the Disk Space Requirements page, and then click Next again to 
open the Server Configuration page, as shown in Figure 14-24 . 
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FIGURE 14-24 The Server Configuration page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard

 21. Enter an account name and password to use for the SQL Server Agent and SQL Server 
Database Engine, or select one from the drop-down list . Although Microsoft recom-
mends that you use a separate account for each SQL Server service account, Microsoft 
doesn’t have to buy the CALs for them . 

 22. Click Next to open the Database Engine Configuration page, as shown in Figure 14-25 . 
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FIGURE 14-25 The Database Engine Configuration page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard

 23. Specify at least one SQL Server Administrator, and then click Next to open the Error 
And Usage Reporting page . Check the boxes for information you are willing to send 
to Microsoft . We think error reporting information should always be sent . Over time, 
this information gives all of us better programs with fewer nasty bugs . Click Next, and 
then click Next again to open the Ready To Install page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup 
Wizard, as shown in Figure 14-26 . 
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FIGURE 14-26 The Ready To Install page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard 

 24. If everything in the summary looks correct, click Install to begin the installation process . 
On the Installation Progress page, you’ll see a report of the progress of the installation 
of the options you selected . 

 25. Click Next to open the Complete page with the status of the installation and a link to 
the log file, as shown in Figure 14-27 . 
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FIGURE 14-27 The Complete page of the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard includes a link to the 
log file for the installation .

 26. Click Close to close the SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard and return to the SQL Server 
Installation Center . 

Licensing
The copy of Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Standard Edition that is included in Windows EBS 
Premium is a full copy of SQL Server 2008 that is fully licensed for use on your Windows EBS 
network . It cannot be used on another network or split off from the rest of Windows EBS in 
any way . It must be installed on a Windows EBS domain–joined Windows Server . It can be 
installed either on the fourth server that is included as part of Windows EBS Premium or on a 
fifth server . If you choose to run on a fifth server, you need to purchase that Windows Server 
license separately . 

Access to SQL Server on a Windows EBS network requires that each user or device that 
connects to SQL Server have a Windows EBS Premium license . This license includes both the 
standard Windows EBS CAL plus the CAL for SQL Server access . The Premium CALs give you 
the right to access any SQL Server running on your Windows EBS network, not just the one 
that is included with Windows EBS Premium . 
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Windows EBS Premium CALs are significantly more expensive than Windows EBS Standard 
CALs, so you should buy Premium CALs only for those devices or users who actually need to 
connect to SQL Server . 

Terminal Services

One of the possible uses for that fourth server in Windows EBS Premium is as a terminal 
server . Windows Server 2008 Terminal Services is a major update from the Terminal Services 
in prior releases of Windows Server, with three compelling new features: TS Gateway, TS 
RemoteApps, and TS Web Access . The first two of these are compelling features for Windows 
EBS networks . TS Gateway is used by Remote Web Workplace (RWW), and TS RemoteApps 
definitely gets our vote as the compelling new feature in Windows Server 2008 .

tS Gateway
TS Gateway is automatically installed on the Messaging Server in a Windows EBS network and 
preconfigured to support RWW . In Windows Server 2008, Microsoft added TS Gateway to 
extend the functionality of RWW to non–Windows Small Business Server domains . TS Gateway 
tunnels traffic over HTTPS to help form a secure, encrypted connection between remote users 
on the Internet and the remote computers on which their productivity applications run, even 
if their use is located behind a Network Address Translation (NAT) Traversal–based router . 

The Windows EBS team chose to use the new TS Gateway functionality of Windows Server 
2008 as the underlying framework for Remote Web Workplace . This is a good idea because it 
allows us to do some really cool things with RWW, including adding links to applications that 
can be run directly from RWW across the Internet . 

tS Remoteapps
TS RemoteApps is the single best feature added to Windows Server 2008, except for Hyper-V . 
But Hyper-V isn’t exciting—it just makes our jobs easier . TS RemoteApps is actually exciting, 
and it gives us a way to give our users a better experience . 

Terminal Services has always enabled us to allow users to run as if they were local, but they 
are actually using the power of the server . But TS RemoteApps makes the entire process trans-
parent to the user . The application runs on the server, using the server’s memory, CPU, and 
resources, but it displays on the user’s computer just as if it were running locally . It’s uncanny 
how natural it feels . This chapter is being written using Microsoft Office Word 2003 (we’re not 
big fans of Word 2007) running on our terminal server using TS RemoteApps . Not only does 
this save having to reinstall Word every time there’s a new build of the Windows operating 
system, but it doesn’t matter what computer or laptop I’m using to work on the chapter . I can 
start it from my main workstation; switch to my primary, 64-bit laptop when the sun comes 
out and I want to get some fresh air; move back inside to my Tablet PC (running Windows XP 
Tablet PC Edition) in the living room; and go back to the office and my main workstation, again 
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running Windows 7 64-bit completely transparently . In each case, I’m working on the same 
 document, with the same copy of Word, running on the terminal server . I don’t have to worry 
about whether I left the document open on my workstation, because it’s open only on the server . 

All this flexibility is nice, but what’s most compelling about it is that it is completely trans-
parent to the user . From a user perspective, Word behaves and feels just the same as it does 
when running locally .

Because TS RemoteApps lets you create  .msi files for deployment, you can use Group 
Policy to deploy the remote applications . The applications can even be configured to take 
over the file association for a file type, just as if they were local applications, again making the 
user experience completely natural . 

tS Web access
TS Web Access provides a Web-based front end that allows you to publish applications to a 
Web page for easier user access . In Windows EBS, you can extend TS Web Access to publish 
the links directly in a SharePoint site .

Under the hood Concepts

W indows terminal Services is a new concept for many system administrators 

who expect systems to be essentially single-user. It brings true multiuser 

capability to Windows. Each user who connects to a Windows Server 2008 server 

using Remote Desktop or a tS Remoteapp is actually using the resources of the 

server itself, not the particular workstation at which he or she is seated. the user’s 

experience doesn’t depend on the speed of the workstation—the user’s workstation 

is actually sharing the processor, RaM, and hard disks of the server itself.

Each user gets his or her Windows terminal Services session, and each session is 

completely isolated from other sessions on the same server. an errant program in 

one session can cause that session’s user to have a problem, but other users are 

unaffected.

Each user who connects to a Windows Server 2008 server using Remote Desktop 

is actually functioning as a terminal on that server. Windows terminal Services 

supports a wide variety of computers as terminals—from diskless display stations 

running Microsoft Windows CE entirely in memory to legacy Windows desktop 

computers that are otherwise too underpowered for satisfactory use. Because the 

terminal is responsible solely for the console functions—that is, the keyboard, 

mouse, and actual display—the processing and RaM requirements for the terminal 

are minimal. all other functioning resides on and is part of the server, although the 

disks, printers, and serial ports of your local workstation can be connected to the 

remote session. 
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Important Versions of Windows prior to Windows Xp Sp2 can’t install the latest 

version of the Remote Desktop Client software that is required for tS Remoteapps. all 

client workstations should be updated to at least Windows Xp Sp2 or later to take full 

advantage of the features of Windows Server 2008 terminal Services and to protect the 

security of the network.

Enabling Role and Role Services
Installing the Terminal Services role and its supporting role services should be one of the very 
first things you do on any server you plan to use as a terminal server . Important changes to 
how applications are installed happen automatically when you’re in Application Mode on 
a Windows Server computer, and there can be problems if applications are installed before 
the server is converted to an application server . Our general preference is to run through the 
tasks on the Initial Configuration Tasks Wizard (ICTW), skipping only the Add Roles tasks but 
joining the server to the domain, giving it a name, setting a fixed IP address, and installing 
the basic features we want on all servers . Once that is done, and all the required restarts have 
been completed, it’s time to install the Terminal Services role . To add the Terminal Services 
role and the TS RemoteApps and TS Web Access Role Services, follow these steps:

 1. Log on to the server where you’ll be enabling Terminal Services, and open the Server 
Manager console if it doesn’t open automatically .

 2. In the left pane of the Server Manager console, select Roles, and then select Add Roles 
from the Action menu to open the Add Roles Wizard, as shown in Figure 14-28 .
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FIGURE 14-28 The Before You Begin page of the Add Roles Wizard

 3. Select the Skip This Page By Default box so that you don’t have to see this page again, 
and then click Next to open the Select Server Roles page of the Add Roles Wizard, as 
shown in Figure 14-29 . 
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FIGURE 14-29 The Select Server Roles page of the Add Roles Wizard

 4. Click Next to open the Terminal Services page . Read the Things To Note, and if you 
want more information about Terminal Services, click the Overview Of Terminal 
Services link to open the Terminal Services Overview Help page . 

 5. Click Next to open the Select Role Services page . Select the Terminal Server and TS 
Web Access role services, as shown in Figure 14-30 . 
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FIGURE 14-30 The Select Role Services page of the Add Roles Wizard

 6. When you select the TS Web Access check box, you’ll be prompted to add the required 
additional role services and features, as shown in Figure 14-31 . 

FIGURE 14-31 The Add Role Services And Features Required For TS Web Access dialog box

 7. Click Add Required Role Services to return to the Add Role Services page . 

 8. Click Next to open the Uninstall And Reinstall Applications For Compatibility page, 
where it warns you that some applications don’t behave as well as they should if you 
install Terminal Services after the application is already installed . 
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 9. Click Next to open the Specify Authentication Method For Terminal Server page, as 
shown in Figure 14-32 . If you have any client computers running versions of Windows 
earlier than Windows XP Professional Service Pack 3, you should choose Do Not 
Require Network Level Authentication; if your client computers meet this minimum 
requirement, the preferred choice is Require Network Level Authentication . 

FIGURE 14-32 The Specify Authentication Method For Terminal Server page of the Add Roles 
Wizard

 10. Click Next to open the Specify Licensing Mode page . You can choose Configure Later, 
Per Device, or Per User . If you haven’t yet made up your mind regarding which mode 
to use, leave the selection as Configure Later . You will need to make this decision (and 
purchase TS CALs of the correct type) within 120 days of the installation of Terminal 
Services . 

 11. Click Next to open the Select User Groups Allowed Access To This Terminal Server 
page . The default is the Administrators group, but in most cases you’ll want to add 
additional user groups . 

 12. Click Add and type Domain Users in the Enter The Object Names To Select text box, 
as shown in Figure 14-33 . This will give all authenticated domain users the ability to 
run applications on the terminal server . If you need to make the policy more restrictive, 
you can of course . The groups added here are then added to the local Remote Desktop 
Users group on the terminal server . 
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FIGURE 14-33 The Select Users, Computers, Or Groups dialog box

 13. Click OK to return to the Select User Groups Allowed Access To This Terminal Server 
page, as shown in Figure 14-34 . 

FIGURE 14-34 The Select Users Groups Allowed Access To This Terminal Server page of the Add 
Roles Wizard

 14. Click Next, and then click Next twice more to move past the Web Server selections . 
Windows Server 2008 makes the correct selections here, and trying to change them 
will only create the potential for problems . 

 15. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, confirm your selections and then click 
Install . 
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 16. On the Installation Results page, you’ll see that a restart is required . Click Close, and 
then click Yes when prompted to restart . 

 17. When the server has restarted, log back on using the same account you used to add 
the Terminal Services role . The Resume Configuration Wizard will automatically open 
and complete the installation of Terminal Services . When it completes, click Close to 
exit . 

real World Installing Applications

Enabling terminal Services is nice, but it doesn’t do much to help your users 

without some applications. although most applications will behave as expected 

when running on a terminal server, some applications need special configuration to 

behave properly, and other applications, such as Microsoft Office 2007, will allow 

you to install only specific versions on a terminal server.

Now that you have installed terminal Services, you should install the applications 

that you want to make available to your users. Read the documentation for the spe-

cific application you’re installing before you begin the installation to avoid problems. 

If your application is installed from the command line, or you just prefer to work 

from the command line, you should use the change user /install command 

to prepare Windows Server for an installation. (this is usually not necessary for 

 applications that use Setup.exe to start their installation.) When the application has 

completed its installation, use the change user /execute command to return to 

normal operation. 

real World Licensing

Terminal server use requires special licensing considerations. In addition to 

normal client access licenses (CaLs), which are covered by your Windows EBS 

licensing, you need to have a tS CaL for each user or device that connects to the 

terminal server to run an application. Unfortunately, tS CaLs are not included as 

part of either Windows EBS Standard or premium CaLs. We would really like to see 

a version of Windows EBS that includes a fourth server and tS CaLs, rather than the 

current premium version that includes SQL Server. 
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Configuring tS Remoteapps
Once you’ve installed the Terminal Services role, along with the Terminal Server role service, 
you’re ready to configure TS RemoteApps . TS RemoteApps gives users complete integration 
with their normal desktop while still having the power (and security) of running on the server . 
Instead of having users connect to a remote terminal server, open a full desktop, and then 
run the applications they need, TS RemoteApps allows users to run remote applications just 
as if they were running them locally, without opening up a separate desktop . The actual 
behavior is just like a regular application—when it needs to open an additional window, such 
as when you go to save a file, it automatically opens up a new window on your local workstation 
that has just the File Save dialog box in it . The user experience is virtually identical to that of a 
locally running application .

Applications can be published as  .rdp files or as  .msi files, allowing deployment through 
Group Policy . When installed with an  .msi file, they can even be set to take over the default 
extension of the application on the user’s workstation, enabling automatic launch . 

tS Remoteapp Manager
The TS RemoteApp Manager console (Remoteprograms .msc), shown in Figure 14-35, is used to 
manage remote applications . From here, you can define the various settings that control which 
applications are available, who can connect to them, and how they’re distributed and published .

FIGURE 14-35 The TS RemoteApp Manager console
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Configuring the tS Web access Computers Group
Because we’re going to be using TS Web Access to enable SharePoint to display and launch 
TS RemoteApps, we need to configure the local TS Web Access Computers group . This group 
lists the TS Web Access computers that will be allowed to connect to this TS RemoteApps 
server . To configure the local group, follow these steps:

 1. Open Server Manager if it isn’t open . (One way is to right-click on Computer in the 
Start menu, and select Manage from the list .)

 2. Expand Configuration in the left pane, expand Local Users And Groups, and select 
Groups, as shown in Figure 14-36 . 

FIGURE 14-36 Viewing the local groups in the Server Manager console

 3. Open TS Web Access Computers, and then click Add to open the Select Users, 
Computers, Or Groups dialog box, as shown in Figure 14-37 . 

FIGURE 14-37 The Select Users, Computers, Or Groups dialog box
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 4. Click Object Types, and then select Computers . Click OK to return to the Select Users, 
Computers, Or Groups dialog box . 

 5. Type the name of the Windows EBS fourth server (hp380-ebs-srv4 on our network) 
in the Enter The Object Names To Select text box, and then click OK to return to the 
TS Web Access Computers Group Properties dialog box with the server added to the 
group, as shown in Figure 14-38 . 

FIGURE 14-38 The group properties dialog box for the TS Web Access Computers group

 6. Click OK to close the dialog box and return to the Server Manager console . 

 7. Repeat steps 3 through 6, adding the name of the Management Server (hp380-ebs-mgt 
on our network) . 

 8. Open the TS RemoteApp Manager if it isn’t open, and verify that the Distribution With 
TS Web Access section now shows that the group is populated . 

adding applications to tS Remoteapps
When you create a RemoteApp, you can set how it is distributed and available . You can create 
an  .rdp file for it or a Windows Installer Package ( .msi) file . Windows Installer Packages can be 
distributed using Group Policy and have additional options as compared to  .rdp files .

To add applications to the list of available RemoteApp programs, follow these steps:

 1. Open the TS RemoteApp Manager if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Click Add RemoteApp Programs in the Actions pane to open the RemoteApp Wizard .

 3. Click Next to open the Choose Programs To Add To The RemoteApp Programs List 
page of the RemoteApp Wizard, as shown in Figure 14-39 . 
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FIGURE 14-39 The Choose Programs To Add To The RemoteApp Programs List page of the 
RemoteApp Wizard

 4. Select programs to make available remotely . You can add any programs you see in the list, 
or use the Browse button to locate the program’s executable file . For this example, we’ll 
choose Calculator, an admittedly simplistic example, along with a couple of other programs . 

 5. Click Properties to open the RemoteApp Properties dialog box, as shown in Figure 14-40 . 

FIGURE 14-40 The RemoteApp Properties dialog box for Calculator
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 6. Click OK, and then click Next to open the Review Settings page . Click Finish to add the 
applications to the list of available RemoteApps . 

Deploying with .rdp and .msi Files
You can easily deploy remote applications to specific computers on your network by creating 
 .rdp or  .msi files . Personally, we prefer using  .msi files because they can be pushed out using 
Group Policy, and you can control additional settings with them . You can also create a file 
share and allow users to self-deploy . To create a Windows Installer Package ( .msi) file, follow 
these steps:

 1. Open the TS RemoteApp Manager if it isn’t already open . 

 2. Select the application you want to create a package for in the RemoteApp Programs 
pane—we’re using Calculator again . 

 3. Click Create Windows Installer Package in the Actions pane to open the RemoteApp 
Wizard . 

 4. Click Next to open the Specify Package Settings page, as shown in Figure 14-41 .

FIGURE 14-41 The Specify Package Settings page of the RemoteApp Wizard

 5. Enter a location to save the package to . The default is C:\Program Files\Packaged 
Programs . 

 6. Change any Terminal Server, TS Gateway, or Certificate settings that need to be 
different for this application . Normally these don’t require changing in a Windows 
EBS environment . 

 7. Click Next to open the Configure Distribution Package page, as shown in Figure 14-42 . 
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FIGURE 14-42 The Configure Distribution Package page of the RemoteApp Wizard

 8. The default is to add the program to the Start menu folder Remote Programs . If this 
folder doesn’t already exist, it will be created as part of the installation . You can also 
choose to have the RemoteApp program automatically added to the user’s desktop . 
And you can have the remote application take over all the client extensions it would 
normally take over for the user’s computer . 

 9. Click Next, and then click Finish to create the Windows Installer Package . 

 10. Open a CMD or Windows PowerShell window as administrator and type the command net 
share RemoteApps="C:\Program Files\Packaged Programs", as shown in  Figure 14-43 . 

FIGURE 14-43 Making a network share for TS RemoteApp distribution files
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note Creating an .rdp file for deployment follows similar steps but has fewer options. 

You can’t have an RDp-deployed Remoteapp program take over the extensions on your 

local computer, for example. 

adding tS Remoteapps to Sharepoint
Windows EBS doesn’t automatically create a SharePoint site in the same way that SBS does, 
but if you followed Task 20 (“Configure SharePoint Services”) in Chapter 4, “Performing 
Post-Installation Tasks,” you should now have a blank SharePoint Web site up and running on 
your Management Server, as shown in Figure 14-44 . We’ll customize that site by adding TS 
RemoteApps on the front page of it . 

FIGURE 14-44 The default blank SharePoint site running on the Management Server

You can add links to TS RemoteApps programs to your Companyweb SharePoint site . This 
gives your users direct access to applications from their main Companyweb page . The process 
has five basic steps:

n Add the TS WebAccess role service on the Windows EBS Management Server .

n Add the missing  .NET Framework 3 .0 features .

n Register the Web Part as a safe control .
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n Create a folder to store the Web Part .

n Add the Web Part to Companyweb .

add tS Webaccess Role Service
The default installation on the Management Server includes the TS Licensing role service of 
Terminal Services, but it doesn’t include the TS WebAccess role service, so the first thing we 
need to do is add that role service, using the following steps:

 1. Open Server Manager from the Start menu .

 2. Expand Roles, and then click Terminal Services . 

 3. Select Add Role Services from the Action menu to open the Select Role Services page, 
as shown in Figure 14-45 . 

FIGURE 14-45 The Select Role Services page for the Terminal Services role

 4. Select TS Web Access, and then click Next to open the Confirm Installation Selections 
page .

 5. Click Install, and then click Close to return to Server Manager . Leave it open . We have 
one more task while we’re in Server Manager, and we usually don’t need to restart 
after adding TS Web Access to the Management Server .
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 6. Click Features in the left pane, and then select Add Features from the Action menu to 
open the Add Features Wizard . 

 7. Expand  .NET Framework 3 .0 Features (Installed), and then expand WCF Activation 
(Installed) . Select both HTTP Activation and Non-HTTP Activation (Installed), as shown 
in Figure 14-46 . 

FIGURE 14-46 The Select Features page of the Add Features Wizard

 8. Click Next, and then click Install to begin the installation .

 9. Click Close to close the Add Features Wizard, and then close Server Manager . 

Register the Web part as Safe
Next we need to register the Web Part we’re going to use as a safe control . This allows it to 
run without needing an elevated prompt . To register the Web Part, follow these steps:

 1. Open an elevated CMD or Windows PowerShell command prompt using Run As 
Administrator .

 2. Change to the directory where the configuration file for Companyweb is, and open 
Web .config in Notepad or your favorite plain-text editor, as shown in Figure 14-47 .

cd C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\wss\VirtualDirectories\EBS_Addin

notepad web.config
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FIGURE 14-47  Editing the web .config file for Companyweb

 3. In the web .config file, locate the <SafeControls> section of the file . At the end of the 
section of SafeControl Assembly entries, add the following line: 

<SafeControl Assembly="TSPortalWebPart, Version=6.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,  

PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35" Namespace="Microsoft.TerminalServices 

.Publishing.Portal" TypeName="*" Safe="True" AllowRemoteDesigner="True" />

note add this as a single line, with no line breaks. 

 4. Save the change and exit Notepad . Keep the elevated command prompt open . You’ll 
need it in the next section .

Important always make a copy of important files before editing them—just in case.

Create a Folder to Store the Web part
Now you need to create a folder to hold the Web Part and its images, and to give the 
 Network Services account full control of the folder . To do this, use the following steps:

 1. In the elevated command prompt from the previous section, type the following 
 command:

mkdir C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\wss\virtualdirectories\ebs_addin\sharepoint\

wpresources\TSPortalWebPart\6.0.0.0__31bf3856ad364e35\images

note Notice the two underscores after 6.0.0.0 in the preceding single command line.
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 2. Change directories to the parent folder of the images folder you just created:

cd C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\wss\virtualdirectories\ebs_addin\sharepoint\wpresources\

TSPortalWebPart\6.0.0.0__31bf3856ad364e35

 3. Give the Network Service account full control over the images folder you created in 
step 1: 

icacls images /grant NetworkService:F

 4. Close the elevated Windows PowerShell window if you see a success message, as 
shown in Figure 14-48 . 

FIGURE 14-48 The Windows PowerShell session for creating the images folder to hold our 
Web Part

add the Web part to Companyweb
Finally, the reason we’re doing all this—to add the Web Part to Companyweb, follow these 
steps:

 1. Open Companyweb with an account that has SharePoint Owner privileges . 

 2. Select Site Settings from the Site Actions menu to open the Site Settings page . 

note You’ll need to add http://Companyweb to the Intranet Sites in Windows Internet 

Explorer for this to work correctly. 

 3. Click Web Parts under the Galleries section to open the Web Part Gallery page, as 
shown in Figure 14-49 . 

http://Companyweb
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FIGURE 14-49  The Web Part Gallery page

 4. Click New to open the Web Part Gallery: New Web Parts page, scroll down to the bottom, 
and then select the Microsoft .TerminalServices .Publishing .Portal .TSPortalWebPart 
check box .

 5. Click Populate Gallery to add the Web Part and return to the Web Part Gallery . 

 6. Click Home to return to the main Companyweb page . 

 7. Select Edit Page from the Site Actions menu to open Companyweb in edit mode, as 
shown in Figure 14-50 .
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FIGURE 14-50 The Companyweb site, opened in edit mode

 8. In the Right section, click Add A Web Part to open the Add Web Parts To Right page . 
Scroll down to the Miscellaneous section, and select TSPortalWebPart . 

 9. Click Add to return to the Companyweb page in edit mode, with the Web Part added . 

 10. Drag the Web Part below the Site Image . 

 11. Click Edit in the upper-right corner of the Web Part, and then select Modify Shared 
Web Part to open the TS Web Access properties .

 12. Type the name of the fourth server to connect to in the Terminal Server Name field, 
and then click OK to close the properties of the Web Part . 

 13. Click Exit Edit Mode to return to the SharePoint site, with the application icons in the 
right pane, as shown in Figure 14-51 .
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FIGURE 14-51 The available TS RemoteApps automatically populate the SharePoint site . 

This just begins to scratch the surface of what you can do with SharePoint . The default 
installation is on your Management Server, but you may find that running SharePoint on your 
fourth server makes more sense if you’re running Windows EBS Premium . 

Summary

The Premium Edition of Windows EBS includes both 64-bit and 32-bit versions of Microsoft 
SQL Server 2008 Standard Edition and Windows Server 2008 Standard Edition, giving you the 
flexibility to choose the version you need to support your line-of-business applications . The 
full copy of Windows Server 2008 also gives you the ability to consolidate resources using 
Hyper-V virtualization and TS RemoteApps for display virtualization . 

In the next chapter, we cover the monitoring and reporting features that help maintain 
control of your Windows EBS network . 
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Windows Essential Business Server (EBS) 2008 includes Microsoft System Center 
Essentials . System Center Essentials is a complete system health applica-

tion  designed for small to midsize businesses that includes update management 
and  application deployment (covered in Chapter 9, “Managing Updates and Software 
 Deployment with System Center Essentials 2007”) as well as full-featured monitoring 
and reporting on the health of your network . 

In this chapter, we’ll focus on the health monitoring and reporting features of System 
Center Essentials . System Center Essentials gives you the ability to quickly see the overall 
health of your network and then drill down to look at individual computers or types of 
alerts . The System Center Essentials reporting features also let you look at the health of 
your network over time to see the trends . 

Another important feature of System Center Essentials that we really like is that it’s 
smart . In most areas, if you are looking at an error or event that you don’t recognize, 
there is a short description of what the problem is and usually a link to a Knowledge Base 
(KB) article describing the problem and corrections in greater detail . 

The Windows EBS Management Console

There are two basic monitoring tabs in the Windows EBS Administration Console: the 
System Health tab and the Computers And Devices tab . Each tab provides a view of the 
current state of Windows EBS .
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System health tab
The System Health tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console, as shown in Figure 15-1, 
provides a quick overview of the health of your Windows EBS network . Figure 15-1 shows a 
healthy network, with no active alerts or problems that would impede normal functioning . 

FIGURE 15-1 The System Health tab of the Windows EBS Administration Console, showing all 
 areas healthy

There are three basic areas monitored by the Health Monitor page of System Health:

n Log On To Domain, which monitors the Active Directory, Licensing, and other 
components that control domain logon

n Send And Receive E-Mail, which monitors Microsoft Exchange and the services that 
support it

n Internet Services, which monitors the Microsoft Firewall service on the Security Server 
and other components that support Internet connectivity

You can see the various services and components that are monitored in each section by 
clicking the plus (+) symbol at the far right of the section, as shown in Figure 15-2, for the 
Send And Receive E-Mail section .
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FIGURE 15-2 The Send And Receive E-Mail section expanded

If any of the monitored components is not normal, the icon at the left of the section will 
change to a red X, and if you expand the section, you’ll see the component that is in a critical 
state, as shown in Figure 15-3 . 
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FIGURE 15-3 The Send And Receive E-Mail section, with four components in a critical state

If any component or service is in a critical state, you can often fix it directly in the Win-
dows EBS Administration Console . For example, to restart the stopped services shown in 
Figure 15-3, you can directly open the Services console on the Messaging Server by clicking 
the Start Services Console link in the right pane, as shown in Figure 15-4 . 
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FIGURE 15-4 The Services console for the Messaging Server can be opened directly within the Windows 
EBS Administration Console .

This ability to both monitor and respond to events directly from the Windows EBS Admin-
istration Console is a key element of how Windows EBS works . The Management Server is 
directly responsible for managing all the elements of Windows EBS, and it can either manage 
it directly or allow you to open the management application or desktop from the remote 
server and display it on the Management Server desktop .

Computers and Devices tab
The Computers And Devices tab, as shown in Figure 15-5, shows the current status of the 
managed computers and devices on your Windows EBS network, including the computer’s IP 
address, update compliance, type of device, and any critical alerts recently received . 
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FIGURE 15-5 The Managed Computers And Devices page of the Computers And Devices tab

The Computers And Devices tab is different from the System Health tab, in that it doesn’t 
provide real-time monitoring but shows you if there have been any recent alerts . This enables 
you to quickly see if a computer or device has issued an alert recently, even if the state that 
caused the alert has cleared . 

From here, you can get details about an alert by double-clicking the server in the main 
pane or by clicking View Recent Alerts in the right pane to see all recent alerts on the net-
work . Either method takes you to System Center Essentials, which will be the focus of the rest 
of this chapter . 

System Center Essentials

System Center Essentials provides the essential functionality that you need to keep your 
Windows EBS network functioning well . System Center Essentials includes a combination of 
patch management, application deployment, real-time monitoring, and historical reporting . 
The patch-management and application-deployment functionality has already been covered 
in Chapter 9, but here we’re focusing on the monitoring and reporting functionality that not 
only allows you to see the current status of your network but to understand how the network 
has functioned over time . This gives you the ability to see trends and anticipate problems 
before they become emergencies—in other words, to be proactive instead of reactive . 
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Covering all the features and settings of System Center Essentials could easily fill an entire 
book—certainly more than we have space for here . But the good news is that System Center 
Essentials has a consistent interface that allows you to easily discover new features and abilities . 
Once you’ve learned how to drill down to the details of a particular alert, for example, you’ve 
pretty much figured out how to drill down to any alert . And from there, it’s not a big stretch 
to discover you can drill down to the details on a particular computer to see the alerts for 
that particular computer, along with the update status, agent status pending deployments, 
and so on . 

Monitoring
System Center Essentials monitors all the computers in your Windows EBS network, along 
with managed devices and applications . To get a quick overview of the current state of your 
Windows EBS network, open System Center Essentials and click the Monitoring navigation 
button to display the Overview page shown in Figure 15-6 . 

FIGURE 15-6 The Monitoring Overview page of System Center Essentials

The Overview page is a good place to start to see the health of the entire network at a 
glance . From here you have links to active alerts, the computers being monitored, and 
distributed applications . You also have links to online documentation, Help, and videos 
covering the key concepts of System Center Essentials . 
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State
The Overview page of the Monitoring view of System Center Essentials gives us a quick look 
at the overall state of the computers on your network . In Figure 15-6 you see one computer 
in a critical state (red) and another in a warning state (yellow) . To drill down and find the 
details of the critical state use the following steps:

note the steps in this section, and in the rest of this chapter, are representative of the 

steps used for a particular task but may not be exactly what you see on your Windows EBS 

Management Server because you will likely have a different set of alerts, applications, and 

computers on your network. 

 1. From the Monitoring Overview page, shown previously in Figure 15-6, click the red 
 numeral in the Computers line of the State section to open the All Computers In 
A Critical State view, as shown in Figure 15-7 . 

FIGURE 15-7 The All Computers In A Critical State view

 2. To see the details of a critical state, double-click the state to open the Health Explorer 
for the computer that has the critical state .

 3. Select the lowest-level critical state, as shown in Figure 15-8, to see a summary of the 
cause of the critical state and possible resolutions . 
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FIGURE 15-8 The Health Explorer for a computer with a critical state

Recalculate health
When you have the Health Explorer open, as shown previously in Figure 15-8, you 
can  recalculate the health of the particular counter to get an updated status for the 
health counter . To update the calculation, follow these steps:

 1. Select the counter or event you want to recalculate in the Health Explorer . 

 2. Click Recalculate Health on the menu bar to open the Recalculate Health dialog box, 
as shown in Figure 15-9 . 

FIGURE 15-9 The Recalculate Health dialog box
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 3. Click Yes to begin the recalculation . When the recalculation is complete, click Close to 
return to the Health Explorer, now showing the changed status, as shown in Figure 15-10 . 

FIGURE 15-10 The Health Explorer after recalculating the health of a computer

Overrides
Over time, you are likely to have some health messages that you decide are “normal” for your 
environment . You could just ignore them, but this tends to prevent you from easily identify-
ing when a real problem is detected . Instead, you can override the default behavior by either 
changing the threshold for the alert or disabling it—that is, telling System Center Essentials to 
ignore that particular alert . 

The first choice should always be to change the threshold to one that does not trigger an 
alert for normal operation but will cause an alert in the event of an actual change in behavior . 

Where you can’t configure a threshold that meets this requirement, you can disable the 
alert entirely . Disabling the alert, however, means you won’t see warnings or alerts associated 
with that particular alert, and if something is seriously wrong, it will be hidden until it starts to 
cause other issues that trigger alerts . 
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To set an override that changes the threshold for an event, use the following steps:

 1. Open System Center Essentials if it isn’t already open, and click Monitoring .

 2. Click the red numeral on the Computers line of the State section to open the All 
Computers In A Critical State window . 

 3. Select the critical state for the computer you want to modify, and then select Health 
Explorer from the State Actions section of the Actions menu to open the Health 
Explorer for the computer .

 4. Select the event for which you want to create a threshold override in the Health Ex-
plorer, and then click Properties in the menu bar to open the Data Warehouse Event 
Data Collection Event State Properties dialog box, as shown in Figure 15-11 . 

FIGURE 15-11 The Data Warehouse Event Data Collection Event State Properties dialog box

 5. Click the Overrides tab to see a list of monitors, diagnostics, or recoveries that apply 
to the object you’ve selected, as shown in Figure 15-12 . As shown here, there is usually 
only a single object in the list . 
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FIGURE 15-12 The Overrides tab of the Data Warehouse Event Data Collection Event State 
Properties dialog box

 6. Click Override, and then select For The Object <Computername> from the list of 
 targets to open the Override Properties dialog box, as shown in Figure 15-13 . 
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FIGURE 15-13 The Override Properties dialog box for the Data Warehouse Event Data Collection 
Event State

 7. Select the box next to Allowed Processing Delay, and then change the Override Setting 
to double the amount of time allowed, as shown in Figure 15-14 . 
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FIGURE 15-14 The Allowed Processing Delay value has been doubled .

 8. Select the box next to Watch Window, and then increase the Override Setting to 450 
to allow sufficient time for the processing to be monitored . 

 9. Click Apply to implement the change, as shown in Figure 15-15 . 
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FIGURE 15-15 The changes to Watch Window and Allowed Processing Delay have been applied .

 10. Click OK, and then click Close to return to the Health Explorer . Click Recalculate 
Health to see the health state for the computer with the new value in place, as 
shown in Figure 15-16 . 
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FIGURE 15-16 The health of the Management Server has been recalculated with the new 
 threshold in place .

 11. To see a list of overrides that apply to a particular monitor, select the monitor in the 
Health Explorer, click Overrides, select Summary, and then select For The Monitor, as 
shown in Figure 15-17 . 
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FIGURE 15-17 Viewing the overrides that apply to a monitor

 12. The Overrides Summary window, as shown in Figure 15-18, lists the changes to the 
default behavior that affect the object selected .

FIGURE 15-18 The Overrides Summary dialog box for the Data Warehouse Event Data Collection 
Event State Monitor
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 13. From the Overrides Summary page, you can delete an override or click Edit to open up 
the properties of the override to change the values or to revert to the default . 

To disable a monitor, follow these steps:

 1. Open System Center Essentials if it isn’t already open, and click Monitoring .

 2. Click the red numeral on the Computers line of the State section to open the All 
C omputers In A Critical State window . 

 3. Select the critical state for the computer you want to modify, and then select Health 
Explorer from the State Actions section of the Actions menu to open the Health 
Exp lorer for the computer .

 4. Select the event or monitor you want to disable, as shown in Figure 15-19 . 

FIGURE 15-19 The Content Synchronization monitor is in a critical state .

 5. As shown in Figure 15-19, the Content Synchronization failed . Because we know this is 
fairly normal on our test network, which gets started and stopped regularly, we’re going 
to disable this particular alert . We’ll manually synchronize when we need to, and we’ll 
make sure that even though this is a test network, the override is documented . 
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 6. First, let’s view the actual alert to see the details and make sure this really is a known 
issue . Right-click Content Synchronization – WSUS (WSUS 3 .0 Server), and then select 
View Events For WSUS from the menu to open the Alerts window, as shown in 
Figure 15-20 . 

FIGURE 15-20 The Alerts window for the Content Synchronization alert on the Management 
Server

 7. From the alert, we can see that the alert occurred most recently at approximately 
4 A .M ., when we happen to know our network goes down for automated, routine 
maintenance . Okay, this is a good candidate for disabling the alert, especially because 
it’s easy to trigger a manual synchronization whenever we need to . 

 8. Select Disable The Monitor from the Overrides menu, as shown in Figure 15-21, and 
then click Yes at the confirmation prompt . 
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FIGURE 15-21 Disabling the monitor from the Alerts window

 9. Close the Alerts window to return to the Health Explorer, click Recalculate Health, and 
then click Refresh to view the result, as shown in Figure 15-22 . 
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FIGURE 15-22 With Overrides enabled, Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) appears to have 
a clean bill of health .

 10. To see any overrides on WSUS, click Overrides, select Summary, and then select For 
The Object: WSUS to open the Overrides Summary window, as shown in Figure 15-23 . 

FIGURE 15-23 The Overrides Summary window for the WSUS object
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 11. To remove the override, select it in the Overrides Summary window, and then click 
Delete . There is no prompt for confirmation; the override is removed . 

 12. Click Close to return to the Health Explorer for WSUS . Close the Health Explorer, and 
then close the All Computers In A Critical State window to return to the main System 
Center Essentials Monitoring Overview window . The State section now shows no 
computers in a critical state . 

alerts
Alerts are the “in your face” of network management . They are discrete events, they often 
indicate problems, and there is generally a specific action you can take to respond to the 
alert . With System Center Essentials, you can see alerts from many different views, and you 
can see not only currently active alerts but alerts that have occurred in the recent past . This 
allows you to easily monitor the events on a computer . Let’s use the Computers view of 
System Center Essentials to look at alerts that have happened on the Management Server, 
using the following steps:

 1. Open System Center Essentials if it isn’t already open .

 2. Click the Computers button in the navigation pane to open the Computers Overview, 
as shown in Figure 15-24 . 

FIGURE 15-24 The Overview page of the Computers view of System Center Essentials
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 3. You can change the Overview page to see only the computers from a particular group 
by selecting that group from the Choose Group drop-down list . The default view is All 
Computers, as shown in Figure 15-24 . 

 4. In the Monitoring Status section, click Computers With Active Alerts to open the Active 
Alerts window, as shown in Figure 15-25 . 

FIGURE 15-25 The Active Alerts window

 5. There are 29 active alerts showing that are rated critical, most of them against the 
Security Server . 

In the Alert Details pane, you can see the specific details of each alert . From there 
either drill down to the computer involved or see more details on the rule that created 
the alert . 

 6. Click the Alert Rule in the Alert Details pane to open the properties dialog box for the 
specific alert, as shown in Figure 15-26 . 
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FIGURE 15-26 The properties dialog box for the No DNS Servers Could Be Retrieved From 
Network Adapter rule

The properties dialog box for a rule includes five tabs with details about the rule . The 
tabs are:

 General Includes the rule name, description, category, and rule target . 

 Configuration Includes the data source, condition, and responses that make 
up the rule . You can view the specifics of any of these by clicking the View button . 
The data source for the rule includes the expression used to generate the event, as 
shown in Figure 15-27 .  
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FIGURE 15-27 The expression for the No DNS Servers Could Be Retrieved From Network 
Adapter rule

 Product knowledge Includes specific information or links to external 
 knowledge sources from the creator of the management pack for this rule . 

 Company knowledge Includes a place to add specific knowledge about this 
alert in your environment . 

 Overrides Includes links to disable, override, or view a summary of existing 
 overrides applied to the specific rule .

 7. Click Close to return to the Active Alerts window . 

 8. Click Close Alert to remove the alert and mark the status as Closed . If you close an alert 
that is still active, it will close and then return as a new alert the next time the event 
occurs or the monitor is polled . 

note You can select multiple alerts and close them all at once. Use Ctrl+Click or 

Shift+Click to select the alerts, and then select Close alert from the actions menu. 
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real World Using Computer Groups

By default, Windows EBS creates three Computer Groups in System Center Es-

sentials: all Clients, all Servers, and all Computers. this is a good starting point, 

but we think there are some useful additional groupings you can make in most real 

environments. For example, we like to have a group that includes all laptops since 

these tend to be out of communication with the Management Server more often, 

and for longer periods. By having them in their own group, it’s easier to manage the 

spurious alerts that this generates. 

another useful group we use is our test Network group. this is a subset of our Virtual 

Machines group and includes all the virtual machines we use for our test environment. 

We know that these computers will have lots of weird alerts and monitoring events 

because they’re regularly rebooted or shut down for extended periods. 

Reporting
The reporting capability of System Center Essentials gives you the ability to find and report 
on just about anything you can imagine you’d like a report on . We almost expect it to have a 
report on the number of eggs eaten for breakfast in the last month across the enterprise . 

Generating a report is a three-step process:

n Find the right report . 

n Set the parameters for the report .

n Run the report .

The hardest part of this process is actually finding the report you want to run . There are so 
many to choose from that the best answer is to poke around and try several reports until you 
get a better idea of which ones are out there . 

Finding the Right Report
The first step to getting a report is to find it in the list of reports . There are application-
specific groups of reports, such as those for Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Exchange, and 
Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG), and more-generalized groups 
of reports such as Essentials Reports, Microsoft Generic Report Library, and Microsoft ODR 
Report Library . 
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The starting point for finding a report is to click the Reporting button in the navigation 
pane of System Center Essentials . This opens the Reporting view, as shown in Figure 15-28 . 

FIGURE 15-28 The Overview page of the Reporting view of System Center Essentials

By looking at some of the reports that are available, we’ll start seeing the wealth of 
information we can report on . Let’s start by getting a couple of hardware reports by using 
the following steps:

 1. Open System Center Essentials if it isn’t already open, and select the Reporting view, as 
shown previously in Figure 15-28 .

 2. Click Essentials Reports to see a list of reports created specifically for System Center 
Essentials in the left pane .

 3. Click Hardware Inventory in the center pane of System Center Essentials, and then click 
Open to open the Hardware Inventory window, as shown in Figure 15-29 . 
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FIGURE 15-29 The Hardware Inventory report configuration page 

 4. Select one or more computers . We’ve chosen a client computer here, running as a 
Hyper-V virtual machine . 

 5. Click Run to run the report with the parameters selected . The resulting report is shown 
in Figure 15-30 .

 

FIGURE 15-30 The Hardware Inventory report
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 6. Click the Document Map button  to hide the left pane of the report .

 7. Close the Hardware Inventory Report, and then select Hardware Summary in the Name 
pane of the Essentials Reports list .

 8. Click Open, and then select All Servers as the computer group from the drop-down list 
in the parameters window, as shown in Figure 15-31 . 

FIGURE 15-31 The parameters window for the Hardware Summary report

 9. Click Run to run the Hardware Summary report for all servers on the network . 

Another useful set of reports is the Microsoft Operational Data Reports (ODR) Report 
Library . These reports are preconfigured and run automatically when you select them and 
then click Open . We especially like the Most Common Alerts Report, which is preconfigured 
for reporting the alerts of the last seven days . 

The Microsoft Generic Report Library has general-purpose reports of events, overrides, 
health, and so on . This is usually a good place to start when trying to find a general report on 
your overall network, as opposed to a report about a specific area or application .

Setting Report parameters
The key to getting meaningful information out of any of the available reports is to set the 
parameters for the report to extract the information you want without a lot of information 
that distracts from the desired result . To get a report of system health, follow these steps:

 1. Open System Center Essentials if it isn’t already open, and then select the Reporting 
view .

 2. Click Microsoft Generic Report Library to see a list of generic reports, as shown in 
 Figure 15-32 . 
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FIGURE 15-32 The Microsoft Generic Report Library has 16 generally useful reports about the 
state of your network .

 3. Click Health in the Name field, and then click Open in the Actions pane to open the 
Health report parameters dialog box, as shown in Figure 15-33 . 

FIGURE 15-33 The parameters dialog box for the Health report
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 4. Set the parameters for the report . In the From field, choose a previous week, for 
example, by selecting Sunday Previous Week if today is Sunday . Leave Today in the To 
field . 

 5. In the Objects section, click Add Group to open the Add Object dialog box, as shown 
in Figure 15-34 . 

FIGURE 15-34 The Add Object dialog box

 6. Select Contains from the drop-down list, type All Computers in the Object Name 
field, and then click Search . 
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 7. Select All Computers, and then click Add to add the All Computers group, as shown in 
Figure 15-35 . 

FIGURE 15-35 The All Computers group has been selected .

 8. Click OK to return to the parameters window, and then click Run to generate the 
report, as shown in Figure 15-36 . 
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FIGURE 15-36 The Availability Report for the past week

 9. This report shows 82 .36 percent downtime on our Management Server . Not good . 
But does that mean the server was actually down and unavailable over 80 percent of 
the time? No, it doesn’t . What it means is that the server was in a critical state for over 
80 percent of the time . Ah, a problem with one of the monitoring parameters . 

 10. Click the Windows Computer: <Computername> link for the Management Server to 
open the Monitor Availability Report for the server, as shown in Figure 15-37 . 
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FIGURE 15-37 The Monitor Availability Report for the Management Server

 11. Scroll down and you can see that there are three types of monitors: Performance, 
Availability, and Security . Click Availability to drill down further to see the Availability 
monitor portion of the report, as shown in Figure 15-38 . 
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FIGURE 15-38 The Availability rollup monitor report

 12. Click the plus sign (+) to the left of the Windows Computer Role Health Rollup section 
to see more options for drilling down, as shown in Figure 15-39 . 
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FIGURE 15-39 The additional views and reports available on the Windows Computer Role Health 
Rollup report

  13. From here you can click Event View to see a list of related events in the time period 
covered . 

 14. Continue to drill down to more-specific detail as needed to get the information on 
related events .

As you can see, the overall reports provide an aggregate view initially, but you can  continue 
to get more and more detail on specific areas of the report as necessary and appropriate . 
Although the aggregate report can provide some useful information, to actually find the real 
cause of problems, you’ll need to drill down to get more details . System Center Essentials makes 
that process easy . 

At any point in the reporting process, you can choose to export the current report either 
to an Adobe Acrobat ( .pdf) file or to Microsoft Office Excel for further manipulation, as shown 
in Figure 15-40 . Excel files have active links that allow you to connect back into the System 
Center Essentials reporting engine .
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FIGURE 15-40 You can export reports to Excel without losing the active link to the System Center Es-
sentials reporting engine .

administration
The default settings for System Center Essentials as configured by Windows EBS are generally 
quite good and save a good deal of time compared to setting up System Center Essentials 
from scratch . If you need to, however, you can easily customize the settings or add additional 
management packs, set up notifications, and make other administrative changes as required . 
To open the Administration module of System Center Essentials, as shown in Figure 15-41, 
select Administration from the Go menu . 
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FIGURE 15-41 The Overview page of the Administration view for System Center Essentials

Settings
There are a number of settings you can modify to control the details of how System Center 
Essentials works . Table 15-1 shows the settings that are available . 

TABLE 15-1 System Center Essentials administration settings

SETTING VALUE DESCRIPTION

Client Heartbeat 60 seconds The interval between heartbeats from the client 
agents to the server .

Alerts Closed – 255 The resolution state and the ID associated with it . You 
can add additional resolution states as appropriate for 
your environment and reporting needs .

New – 0

Database Grooming 7 days Removes unnecessary data from the System Center 
Essentials database to maintain performance . The 
 default is seven days except for Performance Signature 
data, whose default is two days .

Notification None By default, notifications are turned off . You can enable 
e-mail, instant messaging, or Short Message Service 
notifications or create a custom notification command .
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TABLE 15-1 System Center Essentials administration settings

SETTING VALUE DESCRIPTION

Privacy Controls Customer Experience Improvement Program, 
Operational Data Reports, Error Reporting, and Error 
Transmission settings, giving you full control over 
what information is transmitted to Microsoft .

Reporting The database used to store System Center Essentials 
information . 

Users Administrators The users who have access to System Center  Essentials .

Server Heartbeat 3 The number of missed heartbeats allowed from an 
agent .

Security Auto-approve Controls whether manually installed agents 
are allowed, and if allowed, whether they are 
 auto approved or require review and approval 
 before being accepted .

Scheduled Discovery 3:00 A .M . Allows or disallows automatic discovery of new computers 
and the time of day to run the discovery process .

Daily Health Report Yes Configures the e-mail settings for the daily health 
report, if enabled .

Update Management – 
Proxy Server

Yes Automatically configured to the Security Server as the 
proxy server .

Update Management – 
Products and Classifi-
cations

The products for which WSUS will download updates, 
and the types of updates it will download . By default, 
all products are covered, but not all types of updates 
are downloaded . 

Update Management –
Update Files and 
 Languages

Where updates are stored, and what languages are 
downloaded . By default, only the current Locale is 
downloaded, and updates are stored on the server for 
approved updates only .

Update Management 
– Synchronization 
Schedule

3:30 A .M . Time of day to automatically synchronize the updates 
from Microsoft Update .

Update Management – 
Auto-Approvals

Yes Controls the rules used for autoapproval of updates .
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System Center Essentials on Windows EBS comes with 84 management packs by default, 
but you can add additional management packs as appropriate for applications and hardware 
you have on your network . Management packs are included with most Microsoft server appli-
cations, and many third-party hardware and software manufacturers have Microsoft System 
Center management packs available as well . You can also create your own custom manage-
ment packs that are tailored to the specifics of your environment . 

more Info  For a list of System Center Operations Manager tools and utilities, see 

http://technet .microsoft.com/en-us/opsmgr/bb625978.aspx. 

See also the System Center Operations Manager techCenter at: http://technet.microsoft

.com/en-us/opsmgr/default.aspx.

Summary

In this chapter we’ve covered the basics of monitoring and reporting in Windows Essential 
Business Server . Windows EBS includes a full copy of Microsoft System Center Essentials, the 
powerful and extremely flexible System Center application that includes detailed monitoring 
and reporting capabilities . 

http://technet
http://technet.microsoft
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Messaging Server support, 113

Domain network location, 476
domains

adding names, 520–523
checking network environment, 84–85
Default Domain Policy GPO, 281
GPO support, 278, 285
joining, 78–79, 103, 111, 113, 340
naming considerations, 79
readiness checks, 47
real-world considerations, 37

Downloads folder, 299
DPM (Data Protection Manager), 19, 349, 372
DSM (Device Specific Module), 469
DVD-ROM

minimum requirements, 14
new Group Policy settings, 288
Windows Server Backup support, 348

dynamic distribution groups
creating, 517–520
defined, 514

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol . See DHCP 
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol)

dynamic updates, 48
dynamically expanding disks, 642

E
EBS Configuration Store . See Configuration Store
EBS Planning Wizard . See Planning Wizard
EBS Preparation Wizard . See Preparation Wizard
Edge Transport server role

functionality, 9, 599
Security Server support, 110, 599

EdgeSync . See Microsoft Exchange EdgeSync
EFS (Encrypted File System), 459
e-mail . See also mailboxes

adding domain names, 520–523
anti-malware support, 190, 192
anti-spam support, 191–193
backing up servers, 64
enabling existing contacts, 507–510
forwarding, 106–107, 111

FSE services, 526
keyword substitution macros, 553–554
managing distribution lists, 513–520
publishing rules, 126
RWW support, 239
Security Server support, 9
Send And Receive E-Mail workload, 186–187
setting up, 203
SPF record support, 153
suspicious file attachments, 159

e-mail addresses
adding, 496–498
changing default, 500–501
keyword substitution macros, 553–554

e-mail gateway
deployment considerations, 61
setting, 61, 106

EMC NetWorker application, 349, 372
EML files, 555
Encrypted File System (EFS), 459
encryption

BitLocker Drive Encryption, 468
new Group Policy settings, 291

Enterprise Administrator group, 340
enterprise CA

configuring clients, 252–256
installing root certificate, 250

environment, network . See network 
environment

error recovery
handling setup failures, 115
installations, 114

error reporting
choosing methods, 95
GPO support, 282
health scans, 41
new Group Policy settings, 292
Preparation Wizard support, 34
system policy rules, 578

Essential Business Server Error Reporting and Data 
Collection GPO, 282

Essentials Base Rule, 404
Essentials Reports, 708
evaluating in test environment, 27–28
Event Log, 449
Event Viewer

Server Manager support, 440
starting, 135, 188, 200
viewing related events, 718

Exchange Active Directory Topology service, 186
Exchange ADAM service, 187
Exchange File Distribution service, 186
Exchange Information Store service, 187
Exchange Intelligent Message filter, 110
Exchange Mail Submission service, 187
Exchange Mailbox Assistants service, 187
Exchange Management Console

adding additional addresses, 496–498
adding e-mail domain names, 520–523
adding new mail-enabled contacts, 511–512
adding users to distribution groups, 517
Administration Console link, 5, 201
changing default mailbox addresses, 500–501
creating distribution groups, 514–516
creating dynamic distribution groups, 517–520
enabling forwarding, 505–507
mail-enabling existing contacts, 508–510
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managing mailboxes, 496
moving OAB generation, 161–162
New Mailbox Wizard, 160
setting limits, 505
setting permissions, 502–503
Windows PowerShell and, 499–500

Exchange Management Shell
Add-ADPermission cmdlet, 504
adding additional addresses, 498
adding new mail-enabled contacts, 513
Add-MailboxPermission cmdlet, 503
changing default mailbox addresses, 501
creating distribution groups, 516
creating dynamic distribution groups, 520
enabling forwarding, 507
Export-Mailbox cmdlet, 160
functionality, 499–500
Import-Mailbox cmdlet, 160
New-DistributionGroup cmdlet, 516, 520
New-Mailbox cmdlet, 160
New-MailContact cmdlet, 508
Set-EmailAddressPolicy cmdlet, 161
Set-Mailbox cmdlet, 498, 501, 507, 513
Set-MailboxDatabase cmdlet, 370
setting limits, 505
setting permissions, 503–504

Exchange Management Tools for Exchange Server 
2007, 160

Exchange RPC Server, 599
Exchange Server . See also FSE Server

AD DS support, 459
adding e-mail domain names, 520–523
checking network environment, 85
connecting Outlook clients, 165
Connector settings, 111, 114
decommissioning, 164
e-mail gateway settings, 61
Exchange Management Tools, 160
functionality, 1
health check, 41, 47
installing management tools, 97
licensing requirements, 6
migrating mailboxes, 156–165
migrating recipient policies, 160–161
replicating public folders, 162–163
restoring, 370–371

Exchange Server 2007 Client Access Role
functionality, 10
Messaging Server support, 113

Exchange Server 2007 Hub Transport Role
functionality, 10
Messaging Server support, 113

Exchange Server 2007 Mailbox Role
functionality, 10
Messaging Server support, 113

Exchange Service Host service, 187
Exchange System Attendant service, 187
Exchange Team Blog, 499
Exchange Transport service, 186–187
executable files, 182–183
ExMerge .exe utility, 160
Export Configuration Wizard, 114, 235–236
exporting

configurations, 114, 148–149
reports, 718
root certificates, 252

Export-Mailbox cmdlet, 160
External Web listener, 591–594

F
Failover Clustering feature

administration tools, 471
Application Server support, 461
functionality, 438

Favorites folder, 296, 299
Fax Server

administration tools, 471
roles and services, 462

Feature Configuration Wizard
accessing, 380
functionality, 380–381
post-installation tasks, 151
Proxy Server page, 151

features
Add Features Wizard, 130, 350–352, 450, 465–466
Add Roles Wizard, 458
adding, 450, 465–467
administration tools, 471
defined, 438
Remove Features Wizard, 450, 465, 467
removing, 450, 465–467
reviewing, 467–474

Federation Service, 460
Federation Service Proxy, 460
File Administrators role, 551
File Recipients role, 551
File Sender role, 551
File Server Resource Manager, 462, 471
File Server role, 97, 462
File Services

administration tools, 471
Failover Clustering feature, 438
roles and services, 462

File Sharing feature, 475, 478
files

filtering, 540–541
RDC support, 470
recovering, 366–367
replicating, 45, 462
sharing, 475

filter set templates
creating, 533–540
editing, 533–536
filter lists, 536–540
viewing, 532

filtering
content, 534, 542–543
file, 540–541
filter set templates, 532–540
FSE support, 531
incident reports, 555
keyword, 533, 543–549
via management packs, 6
worm purging, 549

Firewall Client software
defined, 605
feature comparison table, 606
updating/installing, 606–607

firewall policy rules
access rules, 571, 573–575
authentication, 609
configuring, 126–130
default allow-type, 126–129
Forefront TMG support, 568, 570–575, 607–610
importing, 48, 129–130

migration considerations, 564
modifying, 110
ordering, 609–610
processing inbound requests, 608
processing outbound requests, 608
recording, 55–56
restoring default, 194
server publishing rules, 572, 599–605
types supported, 571–575
Web access policy, 580
Web publishing rules, 572–573, 592–593

firewalls . See also Forefront TMG; Windows Firewall
creating exceptions, 151, 381
deployment considerations, 31
file sharing and, 478
Forefront TMG considerations, 53
installation preparations, 64, 108–110
internal addresses, 81, 104
Messaging Server support, 114
monitoring security, 191
providing information, 51
Remote Desktop exceptions, 76
replacing, 52–53
saving settings, 194
Security Server support, 8, 53–54, 111
selecting options, 82
single-subnet networks, 21–22
system policy rules, 579

fixed-size disks, 642
Flexible Single Master Operation (FSMO), 84, 171
folder redirection

advantages, 299–300
configuring, 302–307
configuring Settings tab options, 306–307
configuring target folder location, 305
Follow The Documents Folder setting, 304
functionality, 203, 299, 301
GPO support, 282
Group Policy support, 299
migrating folders, 310, 328–334
moving manually, 166
user accounts, 203, 210–211
verifying, 334

Folder Redirection Group Policy, 210, 282, 302, 328
folders . See also folder redirection; shared folders

home, 307, 309
public, 156, 162–163
recovering, 366–367
storing Web Part, 675, 677–678
user profile changes, 296–297

ForcePass switch, 49
Forefront Security for Exchange Server . See FSE Server
Forefront Server Security Administrator . See FSSA
Forefront TMG (Threat Management Gateway)

Administration Console link, 5, 201
attaching certificates, 257
changing RWW remote access URL, 268–269
client types supported, 605–607
Create Site-To-Site Connection Wizard, 194
firewall considerations, 53, 129
firewall policy rules, 568, 570–575, 607–610
functionality, 2, 9, 563–564
HTTP malware inspection, 614–623
installing on Management Server, 97
licensing requirements, 6
Messaging Server support, 114
network definitions, 567
network rules, 125–126, 568–569
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New Web Publishing Rule Wizard, 194
publishing rules, 126
reporting support, 708
restoring, 371
rule types supported, 568–579
Security Server support, 8, 52, 56, 110–111
server publishing, 599–605
subnet support, 121
system policy rules, 568, 575–579
viewing recent alerts, 194
viewing weekly usage report, 194
Web access policy, 194, 579–589
Web caching, 610–614
Web publishing, 590–599

Forefront TMG clients
feature comparison table, 606
Firewall Client software, 605–607
SecureNAT clients, 605–606
Web proxy clients, 605–606

Forefront TMG console
configuring Web caching, 611–614
creating protocol definitions, 600–601
creating Web listeners, 594
depicted, 565
malware inspection delivery methods, 621–623
malware inspection exceptions, 619–620
malware inspection updates, 616–617
New Web Publishing Rule Wizard, 596
opening, 565

forests
Log On To Domain workload, 185
OU support, 278
readiness checks, 48

forward caching, 611
forward zones

adding CNAME records, 132
creating secondary, 134–135

forwarding e-mail
enabling, 505–507
Security Server support, 106–107, 111

fourth server
Hyper-V support, 626, 631–645
possible uses for, 626
SQL Server 2008, 626, 645–659
Terminal Services, 626, 659–681
virtualization host, 626–630
Windows EBS Premium Edition support, 625

FQDN (fully qualified domain name)
configuring public DNS, 244
firewall policy rules, 608–609
naming servers, 80

FSCController service, 526
FSCMonitor service, 526
FSCRealtimeScanner service, 526
FSCStatisticsService, 526
FSCTransportScanner service, 526
FSE Multiple Engine Manager (MEM), 530
FSE Server

accessing quarantined files, 159
e-mail anti-malware support, 190, 192
filtering, 531–549
functionality, 1, 10
Messaging Server support, 113
moving mailboxes, 159
notifications, 550–557
options, 558–561
reporting, 550–557
SAN storage support, 130

scan jobs, 531
scanner updates, 557–558
scanning bias, 530
scanning engines, 530
templates, 531, 549–550

FSEIMC service, 526
FSEMailPickup service, 526
FSMO (Flexible Single Master Operation), 84, 171
FSSA (Forefront Server Security Administrator)

content filtering, 542–543
depicted, 526
enabling templates, 549–550
file filtering, 540–541
File menu, 532
filter set templates, 532–540
filtering incident reports, 555
functionality, 526
General Options, 529, 558–559
keyword filtering, 543–549
manipulating administrator roles, 552–553
quarantine support, 556–557
scanner updates, 557–558
Shuttle Navigator, 527–528
user interface, 527
viewing templates, 532
Work pane, 527–528

FTP Management console, 465
FTP publishing tools, 465
FTP servers, 465, 599, 605
full backups, 348, 354
fully qualified domain name . See FQDN (fully 

 qualified domain name)

G
GCMT (Guided Configuration and Migration Tasks) 

window
activate the servers task, 152–153
assign client access licenses task, 175–178
configure certificate settings for RWW, 156
configure DNS for RWW, 155–156
configure DNS Sender ID task, 153–155
configure firewall rules task, 126–130
configure management tools task, 151
configure SAN storage task, 130–131
configure SharePoint Services task, 171–173
configure site-to-site VPN task, 123–126
configure software update rules task, 169–170, 389
configure subnets task, 121–123
depicted, 100
discover computers and devices task, 166–168
functionality, 30, 32–33
migrate DHCP task, 140–151
migrate DNS task, 131–140
migrate Exchange Server mailboxes, 156–165
move Active Directory roles task, 171
move the user scripts and profiles task, 166
opening manually, 118
post-installation tasks, 118–120
System Center Essentials wizards, 380
Taskstore .config file, 119–121

global catalogs
installation requirements, 20
Messaging Server support, 114

GPMC . See Group Policy Management Console 
(GPMC)

GPOs (Group Policy objects)
Administrative Templates, 280
applying settings, 279
built-in, 281–282
Computer Configuration settings, 279
computer discovery, 385
creating, 151, 381
defined, 278
disabling LLMNR, 478
folder redirection settings, 329–330

Group Policy Preferences, 279
local, 282–284
managing, 278
path settings, 210
pointing to new script locations, 319–320
pointing to new shared folders, 331–334
Policies section, 279
Preferences section, 279
processing order, 285
scripts attached to, 317
Starter, 281
UAC policy settings, 485
User Configuration settings, 279

Group Policy
AD DS support, 459
configuring settings, 214
defined, 278
disabling LLMNR, 478
Folder Redirection Group Policy, 210
logoff scripts, 292
logon scripts, 292
MSI file support, 672
network location settings and, 476
new Windows Server 2008 settings, 286–292
shutdown scripts, 293
startup scripts, 293
TS user profiles, 308
UAC policy settings, 484–485

Group Policy Management Console (GPMC)
depicted, 278
functionality, 468
Starter GPOs, 281
starting, 215, 278

Group Policy objects . See GPOs (Group Policy objects)
Group Policy Results Wizard

accessing, 314
Computer Selection page, 315
depicted, 314
introduction page, 315
Summary Of Selections page, 315
User Selection page, 315

groups . See also distribution groups; security groups
assigning user accounts, 203
changing properties, 214, 216–218
computer, 399, 405
creating, 215
manipulating membership, 214
removing, 216
viewing membership, 214

Guided Configuration and Migration Tasks . See 
GCMT window

H
hard disks

initializing, 93
installation preparations, 64
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Ip addresses

new Group Policy settings, 287–288
recommended configuration, 13
Windows Server Backup support, 348

hardware requirements
additional recommendations, 14
DVD-ROM, 14
hard disk, 13
Hyper-V server role, 15
minimum, 12–14
network adapters, 14
NIC, 14
processor, 12
RAM, 12
virtual machine settings, 640–643
virtualized Windows EBS, 15–18
volumes, 13

health monitoring
Administration Console support, 684–687
functionality, 41
health checks, 43–47
readiness checks, 47–48
resolving issues, 42–47
System Center Essentials support, 151, 375, 381, 721

Health Registration Authority (HRA)
Network Policy and Access Services, 463
new Group Policy settings, 289

home directories, 166
home folders

configuring, 307
migrating, 310, 321–326
modifying properties, 326–328
remote, 310, 321–326
TS support, 309
verifying migration, 328

Host Credential Authorization Protocol, 463
HRA (Health Registration Authority)

Network Policy and Access Services, 463
new Group Policy settings, 289

HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol)
Application Server support, 461
firewall policy rules, 126–127, 608–609
port numbers, 591
system policy rules, 578–579
WAS support, 473
Web listeners, 591–593
Web Server (IIS) support, 464

HTTP malware inspection . See malware inspection
HTTPS

firewall policy rules, 126–127, 608
server publishing rules, 599
TS Gateway support, 659
Web listeners, 593

hvremote tool, 631, 635
Hypertext Transfer Protocol . See HTTP (Hypertext 

Transfer Protocol)
Hyper-V

administration tools, 471
configuring, 627–630
configuring machine settings, 640–643
configuring networks, 631–633
configuring server settings, 633–634
creating virtual machines, 634–639
downloading, 15
fourth server considerations, 626
full installation, 627
hardware requirements, 15
installation, 627–631
real-world considerations, 19

roles and services, 462
Server Core installation, 627
USB port limitations, 28
virtual networks supported, 631–632
Windows Server Backup support, 348

Hyper-V Manager
configuring machine settings, 640–643
configuring networks, 632
configuring server settings, 633–634
creating virtual machines, 634–639
downloading, 631
manipulating virtual machines, 644–645
opening Virtual Machine Connection, 644

Hyper-V Remote Management Tools, 644

I
IAS (Internet Authentication Service), 289
ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol), 478, 577
ICTW (Initial Configuration Tasks Wizard), 661
IDE controllers, 641
Identity Federation Support service, 461
Identity Management for UNIX service, 460
IE ESC feature, 447–448
IIS (Internet Information Services) . See also Web 

Server (IIS)
deployment requirements, 34
importing certificates, 262–266
installing on Management Server, 97
Messaging Server support, 113
WAS feature, 473

IIS Management console
creating certificate requests, 257
starting, 201, 257
Web Server (IIS) support, 465

IKE Server, 600
IMAP4 Server, 600
IMAPS Server, 600
Import Wizard, 130
importing

catalogs of available updates, 415
certificates into IIS, 262–266
DHCP database, 142
DHCP settings manually, 143, 149
firewall policy rules, 48, 129–130
mailbox data, 159–160
self-signed certificates, 231

Import-Mailbox cmdlet, 160
incident reports

filtering, 555
FSE support, 550

incremental backups, 348, 354
Indexing Service, 462
indicators

defined, 184
functionality, 184
Internet Services workload, 187
Log On To Domain workload, 184–186
Send And Receive E-Mail workload, 186–187

Initial Configuration Tasks Wizard (ICTW), 661
Install CAL Packs Wizard, 173–174, 220–222
Install Windows Wizard

accessing, 70, 101
Installing Windows page, 73
Repair Your Computer option, 368
Type Your Product Key For Activation page, 70

Where Do You Want To Install Windows page, 71
Which Type of Installation Do You Want page, 71

installation . See also post-installation tasks
Active Directory schemas, 20
add-ins, 227
applying critical updates, 103, 339
CALs, 173–174
Configuration Store, 64–66
Database Server, 64
DHCP servers, 88
discs and tools supported, 29–30
domain controllers, 20
domain functional levels, 20
Firewall Client software, 606–607
firewall preparation, 64
Forefront TMG clients, 606
global catalogs, 20
handling setup failures, 115
hard disk preparation, 64
Hyper-V, 627–631
Management Server . See Management Server 

Installation Wizard
Messaging Server . See Messaging Server 

 Installation Wizard
new Group Policy settings, 287
normal, 68–69
Planning Wizard, 33–34
Preparation Wizard, 33–34
preparing for, 64–70
recovering from errors, 114
Repair Mode, 68
Replacement Mode, 67, 338–347
requirements for, 20
root certificates, 250, 252–255
schema master, 20
Security Server . See Security Server Installation 

Wizard
server roles, 97–98, 134, 449
SQL Server 2008, 645–658
time zone settings, 69
Windows Server 2008, 20, 70–73
Windows Server Backup, 350–352
Windows Wizard, 70–73

Installation Wizard . See Windows EBS Installation 
Wizard

InstallLicenses .exe, 182
Internet Authentication Service (IAS), 289
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), 478
Internet Information Services . See IIS (Internet 

Information Services)
Internet Printing Client, 468
Internet Printing Protocol (IPP), 468
Internet Printing service, 463
Internet Protocol security (IPsec)

AD CS support, 459
server publishing rules, 600

Internet Relay Chat (IRC)
DHCP servers, 144
firewall policy rules, 564

Internet service providers (ISPs), 246
Internet Small Computer System Interface (iSCSI), 

469
Internet Storage Name Server (iSNS), 469
inventorying scripts, 314–317
IP addresses

altering via MMSUtils command, 67
assigning, 81, 339
deployment considerations, 31
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ipconfig command

DHCP reservations, 141
DHCP server considerations, 60, 89
e-mail gateway settings, 61
external, 104, 110
firewall policy rules, 608–609
forwarding e-mail, 107
internal, 81, 83, 103–104, 110
lease duration, 90
network, 31, 83
pinging Management Server, 103, 142
Security Server support, 53–54
temporary, 76, 103
Web listeners, 594

ipconfig command
Hyper-V installation, 628
restarting client computers, 142
verifying DNS migration, 140
verifying domain names, 135

IPP (Internet Printing Protocol), 468
IPsec (Internet Protocol security)

AD CS support, 459
server publishing rules, 600

IPv4, 475
IPv6

configuring network connections, 475
DHCP support, 88
LLMNR support, 478

IRC (Internet Relay Chat)
DHCP servers, 144
firewall policy rules, 564

ISA Server . See also Forefront TMG
firewall policy rules, 126, 129–130
functionality, 563
publishing rules, 126
readiness checks, 48

ISAPI, 464
ISAServerDefaultSettings .xml file, 371
ISCIcli .exe program, 74
iSCSI (Internet Small Computer System Interface), 

469
iSNS (Internet Storage Name Server), 469
ISPs (Internet service providers), 246

J
Jetpack .exe utility, 148

k
Kerberos authentication

Log On To Domain workload, 186
system policy rules, 577
time zone settings, 69

Keyword Administrators role, 552
keyword filtering

creating filter lists, 543–544
installing example lists, 545–549
operators supported, 545
scan jobs and, 533, 543

Keyword Recipients role, 552
Keyword Sender role, 552
keyword substitution, 553–554
KeywordInstaller .msi file, 545
Keywords attribute, 65–66

L
L2TP Server, 600
lease duration, 90
LGPOs (local GPOs), 282–284
licensing . See also CALs (client access licenses)

built-in, 219
complying with requirements, 152
device CALs, 220–221
fourth server, 626
grace period, 223–224
Log On To Domain workload, 186
Management Server support, 98
Messaging Server support, 113
monitoring for compliance, 224
overview, 6–7
readiness checks, 48
restoring servers and, 372
restrictions and requirements, 222–223
reviewing for malware inspection, 617–619
SQL Server 2008, 646, 658–659
temporary CALs, 221
Terminal Services, 667

Line Printer Daemon (LPD) Service, 463, 469
Line Printer Remote (LPR) Port Monitor, 469
Link Layer Topology Discovery (LLTD)

Mapper component, 477
Responder component, 477

Link Local Multicast Name Resolution (LLMNR), 
477–478

Links folder, 297, 299
LLMNR (Link Local Multicast Name Resolution), 

477–478
LLTD (Link Layer Topology Discovery)

Mapper component, 477
Responder component, 477

Local Computer Policy, 282, 285
local GPOs (LGPOs), 282
Local Security Policy, 484–485
Local Settings folder, 296
logging

system policy rules, 575, 577
time zone settings, 69
Web Server (IIS) support, 464

Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs), 130
logo, company, 271–272
logoff scripts

defined, 292
migrating, 310–321

logon scripts
defined, 292–293
migrating, 310–321

LPD (Line Printer Daemon) Service, 463, 469
LPR (Line Printer Remote) Port Monitor, 469
LUNs (Logical Unit Numbers), 130

M
MAC (Media Access Control)

DHCP reservations, 141
virtual machine settings, 641

mailboxes . See also e-mail
adding additional addresses, 496–498
adding new mail-enabled contacts, 511–513
changing default addresses, 500–501

creating, 160
enabling forwarding, 505–507
importing data, 159–160
keyword substitution macros, 553–554
managing, 495–507
managing distribution lists, 513–520
migrating, 156–165
restricting size, 203
setting limits, 505
setting permissions, 502–504

malware inspection
antivirus services and, 615
configuring delivery methods, 621–623
configuring exceptions, 619–620
configuring updates, 616–619
enabling/disabling, 615
Forefront TMG support, 563, 614–623
functionality, 614
reviewing license, 617–619

Manage Full Access Permission Wizard, 502–504
Manage Send As Permission Wizard, 504
managed computers

defined, 375
deploying software, 427–429

management packs, 6, 722
Management Server . See also GCMT window

AD CS support, 459
AD DS support, 459–460
Administration Console, 5
administration tools, 470
application data files, 91
assigning CALs, 175
built-in licenses, 219
creating shared folders, 323–326
DHCP server support, 60, 140, 461
DNS server support, 60, 134–135
downloading software updates, 387
features and services, 5, 7
firewall policy rules, 574
Forefront TMG support, 371, 565
functionality, 4–5, 687
Guided Configuration and Migration Tasks page, 

30, 32–33, 100
icon depicted, 5
Install Windows Wizard, 70–73
installation discs and tools, 29–30
installation preparations, 64
installing roles and services, 97–98
installing software, 32, 97–98
Log On To Domain workload, 184–186
migrating DNS zone data, 132–136
moving FSMO roles, 171
NIC requirements, 14
pinging by IP address, 103, 142
planning data retrieval, 26
RAM requirements, 12
Remote Assistance support, 470
Replacement Mode installation, 338
restoring, 367–370
Services Console, 188
SharePoint Web site support, 674
special tasks list, 198
storing software updates, 402
System Center Essentials, 5–6
Terminal Services support, 463
UserMyDocs shared folder, 212
virtual machine support, 28
virtualized Windows EBS, 16–18
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Move Mailbox Wizard

volume requirements, 13
Windows Internal Database, 473

Management Server Installation Wizard
Assign IP Addresses page, 81
Check The Environment page, 84–85
Choose A Volume For Storing Data page, 91–93
Choose How To Report Errors page, 95
Choose Optional Updates page, 99–100
Choose Temporary IP Addresses page, 76
Choose The Active Directory Domain page, 78
Choose The DHCP Server Service page, 88
Choose The Network Adapter page, 74–75
Choose Whether To Report Usage Data page, 95–96
Configure The DHCP Server Service page, 88–90
Continue Installation page, 99
functionality, 73
installation discs and tools, 30
installing software, 32
Join An Active Directory Domain page, 79
Management Server Installation Tasks Finished 

page, 98
Microsoft Update page, 77
Name The Servers page, 80
opening command prompt, 28
Planning Data Upload page, 78
retrieving planning data, 26
Review The Management Server Installation 

page, 96–99
Select Firewall Options page, 82
Set The Internal Network IP Addresses page, 83
Type Your Company Information page, 94
Welcome page, 74
Windows Server 2008 considerations, 73

Message Queuing feature
Application Server support, 461
functionality, 469

Messaging Server
AD DS support, 459–460
assigning IP addresses, 339
built-in licenses, 219
changing TCP port, 189
cmdlet support, 160
DCHP server support, 60
DNS server support, 60
e-mail anti-malware support, 190
e-mail gateway settings, 61, 106
firewall policy rules, 574
FSE services, 526
FSSA console, 526
functionality, 4, 10
icon depicted, 10
IIS Manager, 257
importing mailbox data, 159–160
installation discs and tools, 29–30
installation preparations, 64
installing software, 32, 112–114
Internet Services workload, 187
Log On To Domain workload, 185–186
Microsoft Exchange support, 9
migrating DNS zone data, 132–136
migrating mailboxes, 156–165
moving OAB generating, 161–162
NIC requirements, 14
RAM requirements, 12
RDP files supported, 188–189
replicating public folders, 162–163
restarting services, 686
restoring, 367–370

RPC over HTTP, 471
RWW support, 9, 244
Send And Receive E-Mail workload, 186–187
Server Manager support, 442
Services console, 686
services provided, 10–11
special tasks list, 198
Terminal Services support, 463, 659
virtualized Windows EBS, 16–18
volume requirements, 13
Web publishing certificates, 230
Web publishing rules, 592

Messaging Server Installation Wizard
installation discs and tools, 30
installing software, 32, 112–114

MessagingRemoteOperations .exe, 182
metadata

classification information, 398
defined, 397
language information, 398
product information, 398

Microsoft Antigen, 8
Microsoft DSM (Device Specific Module), 469
Microsoft Error Reporting, 95
Microsoft Exchange . See also entries beginning with 

Exchange
Active Directory Topology service, 186
adding users to distribution groups, 517
File Distribution service, 186
Information Store service, 187
Mail Submission service, 187
Mailbox Assistants service, 187
mail-enabling contacts, 507–510
Messaging Server support, 9
reporting support, 708
Service Host service, 187
System Attendant service, 187
Transport service, 186–187
Windows Server Backup and, 348–349

Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync
firewall policy rules, 126
Security Server support, 9
Web publishing rules, 573, 593

Microsoft Exchange Edge Transport server role . 
See Edge Transport server role

Microsoft Exchange EdgeSync
access rules, 574
firewall policy rules, 128

Microsoft Exchange Server . See Exchange Server
Microsoft Exchange Server Mailbox Merge Wizard, 160
Microsoft Firewall service, 187
Microsoft Forefront Security for Office 

 Communications Server, 526
Microsoft Forefront Security for SharePoint Server, 526
Microsoft Forefront Server Security Keyword 

Examples Setup Wizard, 545
Microsoft Forefront TMG . See Forefront TMG
Microsoft Generic Report Library, 708, 711
Microsoft Management Console . See MMC 

( Microsoft Management Console)
Microsoft ODR Report Library, 708
Microsoft Office Excel, 718
Microsoft Office Outlook Web Access . See OWA 

(Outlook Web Access)
Microsoft Outlook

connecting clients, 165
moving OAB generation, 161–162
public folders, 162

Microsoft Outlook Anywhere
Messaging Server support, 10
Security Server support, 9
Web publishing rules, 573, 592

Microsoft Paint, 271
Microsoft System Center Data Protection Manager 

(DPM), 19, 349, 372
Microsoft System Center Essentials . See System 

Center Essentials
Microsoft Update

functionality, 77
malware inspection updates, 616
system policy rules, 579
temporary IP addresses, 76
WSUS support, 169

Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services . See 
 Windows SharePoint Services

migration
completing deployment tasks, 32–33
DHCP, 88, 140–151
DNS, 131–140
Exchange Server mailboxes, 156–165
home folders, 310, 321–326
planning, 61–62
recipient policies, 160–161
redirected folders, 310, 328–334
roaming profiles, 166, 310, 321–326
roles, 171
RWW users from SBS, 177–178
scripts, 310
user scripts, 166
user settings, 310–311
Windows SBS, 157

MMC (Microsoft Management Console)
GPMC snap-in, 468
system policy rules, 577
Windows Deployment Services, 465
Windows Server Backup snap-in, 350

MMS Automatic Approval Rule, 404
MMS Configuration store, 268, 270–271
MMS Server, 600
MMSConfiguration object . See Configuration Store
MmsFolderRedirection global group, 211, 214, 

301, 328
MmsHook .exe, 182
MmsSetup .exe, 182
MMSSetup .log, 115
MmsSqmUploader .exe, 182
MMSUtils utility

altering IP addresses, 67
changeip switch, 230, 236–238
export switch, 230, 235–236
functionality, 182–183, 230
h switch, 230
updatecert switch, 230–235

monitoring . See also health monitoring
Administration Console support, 687–688
client-side application errors, 151, 381
computer states, 690
firewall security, 191
licensing compliance, 224
overriding event thresholds, 692–704
recalculating health counters, 691–692
responding to alerts, 704–707
Security Server support, 8
System Center Essentials support, 6, 375, 683, 

689–707
Move Mailbox Wizard, 158
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Move Offline address Book Wizard

Move Offline Address Book Wizard, 162
MS Firewall Secure Storage Server, 600
MS Firewall Storage Server, 600
MSI files

application support, 668, 670
deploying with, 660, 672–673
System Center Essentials, 432

MSN Messenger, 571
mstsc .exe program, 28
multicasting, 478
Multipath I/O feature, 469
multiple LGPOs, 283–284
Multi-Valued String Editor window, 66
Music folder, 297, 299, 304
My Documents folder, 295–296
My Music folder, 297
My Pictures folder, 297
My Videos folder, 297

N
named pipes

Application Server support, 461
virtual machine settings, 641

NAP (Network Access Protection)
DHCP support, 88
new Group Policy settings, 289

NAT (network address translation), 569, 659
NBNS servers, 141
 .NET Framework

Application Server support, 461
deployment requirements, 34
features, 467
Web Server (IIS) support, 464

net share command, 673
NetBIOS, 577–578
netdom command, 629
Nethood folder, 296
Netlogon share, 311, 317
netsh command

importing DHCP server scope settings, 149
importing DHCP settings manually, 143
migrating DHCP database, 146–147
migrating DHCP server configuration settings, 150

Network Access Protection (NAP)
DHCP support, 88
new Group Policy settings, 289

network adapters
assigning IP addresses, 103–104
choosing, 74–75, 102
configuring DNS settings, 138
health check, 41, 46
Hyper-V requirements, 626
Internet Services workload, 187
minimum requirements, 14
Replacement Mode installation, 339
virtual machines, 640–641, 643
virtualized Windows EBS, 16

network address translation (NAT), 569, 659
Network and Sharing Center

depicted, 474
file sharing, 475
File Sharing feature, 475, 478
functionality, 474–475
Network Discovery feature, 475, 477
Network Map feature, 475, 477

opening, 474
printer sharing, 475
Printer Sharing feature, 479
Public Folder Sharing feature, 478
setting network location, 475–476
TCP/IP properties, 475

Network Connections, 446
Network Device Enrollment Service, 459
Network Discovery feature

configuring, 475
network location settings and, 476

network environment
checking, 84–85, 103
configuring, 631–633
Forefront TMG support, 567
health check, 43, 47
I/O considerations, 627
new Group Policy settings, 289
preparing for deployment, 30–31
requirements, 20
system policy rules, 577
verifying integration plan, 108–110

Network File System
administration tools, 471
File Services support, 462

Network Interface Card . See NIC (Network 
Interface Card)

Network Load Balancing (NLB) feature, 469, 471
network location, setting, 475–476
Network Map feature

network location settings and, 476
viewing, 475, 477

Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP)
DHCP servers, 144
server publishing rules, 600

Network Policy and Access Services
administration tools, 471
functionality, 10
roles and services, 462–463

Network Policy Server (NPS)
Messaging Server support, 113
role services, 463

Network Protection Service, 97
network rules

for remote subnets, 125–126
Forefront TMG support, 125–126, 568–569
Relation parameter, 569

Network Services account, 677–678
Network Time Protocol . See NTP (Network Time 

Protocol)
network topologies

confirming, 50
deployment considerations, 31
routed networks, 22–23
routed networks with VPN, 23–24
single-subnet networks, 21–22
supported, 21–24

New Accepted Domain Wizard, 521
New Access Rule Wizard, 571
New Distribution Group Wizard, 514–516
New Dynamic Distribution Group Wizard, 517–520
New E-Mail Address Policy Wizard, 161, 521–523
New Mail Contact Wizard, 508–512
New Mailbox Wizard, 160
New Protocol Definition Wizard, 601
New Resource Record dialog box, 155
New Scope Wizard

accessing, 145

Activate Scope page, 146
Add Exclusions page, 145
Configure DHCP Options page, 145
Domain Name And DNS Servers page, 145
IP Address Range page, 145
Lease Duration page, 145
Route (Default Gateway) page, 145
Scope Name page, 145
Welcome page, 145
WINS Servers page, 146

New Server Publishing Rule Wizard
accessing, 601–602
Completion page, 605
Network Listener IP Addresses page, 605
Ports page, 604
Select Protocol page, 603
Select Server page, 603
Welcome page, 603

New Software Package Wizard
accessing, 417
functionality, 417, 419–424
Install/Uninstall Parameters page, 420–421
Package Details page, 419
Preparing Package page, 423
Summary page, 423

New Update Wizard, 416
New User Account Wizard

accessing, 203
Add User Information page, 205
Adding New Account page, 209
Assign CAL page, 206
Assign To Group page, 206
Check Prerequisites page, 204
depicted, 495
Finish page, 209
folder redirection, 210
functionality, 202–209
Getting Started page, 204
Mailbox page, 207
Redirect Documents page, 208
Set Password page, 205
Summary page, 209

New Virtual Machine Wizard
accessing, 635
Assign Memory page, 636
Before You Begin page, 635
Completing summary page, 639
Configure Networking page, 637
Connect Virtual Hard Disk page, 638
Installation Options page, 638–639
Specify Name And Location page, 635

New Web Listener Wizard
accessing, 594
Authentication Settings page, 595
Client Connection Security page, 595
Completion page, 595
Single Sign On Settings page, 595
Web Listener IP Addresses page, 595
Welcome page, 594–595

New Web Publishing Rule Wizard
accessing, 194, 595–596
Authentication Delegation page, 598
Completion page, 599
Internal Publishing Details page, 598
Public Name Details page, 598
Publishing Type page, 597
Select Rule Action page, 597
Select Web Listener page, 598
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properties dialog box

Server Connection Security page, 597
User Sets page, 599
Welcome page, 597

New Zone Wizard, 134–135
New-DistributionGroup cmdlet, 516, 520
New-Mailbox cmdlet, 160
New-MailContact cmdlet, 508
NIC (Network Interface Card)

Hyper-V requirements, 626
I/O considerations, 627
minimum requirements, 14

NLB (Network Load Balancing) feature,  
469, 471

NNTP (Network News Transfer Protocol)
DHCP servers, 144
server publishing rules, 600

notification roles, 550–552
notifications

configuring, 550–553
editing, 553–554
enabling/disabling alerts, 198
FSE support, 550
quarantine, 555–557
SCE administration settings, 720

NPS (Network Policy Server), 113
nslookup utility

configuring public DNS, 247
verifying DNS migration, 140

Ntbackup tool, 348
Ntdsutil utility

determining schema master, 86–87
exiting, 86

NTP (Network Time Protocol)
firewall policy rules, 128
health check, 46
system policy rules, 579

O
OAB (offline address book), 161–162
ocsetup command, 631
offline address book (OAB), 161–162
one-time backups, 354–360
Online Responder service, 459
operating systems

accessing from command prompt, 101
computer groups and, 399
creating virtual machines, 635
Forefront TMG clients, 606
Windows Deployment Services, 465

operations master roles
checking network environment, 84
Messaging Server support, 113–114
moving, 171
readiness checks, 48

operators, keyword filters, 545
organizational units (OUs), 278, 285
Outlook . See Microsoft Outlook
OWA (Outlook Web Access)

certificate considerations, 249
firewall policy rules, 572
Forefront TMG support, 564
Messaging Server support, 10
RWW support, 242
Security Server support, 9
Web publishing rules, 572, 592–593

P
P2V (physical-to-virtual) conversion, 19
parent partitions, 626
partitions

child, 626
compression considerations, 93
parent, 626

passwords
administrator, 105
resetting for user accounts, 203, 213–214

Pathping utility, 478
PDC Emulator (PDCE)

health check, 46
Messaging Server support, 113

PDF format, 718
Peer Name Resolution Protocol (PNRP), 470
permissions

changing via Windows PowerShell, 212
setting, 502–504
UAC and, 480

physical-to-virtual conversion . See P2V 
( physical-to-virtual) conversion

Pictures folder, 297, 299, 304
Ping utility

firewall exceptions, 478
pinging devices, 200
pinging Management Server, 103, 142
system policy rules, 577

Planning Wizard
About Your Firewall page, 51
accessing, 49
Before You Begin page, 49
Confirm Your Network Topology page, 50
Install Updates page, 49
installation discs and tools, 29–30
installation preparation, 65
installing, 33–34
Plan Firewall Addresses page, 53–54
Plan Network Firewall For Essential Business 

Server page, 52–53, 56
Plan Network Settings For The Servers page, 58–59
Plan Remote Web Workplace And SAN 

 Configuration page, 57–58
Plan Termination Point for VPN page, 56
planning deployment, 31–32
real-world considerations, 27–28
Record Firewall Rules page, 55–56
Record VPN Access Rules page, 56
requirements, 25–26, 29, 49
Save Planning Data page, 59

PNM Server, 600
PNRP (Peer Name Resolution Protocol), 470
POP3 Server, 600
port numbers

Application Server support, 461
HTTP requests, 591
RPC support, 41
Web listeners, 594
WMI support, 41

post-installation tasks
activating servers, 152–153
assigning client access licenses, 175–178
configuring DNS for RWW, 155–156
configuring DNS Sender ID task, 153–155
configuring firewall policy rules, 126–130
configuring management tools, 151

configuring RWW certificate settings, 156
configuring SAN storage, 130–131
configuring SharePoint Services, 171–173
configuring site-to-site VPN, 123–126
configuring software update rules, 169–170
configuring subnets, 121–123
discovering computers and devices, 166–168
GCMT checklist, 118–120
migrating DHCP, 140–151
migrating DNS, 131–140
migrating Exchange Server mailboxes, 156–165
moving Active Directory roles, 171
moving user scripts and profiles task, 166
Taskstore .config file, 119–121
time requirements, 120

power management, 289
PowerShell . See Windows PowerShell
PPTP Server, 600
Preboot Execution Environment (PXE), 465
Preparation Wizard

Add Subnets page, 39
Add The Firewall IP Address page, 38
Before You Begin page, 35
Choose a Domain page, 36–37
ForcePass switch, 49
functionality, 20, 34
health scans, 41–47
Install Updates page, 35
installation discs and tools, 29–30
installing, 33–34
issues reported by, 34
preparing environment, 30–31
readiness checks, 47–48
real-world considerations, 27–28
requirements, 25–26, 29
resolving issues, 42–47
Start Health Scan page, 41
starting, 35

Prerequisite Planning Tools CD
Preparation And Planning window, 33
Schema Upgrade Tool, 33
upgrading schema levels, 85

primary zones, converting to, 135–136
Print Management console, 201
Print Server role

functionality, 463
installing on Management Server, 97

Print Services
administration tools, 471
Management Server support, 7
roles and services, 463

printer sharing
configuring, 475
network location settings and, 476
Printer Sharing feature, 479

Printer Sharing feature, 479
PrintHood folder, 296
Private network location, 476
Problem Reports and Solutions control panel, 95
problem resolution, 42–47
processors

minimum requirements, 12
virtualized Windows EBS, 16

product keys, 70
ProgramData folder, 120
Properties dialog box

Attribute Editor tab, 218
DNS tab, 137–138
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proxy servers

E-Mail Addresses tab, 498, 500
Forwarders tab, 137
General tab, 135–136, 139, 217
IP Settings tab, 138
Mail Flow Settings tab, 506
Managed By tab, 217
Member Of tab, 217
Members tab, 217
Name Servers tab, 133, 136–137
Root Hints tab, 137
Start of Authority (SOA) tab, 133
Storage tab, 210
Zone Transfers tab, 133

proxy servers
configuring settings, 151, 381
SCE administration settings, 721

PST files, 160
Public Folder Sharing feature, 478
public folders

Public Folder Sharing feature, 478
replicating, 156, 162–163

Public network location, 476
publishing rules . See also server publishing rules; 

Web publishing rules
creating, 194
defined, 126
migration considerations, 564
RWW, 244, 268–269

publishing software packages, 429
publishing web sites, 194
PXE (Preboot Execution Environment), 465

Q
QoS (Quality of Service), 288
Quality Windows Audio Video Experience (qWave), 

470
quarantine

accessing files, 159
delivering messages out of, 556–557
FSE support, 550
functionality, 555
new Group Policy settings, 289
suspicious file attachments, 159
viewing items, 555

qWave (Quality Windows Audio Video Experience), 
470

R
RADIUS servers

Network Policy and Access Services, 462
system policy rules, 577

RAID disks
I/O considerations, 627
Install Windows Wizard, 72
installation preparations, 64

RAM
assigning to virtual machines, 635–636, 640–641
fourth server requirements, 626
minimum hardware requirements, 12

RDC (Remote Differential Compression) feature, 470
RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol)

access rules, 574
changing TCP port, 189

connecting to servers, 188
firewall policy rules, 129
new Group Policy settings, 291
RWW support, 243
server publishing rules, 600

RDP files
Administration Console support, 188–189
application support, 668, 670
deploying with, 672–673
Security Server support, 188–189

readiness checks, 47–48
Recent folder, 296
recovering data . See data recovery/restoring
Recovery Wizard

accessing, 364
Confirmation page, 365, 367

Getting Started page, 364
Recovery Progress page, 365, 367
Select Backup Date page, 365
Select Backup Location page, 364
Select Items To Recover page, 366
Select Recovery Type page, 365–366
Select Volumes page, 365
Specify Recovery Options page, 366–367
Specify Remote Folder page, 365

redirected folders . See folder redirection
registry settings

AdditionalTypeChecking, 559
DatabasePath, 559
DisableAVStamping, 560
DisableInboundContentFiltering, 560
DisableInboundFileFiltering, 560
DisableInboundVirusScanning, 560
DisableOutboundContentFiltering, 542, 560
DisableOutboundFileFiltering, 560
DisableOutboundVirusScanning, 560
DoNotScanIPMReplicationMessages, 560
IncidentPurge, 560
InternetPurge, 560
ManualScanContinueOnFailed, 560
MaxUncompressedFileSize, 560
MIMEDeletePartialMessages, 560
QuarantineTimeout, 560
RDP-Tcp Key, 189
RealtimePurge, 560
UpdateDllonScanJobUpdate, 561
UpdateOnLoad, 561
UseDomainsDat, 561

relative ID master, 113
Reliability and Performance console, 440
Remote Access Service, 463
remote access/management

creating firewall exceptions, 151
DNS support, 107
Hyper-V support, 644
NIC support, 626
Remote Server Administration Tools, 470–471
RWW support, 239, 242, 268–271
Security Server support, 9, 107
System Center Essentials support, 381
system policy rules, 575, 577, 579
Windows Server Backup support, 348, 353

Remote Assistance
enabling, 151, 381
functionality, 470
installing on Management Server, 98
managing discovered computers, 385
starting, 201

Remote Desktop
firewall exceptions, 76
Hyper-V support, 643
RWW support, 9, 242
System Manager support, 446

Remote Desktop Client, 661
Remote Desktop Connection, 28, 201
Remote Desktop for Administration, 7
Remote Desktop Protocol . See RDP (Remote 

 Desktop Protocol)
Remote Differential Compression (RDC) feature, 470
remote home folders, 310, 321–326
Remote Procedure Call . See RPC (Remote 

 Procedure Call)
Remote Server Administration Tools, 470–471
remote subnets, 125–126
Remote Web Workplace . See RWW (Remote Web 

Workplace)
Remote Web Workplace publishing rule, 244, 268–269
Remote Web Workplace Users security group, 177–178
RemoteApp Wizard

accessing, 672
Choose Programs To Add To The RemoteApp 

Programs List page, 670
Configure Distribution Package page, 672
Specify Package Settings page, 672

RemoteExchangeAdminEdge .rdp, 189
RemoteExchangeAdminExchange .rdp, 189, 193
RemoteForefrontAdminExchange .rdp, 189
RemoteIISManagerExchange .rdp, 189
RemoteISAAdminEdge .rdp, 189, 194
Remoteprograms .msc . See TS RemoteApp Manager
RemoteServerManagerEdge .rdp, 189
RemoteServerManagerExchange .rdp, 189
Removable Storage Manager (RSM), 471
Remove Features Wizard, 450, 465, 467
Remove Role Services Wizard, 457
Remove Roles Wizard

Before You Begin page, 455
Confirm Removal Selections page, 455
functionality, 451–456
Removal Results page, 456
Remove Server Roles page, 455

Repair Mode installation, 68
Replacement Mode installation

changing settings, 343–347
functionality, 67, 338
limitations, 338
process steps, 339–343

replication
changes to domain controllers, 171
file, 45, 462
health check, 44
Messaging Server support, 114
public folders, 162–163
time zone settings, 69

reporting . See also health monitoring
finding right report, 708–711
FSE support, 550
incident reports, 550, 555
setting report parameters, 711–718
System Center Essentials, 379, 683, 708–718, 721

reporting usage data
CEIP support, 95–96
Forefront TMG, 194

Request Certificate Wizard, 258–260
reservations, 141
Resource Record Type dialog box, 155
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Security Server

restarting computers, 201
restoring . See data recovery/restoring
Resume Configuration Wizard, 667
reverse caching, 611
reverse zones, 134–135
roaming profiles

defined, 294
limitations, 298–299
migrating, 166, 310, 321–326
modifying properties, 326–328
TS support, 308
verifying migration, 328
version compatibility, 295–298

role services
AD CS, 459
AD DS, 459–460
AD FS, 460
AD LDS, 460
AD RMS, 460–461
Add Role Services Wizard, 457
adding, 456–457
Application Server, 461
defined, 438
DHCP server, 461
DNS server, 462
Fax Server, 462
File Services, 462
Hyper-V, 462
Network Policy and Access Services, 462–463
overview, 458
Print Services, 463
Remove Role Services Wizard, 457
removing, 456–457
Terminal Services, 661–667
TS WebAccess role service, 674–676
UDDI Services, 463
Web Server (IIS), 464–465
Windows Deployment Services, 465
Windows Server 2008 roles, 459–467

roles . See server roles
root certificates

determining thumbprint, 255–256
exporting, 252
installing, 250, 252–255
Trusted Root Certificate Authorities store, 

250–251, 256
routed networks

overview, 22–23
with VPN, 23–24

routers
DHCP server support, 141
Network Policy and Access Services, 462–463

Routing and Remote Access service
role services, 463
Security Server support, 111

RPC (Remote Procedure Call)
port numbers supported, 41
server publishing rules, 599–600
system policy rules, 578

RPC over HTTP
firewall policy rules, 126
functionality, 471

RPC over HTTPS . See Microsoft Outlook Anywhere
RSM (Removable Storage Manager), 471
RTSP Server, 600
RWW (Remote Web Workplace)

adding links to SharePoint sites, 274–276
adding organizational links, 273–274

changing remote access URL, 268–271
configuring certificate settings, 156, 248–267
configuring DNS, 155–156
configuring external access, 244–267
configuring public DNS, 244–245
customizing, 268–276
customizing with company logo, 271–272
default home page, 240
firewall policy rules, 126, 564
Forefront TMG support, 564
functionality, 9, 107, 239
login page, 240
Messaging Server support, 9–10
migrating users from SBS, 177–178
OWA support, 242
Security Server support, 110
self-signed certificates, 58
server publishing rules, 573
starting, 191
third-party CA certificates, 257–267
TS Gateway support, 243, 659
Web publishing rules, 573, 593

S
S/MIME

AD CS support, 459
X .509 certificates, 7

SAN storage . See Storage Manager for SANs (SMfS)
Saved Games folder, 297, 299
scan jobs (FSE)

content filtering, 542
filter set templates, 533
keyword filtering, 533, 543
keyword substitution macros, 554
scanning bias, 530
types supported, 531
worm purging and, 549

scanning engines (FSE)
keyword substitution macros, 554
Multiple Engine Manager, 530
number supported, 530
overview, 530
scanning bias, 530

SCE . See System Center Essentials
SCE Managed Computers Group Policy, 281, 385
SCE Managed Computers security group, 385
scheduling

automatic backups, 360–364
software deployment, 428

schema master
determining with Ntdsutil utility, 86–87
installation requirements, 20
Messaging Server support, 113

Schema Upgrade Tool, 33, 85
schemas . See Active Directory schemas
screened subnet, 52
Scregedit .wsf file, 630
scripts

copying files, 317–321
determining where to migrate, 312
how to migrate, 313–321
inventorying, 314–317
logoff, 292, 310–321
logon, 292–293, 310–321
migrating, 166

reason for migrating, 312–313
setting mailbox limits, 505
shutdown, 293, 310–321
startup, 293, 310–321
verifying migration, 320–321

Scripts folder, 312
SCSI controllers, 640–641
SCVMM (System Center Virtual Machine Manager), 

19, 635
Searches folder, 297, 299
secondary zones, 134–135
secpol .msc command, 282
Secure Desktop, 482, 490
Secure Sockets Layer . See SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
SecureNAT clients

defined, 605
feature comparison table, 606

SecurID authentication, 578
security

deployment considerations, 31
new Group Policy settings, 290
SCE administration settings, 721
UAC support, 479
Web Server (IIS) support, 464

security adapters, 190
Security Configuration Wizard, 448
security groups

adding, 214, 216–217
distribution groups vs ., 514
Remote Web Workplace Users, 177–178
removing, 214
SCE Managed Computers, 385

Security Server . See also Forefront TMG
A record support, 156
AD LDS support, 110, 460
assigning IP addresses, 339
built-in licenses, 219
changing TCP port, 189
CNAME records, 136, 245
DCHP server support, 60
determining addresses, 53–54
Edge Transport server role, 110, 599
firewall policy rules, 55–56, 573
functionality, 4, 8
icon depicted, 8
Install Windows Wizard, 101
installation discs and tools, 29–30
installation preparations, 64
installing software, 32, 103, 110–111
internal addresses, 81
Internet Services workload, 187
Log On To Domain workload, 184–185
Network Policy and Access Services, 462–463
NIC requirements, 14
RAM requirements, 12
RDP files supported, 188–189
Remote Web Workplace publishing rule, 244, 

268–269
restoring, 367–370
Send And Receive E-Mail workload, 186
Server Manager support, 442
services supported, 9
special tasks list, 198
system policy rules, 575
TS RemoteApps connection, 194
virtualized Windows EBS, 15–18
volume requirements, 13
Web publishing certificates, 230
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Security Server Installation Wizard

Security Server Installation Wizard
Check The Environment page, 103
Choose A Volume For Storing Data page, 108
Choose An Administrator Password page, 105
Choose Temporary IP Addresses page, 103
Choose The Internal Network Adapter page, 102
Continue Installation page, 111
installation discs and tools, 30
installing software, 32
Join The Active Directory Domain page, 103
Optional Updates page, 111
Remote Access Settings page, 107, 239
Review page, 110–111
Security Server Network Integration page, 108–110
Set The E-Mail Gateway page, 106
Set The External IP Address page, 104
Set The Internal IP Address page, 103–104
Welcome page, 101

SecurityPerfCounter .exe, 183
self-signed certificates

importing, 231
RWW support, 58

Sender ID . See DNS Sender ID
Sender ID Framework SPF Record Wizard, 154
Sender Policy Framework records . See SPF (Sender 

Policy Framework) records
SendTo folder, 296
Server Manager

accessing, 440–442
Add Features Wizard, 130, 350–352, 450, 465–466
Add Roles Wizard, 661
Configuration node, 440
depicted, 439
Diagnostics node, 440
Features node, 439
functionality, 439
nodes in console tree, 439–440
Quick Launch icon, 441
Remove Features Wizard, 450, 465, 467
Roles node, 439, 456
Server Manager node

Features Summary section, 449–450
functionality, 439
Resources And Support section, 450
Roles Summary section, 449, 451
Server Manager main window, 443–450
Server Summary section, 444–448

servers running Windows Server 2003, 149–159
starting, 200

Storage node, 440
Server Options dialog box, 139
server publishing

functionality, 599
server publishing rules, 126, 572, 599–605

server publishing rules
creating, 601–605
creating protocol definitions, 600–601
default rule, 599
DNS support, 599
External Web listener, 593
functionality, 572, 599
internal servers and, 126
RWW support, 573
server protocols supported, 599–600
SMTP support, 572, 599

server roles
AD CS, 459
AD DS, 459–460

AD FS, 460
AD LDS, 460
AD RMS, 460–461
Add Roles Wizard, 449, 451–456, 458
adding, 451–456
adding role service, 457
administration tools, 470–471
Application Server, 461
characteristics, 438
defined, 438
DHCP server, 461
DNS server, 462
downloading, 447
Event Log support, 449
Fax Server, 462
File Services, 462
Hyper-V, 462
installing, 97–98, 134, 449
Management Server defaults, 7
Messaging Server defaults, 11
migrating, 171
Network Policy and Access Services, 462–463
overview, 458
Print Services, 463
Remove Roles Wizard, 451–456
removing, 149, 451–456
removing role service, 457
Security Server defaults, 9
Terminal Services, 661–667
UDDI Services, 463
Web Server (IIS), 464–465
Windows Deployment Services, 465

server side includes, 464
servers

activating, 152–153
backing up e-mail, 64
naming, 58–59, 80
publishing, 126
restoring, 367–370
system policy rules, 577
Windows Server 2003 support, 149–159

Services Console
Server Manager support, 440
starting, 200

Set Path For TS Roaming User Profile Group  
Policy, 308

Set TS User Home Directory Group Policy, 309
Set-EmailAddressPolicy cmdlet, 161
Set-Mailbox cmdlet, 498, 501, 507, 513
Set-MailboxDatabase cmdlet, 370
Share and Storage Management console, 201
shared files, 475
shared folders

checking network environments, 84
creating, 323–326
creating for folder redirection, 330–331
GPOs pointing to new, 331–334
Public Folder Sharing feature, 478
redirecting, 301
RWW support, 107
UserMyDocs, 212
Windows Server Backup support, 348, 354

SharePoint Services . See Windows SharePoint Services
shutdown command, 629
shutdown scripts

defined, 293
migrating, 310–321

Shuttle Navigator, 527–528

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol . See SMTP (Simple 
Mail Transfer Protocol)

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), 472
Simple TCP/IP Services, 472
single sign-on (SSO), 460
single-subnet networks, 21–22
Site-To-Site Connection Wizard, 123–124
site-to-site VPNs

configuring, 123–126
creating connections, 194
depicted, 23
system policy rules, 578

Small Business Server . See Windows SBS (Small 
Business Server)

smart card logon, 459
SMfS . See Storage Manager for SANs (SMfS)
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)

access rules, 573
e-mail gateway settings, 61, 106
firewall policy rules, 127–128
recipient policies, 160
server publishing rules, 572, 599–600
system policy rules, 579

SMTP Server
administration tools, 471
functionality, 472

snapshots, virtual machine, 645
SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol), 472
software deployment

approving packages, 424, 426–427
creating software packages, 417–425
managing, 431–434
modifying, 431–433
overview, 416
restart considerations, 428
to managed computers, 427–429
typical phases, 417
verifying status, 433–434

software packages
approving for deployment, 424, 426–427
creating, 417–425
defined, 416
installation schedule, 428
modifying deployment, 431–433
publishing in Control Panel, 429
verifying deployment status, 433–434

software updates . See also Windows Update
administrative reviews, 412–413
applying critical updates, 103, 339
applying recommended settings, 195
approving, 195
configuring auto-approval settings, 403–408
configuring rules, 169–170
configuring SCE for, 169–170
configuring update files settings, 401–402
configuring update management, 389–397
creating computer groups, 399
creating custom packages, 416
declining, 411
downloading, 387
dynamic, 48
Firewall Client software, 606–607
FSE support, 557–558
immediate client-side, 414
importing from vendors, 415
initial synchronization, 408
malware inspection, 616–619
managing, 191, 195, 197, 387–389, 409–416
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manually approving, 410–411
metadata support, 397–398
Microsoft Update, 76–77, 169
modifying configurations, 400–401
process steps, 409
SCE administration settings, 721
software patches, 99
synchronizing, 408–409
System Center Essentials support, 379
uninstalling, 414–415, 432

SPF (Sender Policy Framework) records
creating, 154–155
creating SPF strings, 154
defined, 153
where to create records, 154

SQL Server 2005
installation discs and tools, 29
Windows EBS support, 11

SQL Server 2008
fourth server considerations, 626, 646
functionality, 2, 645
installation discs and tools, 29
installing, 645
installing prerequisites, 646–658
licensing, 646, 658–659
reporting support, 708
restrictions, 646
server publishing rules, 600
Windows EBS support, 11, 625
Windows SharePoint Services, 646

SQL Server 2008 Setup Wizard
accessing, 648
Complete page, 657
Database Engine Configuration page, 655
depicted, 648
Disk Space Requirements page, 654
Error And Usage Reporting page, 656
Feature Selection page, 653
Installation Progress page, 657
Instance Configuration page, 653
License Terms page, 650
Product Key page, 649
Ready To Install page, 656
Server Configuration page, 654
Setup Support Files page, 650
Setup Support Rules page, 648, 651–652

SQL Server Express
installing on Management Server, 97
Management Server support, 7
Security Server support, 111

SQL Server Installation Center, 648–649
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)

AD CS support, 459
clearing state on client computer, 231
client-side trust, 249–250
GPO support, 281
renewing certificates, 343
RWW support, 156, 244
third-party CAs, 256–267
X .509 certificates, 7

SSO (single sign-on), 460
Start Menu folder, 296, 299
Starter GPOs, 281
startup scripts

defined, 293
migrating, 310–321

Storage Manager for SANs (SMfS)
configuring, 57–58, 130–131

connecting via ISCSIcli .exe, 74
functionality, 472
Server Manager support, 440

storing data
choosing volumes, 91–93, 108
in AD DS, 135–136
new Group Policy settings, 290
virtualized Windows EBS, 16

SUA (Subsystem for UNIX-based Applications), 472
subnet masks, 60, 89
subnets

assigning IP addresses, 81
configuring, 121–123
defined, 40
health check, 44
registering, 122
remote, 125–126
screened, 52

subscriptions, renewing, 194
Subsystem for UNIX-based Applications (SUA), 472
Symantec Backup Exec for Windows Servers, 349, 372
synchronization

access rules, 574
administrative reviews, 412–413
defined, 392
SCE administration settings, 721
software updates, 408–409

sysdm .cpl, 446
System Center Essentials

access rules, 574
Administration Console link, 5–6
administration support, 719–722
All Computers Policy, 281
application data files, 91
Computer And Device Management Wizard, 

166–168, 198, 380, 383, 387
computer discovery support, 151, 381
Configuration Helper, 375
configuring software update rules, 169–170
creating computer groups, 399
creating/deploying software packages, 197
data repository, 7
deploying software, 376
DPM support, 372
Feature Configuration Wizard, 151, 380–381
firewall policy rules, 128
functionality, 2, 5–6, 375, 683, 688–689
initial update synchronization, 408
installing on Management Server, 97
licensing requirements, 6
management packs, 6, 722
managing software updates, 387–416
managing updates, 195, 197
monitoring computer states, 690
monitoring support, 6, 375, 683, 689–707
overriding event thresholds, 692–704
readiness checks, 48
recalculating health counters, 691–692
remote management support, 151
reporting support, 379, 708–718
responding to alerts, 704–707
restoring, 372
SAN storage support, 130
special tasks lists, 200–201
SQL Server Express, 7
Update Management Configuration Wizard, 

169–170, 195, 197, 380, 382–383, 387, 389–397
viewing recent alerts, 192, 197

viewing updates status summary, 195
Windows Server Backup and, 348–349
WSUS support, 98, 372

System Center Essentials console
accessing, 376
Administration space

configuring auto-approval settings, 403
configuring update files settings, 401–402
functionality, 379, 719–722
launching wizards, 382–383, 389
modifying configurations, 400–401

Authoring space, 379
Computers space

creating computer groups, 399
launching wizards, 380, 383, 389
overview, 378
responding to alerts, 704–707
verifying deployment status, 433
viewing update status for computers, 413

depicted, 377
functionality, 376
Monitoring space

functionality, 379
monitoring computer states, 690
overriding event thresholds, 692–704
recalculating health counters, 691–692

Reporting space, 379, 709–718
Software space

deploying software, 416, 419, 426
modifying package properties, 432
overview, 379
uninstalling deployments, 432
verifying deployment status, 433

Updates space
administrative reviews, 412
creating custom packages, 416
declining updates, 411
importing vendor update catalogs, 415
initial synchronization, 408
launching wizards, 382
managing updates, 387–389
manually approving updates, 410
overview, 379
Overview page, 387
uninstalling software updates, 414
update categories, 388–389

System Center Operations Manager agent, 722
installing, 375
Messaging Server support, 113
Security Server support, 111

System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM), 
19, 635

system policy rules
default, 577–579
defined, 575
displaying, 575
Forefront TMG support, 568, 575–579

System Properties dialog box, 445
System Recovery Options Wizard, 368–369
SYSVOL administration, 45
Sysvol network share, 311–313

T
Tablet PC, 290
tape storage devices, 348
Task Scheduler tool, 440
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Taskstore .config file, 119–121
TCP port, 189, 461
TCP/IP Services, 472
Telnet Client feature, 438, 472
Telnet Server feature, 472, 600
templates

Administrative Templates, 280
Application Templates, 173
enabling, 549–550
filter set, 532–540
FSE support, 531
functionality, 549
GPO support, 278
viewing, 532

Templates folder, 296
temporary IP addresses, 76, 103
Terminal Server

administration tools, 471
functionality, 463
system policy rules, 577

Terminal Services
administration tools, 471
configuring home folders, 309
configuring profiles, 308
firewall policy rules, 129, 574
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installing applications, 667
licensing, 667
Management Server support, 7
new features, 659
new Group Policy settings, 291
role services, 438
roles and role services, 661–667
roles and services, 463
server publishing rules, 600

test environment, 27–28
testing recovery procedures, 338
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third-party CAs, 256–267
time zone

installation considerations, 69
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TLS (Transport Layer Security)
AD CS support, 459
new Group Policy settings, 291

Tracert utility, 478
Transport Server, 465
troubleshooting

decommissioning Exchange Servers and,  
164

new Group Policy settings, 291
Remote Assistance support, 470
System Center Essentials, 6

trust relationships
Log On To Domain workload, 185
third-party CAs, 256–267

Trusted Root Certificate Authorities store,  
250–251, 256

TS Gateway
administration tools, 471
firewall policy rules, 126
functionality, 10, 463, 659
Internet Services workload, 187
Messaging Server support, 113
RWW support, 243, 659
Web publishing rules, 573, 592

TS Licensing, 463, 471, 675
TS Licensing Manager console, 226

TS RemoteApp Manager
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adding to SharePoint, 674–681
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deploying with MSI files, 672–673
deploying with RDP files, 672–673
functionality, 668
TS Web Access Computers Group, 669–670

TS RemoteApps
adding applications, 670–672
adding to SharePoint, 674–681
configuring, 668
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installing on Management Server, 98
starting, 192, 194
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TS Web Access, 463, 660
TS Web Access Computers Group, 669–670
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TXT records, 153

U
UAC (User Account Control)

Admin Approval Mode For The Built-In 
 Administrator Account, 485–486

administrator problem fix, 480
Allow UIAccess Applications To Prompt For Elevation 

Without Using The Secure Desktop, 486
Behavior Of The Elevation Prompt For 

 Administrators In Admin Approval Mode, 487
Behavior Of The Elevation Prompt For Standard 

Users, 487–488
configuring, 483–492
configuring policy settings, 485–491
consent prompt, 481
credential prompt, 482
Detect Application Installations And Prompt For 

Elevation, 488
elevation prompts, 481–482
functionality, 479
locating policy settings, 484–485
logon process and, 480
new Group Policy settings, 291
Only Elevate Executables That Are Signed And 

Validated, 488–489
Only Elevate UIAccess Applications That Are 

Installed In Secure Locations, 489
prompt color coding, 482
Run All Administrators In Admin Approval Mode, 

489–490
Secure Desktop support, 482
Switch To The Secure Desktop When Prompting 

For Elevation, 490
turning on/off in Control Panel, 483–484
Virtualize File And Registry Write Failures To 

 Per-User Locations, 491
UDDI Services

administration tools, 471
roles and services, 463

UIAccess programs, 486, 489
UNC pathnames, 28, 307, 478
Unified Messaging, 10
uninstalling software updates, 414–415, 432
UNIX-based applications, 472

Update Certificates Wizard
Before You Begin page, 231
Choose Certificates page, 233
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Progress Of The Update page, 234–235
renewing certificates, 343
User-Account Details page, 232

Update Management Configuration Wizard
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functionality, 195, 197, 382–383, 389–397
Introduction page, 389
post-installation tasks, 169–170
Products page, 392
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software update considerations, 387
Summary page, 396
Synchronization page, 395
Synchronization Progress page, 391
Update Languages page, 393

updates . See software updates
UpdateServicesScheduledTask .exe, 183
usage data, reporting, 95–96, 194
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User Account Control . See UAC (User Account 

Control)
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assigning CALs, 175, 203, 220
assigning licenses, 152
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changing properties, 203, 212
creating, 203
disabling, 203
enabling, 203
folder redirection, 203, 210–211
new Group Policy settings, 291
New User Account Wizard, 202–210
removing, 203
resetting passwords, 203, 213–214
SSO support, 460
TS user profiles, 308

user profiles . See also roaming profiles
configuring for TS, 308
defined, 277, 293
folder contents, 293
limitations, 298–299
migrating, 166
version compatibility, 295–298

user settings
defined, 277
migrating, 310–311

UserMyDocs shared folder, 212
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), 69

V
VDS (Virtual Disk Service), 130
VFDs (virtual floppy drives), 28, 641, 643
VHD format, 348, 642
Videos folder, 297, 299, 304
Virtual Disk Service (VDS), 130
virtual floppy drives (VFDs), 28, 641, 643
virtual hard disk (VHD)

assigning/creating, 635
defined, 627
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Hyper-V support, 642
Windows Server Backup support, 348

virtual local area network (VLAN), 631
Virtual Machine Connection, 643–645
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configuring default location, 633
configuring machine settings, 640–643
creating, 634–639
functionality, 462, 643–644
I/O considerations, 627
pausing into sleep mode, 645
real-world considerations, 28
saving, 645
Server Core and, 628
snapshotting, 645
starting, 644
stopping, 644
virtual networks and, 631–632

Virtual Network Manager, 632–633
virtual private network . See VPN (virtual private 

network)
virtualization hosts

DPM support, 19
fourth server considerations, 626
requirements, 626
time zone settings, 69

virtualized Windows EBS
domain controllers on separate servers, 16–17
DPM support, 19
fully virtualized configuration, 15–16
Hyper-V server role, 15
real-world considerations, 18–19
Security Server hosted separately, 17–18

Virus Administrators role, 551
Virus Recipients role, 551
Virus Sender role, 551
VLAN (virtual local area network), 631
Vmconnect .exe program, 643–644
VMs . See virtual machines
volumes

encrypting, 468
recommended configuration, 13
storing data, 91–93, 108
Windows Server Backup support, 348, 354, 364–367

VPN (virtual private network)
AD CS support, 459
firewall policy rules, 564
Network Policy and Access Services, 462
planning configuration, 56
post-installation tasks, 119
routed networks, 23–24
site-to-site, 23, 123–126, 194, 578
system policy rules, 577

W
warnings, 34
WAS feature . See Windows Process Activation 

Service feature
Wbadmin tool, 350
WCF (Windows Communication Foundation)

 .NET Framework support, 467
access rules, 574
Application Server support, 461
firewall policy rules, 129
WAS support, 473

WdsMgmt snap-in, 465
Web access policy

creating, 580–589
Forefront TMG support, 579
functionality, 580
malware inspection support, 615

Web Access Policy Wizard
Access Policy Groups page, 585
accessing, 194, 581
Anonymous Web Access Policies page, 587
Authenticated Web Access Policies page, 588
Default Web Access Policy page, 586
Malware Inspection Settings page, 584, 588
Restricted Destinations Exceptions page, 584
Restricted Web Destinations page, 584
Web Access Policy Type page, 583
Web Cache Configuration page, 584, 589
Web Protection page, 583
Welcome page, 582

Web caching
benefits, 611
configuring, 611–614
Forefront TMG support, 563, 610–614
forward caching, 611
reverse caching, 611
types supported, 610–611

Web listeners
authentication, 591–593
certificates, 592
creating, 577, 593–595
defined, 591
External Web listener, 591–594
firewall policy rules, 608
Web publishing rules, 591

Web Part
adding, 675, 678–681
registering as safe, 674, 676–677
storing, 675, 677–678

Web proxy clients
defined, 605
feature comparison table, 606

Web publishing
Forefront TMG support, 564
functionality, 590
Web listeners, 591–592
Web publishing rules, 572–573, 590–599

Web publishing rules
creating, 593–595
default, 592–593
functionality, 572, 590
Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync, 573, 593
Microsoft Outlook Anywhere, 573, 592
OWA support, 572, 592–593
RWW support, 573, 593
TS Gateway, 573, 592
Web listeners, 591, 593–595

Web Server (IIS)
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Application Server support, 461
Management Server support, 7
roles and services, 464–465
Web caching and, 611

Web Services (IIS)
functionality, 9–10
UDDI Services, 463

Web sites
certificate considerations, 231
creating Web listeners, 593–595

publishing, 194
renewing subscriptions, 194

web .config file, 676–677
WER . See Windows Error Reporting (WER)
WFAS (Windows Firewall with Advanced Security), 

440, 447
Windows 2000

migrating DHCP, 142
user profiles, 295

Windows 2000 Server
checking network environment, 84
installation requirements, 20
migrating DHCP, 147–151

Windows authentication, 464
Windows Communication Foundation . See WCF 

(Windows Communication Foundation)
Windows Complete PC Restore, 367–370
Windows Components Wizard, 447, 458
Windows Deployment Services

administration tools, 471
roles and services, 465

Windows EBS (Essential Business Server)
benefits, 3–4
choosing names and addresses, 58–59
components, 1–2
Configuration Store . See Configuration Store
Management Server . See Management Server
medium-sized businesses, 2–3, 25
Messaging Server . See Messaging Server
Security Server . See Security Server

Windows EBS Administration Console . See 
 Administration Console

Windows EBS Configuration Store . See 
 Configuration Store

Windows EBS Installation Wizard
Choose A Volume For Storing Data page, 342
Choose Temporary IP Addresses page, 339
Choose The Active Directory Domain page, 340
Choose The Network Adapter page, 339
Critical Updates Installed page, 340
Installation And Updates Finished page, 343
Installation Tasks Finished page, 342
Join An Active Directory Domain page, 340
Microsoft Update page, 340
Progress Of Installation page, 342
Progress Of Joining The Domain page, 342
Replace An Existing Server page, 340
Review page, 342
Select Optional Updates page, 343
Welcome page, 339

Windows EBS Planning Wizard . See Planning 
Wizard

Windows EBS Premium Edition
fourth server, 625–645
installation discs and tools, 29
installation preparations, 64
licensing, 220
planning migration, 61–62
Premium Technologies, 6
SQL Server 2005 support, 11
SQL Server 2008 support, 11, 645–659
Terminal Services, 659–681

Windows EBS Preparation Wizard . See Preparation 
Wizard

Windows Error Reporting (WER)
depicted, 450
new Group Policy settings, 292

Windows Essential Business Server . See Windows EBS
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Windows Essential Business Server preparation and planning Disc 1

Windows Essential Business Server Preparation and 
Planning Disc 1 . See Prerequisite Planning 
Tools CD
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accessing, 101
launching, 28

Windows Firewall
File Sharing feature and, 478
GPO support, 281
Management Server support, 99
network location settings and, 476
Security Server support, 111

Windows Firewall with Advanced Security (WFAS), 
440, 447

Windows Installer Package . See MSI files
Windows Internal Database, 473
Windows Internet Name Service . See WINS server
Windows Live Messenger, 571
Windows NT

home folders, 307
installation requirements, 20
migrating DHCP, 142, 147–151

Windows NT Backup  Restore Utility, 348
Windows PowerShell . See also Exchange 

 Management Shell
changing permissions via, 212
escape character, 505
Exchange Management Console and, 499–500
functionality, 473
installing, 352
net share command, 673
Windows Server Backup cmdlets, 350

Windows Process Activation Service feature
Application Server role, 438
Application Server support, 461
functionality, 473

Windows SBS (Small Business Server)
decommissioning Exchange Servers, 164
migrating RWW users, 177–178
migration considerations, 157

Windows Search Service, 462
Windows Server 2003

checking network environment, 84
configuring servers, 149–159
File Services support, 462
installation requirements, 20
migrating DHCP, 142, 146–147
opening Server Manager, 442
Preparation/Planning Wizards support, 33–34
running as administrator, 479
UAC and, 479
user profiles, 295

Windows Server 2008
accessing during installation, 101
adding/removing features, 465–467
adding/removing role services, 458–465
adding/removing roles, 451–456
administrators and standard users, 480
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DHCP Server service, 88
features summarized, 467–474
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Hyper-V support, 626
installing, 20, 70–73
installing on Management Server, 98
licensing requirements, 6

logon process, 480
Management Server Installation Wizard, 73
Messaging Server support, 113
migrating DHCP, 142, 146–147
Network and Sharing Center, 474–479
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opening Server Manager, 440–442
Preparation/Planning Wizards support, 33
Quick Launch menu, 441
Security Server support, 111
server roles supported, 459–465
User Account Control, 479–492
user profiles changes, 295–298
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Windows Server Backup
cmdlet support, 350
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functionality, 347–349, 352
installing, 350–352
launching, 347
limitations, 348–349
Microsoft Exchange support, 348–349
MMC snap-in, 350
Server Manager support, 440
System Center Essentials and, 348–349
Wbadmin tool, 350
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Actions pane, 352
Backup Once task, 354–360
Backup Schedule task, 360–364
Configure Performance Settings task, 354
Connect To Another Computer task, 353
Recover task, 364–367

Windows Server Core
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virtual machines and, 628
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( Windows Server Update Services)
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Application Templates, 173
configuring, 171–173
RWW support, 107
SAN storage support, 130
SQL Server support, 646
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managed computers, 428
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Web Server (IIS), 7
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installing software packages, 429
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Preparation/Planning Wizards support, 33
UAC and, 479
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Windows XP

installing software packages, 429
Preparation/Planning Wizards support,  

33–34
running as administrator, 479
UAC and, 479
user profiles, 295
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WINS Server
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DHCP support, 141
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Wireless LAN (WLAN) Service, 474
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AD CS support, 459
Network Policy and Access Services, 462
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WMI
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worm purging, 549
WormPrge .dat file, 549
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